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Is 15 miles from London, on the London Chatham and (^ovor
(RaiLivay

.

Eynsford is jzist one station further on, six miles
from Sevenoaks, (Both flurseries adjoin the stations. There are
aocve 2U- trains per day from Victoria, Holoorn Viaduec, and
St. (Paul’s Stations. We should feel it a real vleasure in seeina
all lovers of Horticulture any time during the week, exeext on
Sundays and after 5 o’e,oek on Saturdays

, when the Esta'olish-

ments are ccosed and no one admitted.
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H. CAHNKLL & SONS
Haue been honoured u/ith the distinguished Patronage of

HER MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE QUEEN.

H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES.
HR.H. THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH.
H.R.H. THE DUKE OF CONNAUGHT.
H M. THE EMPEROR OF GERMANY.
H.M. THE EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA.
H.M. THE SULTAN OF TURKEY.
H.M. THE KING OF THE BELGIANS.
H M THE QUEEN OP THE NETHERLANDS.
H.I.M. THE EMPRESS EUGENIE.
H S.H. THE DUKE OF TECK.
H R.H. THE DUCHESS OF ALBANY.
H.R.H. THE CROWN PRINCE OF DENMARK.

H.H. THE

H I H. THE GRAND DUKE CONSTANTINE OF
RUSSIA.

H.I.H. THE PRINCESS DOLGOROUKOFF.
H S H THE PRINCE VICTOR OF HOHENIA)HE.
H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF SIAM.
H.H. PRINCE JOSEPH OF ARENBERG.
H.H. PRINCE GALITZINE.
H.I.M. THE PRINCESS MESTOHERSKY.
H.I.H. THE PRINCESS L. SAPIEHA.
H.S.H. THE PR1N0F>SS DE MONACO.
H.M. THE SULTAN OF JEHORE.
H.H. GAEKWAR OF BARODA.

MAHARAJA OF ULWAR.

His Grace the Duke of Fife.

His Grace the Duke of Norfolk.

His Grace the Duke of NorthvimberlaniS

His Grace the Duke of Bucoleuch.

His Grace the Duke of Bedford.
His Grace the Duke of Portland.

His Grace the Duke of Hamilton.
His Grace the Duke of Cleveland.

His Grace the Duke of Westminster.

His Grace the Duke of Rutland.

His Grace the Duke of Devonshire.

His Grace the Duke of Marlborough.
His Grace the Duke of Argyll.

His Grace the Duke of Richmond and Gordon.

His Grace the Duke of Sutherland.

His Grace the Duke of Beaufort.

His Grace the Duke of Grafton.

His Grace the Duke of Wellington.

His Grace the Duke of Manchester.

His Grace the Duke of Athole.

His Grace the Duke of Leeds.

His Grace the Duke of Somerset.

Her Grace the Duchess of Abercorn.

Her Grace the Duchess of Bedford.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Lothian.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Bute
The Most Hon. the Marquis of Waterford.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Ely.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Abergavenny.
The Most Hon. the Marquis of Ripon.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Noirosuiby.

'Die Most Hon. the Marquis of Salisbury.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Sligo.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Northampton.
The Most Hon. the Marquis of Exeter.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Bnstol.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Ailsa.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Anglesea.

The Most Hon. the Marquis of Bath.

The Most Hon. the Marchioness of Headford.

The Most Hon. the Marchioness of Londonderry.

The Most Hon. the Marchioness of Cholmondeley.

The Most Hon. the Marchioness of Drogheda.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Mayo.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Denbigh.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Lytton.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Aonesley.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Dartmouth.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Dunraven.
The Right Hon, the Earl of Malmesbury.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Shrewsbury.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Manvers.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Jersey.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Lovelace.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Ancaster.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Ranfurly.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Ellesmere.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Londesborough.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Mar.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Meath,

The Right Hon. the Earl of Egmont.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Strathmore
The Right Hon. the Earl of Rosebery.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Clarendon.
The Right Hon. the Karl of Hopetoun.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Antrim.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Beauchamo.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Portsmouth
The Right Hon. the Karl of Darnley.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Coventry.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Radnor.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Carnarvon.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Harrington.
The Right Hon. the Rarl of Essex.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Lonsdale.
The Right Hon. the Karl of Iddesleigh.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Crawford.
• The Right Hon. the Earl of Cork.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Carysfort.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Morton.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Aberdeen.
The Right Hon. the Earl of llohester.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Erne.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Kinnoul.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Granard.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Dalbousle.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Portarlington.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Southesk.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Haddington.
The Bight Hon. the Earl of Wemyss.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Rosslyn.

The Bight Hon. the Earl of Leicester.

The Right Hon the Earl of Powis.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Lucan.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Zetland.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Sefton.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Westmoreland.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Verulam.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Ravenswortb.
The Right Hon. the Earl of Clonmel.

The Right Hon. Earl Temple.
The Right Hon. Earl Lisburn.

The Right Hon. Earl Pitz-William.

The Right Hon. Earl Derby.
The Right Hon. Earl Bective.

The Right Hon. Earl Spencer.
The Right Hon. Earl Sondes.

The Right Hon. Earl Hardwicke
The Right Hon. Earl Kintore.

The Right Hon. Earl Sandwich.
The Right Hon. Earl Leitrim.

The Right Hon. Earl Bathurst.

The Right Hon. Earl Pembroke.

( i )
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H. CANNELL A SONS’ LIST OF DISTINGUISHED PATRONS- continued.

The Right Hon. Earl Stanhope.
The Right Hon. Earl Brownlow
The Right Hon. Earl DuCferin.
The Right Hon. Earl Cathcart.
The Right Hon. Elarl Heytesbury
The Right Hon. Ear) Granville.
The Right Hon. Earl Ducie.

The Right Hon. Viscount Bangor.
The Right Hon. Viecount Monk.
The Right Hon. Viscount Gaee.
The Right Hon. Viscount Halifax.
The Right Hon. Viscount Hampden.
The Right Hon. Viscount Melville.
The Right Hon. Viscount Ashbrooke.
The Right Hon. Viscount Lewisham.
The Right Hon. Viecount Lismore.
The Right Hon. Viscount Castlemalne.
The Right Hon. Viscount Clifden.
The Right Hon. Viscount Cranbrook.
The Right Hon, Viscount Falmouth.

The Right Hon. Lord Howard de
Walden.

The Right Hon. Lord Rothschild
(Trlng).

The Right Hon. Lord Walsingham.
The Right Hon. Lord Tennyson.
The Right Hon. Lord Aehtown.
The Right Hon. Lord Melville.
The Right Hon. Lord Daore.
The Right Hon. Lord Windsor.
The Right Hon. Lord Poltiinore.
The Right Hon. Lord Gardener.
The Right Hon. Lord Dunsany.
The Right Hon. Lord Hillingdon.
The Right Hon. Lord Lilford.
The Right Hon. Lord Olamis.
The Right Hon. Lord Arthur Russell.
The Right Hon. Lord Suffleld.

The Right Hon. Lord Llanover.
The Right Hon. Lord Chief Justice

Paltes.

The Right Hon. Lord Saokville.
The Right Hon. Lord Llangattock.
The Right Hon. Lord Amherst.
The Right Hon. Lord Brassey.

The
The
The
The

The
The
The
The
The
The

The
The
The

The
The
The
The
The
The

The Right Hon. Lord Rossmore.
The Right Hon. Lord Lyveden.
The Right Hon. Lord K’innaird.
The Right Hon. Lord Clonbrook.
The Right Hon. Lord Fermoy.
The Right Hon. Lord Herries.
The Right Hon. Lord Knutsford.
The Right Hon. Lord Eustace Cecil.
The Right Hon, Lord Masham.
The Right Hon. Lord Zouche.
The Right Hon. Lord Watson,
The Right Hon. Lord Leconfleld.
The Right Hon. Lord Burton.
The Right Hon. Lord Battersea.
The Right Hon. Lord Northbourne.
The Right Hon. Lord Fiti-Hardinge.
The Right Hon. Lord Savile.
The Right Hon. Lord Bendleshaxn,
The Right Hon. Lord Orimtborpe.
The Right Hon. Lord Raglan.
The Right Hon. Lord Tredegar.
The Right Hon. Lord Aberdare.
The Right Hon. Lord Chesham.
The Right Hon. Lord Clinton.
The Right Hon. Lord Howard.

The Right Hon. Lord Tollemache.
The Right Hon. Lord Ardilaun.
The Right Hon. Lord Harris.
The Right Hon. Lord St. Oswald.
The Right Hon. Lord de I’lsle.

The Right Hon. Lord Brougham.
The Right Hon. Lord Ormathwaite.
The Right Hon. Lord Armstrong.
The Right Hon. Lord Mayor of

London.
The Right Hon. Lord Arundel of

Wardour.
The Right Hon. Lord Medway.
The Right Hon. Lord Mount Stephen.
The Right Hon. Lord Tweedmouth.
The Right Hon. Lord Marcus

Beresford.
The Right Hon, Lord Hylton.
The Right Hon. Lord Newton.
The Right Hon. Lord Bessborough.
The Right Hon. Lord Cottesloe.
The Right Hon. Lord Rodney.
The Right Hon. Lord Farrer.
The Right Hon. Lord Justice Lopes.

Right Hon. Viscountess Templetown.
Right Hon. Viscountess Chetwynd.
Right Hon. Viscountess Hambledon.
Right Hon. Viscountess Dillon.

Right Hon. Countess Clancarty.
Right Hon. Countess Caledon.
Right Hon. Countess Norbury.
Right Hon. Countess of Craven.
Right Hon. Countess de Morello.
Right Hon. Countess Stamford.

Right Hon. Dowager Countess of Portsmouth
Right Hon. Dowager Countess of Caatlestuart.
Right Hon. Dowager Countess of Clancarty.

Right Hon. Count Messina.
Right Hon. Count Winterfeldt.
Right Hon. Count de Casteja.
Right Hon. Count William Stomm.
Right Hon. Count M. Tolstoy.
Right Hon. Comte Horace van der Burch.

Baron H. de Worms.
Baron Scliroder.

Baron Alphonse de Rothschild

Sir Francis Jeune.
Sir Hy. Gooch, Bart.
Sir P. D. P. Dimoombe.
Sir G. Russell, Bart.
Sir R. B. Harvey.
Sir T. 0, Frost.
Sir R. G. Raper, Bart.
Sir 0. Rashleigh.
Sjr R. 0. ilusgrave, Bart.
Sir R. Graham, Bart.
Sir F. Darwin.
Sir M. C. B. Cave, Bart.
Sir J. H. Amory, Bart.
Sir H. Williamson, Bart.
Sir A. Neaves, Bart.
Sir 0. Codrington, Bart.

I

Baron Adolphe de Rothschild.
I

Baron F. de Rothschild (Aylesbury).
Baron T’Kint de Roodenbeke.

|

I Sir G. Jenkiiison, Bart.
Sir E. Dorrington.
Sir H. Mildmay, Bart.
Sir J. Pender, Bart.
Sir C. Oakley, Bart.
Sir J. Goldsmid, Bart.
Sir T. Earle, Bart.
Sir W. 0. Brooke, Bart.
Sir T. G. F. Hesketh, Bart.
Sir Q. H. Beaumont, Bart.
Sir A. Palmer, Bart.
Sir J. Haggerstone, Bart.
Sir A. A. Hood, Bart.
Sir Joe. Whitehead, Bart.
Sir E. Gooch, Bart.

And most of the Members of Parliament.

Baron de Goldstein.
Baronese Burdett Ooutte.
Barone88deRoth8child(Oimnersbury)

Sir J. Rowley, Bart.
Sir T. Paine.
Sir E. Antrobue.
Sir E. Saunders.
Sir B. G. Moon, Bart.
Sir T. Brandreth, Bart
Sir G. Bonham.
Sir H. Doultoo.
Sir A. Fletcher, Bart.
Sir M. HiokS'Beaob.
Sir J. Kitson, Bart.
Sir W. Wortley, Bart.
Sir G. Annytage, Bart.
Sir J. Walker, Bart.
Sir F. Milbank, Bart.

The Royal Parke Hyde Park, Battereea Park, Myatfe Fields, Dulwich College, Houses ot Parliament,Temple Gardens, Royal Courts of Justice, London County Council.
Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs.

'*°^a'n P?anoisM'Tfnro««o
CaloutU, Ajmere, Singapore, Cape Town, Johannesburg, Adelaide,San Franoisoo, La Crosse Bereen Observatory, Boie de Boulogne, Birmingham, Ceylon, Jardin dee Plantes,

Dublin, Edinburgh, Jamaica, Manchester, Belfast, and many o^ers.

( ii )



HENRY CANNELL. F.R.H.S., M.S.A., h.m.c.a.b

Reprint from ** Slack and ”)

THE SWANLEY NURSERIES.
From the GARDENING WORLD, September 26th, 1896.

Swanley may be designated the head-quarters of the world-renowned firm of^ H. Cannell & Sons.

Not only is the home trade of this firm of huge dimensions, but the export business carried on with

British dependeneies, as well as foreign countries, is immense.
, . i e

Naturally enough, a visit to such an establishment to anyone who possesses a knowl^Ige ot

horticulture is at all times interesting and instructive. None know better than the Messrs. Cannell

the desire for improvements upon existing forms of favourite plants, and none are more

conspicuously in the vanguard of progress.

( iii )
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/•• The Greatest Triumph ever achieved = =

= for Plants supplied by any Nurseryman.
SURELY THIS SPEAKS VOLUMES.

CANNELLS’

0S r ^g<a Fit^sm isim g.

NONE TOUCH THEM.

For twenty years Mr. Mease has sent ns
open orders for the best new Chrysanthemums;
the result is, during all this time he has taken
more First Frizes and Trophies in the greatest

contests than any other exhibitor, and last

season he crowned his numerons victories by
carrying off the two chief Golden Jubilee
Medals and £30 offered by the National
Society in the greatest race ever contested.

He therefore now holds the proud position

of Champion of the Champions, and as a
mark of appreciation has kindly supplied us
with his photo as shown

;
and to all who

wish for similar success, we should be glad
to send catalogue and to communicate with
them.

Own=Grown Kentish Perfect Golden

SEEDS. SEEDS. SEEDS.
OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY.

ENOLANO’S GREAT VICTORY.
KENT IN PARTICULAR, OF WHICH ALL SHOULD BE PROUD.

We simply mention the seeds we grow and sell are such as we sent to the Chicago Exhibition,
where they were officially tested side by side with thousands of the most celebrated, and their
produce afterwards registered. Result—Ours were Awarded the Great Medal and Four Diplomas,
on which it is inscribed “ Per/h'l,” and "Their Produce the finest yet attained.”

This, after such a scrutiny, surely speak.s volumes as to the value and importance°of our seeds
and varieties.

Dkar Sir,

We are sure all would be deliglited with

our seeds, also with our nearly wholesale prices,

and hope to have the pleasure of serving you
and your friends.

** Oardenern' Chronicle" says :
—

Although our climate (is damp, our home
grown seods, properly harvested and treated, are

the best the world produces, and will keep their

germinating power as long as seedsare expected to.

( iT )
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CHRYSANTHEMUMS AT SWANLEY.

HOW NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS ARE PRODUCED.

Interview with Mr. H. Cannell, F.R.H.S., abridg^ed from

“Black and White,” 10th October, 1896.

KErRESKNTATIVE of Black and Wkite went down to get some information on this

subject from Mr. Hbnky Cannei.l at “The Home of Flowers,” Swunley. For some time

after his arrival he was content to wander about tiie 17 acres of ground with kindly guides and

delight his eyes with such a wealth of flowers as is not often granted to the I.ondoner to see except

in dreams. The Geraniums were at their best, and there were^ great sheets of radiant colour.

In one secluded corner it was iteculiarly pleasant to linger. TItis was the rockery, wliere water

was plentiful, and cool green things enabled one to defy the prevailing heat. Wild Strawberries

grew there, and a clump of Sea Fink and a big plant of the Horn Poppy. Wherever

von went there was one infinitely refreshing thing—the innumerable tall hedges, which make a most

delightful shelter, for there is wind among the leaves upon the sultriest day, while the sunlight silvers

«hem as they tremble.
. i

Mr. Henry Cannell is great on all Horticulture. Special attention has been given to Begonias and

Chrysanthemums
;
the former were everywhere in evidence, and were beautiful beyond words, and

Mr. Cannell must enjoy the spectacle after a fashion whereof the keenest lover of beauty is

incapable, for many of the loveliest varieties there seen were horn, so to speak, under his hands at

Swanley.
.

...

But it was ahont Chrysanthemums that the interviewer was chiefly curious, and especially

about the raising of new varieties. Mr. Cannell showed a lot of seedlings from seed imported

from Australia lasCyear, and went on to explain that it is the simplest matter in the world,

-when you know how, to send Chrysantheinnm plants to Australia so that they shall arrive there

alive and flourish. Then he took a catalogue, at the interviewer's suggestion, and recalled some

•of the innumerable varieties which have been produced at Swanley. “ And how do you set about

raising new varieties?” Then Mr. Cannell picked a Fuchsia bloom, and splitting it down the

centre, showed and described the whole structure of the seeding organs—the pollen-bearing anthers,

the pistil to receive the pollen and conduct its effects into the seed vessels Nature in the usual

course perforins all this by the aid of wind and insects, and Mr. Cannell explained that it is

here that the art of the expert steps in, and, hy a judicious selection of the parent flowers,

he influences the progeny to a very great extent and produces occasionally a new variety

which is an improvement in size, shape, colour, or habit on all existing sorts. Chrysanthemums

. are substantially the same as other flowers in formation, and a like process has to be performed,

but, flowering at such a sunless season, other precautions have to he taken, the object of all being

to throw the whole vigour of the plant into its seeding organs. ‘‘ It has been by perseverance to

meet the desire for new kinds that we have become so especially known for the enormous

improvements we have made. We are now sending back to Li Hung Chang much larger and

more elegant flowers, of brighter colours, with more refined shapes, and plants of stronger growth

than the first we got from China and Japan, where they are indigenous and esteemed as the

national flower.”

In reply to further questions by the interviewer, -Mr. Cannell stated that anyone giving time and

studied attention to the subject would be equally us likely to produce good results. It is very

ticcessary to keep all the seeding organs perfectly dry, the pollen in the first place, and the other

parts after that is transferred, by the removal of all damping petals. November is the month when

most oLith^'is done, as the'majority of varieties flower then. The seed is sown in pans in February,

and laieir^i the seedlings are pricked out. By the time the Autumn comes the healthy plants

—

and those which are not healthy are rejected without ceremony—may have from one to three good

flowers on them. These are e.\amined, and, once in a hundred times perhaps, something that is

new and beautiful is found.

“And what comes next ? When do you proclaim your discovery ?
” “ The plant is grown for two

years, for, curiously enough, the cuttings taken from a most promising seedling may fail to produce

lilooms. worth showing. But when we are perfectly sure that we have produced a valuable variety,

( V )
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it is exhibited at the principal shows, and after that we announce it, and send out plants to
Chrysanthemum lovers in all parts of the world.”
There the conversation as to Chrysanthemums came to an end, and here this account of the

interview that prodneed it must likewise finish. Por there is so much to see at Swanley that, to
write without rigid limitations as to space would be to produce a quantity of matter which a single
number of Black and White could scarce contain comfortably. Lr_jtl

Now the cost of carriage of seeds and parcels are considerablv lower in price, and goods can
reach you in a few hours and direct from us, possessing the best resources and stock, together with
the largest and finest facilities for carrying on business successfully to all parts of the World, we
are relying on our esteemed customers and their kind recommendations to still further enable us to
add to our usefulness and reputation of our establishments,

HOW TO MANAGE PLANTS. ROOTED CUTTINGS, AND

SEEDLINGS SENT BY POST.

TTTHEUE persons have the convenience and sufficient experience for nursing small plants, and
vJU enjoy seeing them grow, we strongly recommend their having them sent by post, as every

care is taken to (grow them in snch a temperature, &c., that there is no risk about their
doing well with a small amount of ordinary care, if the appended instructions are carefully followed.

It mnst be remembered that plants are like yonng children
;
they must be carefully looked after,

fed, clothed, and trained in the way they should go, and a little common sense exercised to ascertain
their requirements, and to guard against enemies. And should they be forgotten, and get with others
of bad character, it is snrprising how qnickly they will partake of the same habits and disease, and
will soon die in sorrow and disgrace. A sweet-smelling hot-bed rather on the decline is preferable,
with the heat at abont 65 degrees. When yon receive a box of rooted cuttings or plants, immerse
them in water at the same temperature from one to two hours. When they are all refreshed, proceed
10 pot them into small pots, using nice, warm, sandy soil. See that the roots are separated and
spread naturally out in the soil without injuring them, pressing the soil firmly. Place them in the
frame, keep them shut close for a few days, be careful of damp, and admit air as they get established.
Lot them be slightly dried each day, but do not allow them to flag from too much air or sun. And if
a person possesses a stove, or even a warm greenhouse, there is no more difficulty in getting them to-

grow under an air-tight hand-glass or wooden box with the top covered with glass, than those of
their own striking or raising.

lEHIT CHKNELL. PENBY GHPPELL. BOBEBT Cfl)()iELL EBNEST CBHIIELL

H.CANNEIL&SONS.
nurse:rie:s, swanley.

SEED FARM & GROUNDS, EYNSFORD.
( «
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ISrE'W, O-OOID,

FLOWERS
ALL SPECIALLY RECOMMENDED FOR THE YEAR 1897.

JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURE, 23rd July, 1696.

Swanley is not unknown in the horticultural world. There is a “ certain man ” there

named Henry Cannell, who has helped to make it familiar—a genuine gardener, who by great

I

energy and business aptitude has made the whole civilised world his market and himself famous.

NEW DOUBLE BEGONIAS FOR 1897.
Raised and sent out nv H. Cannei.l & Sons.

AURORA—A very pretty end pleasing variety
;
pale yellow, with a distinct Picotee edge of

rosy pink ;
very regular

;
good double flowers. 12s.

COUNTESS OF ABERDEEN—Creamy white
;
large well-formed flowers ; erect habit

;

a first-class variety. 10s.
, , , ,, j j t

LADY CARLISLE—A very pretty salmon-pink shade, mottled soft yellow
;
good dwarf

habit
;
nice

;
distinct. 7s. 6d.

. . r o •

lady GRANT—Very large and double
;
massive

;
flesh colour

;
dwarf and free flowering.

10s.

MISS MILLIE ELVEY—Of a creamy shade
;
large and fine; very dwarf : late flowering;

a grand variety. 1 2s.

MISS SYBIL MAY—Rosy pink ;
distinct and fine. 8s.

REV. G. T. LITTLE—Medium-size flowers, and of the most intense fiery-crimson colour

we have yet seen. Award of Merit. 10s. (Named by request.)

SIR GEO. TRYON—A distinct and beautiful coloured variety ;
well-formed double flowers

of a rich clear salmon colour
;
free flowering, and forming into well-shaped plants. 12s.

J. B. POJ^A fine rich crimson
;
flowers large, well formed, and very double

;
extra. lO.s.

(Named by request.)

NEW DOUBLE BEDDING BEGONIA.
CANNELLS’ SCARLET—The medium-sized flowers are undoubtedly the best and mos

suitable for bedding purposes, and it is with this object in view we introduce this variety. Of the

clearest scarlet, good dwarf habit, and very free flowering. Where a mass of flower is required this

cannot fail to give satisfaction. Is. Sd. each
;

15s. per doz.

NEW SINGLE BEGONIAS FOR 1897.

CAPTAIN BEDINGFIELD—Very large, of a brick-red shade
;
circular flowers, and of

great substance.

CECIL COLE—Large and good, of a decided scarlet shade
;
fine flowers, and of leathery

substance.

GOLDEN HIND—One of the finest yellows ;
large flowers

;
a fine improvement.

GRACE DARLING—A fancy variety; pure white centre, evenly margined with a clear lake

shade
;
medium size beautifully-formed flowers.

MRS. NEWMAN—Large fine flowers of a pleasing and attractive shade of pink ; a goou

exhibition variety.

SEYMOUR LUCAS—Splendid rich crimson, probably the finest; good shape, perfect

habit
;
extra.

3s. Gd. each.

( )
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H. GANNKIaIa & SONS’

mw CHRYSANTHEMUMS Fofi ^897

JAPANESE. All our own seedlings.

1027. BARON TAIT—A more refined and deeper flower than Exmouth Yellow

;

beautiful clear,

rich yellow
; large and attractive flowers of a distinctive character; extra. Crown buds. 6.s.

1028. CHAS. E. WILKINS—A very handsome flower
;
long narrow petals somewhat resembling

Sunflowevy and equally as massive and deep
;
white, shaded pink, finishing off to a pleasing tint of

rosy pink
;

fine. Crown bud. 5s.

1029. ELLA CURTIS—In this we have a grand variety, and will be found indispensable for
exhibition purposes

;
extra large bold flowers of a rich golden yellow, shaded light chestnut and

bronze on the broad and fully expanded florets; good keeping qualities
;
a fine addition, and much

admired wherever exhibited. Late crown buds. 5s.

1030. ERNEST CANNELL—A splendid introduction, producing immense-sized and refined
flowers of the moat correct incurved form

;
colour a pretty shade of deep fawn margined soft red,

reverse of petals creamy fawn, tinted deeper
;
quite distinct. Second crown buds

;
good culture, fi.s.

1031. HAYDEE FALBE—Of great size and depth
;
broad leathery florets forming into massive

flowers of a bright chestnut with a soft golden reverse; distinct and effective. Second crown
buds. os.

1032. LADY OPORTO TAIT—A fine novelty, and distinct from anything we have, and, although
of a yellow colour, we have no hesitation in putting this forward as a most useful and attractive
variety

; splendid golden yellow, thick twisted broad petals
;

an acqui.siiion. Crown buds.
First-Class Certificate. 6s.

1033. LEONARD BROWN—Bright mahogany, reverse of petals bronze, broad petals
;
a

distinct and handsome novelty ; free and effective. Crown buds. 5s.

1034. MISS STORER—A most delicate and prettily-coloured variety; fine large flowers of a
pleasing shade of blu^h pink, lighter towards centre, and finishing off to a creamy shade

;
a refined

flower. Crown buds. 5.v.

1035. ROBERT POWELL—A splendid variety, and a welcome addition to this class
;

fine
well-formed flowers of a reddish chestnut, with a more golden shade to reverse of petals; good.
Crown or terminal buds. 5s.

103G. SIR WM. HART-DYKE—Of good size, full and remarkably deep flowers of a very rich
yellow shade, more intense and effective than W. H. Lincoln, and we anticipate this to prove a most
valuable variety for cutting and marketing purposes owing to the splendid colour, compact
formation, and good lasting qualities of its flowers ; very free. Crown bud. 3s. 6(/.

1037. SWANLEY GIANT—Certainly producing the largest and finest incurved Japanese flowers
yet introduced

;
very bold and massive petals, perfect globular formation, lilac-pink

;
grand. Crown

buds. 10s. Plants only in Spring.

NEW INCURVED.
1038. AUSTIN CANNELL—Possessing the same bold petals and formation of flowers as the

well-known variety M. R, Bahuant

;

large, well-formed flowers, of a purple-maroon shade, reverse
of petals lighter; good. Crown buds. 5s,

1039. LEONARD PAYNE—A decided improvement on Baron Himch; long, broad, incurving
petals, of a reddish-mahogany, with a lighter reverse ; a fine introduction, and an advance. Crown
buds. 5s.

NEW POMPON ANEMONE CHRYSANTHEMUM.
1040. ERIC—In this we have a decided acquisition, and quite distinct to any other in this class

;

wcH-shaped flowers, good high centre, clear orange-buff outer florets, cushion of a deeper shade;
good dwarf and compact habit

;
very free and effective. 3s. 6rf.

NEW EARLY-FLOWERING VARIETIES.
Blooming from Jane nntil the frost sets in, both are grand and useful additions.

1041. WHITE GRUNERWAIjD—A fac~sinule of Aioixs, (?. Grune.rwald, and from which
It 18 a seedling

;
pure white, fine flowers

; very free. 3s. 6ef.

1042. YELLOW GRUNERWALD—A beautiful yellow sport from the above. A most effective
variety for the border or conservatory. 3s. Qd.
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For Description, see page viii.
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1043. IRENE—A most beautiful and attractive novelty
;
large, open flowers, of good form, white,

flushed pink, and which continues throughout its flowering period ; dwarf, bushy habit; good for

exhibition and general decorative purposes.

MISS DOROTHY HAWKINS—A splendid introduction; colour a very soft pink;

greatly admired. 2.«. (>d,

1044. MRS. E. STAINES—Of the purest white; florets long and well developed, forming into

well-shaped flowers
;
good high centre

;
very free flowering

;
valuable for growing into specimen

plants; useful.

1045. STAR—A seedling from the well-known variety Miss Rose; extremely floriferons, and

forming into handsome plants
;

medium-sized flowers of a pink shade. Much admired when

exhibited at the Aquarium Show last November.

Us. 6rf. each.

THE GARDEN, 31st October, 1896. Royal Horticultural Society.

Lady Oporto Tail (Jap.), a very handsome variety, and an acquisition to the front row on any

board of cut-blooms; the colour is a deep golden yellow, the petals long and broad, being disposed

in the way of those of Thtmberg

;

it is of medium size. Several varieties of Chrysanthemums,

new kinds, were shown by Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons, Lady Oporto Tail, a fine golden yellow,

with thick twisted petals
;
and Robt. Powell, a handsome flower, bronze and yellow.

National Chrysanthemum Society.

A. 11. Wood, a pale yellow sport from Primrose League, large and spreading. Robt. Powell, a

big solid incurved Japanese; colour golden bronze reverse, inside carmine chestnut; was very

fine. So, too, was Ernest Cannell, of ordinary incurved form, full and double
;

colour pale ochre-

yellow. Another regarded as a promising novelty was Lady Oporto Tait.

GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE, 31st October, 1896, Royal Horticultural Society.

Messrs. H. Cannell & Sons’ Lady Oporto Tait. a broad floreted fancy Japanese with twisted

florets, rich gold colour. Award of Merit. Ernest Cannell, an incurved flower of promising character.

THE GARDENERS’ MAGAZINE, 31st October, 1896.

Lady Oporto Tait, a large Japanese variety with broad curling and incurving florets of_the

brightest gold colour. Award of Merit, K.H.S.

THE GARDENING 'WORLD, 31st October, 1896. Royal Horticultural Society.

The grand yellow ineurved variety Ernest Cannell was in fine condition in Messrs. Cannell & Sons*

exhibit.

NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Vabioos Kaisers.

1140. BEAUTY OP ADELAIDE—A flower of large size, with long florets, incurving at the

lips; colour pretty shade of mauve-pink; splendid exhibition bloom; good habit. Plants, bs.

1141. BEAUTY OP SHOLING (Jap. Ref )—Deep bronzy-orange. 2s. bd. each.

1142 ! belle MAU'VE—One of the most distinct and lovely varieties ever sent out. Blooms

very large, deep, massive, and of elegant form ; the colour is a beautiful and delicate lavender-

mauve, quite clear, and minus of any shading whatever
;

will win its way into all collections.

Crown bud. bs . ;
cuttings, 3s. bd.

1143. BUPP GLOBE—An introduction from Japan. A sport from Good Gracious; colour a

pretty shade of chamois and fawn-yellow
;
very novel variety. 2s.

;
cuttings. Is. bd.

1144. CARRIE BELL (Jap. Inc.)—Colour delicate pink, a fine large exhibition flower of

excellent form, long petals of medium width, intermingling and incurving in a charming manner; a

splendid flower. First-Class Certificate. 6s.

1145. CRODA—A very large Japanese, after the style of G. C. ScAiooie, but fuller and much
darker, and brighter in colour

;
a cross between G, C Sekwabe and E. Molyneux. Crown bud about

16th August. Plants in spring, 5s.

1146. CROWN OP GOLD—Brilliant golden-jellow Japanese. As the flower opens the outer

petals fall over and reflex, gracefully intertwining
;
the inner petals, until they in turn fall over,

remain closely incurved, creating a novelty of exceptional beauty. A most refined and striking

novelty, absolutely distinct from any existing variety. Crown bud about 12th August. Plants in

spring, 5s.

1147. CHRISTMAS GOLD (Jap. Inc.)—Rich golden yellow. This is a large globula- flower,

very late; it has everything in its favour. First-Class Certificate, R.H.S. Is. each.

J
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Ul48. DENNIS SMITH-RYLANDS—Large Japanese flowpr of spreading form
;

florets

and graceful
;

colour very deep pink. Pinch early in March, and take second crown

Plants, 5.«.

1140. GOLDEN WONDER (.Tap.l—A solid flower of extra large size and good form

petals are long, broad, very stout, and slightly toothed at the extremity, making np a very

exhibition flower of very great merit; colour a heautifnl clear golden-yellow, F.O.O. 5.s‘.

the

full

lino. G. BROCKMAN—Large Japanese flower, with long florets; colour brilliant amaranth,

with silvery reverse. Natural crown bud. Plants, 5.^.

U51. GOLDEN TROPHY—An American of great promise. A large and handsome bloom,

full, incurving, and nearly globular; clear yellow, strong and healthy foliage; plant.s 2 ^ ft. in

height
;
described bv the raisers as a most valuable variety. Plants only, 0.*?.

1152. H. J. PARK (Jap. Inc.)—This is another magnificent introduction, and sure to take a

foremost place amongst exhibition varieties ; the colour is yellow of a particularly rich shade, the

florets of broad width ; a very promising solid flower :
good habit. Fir.st-OIa^s Pertificntc. o.*?.

1153. JAMES CORNFORD—Large Japanese Reflexed, with florets of medium width and

good substance
;
colour a rich shade of cherry-carmine. l*inch early, and take first crown hud.

I’lants, 6s.

1154. J. H. WOODFORD (Ja]>. Tnc.l—A deep massive incurving .lajjanesc of splendid form

and substance, the florets are of extra width, building up a superb exhibition flower ; the colonr is a

lovely pink, shading off to almost white in centre
;
plant of good habit. First-Class Certificate. 5x.

1155. LADY NORTHCOTE—A firat-chiss exhibition variety ; blooms large, purest white,

with a blush base, very pleasing colour
;

the blooms are deep, massiA'c, and of good form ; from

the early bnd it comes white, must be crown bud. 7«. Cul.

1 155 MRS. CHAS. KEYSER—A magnificent Japanese incurved, with pretty florets, curling

and twistinjj in a moat xiniquc manner ; large full flower; colour a rich canary-yellow; medium

habit. Pinch early in March, and take second crown bud. Plant.«, 5.s*.

1157. MRS. D. DEWAR—An immense Japanese flower of the most chaste description, with

very long and drooping florets of great substance, nrettily incurving and curling at the tips.

Awarded Silver Medal for best seedling at Stirling Show, I89f!. Of the purest white, and a grand

acquisition to the exhibition varieties; strong grower, retaining its foliage well down to the pots.

Plants, (>.s\

1158. MRS. FISHER—Another lovely Japanese inenrved, with long narrow florets forked at

the ends
;
colour beautiful deep bronze. Pinch eai’ly in March, and take .second bud. Plants, 5s.

1150. MRS. JOHN COOPER—A very striking crimson-red sport from the popular Japanese

incurved Lord Brooke, possessing all the good characteristics of that fine variety. For exhibition it

will be extremely serviceable, as the colonr is badly wanted, while for market work »t is invaluable

for cutting late in the season. Special quotations for large (juantities for market. Plants, 3 n\ On.

1100. MRS. K. A. LETTIS—A spreading flower of large proportions, with long florets of

medium width
;
coloxir pretty shade of pink. Pinch early, and take second crown bud. 1 lants, 5s

UOl. MRS. CATERER (Large Anem.)—A useful and pleasing addition to the larae Anemone

section, of the purest white; guard florets and disc alike in colour. For exhibition or as a

decorative plant, this variety is exjuaUy well suited. A flower of the most refined and chaste

L

description. Plants, 2s ('uL

1102. ])CRS. MALING GRANT—This splendid novelty is considered the prettiest and most

distinct introduction of the season ; the blooms are deep and full, much in the way of Chenon de

Uche, but of greater depth : the bloom lias a centre of yellow fawn, shading to salmon-apricot at

the base. Second crown bud. 7.s. Oct.
i-i w -14

1103. MRS. T. D. HATFIELD—A splendid compact bloom of good size and solul build;

colonr a beautiful clear vcllow, and never reflexes. Height, 3 ft. Is. 6</.

1164. MRS. J. B. BRYCE—A seedling from G. C. Srhirahe, find it partakes much of the

form, habit, and good growth of that variety, but the blooms are larger, yet have a more refined

appearance : colour bright crimson, with an old gohl reverse. Crown hud, good culture. 7.s*. Oa.

1105. MISS GRAHAM—Large Japanese flower, with long florets incurving and pointed;

colour a beautiful light salmon-pink, passing with age to blusli; strong grower. Pinch middle

of April, and take secoml crown bud. Plants, 5 .v.

, , . . • -.i

1100. MISS HETTY DEAN—A fine addition to the Japanesi* incurved white varieties, with

broad florets, and likely to be of great service on the exhibition table. Stop mid-March.

Plants, 5 .S-.
1 11

1107. MISS DOROTHY FOSTER (Inc.)—Deep silvery mauve, large m/e, aiul wen

incurved. 6s.

1108 MISS VIOLET FOSTER—Silvery violet, large'^full flower
;
strong grower,

crown bud. 5s.

Second
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IHJl). MISS FURSDON—A very etrikinp; variety of large size. The colour is a clear amaranth^
rose, with a silvery reverse. The outer florets are rather long, ami droop in a eharniing manner

;
1

good full blooms of handsome appearance. Second crown bud
;
good culture. 5s.

1170. MISS LOUISE D. BLACK (Inc.)—Keddish-orange
;

solid compact bloom. Two
Certificates. Plants, 1.9.

;
cuttings, Sd.

1171. MABEL MILLER (Jap. Anem.)—A very desirable addition to the Japanese Anemone
section, being a bloom of large size

; guard florets very long and pure white, with well-formed disc,
yellow tipped white. Pinch early and take second hud. Dwarf habit. Plants, 2s. (Jrf.

1172. MR. A. NEWELL— Large and mas.sive flower of a distinct shade of rosy-purple, with
silvery reverse

;
a very telling flower. Late crown bud. Plants, 5s

117J. MR. W. STANDRINU—A beautiful Japanese flower with broad florets; colour a rich
chestnut-red, and striking golden reverse

;
very promising. Strike late and take natural crown bud.

Plants. 5s.

1174. MR. HUGH H. GARDINER (Jap. Anem.)—Another pretty Japanese Anemone of
large size, with deep rose guard florets, and disc high, tipped witli gold

;
fine e.xhibition variety.

First-Class Certificate. Plants, 3.9. 5d.

117.5. MASTER H. TUCKER—A very massive exhibition flower, with stiff erect florets of
much substance

;
colour rich bronze, flushed with red

;
strong grower

; dwarf habit. Plants, 5.9.

1170. MONS. DESBLANC — Large incurved flower of deal form, broad petals nicely
incurving; colour rich buff, shaded ro?c; very distinct. Pinch early in March, and take second
bud. Medium habit. Plants, 2s. GJ. ; cuttings, Is. 6^/.

1177.

^

MIGNONETTE—A grand novelty, the most handsome variety of this class ever raised,
surpassing all other plumed varieties; tlie thread-like florets are pale yellow in colour, tipped
bronze, twisting and curling nto a lovely globular head. First-Class Certificate. 2s. Wd.

1178. NEVA TEICHMANN—A very ste’late Japanese of the very deepest crimson, probably
the darkest variety in existence. Crown bud about I2th August. Plants, 6s.

1171). PELMO-— Bloom large Japanese, with semi-erect central and pendulous outer florets;
colour a tender pinkish-fawn, the petals being tipped with gold ; a most refined and beautiful
variety. Crown bud. Plants, 5s.

1180. ROYAL SOVEREIGN—A very large spreading Japanese flower, with florets of
immense length, incurving at the tips. Colour deep ricli yellow; pronounced by all who have seen
it to be a variety of great promise. Awarded Kirst-Class Certificate, N.C.S., 1890. Plants, Gs.

H8L R. PENNINGTON—Large drooping Japanese, with broad florets of great length; colour
a striking shade of light crimson-cerise. Pinch middle of April and take first bud. Plants, 5s.

1182. RENA DULA—Of the true incurved form
; colour bright silvery-rose, with silvery-

white reverse, 'riiis is a variety of great promise for exhibition
;
excellent dwarf habit First-Class

Certificate. 2.v. 6rf.

1183. TOFANA—A very large and deep Japanese; petals erect, giving the bloom a deep and
globular appearance

;
colour deep ainber-rcJ, with bright yellow reverse ; a striking variety. Crown

bud. Plants, 5s.

1184. THE EGYPTIAN—An enormous incurved flower of great substance, with long petals,
beautifully incurving, and rounded at the tips; colour deep velvety -red and quite distinct

;
good

dwarf habit. Late buds sliould be selected, and four or five flowers allowed to each. Plants, l.v.

;

cuttings, Sd.

1185. VIOLET KING—A charming flower, with broad petals of pink, edged and striped violet

;

a very distinct variety, of good habit. 1.9. 5d.

H8G. WILFRED H. GODFREY—A distinct variety of great merit; the blooms arc large,
rich yellow, heavily shaded bronze-red; florets wide and of good substance, incurving to centre,
except outer ones, which recurve. Crown bud and good culture. 7s. ltd.

1187. WHITE ROCK (Jap. luc.^—Long broad florets of great substance and beautifully
incurving. Is.

1188. W. H. MORTER—A very useful Japanese variety; colour red striped golden, with
golden reverse

;
very dwarf habit. Natural crow’n bud. Plants, 5s.

1189. WHITE SWAN -May best be described as a large and improved H7///c Louts Boehmei-.
The blooms are of the purest w'hite, and are beautifully covered with hairs, making it at once an
attractive and lovely variety. 3s. Sd.

;
cuttings, 2,9. Sd.

1198. YVONNE DESBLANC—A very large pearly white of the truest incurved form
;
petals

of fine substance, neatly incurving, with rounded ends
;
very dwarf habit. Conies good on any bud.

Plants, 2,9. Sd.
;
cuttings, 1.?. Sd,
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NEW CACTUS DAHLIAS FOR 1897.
Raised and IIigiii-v Recommended hv II. Cannbli. & Sons,

AUSTIN CANNEIilj—All those iDteresteil and devoted to Cactus Dahlias well lemember
the admiration created when we first exhibited the variety Huht. Oiiiiu’lt at the Crystal Palace

several years ago, which was then decidedly the finest newly-rai.<ied cactus-sha|)ed variety, and

surpassing the good old Jiiurezii, that we re-introduced. It is, therefore, with mucli pleasure that we
announce our .success in having raised the above named, producing its fine spiky-formed petals to a

still higher degree of perfection, and we anticipate it to even surpass the engraving. It is certainly

the finest variety both in shape and habit yet seen, and will help to cany this class to a much
higher degree in the estimation of all lovem of flowers. Of a mauvy pink or rose colour, very

pretty. 10s. Gd.

G-. DAYBELL REED— Of a charming rosy red shade, (|uile an attractive colour; petals

very ])ointed
;
a general favourite. 4.«. (iff.

MISS DUTHIE— Of the loveliest and richest colour of old gold in the whole family of

Dahlias, quite a pure self colour, and admired by all. 4s. 6d.

(
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^ MBS. E. CANNELL—We anticipate this to prove the prettiest of ail this class—clear yellow ^
with three parts the length of each petal being shaded with a most pleasing tint of light soft red

;

quite Cactus sha|ie
;
distinct. 7s. (id.

MRS. H. POMEROY—Groiiml colour yellow, but at the liase of florets and towards the
points beautifully rayed with a rosy mauve shade; very distinct and pretty. Is. Gd.

MRS. WYLLIE— (^uite a new shade of fawn-yellow, exceedingly pretty, well-pointed
petals; certainly the best in this colour, ^s, Gd.

POMPON VARIETY.
ILLUMINATOR— Kor cutting purposes and general decoration this cannot fail to be of

gieat service, flowering most abundantly, and of a more decided red shade than Caimell’s Gem ;

long useful flower stalks. +.v. (it/.

NEW CACTUS DAHLIAS FOR 1897.
Various Raisers.

AFRICAN—Deep velvety-crimson, outer petals tiery-red; every iietal much curled; stems
long

; very free. 4 ft.

BRIDESMAID— Ueliciite shade of rose, passing in eentre to pale primrose, e.xtreme point of
petals .showing a tinge of green; well formed; e.xcellent. 3 ft.

CINDERELLA—Jiright purple, deepening to a rich velvety shade in centre; a beautiful
flower; early. 4ft.

CYCLE—Rieli ruhv-red, paler at tip of florets
; (luile distinct; one of the best vet raised

;
long

talks and every bloom perfect
;
much admired, o ft.

DR. JAMESON—Velvety-crimson or maioou. slightly tinted purple towards outside of flower
;

florets quite pointed. 4 ft.

ENSIGN—Bright carmine or criinson-Uike, of good size; fine form; a free Howering variety
that will become a great favourite. 5 ft.

FLOSSIE—rale coral-pink, tinted towards centre with primrose; a pretty combination of
coloui‘8 : exipiisitc flower. 1 ft.

SLARRY STREDWICK—Itich, fiery crimson-inaroou
;
long narrow pointed petals; fine for

exliibition or cut (lowers. I ft.

JESSIE Palest pink, shading to white
;
a beautiful variety, of dwarf, sturdy growtli. 2 ft.

MRS. ALLHUSEN—A ^^retty shade of deep rich rose, passing to creaiuy-white
;
much

admired; quite distinct florets, oft.
MRS. KINGSLEY FOSTER—Kich golden-amber, very clear and distinct; true cactus

shape
;
useful for cut (lowers or exhibition. 3 ft.

^IL LESPERANDUM—Long twisted petals, dark orange, shading off to a darker colour,
almost red 5 ft. 3s. Gd.

PRINCESS ENA—Yellou ish-orange or amber in the centre, outside a lovely tint of orange-
red

;
one of the prettiest, deeply-built flowers. 3 ft.

PURPLE KING—Rich clear purple, free and erect flowering, quite distinct
;
fine for cutting.

3j ft. 5s.

STARFISH—Pure orange-scarlet or coral red, without shading, every petal perfectly curled
and pointed; for exhibition it will be indispensable; has every good property, 4 ft.THE QUEEN—A pure snow-white cactins, beautifully pointed and twisted; long stiff stems
free flowering. 4 ft.

7s. Gd. each, except those priced.

NEW DAISY.
BELLIS PEBENNIS, THE BRIDE—This Daisy is so unlike all others of its family;

Its whole gro\\th is large, truly gigantic, fine large flowers three times the size of the ordinary old
white, even when grouu in pots in a cold frame in Winter and Spring. It has stems 10 inches
long, flowers pure white and beautifully serrated, very full and striking. Por bedding it is

altogether far away from others, and pronounced by all to be a great acquisition. It should be in
every garden, however small. It flowers all through the Autumn, and in 11. C.’s opiiiiou it is of
great value. 3i/. each

;
2.v. Oi/. per doz.

;
13s. per lUO.

THE GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE, 23rd May, 1896.—TEMPLE SHOW.
Messrs. Cannell & Sous had furnished a bed outside with their fine pure white flowered

Daisy, The Bride, that made an attractive mass of snowy flowers.

(
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JOURNAL OP HORTICULTURE, 21st May, 1896.—TEMPLE SHOW.

A large display of flowers came from the Nurseries of Messrs. H. Caonell <Sc Sous, lirst

were Gloxinias, large, varied, aud well*growu. Then there were spikes of the new Mignonette

alba, followed by Carnation Airs, II, Connel/i and a charming collection of fancy Pelargoniums.

Messrs. II. Caunell also furnished oue of the outside flower beds with a striking mass of the

new Daisy— 'fhe Bride.

JOURNAL OF HORTICULTURE, 30th April, 1896.

I

DOUBLE DAISY (THE BRIDE).—We have received from Messrs. Cannell & Sons

I

flowers of this now Daisy. They are very large and pure, borne on stems ranging from / to

1 10 inches in length. The variety is worth growing in pots for greenhouse decoration, apiii't

from its obvious adaptability for Spring bedding.

THE GARDENERS’ MAGAZINE, 16th May, 1896.

DAISY (THE BRIDE) is a very fine form of the “ wee modest crimson-tipped llo\yer,
’

aud having regard to its vigorous growth, freedom of flowering, and the large size of the

individual blooms, should become a general favourite for planting in the mixed border.

Messrs. Cannell & Sons, by whom the variety has been introduced, send us blooms, which

range between aud inches in diameter and have stout stalks 9 i^hes ^length.
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NEW GLOXINIAS FOR 1897.
Uaiskd asd IIiuiily Reoommunukh hy II. Cannell & Sons.

TUDOB—Distinct and good, large and weU-slm[)cd flowers; wliite, spotted losy-red.AVOBY—White ground with n rose coloured luurgin
;
very effective and beautiful.PBINCE OF WALES—A grand introduction, flow er.s jierfectly erect of the fine.st form and

substance; large and very frc.ely produced, of a beautiful and effective reddish-crimsoji shade; good
.strong flower stems, robust habit, and forming into splendid specimens; line bold foliage. An
Award of Merit.

PBINCESS OF WALES—Of a neat and attractive appearance, and much admired wherever
exhibited

; medium size but well-formed flowers of a 8iiowy-whit(*ne.s.s, evenly margined on lobes,
with a bright orange-crimson shade, thus forming a splendid contrast

;
for the edging of groups and

intermixed with ferns tliis will bo found indispensable.
2.V, V)d. each.

CANNELLS’
NEW SINGLE ZONAL PELARGONIUMS FOR 1897.

At.i. oDK OWN Raising.

KING pF CBIMSONS-
Bright glowing crim.son, enormous
broad flowers of the finest sliaiie

and substance; bold trusses, vigor-
ous grower

;
a grand variety for

the winter season.

MBS. POLE BOUTH —
Mottled salmon, deeper towards
centre for correct formation of
flowers and perfect habit

;
we con-

sider this the finest vai'iely we liave
yet sent out. We exhibited at all

the principal Cbiysanthemuin
Shows during the pa.st season, and
owing to its exuiiisite shape and
pleasing colours was the most gene-
rally admired.

SIB HENBY IBVING-
A soft rosy-magenta of a pleasing
and attractive shade, grand flowers
of perfect formation, Iree flowering,
dwarf habit

;
a decided acquisition.

MBS. WALTEB PAB-
TBIDGE—Producing the largest
flowers in the salmon coloured
section, of an intermediate .shade
of soft .salmon, occasionally mottled
during the winter month's; enor-
mous trusses

;
habit good.

SIB JAS. KITSON— Tlic
holde.st flower in the purple-ma-
genta class, large distinct while
centre, good hold tnisse.s, and freely
produced; good haliit; a grand
addition.

THE GARDEN, 23rd May, 1896, Temple Show
r,,

Cannell staged a collection of remarkably good PeUiryonliimx, ami a collection of
Oloxintus, large healthy plants with fine foliage and a great profiusion of e.xcellent flowers;
alto some fine Calccolanus and Cumus, the former being especially brilliaut and pcrfeclly

|

clean and also free flowering.
I
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STM£!Xj W^ILSON—Shaded white ground with a deep reddisli salmon coloured
centre; fine bold flowers

;
dwarf habit. ^

3s. Cui. eacli : tlie set foi* 20s.

GARDENERS’ CHRONICLE, 9th November, 1895.
Messrs. IT. Cannell & Sons had a large table magnificently furnished with sprays of Zonal

Pelargoniums of bright colour.—N.C.S. Show
“A.D.” in JOURNAL OP HORTICULTURE. 27th August, 1896.

\Vhen the other day looking through the really marvellous collections of Pelargoniums
which Me.ssi’s. (’anncll & Sons have at Swanley, where they seem to be in perpetual bloom,
I could but think a sight of these by gardeners and amateurs generally would wonderfully

j

stimulate their culture.^ Some have flo^vcrs so large that even Mr. (/annell’s watch laid over

!

^ margin of petal beyond. Colours, too, are indescribable and exquisitely
I

beautiful, and all, too, first rate bloomers. It is only when looking over a great collection,
[

such as at Swanley—literally one of the finest in the world—that we can realise the great
improvements which have been made.

The GARDENING WORLD, 22nd August, 1896.

j

It would not be too much to say that amongst all the subjects Avhich receive such

j

enlightened and skilled attention by Messrs. IT. Cannell & Sons at Swanley, Zonal Pelar-
goniums occupy one of the foremost pla^’.es, even at the present time, although it may be
regarded as being between the seasons. The show is magnificent, and admirably illustrates the
pitch of excellence to which the popular flower has been brought by this enterprising firm.
I he size of the bloom trusses is astonishiug, as is also that of the individual pips It may well •

be imagined that a house such as this affords a brilliant spectacle. We were Informed by our
guide that all the varieties in front of us could he confidently recommended for winter work,
as no variety is sent out until it has been tried both as a summer and winter bloomer. Our
visit more than ever convinced us that, after all, tlie good old “geranium,’’ as so many
cottagers love to call it, is as yet unsurpassed for decorative value, and that in Messrs.
IT. Cannell & Sons we. have some of its most, skilled and successful (rnif.ivators and improvers.

NEW DOUBLE AND SINGLE VARIETIES
(Continental).

I his class is now assuming such characteristic features and pleasing colours that due prominence
should be given them, not only lor the distinct and novel departures, but also for the pretty .shades
ot colours, regular markings, and decided improvements; the Sfu/rca/r A/irfiiuff type is well
worthy of being grown by all lovers of the Zonal.

SINGLES,
DR. MARMOTECK—This variety is very distinct owing to its colour and marbling, both

liowcis and trusses are large, the lower petals being violet-tinted carmine, marbled white towards
the cenUo ^ flowers, upper petals white marbled violet edgiii * off to a carmine shade.LA VIENNE—Vigorous haliit

;
trusses and flowers large

;
pure white veined and marbled red

the edges being of a bright red.
’

MME. CADEAU—Vigorous and free flowering
;
fine flowers, pure white, entirely marbled

spotted and blotched bright magenta.
MME. CORALIE BAJAC—Grand trusses; a most exquisite combination of colours the

entire centre of each flower is white, and then gradually attaining to a soft violet, deei)enin<y to a
bright carmine at edges of petals.

In. G</. each.

DOUBLE, PicoTEE Edge.
MME. ALCIDE BRUNEAU—Splendid habit and growth

;
large trusses and long flower

stalks
;

large, well open flowers, undulating petals, milky white, regularlv and evenly edged, bright
rose, toning off to a rosy-lilac tint; quite distinct. 2s.

’ j

NEW REGAL PELARGONIUM.
PERSIMMON—A sport from the well-known and mncli admired variety Ed. Perkins, and we

have no doubt it will soon claim universal admiration owing to its pleasing and intense orange-
scarlet shade of colour

;
flowers very massive and bold, of thick leathery substance and bcantifnllv

niKlulated, from t to !) petals in each individual flower; enormous trusses, vigorous but dwarf
spreading habit

;
a real acijuisitioa. Awarded Two First-Class Certificates. 5,«. each

;
42s, do2 .
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c%‘

F GRAND AND DISTINCT NEW PANSIES.
SivNT ODT AND IIiaillA* RECOMMENDED BY II. CaNNEI-L & SoNS.

DUKE OF WELLINGTON—A magnificent deep lemon yellow self, with bold well-

formed dark purple blotches. This flower has fine colour, good substance, and almost perfect form,

and sure to become a great favourite.

WATERLOO—An immense creamy-white self, with splendid massive glossy, violet-black

blotches; a grand competition flower.

THE IRON DUKE—This is a fine clear lemon yellow self of immense size, with large

violet-purple blotches; one of the prettiest coloured flowers ever offered.

SIR JOHN COLBORNE—Large massive splendidly formed purple blotches, margins

cream, upper petals purple, edged white ; a grand flower.

GENERAL PICTON—Large reddish -purple blotches, margins golden yellow, suffused

reddish purple; upper petals golden yellow, edged purple.

QUATRE BRAS—Another beautiful white self, with fine circularihlackish-purple blotches,

and quite distinct from ir«ter/oo.

DUKE OF BRUNSWICK—This is a flower of immense size, with large purple blotches
;

margins white, streaked ro.sy-purple
;
top petals white, branded purple, edged white.

Is. each
;
the set for'5.s.

Extract from THE GARDENER’S MAGAZINE.
Some Pansies of exceptionally clear and bright colours have been sent us by the raiser.

All the flowers were of fine shape, good size, and on stout long stems
;
Duke of Wellington is

clear lemon-yellow, with violet-purple colouring; the Iron Duke is somewhat similar, but of a

deeper colour
;

ISir John Colbome is very handsome, a rich golden yellow colouring surrounding

the large areas of reddish purple that shades at the margins to violet-purple; Waterloo has

narrow margins of pale bu5 surrounding the splendid violet-black patches. These new Pansies

are very pretty, and will no doubt in time become great favourites.
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ADIANTUM''ELEai^s""CRISTATA^^^^ prStilF crested form of^. elet/aiut, beini;!ot

free growth, and the fronds semi-erect
;

it should prove a most useful and distinct variety. 2s. each.

ADIANTITM TEN'ELLtJM—A graceful form of the cunnatuin type, of free and compact
growth. A desirable variety to onr list of Maidenhair Kerns. Award of Merit from H. II.S.

‘is. each.

ASPLENIUM DB.XTERYII—This splendirl novelty was obtained from A. Baptisiii, but is

quite distinct from that variety, the pinnoe terminating in a broad convolute crest. ' This is quite a
new development in Aspleniums, and should prove a modern acquisition. First-Class Certificate

from R. H.S. 3.s. fir/, each.

PTERIS BIAURITA ARG-ENTEA—A free-growing Fern, closely resembling P.argi/reu,

but, unlike that popular variety, the fronds are of a firm texture, which renders it much more useful
for decorative purposes ; and, as it comes true from spores, should prove a useful addition to our
market plants. Award of Merit from R. II. S. 2.s. each,

PTERIS SERRULATA GRACILIS MULTICEPS — A slender form, producing
myriads of gracefully arched fronds

;
beautifully tasselled. A splendid variety for su.spending in

pots or baskets. First-Class Certificate from R.II.S. 2.s. fit/, each.

PTERIS WIMSETTII—This is unquestionably one of the most useful Pteris yet introduced.
It is beautifully crested, of a pleasing colour, and quite distinct from any other variety. As a
decorative Fern, and for market purposes, it will stand unrivalled. Award of Merit from R.II.S.
I.s. fit/, each. (Special price for quantities.)

CROTON MAYII—This may be described as a narrow leaved variety of Weismanii. It is of

free growth, the long narrow leaves being heautifull}’ marbled and spotted with golden yellow. .iVs

a table plant it is one of the finest Crotons we have. Award of .Merit from R.II.S. 3.s. fit/, and
Rs. each.

WHITE MARECHAL NIEL—Highly recommended by the introducer as a first-class

novelty. Stock plants have flowered beautifully while in our Nursery during this Autumn, and we
are convinced this variety will give great satisfaction. Dwarfs, in pots. us. to 7s. fit/.

SAI.NTr-AUl.IA lONANTHA UUIiUA.

SAINTPAULIA lONANTHA RUBRA—New variety of this neat Gesneriacea, with

deep lilac-red flowers, and which comes true from seed. Although this colour may not by some be

considered quite equal in beauty to that of the type, the first new departure from it will still

interest everyone who hirs seen or grown this charming little plant. 2*. firf. each.

THE INVALUABLE NEW ROSE.
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NEW AND RARE HARDY PLANTS.
ANEMONE LORD ARDILAUN—A gigantic J/onurine Juubcrt, perhai)s a little taller

sii ouger stems, larger foliage, and of great texture
;
has also a double row of petals. All desiring a

splendid border plant should have this. 2s. (k/. each.

ANEMONE PULSATILIiA ALBA—Flowers white, produced in great profusion on short

steins; easily grown, and well adapted for the rockery and front row of the border. 3s. Gd. each.

ANEMONE SYLVESTBIS EL. PL.—Flowers perfectly double and pure white, are large

and resembling Chrysanthemums. A most beautiful aud useful herbaceous plant, well adapted for

cutting, mixed borders, and margins of shrubbery. 3.v. Gd.

AQIJTLEGIA STTJARTI—Very dwarf flowers, large and much expanded
;
the sepals of a

deep rich blue with a pure white corolla. A finer plant than .1. Glundulosu, and easier grown.

Is. Gd.

ASTER PUBPUBIMUS—Dwarf, compact habit, forming complete bouquets of deep purple

flowers, blooming early in autumn. Is.

COBEMA COURADI—A distinct and beautiful shrub
;

it forms a much branched, spreading

bush, 2 ft. high, having dense, short, needle-like foliage
;

the flowers are of a pleasing shade of

purple, early in spring. 2s. Gd.

ASTILBE CHINENSIS—Distinct from all others of this family
;

erect branching stems,

terminating with pretty feathery plumes of pink flowers: fond of a moist situation. ft. 3s. 6</.

ACTINELLA GRANDIPLORA—Close growing lanceolate leaves, forming rosettes ami

large yellow flowers on short stems
;
easily grown, quite hardy. 2s. Gd.

ADONIS WALZIANA—Flowers large, yellow, in early spring. 2-3 ft. 3s. Gd.

ANEMONOPSIS MACROPHYLLA-^Flowers produced in loose racemes, and are large,

exterior sepals purple, interior sepals lilac, summer-flowering; prefers shaded position in loamy or

peaty soil. 3.s. 6</.

CIMICIPtJGA JAPONICA—Large ornamental foliage, and long compound racemes of

white flowers. 3-4 ft. l.s. Gtd.

CHRYSANTHEMUM MAXIMUM (G. H. SAGE)—One of the most distinct hardy

Marguerites
;
flowers large and abundant, pure white

;
florets deeply notched

;
habit good. 2^ ft.

2s.

DENDROMECON RIGIDUM—A very interesting and pretty Californian plant of shrubby

habit, belonging to the Poppy family
;

flowers large and very strong, of a bright yellow colour

;

Slimmer blooming. 2^-3 ft. 7s. (k/.

GERANIUM SANGUINEUM ALBUM—A fac-simile of the ordinary (J. iSunyitineuiii, but

with pure white flowers; prostrate growing; dense ma<,s of foliage literally covered with white

flowers ; very free growing. 2s. Gd.

GEUM HELDRECHI—Large, rich, orange-coloured flowers in late spring, growing vigorously

iu almost any soil or situation. 1 ft. Is.

GERBEBA JAMESON!—Although not quite hardy, it may be grown as a pot plant
;
flowers

are of a bright orange-scarlet colour, and produced in great profusion. ft. 5s.

GNAPHALIUM GRANDICEPS—(Aast™ Hail Edelireias ')—A remarkable and beautiful

plant, one of the’ treasures of New Zealand Alpines : silvery leaves, aud forming a neat bush.
;[

ft.

HEMEROCALLIS AUBANTIACA MAJOR—Maguiticent new species; one of the

tiiiesb plants for ordinary garden culture introduced for jnany years. The habit of the plant is very

vigorous, the foliage rises to a height of 2 ft., and is of a deep green, the flower spikes are strong,

bearing as many as 12 flowers in succession, which are very large, some 7 to 8 in. across, of a rich

orange yellow, quite distinct. The plant is perfectly hardy, and we have every confidence in

recommending it. The plant is described and figured in the Gardener's Chronicle for July 20th, 1895,

where on page 62, Trofessor Baker states that it “is the finest Heraerocallis I have seen.”

First-Class Certificate, Koval Horticultural Society. Jls. Of/, each.

HBDYSARTTM MULTUtTGUM—The most beautiful of the family; preity pea-shaped

flov/ers of a br'ght crimson-])urple colour
;
quite hardy and perennial. l.s. 6i/.

HYPERICUM MOSERIANUM TRICOLOR—A very handsome shrubby plant;

leaves greenish yellow on green ground; margined reddish yellow flowers with scarlet stamens. 3s.

IBEBIS SEMPEB.VIRENS oar. “LITTLE GEM”—Of close compact habit;

flowers white; well adapted for planting in sunny parts of the rockery. ^ It. Is,

IHCARVILLEA DELAVAYI—Flowers are produced in long spikes, trumpet shaped,

rewenibUng those of Allamanda

;

of a bright rose colour, 2 inches across
;
u splendid iutroductioa.

ft. os.

LOBELIA, LORD ARDILAUH—The finest yet raised, and the most richly coloured
;

a

glistening crimson-scarlet. 3 to 3^ ft. Is, 6d.
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SCABIOSA CAUCASICA ALBA—A perpetual bloomer, commoncinf; in June

continninK until cut down by the frost
;
flowers of the purestwhite. ft. 2s. 6rf.

SIDALCEA MALVjEFLORA LISTEBI—Hardy, easily srowu, splendid for euttiuji.

and of a most eharminp- shade of colour—flowers of a most lovely satiny pink
;

distinct from all

others in cultivation. 2.s. 6rf.

SIDALCKA MALV.KF1.011A I.ISIKKI.

Other NEW PLANTS supplied at Advertised Prices.

PLEASE WRITE US FOR PARTICULARS AND PRICES OF PLANTS REQUIRED

NOT MENTIONED HERE.

THE smallest ORDERS, AS ALSO THE LARGER ONES,

RECEIVE OUR BEST ATTENTION.
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All prices herein denote plants established In pots, and the style of packing of such should
be left to us, the material only being charged for

;
or, if desired, the soil can be shaken

away, and nearly all plants sent by Letter or Parcels Post. The following are
supplied as rooted cuttings and cuttings, viz. Ageratums, Bouvardlas, Calceolarias
(Shrubby), Chrysanthemums (new varieties, cuttings half price). Coleus, Fuchsias,
Hellotroplums, Lantanas, Salvias, Tropseolums, Verbenas, and Violas. Plants priced 6d.,
a rooted cutting would be 4d., and a cutting 2d.

Zonal and other Pelargoniums differ only In price thus—if priced Is., rooted cuttings will

be 9d., and cuttings 6d., also sent by post, and so on in proportion to the price of the
plant.

Plants sent by post, without soil, up to the limited weight, to aU parts of the world.

BOXKS A.2STD POSTAGS-IC AT ACTUAL COST.

a.11 the Plants And Seeds mentioned in our CAtAlog^ues Are
in reAdiness, At All SeASons, to be sent to Any pArt of the World on
receipt of the price stAted, Adding one-third extrA for IndiA, ChinA,
AustrAliA, And New ZeAlAnd, when extrA strong plAnts must be
selected to outlive the voyAge. Any other flowers not herein
mentioned will Also be supplied At their fair And proper prices.

Please keep this Book for reference. -^0
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Price Is. each. SIXTIETH EDITION. Post Free.

HENRY CANNELL & SONS’

ILLUSTRATED

Guidew IPo 18 0 7.

Our system of

transmitting Plants,

Cuttings, and Seeds

through the post to

all parts of the world,

is emphatically pro-

nounced, by all who

have had experience

of it, to be of the

greatest benefit to all

lovers of the garden.

'PP

P
P
P

Fotfed Flaats at flb.e very lowest price conststeat

wltb best straias, correct aamlag, aad size.

A remittance Is requested from unknown correspondents.

To all who aceompaii.v their orders with Cash we offer liheral treatment .

All Cheques to be made payable to H. CANNELL & SONS, and crossed Martin's Bank,

SWANLEY, KENT. Post OIBce Orders to be made payable at SWANLEY, KENT.

Sums under 5s. can be remitted in Stamps.

When a variety of Plants is ordered (except those advertised at a cheaper rate), extra kinds

will he presented to partly compensate for Carriage.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED ON OUR USUAL TERMS.

IBfiorttcultural I]^stabltsl]mcnt,

SWANLEY, KENT.
BmB ^&UMf

(L. C. & D. Railway), both adjoining the Stations.

P
P
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P
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P
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P
P
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m'^OORQUODALE a CO.. Limitcd. Gabdinoton Street, London, n'W.
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f A few Important words to all our *

Friends and Customers.

The proximity of the rail to the onrsery—the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Co.—is

worthy of attention, as this line, being in immediate connection with all the others out of London.r
enables ns to ensure rapid transit to all parts. I

The whole machinery of our nursery is constructed to carry on a large and rapid trade of the best

and most serviceable ]»lants and seeds in cultivation, at the very lowest possible prices consistent with
quality, and we beg that every lover of the Garden will

"^&^o7Tie ar^
them, and we promise that ihey shall not depart withont seeing something highly interesting.

Althnngh every pare will he taken in the ' aeking and -sending of plants, seeds, &c., risk

of everv deseri ption must he home hv the ntirohaser immediately they are delivered

to the Kailway rompanv.

Every article is charged at the very lowest price, therefore no credit can be given. Our object

is to give the ready-money buyers the advantages they arc really entitled to. It may iiappen that

prices lower than onrs may sometimes he quoted. This invariably means false economy in a variety

of ways—good things must be looked after by good men, wlio must be fairly paid, and good strains

are only proenred by unceasing labour and care.

Full instructions as to the proper mode of forwarding must accompany each order,

as if is calcnlated to expedite transit of goods, and save vexatious mistakes. All
goods are advised the same day as forwarded, and the invoice posted as soon as possible afterwards.

Say by what rail. Please to write the address plain and in full on each order. No
complaints entertained unless made immediately' oa receiptiof goods.

The greatest care is exercised, and utmost liberality shown when the selection of sorts is left to us.

Tt is partiruhirh/ re.qufstsd that all small ar^lfiys hs arrampanie.^l with remittance

ta aroifl the neressiti/ nf HnnWnq.

Betnmed Empties.—As all Carriers refuse to receive these unless fUEPAin, and they are
usually so much damaged during transit that when they reach ns they are nearly nseless, all packing
material will' be charged as low as possible, and CANNOT BE ALLOWED FOK IF KETUKNED.
We have taken mare prizes for Fuchsias than any other Firm at the great London show's,* and will

send every particular how to grow, show, and get the first prize for theni, for three stamps.

All orders by post will be dealt with precisely as if given

personally. As the season advances, and the New Plants

become cheaper, so are the prices lowered accordingly; and those who
send above their value will have additional plants put in to make up
the full amount.

It often happens that we are sold out of rooted cuttings of some varieties, and plants are'shakett
ont of pots to complete orders, conseqnently plant price must be charged.

When plants are publicly advertised by us, the nsnal trade allowance will not be made.
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To avoid delay and disappointment, all business communications^
must be sent direct to the firm, addressed “ H. CAJfKKLL ^ SOKS,” V
otherwise they will remain unnoticed. Telegraphic address. “CAiN'.N'ELL,

SWAATLEI.”
All Cheques to made payable to H, CAiN'.WELL ^ SOJ^TS, and crossed

Mnrtvn's Bank. Swanley,

As the numbers shown against the plants herein are

altered annually, it is particularly requested that the Edition

<Jf the Catalogue from whence such^nutnbers are selected be quoted in

ordering, so as to avoid mistakes.

"We every'faciUty for'keeping a Targe stock of eterything ennmerated in thia Catalogue, and'

arb'thefefof-e ’deterfnined to adOpt thb syatem of quick sale and ready money All who enclose-

remittances will be most liberally dealt with.

The Home of Flowers is openjor business, from 6 fclock a.m. until 6 p.m., and 5 o^clock p.m. on

Saturday, flo visitors admitted an Saturday evenings and Sundays. Closed on all Sank Holidays.

Custon^ers are particularly requested, wlieu sending orders for friends (witli their

own), tP ^ so separate papers, with each address written plainly, to prevent

ittistokes'.'
''' " . 'fi.

WHEN’qiutClA,!. Qpp'T.)TIONS ARE piTEN, COSTOMKRS ARE KINDIT REQtrBSTED TO MENTION SUCH.

H. CANNELL & SONS, f.r.h.s.,

‘ 0̂̂ Importers and Exporters of all New and Choice

Florists’ Flowers 'to and from all parts of the World.

FOREIGN VAND COLON IAL NOTICES.
Plants' and Seeds are despatched to India through the Indian Parcel Post, and also by the

ordinary 'mail- Cnstonlers will kindly notife' by which qervice theyiwish their parcels sent.
.

In Ameiucai Australib, India, and Cape Town, the general expres?ion amopgst both the trade and

amateurs is**Ahne' ore *0' wccess^tf IS exporting plants as Gannell ^ iSosSj” consequently we need

hardlY say'oUr tfhde has increased'to srYory grcat extent.
, ift,

'

When Plantp are received abroad, let theui lie. in milk-warm water for a,_ hal -nonr,

without removing 'the packing- from the roots
;
then nnpapk and put in- pots, according, 'o si-/.e

being careful to shade from the sun until they make fresh growth. /

ALL ORDERS MUST BE FULLY PREPAID.

Telegraphic address. CAJ^KELL, SWAJfLE.r, EffGLAJW.”

( 3 )
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OUR FOREIGN TRADE.
have now so perfected the system of sending plants and seeds into the most remote

parts of the world that success is no longer an uncertainty.

AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, INDIA, AND CHINA.

*
S there any difficulty in getting plants and seeds out alive and in good condition to the most

distant parts? No, none whatever. We have exported thousands of cases with far more
success and less expense to those furthermost parts than has ever been done before. The

main thing to ensure success is to let us have the order early, giving ns time to prepare the plants,

and to send at the exact and best time, and in all cases the way of packing had better be left entirely

in our hands. Our post system for most things is certainly preferable, but such as Azaleas, Camellias,

Fruit Trees, &c., should be left to us. Chrysanthemums we grow many thousands, especially for

foreign trade
;
and there is hardly a show but wbat the plants that we have sent out are not figuring

most prominently.

IMI>ROYEI> PLANTS.
Nothing is hailed with more joy by all lovers of Floriculture than gradual and marked improve-

ment in onr Florists’ Flowers from year to year. Changes without attractiveness are of little or no
value

;
new colours and stout dwarf growth are qualities immediately sought for. We should be

glad to hear from any amateurs or gardeners having new and improved varieties of plants (also

\ egetables, see Seed Catalogue) enumerated in our Floral Guide
;
they must be a decided advance

on all existing kinds.

Asu'tilons.
. Jrj^lO grow them they only require the ordinary cultivation of the Fuchsia, and if placed in a little

heat early they will produce innumerable quantities of bell-shaped flowers, of beautiful and
(SjmIS various colours. For baskets, vases, button-holes, and decorations, they are most valuable.

They continue to bloom in an ordinary greenhouse all the winter, and if planted out in May they

will form one of the most continuous flowering shrubs until the frost comes, when they can be
easily lifted or propagated by cuttings taken from the hard w'ood early in September, and struck in

a mild bottom heat.

DOUBLE FLOWERED.
1. THOMPSONI FLORE PLENO—Habit and foliage the same as the old TTiompsom'

;

very

double flowers of a rich orange, veined crimson
;
novel

;
for cut flowers a gem. 9</.

GENERAL COLLECTION.
4. ANNA CROZT—Deep pink, shaded lilac.

6.

BOULE DE NEIGE—White.
6. BRTT.LIANT—Bright red, free

;
dwarf.

7. CALYPSO—Of the purest white. Is.

8. CAPRIVI—Deep red shade.

9. CHRTSOSTEPHANUM (Oouronne d’Or)

—Distinct bright yellow, fine form.
10. CHRYSOSTEPHANXJM COM-

PACt LiM— Dwarf and free, bright yellow, l.s.

11. CHRYSOSTEPHANUM GRANDI-
PLORTJM—Golden-yellow shade. Is.

12. DELICATE PEACH—Delicate peach.

13. EMPEROR—Claret-crimson, large. 9</.

14. ELEGANTTSSIMUM—Bright rosy red.

15. FUTURE FAME—Deep rose Is.

1 6. IGNEUM, syn. INSIGNE— 1 s.

17. GOLDEN FLEECE—Good shape.

18. KING OP ROSES— Rich, deep rose. Is.

19. LADY OP THE LAKE—Rosy- pink

21. MISS LAURA POWELL—Yellow
22. M. JULES MARTY—Bu ff, yellow.

23. ROSEUM COMPACTUM—Deep rose

Is.

24. ROYAL SCARLET—Rich colour.

25. SANGLANT—Reddish scarlet. Is.

27. SCARLET GEM—Brilliant red.

28. STRIATA SPLENDIDA—Bright orange
striped rich crimson

;
fine shape.

30. THE PREMIER—Rosy purple. Is.

31. THE GEM—Deep red, tinted buff.

33. YENOSUM (species)—Tall growth
34. WISSMANN—Orange-buff.

All those not priced. Is. each
;
9s. per dozen.
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ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE VARIETIES FOR BEDDING.
35. SOUVENIR DE BONN—Distinct and

attractive.

36. ECLIPSE— Spotted golden-yellow on a
green ground; very free; useful for edging foliage

beds, baskets, &c.

37. N^VEUM MARMORATUM—
Leaves large and downy ; marbled pale green
and yellow; handsome. Is. each

;
9s. per dozen.

38. VEXILLARIUM VARIEOATUM

—

Attractive. 9rf. each
;

6s. per dozen.
39. THOMPSONI—Grand. Is. each; 9s.

per dozen.

40. SELLO-WIANUM MARMORATUM
—Most lovely foliage. Is.

41. SAWITZI — More variegated than
Souvenir de Bonn. Is. 6d.

Achimb'nbs.
GStHESE consist of small, scaly corms or tubers. Shake out the dry soil any time during the

winter, and about March or April place three or four in a longitudinal position in a 6-inch
pot, just below the surface, put them in a warm temperature, free from cold draughts, as they

like plenty of heat, water gently until they get into full growth, and after flowering gradually
dry them. The ordinary rich soil suits them, and if well cared for, they are splendid things for

decoration all through July, August, and September. One of our 100-feet houses has again been
a splendid sight. Tubers, from October to March, Zd. ;

our selection, '1*. 6<f. per dozen.

1. AMBROSE 'VERSCHAFPELT—Is.

2. ADMIRATION—Is.

3. A2UREA.
4. CARL WOLFARTH.
6. CHERUB.
6. DIADEM—Is.

7. DR. BUENZOD— Is.

8. DENTONIA.
9. ESTELLE.

10. FIREFLY.
11. OEOROIANA— Is.

13. ORANDIFLORA
14. GARIBALDI.
16. LONaiFLORA—Is.

All those not priced, 9</. each.

17. LONGIFLORA MAJOR— Is. 6rf.

19. LONOIFLORA ROSEA.
20. MAUVE QUEEN—Is.

21. MAGNET.
22. MADAME AMBROSE 'VERSCHAF-

PELT—Is

23. MAU'VE PERFECTION-Is.

24. MOORE’S PERFECTION.
25. MARGRETTA
26. PATENS.
27. PINK PERFECTION.
28. RETICULATA.
29. ROSEA MAGNIPICA—Is.

30. SIR TREHERNE THOMAS—Is

The prices quoted are for potted plants,]

Agemtums.
MOST useful class of bedding plant, flowering from June until October, and varying in

height from 4 to 14 inches, the flowers are lasting and do not fade in colour, but continue
the same throughout the flowering season.

1. BIJOU.
2. CANNELLS' DWARF—The dwarfest,

6rf. each; 4s. per doz.
;

20s. per 100, April,
16s. per 100.

3. IMPROVEMENT.
4. JOBLANNAS PPITZER—A rich shade

tA colour.
'

6.

PERLE BLEU—Taller than No. 2.

””

6. SWANLEY BLUE—6d. each; 4s. per
-doz.; 20s. per 100; April, 16s. per 100.

7. ENFANT DE PARIS—The beat white
variety

;
dwarf, bushy, and effective.

8. TAPIS BLANC.—Dwarf and compact,

white flowers
;
useful for massing.

9. THE ZOO.— Habit compact and dwarf,

bright shade of blue. A fine variety.

10. LE GEANT—Adapted for the centre of

large beds and other prominent positions. Good
strong habit, free flowering, and a rich blue tint.

All those not priced, 6d. each ;^3s. per doz.__ Rooted little plant”, 1«. 6</. per dozen.

Seeds, ‘id. per packet.



So good are they that .we keep no named kinds, but we have a quantity of splendid . unnamed
seedlings that will be sure to give satisfaction. It is impossible to find a more distinct selection,

consisting of the richest coloured seifs and the most beautifully striped. 3.v. per dozen, small;

established in pots, 4s. per doz.

^UKIC'ULAS.
?HESE, are amongst the most charming eights we, know of,, and are’, certain to attract

notice from . those most obliiiiouB to the beauties. of flowers, their perfect .form and

wonderful colouring rendering them the cynosure of ail eyes;, whilst, in; adijition

to their great, loveliness, they possess that great desideratum in flowers—long-lasting ^blossoms,

SEED—Cannells’ Show Varieties, 2s. Cd. per packet.

GREY EDGED.
ALEX. MEIKLEJOHN. 3s.

COLONEL CHAMPNEYS. 2s. Gd.

CONFIDENCE. 2s.

OEORGE LIOHTBODY. 5s.

LADY SALE. 2s 6<f.

MABEL. 3s. Gd.

MRS. MOORE. 3s.

NE PLUS ULTRA. SAvi . ..

I

RICHARD HEADLEY. 3s. Gd.

RINGLEADER.
ROBERT TRAILL. 2s. 6oi.

WHITE EDGED.
ACME. Is.

BEAUTY. Is. Gd.

CONSERVATIVE. 3s. Gd.

GENERAL GORDON. 3.'. Gd.

GEORGE RUDD. 7s. Gd.

MISS PRIM. 3s. Gd.

RELIANCE. 7s, Gd.

TRUE BRITON. 3s. Gd.

GREEN EDGED.
APOLLO. 3s. Gd.

PRINCE OF GREENS. 7s. Pd.

REV. F. D. HORNER. 3s. H</.

> SNITHERPIELD CfREE^. ?s. Gd.

I

TALISMAN. 5s

[

SELFS.
BLACK BESS. 2s Gd.

CHAS. J. PERRY, ts. Gd.

HEROINE. 3.V. 6<i

LORD OP LORNE. 2.%

MRS. POTTS. 3s. Gd.

flEGRO. . 2s. Gd.

PIZARRO. 3s.

SAPPHIRE. 3s. Gd.

VULCAN,. 3(f. 6(<.

ALPINE AURICULAS.
AMELIA HARDWIDGE. — Handsome riclf

maroon crimson
;
bright yellow centre. Is.

COMET—Large, yellow centre, maroon shaded
edge. 2s. Gd. <

diadem (Gorton), l.s.

EASTER GEM—Keddis^ nipropn edge, yellow
centre. 2.«. Gd.

EDITH—Cream centre, ])urplish shaded edge.
3s. Gd.

EMPEROR FREDERICK — Gold centre,

maroon edge. 3s. Gd.

PLORRIE HENWOOD—Fine.
,

3s. Gd.

HEBE—Yellow centre, sliaded edge. 2s.

HOMER^ Shaded, distinct nuugiu. 2s. Gd
HOTSPUR— Shaded

;
'fine. 2s. Gd.

JOHN PARKINSON,— Maroon and gold.

, 2s. Gd.
j

[’'Lady how'Abd Dfi Walden — Cl earn

centre, purplish edge.' 2s.

LOVE BIRD—Gold coilti'e, fine shaded edge.

\

'2s. Gd.

( « )



U-. Cani(di .S: Floral tj^uidc.

MINSTKEL— ijliailed edge, Hue. 2.s. 6</.

MISS BLACKBOKN — Gold sliadcd I irge.

2$. Gd.

MISS MOLLIE—Gold ecntie, luiirooii blmdedi

.

edge, 2s. Gd.

MISS MOON—Shaded crimson ; line. 2s. Gd.

MISS O. E. COOPE — Brownish inaroon, gold

centre. 2s.

MISS TAPLIN—Crimson, shaded, gold centre

2.S-. Gd.

MBS. BALL—Lemon i>aste, shaded crimson.

2s. . , , .

MBS. MAKTIN—Maroon and yellow.
.

3.s. (if/.

MUNGO McGEOHGE^Goo I, shaded edge.

2s. Gd.

NELLIE HIBBERD—Crimson maroon, fine

.shaded edge. 2s. Gd.

PALLAS—Shaded edge. 2s. Gd.

PRINCESS WALDECK — Crimson, shaded

edge. 2.9.

SENSATION—Maroon, slightly shaded
;

fine.

,2s.

SILVIA—Maroon, yellow centre, very neat

trass, and good habit. Is. J
TOUJOURS GAIE — Cream centre, deep

purplish shaded edge. 3s. fid

UNIQUE - Crimson, shaded edge. 2s. Gd
W. COOMBER— Crimson, shaded edge. 2s. Gd.

WM. FOWLE—Shaded edge 2.v. fid

Auriculas, named garden varieties, free flowering and effective, our selection, Gs. dozen.

Seedling Alpines, of a most beaatifnl strain and in great variety, 6s. and 10s. per dozen.

Seed saved from the above Alpine collection. Is. per packet.

Begonias, Tubeeous.
N character they are very much like a potato. In winter place the tubers on the top of,small

pots, three parts full of soil, in some warm, dry, light corner of the greenhouse, so that they

may be examined every week
;
and if they are found to be at all mouldy, they must be glusted

immediately with sulphur. Out of this hairy-like tuber, as spring approaches, a small red bud

will show forth from the centre
;
then re-pot into a good, rich, light peaty soil, just leaving

the bud visible, and in about a fortnight, leaves will begin to unfohl, and another fortnight,

in a nice warm moist temperature of 60°, blooms will be showing
;

and a month after

this let the plants be shifted into 6 or 6-inch pots. In a

month or six weeks the pots will be filled with roots, and if

largo plants are wanted, shift into a 7 or 8-inoh pot, for

deep, good firm potting, as per engraving, which it fully

illustrates. Be sure that there are no green fly
;

if so, the

buds will drop off, but it is very seldom that insects attack

them. Be very particular never to allow them to become

dry
;
if so, they are injured for the season, and during hot,

“dry weather, give two waterings, and they will grow and

bloom amazingly. Shade during the summer, but admit

plenty of air and light—light is one of the great things—
just shaded from the sun, only kept near the glass; no

syringing, but occasionally a good drenching with rain

water from a coarse rose
;
avoid dust and cold, draughts,

administer weak liquid manure, and keep them growing as

long as possible. Our Real Manure is unquestionably the

best
;

if this is not at hand, diluted cow or horse manure.

When the plants show signs of decay, lay the pots on their

sides in some dry place, in December, shake away all soil,

and place the tubers on the top of soil in the pots before

mentioned. Ahouse can be kept in a blaze of bloom all the

summer with Begonias, and all the winter and the remaining parts of the year with Zonal Pelar-

goniums, either of which only require the treatment any intelligent man can give them. Attention

is the great thing. i

For the full History, &c., of the Begonia, see Book by B. Ravenscroft, 1/2 post.free

FOR NEW DOUBLES FOR 1897, SEE NEW THINGS.

(
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vjEKD SowiNO AND Seedlino Raibino.—First fill a pot or pan half fall of some sabstance to
make it poroos for drainage, then cover over with moss, or something similar, to make a separation,
and tben fill to within a quarter of an inch from the top of light, fine-sifted soil, previously charred
or burnt, so much the better, so as to kill all animal and vegetable life; press down level, and on it

sprinkle the seed
;
place over this the smallest coating of the very finest cocoa-nut fibre and sea sand

or soil, just so as to support the seed in their places. Keep in total darkness, with paper or glass over
the top, in a temperature of 60“ to 70“

;
as soon as they show signs of life above the soil gradually

expose, and as soon as they have roots a quarter of an inch long, loosen round carefully, make small
holes in similar-prepared soil in small pots. They are too small for manipulation

;
in fact, they must

not be handled. Have a wine-glass of water, dip a pencil in it (use it as a dibber), and by this means
these small seedlings will hang to it, and can be easily placed into the hole previously made for them,
gently press down, and place in asimilar temperature for a few days afterwards

;
gradually expose and

reduce from 60° to 60°, and keep near the glass. The sun, after February, must not be allowed to

shine long on Begonias under glass, as they dislike extreme heat, sun, and cold
;
they delight in, and

must be kept at. a mediutn temperntnre.

=1

The gold clock awarded tc

H. CANNELL & SONS.

THE GOLD CLOCK COLLECTION.

The highest and most important

award yet given, and indicating the excellency

of our strains.

OUR •: BEGONIAS,
NEW DOUBLE BEGONIAS OP 1896.

All of odr Own Raising.

COXiONSL EYRE—A splendid b rgi crimson
;
good. 5s.

DR. NANSEN—Splendid rich colour, the brightest crimson yet seen ; large and very free.
Award of Merit. lO.t. 6</ •

LADY BIGGE—Of a beautiful salmon-pink shade, flowers large and bold, distinct; free. 6.s

lady HARPUR CREWE—Massive double flowers, deep rose pink : fine. 5s.
LADY SALMON—Prettily formed flowers of a deep yellow

;
full and free; erect. 10.«.

LORD LAMINGTON—Glowing orange-scarlet
;
verj free and effective

;
large. 7.<t. G</.

MISS GRANTLEY— Largo salmon-pink of great substance; extra. 7.s-. G</.

MISS BROOKE FIHMAN— Very fine, delicate blush, nice open flowers. Award of Merit.
S.?. Or/



CANNELLS’ BEGONIAS.
Awarded the only Silver Cup exclusively for Begonias at the Temple Show, 1893,

1894, and again in 1895.
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•Xt

crciun-tiiited with llesh
;MISS VEREKER—A beautiful vaiietv

;
liivgear.il Hue

(if/.

MISS AGNES SLACK- h'lesli shade ; noble dowers; erect. 7.s-. (W.

MRS. WHITE POPHAM— Of a delicate, salmon elmdo ; good sub.stauce
;

line, 7s. Hd
PRINCE HENRY—Pinc lurge floNUTS

;
cerise crimson

;
good habit. 7.v. 6^/.

very free. I

NEW SINGLE BEGONIAS OF 1896.
COUNTESS CARINA — Of a beautiful j.iiik shade; medium .size, well-formed flowers;

good. u.v.

DUKE OP NORFOLK— Of a pleasing shade of salmon
;
circular flowers

;
free. 5s.

MISS AGNES STEWART— Pine large bold dowers; .soft creamy -yellow
;
grand foliage. 4s

MISS EVELYN MORETON—Buff, shaded soft yellow, bioiize centre, marble foliage. 5s,

- MR GEORQE RUSSELL—Very due well-formed arlet dowers
;
good. 4.s.

MRS. GUTHRIE—Very pretty; pure white, broadly and distinctly edged lake
;

free. 4s.

PAUL HARDY—Circular dowers of a clear deep i eddish-scarlet shade
;
free. 4s.

REV. L. LAWRENCE— Beautiful formed dowers
;
deep crimson. 5s.

SIR JOHN HALL—Bright rosy -red ;
large well-formed flowers ; circular. 4.t.

SIR WILFRED LAW SON—Very line
;

deep yellow, cireular-foimed dowers; very free aud
good. 5s.

JOURNAL OF' HORTICULTURE. R.H.S. SHOW.
Messrs. 11. Cannell & Sous, Swunley, Kent, had tuberous begonias, including Dr. A^anseii,

. a very dark variety. (Award of Merit.)

GARDENERS' CHRONICLE. R.H S. SHOW.
Messrs. II . Cannell & Sons obtained an Award of Merit for Begonia Ur. Nuiiseii, an uncom-

monly bright crimson coloured di.nble dower.

DOUBLE BEGONIAS.
ORANGE-SCARLET.

1. ECLAT—Bright orange-scarlet. Is. Gd.

2. EDWARD BANKS — Medium-sized,
well-formed dowers

;
good habit, soft red. 2s.

3. F^ILIX CROUSSE—Pine large dowers
of a splendid shade of orange-scarlet. 2s. Gd.

4. HARRY LAING—Bright scarlet, large

full dowers; due. os.

o. *INCENDIE—Suitable for baskets, rich,

reddish scarlet. 2s. Gd.

6. J. MARSHALL— F.rect dowering, of a
bright scarlet shade

;
good habit

;
a Hue addition.

P.O.C. 3s.

7. LORD FALMOUTH— Large and dne;
bright scarlet

;
good. 3s.

S. M. RONDEAU— Soft scarlet, shaded

orange. 2s. Gil.

9.

M. THIROUX— Clear orange scarlet,

moderate size dowers. 2s. Gd.

10. REV. H. 0. SHUTTLEWORTH—
P’ine deep glowing scarlet, large and of great

substance; tine habit. 4s.

11. RUHM VON ERFURT—Bright scar-

let
;
medium size dowers; free. 3.s. r t

12. W. B. MILLER — Orange-scarlet;
medium size

;
effective. 3s.

CRIMSON-SCARLET, Xc.

13. CANNELLS’ GEM—A gem; compact
habit, forming into good shaped plants; medium-
sized well-formed dowers, slightly crimped edges,
deep red, almost erect dowering. 5s.

14. COLONEL EATON— Of a very rich
shade of scarlet; dne large flowers; erect habit

;

one of the best. 5s.

15. DR. FELTZ—P’ull double fl.wer.s, rich
reddish crimson

;
vigorous. 3s’.

1C. FULGURANT—Deep crimson; freeand
effective, is.

17. FRANK BIBBY— Of a pleasing shade of
colour, soft cerise-trimson

;
tine large bold

flowers
;
perfect habit, 3s.

i
18. H M. STANLEY — Bright reddislj

;
crimson

;
due flowers, free. 5.s. t

19. J. C. GARDINER — Cerise-crimson;
large flat flowers

;
upright habit. 3.s'. Gd.

i

20. J. CHAMBERLAIN—A flue variety.

5.1. . t
21 . J. LYON—P'ine large flowers of a scar-

let-crimsou colour; vigorous habit; good. 7s.

22. LAFAYETTE -Very free, medium size
;

i rich colour. Awarded P'irst-Class Cei tificate. 3s.

23. LEOPOLD DE ROTHSCHILD — A
splendid addition to the criiusoii class

;
large

flowers, colour very rich
;

good hal^il, pirst-

Class Cenidcate. 7s.

(
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24. LORD LLANGATTOCK—First-Class

Certificate at Temple Show as the finest crimson

variety; massive flowers; clear reddish crimson

.

bold open rosette-shapfid flowers : free. 8s. 6f/

25. MARQUIS OP HARTINGTON —
Splendid colour

;
verv useful. 5.s.

26. M. DUVIVIER—Hosy crimson; veri

double and fine. 2s. 6rf.

27. PRINCE OP WALES— Bright crimson

;

a useful variety. 3s.

28. RALPH MOORE — Enormous fine

flowers of a clear red shade
;
good dwarf habit:

one of the best. 3s. Grf.

29. RUBY KING—Bright crimson-scarlet,;

fine and double. 3s. M.
30. SAMSON POX—Clear scarlet

;
good

size flowers 3s. Gil.

31. sergeant BATES—Deep crimson

;

medium double flowers. 3s.

32. TOD MERCER— Erect flowering, hue

double blooms of a deep red shade; very free and

good. 6s. .

33. W. L. MURDOCK — Bright crimson

flowers
;

very double
;

good dwarf habit

;

effective. 4s. 6rf.

WHITE, AND BLUSH COLOURED.
blush tint, medium-sized well-formed blossom"

34.

ALINEADAMS—Dwarf and free
;
light

sulphur, outer petals tiuted rose. 3.s. Gd.

36.

‘BLANCHE DUVAL—Creamy white,

guard petals deep blush, large flov.ers; dwarf

and free. F.C.C. 3s.

36. COUNTESS OP DUDLEY—A most

useful variety, white, tinted cream ;
free. 8s. Gd.

37. DR. MASTERS—Perfect habit
;
cream,

delicately tinted blush in centre. 2s. Gd.

38. DUCHESS OP PIPE— Large, mode-

rately double flowers, of a delicate silvery flesh

shade ; a lovely variety ;
very free. 4s. Gd.

39. HER MAJESTY— Beautiful pearly

white, flowers very large and double, of fine

form and substance. 3s. Gd.

40. HON. MRS. G. J. GOSCHEN—Of a

delicate creamy shade, beautiful rosette-shaped

flowers
;

large and well formed ;
a splendid va-

riety. Awarded a First-Class Certificate. 3s.

41. LADY ARBUTHNOT—Very pretty;

good double flowers of a pleasing blush shade

:

lar^c and fine. os.

42. LADY KERRISON— Good habit; free-

:
flowering aud nearly erect

;
puie white ;

goo I

shape,, 6s.
^ ,

43. LADY ROBERTS Much admired ;

nice, open flowers, not too double, of a pleasing

°*44. MARY DANIELS- Very light blush,

tinted deeper; good-sized flowers; iu^shade of

colour it is both delicate aud pretty. 5s.

45. MASTER FALCONER—A pretty and

delicately shaded variety, pure white, tinted pink ;

large, fin -, open, double flowers, good habit, os.

46. MISS EDITH WYNNE -Pure white
;

very free
;
useful f.ir baskets. F.C.C. 3s.

47. MME. CHAMPION — White centre,

tinted cream
;
large. 3s.

48. MME. E. TOURTEL — Pure white,

tinted centre
;
very free. 3s.

49. MRS. FRENCH-Creamy-white, very

free. 2.s. Gd. . ,

50. MRS. G. PAUL—Creamy white, with

a slight tinge of blush ;
flowers large and of

fine form. 2s. Gd.

51. OCTAVIE—Producing an abundance oi

miniature camellia-shaped flowers ;
very useful

for wreaths, &c. 2s. Gd.
. ...

62.

PRINCESS MARY—Of a creaiuy blush

shade, large and ol beautiful form. 3s. Gd.

53. VIRGINAUS—Free flowering; distmct

and, good. 2f. Grf..,
.

ROSY PINK AND PINK COLOURED.

64. A. F. BARRON—Large fine flowers,

good erect habit
;
deep pink. 2s. 6rf.

56. BEAUTY OP BELGROVE—In colour

and form of flower it very much resembles the

well-known Rose La France ;
beautifnl silvery-

pink, edges of petals shaded lighter, flowers large

and very fine. 3s. 6rf.

66. CARNATION — Fine vigorous habit,

and forming into splendid shaped plants
;
-large

soft salmoii-piuk flowers, distinctly striped and

flaked light yellow; very floriferous
;
distinct 5s.

57. CHARLES SHOWELL—Bright clear

pink, flowers large and fine. F.C.C. 2s. Grf.

68.. CONSTANCE Pink, shaded silver,

deeper. centre; ipediumsize,.wellfQrmeilAqwei8;

free. 2s. 6(/.

59. ENCHANTRESS—Soft pink, distinct

guard petals, centre yellow and orange ;
very

free aud showy. F.C.C. 2s.

60. FRANCIS
,

F. POX—Large double

flowers of a pleasing pink shade ;
very free and

effective. {Named
61. GENERAL CHICHESTER — Deep

rose-coloured flowers, very double, pnedium site,

dwarf and free. F.C.C- 2s. 6rf.
.

62. general GRAHAM- Salmon-pink;

fine and large. 3s, ,

63. IMOGEN—Light rosy pink
;
large and

fine. First-Class Certificate. 3s.
,

64. JAS. DOUGLAS - Large and well

formed, of a deep shade. F.C.C.

66. J. SELWAY—yolour.of a splendid ficn

lake sliade ;
ignite distinct. 2s. 6rf.,

( 11 )



STKIPES
C6 LADY CARTEE — A very free ami

effective variety, one of the best for general
decorative purposes; pink, slightly tinted lilac

;

good habit. 4s.

67. LA FRANCE—Of a very pretty shade
of silvery pink

;
well-formed flowers

;
good. 2s. 6d.

68. •MADAME ARNOULT— Of a most
pleasing shade of pinky hlush, slightly edged
deeper, flowers almost circular, fine shape and
form; habit free and dwarf. F.C.C. 2s 6d.

69. MISS ELSEY WIRE — Soft pink,
creamy white centre, large and very doable; a
fine variety. 2s. Gd.

7«. MISS FRANCES WILLARD—Good,
distinct, and a pretty combination of colours,
tinted white gronnd, outer petals delicately
edged pink, reverse of centre florets pink,
crimped edges

; large. 7s. Gd.

71.^ MISS GARLAND—Most distinct and
pleasing, large well-formed flowers of a deep
pink shade, slightly tinted cerise, and occasionally
marked with white, almost erect flowering

;
a

fine addition. 3s.

71a. MRS. J, WOODWARD— Very deep
pink, medium size

;
upright hahit. 3s.

BEOOKIA.

72. MRS. LASCELLES—Fine deep rosy
pink, with a clear and distinct light centre;
flowers beautifully formed. F.C.C. 3s.

73. MRS. W. J. EWING — A distinct
variety, very deep rich pink, striped and splashed
lighter and soft yellow

;
very full and well

formed. 2s. Gd.

74. R. B. PARSONS — Full-sized double
flowers, deep pink, shaded silver, deeper centre

;

distinct. 3s. Gd. •

76.

REV. WILKS — Erect flowering;
inediam size flower of a pleasing shade of soft
pink, slightly deeper in colour towards outside
of petals

;
pretty. 3s. Gd.

76. ROSE LAING—Double flowers, of a
pretty shade

;
free. 2s.

77. SIR JAMES WHITEHEAD—A grand
variety

;
deep glowing pink

;
large well-formed

flowers
;
good habit. {ISamed by request.) 2s. Gd.

78. SIR W. HOULDSWORTH—Bright
rose-pink; very free. 5s.

79. W. SULLY—Of a beautiful deep clear
pink, almost approaching to a soft shade of
magenta; large and double

; a grand colour,
7s. Gd.
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SALMON COLOURED.
80. CHARLES TURNER— Salmon-piok,

slightly streaked yellow, very large and free ;

a most useful variety. 2s.

81. COUNTESS SPENCER — Distinct

shade of salmon-pink, medium size, well-formed

flowers
;
a very pretty variety. 2s. &d.

82 EDMOND AUDRAN—Deep salmon,

shaded orange
;
distinct. 2s. 6rf.

83. G. BRYCESON—Deep salmon, medium
sized, well-formed flowers; good habit; very

free flowering. 2s.

84. HON. MRS. PLUNKETT—A grand

variety; beautiful soft salmon, blush shade, very

large fine flowers, good habit j ono of the most dis-

tinctand best. First-Class Certificate, R.H.S. 4.s.

85. JOHN HARRISON — Soft salmon
;

medium size
; erect flowering. 3s.

86. LADY E. PEEL — Salmon shaded

;

full double flowers ; large. 5s.

87. LADY MARY WOOD—Large, bold,

solid double flowers of the finest form, salmon

and fawn shaded; splendid habit; good. 7s. firf.

88. LORD ROSEBERY—A fine variety
;

large, os.

89. MISS ADA REHAN — A charming
variety, and will be much appreciated ;

deep
clear salmon, enormous double flowers

;
dwarf,

compact habit
;
good. 7s.

(

90. MISS RABY—Of a pretty and pleasing

shade of salmon ; large fine flowers, good sturdy

habit
;
attraetive. 6s.

91. MRS. A. MANSFIELD— Beautiful

salmon, deeper centre
;
massive double flowers

;

pretty. 4s.

92. MRS. ARMSTRONG — Hollyhoek-

shaped flowers of a pleasing and attractive

shade of salmon flesh colour, very delicate,

medium size, very full ; ereet habit. 2s. firf.JJ

93. MRS. B. WYNNE—Soft salmon, very

pretty and pleasing shade. F.C.C. 3s.

94. MRS. LYNCH—A pleasing and attrac-

tive variety of a pearly pink shade of colour,

edge of petals beautifully undulated
;

quite

distinct. Awarded aFirst-Class Certificate. 4s.

95. MRS. LEWIS CASTLE—Of a beau-

tiful salmon shade, large double flowers; quite

distinct. First-Class Certificate. 4s. s g

96. MRS. O. T. HODGES — Producing
immense-sized flowers; flesh coloured, slightly

deeper in centre
;

very effective. {Named by

request. ) 4s.

97. MRS. W. B. MILLER— Flesh colour,

edged deeper and suffused soft salmon
;
medium

size flowers
;
very pretty. F.C.C. 3s.

98. MRS. WINDSOR — Ground colour,

creamy blush, delicately edged pink
;
attractive,

good habit. 3s.

13 )
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!»n. MRS. W. PALMER— Distinct, free,

and dwarf: bright shrimp-colonred salmon, shad-

ing off lighter ; full donble flowers ;
good. 6s.

100. NURSE MARY CORNELL—Of a

very pleasing shade of salmon-pink
;

large

W'ell-forraod flowers
:
^nd habit. 5v.

101. SIR JOHN PENDER—Fine reddish

salmon, medium-sized well-formed flowers.

A warded a First-Clags Certificate. 3.«.

102. SIR J. D. HOOKER—A distinct and
beautiful coloured variety, nice well-formed
double flowers of a rich deep shade of salmon

;

free flowering and effective
;
a grand addition. 6s.

103. D. T. PISH—Fine salmon-pink, dis-

tinct white centre; flowers large and of fine form.

2s. 6d.

101. WM. HOLMES—High centre, full of

rosettes of a delicate pink shade
;
erect habit. 2s.

106. GOLDEN QUEEN — Clear yellow,

medium size, almost erect flowering. Awarded
First-Class Certificate 3.v. fi<f.

106. LADY ^MILY DYKE—Deep yellow,

medium size, gooTT free dwarf habit. {Named
bij request. )

3.s-. <>//.

107. LADY MARY ANNIE FORESTER
—Pretty and quite ilistiuct guard petals, slightly

tinged pink, (lehtre very double, of a deep

primrose shade ;
free and dwarf. 3.'>. lirf.

108. LADY 'WHITEHEAD—Of a beautiful

clear yellow shade
;

Utrj|g,aud effective^^j^ood,

(Nqmed by requesl.) 4». / <

ICO. MISS FALCONER — Ceft'atnly the

finest yellow variety yet introduced :
massive

double flowers; good dwarf habit, afid very free

flowering. (Ni’med by request.') 6s.

110. MISS LEITH— Quite, distinct, attrac-

tive; soft yellow, distinctly edged rose; edges

of petals iTimped ; much adn ired 6s.

111. MISS IMATHEWS-Of a pleasing tint

of cream, delicately shaded floahi beautiful shell-

shaped petals: very free and effective.- Awarded

a Fir>t-‘Class Certificate. 2«.

112. MME. LA BARONNE.de SAINT.
DIDIER — 'V'ery large; soft ..yellow; fine.

Awardei^iiwo ^firstTGlass Certificates- Price on

application.'. '

. „ ' t

113 . MME. PPITZER—Saffron yellow

;

large and free. 3« - • • .

1 U. MRS. BUCKLA'ND.— Dpci) shade of

primrose : medium size, 'is.-Sxi.

116. MRS. COflNWALLlS WE.Sf-
Yellow; shaded apricot, creamy centre, edged

pink, mediuni size ;...a chartping flower., ,,

YELLOW.
116. MRS. JENKINS—Soft clear yellow,

deeper in centre, large and finely formed flowers.

6.^

J17. MRS. R. CHRISTIAN—Of a soft clear

yeilowshade
;
flowers large and full

;
good dwarf

i.abit and very free flowering. 7«.

118. MRS. RALPH MOORE — Quito a

distinct shade of co'onr: erect flowering; clear

buff shade, slightly tinted orange-rose in centre;

vert' feed and effective. 4.i.

110. MRS. STARK—Fine large yellow of a
bright shade of colour, shaded tighter towards
edge of petals; a fine variety. F.C.C. 3s. GJ.

120 MRS. 'W. P. BENNETT—Soft prim-

rose-yellow, large and fine. F.C.C. 6s.

121. NARCISSE — Camellia-shaped, not

full, clear yellow
;
effective. 2s. Gd

122. NINA—Most heautifulshadesof colour,

and bound to be admired
;

soft fawn, with

.ocqsaipnal petals tinted soft pink; good size

double flowers
;

fine habit; distinct. (Named by

reqUeJtf
. ) 6s.

128.

REV. ^!. LASCELLES—Deep plear

,

yellow
;
a fine variety. 3s. Gd.

124. SAFRANO—In colour almost identical

with fhe well-kno\yn rose, but with more of a
soft reddish amiber shade; a fine variety. 3s.

126, SCHUMANN—Very double, deep yel-

low. 2.'-. Gd.

m. TRIOMPHE DB NANCY — Pale
yellow, large full flowers, good habit

;
fine;

3.S. Gd. . .\

FOR PRICES OF SEEDLINGS, DOUBLE, SEE PAGE 19.

12L ALBERT GEORGfE-^^Splebdid large

flowers, of a 'fiery terlataotta'' Slide, of great

substance ;
beautiful habit

;
free 2s. fid.

128. CHAS. COLLINS — Splendid welK

formed flotvers of. a clear reddish terra-potta

shade
;
a useful addition, l.t.

‘

129. EARL QKOSVENOR— Producing

immense flowers of a bright Orange-red shade;

well-formed, free
;
a grand variety. 3s. 6rf.

SINGLE BEGONIAS.
SCARLET. ,t:1

130. prank BEADLE Of a' glowing
orange-scarlet shdde

;
well-formed circular

flower? of great substance
;
erect habit. Awarded

a First-Class Certificite. 2s. 6<f.b I i

131. MARS—A very fine variety in this

shade of colour, and producing splendid . fine

flowers of a rich orange-scarlet; dwarf bushy
habit, and flowering in profusion

;
extra. 3s.
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132. MB. OOCKBTTKN—A fine variety

;

orapge-searlet, erect flowers, large
;

a useful
addition to this class. 2s.

133. MBS. H. <J. IVITJBBAY-STEWABT—
Rich scarlet, robust habit

;
for exhibition one of

the best. 2s.

131. PBINCE OF OBiNQE—Erect flower-
ing, very free and effective, glowing orange-
si arlet, well-formed flowers. Awarded two First
Class Certificates. 2s. fid.

13.5. SHIBLEY HIBBEBD—Brilliant scar-
let of a dazzling shade

;
good habit. 2s.

CRIMSON.
13G. A. W. TAIT (of Oporto)—Fine flowers,

intense crimson
;
dwarf and free. 2s. Gd.

137. A. MAYES— Rich crimson-coloured
variety

; medium-sized flowers of great sub-
stance; free. 2s. Gd.

138. GIGANTEA—Crimson, petals nearly
4 inches broad, almost circular and of great
substance. 2s. 6<f.

139. GliOW-WORM—Intense fiery crimson.
2s. Gd.

140. GRANT ALLEN—Bold flowers of
great substance ; rich deep crimson

j good
habit; vigorous; grand. 4s.

141. H. H. HEATH—Fine vigorous habit

;

large flowers, rich glowing crimson. 2s. Gd.

142.

INTENSITY — Of an intense rich
crimson shade; medium-sized circular flowers;
dwarf habit, free

;
colour very rich. 3.s.

143 B3NG OP THE BEGONIAS—Strong
bushy, dwarf habit, intense scarlet-crimson.
First-Class Certificate. 2s. 6a.

144. SIR SYDNEY— Possessing fine-formed
flowers of a very intense shade of crimson

;
dwarf

and free. 2.i. Gd.

145. SIR TREVOR LAWRENCE — A
splendid rich coloured flower, fine aud bold, bright
crimson-scarlet

;
dwarf bushy habit

;
free. 3.s.

146. TOTAL ECLIPSE — A rich, self-
coloured variety. 2s. 6rf.

147. W. E. GLADSTONE—Immense fiery
crimson flowers

;
good strong habit. 2s. Gd.

ROSE COLOURED.
148. CAMPANIA — Producing fine noble

flowers, measuring 7 in .lies across, of thick
texture

;
bright rosy red

;
very free aud effective.

3s.

149. CHATTERTON-Of a beautiful rich
madder shade

;
enormous-sized flowers, frequently

measnringover 7 inches across
;
free and effective.

3s.

150. C. P. WHITELY—Producing immense
sized flowers of a deep shade of pink

;
very free

and effective. 2s. Gd.

161. EXCELSIOR—Clear madder, bright
yellow centre ; well-formed flowers. 2s. Gd.

162. G. PARKER—Fine circular form
;
deep

pink, of a beautiful rich shade; distinct. 2s. Gri.

153. J. RICHMOND—A fine improvement

;

large, well-formed flowers of a soft magenta
shade dwarf and free. 2s 6i/.

154. MISS CANNELL—Rosy pink, suffused
with purple. 2s.

155. MISS DAVEY— Of a beautiful and
agreeable shade of soft pink, large good shaped
flowers; disCnct. 2s. 6r?

156. MISS DECIMA MOORE — Large,
almost circular flowers, good substance

; soft
rose of a very distinct shade, deeper at edges,
yellow tinted at base of florets

;
dwarf and

free. 3s.

157. MR. H. G. MITRRAY-STEWART—
Deep rose, petals very broad

;
a fine variety.

2s.

158. MR. MURPHY — Large and well
formed, bright pink of a distinct shade. 2s.

159. MRS.BELLEW—A fine pink variety. 2s.

160. MRS. EDWARDS—Light pink, very
large flowers

; effective. 2s.

161. MRS. H. CANNELL — Lovely pure
rose, lighter centre. 2s.

162. PURPLE GEM—-Deep rose, suffused
with a shade of purple. 2s.

163. ROSE PERFECTION — Medium-
sized, well-formed flowers. 2s.

164. SIR W. HART-DYKE- Bushy habit,
rich shade of pink. 2s.

BUFF COLOURED.
165. BRONZE QUEEN—Of a most distinct

shade of colour, soft chestnut, with a deep
bronze centre; medium size; dwarf bushy habit.
2s. Gd.

166. CAPTAIN KANE—Very distinct and
effective, producing the largest flowers that we
have yet seen in this section

;
amber, light clear

chestnut in centre, beautiful marbled foliage

;

dwarf and sturdy
;
free. 2s. Gd

167. EARL OF BESSBOROUGH—Clear
yellow-buff, edged soft re I. 2s.

168. FASHION— Old gold and amber, ro.sy-

bronze shade near the centre
;

well-formed
flowers

;
effective. 2s. Gd.

169. LADY HAMILTON GORDON —
Large fine flowers, buff shaded, soft yellow
towards centre of flowers

;
quite distinct

;
a fine

improvenn-nt. 2s. Gd.

170. MRS. MANBY—Medium size; yellow,
shaded buff. 2s.

( 16 )
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17], MHS. MOEjNS — Full-si/ed circular
flowers, of a distinct shade of rich amber

;
dwarf

and free; quite different. F.C.C. 3s.

172.

MRS.NUNN—Soft yellow, shaded buff,
deeper in centre

;
an attractive variety. 3s.

173. MRS. STOREY—Medium-sized, well-
formed flowers, soft amber, shaded deeper •

distinct and attractive. 3s.
’

174. W. MARSHALL—Quite distinct in
colour, orange buff, deeper in centre

; medium
size

;
good habit. 4s.

YELLOW.

176.

COUNTESS BROWNLOW—A fine

improvement in the yellow varieties, producing
the largest flowers and richest colour that we
have yet raised

;
free and dwarf. 3s.

176. COUNTESS OF DUNMORE—Large
well-formed flowers, of a clear and distinct shade
of yellow; of greatsubstance, dwarf and com pact;
distinct. 3s.

177. J. DOWNS—Good habit and sub-
stance. 2s.

178. LADY LAWRENCE — Producing
splendid flowers of a clear rich yellow shaded

good habit
;
free flowering; very effective. 3s. Gd.

179. MISS DUCKWORTH — Full - sized
flowers of a deep primrose shade

;
distinct and

pretty. 2s. 6cf.

180. PRIMROSE—Of a soft primrose shade,
slightly deeper in centre

;
well-formed flowers

;

erect habit. 2s. Gd.

181. PRIMROSE PERFECTION—Habit
and form better than the older varieties. 2s.

182. QUEEN OF YELLOWS — Pure
yellow, deep in shade. 2s.

SALMON.
183 DUCHESS OF WESTUHNSTER—

A most beautiful variety, of a very pleasing
shade of salmon, tinted deeper in centre

;
weil-

formed flowers
;
the finest in this class. Awarded

a First-Class Certificate. 4s.

184. LADY HENRY GROSVENOR—
Fine bold flowers, of a distinct shade of light

eaimon, tinted red; pretty green foliage; bushy
habit; very free flowering aud attractive. 4s. oi

186.

MRS. LEVI MORTON—Of a distinct

and pleasing shade of rosy salmon, much deeper
in centre; large flowers of great substance; erect
habit

;
quite distinct. 3s.

186. MISS LOWE—Of a distinct and
attractive shade, flesh salmon, shaded deeper in
centre

;
free. 3s.

187. MISS NEVE—Well-formed flowers,
very smooth, and of a pretty and pleasing
shade of salmon. 2s.

188. MRS. ENO — A pleasing salmon-
coloured variety, soft salmon, with a tint of pink,
beautifully shaded deeper in centre; erect
flowering, dwarf. 3s.

189. SALMON QUEEN—A useful variety.
2s.

BLUSH COLOURED AND WHITE, WITH COLOURED MARGINS.
190. BESSIE PITCHER— Attractive;

medium-sized, well-formed flowers; white, petals
broadly margined red. 2s. Gd.

191. BLUSHING BRIDE— Pure white,
edged pink

;
very pretty. Is.

192. EMILY TEESDALE—Beantifnl pure
white, delicately edged with pink, fine large
flowers. 2s.

193. FAVOURITE — Medium-sized well-
formed flowers

;
pure white, evenly margined

with fiery pink
;
very pretty. 3s. Gd.

194. MISS E. CLARKE—Very distinct and
effective

;
white, broadly margined soft lake

;

wonderfully free and showy. 3s.

195. MISS MASTERS—Fine large flowers
of a soft blush shade, delicately edged pink;

vigorous dwarf habit. 2s.

196. MRS. HYDE—Very large fine flowers,
creamy white, upper flower petals stained blush

;

dwarf, bushy habit; free and effective. (JSlamedby
request . ) 3s.

197. PRINCESS OF WALES—Pretty aud
fascinating; line large flowers, freely produced,
aud of a pleasing shade of deep shrimp-pink
on outer margin of petals, shading off almost to
white in centre of florets. 3s. Gd.

198. W. H. POSTER—A most charming
variety, one of the finest fancy kinds; white
ground with a broad and even margiu of
very rich lake colour, tinted maroon, a id

shading off to a soft magenta
;
splendid shaped

flowers; free. 6s.

RED.
199. CAPT. ROGERS—Flowers of fine sab-

stance, of a soft rosy-crimson shade. 2s. —

^

200. JAS. GAZE—A splendid variety
; fine

formed smooth flowers of a glowing cerise colour
extra. 2s. Gd.

201. JEAN SISLEY—Of beautiful smooth
texture

;
very rich red, lighter centre ; distinct.

2s. Gd.

202. LORD BYRON—Rich red, fine-shaped
flowers

;
good substance. 2s. Gd.

( 17 ) 2
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203. MR. CXJLIilNQFORD—Soft rosy-red
;

fiue bold flow ers. 2.<. G</.

204. MR. PACKS—Flowers of great sub-

stance, of a distinct shade of red tinted baff, a

novel shade of colour
;
good habit. 4.'-.

205. OUR LEADER — Soft red, lighter

centre; erect flowering, dwarf bushy habit;

circular flowers of large dimensions. 2s. ’

206. ROWLAND WITHERBY—Beautiful

clear-cnt flowers of a decided red shade ; dis-

‘inct. 2s. Or/.

207. T. MOORE — Salmtn-red, pleasing

shade
;
good habit. 2$.

WHITE.
208. MISS F. D. SKELDINO — Good

circular 8ha;)ed flow'cis of the purest white;

very free
;
effective. 4s.

209. MISS MALCOLMSON — Flowers

large and of fine substance
;
dwarf branching

habit. 2s. Gd.

210. MRS. GROVE—Good, dwarf, bushy

habit; flowers medium size, and of the purest

white. 2s.

211. MRS. SHEPHERD—Circular; form,

erect flowering ;
pure white. 3s.

212. NELLY PRITCHARD — Fine large

circular flowers of the purest white
;
good habit,

free; a grand variety 2s. Gd.

213. THE LADY— Good dwarf vigorous

habit; well-formed white flowers. Awarded a

First-Class Certificate. 2s. 6<f.

BEGONIAS WITH SMALL FLOWERS.
214. LOUIS BOUCHET—Brilliant orange scarlet

;
a most useful variety for bedding. Cs. per

dozeD. t . i

215. WORTHIANA—Orange-scarlet, a favourite for bedding, and admired wherever seen.

6s. to 9s. per dozen. Special prices for large quantities.

We have now a sufiicient stock, and have also had sufficient experience of the Begonia as a

bedding plant (our lawn beds and bordetrs having been full of the best during the two last snmmera)

to pronounce it as eminently suited to this purpose. Nor are we alone in this opinion ; it is the

general verdict. Seedlings make a lovely bed ; but to have all the plants of one regular height,

shape, and colour, a Stock must be propagated as one would Zonal Pelargoniums. They can be

propagated just like Dahlias, by cutting the Tubers at the eyes just after they have started. Plant

the bulbs ten inches apart, and take them up when the frosts come. This is really all the culture

needed. Begonia Worthiana has proved itself a good bedder of the small flowering section.

BEOONIA WORTHIANA.

The lest beddinj varie'y in cultivation.

216.

CASTANzEFOLIA—Although not a tuberous and purely evergreen variety, it makes a

capital bed. planted 9 in. from plant to plant. It has a very lovely effect, and, like the others, finds

favour everywhere. Gd. each
;

Gs. per doz.

SEEDLINGS (SINGLE) FROM OUR FINEST NAMED COLLECTION.

No. 1 QUALITY—Selected to colour, and almost equal to named varieties. 12s. per doz.

No. 2 QUALITY—Sdected to colour. 9s. per doz.
;
60s, per 100 (dry tubersj.

No. 3 QUALITY—Selected to colour. 6s. per doz. ; ,
4Qs. per 100

mixed—

S

uitable for bedding. 20s. per, 100 (dry tubers).

Special Prices for largo quantities.
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SEEDLINGS (DOUBLE) FROM OUR FINEST NAMED COLLECTION.
1st QTJALITX—Various colours. 18s., 24s

,
and 30s. per doz. (dry tubers),

2nd QUALITY—Various colouis. 12s. perdoz.; 90s. per 100 ,,
3rd QUALITY—Various colours. 8s. per doz.

;
GOs. per 10*» ,,MIXED COLOURS—For bed*>iujr. Cs. per doz. ; 42.v. per 100.

SPECIALLY SELECTED—3s. Gd to 6s. eacli.

Many of these are equal to the named kinds, and none but a trifle inferior.

We have a stock exceeding in extent and quality to any house in

Europe. Write us for quotations before placing your orders elsewhere.

We are now raising seedlings by thousands, and the result is, from our sclentifio
hybridising, we have many of the finest (voted First-Class Certificates, and universally
pronounced the finest doubles ever raised). We have at least 200,000 various bulbs, and all
who wish to introduce a great feature into their Conservatories or Gardens should have our
seedling doubles.

WINTER-FLOWERING ANC
Our 100-ft. house during antnum and winter is

many advantages, as a winter-flowering plant, s

summer-flowering varieties.

217. ARGTROSTIGMA ELEGAN-
TISSIMA — Foliage spotted silver; free,
vigorous. Is.

218. ARGYROSTIGMA GIGANTEA —
Larger foliage, but not denticulated like above.

219. ASCOTENSI3—Oueof the finest ; large
clusters of a beautiful pink colour.

220. BIJOU DE GAND — Dwarf bushy
habit

;
soft pink flowers Is.

221. CARRIERI—Flowering more particu-
larly duriug the winter. Beantiful pure white
blooms in nice clusters. Is.

222. DUCHARTREI— Beautiful hybrid;
very ornamental white flowers, the undersurface
of which are covered with red hairs, l.s. (id.

223. UNDULATA, .vyn. COMTE A. DE
LIMMINGHE and GLAUCOPHYLLA
SPLENDENS — For covering pillars and
baskets

; flowers of a reddish-salmon colour. Is.

221. COMTESSE DE NERVELEE —
Partaking somewhat of the tuberous-rooted kinds,
white flowers. Is.

225. DIGSWELLIANA — Compact
;

soft
pink

;
pretty and distinct.

220. DREGH, syn. CAPPRA and RENI-
FORMIS — Beautiful green foliage, medium-
sized white flowers

;
free.

227. POLIOSA, si/n. MICROPHYLLA—
Graceful habit

;
miniature white flowers.

228. FUCHSIOIDES, syn. MINIATA—
Flowers banging in clusters of a bright red
colour.

229. HAAGEANA—Dark foliage, silvery
blush flowers

;
pretty. Is.

230. HYBRIDA PLORIBUNDA, syn:

MULTIPLORA— Coral -coloured flowers; free,

vigorous
;
one of the prettiest.

231. HYBRIDA WELSIANA—Pretty and
effective

;
drooping flowers of a soft red. Is

(1

) EVERGREEN VARIETIES.
a grand sight. No other kind can lay claim to so

s this class, and none are more useful than the

j

232. HYDROCOTYPOLIA—Bronzy foliage,

flowering throughout the winter.

233. INGRAIVCII, syn. SAUNDERSIANA
and LAURA— Heddish pink

;
dwarf habit.

234. INSIGNIS, sy». INCARNATA—Free
and vigorous, medium-sized flowers of a lilac pink.

235. KNOWSLEYANA—Free and vigorous

habit, silvery blush flowers.

23(1. MANICATA AUREO-MACULATA
—A very effective foliaged variety. Is.

237. METALLICA — Very useful; rough
dark leaves, the surface is a lustrous bronze-

green, veins dark red
;
free blooming. Is.

238. NITIDA, syns. OBLIQUA, PULCHRA
and PURPUREA—Shiny foliage, flowers in

clusters of a silvery blush ; distinct. 9</.

239. NITIDA ALBA ODORATA -Smaller
flowers than Nitido, but of the purest white. 9</.

240. ODORATISSIM A—Very sweet

scented ;
bright rose coloured flow'ers. 9<f.

241. PAUL BRUANT — Pointed leaves;

free flowering
;
soft pink flowers

;
pretty foliage.

Is.

242. PICTA—When in full vigour has the

appearance of a densely foliaged Caladium,

flowers bright red . Is.

243. POLYANTHA — Soft pink flowers,

early flowering; can be used for sprays And
buttonholes. Is.

244. RICHARDSIANA VASTISSIMA, syn.

VALIDISSIMA—Flowers identical with Dregii,

but in foliage smaller and more toothed
;
bushy.

245. RICINIPOLIA—Large bronzy green

foliage like those of the Castor Oil plant, where

a bold plant is required
;

this will be found a

most useful variety. Is. 6</.

24G. SATURNE—Dark foliage free
;
con-

tinues in blossom for a length of time. Is.

9 )
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247. SEMPERFLOBENS ALBA—Dense
preen foliage, white flowers. Gd. each

;
4s. per

doz.

248. SEMPERPLORENS ROSEA I _
24!). SEMPERPLORENS RUBRA •>

Identical in every way with the above, excepting

the colours, which are white, edged soft rose and

red respectively. 9<f.

2,50. SEMPERPLORENS COURONNE
LORRAINE — Splendid large carmine-rose

flowers
j
very fine. Is. Crf,

Other varieties kept in stock,

251. SEMPERPLORENS DR. CHAS- >
SAGNY— More bushy in habit and freeness in '

flowering than the above
;
useful. Is.

252. SEMPERPLORENS GIGANTEA
ROSEA.— Should be in every greenhouse. Is.

253. SOCOTRANA—A distinct and beauti-

ful species, briglit rose-coloured flower.s. Is. Gd.

254. VERSCHAFFELTI — Bold foliaged

variety, rose coloured pendant flowers. Is. 6cf.

255. WELTONIENSIS—One of the

prettiest
;
deep green marbled foliage, flowers

soft rose.

Those not priced, Gd. each.

REX CLASS-ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE.
Our Selection, 9s.,

25B. AMAEONE.
257. ADRIAN SCHMIDT.
258. B. MoGREGOR.
259. CHAS. HOVEY
200. CHERUBIN.
2- 1. CHICAGO.
2C)2. COLONEL DENPER.
263. COMTESSE LOUISE ERDODY.
264. DIADEME.
265. DUCHESS DE BRABANT.
266. ETOILE D’ARGENT.
267. PR^iDERIC SCHNEIDER.
268. GAETAN O'GORMAN.
269. GLOIRE DE VESINET.
270. HENRI DE ST. DIDIER.
271. INIMITABLE.
273. LA PERLE DE PARIS.
273. LEONARD LILLE.
274. LESOUDSL
376. LOUISE CLOSON.
276. LUCY CLOSON.
277. MARQUISE DE PERALTO.
278. MARS.
279. MDLLE. EMMA.
280. MME. ALLAMAGNY.
281. MME. BICHAT-
282. MME. CHATE.'
283. MME. DE GUERLE.
284. MME. E. SCHMITT.

286.

MME. P. ALEGATIERE.
286. MME. FANNY MASSANGE
287. MME. V MOREL.
288. MME. RIVAL.
289. MER'VEILLE.
290. MIRA.
291. MME. ISABELLE BELLON.
293. OTTO FORSTER.
293. PERLE DE TRIESTE.

And any other varieties not mentioned here

12.S., I8s., and 21s. nerdn/.

nEOOMA RRX.

294. PETIT JULES.
296. PETIT LUCIE.
296 PRESIDENT CARNOT.
297. QUADRICOLOR.
298. RICHARD.
299. ROSEA LACTEA.
300. SIEBOLD.
301. SOUV. DE JEAN BART.
302. TELEPHONE.
303. UNIQUE.
can be supplied at advertised prices.

I

Mr. VV.M. Bbown, Maywood P.O., Victoria, British Columbia, Canada,
1 Uecfmher 17/A, 1896.

I got some Begonias from you when I was Gardener at Government House here. I took
two First Prizes with them every time I showed them (three times), one for specimens and
one for best six.

(
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SPLENDID WINTER
BEGONIAS,

DARK FOLIAGE,

3C4. GLOreE DE SCEAUX—
One of the most beautiful

;
of upright

growth, large, open, flat flowers of a

soft silhy pinS, contrasting well with

the rich bronze foliage. 1*. fl<f. and

2s. Gd.

306. PRESIDENT BOURE-
UILLES—Dark foliage

;
large silvery-

pink flowers ;
very free. Is.

SPLENDID FOLIAGE
BEGONIA.

306. ARTHUR MALET — The

richest coloured variety yet introduced;

an improvement on Louise Cioson.

6</. each.

BKGONIA Gl.OlKB D£ 8CBAUX.

Bouvas'dias.
4lF all plants the Bocivardia, in our opinion, excels for cut flowers, no ^
||l holes, bouquets, or table decoration; a spray of it is sure to be most pr

will^more or
aj and the odour of several kinds is dkiciously refreshing, and if well

"f
1 less continue flowering nine months out of the year. They <mly need

treat^ as a stove
jultivation of the winter-flowering Zonal Pelargonium; hitherto they have

...mmer to have
jlant, whereas they only need a temperature not higher than 60 or 60 ;

an
weather to be

ivery attention like a specimen Chrysanthemum, and on the first ®PP®^™"®® ^
;aken in the house, and when growing and flowering to he supplied with liqni

SINGLE.

l. ANGUSTIFOLIA (species)— Scarlet.

4. BOCKH—Deep coral, tube and base of

petals pure white.

8. DAZZLER—Rich scarlet.

11. HOGARTH—Good habit, scarlet.

12. HUMBOLDTH CORYMBIELORA
(species)—Free growth, large, snow white.

13. INTERMEDIA.
14. JASMINIPLORA (species)—White;

fragrant.

15. PDAVESCENS—Pale yellow.

16. LAURA— Fine rose.

19.

MRS.GREEN—A salmon-coloured sport.

20. PRESIDENT CLEVELAND— Largo

flowers, crimson-scarlet.

21. PRIORY BEAUTY—Pale satin-rose.

22. QUEEN OF ROSES—Bright rosy pink.

23. ROSEA MULTIFLORA—Rosy pink.

24. ROSEA OCULATA—Delicate flesh
;
free.

26. SCARLET PRINCE— Bright scarlet,

is. Gd.

27. THE BRIDE— White, tinged flesh.

30 VULCAN—Scarlet.

31. WHITE BOUQUET—Dwarf and free.

32^ VREELANDII, syn. DAVISONH —
white.
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33. ALFRED NEUNER- Pnre white, l.i.
I 36. HOGARTH, FL. PL.—Light soarlct-

and l.v. 6rf. each; 9s. and 12.«. per doz. ’ carmine.
35. FLAVESCENS—Distinct yellow'. 37. PRESIDENT GARFIELD, .lyn.

ROSEA FL. PL.— Pink flowers.

Flowering plants in Autumn, l.«. 6rf. each and upwards. All those not priced, l.t.

Bedding Calceola'dias.
TITHE secret of having good beds of Calceolarias is getting healthy green plants, perfectly free from

insects. When planted ont very early, good, deep, rich soil is essential, with a qnantity of
mannre helow the plant

;
this will prevent them going off ns they nsnally do. The main thing

is to grow them vigorously, by always having rich soil to root into. Too much moisture causes them
to die off.

1. AMPLEXICAULIS—Lemon colour, good
for large beds and borders, late blooming, fid.

each
; 6*. per dozen.

2. AMPLEXICAULIS ALBA (species)—
creamy W'hite. Is. each

;
Ss. per dozen.

3. AUREA FLORIBUNDA — Yellow;
fine. 3s. per dozen.

4. GAINE S TELLOW - Good bedder.
2s. Gd. per dozen

;
rooted cuttings in spring, 5s.

per 100.

Taken from cold frame in the s

6. GOLDEN GEM— One of the best
2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. per dozen

;
rooted cnttings in

spring, 6s. per 100.

6. PRINCE OF ORANGE—A beautiful
variety. 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd, per dozen.

7. SULTAN—Fine dark variety. Gd. each
;

5s. per dozen.

ing at the usual reduced prices.

Cm'nas.
IMTDIAN SfiEO^r.

^5r^jHESE give a very heantiful and tropical aspect to pleasure grounds, by their stately growth
and broad, massive foliage, relieved by rich crimson-scarlet, orange, or yellow flowers
during the late summer months

;
their foliage, comprising various shades of rich green,

glaucous and chocolate-crimson leaf-tints, fits them admirably for effective groups, their appearance
rendering them a striking contrast to other plants.

They are also invaluable for large pot plants as portable specimens in pleasure-ground decoration,
and equally so for summer groups in large conservatories, in which their great diversity of foliage
appears to advantage, and they are very ornamental for any purpose. The following are the best
for conservatory, porches, or standing in tubs, pots, &c.

;
about a garden they are grand objects,

and for beds or single clumps are the finest flowering varieties of this family we ever had.

THE FINEST GANNA IN EXISTENCE.
97. KONIGIN CHARLOTTE—Very vigorous, with beautiful and massive foliage; very

dwarf; the spikes, on which the individual blooms are arranged bouquet-like, are very large, and
stand out well around the foliage; the flowers are large with well-rounded petals, bright red, edged
one-eighth of an inch wide with gold, the contrast of colour giving a novel and effective appearance
to the plant. A grand variety for the conservatory and greenhouse. We have flowered and shown
it all the year—lovely even in December and January. Award of Merit, Roval Horticultural
Society. Is.Gd. Strong plants 2.«.

THE ORCHID FLOWERING CANNAS.
98. AT STRIA—Muea-like light grepn leaves, numerous and fine stems, about 9 ft. high, the

slender sj ikes emerging well beyond the foliuge ; fiowers very large and compact, of a canary-yellow
with a silver line, inside slightly dotted with hrowii. It Howers from April to December, and
probably throughout the winter; magnificent for groups and a grand acquisition 4.9. 6</.

(
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90. ITALIA—Musft-like foliafre, slighty recurvato, bright green and -white bordered
;
stems

from 5 to 0 ft. high; spikes gigantic, about 16 in<. long, with a number of flowers which are very

large and measuring from 4 to 5 ins. across
;

scarlet, streaked on the mag ns and tips with yellow.

It flowers continually, ns.

GENERAL COLLECTION.
GLADIOLUS TLOWERED.

1. A. DE MONTEBELLO—Carmine, shaded orange, green folingc
;
distinct. G--.

2. AIGRETTE—Foliage green, scarlet, occasionally edged gclden-yellow
;
large. 2.s. G;/.

3. ALPHONSE BOUVIER—Deep rich crimson, large well-shaped flowers
;

free and good.

4. ALBA ROSEA—White, shading to pink in centre, large and broad peta.s. U-. Gr/.

r>. ALSACE, .sy«. LITTEA ALBA—Creamy white ! a free bloomer
;
distinct. 2s. bi/.

G. AMERICAN FLAG—Or.inge-scarlot, broad band of gold evenly margined on each iietal,

large spike, circiilnr flowers. 3s. Grf.
i ..

7. AMI JULES CHRETIEN—Green foliage, soft chestnut-red ;
large: grand bs.

8. AMI PIOHON—Velvety scarlet, large and well formed, foliage green. U. Gr/.

f)! AMIRAL AVELLAN (Vil.)—Hold flowers, clear yellow, distinctly spolt d red, green

foliage: good. l.s. G</.
i cr

10. AMIRAL AVELLAN (Cr.)-Flowers very 1 rge, carminc-red, dark foliage, l.s. •»(.

11. ANTOINE CHANTIN—A splendid variety; flue large flowers of a bright ceruso-salmon

shade, dark 'green foliage ;
dwarf and free. l.«. Grf.

, , „
12. ANTONIN CROZY—Of a rich crimson shade, fine spike, foliage dark green, engen

purple
i
effective and good. I.s.

. -

13. AUREA

—

I’lire rich golden-yellow
;
large and fine

;
green foliage, ds.

. .i „
14. AURORE— Splendid fine_ flowers, bright chestiiiit-red, deep green foliage; one of the

finest. 2s. Gr/.

(
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15. BEAUT:^! POITEVINE—Gliuicous green folinge/ spUndid large flowers of a glowing
red. 2.9.

®

Ifl. CAPITAINE P. DE STJZZONI—Light green|Jfoliage
;

large fine flowers of a clear
yellow shade, slightly spotted. 1.9. fir/. t|«..

17. CEXJSIN JACOB— Green foliage, bright ohestnnt-re(), edged golden. Is. 6<f.

18. CHEVALIER BESSON—Lark green foliage, of a rich cerise-salmon shade. Is. Gd.
19. CH. HENDERSON- Clear green foliage

; orange-red, shaded .spotted crimson. Is Gu.
20. COLIBRI CK nr yellow, base of petals and centre of flowers reddish carmine, foliage green

;

distinct. 2.9. Grf.

f

COMTE DE BOUCHAUD—Very fine; bright golden-yell Dw, spotted bright red; green

22 COMTESSE DE L'ETOILE—Vigorous habit
;

glaucous green foliage
; splendid clear

yellow, thickly spotted with soft red on each petal. 2s.

23. COMTE DE GANAY—Salmon shaded, edged yellow, green foliage : fine. l.s. Gd.
24. CONQUERANT—Large fine flowers; very bright amber, shaded deeper; good. 2.9.

25. CRIMSON KING— Clear crimson-scarlet, glowing co'onr, large spikes. 3.9 Gf/.

2G. DIAVOLO—Grand flowers of an intense red
;
very fine. 2.9.

27. DIEECTEUR SIEBERT— Cinnabar-red; free; lold foliage. 1.9. Gr/.

28. DR. VERGELY—Fine green foliage
;
free; sulphur yellow, marked carmine Is. Gd.

29. DUCHESS OP YORK—Yellow, thickly spotted red, well-shaped flowers, deep green
foliage

; attractive. 2.9.
‘

.®0. DUKE OP YORK—Free and effective
;
verrailion-red, edged yellow', green foliage. 2.9.

31. ED. MIEG— Orange-crimson
; very large flowers

;
compact. 2 .9 .

32. EGANDALE—Bronzy foliage, fine large flowers of a reddish shade
;
good. 3.9.

83. ETENDARD—Fine for massing
;
ver' large; clear bright red Sx.

34. EXPLORATEUR CAMPBELL—Lev] > crimson, marbled carmine
;
large round flowers.

1.9. Go.

35. PRiipilRIC BENARY—Long-pointed, foliage green
;
flowers of a rich crimson-red shade;

free. Is. 6a.

30. P. THOMAYER—Purple foliage ; large fine flowers, clear orange. 1.9. Gd.

37. G^N^RAL DE MIRIBEL—Rich apricot-salmon
;
large and well formed. 1.9. Gd.

38. GENERAL DE N^GREER— Lark foliage
;
of a cerise-red shade

; free. 1.9. 6rf.
39. GEOPPROY SAINT-HHAIRE—Beautiful dark foliage, large flowers, bright orange-

red: good. First-Class Certificate. 1.9.6c/.
° °

40. GERMANIA—Very dwarf, with massive foliage, bright crimson, edged and marbled
with yellow. Awarded a prize at Chicago. 2 .9 .

p. GLOIRE LYONNAISE—Leep canary-yellow, marbled and striped, in centre of petals
bright red: distinct 2s Grf.

42. GOLDEN QUEEN— Clear yellow, faint markings of red
;
large bold truss and flowers;

good. 3s 6f/.
’

4.3 HENRY IRVING— Clear orange-scarlet, bro’ad bright orange border base of petals. 3s. Gd.
44. INCENDIE -Bright orange, heavily margined and marked gold

;
very free and large. 3s. G</.

46. J. D. CABOa—Vigorous, green foliage, shaded purple-apricot; tinted flowers. Is. Grf.
46. J. PARQDHAR—Fine fl ower, orange-carmine, yellow edging. 2.w
47 JOHN LAING—Brick-red, broadly margined yellow; large and well formed. Is. 6rf.
48. JULES CHRETIEN—Dark green foliage, fine flowers and spike, rich crimson carmine

good. Is. Gd.

49. KAISER "WILHELM H.—Splendid large scarlet flowers; dw'arf and free. Is. Gd.
50. L. E. BALLY—Green foliage, canary -yellow, spotted carmine

;
good. 2.9.

61. L'ECLATANT—Very large and fine
;
rich reddish carmine. Ss. Gd.

62. MARCEAU— Large flowers of the most intense tcarlct colour
;
dwarf. 2s

53. M. CLEVELAND—Fine flowers
;
free

;
clear red. Is. Gd.

64. MACMAHON— Orange, passing to cinnamon colour, yellow at base of petals Is. Gd.
CAHUZAC—ileautiful rich green foliage

;
fine large flowers of rich vermilion-

66 . M. H. DEBROUSE- A fine and nse^’ul variety. 2s.
57. MISS SAHAH HtLL—Clear green foliage; fine flowers, amaranth tinted carmine. Is. 0(/,
58. MME. BAKHIE— Apricot-coloured flowers

;
very bold green foliage. 6,9 .

•

69. MME. CAMILLE—Sulphur-yellow, slightly dotted
;
handsome foliage. Is. 6 rf.

60 MME. CROZY—Green foliage; compact habit, flowers large and fine: clear orange-
vermilion, edged and speckled gold. Is. Gd ®

61. MME. LA BARONNE P. TH^INARD —Orange, passing to rosv-salmon
;
colour quit®

distinct
; foliage green. 5 .9 .

o i « . , i
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G2. NARDY PERE—Lanceolate green foliage, distinctly shaded purple; clear orange-scarlet

flowers. 1.'!. Grf.

6.S. ORIOLE—Clear yellow, faint markings of red
;
verj' effective

;
good. 2s. 6</.

(!4. PANACHE—iiuperb flowers, velvety carmine-rose, sliaded deeper
;

fine. 5s.

65. PAPILLON—Very large flnwers, rosy-scarlet passing to rosy-carmine. 2s. 6<J.

65. PAUL BERT—Dark foliage, shaded chocolate and purple, circular formed flowers of a

glowing golden amber shade
;
very distinct ;

dwarf. First-Class Certificate. Is. Gd.

67. PAUL BRUANT—Splendid green foliage; spikes large and fine; magnificent flowers of

orange-red, tinted scarlet. 2s.

68. PAUL LORENZ—Dark foliage, rich coloured flowers. 2s.

69. PAVONIA—Canary-yellow, distinctly marbled and blotched carmine
;

large and fine. 2s.

70. PAUL MEYLAN—Rich bright a nber
;

fine largo flower
i ;

good. 3.s. Gd.

71. PAPA CANNA—Large and well-formed, glowing red, shaded vermilion, habit dwarf j

very free. 3s.

72. P. MARQUANT—Splendid green foliage; flowers deep salmon, passing to rose-tinted

carmine, l.s. Gd.

73. PIERSON & CO.—Well-formed flowers of a very rich crimton
;
good. 3s.

74. P. J. BERKMAN—Rich m.agenta shad 2
,
deep green fol'age. 2s.

75. PR^ISIDENT CARNOT—Dark foliage, large red flowers
;

gooii. Is. Gd.

76 PR^ISIDENT FAXVRE—Foliage chocolate purple, mid-rib reddish chocolate
;

beautiful

large leaves
;
effective. Is.

77 PRINCESS BONNIE—Vivid brightscarlet, broad band of gold, very large spike; free. 3s.

78. PROGRESS—Large, vermilion shade, marked reddish-cerise; very free. l.«. Gd.

79. PROVENCAL—Dwarf and compact; fine flowers; intense red lish scarlet; grand for

mas.sing; green foliage. 5s.

80. QUASIMODO—Vermilion, edged yellow ;
large; compact. Is. Gd.

ROSALIND —il. decided shade of rose-pink predominating all through the flowers, large

;
free

;
distinct. 2s. 6</.

SALMON QUEEN— Almost a clear salmon shade
;
very distinct. Ss. Gd.

silNATEUR MILLAUD—Splendid dark foliage, flowers bright orange
;
a grand variety for

tubs and open spaces on lawns, is. Gd.

84. S:6nATEUR MONTilFIORE—Rich shade of orange-scarlet, edged golden-yellow
;
glaucous

green foliage. Is. Gd.

86. SIMON D^ILAUX—Rich golden yellow, heavily spotted vermilion
;

free, large and fine,

green foliage. Is. 6r7.

86. SOPHIE BUCHNER—Broad well-shaped flowers, bright vermilion
;
vigorous. Ls. Gd.

87 SOUV. D’ANTOINE CROZY—Rich vermilion, with broad margin of deep gold
;
targe

said to be superior to Mine. Crmy. 2.-.. Gd.

88. SOUVENIR D'AZA GRAY—Green foliage
;
reddish salmon

;
large and fine. l.s. Gd.

89. SOUVENIR DE JEANNE CHARRETON—A very fine flower, bright orange-red, fine

spikes, dark green foliage
;
good. l.s.

90. SOUVENIR DE MDME. LIABAUD—Deep green foliage, reddish-cerise flowers; dwarf.

Is.

STAR OF '91—Very dwarf and free
;
bright amber, red shade. Is. Gd.

STATUAIRE FULCONIS-Green foliage
;

fine flowers, of a bright red shade. Is. Gd.

SUNSET GLOW—Bright salmon, with pale yellow band to each petal; very distinct;

3s. Gd.

TREYVE MARIE —Carmine and salmon ; flowers large and well opened. Is. Gd.

ULRICH BRUNNER—Green foliage, flowers large and fine, deep red, shaded orange

fine variety. First-Class Certificate. Is.

96. VICTOR HUGO—Dark purplish foliage, medium-sized flowers, deep orange-red.

Twelve useful varieties, our selection, 9s.

Other varieties can be supplied, list on application.

81.

82.

83.

large.

91.

92.

93.

free.

94.

96.

Is. Gd.

Carnations.
THE BEST VARIETIES IN CULTIVATION.

Yes, lovely Carnations! No matter who, all like this flower; yet how seldom we see them

fn gardens! If once planted in ordinary ground they will grow. Cut out the flower-spike in

August, cut a slit half-way through the wood of the side shoots, two inches under the lowest leaf
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bearing the rut, dividing and replanting in good well-dug ground any time before Christmas, and %
another year’s fine bloom is almost a certainty. For exhibition, they have to he planted in ?
8 or 9-inrh pots, and placed under glass when in flower

;
their almost only enemy is wireworm,

which must be destroyed. Good varieties, 9.<. per dozen and upwards, our selection.

NEW CARNATIONS OF 1895-96.
BENDIGO— T.rtrge well-shaped flowers, dif-tinct bluish purple: very vigorous. F.C.C. 3.«. Gd.
BRAW LASS— Haudson e form, rich bright rose; vigorous and free in growth. F.C.C. Is. Gd,
BRITANNIA—A supeiior yellow self; rich deep yellow, fine form and large. Gd,
HORACE TBELAWNEY—A large full rose-coloured flower; fine variety, l.s*. 6f/.

LADY RIDLEY—Creamy white, large and of exquisi'e form : vigorous habit. Is. Gd.

MRS. BARNEWALL ELLIOT—Grand salmon self. Is. Gd.

MRS. ERIC HAMBRO— Pure white, of the largest size and of most j)erfect form. Award of
Merit. 2s. Gd.

SADEE—Dark rose, admirable form, colour quite charming; of better form than Buhy. Is.

YELLOW GROUND CARNATIONS AND PICOTEES.
COWSLIP—A true yellow ground Picotec, the edge bright rose; handsome, vigorous. Award

of Merit. 2.V. 6^.
' *, t , b

ERNEST EWIN—Dark orange ground, striped and barred vermilion : full flower. l.v. Gd.
GEORGE CRUICKSHANK-t—Disiinct and handsome; large lull flowers, orange-buff, flaked

with crimson Award of Merit. 2s. Gd.
MRS. SEYMOUR BOUVERIE—Apricot-buff, flaked crimson

; large and of fine form ;
vigorous.

Award of Merit 2s. Gd.

SWEETHEART—Deep apric t yellow, beautifully ^treaked and edged carmine lake. 2s.

THE DEY— Large well-shaped flowersof a rich buff colour, suffused and streaked rose
;
fine. 2s. Gd,

W. M. THOMSON—Deep apricot-buff, marbled and edged blood-red; good form. 2s.

NEW MALMAISON CARNATIONS.
The following lim'ted selection from an iirmense number of seedlings are of the highest quality,

and are true Malmaisons in flowers, scent, and foliage. One feature of the new Malinaisons is their
vigorous compact habit of growth, producing their flowers in the greatest abundance.
MRS. EVERARD HAMBRO—lias large massive flowers of fine form and of a deep carmine-

rose colour. 2.S. Gd.

SIR CHARLES PREEMANTLE—T he flowers of this fine variety are of the largest size and
of good form

; the colour is a rich, deep rosy-pink. 2s. Gd.

THE CHURCHWARDEN—Very large and full; the flowers of a bright crimson-scarlet
colour. Gd.

All of the above have received First-Class Certificates and Awards of Merit wherever exhibited,
and have been greatly admired

Carnations made safe against Wireworm, and also

vigorous and doubly satisfactory.

Again, out of the many thousands of plants we grow, not one was lost during the
last two seasons

; a teaspoonful of our Manure, mixed with six times the quantity of
soil, and like quantity of soot, not only keeps them free and safe all the season against
this pest, but adds double vigour to the plants, makes the blooms considerably larger,
and produced in greater quantity, and intensity of colour much increased. No one
should ever fail to sprinkle some, and round every plant immediately after planting; it

not only entirely keeps the pest away, but it makes the grass a lovely glauc us green.
All would admire your Carnations, and everybody would be proud of their plants grown
in pots. Should be used once a month

;
by strictly attending to this the quality of this

family would be immense.

Cwt, 80s. ; 56 lbs., 42s. 6d. ; 28 lbs., 22s. 6d. ; 14 lbs., 12s. 6d.

;

per lb.. Is. 3d.

(
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CAKDINAL WOLSEY—Yellow gi’ouml of the type of Virtonj, but greatly superior in form

ami colour; a great acquisition. Firet-Cla.'s Certificate. ‘J.i.

DUKE OF ORLEANS—A di^tinct shade of yellow
;
the flowers of large size and fine form

;

plants of vigorous growth. First Class Certificate, l.s.

HAYES SCARLET—A grand scarlet self
;
superior to A'/n;/ of Scmiefs, of the same vigorous

habit
;
undoubtedly the best scarlet self yet raised. F'.C.C. 2s.

KING ARTHUR—Of the most distinct crimson-scarlet ; flowers very large, of the finest form;
noble appearance in the border. First-Class Certificate. 2.s. Gtl.

LADY WANTAGE—A superb white Stlf, very smooth petals, good formed flowers, l.s. Sd.

MEPHISTO—A lovely crimson of the co'our of the Oh! C7«i>c, hut deeper
;
the flowers are of

exquisite form. First-Cla's Certificate l.s. G(/.

MISS AUDREY CAMPBELL—Yellow self; very vigorous habit; flowers very large, of an

exquisite shade of yellow
;
quite distinct. First-Class Certificate, l.s.

THE PASHA— Beautifully fringed petals of a rich deep apricot colour; a charming border

Carnation, and one of the very best to cut for bouquets, where apricot or deep huff-coloured flowers

are wanted. Is. fir/.

THE HUNTER—A deeper shade of ^fl•s. Reynolds Hole, and a non-burster. Is. Gd,

CROMBIE'S PINK—Fine deep pink self. Is. 6d.

DUCHESS OP FIFE (Cocker)—A splendid shade of a delicate pink
;
vigorous habit

;
very

distinct. 9(/.

DUCHESS OP PORTLAND (.T. Lamb)—Enormous flowers, edged and striped rose, does not

burst; strong grower
;
a general favourite. Is.

FAIR ROSAMOND— Pure white, beautifully .striped bright carmine; extra large fine-form. !«.

FRED. CALLCOTT—Bright yellow with narrow coral-red edge. l.s.

J. L. TOOLE—Scarlet, clo.'ely striped dark blood-red
;

full flower. Is.

KELSO ABBEY— Deep buff, shading to terra-cotta, flaked rosy pink; very free and

effective. 2s.

OLD COIN—Yellow ground, flaked with red and rose
;
very distinct, l.s.

PANORAMA—White ground, flaked and spotted rose-pink. Ijs.

KETTON ROSE —Fine rose self, good for either pots or border
;
strong constitution

;
a grand

addition to this cl.sss. l.s-.

LANDSEER— Clear soft yellow self, flowers extra large ; good for pots or borders. 2s. 6d.

SALAMANDER— Salmon-scarlet, large full flower, smooth petal; very distinct. Is. (id.

BOECKLIN (Picotee)-Yellow with purple, heavy edge; of magnificent appearance; the

first flowers have a tendency to burst. 2.«.

CHAMELEON (Fancy)—Yellow with carmine and slate-grey, yery r.ire colouring; fine. 2s.

CLIMAX (I’icotee)— Yellow with pomegranate, heavy- edge
;
large flower of elegant form. 3s.

EDELWEISS (Picotee)-Waxy-white, with well-marked narrow lilac edge; veiy double,

round-petalled semi-globular flower, 3 in. across. 2.s.

ELSA (Fancy) - Peach-ros e with citron-yellow, very rare combination of tints
;
elegant. 3s. (id.

PANCHON (Fancy)—Creamy y-ellow with steel-blue; very fine flower. 2.s-.

FIGARO—Deep cream colour, with purple, blood-red, and white
;
very large flower. Is. fir/.

PEUERZAUBER (Self;—Cinnabar scarlet of elegant form; plant semi-dwarf, and very free

flowering
;

fine. 2s.

GNEIST (Fancy)—Aurora with steel-blue, striking blending of shade.-!: excellent. 2s.

LILY—Yellow, with steel-grey and aurora, very rare colouring
;
largo flower : excellent, l.s. Bd

MIRABILIS—Lilac-rose-carmine with yellow centre
;
elegant flower, striking, l.s. fid.

MONARCH— Dark yellow with purple and blood-red
;
enormous flower; splendid. 2s.

PARSIFAL— Yellow heaty-edged Picotee, with coppery-crimson and purple, extremely un-

common colouring
;

full round flower, very remarkable. 2s.

PRESIDENT CARNOT (Fancy)—Yellow with aurora and steel-blue tn white, uncommon
colouring

;
pretty. 2s. Bd.

SANTUZZA—Very bright carmine-rose self
;

fine large flower, and extremely floriferons. Is. fid.

STAMBULOFP (Fancy)—Yellow with shining pomegranate-red
;
large; extra, l.s. fid.

THE BRIDE—Canary-yellow, w iih broad white markings, delicate colouring : charming. Ls. fid

VENUS (Picotee)— Canary-yellow with rose, medium edge
;
fine flower, delicate colouring. 2s. fid.
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BEST OLD EXHIBITION KINDS.
SCARLET BIZARRES.

ADMIRAL CURZON
ALFRED
ALBERT WHITHAM
BEN SIMONITE

I C. H. HERBERT. l.«. 6rf.

FRED
GILBERT. Is. 6-/.

JOSEPH CROSSLAND.IsSrf.

MARS.
ROBERT HOULGRAVE
ROBERT LORD
SQUIRE POTTS

AGRICOLA.
CHARLES HENWOOD
FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE
JAMES DOUGLAS
JUNO

PURPLE FLAKES.
MAYOR OF NOTTINGHAM
MRS. DOUGLAS, l.s. Gd.

NELSON. l.s. 6rf.

OSCAR WILFRED

PRINCE GEORGE
OF WALES

SARAH PAYNE
SQUIRE WHITBOURN
YOUNG MEYNELL

CRIMSON OR PINK

AND
PURPLEBIZARRES.
A D. Southgate;
CAPT. HERRICK.
EDWARD ROWAN. Is. Gd.

ELLIS CROSSLEY
FRED. PHILLIPS.

HARMONY.
JAMES HALL.
J. D. HEXTALL
JOHN PAYNE
MISS ANNIE 2.S-.

MRS. BARLOW
MR. SMITH 1.1. Gd.

RICHARD BEALLY
SARAH PAYNE
SIR G. WOLSELEY
SQUIRE LLEWELLYN
WM. SKTRVING

DAN GODFREY
GUARDSMAN. Is. Gd.

JOE EDWARDS
JOHN PAYNE

CRISTA GALLI
GEORGE LUMB
JESSICA
LADY MARY CURRIE.

Is. Gd.

Seed from the above

SCARLET FLAKES.
MATADOR
MISS CONSTANCE
GRAHAM

ROBERT CANNELL

ROSE FLAKES.
MRS. BYASS
ROBIN HOOD
ROB ROY
ROSE CANNELL

SPORTSMAN
TOM MACREATH Is. Gd
WATERLOO. Is. Gd.

WILLIAM DEAN. U. Gd.

SYBIL
THALIA
TIM BOBBIN
TOM WOOD

kinds, 2s. Gd. and 5s. per packet. Those not priced. ]s
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%AND BORDER CARNATIONS. ^
CLOVES, SELFS, FANCIES,

ALBINO—White.
AL^iaATIERE—Yellow, fluked with scarlet.

ALICE AYRES—White, tipped carmine;

very free.

ALINE NEWMAN— Scarlet, a grand flower;

robust grower, and does not burst the calyx.

Two F.C.C. Is.

AMETHYST—Rich carmine-maroon, mottled

and shot crimson-purple : large good form.

ANDROMEDA—Pink.

ANNIE LAKIN—White.
ANNIE ROSS—Yellow, richly marked with

rosy-red. l.s. 6rf.

ARIADNE—Deep pink.

attraction—

P

ink.

BUDGE—Delicate pink.

CANTAB—Deep bright scarlet self, very

large full flower of great substance, good form,

and a non-burster. As powerfully clove-scented

as the Old Clove. Is. Grf.

CLEOPATRA—Purple.

COUNTESS OP PARIS — Delicate flesh

colour, fine bold flower with good calyx
;
a most

desirable variety.

DUCHESS OP PIPE—Yellow striped and

splashed soft red ;
very free and effective.

DUCHESS OP TECK- Deep rose, fine form.

DUCHESS OP YORK—Colour beautiful

light coral, shading to pale flesh, flowers large

and does not burst
j

fine variety. Is. Sd.

EMPRESS—Pure white shell-like petal, a

fine large smooth flower of first-class quality,

fragrant ; a non-burster, splendid habit.

CORUNNA — Deep clear golden yellow,

slightly fringed ;
vigorous. Is. Gd.

ESMARK—Yellow ground.

PEDORA—Beautiful rose pink.

PLORENCE—Buff.

GERMANIA — Citron-yellow, good broad

smooth petals, flowers large, full, and of good

shape
;
the best of its class.

GLADYS—Pale rose.

GLAUCUS—Yellow and grey.

GLOIRE DE NANCY—Pure white; large

and fine.
, , , ,GOLDPINDER—Yellow ground, edged and

splashed with purple.

HEBE—Blush
;
every free and useful variety.

HEROINE— Salmon-scarlet.

HORACE — Free flowering ;
rich dazzling

scarlet
;
a decided improvement

;
vigorous habit,

and does not burst. F.C.C.

KING OP CRIMSONS—similar in colour to

the Old Clove, flowers large and of good form
;

one of the be.st. F.C.C., 1893. Is.

KING OP SCARLETS—Scarlet.

lady GWENDOLINE-Bright rose.

LEANDER—Intense deep yellow self, heavy

shell-like peta’s, and full flower.

LORD SALISBURY—Pure white; large and

fine. Gd.

LORNA DOONE — Bright clear yellow

ground, bizarred with crimson and scarlet; a

most attractive flower, first class.

MADAME VAN HOUTTE — Sulphur-

yellow, striped with purple and coppery-red,

MARY MORRIS—Beautiful rose-pink; one

of the best. Gd. each
;
5s. per doz.

MAUD—Pink.

MIDAS— Bright rose.

MONTE CRISTO—Clear yellow self, good

formed flower ;
dwarf, sturdy habit.

MRS. BRIGHT—Amber-yellow ; free.

MRS. P. GIPPORD—Pure white, slightly

fringed, of good form, nicely scented.

MRS. PRANK WATTS — Pure white;

extra fine quality.

MRS. HOOPER—Yellow, striped maroon.

MRS. MUIR—Pure wliite, smooth petals

;

very free.

MRS. REYNOLDS HOLE — Terra-cotta

coloured self, large and full
;
the most distinct

and desirable of iis colour yet sent out.

MRS. ROBERTSON—Bright pink, broad

smooth petal, of finest form and quality, and

does not burst ;
very free.

MRS. WELTON—Pink.

NANCY—Primrose, striped with rose.

NANKIN—Warm apricot, flamed and edged

rosy-red.

OLD CRIMSON CLOVE—Rich maroon of

great substance ;
universal favourite. Gd. each

;

6s. per doz.

OXONIAN-Clear soft blood-crimson self.

PRESIDENT—Purple.

PRIDE OP GREAT BRITAIN-Yellow,

a large handsome flower; has been awarded

many F.C.C. 2.s. Gd.

PRIDE OP PENSHURST—Pure bright

yellow self ;
large and fine.

PUCK—Purple, tinged carmine.

PURPLE EMPEROR— Purple self.

QUEEN OP BEDDERS — Rosy-scarlet;

good robust habit ;
very free.

rABY CASTLE—Large bright pink serrated

flower. 6d. each
;
6». per doz.

RACHEL—Softyellow ground, richlymarked

rose petals . large, smooth, and of good form.

RED BRAES—White ground, edged purple.

rose celestial—

A

rose-coloured self
;

large fine flowers.

SACHARISSA—Large, soft primrose shade,

striped and edged soft pink
;
a general favourite.

SCHLIEBEN—Deep yellow, striped with

slaty-blue.

SENSATION—Pure white ;
extra. 2s.

SIR BEAUCHAMP SEYMOUR—Orange-

buff, edged with carmine.
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SNOWDON— I’nre white, has proved itself

to be oue of the best varieties for the open
border.

SUNRISD—Yellow, striped rosy-purple. Is.

TDRRA COTTA— .Soft terra-cotta, edged
with rose-pink.

THR GOVERNOR—Beautiful blush-white,
large and full

;
extra line.

TROUBADOUR—Apricot-yellow, edged and
flamed with red

;
good form, medium si/.e.

WAVERLEY—Pure white, lightly tipped
and striped with ro,-e.

Those not priced, Is. each
;

9s. per dozen. Our selection, 6s. per dozen.

TREE OR WINTER-FLOWERING CARNATIONS.

f
HESE are now greatly sought after in consequence of so many being used all through the winter
season in bouquets and button-holes

;
and in New York it appears they are even more exten-

sively used than in England. A.iyone that can grow Chrysanthemums can grow these, for they
require just the same treatment, excepting liquid manure, which must be applied more sparingly.

1. BELINDA—Buff ground, flaked with
bright red, full flowers; very distinct and
attractive. 2s. Grf.

2. CANARY BIRD—Deep yellow, lightly

striped with pink
;

fine well-formed flowers

;

vigorous habit. 3s. Gtl.

3. CELESTE—Soft rosy scarlet, of good
habit and free flowering. 2s. 6d.

i. CLAUDE PERRIN — Yellow, edged
rosy red.

C. CYRIL—Bright fiery scarlet, flowers of
good substance

;
free grower. Is.

6. CZARINA—Flesh pink
;

free flowering,
of good habit and vigorous growth. 8s.

7. DR. PERRONNET— Buff ground.edged
and feathered fiery orange-red.

8. DUKE OF CLARENCE—Fine deep
scarlet, flower large and full ; vigorous habit.

Is. 6d.

9. DUKE OP YORK — Rich velvety-
crimson, flowers large and full, with broad
petals; sweet scented, of vigorous growth.
Is. G(l.

10. FAIRY—Very fine pink; flowers of

good substance, with broad petals; of free

growth. 2s. 6rf.

11. FIREFLY—Bright fiery scarlet; well-
formed flowers

;
vigorous grower. 3s. Gd.

12. FOXHUNTER—Fine bright scarlet;

vigorous grower, and a good winter-floweriiig

variety. 2s. 6(/.

13. F. TTOKORNY—Soft lilac-pink, fimbri-

ated ; distinct.

14. GOLDMINE—Rich fawnycllow,shaded
and edged scarlet; medium size; of good form.
Is. Gd and 2s. Gd. each.

15. HARVESTER—Rich buff, shaded and
edged deep ro>e. Is. (i,/.

16. HENRY GIBBONS—Bright claret-

crimson ; broad petals
;
a seedling from H'inin-

Cheer crossed with Uriah Pike
;

it is one of the
best for winter flowering. 3s. Gd.

17. JESSIE—Bright red, striped with pink
;

dwarf habit; veiy free flowering. 2s. Gd.

18. JULIETTE — Deep rose, large full

flower
;
good habit.

19. LA NEIGE—Pure white, dwarf bushy
habit; very free flowering.

20. LEONIDAS — Crimson -scarlet
; very

large flowers; of vigorous growth and very free.
2s. Gd.

21. LIZZIE MoGOWAN — Pure white,
very large, and very finely fimbriated

;
dwarf

habit; a fine bloomer, and the buds do not burst.
Is. each in sixties

;
in 5-inch pots. Is. Gd. each.

22. LORD ROSEBERY—Cream, changing
to pure white

;
fimbriated.

23. LUCIFER—Rich reddish scarlet.

24. MISS JOLLIFFE— fc'o.t (>ink, dwarf
habit, free flowering

;
fine. Is. and Is. 6d.

25. MISS JOLLIFFE IMPROVED—An
advance on the old variety, both in size of flowers
and colour, being of a peculiarly delicate shade
of flesh-pink

;
fine for winter flowering. Is. 6ti.

26. MISS MARY GODFREY—A fine
white flowering variety, large finely-formed
blooms. They are of great substance, full, but
not crowded, of the purest white, and highly
perfumed. Award of Merit, R.II.S. Is. Gd. and
2s. Gd.

27. MLLE. CARLE—Pure white; useful
variety.

28. MME. DE FALBE—Clear yellow self

;

good substance; large flowers; good habit; free
2s. Gd.

29 MRS. A. HEMSLEY—Rich deep crim-
son, large well-formed flowers, with broad petals

;

has the rich perfume of the Old Clove Certi-
ficate of Merit. Is. 6t/.

30. MRS. F. MANGOLD—Well shaped,
flowers soft salmon

;
free.

31. MRS. HAMLET RILEY—Pale flesh

;

in great demand for exhibition, pot work, and
general borders

;
from 3 to 3^ inches across, and

of a most charming colour. Is. 6rf.

32. MRS. H. CANNELL—Deep pink
;

its

habit and freeness of gro.vth renders it a model
variety. Sweet scented, flowers all the winter;
should be in every collection. First-Class Cer-
tificate Is. each in sixties; in 5-inch pots,
2s. each.

33. MRS. HENDERSON—Bright crimson.
34. MRS. LEOPOLD DE ROTHSCHILD—An improvement on the well-knowm variety

jUi'ss rather deeper in colour. Is. Gd.
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MRS. MOORE—Pure white
;
large and

3C. MRS. S SEGAR— Uriglit rosy pink
;

large full flowers
;
very free ; one of the best for

winter flowerinj. 2s. G(f.

37 NEGRO—Very' dark
;
fine.

38. PINK GLOBE—Cerise pink
;
large full

flowers; vigorous habit. 2s (!r/.

39. PRIMROSE DAY—Fine deep yellow
;

large full flowers
;
one of the finest yellows ever

offered. Award of Merit, R.Il.S. os.

40. REGINALD GODFREY— Rich
Salmon-pink, very large, and of good substance,

strongly perfumed, aud thev do not burst the

calyx; it is perpetual blooming, robust aud
healthy grower. Award of Merit, R.H.S. Is. 6</.

and 2s. 6r/.

41. SIR HENRY CALCRAFT — Deep
scarlet

;
large very free. Is. Gd.

42. SIR VISTO—Rosy scarlet; full well-

formed flowers. 2s. Gd.

43. SUNRISE—Deep yellow, edged and

sjilashed carmine rose
;
.good hahit, very free

;

also useful for planting in the open ground.

Is. Gd.

44. THE CZAR—Very deep crimson ;
large

full flowers
;
good habit, aud very free. 3s. 6u.

46. THE MOOR—Dark crimson; fine. 2s.

4H. THE SHAHZADA—Fine deep crimson

;

good habit, and very free. 3s. 6r/.

47. T. W. GIRDLESTONE—Bright buff

ground, heavily edged, and flaked vermilion

;

very distinct
;

large. Awarded Certificates.

Is. Gd.

48. URIAH PIKE—Glowing crimson-velvet

shade,strongly clove-scented
;
strong constitution,

most profuse bloomer, and does not burst the

calyx. Certificated wherever e.xhibited. In

3J-in. pots. Is. Gd. ;
in 5-in. pots, 2s. Grf.

49. WHIPPER-IN—Scarlet, dark stripes;

Urge and free.

50. WILFRED H. GODFREY— Light

apricot, edged and flaked bright pink; large.

Is. Grf. and 2s. 6(7. each.

51. WINTER CHEER—Criiiison-scarlet,

dwarf branching habit, very free flowering

;

fine for winter flowering.

52. W. ROBINSON—Fine scarlet w'ell-

formed flowers; of good habit and very free

3s. Gd,

53. WM. WOOD—Rosy-pink. Is. Gd.

54. ZENOBIA—Buff ground, heavily flaked

aud margined witli deep crimson
;

large W'cll-

formed flowers. 2s. 6</.

65. ZOUAVE—Red
;
extra fine.

All those not priced Is. each
;
flowering plants, Is. Gd. and 2s.

;
seeds, 2s. and 5s. per pkt.

MALMAISON CARNATIONS.
SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAISON—Blush-white

;
large aud full. Is. to 2s. Gd.

,, — I'ink, similar in every respect to the above, except in

colour. 2s. Gd.

,,
—MME ARTHUR WAROCQUE—Dark scarlet self;

good shape
;
dwarf habit

;
very free. Is. G</. to 2s. 6(7.

,,
—PRINCESS OF WALES— Rose-pink

;
a very ideasing

colour. 2s. G(7.

Mr. Tiios. Wkioht, Thornton Dale Station, N E.R., January 5tA, 1897.

I am pleased to inform you that with your plants and seeds I havp again taken one of the

First Frizes for the best kept stations on our system.

Mr. Manser, The Gardens, South Hill House, Bromley Common.
You will remember my employer, W. Willis, Fstp, sent me down last May for Caunas to fill

a very prominent bed he wished planted with something unique. I had i.T5 worth, they grew

and flowered .splendidly, and I slioiild svy they brought all the best wel'-to-do people round

here to see them. Mr. Willis was much pleased, and thanks yon.

M. P. Maumion, Esq., Brook Lodge, Culmullen, Dunshaughlin, July ISl/i, 1896.
|

Many thanks for your kindness in sending me so many beautiful plants, which 1 fully

ajipreciate, every way I can forward your interest in this country X will avail myself of. i

Mr. W. J. Pattenden, The Gardens, Boston House, Eastbourne. December 26ih, 1896.
|

I received ])lants quite safely, and as fresh as though the) had riot been out of your houses
;

but a few hours, we cannot buy such plants for the price in Eastbourne.
j

G. L. B. Calcott, Esq., Solicitor, Leighton Buzzard, December 24lb, 1896.

All ihe cuttings you sent me last year struck, and for the second year in succession 1 have

taken the First Prize and Medal at our local show.

(
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‘CHRYSANTHEMUMS

A^PiBFECT 8PEC1UEM 0F AN INCUBVKD CUEY8ANTBBJUDM FOE EXHIBITION

have much pleasure in announcing that we have been

^
awarded Gold and Silver Medals hy the National

Chrysanthemum Society, never missing once since its existence.

OUR NEW CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
(For our New Varieties see Front of Guide.)

It has always been our aim and ambition to insure, so far as lies in our power,

all our patrons being successful by specially preparing our stock, carefully selecting,

and rapid despatch, so that they arrive in the best possible condition to go forward
and win, if as in the present instance, proper after-treatment is adopted, they carry

success wherever they go. This is observed and freely commented upon far and near,
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^ and to n^ke it perfectly clear we have only to refer to Mr, jMeasefs remarkable
success with Chrysaiitheinuins in the greatest contests both north and south for the
long run of nearly 20 years. During this time we have, we believe, ev'ery vear
received and fulfilled an open order saying—“ Plnclosed cheque. Send me your
selection of the best. The result is, these have assisted year by year in winning
numeious trophies and the two Grold Medals and .£30—the greate.st coveted
honour.s at the great National Jubilee Show —therefore he stands in the dignified
position to-day of being champion of the champions, and we are delighted at his
great and well-deserved success, for it goes far in confirming the high merit and value
of our own seedlings, and tlx; careful selecting from other raisers’ varieties whieli we
exercise. It should be borne in mind Pride of Madford, Ausiralie, and Oixana are
Australian-raised seedlings, and are the best yet introduced from that part of the
world. What is in evidence is that our own raised seedlings have a distinct dwarf
habit with flowers of groat size, depth, and broad florets, attractive build, and
possessing a beauty not so strongly developed in other varieties. We now
introduce the following, feeling confident that they will carry those who grow them
to victory, and that gold medals will follow wherever they are grown and exhibited.

Our yearly increase in the sale of both plants and cuttings arises certainly from
the fact that all varieties (1,400) are planted out and grown in open, pure country
field.s, cut down early—not allowed to flower—large clumps removed and replanted
near the glass and light ; stock from these are perfect, and the secret why all those
u e supply carry success wherever they go ; striking easily, grou ing quickly, :uid
producing larger flowers, and brighter colours.

We cordially invite all to

the oldest, finest, and best-kept collection in the world.

If aoy varieties worth urowinfi are omitted from this Catalogue, please sag, and ij waatei
they shall be immediately obtained and supplied.

NEW VARIETIES FROM VARIOUS SOURCES, 1897.
WITH RAISERS’ DESCRIPTIONS.

1046. ADA BIRCH (small single)—Eight soft pink, with white zoncj wonderfully free and
very dwart bushy habit ; very similar to Nora in every way, but of lighter shale. 2 ft. 2s.
^^1047. ADA foster (large single)—Deep bronze and yellow, a lovely shade. 44 ft. Plant*,

1048. AONES PAYNE (small single)—Yellowish terra-cotta, pure single. 44 ft. 2s.
1019. ANNIE BUTTERS (large single)—Deep canary yellow; should not'be taken on the

early bud, as it is best in sprays. ft. 2s.
1050. A. J. BALFOUR (Jap. Inc.) -This is quite a novel shade, and will make a mort

attractive flower
;
the colour is a muslin rose-pink, blooms of good size and substance, with bromi

petals
;
good habit. 4 to 5 ft. Crown bud. Plants, 7s. 6d.

.105 L BEAUTIFUL STAR (small single)—Beautiful golden amber, reminder of a brintff
glittering star. 3 ft. 2s.

>6“
?Aro‘

rice (sill ill single)—Deep scarlet, pure single; bushy habit. 2.4 ft. 2s.

lor I

fringe (large single)—Rosy buff, shaded cream
;
good shaped floiier. 34 ft. 2s.

10o4 C. A. OWEN (Jap. Inc.) -Seedling from A’oit. Oueii ; a maasive bloom with broad
hooked petals ; colour a rich golden bronze outside, deep yellow inside of petals; full exhibition
size. Crown bud. Awarded First-Class Certificate. Planls, 7s. 6d.
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1055 DELIGHTFUL (Jap. Hef.)—Pure whito, of the finest form, tlie fairly broad florets

drooping graecfully, the points being undulated
;
very full flower, showing no eye. A real gem.

7 to 8 in. in diameter. Early terminal bud. 5 ft. Plant.s, 5s.

1056 DUKE OF WELLINGTON ("Jap. Inc.)—Of enormous size and great sulistance, the

massive incurving petals being iiuite
'i

in. broad
;

colour salmon-buff outside, the inside being a

deeper shade of salmon. Terminal hud. Two First-Class Certificates. Plants, 7.<. Oa.

1067. EDIE PAYNE (large single)—Deep rose, lined white. 3^ ft. 2.9.

1058. ELLA PICKEEING (small single)—Kosy terra cotta aud yellow; very pretty even

**°10M. ELLEN SMALES (spidery decorative single)—Large pink shaded white. This is

very showy and effective for table decoration, either single flowers or sprays, i ft. 2s.

1060. EVELYN POSTER (large single)— Hose, shaded white
;
a beautiful perfect single.

31 ft. 2s.

*1061. E. A. KIMBALL— Crimson and old gold
;
incurved Japanese. 2.9. 6</.

1062. ELTHORNE BEAUTY (Seward)—Bright rose, silvery reverse, a very distinct and

pleasing colour that will give tone to the exhibition board ;
easy grower. Crown bud. os.

1063. FRAMPIELD BEAUTY (single)-Deep rich velvety crimson flower of large size.

3*. 6rf.

1064. GENERAL MAURIC (Inc.)—Medium-sized flower of soft primrose colour, witli a deep

yellow centre. E'irst-Class Certificate, Edinburgh. 5.9. on • i

1065. G. J- WARREN—A most lovely canary yellow sport from JUdme. Citrnol. Ibis being

the exact counterpart of the very best ’Mum in existence, viz., Mdiiie. ('((mol, it needs but little

description
;
but we must here mention the easiest way to grow these two is to take the shoots when

2 or 3 in. long, after they have made the first break, siiy end of May or June, root them

in small pots, and re- pot into fl-in. pots, allow them to make one break; EOine of the best

exhibition flowers will eventually- be grown this way. AVe mention this in this particular insfancc

because this being rather a long price, every one will be anxious to obtain the best results ;
but,

as we have but one stock plant, aud that had but fwo flowers, it has not been sufficient to gam a

certificate. 21s. each, to be sent out in small pots in strict rotation, and not guaranteed till April.

This sport originated at Balcombe Place Gardens, Sussex, and is named after the fortunate

^^066^ GEORGE BLACKBURN (Jap.)— Very large, full and deep flower, immense long and

tubulated florets
;
colour a lovely deep golden yellow, outer petals slightly shaded rosy-purple.

This will prove to be of exceptional merit
;
good grower. Second crown bud. riant.s, us.

1067. GLADYS FOSTER (small single)—White with yellow disc; very free; be.--t not

disbudded. 24 ft. 2.9.
, , , •

1068. GEM OF EARLSWOOD (Anemone pompon)—Clear citron cushion, which is very even

and bold, with rosy-blush guard florets
;
one of the very best. This is best on the third crown, or

terminal, and is lovely in sprays, as it is very free. Has been awarded two I* irst-Class Certificates.

2a. Gd. e 1 , c

1060. G. BUETTNER—Another introduction from America, and one full of promise; pure

white, of fine form
;
capital dwarf habit. Plant.s, 3.9. Gd.

;
cuttings, 2s. Gd.

1070. GOVERNOR MATTHEWS ( American)— Large blooms of a pearl iiink, with

like satin
;
a very promising variety. Plants, 2.9. 6rf.

;
cuttings. Is. Orf.

, , ,

1071. GEO. H. KERSLAKE (Jap.)—Large flower, long florets
;
colour white, heavily suttused

pink; another grand introduction from the colonies. 5.9.

1072. GEORGE SEWARD (Seward)—Dark orange, softened by lines and shadings of reddish-

crimson
;

long, broad, drooping florets, incurving at points; strong healthy grow’er
;

stop April.

1073. GOLDFINDER (Seward)-Soft primrose yellow; narrow interlacing florets; very

compact full flower
;
strong grower; stop in March. 5.v.

1074. GLARING (Jap. Ref.)—Bright claret-crimson— new and distinct colour; a very large

flower of extra fine form and broad petals. 5 ft. Early terminal buds. Plants, is. Gd.

1075. GOLDEN NUGGET—This will be found quite an acquisition in form and colour
;

a

true incurved bloom of large size and great substance
;

tbe florets are broad aud blunt, and of the

richest golden yellow
;
good dwarf habit. Crown bud. Plants, 7s. G<f.

1076. H. H. ASQUITH (Jap. Ref.)—Lovely rosy amaranth with light reverse
;

the long

drooping florets streaked and tipped with \vhite, centre gold
;
a very pretty flower. Crown bud.

Plants, 6.9.

1077. lALENE (Ref. Jap.)—Rosy violet. 1.9. 6>f.

1078. INVINCIBLE (.Jap.)—A very large whito ;
good fovm. Is 6rf.

1079. IDEALTY (Tnc.)-Pearly white, tinted pink ;
good useful variety. Is. Gd.
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lOtO. INDIANA (America)—An immense bloom of globular form, clear bright pink
;
a very

promising variety. Plants, 2s. 6rf.
; cuttings, l.s-. (irf.

1081.

IN MBMOBIAM—A very handsome Japanese, raised last year
;
rich chestnut, lightened

with stripes of gold
;
long drooping florets of medium width, full deep flower

; extra line. Crown
bud. 7s. Gil. each.

1082. JULIA SCARAMANQ-A (Jap. Ref.)—A rosy bronze JMons. Chnum <Ie Leche

;

all who
have seen that grand variety at its best must naturally have been struck with its beauty, so they will
with this. Two were exhibited in the Gold Medal Championship class for 24; and one in the 12 Japs,
which took the N.C.S. Jubilee Medal for best stand in Show. It also received the N.C.S. Certifi-
cate. Plants in spring, 7s. Gd.

1083. J. E. LAGER— Clear yellow, reminding one of Peter the Great. Blooms large and full,
and being slightly hairy have a very soft and charming appearance. Should not be missed. Crown
bud. Good culture. Plants, 2s. Gd. ; cuttings, Is. Gd.

1084. JOSEPH BROOKES (Seward)—Rich orange, shaded crimson-scarlet; an immense
flower, very long drooping and slightly twisted florets. One of the best of the season. 6s.

1085. JOHN NEVILLE (Seward)—Rich crimsou-earmiue, reverse deep old gold ; long florets,
which are twisted and drooping

; sturdy grower ; stop in March and take second bud. 6s.

1086. JAMES MOIR (Jap. Inc.)— h'loret.s of medium width, loosely incurving, making up a
full and hamlsome flower of excellent form

;
colour bright golden-yellow; a decided ac()uisition.

4. to 6 ft. Crown bud. Plants, 7.v. Gd.

1087. KING OF BUFFS (Jap. Ref.)—This variety produces blooms of the very largest size,
long spreading florets making up a flower of fine form and substance ; colour a lovely golden salmon-
buff. Crown bud. Plants, 7s. (W.

1088. LADY HANHAM—Golden rosy-cerise; sport from Vivian Alorel. This is one of the
most fascinating colours among Chrysanthemums, having slight shades of gold, old ro.se, ochre, and
cream, and is one of the softest and prettiest shades by gaslight of anv known variety. Good plants
in February. 5s.

1089. LORD JUSTICE LOPES (Jap. Inc.) —A beautiful silvery pearl-pink or salmon-blush. The
drooping florets of this grand new seedling are 8 in. in length, the centre inenrvlng very similar
to Pi.scnKiitcs.s'

a

very sturdy grower 4 to o ft. high. Comes good on first crowns. Good
for 0-in. ])Ots. 6s.

1090. LADY ISABEL (Jap. Inc.)—Lovely clear lavender blush. A large and massive flower,
with very broad, smooth, waxy petals, building up into a perfect globe. Winner of the Veitch
^femorial Medal and £o as the best novelty at the N.C.S. Great Jubilee Exhibition. Only two plants
of this variety were grown in pots, and from these were cut the six flowers. The above is the raiser's
description. Buds third week in August. 7s. fief.

1091. LENAWEE—Light pink, immense flower. 2-<'. fir/.

1092. LIBERTY (Jap.)—Golden-yelloiC
;
a grand flower, 'is.

1093. LORD MAYOR (Jap.)—Deep crimson with golden reverse; an immense flower of true
Japanese form

; drooping florets. Crown bud. Plants, 5.«.

1094. LIGHTNESS (large single)—White, with rosy shadings; the end of jietals turn down,
giving the flower a very pretty, graceful appearance. 3J ft. is.

1095. MAGENTA (small single)-^Pretty magenta, with silvery centre round di.sC. 4 ft. 2s.
1090. MISS WOLSELEY (large single)—Deep magenta; very large flower. .'! ft. 2.«.

1097. MURIEL FOSTER (large single)—Deep terra-cotta, with yellow centre; one of the
dwarfest, largest, and most handsome of any known singles. 2 ft. 2.'.-. fi<f.

1098. MIDNIGHT (Jap.)—Crimson lake hairy variety. 'Is.

1099. MISS ANNE GAUNT—Cross between Sunflower smi G. II). Childs. A Japanese of
great refinement

;
of the riehest and purest golden yellow, with a slight tinge of velvety crimson on

the edge of petals, making it very distinct; the formation of the flower is that of Sunflower, but
broader florets

;
excellent grower

;
of fine habit; shoull be taken on second crown bud. This will

become a standard variety. Plants, as.

1100. MISS MORLEY (Ref. Jap.)—A gem for eutting and decorative purposes
;
colour pure

white, centre pale primrose
;
very long broad flat petals

;
full flower

;
dwarf and sturdy habit; being

only 2 ft. in height. This is au attractive variety. Plants, 3s. 6<f.

1101. MISS ALICE ROBERTSON—Clear primrose-yellow; sport from H'/iife C/iWsfi'n!. 9<f.

1102. MELINA DUCHANEL—Large bloom of a clear bright pink; the florets are broad,
incurving at the tips

;
of good substance. An extra fine variety. Plants, 3s. ; cuttings, is.

1103. MARSIA JONES (Jap. Anem.)—A pure white flower of the largest size when well
grown; long spreading guard florets and high centre

;
a great improvement on existing Varieties in

this section.' Dwarf habit. Crown bud. Plants, 3s. fit/.
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1104. MRS. JOSEPH THOMPSON—Another large and handsome white. Florets of good 4

substance, incurving and twisting into a .deep bloom. Top in April. First-rate habit. Crown bud i

about 20th August. Award of Merit. Is.

1105. MRS. Q. W. PALMER (Dockerill)—This is a bronze sport from the well-known

variety Mrs. C. U. Payne. In this sport the objectionable colour, which often makes the parent

appear coarse, is overcome, and we have an enormous bronze variety quite indispensable to the

exhibitor. Stop in April and take second crown, tis.

1100. SNOWDON (Nathan Smith) — An immense very pure white, with long straight

florets, i-esembling an enlarged Avalanche
;
a back row flower of splendid proportions

;
easy grower

;

coming well on second crown. 6s.

1107. MRS. S. C. PROBIN (Nathan Smith)—(Inc. Ja]).)—In way of Mrs. IJ. irecis, but

florets are very smooth and of great substance
;
colour a clear pink

;
silvery reverse

;
good grower

;

extra fine. Crown bud. 7.'-. 6(7.

1108. MRS. F. A. BEVAN (Nathan Smith)—Flesh pink
;
a very beautiful Japanese, with long

tapering and drooping florets
;
a very deep and large handsome variety. Crown bud. 7s. Gcf.

1109. MRS. BLAKE (Jap.)—Seedling from Viscountess HamMedon, of enormous size and

plenty of substance
;
a magnificent flower, with long twisted florets of the purest white

;
one of the

grandest whites in existence. Crown bud. Plants, 5s.

1110. MRS. HUGH FENWICK (Jap. Kef.)—Colour a beautiful pale pink; long drooping

florets of medium width, quite full to the centre
;
building up a flower of great depth and substance.

Terminal bud, 4 to 5 ft. Plants, os.

1111. MRS. J. BEGGS (Jap. Inc.)—One of the finest novelties of the season; the long,

broad, twisted florets are of a delicate pink colour
;
lighter in centre and of fine substance, making

up a massive exhibition flower, 9 in. in diameter and (! in. in depth. Crown bud. Plants, 6s.

1112. MRS- ELLEN NEWBALD—Colour a lovely soft canary yellow, with broad reflexing

petals; a very promising flower for decoration and market jHirposes. Good habit. Awarded First-

Class Certificate. Plant.*, 2s. Gd.

111.9. MR. J. GOODYER (Jap.)—Colour buff yellow, shaded rose, reverse bronze; petals

broad and long, incurving at tips, full deep flower, dwarf sturdy grower; good habit; fine for

decorative purposes. Second crown bud. Plants, 3s. Gd.

1114. MR. F. BREWER or Yellow Vlsoounteas Hambledon (Jap. Inc.)— A yellow

seedling from Viscountess Hambledon, with broader petals of great substance and of a buttery yellow

with lighter reverse ; a grand exhibition flower requiring same treatment as its parent. Dwarf
habit. Plants, Is. Gd.

1115. NEW YORK (Jap.)—White; a very full flower, good for exhibition. 2s. Gd.

IIIG. PICTURATHM—Golden yellow, beautifully striped and shaded red, quite a novel and

attractive colour ;
invaluable for cut flowers and decorative purposes. Plants, 2s. G</.

1117. PORCELAIN—Blush pink, very beautiful. 2s.

1118. PRINCESS MAUD (small single)—Pure yellow, stiff stems; a beauty when left in

sprays. 2J ft. 2s.

1119. PONDEROSUM (Jap. Inc.)—This is one of the most massive incurved Japanese varieties

ever raised
;
the colour is a lovely pearly-w hite, with delicate pink base ; the florets are of medium

width and regularly incurve, the bloom measuring 10 to 12 in. in diameter, and of great depth.

Terminal bud. 6 ft. Plants, 7s. Gd.

1120. RED WARRIOR (American) — Rich and bright chestnut red, reminding one of

W. IP. Cotes, but the florets are longer and more drooping. The blooms are larger, and much
more handsome. Plante, 3s. Gd. ;

cuttings, 2s. Gd.

1121. RUTH ELLIS—A lovely blush white of the largest size; in form a magnificent

specimen of the highest type of the Japanese incurved. Good robust habit. Plants, 2s. G</.

;

cuttings, 2s.

1122. ROBERT OWEN, JUNR. (Jap. Inc.)—A seedling from Robert Owen, of immense size;

the colour is yellow and bronze, of a very rich shade; petals are long, hooked, and of great

substance ; same habit as parent, and requires same treatment. Plants, 7s. Gd.

1123. ROYAL STANDARD (Jap. Ref.)—A very handsome flower of the deepest ciimsou

imaginable: long spreading florets of good substance and form, one of the finest Japanese ever

raised, the blooms measuring 10 to 12 in. in diameter. First-Class Certificate. Crown bud.

Plants, 10.1. Gd.

1124. ROSE OWEN—A beautiful clear rose-pink, the petals being edged with white, more

especially towards the centre
;
a globular bloom of large size, and true incurved type requiring little

dressing ;
a decided acquisition both in form and colour. Awarded First-Class Certificate. 4 ft.

Terminal bud. Plants, 5s.
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1125. ROBERT BURNS (Jap. Anem.)—Another valaable addition to this class, the drooping
guard florets being of a delicate blush colour with high centre of a cream/ yellow

;
a good full

flower. Crown bnd. Plants, 3s. 6J.

1126. SUNCLAD—Golden yellow, in style of IT. L. Sunderlu uch

.

2s.

1127. STRESSA (.Jap.)—Golden yellow
;
a grand flower. Is.

1128. SIR JOHN WATSON (Jap.)—White, changing to pink with age
;
the petals ; re very

stout, twisted, and intermingling one with another
;
a magnificent flower

;
strong erect habit. 5 ft.

Crown bud. Plants, 6s.

1129. TRAFAI,GAR-- Decorative variety
;
very dark maroon, almost black when first opening,

and the shape and colour of Zulit Cactus Dahlia, only smaller
;
a sturdy bushy variety, only 1 ft. to

18 in. high
;

one of the best dwarf varieties for small pots for market or facing groups ever
introduced ; mid-season. In February. 2s. G</.

1130. TESSA SHALDERS (Inc. .Jap.)—A mas.sive and high-built flower of the largest si/.o,

broad cupping petals which incurve to centre, very full and globular; colour white, sulTuseil ro.-y

purple; very distinct
;
good grower. Second crown bud. Plants, 5s.

1131. VELMAR (Inc. .Jap.)— Rose-carmine. 2.«.

1132. VIOLESCENT—White, shaded lilac
;
extra fine. 2s.

1133. VICAR OP BRAY (Jap.)— Illooms of great substance and heavy build
;
colour bright

crimson with bronzy buff and orange shadings and golden reverse; the florets are beautifully

interlaced, making up a very handsome flower of great promise. Awarded First-Class Certificate.

Crown bud. Plants, 5s.

1131. WARLEY PICKERING (large single)—Crim.son maroon, with white dots round the

eye, very targe handsome flower. 11 ft. 2s. fid.

1135. WINIFRED HULL (single)—Deep crimson
;

very large, beautiful flower. 4 ft.

In February. 2s.

1136. WESTERN KING—A superb new incurved Japanese of the purest white
;

the florets,

which are of splendid substance, are long and beautifully finished to a tapering point ; the lower
florets slightly fall, as in the old variety Puritan

;
the blooms are both deep and massive, and are

produced on stiff footstalks; habit and foliage good. The finest pure white in existence.

5s.
;
three for 12s. 6</.

1137. WILLIAM PAYNE (Fim. Pom.)—Bronzy orange. This is a very sturdy bushy grower,
only 18 in. to 2 ft. high

;
a gem for pot work, as every- small flower comes double. 2s.

1138. WHITE EMPEROR—Sport from £m^crO)’ C/iino. 9rf.

1139. YANOMA—Pure white
;
a very promising variety. 2s.

Cr CANNELL & SONS’ Stock is the largest and completest in exist-

ence, and in the finest possible condition; will certainly give

satisfaction in all parts of the world. As a proof they append the

following

:

—
Unknown Correspondent’s opinion of our Establishment.

We are sure all who have any love for the garden if they had the least idea of our character and
position, stock and facilities, would be glad of full particulars. We have for nearly forty y-cars been
wholly engaged in supplying the best gardens, all over the world, with all that is wanted. (See our
list of Patrons, commencing with Her Majesty the Queen.) Our motto is, '• Come and See.” All
who have come say- like the correspondent, writing in the Bromley Teleyraph—“Messrs. Cannells’

Floral Paradi.se.” After filling a column and a quarter with descriptions of onr rstablishments, he
says

“

I finished my lour of the Home of Horticulture, and to say I enjoyed it is but a poor phrase

to use. It is expressive, however, and as no description can do justice to the loveliness of the place,

or variety of flora, I commend all who can to visit Messrs. Cannell & Sons. One thing they are

sure to receive—courtesy from Mr. Cannell and his sons and the many gifted foremen.”

Praise from Abroad.
Dr. Thos. C. Blanchard, Cnlle Doctor, Linares, Prov. de Jaen, Spain,

24t/i August, 1895.

I am much pleased with all you have sent me for many years. I highly appreciate your gran

Jtouse, and will thank you to send on as usual the enclosed order.
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U’e were awarded the onUj
(iold Medal

There are many we
have seen and examined
minutely — nearly every

one that will be sent out
— some are good, and
perhaps half-a-dozen will

become standard kinds.

The following wise remarks
are evidently the result of long
and close experience

Wt were awarded the only
.

. dotd Medal

jvr an Ilonorary Exhibit in 1805.

Mr. Molyneux, lecturing on Chrysanthemums at Beckenham, said—“He warned beginners as to
their selection of varieties, especially new ones, and new firms recommending so many fresh kinds
that we never hear of afterwards. All should he on the alert, choosing those who are careful in
selection and in supplying meritorious varieties.”

I have frequently heard Mr. Shea make the same remarks
; nevertheless, there is such a rivalry

amongst the trade, that amateur raisers often ask as much as j£50 for a new kind. This we feel is

far too high, and must ultimately end like the Australian banks, so we are content with our own
raising, purchasing others by the dozen or fifty from the trade, which wo do perhaps- more than
any other firm. Wo send out what we feel certain will become favourites, such ns £. Molyneux;
Avalanche, and SunJIower, and we never grow them to an enormous size, but fairly, three flowers on
a plant, and all must be short, thick-set habit, and bloom coming easily, it not they are thrown
^way. Several who have bought at high prices wi.«li they could afford to adopt this plan.

CALVAT’S NOVELTIES OF 1896.
869. BARON AD. DE ROTHSCHILD(Jap.)—Immeneepurocieamy white, withlongpetals.
870. BELLE DES GORDES (Inc. Jap. )— Brilliant rosy red.
871. CALVATS AUSTRALIAN GOLD (Jap.)—Enormous clear canary yellow! I'irst-

Class Certificate, N.(\S. Is, Gd.

872. CAPT. L. CHAURil (luc. Jap.)—Yellow chamois.
873. DOCTEUR DUVIARD (Inc. Jap.)—Lilac, with paler reverse.
874. FLEUR GRENOBLOISE (Jap. )*t—

L

arge fiower, silvery white, tinted lilac.

875. LE CHARTREUX (Jap.)—Immense fiower, mauve with paler reverse, petals tipped
yellow.

876. L'EMINDRA—Creamy white, long florets.

877. MADAME ESCHENAUER (Inc. Jap.)—In way of Mrs. C. H. P<njue Mac with
silver reverse.

878. MADAME GUSTAVE HENRY (Inc. »Jap.)— Pure white, very strong grower. Award
of Merit, R. n. S. ; First-Class Certificate, N.C.S. 2.*?.

879. MADAME J. CHAUR!6—Crimson red, wiih golden reverse.
880. MADAME J. BERNARD—Golden yellow, long petals.
881. MADAME J. SMEERS—l^ure white, rather early.
882. MADAME L. BOURGETTE (Jap.)—Enormous brilliant rose colour, vigoron.s grower,
883. MADAME MAILFAIT (Inc. variety)— Dark violet, paler reverse.
684. MADAME MEEUS DE PROLI —Large Japanese of the pure.'-t white, very Ion.' petals.
885. MADAME R. GRENIER (Inc. Jap.)—Pure white, petals extremely large.
886. MRS. J. LEWIS (Kef. Jap.)—Pure white, very early. First-Class Certificate,

Award of Merit, R.H.S. 2s. .

'

887. MA PERFECTION (Inc. Jap.)—Pure white, very dwarf grower. F.C.C. 2.vi
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M. A. CHARMET—Dark violet with paler reverse, tubular petals.

M. ALFRED RECOTJRA (Inc. Jap.)—Bronzy-yellow.

M. DELAMOTTE (Inc. Jap.)—Deep yellow.

M. DESIRE BOURDOIS (Ino. Jap.)—Crimson red, with golden reverse.

M. EDOUARD ANDRE (Jap.) -Large old rose colour, very large petals.

M. B. ROSETTE (Jap.)—Large long petals, rather early.

M. HOSTE (Ref. Jap.)—Enormous flower
;
white, tinted rose and yellow. First- Class

Certificate, N.C.S. 2s.

895. M. VILLENEUVE-BUTEL (Inc. Jap.)—Violet, with paler reverse
;
a rather late variety.

893. MONT ST. EYNARD (Inc.)—Golden yellow, large globular flower.

897. PERLE DAUPHINOISE (Inc.)—Golden yellow, petals regularly incurving.

898. RACHAIS (Inc. Jap.)—Colour old rose, golden reverse.

899. REVE D'OR (Inc. Jap.)—Bright canary yellow.

900. SOUVENIR DE MA SCEUR (Inc. Jap.)—Lilac colour, reverse pale mauve.

901. SURPASSE GAMBETTA (Jap.)—Immense; colour brick red.

902. VICOMTE ROGER DE CHEZELLES—Yellow, striped red, long petals.

Those not priced Is. OJ. each.

NEW VARIETIES OF 1896.

Sent out by H. CANNELL & SONS and proved to be good.

A. II. WOOD (Jap.)—A beautifui yellow sport from Primrose League, having a much

broader peial than its parent, and constitutionally stronger; has been much admired. Crown

**''o04 AUSTRALIE (Jap.)—Producing massive, well-built flowers, beating the record in size of

blooms. They come of enormous dimensions, and of a light rosy amaranth, with a soft silvery

reverse Crown bud. Is. Four birst-Clftss Certificates.
« . j .1

905
*

C. J. WHITTINGTON (Jap«)—Froducing immense bold flowers, broad petals, very

rich amaranth, with clear silvery reverse ; a grand variety. Crown buds. Is. 6rf.

906 COL CURZON (Inc. Jap.)—A seedling from the well-known vanety Louise, in every

way iientieaTwiS ifs pareU except colour, whie\ is of a beautiful self-pink shade
;
fine flowers.

CARVELL (Jap.)—Flesh colour, of a most pleasing shade
;

the blooms are large and

fine: verv distinct; dwarf habit. Crown buds. 2s.
~ , cu i j r

908. JOHN APLIN (Jap.)—A grand flower, and forming into a very refined Etoile de Lyon

colour rosv-pink ; very broad florets. Crown bud. l.s. GJ. n
909 MRS. A. H. WOOD (Jap.)—A lovely deep flower, the form of a well-grown Mine. Carnot,

the lower half of the flower is white, suffused piuk, the centre being pure white
;
very attractive

on the exhibition board. Early terminal. Is. lid. •

910 OCEANA (Inc. Jap.)-One of the best novelties of the year; very broad incuryng

florets- beautiful l^e flovvers of a rich golden yellow. We exhibited this vanety, and it

SedS First-efass Certificates in one week. N.C.S., R.H.S., Sheffield and Birmingham.

Crown
mADFORD (Jap.)—A splendid variety

;
broad fleets incurving towards

the centre
;

rich rosy amaranth, reverse shaded silver
;

lino flowers. First-Class Certificate.

Strike cuttincs early, and secure crown bud. l.s\
, , •

91-> PRIDE OF SWANLEY—A very large Japanese variety, with long drooping floret^

pure white, of medium width, forming a deep globular flower. 1-irst-Class

913 SYDNEY B. LEVICK (Inc. Jap.)—Florets deeply grooved, and of a rich reddish

crimson, reverse of petals golden buff
;
an acquisition. Terminal bud Is.

914 T L TURK(ReL Jap.)— Bold deep flowers, colour pure golden buff. Crown bud. Is 6d.

ins' WOOD’S PET (Jap.)-A lovely variety, the result of a cross between J>nwi/ey ie/fow or

Siintloinr and .Mons. linnard, the formation of the flower is a fac- simile of ,
but of

a Imaiilifiil rcsy-aiiiarnnth in coioiir, with a silvery reverse; each petal having a graceful twist

makes it most unique. Late crown. 2s.
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f NEW MERITORIOUS VARIETIES FROM VARIOUS
SOURCES OF 1896.

91(i. ADELAIDE RUSSELL (Dec.)—A uistinct sport from Mm). \V,n. I/uhnes, the colour
being a beautiful golden-bronze; profuse bloomer, very useful for market and decorative
pnrjioses; good Ijabit. Tlants, Is.

uV' —Long-pointed, lovely incurving petals of the purest
white. First-Class CertiBcate. 5s.

^ i i

918. AMY SHEA (Jap.) Large, broad reflexed petals; colour ruby-red, with a golden
reverse; very distinct. Is. Gt/.

>’ a

ANNIE TWEED (Single)—Dark velvety maroon, purely single, dwarf branching habit;
a good acquisition to the class. Is.

r c > o i

- A' Jfhssive flower, with broad incurving petals of good substance,
inside of petals lov«,lv shade of rose with silvery reverse. l.«. Gil.

u
ARONA—Seedling from rirmn Morel. Tlie blooms are large, of a rich yellow, shaded

with bronze
;
the inside of the florets flushed and brightened with carmine. It may be best described

as an improved Col. IF. B Smiili, bnt the florets are of greater substance, and the bloom is a much
letter keeper One of the best introductions of the season. Comes good from aiiv bad. Two
Ccrtihcatcs, K n.S. and N.( .S. 2s.

922. BARBARA FORBES-White, equal to the Queen of the Earlies, but the florets are of
different form, and the blooms are somewhat larger; a lovely variety. First-Class Certificate,

TRURO (Jap.)—A yellow ground sport from the hairy variety Louis
Jioehmer. deeply flushed purple-bronze. Is. Gd.

‘

I

J'tPO-IJi'ight piuk. incurving petals of fine substance: a massive
exhibition flower; Terminal buds. First-Class Certificate. Is. G-/.

tin'’ shaded rosy-bronze
without, the lack of petals edged yellow; a splendid globular flower, fine substance

;
the brightest

section; good habit. Terminal buds. First-Class Certificate, N.C andK.U.O. 1.9, U7.
92G. CHITO—Clear yellow, full reflexed Japanese. Is. Gd.
927. CECIL C. PRATT (Jap.) -Nankeen yellow, lined and tinted soft pink; Ions; twisted

petals at pmiUs; ^and exhibition flower; strong robust grower Crown buds. Is. Gd.

loi.'™ *“"S petals incurving at the tins ; colour rich
terra-cotta, suffused with crimson buff reverse. 2s

°

929. COMMANDANT SCHNERDER (Scented Ref.)-Small reflexed flower liaviim the
swnt as Profile; robust grower, free flowering

;
light purple amaranth. \)d.

-
RICHARDSON (Jap.)—One of the largest and most beautiful varieties vet

introduced
;
long drooping and twiitirg petals, twisting and intermingling. 2.s.

J31. DOLLY (Pom)—A very compact and beautiful vaiietv, useful for exhibition or decoration-
pale canary-yellow. 9r/.

’

932. DOROTHY GIBSON (Ref )—A deep well-formed flower of the richest golden-yellow
;tonds^ie; the best addttton made to this class for years; fine sturdy habit. Crown buds. First-

Class Certificate at N.C.S. and R. II. S. I.s.

933. DOROTHY SEWARD (Ref. Jap.)—Very large, full flower, and of great depth
;
bright

terra-cotta red, keeping its colour well to the last. Crown bud. 2s.
i > e

934. DR. BOND ( Ref. Jap.) A large reflexed flower
;

a considerable depth
; colour brightcanary yellow. l.<?. Qa. *

(Inc.)—An enormous flower of great depth and of good substance,
^utifully shaded petals of the purest white ; a back row flower, and a good companion to Chas. li.
turns. Late crown buds. First-Class Certificate, N C.S. Is. Gd.
936 EDITH TABOR (Jap.)—Large and handsome, broad drooping florets curled at tins ;very fine lemon yellow, quite distinct; strong vigorous habit, medium height, and easy to grow.

Certificates awarded. 2s.
o » . o

<1

SILSBURY (Jap.)—A rival to Mdlle. Therese Rey, but much easier to grow,and a flower of more substance; pure white, with long drooping and gracefully curling petals;

c"erbfi'cat'r^*Is*^^

'^**^*"° variety, and good for market purpose
;
good on any bud. First-Class

938. EUCHARIS (Single)—Pure white as Elaine, ns free as a Marguerite, and of exquisiteMiapc
;
the finest vet ti.froduccd. Is.

^
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039. EXMOXJTH YELLOW (Jap.)—Full and deep, outer petals drooping in a ctiarniing

manner; pure white, delicately shaded clear pink; good habit, easy doer, highly recommemled.

1.'. Grf.

040. PRANK ASHMAN (Inc. Jap.)—Magnificent rich golden yellow, shaded and tinted

hron/.e-red ; splendid form and substance
;
the broad petals beautifully incurving, and forming

a perfect ball
;
terminal buds. Is. K<f

941. GENERAL ROBERTS (Jap.)-Red, shaded carmine; enormoos flowers, the lower

florets of which are tubulated and spatuiate, gracefully intermingling
;
on the crown of floiver the

florets are broad and flat
;
one of the largest

;
early terminal buds. Is. 6rf.

942. GENERAL ROCKE (Jap.)—Deep amaranth, silvery reverse. There arc many of the

amaranth shade of colour, but none so pretty and distinct as this
;
of easy culture. Is.

943. GEORGE HAIGH (Inc.)—A distinct sport from Robert PelfieJd, and closely resembles

that variety in form and habit, but the colour is a lovely carmine-rose, shaded golden bronze

;

a splendid exhibition flower, will take a foremost position in its class. Crown buds. 1- ir.-t-Clasa

Certificate at N.C.S. 2.s. Gf/.

944. G. LANGDON (Jap.)—Large, long and broad petals, slightly curling at the tips
;
colour

Icvely Canary yellow ; a flower of good substance. 2s.

91.'). HAROLD WELLS (Inc.)—A sport from Sir T. Lawrence, lovely creamy- yellow, broader

petals than Golden Empress of India. 2s.

94G. HELEN OWEN (Jap.)—Orange-yellow, shaded and tinted apricot; very long florets,

twisting and intermingling, forming a massive flower; very distinct and beautiful. Crowu buds.

Is. Gd.

947. HERBERT J. CDTBUSH (Jap.)—A unique flower, with long petals of medium width
;

colour deep red, heavily striped yellow
;
useful exhibition variety. 2s.

948. H. T. WOODERSON (Jap.)—Massive flower, with long broad petals of thick leathery

substance
;
style of \Vm. Trirler, only much larger; colour soft rose, silvery-white reverse. 2.s.

949. H. CHEESEMAN (Jap.)—Crimson, tipped gold
;
making a grand flower. 3s.

950. H. WOOLMAN (Jap.)—Another of the best, with long twisting and curling petals,

incurving at the ends; very large and deep flower; colour rich bronze, beautifully overlaid with

red. 2s.

951. JAS. BIDENCOPE (Jap.)—Rosy amaranth, silvery reverse; luoad florets, long and

slightly twisted ; targe and handsome
;
terminal buds. l.s. Grf.

952. J. LYNE, JUNE. (Inc.)—An exhibition bloom of perfect form, and petals of the truest

type; colour a pleasing shade of light golden-bronze. Is. Grf.

953. JOHN SEWARD (Jap.)—An immense flower, 9 inches across
;

bright canary yellow
;

constant easy grower, 2s. Grf.

954. J. PEARSE (Inc.)—Large flower of perfect shape; a distinct shade of light rose
;

fine exhibition variety. 2s.

956.

KATE WILLIAMS (Single)—A lovely rich golden-yellow, perfect in form and size
;

a

grand bloom for exhibition : sweet-scented. First-Class Certificate. Is.

956. KHAMA (Jap.)—Carmine-red, golden-bronze reverse
;
long petals of medium width, turning

over and showing the rever.se
;
full deep flower

;
dwarf and vigorous habit. Crown buds. l.s. Grf.

957. LADY BYRON (Jap.)—Pure ivory-white, shaded green in centre until fully expanded
;

an exceedingly handsome variety. 2s.

958. LADY ESTHER SMITH (Inc. Jap.)—Pure ivory white, broad incurving florets of good

substance, grand and massive blooms. Will make one of the best whites, either in October or

November; an excellent keeper : sturdy habit. Awarded Certificates. I.-j. Grf.

959. LADY KENNAWAY (Oct. Flow.)—Beautiful pink, somewhat similar to the colour seen

in Baroness Rothschild ro.se: blooms are deep, and florets of medium width. Is.

9G0. LADY RIDGWAY (Inc. Jap.)— Lovely salmon-buff, ro.sy red inside of petals
;
large deep

solid flower, massive build, beautifully incurving, petals tipped gold
;
splendid exhibition variety

;

terminal buds. Is. Grf.

961. LAGO MAGGIORE (.Tap.)—The grandest and richest yellow flower yet introduced.

In style the bloom resembles Sun/lower, but in size and substance an immense advance upon that

well-known variety. All who have seen this glorious flower pronounce it to be the most distinct

acquisiiion of this colour yet brought into commerce
;
a most telling exhibition flower. First-Class

Certificate. 2s. Grf.
, ,

961a. MADAME ROZAIN—A fine large flow'er of aslightly incurved build ; colour pearly-pmk,

long petals of fine substance. F.C.C. Plants, Grf.
;
cuttings, id.

9G2. MAGGIE SHEA (Ref. Jap.)—A very large flower, with broad petals slightly curling

at the tips
;
colour rich clear yellow, with a light primrose reverse

;
a valuable e.xhibition variety.

Is. Grf.
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9(!;!. MABJORIE KINDER (Inc. Jn]>.)—Large, broad leathery incurving petals; colour rich
yellow, lighter reverse. Is. (it/.

9l)4. MATTHEW HODGSON (Jap.)—Bright criinsoii-red
;
a beautiful distinct and high-class

flower, of luedium size
;
good grower

;
very promising. Commended. Ls. Gt/.

966. MILANO (Jap.)—A very large reflexed flower, with broad petals of great length; colour
cherry-carmiue with bright bronze reverse, l.v. Gt/.

9GG. MODESTO—Rich yellow ; one of the best yet raised. Eirst-Class Certificate, N.C.S. Js.

967. MISS CLARA WALKER (Jap.)—Beautifully chaste and refined, with extremely long
tubular petals

;
large spreading form

;
colour purest white. Is. Grf.

966. MISS FLORENCE LUNN (Ref. Jap.)—A true reflexod flower, and ])robably the most
refined and distinct of its type

;
an important addition to this limited class

;
light amaranth

;
full

deep flower. l.v.

969. MISS L. J. MATTES (Jap.)—Very handsome flowers, ])etals very long, erect, and
tubular

;
inner surface of florets rich rosy-bronze, reverse being paler

;
habit dwarf

;
of easy culture.

Is.

970. MISS MARY GODFREY—Blooms are very deep and of beautiful fornr, of a lovely
silvery-pink, edges being several shades darker

; a distinct and lovely variety
;
habit strong and

robust. 2s.

971. MISS MURIEL GOSCHEN (Jap.)—Large dense flower, with long curling and drooping
refined petals, building up a bloom of good substance and depth

;
colour soft yellow. Is. 6r/.

972. MISS PHYLLIS FOWLER (Inc.)—Large perfect flower of exquisite form and great
depth, petals beautifully incurving, and pointed in the J’rincess style

;
colour primrose-yellow

;
late

crown buds; a companion to C/ias. II. Curtis. 2s-. Gd.

973. MR. A. G. HUBBUCK—A magnificent flower with innumerable reflexed petals
;
colour

bright shade of chestnut-red, with gold reverse
;
very' distinct and telling colour. This is a bloom

of large proportions, and will be invaluable to all exhibitions. 2s.

974. MR. B. HOOKE (Ref.)—A good addition to this class; beautiful chestnut-red, florets

tipped gold
;
a lovely colour and a decided acemisition

;
good habit. Crown buds. Is.

975. MR. G. HOLLINGSWORTH (Jap.)—A very distinct flower of medium size, long flat

petals notched at the tips
;
colour soft shade of primrose-yellow. 2s.

97G. MR. P. PURNELL (Inc. Jap.)— Charming compact flower, with shaving-like petals of
much substance, jileasingly curling, and forming a most unique bloom

;
a decided acquisition to

this section
;
colour inside violet-rose with a silvery white reverse. Is. Grf.

977. MR. W. LAYCOCK (Jap.)—A charming variety of groat merit; large and of fine form,
florets long

;
very pale yellow but not of a creamy-white

;
plants only. Is. Grf.

978. MRS. A. E. STUBBS (Single)— The most perfect form of a pure white exhibition single
variety yet introduced ; a very chaste flower, invaluable for decorative purposes. Two First-Class
Certificates. Is. Gd.

979. MRS. ARMISTEAD (Jap.)—White, striped and flushed rosy-pink
;
long narrow florets;

full exhibition flower
;
a charming variety, having a delicate perfume of violets. Crown bud. Is. Gd.

980. MRS. BRISCOE-IRONSIDE—Flesh pink, incurving, dwarf
;
a handsome variety. 2.«.

981. MRS. CHAS. BLICK(Jap.)—A lovely pure white of fine habit; graceful long florets; a
grand acquisition. Awarded several Certificates. Plants ready in March. Is. Gd.

982. MRS. C. ORCHARD (Inc. Jap.)—Another distinct flower with broad incurving petals,
slightly hoisting; colour bright sulphur yellow. 2s. First-Class Certificate, N.C.S.

983. MRS. COTESWOKTH BOND (Kef. Jap.)—A distinct flower of large proportions
;
colour

soft pink, shaded white; a very pleasing variety. Is. Gd.

984. MRS. E. E. COOKSON (Jap.)—Deep crimson, flushed yellow on reverse of petal
;
florets

very long, flat, and erect; makes a full deep flower; very large
;
good habit; fine grower, l.s.

985. MRS. G. CARPENTER (Jap.)^—A lovely variety of a rosy-mauve colour
;

the florets
twist and intermingle, showing a silvery reverse

; very fine. Crown bud. Is. Gd.
986. MRS. G. GOVER (Jap.)—Large, with long and drooping petals slightly curling at the

tips
;
colour rich crimson, bronze reverse

;
fine exhibition bloom. Is. Gd.

987. MRS. G. H. SMART (Inc. Jap.)—Large flower of the truest form; colour golden buff,
inside of petals suffused red. Is. Gd.

988. MRS. HARRY CHIESMAN (Inc. .Jap.)— Chaste flower, with long and broad incurving
petals, building up a flower of large proportions; colour pure white, slightly tinted green. Is. Gd.

989. MRS. HERMANN KLOSS (.Jap.)—As large ns KtoUe de LyotiyWitU similar broad, flat

florets and high build
;
colour dark orange, flushed chcstnnt-rcd

;
should be grown strong and taken

on second crown, as it is apt to come coarse. 2 .9 .

990. MRS. HUME-LONG (Jap.)—An immense bloom, yet free from coarseness
;
florets very

long, recurving and twisting from the centre in a most even manner; deep rose, lighter reverse;
distinct. 2s.
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991. MRS. H. 'WEEKS (Jiip.)— Beautiful pearly-white, sluuled light piuk;

largest as well as the handsomest flower yet raised. 2s.

992. MRS. JOHN FORBES (Oct. Flow.)—White; a lovely and most valuable variety, l.s. du.

993. MRS. JOHN SHRIMPTON (Jap.)—Perfectly distinct from any other variety
;
very

constant, every flower coming good
;
golden buff, shaded and striped crimson-red

;
very telling

colour. Crown bud. 2s. 6rf.

994. MRS. PINKNEY (Inc. Jap.)—Massive flowers, petals very broad and long, rich deep

yellow, best described as a great improvement upon The Tribune ; good habit
;
strong grower. Late

crown bad. Is. 6rf.

995. IffRS. RICHARD JONES (Jap.)—A very large spreading flower, with long lefle.xed

petals incurving at the tips; colour of the purest white. This is one of the most promising white

flowers of the season, and all growers should secure it. Is. dd.

99G. OLGA TEICHMAN (Jap.)—Novel, reflexed
;
pointed petals of medium width; colour

rosy-mauve
; a very distinct shade. 2s. dd.

997. OLWE OCLEE (Inc. Jap.)—One of the best incurved flowers of the true.st form ; large and

deep flower, with broad petals of great substance
;
colour rich brouze, shaded yellow. Certifleated

at the ll.H.S. and N.C.S. Is. dd.

998. PRIDE OP EXMODTH—Will take a high place on the e.xhibitioii stand
;
blooms full and

deep
;
colour from early buds pure white, later buds white, delicately shaded clear pink

;
good

habit; of easy culture
;
one of the best. First-Class Certificate, N.C.S. aud-R. II.S. 2s. dd.

999. PRIDE OF MAIDENHEAD (Ref. Jap.)—A magnificent flower
;
ivory white with lemon

centre, long spreading florets of medium width
;

of great depth
;

grand exhibition variety.

Crown buds. Is. dd.

1000. PRINCESS ENA (Hirsute)—This splendid novelty originated at the Royal Gardens,

Windsor, and is a sport from Hairy Wonder ; the Princess has ail the good qualities of the parent,

and a great advance, owing to its more pleasing colour—clear warm rosy pink
;
a grand acquisition.

Award of Merit. 3s.

1001. PRINCESS MAUD (Inc. Jap.)—White, shaded pink
;

gracefully incurving florets
;

very solid, and forming a splendid flower; strong and iiealthy. Crown or terminals. Is. dd.

1002. QUEEN OP THE EARLIES (Oct. Flow.)—Specially recommended for decorative

]>urposes or cut flowers for market. A capital keeper and of good substance ;
of the purest white

;

an advance. Plants only. Is. dd.

1003. REV. S. Q. SCOTT (Jap.)—Large flower, with very long petals of medium width,

curling and incurving at the tips, making a bloom of large size
;
colour inside of petals claret-red,

with a very deep buff reverse. Is. dd.

1004. ROBIN ADAIR (Jap. Anem.)—Largo fine-shaped flower; grand florets, blush white,

flushed lilac
;
centre florets lilac pink, shaded yellow, h irst-Class Certificate at N.C.S. and R.ll.S. Is,

1005. SIR T. LA'WRENCE (Inc. Jap.)—Pure white, broad petals
;
a grand exhibition flower,

good on either bud. Is.

1006. SIMPLICITY (Jap.)—Pure white, of splendid form. 2.s. 6</.

1007. SUNSTONE (Inc. Jap.)—Straw yellow; a grand flower. 3s.

1008. TAM O’ SHANTER (Jap. Anem.)-A lovely rosy lilac, with lighter shadings; guard

petals fluted and twisted, the high cushion being edged yellow
;
good habit. Is.

1008a. T. B. HAYWOOD (Jap.)—Pure white; very large handsome flower. This is especially

good for growing in small pots for grouping. Plants 2s.; cuttings l.s.

1009. VICAR OF EXMOUTH (Inc. Jap.)—Very broad florets
;

rich crimson amaranth,

silvery reverse
;
habit stiff and sturdy

;
handsome and distinct. Is. dd.

1010. WALTER O'WEN (Jap.)—Reddish crimson, bronze reverse; broad florets, slightly

toothed; large full flower
;
a telling colour

;
fine habit. Crown or terminals. Is. dd.

1011. W. SLOGROVE (Inc. Jap.)—Said to be the best deep yellow up to date. First-Class

Certificate at R.H.S. and N.C.S. Of easy culture. Ls. Gd.

1012. W. WRIGHT (Ref. Jap.)—An enormous flower, with long petals of medium width,

making a flower of large size
;
colour bright pink, tinted primrose. 2s. Gd.

1013. YELLOW ELSIE (Cannell), syn. GOLDEN ELSIE (Ref. Dec.)—A true sport from

the pretty primrose coloured variety named I'Jsie. This is equally as useful, only of a decided

yellow; very free. First-Class Ccrtilicatc at N.C.S. 9rf.

(
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1- BOUTONNIERE, ySSTHETIC, AND SPIDERY

CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
Where refinement in deeorations is desired these will now take the place of the i^ompon and

Mngle -flowered varieties, and will undoubtedly occupy a position in Chrysanthemums similar to the
Cactus-shaped kinds in Dahlias, which have gained such well-merited popularity throughout the
world. It is our full convictiou that these light, graceful, and yet fantastic shaped Chrysautheniunis
will attain a prominent position in even a much shorter time, and owing to their lasting properties
when cut, which is a great advantage, they will he eagerly sought after and used by every lady
who admires something neat and nice for the decoration of the table. For buttonholes and sprnys
they are even a worthy rival to the Orchid, both in appearance and keeping qualities: no garden or
greenhouse ouglit to be without them. See opinions of the gardening papers and the Press,

1014. MRS. FILKINS—Of Japanese form, medium-sized flowers preUily cut and notched;
very free flowering

;
a bright golden yellow. Award of Merit, R.II.S.

1015. SOUV. DE MME. G. EYNARD {Dec. Jap.)—A most W'onderful arrangement of
colours, reddish chestnut tipped golden yellow, tip of each petal is twisted; verv attractive and
novel.

lOIG. SILK TWIST—Of a rosy mauve and cream shade, full double flowers; pretty.
1017. ALICE CARTER— Colour reddish brown, tipped with gold

;
distitici and novel.

1018. CENTAUREA—Deep orange yellow; very distinct.
1019. MRS. JAS. CARTER—Colour pale yellow, passing to white.
1010a.. piper HEIDSIECK—Creamy white

;
mo t profuse.

1020. BOTJQUETERRE—White, tipped with yellow and rose.
1021. CHEVEUX D’OR—Rich golden yellow:
1022. JITSUJETUI— Silver}^ pink

;
very pretty.

1023. KING OP PLUMES—Hich deeptyellow, prettily cut ami notched. Award of Merit.
1024-. WHITE ELKSHORN—Pure white

;
exti-a.

1025. COUNTRY OP GOLD—Yellow; very free.
1020. YELLOW SULTAN—Golden yellow

;
very compact and dwarf.

1026a. midget (Jap.)—Smallest and most perfect form of any flower
;
of lovely refined shape ;innumerable .small florets

;
colour white, shaded pink

; verv free and good grower, and has the
most valuable property of flowering profusely all through December. Guttings, l.s. each ; rooted,
1.^. Off.

All those not priced, Gd each

SIMPLY AN ANNOUNCEMENT.
We are on the best of business relationship and have special terms with all Trade-growers. Our

ordei-s for new varieties are already given for large quantities, so that we may have the first earlv
pliuits, and thus enable us to despatch with onr own all new kinds of other raieers in one package**
and we further respectfully intimate to all tbo.se who wish their orders to be sent in first-class
condition, that they should forward their commands as soon ns possible after receipt of this New List.

CHRYSANTHEMUM CUTTINGS.
We have adopted quite a new system for the supply of cuttings, which we are sure nill be much

more satisfactory to the purchasers, and far more successful than those supplied in the nsunl way
from plants which have stood ch se together with their long drawn-up cuttings, and often from those
not very healthy, whose colours have been strained to the utmost.

e now plant out otir stock of young plants first week in May in the open ground, and cut them
down the end of September, then lift them with large balls of earth and plant them in our earth-
stage, close against the glass. They soon begin to throw up quantities of cuttings of a short tturdy
nature, quite different to those from c.xhibition plants, and the difference is such that all growers who
have seen our two houses, 100 ft. each, full of these roots, would decide never to grow from the
over-worked old stools again.
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LARGE-FLOWERING INCURVED VARIETIES
FOE CDT BLOOU8.

Those varieties marked with a (*) are those that have been exhibited, and were amongst the
winning classes at the principal shows throughout England. All those with a (f) are the best for
exhibition specimen plants, (a) Raised and sent out by H. C. & Sons.

1. ABBOTT'S WHITE.
2. ARISTINE ANDERSON.
3. ADREUM MXJLTIFLORDM.

4.

*tANTONELLI
6. ARECHNA, syn. INNER TEMPLE,
e. AMI HOSTS.
7. 'ANGELINA, syn. PRESIDENT SAN-

DERSON.
8. 'ALFRED SALTER.
9. BARON HIRSCH.
10. ‘BEAUTY.
11. BEAUTY OP HULL (sport from Mr.

Bi(mt).

12.

*tBARBARA.
13. BLONDE BEAUTY.
14. ‘BRONZE JARDIN DES PLANTES.

16.

‘BARON BEUST, syn. BERNARD
PALLISY.

16.

‘tBE'VERLEY.
17. *M. R. BAHUANT.
18. BRONZE QUEEN.
19. BROOKLEIGH GEM.
20. CHARLES GIBSON.
21. 'CAMILLE PLAMMARION.
22. CHARLES H. CURTIS.
23. ‘CHERUB.
24. C. B. WHITNALL.
2.5. DR. ROZAS, syn. DR. ROGERS.
26. DUPONT DE L’EURE.
27. ‘EMPRESS EUGENIE.

28.

‘tE V JU.

29.

'tEMPRESS OF INDIA, syn. LADY
ST. CLAIR, MRS. CUNNINGHAM, SNOW-
BALL, and 'WHITE QUEEN.

30. ‘EMILY DALE.
31. ENSIGN.

32.

*tPAUST.
33. PINGAL.
34. FLORA MACDONALD.
3.5. 'GLOBE WHITE.
36. GEO. COCKBURN.
37. GENERAL SLADE.
38. 'GOLDEN EAGLE, syn. ORANGE

PERFECTION.

39.

'tGENERAL BAINBRIGGE.

40.

'tGOLDEN EMPRESS.
41. 'GOLDEN QUEEN OP ENGLAND,

syn. EMILY DALE, EMILY DALE
(Improved), JOHN LAMBERT.

42. 'GOLDEN JOHN SALTER.

43.

#tGOLDEN BEVERLEY
41. 'GLORIA MUNDI.
45. GLOBE DOR.

46.

‘tGUERNSEY NUGGET.
47. H. SHOESMITH.
48. 'HERO OP STOKE NEWINGTON.

49. HERCULES.
50. HEREWARD.
51. tHETTY BARKER.
52. 'ISABELLA BOTT.
53. JEANNE D’ARC.
54. J. AGATE.
55. 'JARDIN DES PLANTES.
56. ‘JOHN SALTER, syn. MR. HOWE.
57. LEON LEQUAY.
53. 'LORD ALCESTER, syn. PRINCESS

IMPERIAL and BRUCE FINDLAY.
59. LORD EVERSLEY.
6\ ‘LORD ROSEBERY.
61. 'LUCY KENDALL.
(K.'fLADY HARDINGE.

63.

'tLADY SLADE.

64.

a‘LORD WOLSELEY (Cannell).
65. 'LADY TALPOURD.
66'fLORD DERBY, syn. ODORATUM

1
PURPUREUM.

1 67. 'LADY CAREY,
i

68. aLADY DOROTHY (Cannell).
69. 'LE GRAND.

70.

»tMABEL WARD, .syn. BENDIGO.
71. MRS. J. CROSSPIELD.
72. 'MR. ROB. MUDIE, syn. JOHN

DOUGHTY.
73. MAJOR BONNAPFON.
74. MAY TOMLIN.
75. ‘M. P. MARTIGNAT.
76. *MME. DARRIER.
77. MME. EDOUARD VELTEN
78. 'MME. MANTE.

79.

*tMR. BRUNLEES.
80. ‘MR. GLADSTONE.
81. 'MISS -VIOLET TOMLIN
82. 'MESS M. A. HAGGAS.
83. 'MRS. S. COLEMAN.
84. ‘MR. COBAY.
86.‘tMR. BUNN.

86.

‘tMR. GEORGE GLENNY.

87.

‘tMRS. G. RUNDLE.

88.

‘tMRS. DIXON, .syn. GOLDEN
GEORGE GLENNY and MRS. G. H. GLO-
VER.

89.

‘tMRS. HEALE.
90. MRS. F. 'HEPPER.
91. MRS. N. DA-VIS.
92. MRS R. C. KINGSTON.

93.

*tW. HALTBURTON.
94. ‘MRS. SHIPMAN.
95. 'MRS. ROBINSON KING.
96. ‘MRS. J. MITCHELL.
97. 'MRS. JOHN GARDENER.
98. MISS MARECHAUX.syn.THURZA.
99. NOEL PRAGNELL.
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100. »tNOVELTY.
101. ‘NIL DESPERANDtlM.
102. OETA.
103. OWEN'S CRIMSON.

104.

*tPRINCESS OP WALES, syn.

BEAUTY OF ST. JOHN'S WOOD and
PRINCESS ALEXANDRA.

105.

*tPRINCESS TECK, syn. CHRISTMAS
NUMBER and PRINCESS MARY.

106. ‘PRINCESS BEATRICE.
10r.»tPRINCE ALFRED.

108.

*tPRINCE OF WALES.

109.

*tPINK PERFECTION, syn. MISS
MARY MORGAN and PINK PEARL.

110.

»tQUEEN OP ENGLAND, syn. HER
MAJESTY.

111. ‘ROBERT PETFIELD.

112. ‘REV.J.DIX. Is.

113. a»REPULGENCE (CaimeU).

114. »REV. C. BOYES.

116.

a*ROBERT CANNELL.
116. ‘SIR S. CAREY.
117. SIR TITUS.
118. SIR B. SEYMOUR.
119. *ST. PATRICK, syn. BEETHOVEN.
120. SARAH BERNHARDT.

121.

»tVENUS.
122. *VICE-PRESIDENT JULES

BARIGNY.
123. WILLIAM TUNNINGTON. l.s.

124.

*tWHITE VENUS.
125. YELLOW PERFECTION.
126. YELLOW GLOBE.

FOR NEVy VARIETIES, see Front of Catalogue.

REFLEXED FLOWERS CLASS.
All this class turn their petals outwards, hence recurved. Strange to say, nearly every one has

a capital habit, and can be grown into specimens for exhibition.

127.

ALICE BIRD, syn. BUTTERCUP.
128. *AMY FURZE.
129. ‘ARIADNE.
180. aCULLINGFORDH, THE SCARLET

CRIMSON CHRYSANTHEMUM (Cannell).

131. CRIMSON VELVET.
132. CLOTH OP GOLD.

133.

‘tCHEVALIER DOMAGE.

134.

‘tCHRISTINE.

135.

‘tDR. SHARPE.
136. DISTINCTION.
137. aELSIE (CanneU).

138.

*tEMPEROR OF CHINA, syn.

WEBB'S QUEEN.
139. tFELICITY.
140 G. STEVENS.
141. GOLDEN BALL(Hef.)

142.

‘+GOLDBN CHRISTINE.

142A.‘tGAZELLE.

143.

‘tJULIE LAGRA-VERE.
144. tJEWESS.

145.

*tKING OP CRIMSONS.
146. LA CANDEUR.
147. MR. M. SULLIVAN.
148. MOUNT ETNA.

149.

‘tMRS. FORSYTH.
150. MR. RICHTER.

151.

*tORANGB ANNIE SALTER.
162.*tPROGNE.
153. ‘PERLE DES BEAUT^IS.
154. PHIDIAS.
165. aPUTNEY GEORGE (Cannell).

156. R. SMITH.
1 57. SALTERII.
1.58. TEMPLE OP SOLOMON.
159. WM. NEVILLE.

LARGE-FLOWERING ANEMONE, OR QUILLED ASTER-LIKE
CHRYSANTHEMUMS.

A stand of these, when well grown, has a most unique and beautiful appearance, and if once seen

they would be groevn by hundreds
;
and the same with Pompon Anemone. .

The selection here made includes the best of this somewliat limited but very beautiful cl ass

They should be exhibited in single flowers, like the Incurved.

160. ‘ADA STRICKLAND.
162. BEAUTY OP EYNSFORD,
163. C.fflSAR.
164. CINCINNATI.
165. DAME BLANCBE.
166. DELAWARE.
167. ACQUISITION.
168. E. G. HAZELDENE. I«.

169. ‘EMPRESS.
170. ‘FLEUR DE MARIE, sy«. GEORGE

HOCK.

171. GLADYS SPAULDING.
180. GEO. HAWKINS.
181. ‘GEORGE SAND.
182. ‘GLUCK.
183. ‘JOHN BUNYAN.
184. JUNON. 9(7.

185. ‘KING' OP ANEMONES.
186. LA MARGUERITE.
187. ‘LADY MARGARET.
188. ‘LOUIS BONAMY.
189. «MRS. W. HOLMES (Cannell).
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190.

191.

192.

193.

19i.

195.

196.

197.

198.

199.

200.

201 .

202 .

MRS. C. J. SALTER.
MARIE JOLIVART.
MR. A. J. BOOKER.
MADAME ROBERT OWEN.
MARGINATUM.
MARGUERITE DE YORK.
•MARGUERITE D'ANJOU.
MARGARET OP NORWAY.
MISS MARGARET.
MRS. JUDGE BENEDICT.
MRS. PETHERS.
•MADAME GODERAU.
MISS ANNIE LOWE.

203. uMRS. M. RUSSELL (Ciimiell).

204. •PRINCESS LOUISE.
205. PRINCESS.
20G. *PRINCE OP ANEMONES.
207. •QUEEN MARGARET.
208. ST. MARGARET.
209. •SUNPLOWER.
210. THORPE JUNIOR.
211. VIRGINALE, syn. LATE DUCHESS

and MDME. GRAEM.
212. W. & G. DROVER
213. GRAND ALV^IOLE.

ANEMONE OR QUILLED ASTER-LIKE FLOWERED POMPONS
FOR STANDS OF CUT BLOOMS.

214. AGLAIA.

215.

^tANTONIUS.
216. ASTARTE.

217.

*tASTREA.
218. BRIOLIS.
219. BESSIE PLIGHT.

220.

^tCALLIOPE.

!

221. CONTRAST.
222. *DICK TURPIN.
223. ‘EUGENE LANJAULET.

224.

a*tPIREPLY (Oa:nnell).

225. ‘GRACE DARLING.
220.*tJEAN HATCHETTE.
227. MAGENTA KING.
228. *MADAME SENTIB.
229. •MADAME CHALONGE.

230.‘tMADAME MONTELS.
281. ‘MARGUERITE DE COI, syn.

MARQUIS DE CROIX.
232. ‘MARGUERITE DE WALDEMAR

233.

‘tMARIE STUART.
234. »MRS. WYNESS.

235.

‘tMISS NIGHTINGALE.
230.*tMR. ASTIE.
237. ‘PRESIDENT MOREL.
238. ‘PERLE.
239. ‘QUEEN OP ANEMONES.
240. ROSE MARGUERITE.

241.

'tREGULUS.
242. ‘SIDONIE.
243. ZOBEDIE.

FIMBRIATED CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
This Hybrid Pompon Section, each beautifully and regularly scalloped, gives us a new class,

v/hieh when known will be as general in every collection as Mdlle. Marthe.

249. PIMBRIATUM.
250. MDLLE. MATHILDE RAYNAUD
251. MONSIEUR CAMILLE.
252. MR. HOLMES.
263o.‘MARABOUT.
263/<.‘MONSIEUR HOSTE.
253c. MDLLE. D’ARNAUD.

254.

BELLE NAVARRAISE.

255. SIR RICHARD WALLACE.
256. SOUVENIR DE JERSEY.
257. LACINIATA ROSEA.
258. SANSPAREIL.
259. TISSANDIER.
260. TOUSSAINT L’OUVERTURE.
261. TOUSSAINT MAURISOT.
262. SULPHUR MARABOUT.

POMPONS FOR SPECIMEN GROWING, EITHER AS BUSH
OR PYRAMIDS.

The sorts here selected are varieties characterised by good and ample leafage and early blooming

Kinds, and have been among the First Prizes at all the Great Shows.

Seed, 2s. 6d. per pkt.

SMALL WELL-PORMED FLOWERS.

263. ‘ANDROMEDA.
264. ‘tBOB, .syn. MAROON MODEL.
265. BRILLIANT.
266. BIJOU D'HORTICULTURE.
267. CARESSE DU SOLEIL.
268. ‘JERSEY BEAUTY.
269. JESSIE.

270.

‘tLA VOGUE.
271. LOUISA.
272. LITTLE PET.
273. LILAC GEM.
274. LUNE PLEURIE.
275. MARGUERITE VINCENT.
276. ‘MODEL OF PERFECTION.
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277.*tMRS. HUTT.
27H. MISS TAIiPOURD.
279. PERFECTION
280. SAK4MON.
281. STELLA.

282. TROPHEE.
283. “SNOWDROP.
284. “ YELLOW SNOWDROP,’

“PRIMROSE LEAGUE."

POMPONS.
With flowers larger than preceding class. These are excellent for large specimen plants.

285.

“ADONIS.
28G. AUTUMNUM.
287. a BLACK DOUGLAS (Cannell).
288. “BROWN CEDO NULLI.
289. “CAPTAIN NEMO.
290. CRAVACTION.
291. “CRIMSON PERFECTION.
292. COMETE BIELA.

293.

»tDUPONT DE L'EURE.
294. EXPOSITION DE CHALON.

295.

»tELEONORE.
29R. ECLIPSE.
297. FEU D’AMOUR.

298.

“+PANNY.
299. “FLORENCE CARR. 9<7.

300.

*tGOLDEN MDLLE. MARTHE, sun.

MISS OUBRIDGE.
301“tGOLDEN CEDO NULLI.
302. “GOLDEN TREVENNA.
303. GOLDEN ST. THAIS.
304. JAMES FORSYTH.
305. LE PARNASSE.
30(>.“fLILAC CEDO NULLI.
307. L'ORANGERE.
308. LA FAVORITE.
309. luA puret:6.

310*tMDLLE. MARTHE.
311. MAIDEN’S BLUSH.
312. aMAID OP KENT (Cannell,'.

313. MDLLE. MARIGNAC.
314. MDLLE. ELISE DORDAN.
315. ORANGE BEAUTY.
316. tPRINOE VICTOR.

317.

“tPRESIDENT, sun. MR. MURRAY
318. PURITY.
319. tPYGMALION.
320. tROSINANTE.
321. “ROSE D'AMOUK.
322. “ROSE TREVENNA.
323. RUBRA PERPECTA.

324.

“tSAINT MICHAEL.
325. STRIATUM ELEGANS.
326. SUNSET.
327. SAINT THAIS.
328. VOLCAN.
329. *WILLIAM WESTLAKE.
330. “WHITE TREVENNA.

331.

“tWHlTE CEDO NULLI
332. NELLY RAINPORD
333. VICTORINE.
334. WM. KENNEDY.
33.5. “WM. SABEY.

Established Plants of all Chrysanthemums not priced, 6d. each. Cuttings, purchaser s
selection, 2s. per doz., except those priced higher; our selection, is. 6d., los. per loo.
Cuttings of new varieties at a proportionate price.

All are flowered yearly on purpose to keep them true to name. Always a large quantity of
btock Plants ready for propagating or Jor growing into specimen and flowering plants.

JAPANESE CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
SECRETS IN COMPETITION.

Although the Japanese do not require to he made as nniform as if they had been cast in one mould,
like the incurved and recurved, yet they require similar arrangement, so that they each present a
regular and pretty form, whatever their natural shape may be. Massiveness and great depth of
flower 18 most appreciated

;
flat hollow centres and undecided colours should be avoided. No model

can be set np in this section as the one required. Yet whatever style of twisting, curling, or
recurving best suits the variety, to assist that growth of the flower to develop itself, and when done.
It must be snch as the eye will cause the tongue to say, “That is pretty; I like that variety.”
It generally follows, what pleases the public pleases the judges, and that is the secret of success

340. AMIRAL AVELLAN.
341. AUTUMN TINTS.
342. *ALICE SEWARD.
343. ABBE MENDENHALL.
344. AIDA.
345. ALBERIC LUNDEN.
346. “ALBUM PLENUM.

347. “ALBUM STRIATUM.
348. ANNA HARTZHORN.
349. AVALANCHE.
350. BOULE D'OR (Ino.). U-.

351. “BARON DE FRAILLY (Improved)
352. “BEND OR.
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BEAUTY OF CASTLEWOOD, syn.

PRESIDENT HARRISON.
•BELLE PAULE,.syn. BELLE PAUL-

BLACK DIAMOND.
BLACK LOTUS.
BOUQUET DES DAMES.
BOULE D OR.

.559. *BEAUTi: TOULOUSAINE.
:!(>0. *BEAUTY OP EXMOUTH.
3G1 . BRIDE OP MAIDENHEAD.
3G2. *CHARLES DAVIS.
3G3. 'CHARLES BLICK.
3G*. C. SHRIMPTON.
3G.'>. COL. T. C. BOURNE (Ref ). 9d
366. C. HARMAN PAYNE. 2s.

3G7. CAREW UNDERWOOD.
368. CECIL WRAY.
369. CHALLENG-E.
370. CHRYSANTHEMISTE DELAUX.
371. COLONEL CHASE.
372. COMMANDANT BLUSSET.
373. COMTE F. LURANI.
374. *COMTE DE GERMINY.
380. COMTESSE DE GALBERT. Is.

381. COL. W. B. SMITH.
382. CRIMSON BEAUTY.
383. DEUIL DE JULES PERRY.
381. DR. GACHE.
385. DR. J. GRANGE.
3SG. DUCHESS OP WELLINGTON. Ocf.

387. DUCHESS OP YORK. 9<'.

388. ‘DUCHESS OF ALBANY (Jackson's).

389. DIRECTEUR TISSERAND. l.s-.

390. *DUKE OF YORK.
391. EDOUARD AUDIGUIER.
392. EDWIN MOLYNEUX (Cannell).

393. *6lAINE, syn. WHITE AIGLE.
394. 'ETHEL.
395. ETOILE DE LYON.
396. EDWIN BECKETT.
397. EYNSFORD WHITE (Cannell'.

398. EXCELSIOR.
399. 'EDMUND BEVAN i, Cannell).

400. E. FORGEOT. 9<7.

401. EVA KNOWLES. 9</.

402. *EDA PRASS.
403. EDELWEISS.
401. ‘PAIR MAID OP GUERNSEY.
405. FEU DE BENGALE.
406. FLORENCE DAVIS.
407. FRANK WELLS.
408. GOLD DUST. l.s.

409. GRAPHIC (Inc.). Del

410. *GEORGE SAVAGE.
411. *GEORGE W. CHILDS.
412. *GOLDEN GATE.
413. *GOLDEN WEDDING.
414. GOOD GRACIOUS.
415. GOLDEN HAIR.
41G. GOLDEN WREATH.
417. GLOIRE DU ROCHER.

418.

419.

420.

421.

422.

423.

Plume).

424.

425.

42G.

and R.
427.

428.

429.

430.

435.

436.

437.

G. C. SCHWABE.
JGOLDEN DRAGON.
GUIRLANDE.
HENRY JACOTOT FILS. 9</.

H. HAMMOND SPENCER. Is.

H.BALLANTINE(7'^e Brorire Ostrich

H. L. SUNDERBRUCH.
HALLOWEEN. l.s-.

HAIRY WONDER. .«/».

M. GREY. 1 .s.

*INTERNATIONAL.
*JOHN SHRIMPTON.
JAMES OOMLEY.
JAMES LAMONT.
JAMES MYERS.
J. H. RUNCHMAN.
JOHN MACHAR. Vd.

RYUMEN

DELAUX, .syn P. A.438. ‘JEANNE
DAVIS.

439. JOHN H. TAYLOR.
440. J. S. DIBBIN.
441. JOEY HILL.
442. JUPITER.
443. KENTISH YELLOW.
444. KENTISH WHITE.
445. KUMO-NO-UE, or WHITE GOOD

GRACIOUS. l.<.

443. KATE MURSELL.
447. LA MEIJE.
148. LE PRINCE DU BOIS.
449. LIZZY SEWARD.
450. LAMETHISTE (Inc ). l.s.

451. LE MOUCHEROTTE (Inc.). Is.

452. LE RHONE.
453. L’ADORABLE.
454. aLADY T. LAWRENCE (Cannell), syi

MRS. BEALE ami ROBERT BOTTOMLEY.
455. *LA TRIOMPHANTE.
456. L'ISERE. 9d.

457. LILIAN B. BIRD.
458. LILY LOVE. 9rf.

459 LADY RANDOLPH (lief.) 9d.

460. LORD BROOKE.
4G1. LOUIS BOEHMER, sj/n. MURASAK -

KIUBI.
462. »LADY E. SAUNDERS.
4GS. LOUISE.
464. MASTER BATES SPAULDING.
465. MARTHA HARDING.
4G6. MDLLE.ANTOINNETTE CALVAT.
467. MDLLE. M. A. DE GALBERT.
4G8. MDLLE.THERESEPANCKOUCKE.
4G9. MDLLE. MARIE RECOURA.

Cuttinge, 8s. per 100 ;
plants, G<7. each.

470. MDLLE. THERESE REY.
474. *MDLLE.LACROIX,.syn.LAPURETE
475. )tMEG MERRILEES.
476. MISS B. N. ROBINSON (Inc.).

477. MISS ANNIE MANDA
478. *MDME. EDOUARD REY.
479. MISS ELSIE TEICHMANN. Is. Gd.
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480. MISS M. M. JOHNSON, l.s.

481. MISS EITA SHRCETER. Is.

182. MISS WATSON.
483. MISS ETHEL ADDISON.
484. *MISS M. SIMPKINS.
485. MISS MAGGIE BLENKIRON.
t.S(i. *MISS DOROTHEA SHE/l
isr. MISS BRONNA FOSTER (Inc ) Is.

488. MISS DULCIE SCHRCETER. Is.

480. M. AUG. DE LACVIVIER.
4!I0. »M. DELAUX.
491. M. FREEMAN.
4!)2. M. BENJ. GIROUD.
493. M. JOHNLAING,.syn. J.J.HILLIER.
S!)4. M. MOUSSILLAC.
495. M. N. DAVIS.
490. M. CHAS. MOLIN.
497. M. CHENON DE LlfecHE. ].s.

498. M. DEMAY-TAILLANDIER (Inc).

499. M. DE MORTILLET.
500. M. GEORGES BIRON.
501. M. G. MONTIGNY.
502. M. GRUYER.
503. M. G. H. DE OLERMONT. l.s.

504. M. H. VANDERLINDEN. Ls.

505. M. HENRI JACOTOT.
50(i. M. H. J. JONES.
507. M. J. ALLEMANA. l.s.

.508. M. J. GINET. Iv.

509. M. LEON DEBAT. Is.

510. M. PANCKOUCKE.
611. M R. BALLANTINE. Is.

512. MADAME AD. CHATIN.
513. MDME. BACO.
514. MADAME CARNOT— 9rf.

515. MADAME CHARLES MOLIN.
516. *MDME. OCTAVIE MIRABEAU.
517. *MME. C. AUDIGUIER.
518. MME. J. LAING.
519. MME. MARIE HOSTE.
520. *MME. RICO0D.
521. MME. C. CHAMPION (Ilcf.). l.s.

522. MME. ERNEST CAPITANT (Kef.).
l.s.

.523. MR. A. H. NEVE.
524. MR. CHARLES E. SHEA.
525. a MR. C. ORCHARD (Cnimell).
630. a MR. H. CANNELL (C'ani.cll).

531. MR. R. B. MARTIN. Is.

532. MRS. ALPHEUS HARDY.
533. MRS. GOV. PIPER.
534. MRS. MARIA SIMPSON.
535. MRS. C. H. WHEELER.
536. *MRS. A. JACOBS.
537. MRS. E. D. ADAMS.
538. MRS. E. G. HILL,
539. MRS. E. W. CLARKE.
540. MRS. FALCONER JAMESON

(rniincll).

541. MRS. P. THOMPSON, svn. W. G.
DROVER.

542.

MRS. H. J. JONES ilnc.V l.s. 6</.
(

513 a MRS. H. CANNELL ( C.'aiiaell 1. syn.
’

CHRISTMAS EVE.
541, MRS. GEO. A. MAGEE, 9i.'.

54.5, MRS. A. G. HUBBUCK.
540. MRS. C. MYERS.
547. MRS. C. E. SHEA. l.s.

548. MRS. E. S. TRAFFORD. Is.

549. MRS. GEO. WEST. 1.9.

550. *MRS. C. HARMAN PAYNE.
551. MRS. W. WALTERS.
552. MRS. SMITH RYLANDS (Inc.). Is.

553. MRS. W. J. GODFREY, l.s.

554. MRS. W. H. LEES.
555. MRS. TOWNSHEND.
556. ‘MRS. T. DENNE.
557. MUTUAL FRIEND, l.s.

658. NELLIE ELVERSON. D
659. NIVEUS.
560. NYANZA. Is.

561. OWEN THOMAS line.), l.s.

562. ‘PRIMROSE LEAGUE.
563. PRESIDENT CARNOT. Is.

564. PRESIDENT LEON SAY(I;ic.). l.s.

565. PAIRE PRANCOUN. l.s. Ij,/

566. PALLANZA. Is.

567. PHILADELPHIA.
568. PHCEBUS. l.s.

569. PREFET ROBERT.
570. PRESIDENT ARMAND.
571. PRESIDENT BORREL.
572. PINK ETHEL.
573. PINK LACROIX, syn. ANNIE CLI-

BRAN.
574. ‘PRINCESS MAY.
575. ‘PRINCESS VICTORIA.
576. PROFESSEUR LACIIMANN (In •.)

Is. 6<7.

577. PURITAN.
578. QUEEN OP BUFFS. l.s.

579. RALPH BROCKLEBANK.
580. ‘RED GAUNTLET.
581. RICHARD DEAN.
582. RICHARD JONES.
583. REINEDANGLETERRE(K-f.l l.s

584. ROBERT PLOWERDAY.
585. *ROBERT OWEN.
686. »ROSA BONHEUR.
587. ROSE WYNNE.
588. SARAH OWEN.
589. SARAH HILI,.

590. ISIMON DELAUX.
591. STRIPED ODORATA.
592. SILVER CLOUD.
593. SIR EDWIN T. SMITH.
594. STANSTEAD WHITE.
595. SWANLEY YELLOW, jyii. SUN-

FLOWER (Caunell).
596. SILVER KING.
597. SOUVENIR DE PETITE AMIE.
598. SURPRISE. l.s.

699. ‘THUNBERG.
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GOO. *TRIOMPHE
CHALETS.

HUE

GOl. THOMAS WILKINS.
G02. • VISCOUNTESS HAMBLEDEN.

\kl.

G03. VIOLETTA.
(iOi. *VAL D'ANDORRE.
G0.">. VIOLET ROSE.
GOG. VIVIAND MOREL.
GOT. »WABAN.

GOS.

GOO.

GIO.

611.

G12.

G1.3.

G14.

G15.

G1 6.

G17.

W. H. FOWLER.
WILFRED MARSHALL.
WILLIAM FYFE. Is.

W. A. MANDA.
*WILLIAM SEWARD.
WM. SPARKS (Inc.). U
W. H. LINCOLN.
W. a. NEWITT.
W. TRICKER.
YELLOW AVALANCHE.

All those not priced, Gd. each
;

5s. per dozen.

Cuttings, purchaser’s selection, except where priced higher, 2.s’. per dozen; our selection,

Is. 6d. per dozen. Cuttings of new varieties half the price of plants.

GOOD LATE-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
INCURVED.

PRINCESS TECK—White.

MRS. NORMAN DAVIS—Yellow
HERO OF STOKE NEWINGTON—Pink.

MISS MARECHAUX—White.

JAPANESE.
i

GOLDEN DART.
CHRISTMAS YELLOW.
ETHEL—Pink.

ETHEL—White.

Plants, 4s.

JEANETTE SHBHAN.
PRINCESS BLANCHE.
GOLDFINDER.
MRS. H. JONES—Yellow.

MRS. C. CAREY—White.
NEW YEAR'S GIFT—White.

POMPONS.
SNOWDROP.
YELLOW SNOWDROP.
VIRGINALE, ANEMONE—White.

GOLDEN GEM—Yellow.

per dozen.

THREAD-LIKE FLOWERED VARIETIES (JAPANESE).

Gltl. ALICE CARTER.
GIS). GOLDEN THREAD.
(i20. *MADAME B. RENDLATER, syn.

CURIOSITY.

621. MRS. JAS. CARTER, -V/n. THISTLE

G22. tREINE DES BEAUTilS.

ANEMONE-FLOWERED JAPANESE.
C23. BACCHUS.
G24. CALEDONIA.
625. DUCHESS OF WESTMINSTER.
G2G. E. C. JUKES.
G2T. EMPEROR.
628. ENTERPRISE.
626. *FABIAS DE MADERANAZ or

FABIAN DE MEDIANA.
G30. JAMES WESTON (Caunell).

G31. JEANNE MARTY.
632. *JUDGE HOITT.
G33. MARGUERITE VILLAGEOISE.
G34. M. C. LEBOCQZ.
GS.-). MDLLE. CABROL.
G3G. MME. BERTHA PIGNY.
GST. MME. CLOS.

G38. MME. MUREL.
640. MME. THER^ISE CLOS.
G41. MRS. BASSETT. Is.

G42. MON. PANKOUCKE.
G43. NELSON.
644. OWEN'S PERFECTION. Is.

G4,5. QUEEN ELIZABETH.
GiG. RATAPOIL.
G47. SABINE.
G48. *SIR WALTER RALEIGH.
640. SURPRISE.
G50. SCEUR DOROTHEE SOUILL^!.

651. SOUV. DE MME. BLANDINIERES
652. SOUVENIR DE L'ARDENE.
653. »W. W. ASTOR.

For new varieties, see fore part of Catalogue.

ELEGANT AND CURIOUS-SHAPED CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
654. CATHARINE WHEEL,ANEMONE

(Caunell).
655. MDME. WALTHER. Is.

656. GOLDEN DRAGON.
657. MRS. BEATRICE CARD (Card).

(
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DECORATIVE VARIETIES.
'HESE are principally for the decoration of the conservatory, the house, and for cut flower

purposes
;
all are very free flowering, dwarf habits, and decided colours

;
and whore exhibition

flowers are not the aim, these are decidedly preferable for general use.

(158. BRILLIANT (Owen), l.s.

(15i).»tCHINAMAN, syn. LE CHINOIS.
(1(10. COMET.
(1«1. CHRISTMAS YELLOW.
fl(i2. DR. MASTERS
IKll!. ETHEL AMSDEN.
Cli4. FULTON.
(1(1.5. GOLDFINDER (Cannell).

(1(!(1. GOLDEN GEM.
6(17. GOLDMINE.
6G8. L’AFRICAINE, syn. GORDON.
6(19. M. GARNIER.
(170. MISS CONWAY. Ls.

G71. MDME. LEMOINE.
672. MRS. C. CAREY.
673. PRINCESS.
674. PRESIDENT HYDE.
675. PROFUSION.
676. SNOWDRIFT.
677. SOURCE D OR.
678. THE BRIDE, l.s.

679. WILLIAM STEVENS.
680. YELLOW ETHEL, or NEW

YEAR’S DAY (Edwards' variety).

CSl. YELLOW SOURCE DOR.

EARLY-FLOWERING CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
fOreARLY flowering Chrysanthemums are making rapid improvement; we now give them more

attention and grow them better. Our house, after the Carnations and Picotees were removed

,

and during August and September, was really a fine sight. It cannot be said we have nothing

but Dahlias in the autumn, for these can be had in abundance; yes, for many continue throwing up

flowers after the first lot are cut—so very different to the ordinary November kinds, and for bedding

many of the varieties make a grand feature. Mr. Brown, the Superintendent, Hyde Park

Gardens, writes ns:—“ Madame C. Desgrange has again made the most attractive bed in the Gardens

this season, and these are fast hccoining a most important section of this family, but like all Chrysan-

themums they require to be well grown, otherwise they will end in disappointment.”

6t2. AMBROSE THOMAS
683. ALICE BUTCHER.
684. BLUSHING BRIDE.
685. BRONZE BRIDE.
(186. CHEV. ANGE. BANDIERA.
687. DODO— 1.'.

688. EDITH SYRATT.
689. FIBERTA.
690. PLORRIE PARSONS.
(191. FLORA, syn. LATE FLORA.
692. FREDERIC MARRONET.
693. FREDERICK PELE.
(194. GENTILESSE.
695. GOLDEN FLEECE.
69(1. GENERAL HAWKES (Jap. Ref.)

097. G. WERMIG, syn. GOLDEN MA-
DAME DESGRANGE.

698. HARVEST HOME (Jap. Ref.).

699. JACINTHA
700. J. B. DUVOIR.
701 LA PETITE MARIE.
702. LEMON YELLOW. 9(7.

70% LADY FITZWIGRAM.
70t. LONGFELLOW (Reflc.xtd Pom.)
704a. the don (Earlv Jap.)

705. LE POETE DES CHRYSAN-
THEMES.

706. LYON.
707. MDLLE. JOLIVART.
708. M. A. HERLAUT (F.P.).

709. MIGNON.

710. MISS DAVIS.
7U. MONTAGUE.
712. M. JULES PAOUET.
713. MME. EULALIE MOREL.
714. MME. CASTEX DESGRANGE.
715. MME. EDOUARD LEPORT.
716. MME. CARMEUX. 9(7.

717. MME. GABUS.
7 18. MME. GASTELLIER.
719. MME. LOUIS LIONNET.
720. MME. MARIE MASSE (Jap).
721. MME. PICCOL.
722. MONS. FREDERICK SYSMAYER.
723. MONS. G. DE DUBOR.
724. MONS. GUSTAVE GRUNER-

WALD.
725. MONS. ZEPHIR LIONNET.
726. MR. W. PIERCY. (Sport fenn

Mme. Picco!').

727. MRS. BURRELL.
728. MRS. CULLINGFORD.
729. MRS. HAWKINS.
730. MRS. J. R. PITCHER (Jap.).

731. NANUM, .sya SISTOU.
732. ORANGE CHILD. 9(7.

733. PETILLANT.
734. PIERCY'S SEEDLING.
735. R. DU MESNIL DE MONT-

CHAUVEAU.
736. ROSE "WELLS.
737. SALTER’S EARLY BLUSH.

'
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SAM HENSHAW (Jap.)-

SAMUEL BABLOW
STRATHMEATH .

TOREADOR.
VICE-PRESIDENT HARDY.

743. VICOMTESSE DAVENE.
744. VISCOUNT CLICQUOT.
745. WHITE LADY.
746. YELLOW PETITE MARIE
747. YELLOW GEM. I.v.

All those not priced, GA each.

COUNTRY GROWN PLANTS AND CUTTINGS.
The difference between onr country grown plants and cuttings, and those grown and sold in or near

London or other towns, is so manifest, that no comparison can be drawn. True, they like soot at

their roots, but not to be covered with it, as they must be when grown in such a situation, and for the

want of light are poor and drawn up ;
whereas ours are clean, strong, aud healthy

,
and will root in

half the time, and make s'rongev and healthier plants.

When ordering, please quote edition of Catalogue, as the numbers are occasionally revised.

OCTOBER FLOWERING VARIETIES.

748.

L’AMI COUDERCHET.
7411. ACHIEVEMENT (Jap.).

750. AIGLE D’OR, syn. HEBDEN
BRIDGE and BERROL.

751. ALEX. DUFOUE.
752. ARTHUR CREPAY (Jup).

751. AUTUMN QUEEN (Jap.).

754. A.VILLATTE DES PRUGNES(Jap.)
755. BARON VEILLARD.
756. BARONNE G. C. DE BRIAILLES.
757. BLANC PRECOCE (.Jap.).

758. BLANCHE COLOMB.
759. BOUQUET ESTIVAL.
760. CAMILLE BERNARDIN.
761. CHARLES MOLIN (Jap.)

762. CLARENCE BRYANT.
7()3. DRIN DRIN.
764. E. G. HENDERSON & SON (Jap )

765. Pl^LICITE.
766. FLEUR D'ETE.
767. GASTON CHANDON DE

BRIAILLES.
768. GENERAL CANROBERT.
769. GLOIRE DASTAFORT.
770. GASPARDBOUCHARLAT(Jap.) Is.

771. HARVEST QUEEN.
772. ISADORE FERAL.
773. JAS. SALTER (Jap.).

774. LA CHARMEUSE.
775. LA PERLE (Jap.).

776. LADY BROOKE (Jap. Ref.)

777. LADY SELBORNE (Jap.).

778. LA VTERGE.

779. LTLE DES PLAISIRS, syn. EARLY
RED DRAGON.

780. MARGOT (Jap.).

781. M. E. PYNAERT VAN GEERT.
782. MANDARIN.
783. MRS. GIFFORD (.Tap.).

784. MME. DUFOSSE.
785. MME. E. BELLAN.
786. MME. HENRI DEVRED.
787. MME. JACOB.
788. MME. LA COMTESSE FOUCHER

DE CARIEL
789. MME. LEON COLLIN (Jap ).

790. MONS. ALBERT GALY.
791. MONS.ERNESTBERGMANCJap.).
792. MONS. FREDERIC KORHLY.
793. MONS. HARRY LAING (Jap.).

791. MONS. JACOB.
795. MONS. MAXIME DE LA

ROCHETERIE.
796. MONS. PIERRE CASSAGNEAU.
797. OCTOBER YELLOW (Jap. Ref.;,

798. P. RADAELLI (Jap.).

799. ROI DES PRECOCES.
810. ROSE LAING (Jap.).

800 a. ryecroft glory.
801. SECRETAIRE ALFRED BLEU.
802. SCEUR MELAINE.
803. SUNSHINE.
804. VIERGE JAPONAISE.
8)5. WILLIAM CLIBRAN (Jap.).

806. WM HOLMES (Jap.).

807. YELLOW LADY SELBORNE.

til those not priced, Gd. each. Cuttings, purchaser’s selection, 2.s. per dozen
;
our selection. Is. Gd.

per dozen
;

lO.s. per 100. New varieties in proportion.

CIIIIVSANTIIEMUMS.—Our stock of both old and new varieties is the largest, most complete,

and in the finest possible condition, grown expressly for amateurs and professionals to win. As

a proof, we are proud to see by the New York Herald that plants supplied by us have again^

carried off the American groat prize, “ Gold Medal.”
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If we were to print half the extracts from the various horticultural papers, anil the letters from
those to whom we have sent flowers, incluiling some of the highest titled patrons in the land, they
would fill many pages, therefore we are convinced the following will suffice to cause these most highly
osefnl and easily grown flowers to he cultivated in every garden. They are little or no trouble to

grow; produce more blooms, last longer in good condition, either cut or uncut, than the doubles.
In persistency of petal the single Dahlias hear no comparison, neither do they for real beauty and
use. Further, they have a nice perfume, and for all kinds of decoration will not only add a new
charm, hut fill our tables with brightness and beauty up to and past Christmas.

808. oADMIRAL SIR T. SYMONDS
(Cannell).

809. AMERICA.
810. oAURORA (CuUingford).
811. BUTTERCUP (Cannell) (Incurved).
812. aCANARIENSE (Improved,Cannell).
813. CASINO.
814. CRIMSON AND GOLD. l.s.

815. CRUSHED STRAWBERRY
(Cannell). 9<(.

816. oD. WINDSOR (Cannell).

817. FLORRIE.
818. GUS. HARRIS (Cannell).

819. HOLBORN SUNRAY.
820. HOLBORN TERRA-COTTA.
821. JANE (Snowflake) (Cannell).
822. aJOHN TYARS (Cannell).
823. aKING OF THE YELLOWS

(Cannell).

824. LADY CHURCHILL (Cannell).
825. LIZZIE MORLEY.
826. MARIGOLD.
827. oMARY ANDERSON (C.innell).

828. MISS CRISSEY.

All tho.se not priced, G<7. each.

829. MISS ANNIE HOLDEN (YELLOW
MARY ANDERSON).

830. MISS HILDER.
831. MISS M. CLARK.
832. MISS M. WILDE.
833. MISS PALMER.
834. aMISS ROSE (Teesdale).
835. MISS SARAH.
836. MOZART.
837. oMR. MIST (Cannell).

838. aMRS. J. WILLS (Cannell).
839. NELLY (Teesdale).
840. aOCEANA (Cannell).

841. aORIFLAMME (Teesdale).
842. PURITY.
843. oQUEEN OF THE YELLOWS

(Cannell).
844. REV. W. E. REMFREY
844a. ROBERT.
845. SCARLET GEM (Cannell).
846. SNOW WREATH.
847. SOUV. DE LONDRES.
848. STAR OF HOLBORN.
849. THE ECHO.

Cuttings of new varieties half price.

CHRYSANTHEMUM (MARGUERITES) PARIS DAISIES.
( (fo/ifca and Silcer Sfars.')

This class is really one of the most valuable for cut flotvers
;
with only ordinary care (hey can be-

had in flower all the year. During the winter they are indispensable, and if afterwards planted out
they make a splendid bed

;
it they liave a fault at all, it is because they are too easily jiropagatcd.

They were much admired by all visitors at the Paris Exhibition, and are extensively grown in the
French parks as bedding plants. The fact of their never ceasing flowering makes them household
flowers everywhere.

850. ALICE CROUSSE—Dwarf and very
free

;
one of the best.

851. BRANCHING ETOILE D’OR —
Bright yellow

;
habit and free blooming are all

that can he desired. It is, in our opinion, the
most serviceable plant sent out for many years.

852. ALMA BRUGGEMANN — Flowers
single, beautiful clear golden yellow, edged
white.

853. CORONARIUM FRUTESCENS —
White

;
splendid bedder.

854. CORONARIUM GRANDIFLORUM
—Blooms all the winter.

855. :6toile dor—Yellow
;
blooms nine

months in a year. l.s.

856. MADAME FARFy®ILLON.
857. MAXIMUM — Pure white, yellow

centre
;
fine for cutting. Grf. each

;
4s. per doz.

858. MINIATUM- White.

859. PINNATIFIDA—Beautiful foliage.

860. SPECIOSUM (Leucanthemum)—

•

Supposed to be the original variety.

861. ULIGINOSUM (Pyrethrum) —
White, large yellow centre, blooms in September;
a valuable hardy species, splendid for cut flowers.

6(/. each
;
flowering plants. Is. each.
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NEW SINGLE FLOWERED ANNUAL CHRYSANTHEMUMS.
These novelties were obtiiined bv crossing C. corotnnuin on to C. carinatuiiij and will prove

a valuable addition to this class, and also very useful for cutting and decorative purposes.

862. *CHIEFTAIN—Large, bright yellow,

dark disc
;

line.

863. DUKE OF YORK—Deep yellow self

;

good.

86d. ’ELEGANS— White, yellow centre;

tine.

I

86.5. GOLDEN GEM— A beautiful rich

colour.

I

866. *PRINCESS MAY—White with deep

i

yellow ring round an orange disc
;
line shape.

867. ‘SUNSHINE — Bright clear yellow,

golden disc, florets broad
;
large and fine

‘Received an Award of Merit.

Is. each.

DOUBLE MARGUERITE (CORONARIUM CLASS).

Blooms all the year.

868. oAURORA, DOUBLE (Cannell)-- Bright yellow flowers, small and wonderfully neat and

prettv
;
invaluable for cut flowers, and for button- holes not excelled by any other flowers, b irst- Class

Certificate. 6rf.
;
flowering plants, l.s. Gtl.

THE ETRST CHRYSANTHEMUM SHOW IN ENGLAND was held at Norwich in the year

and the names of the varieties exhibited were: — '/Vwve//.v/ ’iellmr, Clusirreil Phil,-, '\ellom

riiisler, .Silrer While, Yellow Flame, Karly Blush, rhouyeahle Pale Buf, /.arye /.il<ie, nnd (.olden

Yellow. How happy nurserymen and gardeners must have been in those days, with so tew and such

easy names
!

H. Cannell & Sons have the largest collection of the oldest and newest varieties in strong plants

or cuttings always ready, and warranted true to name. Also every appliance for exhibiting them.

Extract from the “ British Gardening.”

“It is not generally known that Mr. II. Cannell, of Swanley, proposed that the ‘National

Chrysanthenuim Society’ should assume that title. The Society, as reported a week or two

a"0 in this journal, was originally a local organization, but Mr. Cannell, with his charactcnslic far-

sightedness, saw a future before it if it would but adopt the title of the National Chrysanthemum

Society. The then president scouted the idea and vigorously opposed it. Eventually, however,

it ivas adopted, with the results already known—namely, that it has grown into a powerful

institution with a very wide reputation.”

11. Cannell, Seur., would be glad to propose those sending 5s. as Members of the above Society.

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA.
This win be found useful in the cultivation of the Chrysanthemum, more especially to swell

out the buds, and give vigour to the whole plant.

6d. per lb.; 7 lbs., 2s.; 14 lbs., 3a. 6d.; 28 lbs., 6s.

Special pkices for larger quantities.

.1. B. Wroe, Esq., Alexandra Road, Ratricroft, near Manchester, December 17tk, 18%.

I am exceedingly pleased with the Chrysanthemums you sent. They are as usual e.xcellent,

altogether refuting the argument that northern growers ought to purchase from the north.

J. McNicol, Esq., Ottawa, December 11th, 1896.

With much pleasure I inform you that I took First Pri/.e for best group of Chrysanthemuins

at our Show with the plants received from you. This speaks well for your plants and packing,

which is the best yet seen.

Mr O Brasier, Gardener to Lady Martineau, Edgbaston, Birmingham,
December lilli, 1896.

Please send on the enclosed list of Chrysanthemum cuttings. All I ha\p Imd from you before-

have done well. I gained First Prite for large group a', our last Show (eight competitors;.
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For pulling out the green eye or centre, and deformed petals. Price Is. OJ. eacli.

IVORY TWEEZERS.

All who wish to have their Blooms in Perfect^Shape on the Exhibition Tabic mnst have Ihesi
Post free for 3s. 6rf.

AWARDED

HIGHEST RECOMMENDATIONS BY THE

R.H.S, AND N.0.S,

Of ANY TUBES YET EXHIBITED,

Provisionally Protected No. 7141, 1894.

For Exhibiting Chrysanthemums
and other Flowers.

The Cup has one Brass Side Spring wliicli enables the
exhibitor to adjust his flower witli speed and accuracy in
the tube or Water Container. It also lias a very siin])le
arrangement to prevent the necessity of plugging, x The
Tube or Water Container lias also one Brass Side Spring
which passes through a Flange fixed to the Showboard
from the under side.

By using these lubes the exhibitor can raise his flowers
seven inches from the board, with instant adjustment.

ITS ADVANTAGES ARE—
Simplicity, Ease of Adjustment, Durability,.

Ejfficiency, and Great Saving of Time.

For Incurved size, 1 inch diameter

” ” >) 2^ )> I)

Japanese ... 3 ,, ,,

PRICE 9s. PER DOZEN.
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(Let us have orders a week before yon require them.)

Each £ 8. d.

Show Box, painted and varnished, with two stands for 24 blooms, 24 Cups and 24 Tubes 2 0 0

Show Box, painted and varnished, with one stand for 12 hlooms, 12 Cups and 12 Tubes ... 1 10 0

Show Box, painted and varnished, with one stand for G blooms, 6 Cui)3 and G Tubes ... 0 15 0

Best Camel-hair Brushes, for dusting the blooms 1;- each.

THE BEST OF ALL INVIGORATORS IS

CANNELL8’ “REAL MANURE.”
Eor giving Vigour, Size, and Brilliancy of Colour nothing approaches it.

THE MOST EFFECTIVE OF" ALL. For Chrysanthemums especially,

and used by nearly all the prizetakcrs in the world.

1-lh. tin. Is., parcel post, Is. 4Jd. ;
3-lh. tin, 2s. 6d., parcel post,

3s. lid. j 6-lb. tin, 4s. 6d., parcel post, 5s. 6d.

Spfcial Prices for Larger Qlaxtities ix Bags.

Directions for use—1 or. to gallon of water.
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BECKETT’S

PATENT

GUPS

AND

TUBES,

COMPLETE.

9s. per dozen.

For either

Japanese or

Incurved

Flowers.

BOX COMPLETE, El Is.

Of the finest make and best qualitr. Will last many years.

Ordinary make and quality, in case complete, 17.«. Gd.

We hope all exhibiting the produce, either from our Seeds, Plants, and Manure will kindly
drop us a note ns to quantity, &c., and snfiicient specially printed cards will be immediately sent to
affix to each exhibit.

Anyone having seedlings or sports, or newly introduced Chrysanthemums of a distinct character, are
respectfully requested to send blooms and full particulars to H. Cankell & Sous, Swanley, whose
collection is the largest, best kept, and most complete, forming a eonfinuons bank of 1,500 feet,
blooming lovely

;
beyond question the finest sight of this grand flower ever offered for public

inspection. All are asked to “ Come and See ’’ during the season. Many thousands of plants
specially grown for export to £.11 parts of the world.
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AT a splendid display these make when well grown
!
yet many have the idea tnat they

wl are a dirty class of plants, and always infested with fly, but when they are so, it is nearly

always because they have been starved and confined in an unfavourable, dry atmosphere,

and often placed next to some other infected plant. When seedlings or young plants are potted, place

in a close frame for three or four days until they recover, and afterwards expose during the months

of September and October to all favourable weather, and even during the night with as cold a tem-

perature as possible, just excluding the frost, and, as soon as the pots are filled with roote,

with liquid manure, and at alt times well surround with a moist, airy atmosphere. This family ot

plants should be the king of the greenhouse all through the spring, for realty we know

easily grown as the Cineraria, and very seldom we find it necessary to fumigate until ]ust before they

are coming into flower. (For other particulars, see Seed List.)

First Prize at Royal Botanic Society’s Show, Regent’s Park.

DOUBLE CINERARIAS.
Seeds, 2s. Grf. per pkt.

WE have one of the finest collections, and were awarded the Gold Medal at Ghent, Belgium,

for three dozen of these double flowers, which surprised Their Majesties both King and

Queen of the Belgians.

Our selection to name. Is. 6i/., 2s.

t

and 2s. G(f. each.

SINGLE CINERARIAS.

0
UR collection of Cinerarias is well

knoivn to contain grand varieties,

and we invite all to come and see our

houscsduriiig their period ot blooming.

Our selection to name, 2.';., 2s. Cx/.,

aud S.i. each.

Seed, Is. Gd., 2s. Gd. ,
and os. per pkt.

F IIeiuieut Kuel, Esu., Bank of Montreal, St. John, N.B., Canada,
A Hya.st 12t/i. 18911.

I liive been buying seeds from a reliable New York house for the last two years, but this

Spring I planted seeds, obtained from you three years ago, side by side with those from ^ew

York, and in every case obtained far better results from your seed, not only iii .stockier plants,

but a greatei’ percentage up l—Verbum sap.
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Cl^' MATIS
WITH ABRIDGED DESCRIPTIONF.

Eor Clematis Indivisa, ,

LA PRANCE—Lovely dark, brilliant, purple-
blue flowers, perfect shape, and wonderful
freedom of blooming. 2s. GJ. each.

SMITH'S SNOW-WHITE JACKMANU—
The flowers arc paper-white, about the same size

as those of the old pur|)le Jaebnanit, hut produced
in even greater profusion. It is unrivalled for
beds, and also for climbing. 2.«. each.

Lanuginosa Type.

Climbing hirge-Jiowered Summer and Autumn
bloomers, flowering occasionally on short lateral

summer shoots, the flowers dispersed.

DUKE OP NORPOLK—Deep mauve.

re Greenhouse Climbers.

I

ENCHANTRESS—Very double; white, the

j

exterior petals flushed with rose. F.C.C. Is. 6ii.

•PAIRY QUEEN—Pale flesh, with a striking
pink bar in the centre of each sepal.

MORIKATA OKE—Satiny mauve.
OTTOPRCBBEL—Greyish white; verylarge.
GEM—Deep lavender- blue.

HENRYI—Very fine white.
•LADY BOVILL—Light blue, cup shaped.
LADY CAROLINE NEVILL-Pale mauve,

deep mauve bars.

LANUGINOSA—Pale lavender.
LANUGINOSA NIVEA—White
WILLIAM KENNETT-Deop lavender;

line.

Jackmanii Type.
Climbing, mostly large flowered, Summer and Autumn bloomers, flowering successionally in profuse

continuous masses on summer shoots.

FLAMMULA.
FLAMMULA RUBRO MARGINATA—

Highly scented, creamy white, deeply margined
with reddish plum.
•GIPSY QUEEN—Rich velvety purjde; very

free, late flowering.

JACKMANI—Fine violet-purple.

JACKMANI ALBA.
JACKMANI SUPERBA—This has proved

with us in every way superior, both in form and
colour, to the old variety.

STAR OP INDIA—Reddish plum, with red
bar.

TUNBRIDGENSIS—Deep bluish mauve.

!Co. 1. Jackmani Type.
A’o. 2. Florida Type.

No. 3. Lanuginosa Typ
No. 4. Patens Type.

ViTiCELLA Type.
‘ Climbing large-flowered Summer and Autumn

[

bloomers,flowering successionally in profuse masses
on summer shoots.

I •EARL BEACONSFIELD—A rich royal
' purple; splendid form. E.C.C., R.H.S.

THOMAS MOORE — Violet, white
stamens.

VITICELLA—Purple.

j

FLOKIDA TYPE.

Climbing targe-flowered Summer bloomers,flower -

j

ing from the old or ripened wood.

!
These are spring and early summer bloomers.

j

*COUNTESS OP LOVELACE—Double,
bluish lilac.

DUCHESS OP EDINBURGH—Double-
white, fragrant.

PORTUNEI—Double, white.

!
JOHN GOULD VEITCH—Lavender, very

double.

Montana Type.

Climbing Winter and Spring bloomers, with
medium-sized flower in aggregated auxiliary
clusters on the old or ripened wood.

MONTANA GRANDIPLORA.
MONTANA— Small white.

GO )



Coleus.
THE FINEST COLLECTION EVER BROUGHT TOGETHER.

l^l^'HE following are the best and most distinct that have been sent out up to the present. No
other foliage plant can for a moment bear comparison with them, so vivid are the colours
of some varieties. No greenhouse in the summer season is complete without these charming

plants
;

rear them in a warm corner of a stove or cucumber-frame, and gradually expose
them as the heat of the season increases; give them a shift as they become pot-bound, and a few
stakes to tie them into a pretty shape, with a little liquid manure twice a week, which is all they really

require, for no insects and very few diseases attack them. Heat and moisture, and root-bound plants
near the glass, are the main things to insure good high colours.

We devote a 100-feet house to their growth, which is alone worth a visit to Swanlcy. Plants,
rooted cuttings, and cuttings, sent by post to all parts of Europe. Seed, Is. 6</. and ‘2s. Of/, per pkt.

The following variety is very distinct and pretty, shape of leaf quite away from any other :

—

LA TETE D’OR—Lovely deep green, tinted pink, with a black blotch in the centre of the leaf
;

this, with its exquisitely pretty shaped leaf, renders it a most distinct kind. !)</.

The best 24, and most distinct.

1. BEAUMARCHAIS—Very distinct, crim-

son, slightly tinged purple at base of leaf.

2. PETIT ROBERT— Distinct and at-

tiactive
;
good habit.

3. COUNTESS OP DUDLEY—Beautiful

colours and foliage, forming into a well-shaped

plant.

4. BECKWITH S GEM — Splendid high-

coloured foliage
;
distinct and effective.

5. VESUVIUS—The richest and brightest-

coloured variety yet Introduced for colours. Is.

6. EMPRESS OP INDIA—Bold foliage,

creamy yellow, suffused emerald green, and
marked deep purple; ground colour deep
magenta - crimson intermixed with maroon,
almost black at the edges.

7. PAITH—Distinct and pretty
;
handsome

plant.

8. ELEGANS—Large and beautiful foliage,

forming into a well-shaped plant.

9. PRINCEALBERTEDWARD -Foliage
serrated and deeply ent

;
large and bold pale

chrome, splashed emerald green, and briglit

crimson lake.

10. HERMIT—One of the most useful black
and dark green varieties.

n. JULES CHRETIEN—A combination
of blotches varying in colour from crimson,
maroon-red to a bright yellow tint

;
distinct.

12. MRS. E. CHRISTIAN—An improve-
ment on ViUe de Dijon ; very distinctly marked,
and rich colouring : a charming variety.

13. DISTINCTION-Intenselydark and
velvety.

14. LORD ROSEBERY—Centre of leaf
rich claret-crimson, blotched blackish maroon,
broad margin of bright green.

15. DR JACKSON—Distinct in colouring

;

foliage of medium size, in the young growth
being of a golden-chestnut shade, and later on
veined with deep rose : unique.

16. CLOTH OP GOLD—Clear yellow,
shaded green, the nearest approach to yellow.

17. MATTERHORN—Light greenish prim-
rose ground, blotched dark maroon.

18. LOUIS CHRETIEN—Beautifully
serrated, centre white with green edge.

19. HART'S CONQUEROR—A very
splendid variety ;

the brilliancy and strong
growth of this variety elicits the admiration of

all for exhibition or market.
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20. HENDERSONII— A very attractive

and well-known variety.

21. RESPLENDENT — Almost black,

handsomely marbled green, and scarlet-crimson

colours; good habit.

22. CHARITY— A distinct and beautiful

variety, green ground, blotched chocolate,maroon

and yellow
;
attractive.

9</. each, except those priced
;
the set for 14.i

23. CONRAD ROSENTHAL— Curiously

blotched and spotted with maroon, red, yellow,

and green.

24. ARTHUR WHITLEY—Colour intense

ruby-purple, mottled higher colour ;
shape

distinct
;
quite an acquisition

;
long leaf.

Small i>lants, by post, 12s.
;
cuttings, 6.«.

After April, small plants, 10s.
;
cuttings. 4s.

BEDDING COLEUS.
BLACK DWARF—Colour rich glossy black. It is too dwarf in growth to bo used with the

ordinary Coleus; but wherever Alternantheras, Alyssums, or other low growing bedding plants are

used in ribbon lines or carpet bedding this can be used with novel effect. Gu. each
;
os. doz.

REFULGENCE—A very useful dark-leaved variety. Gel. each
;
4s. doz.

. .

TAYLOR’S PET—Deep crimson-maroon, and when planted out turning to black
;

it is said to

withstand the cold much better than the well-known VerschaffeUii
.

,

VERSCHAFFELTII—Rich crimson leaves, fine for bedding, plants should be plunged into pots

very thickly, so that the pots are covered with soil, and by this means it makes a grand bedding

plant. 5.S. per dozen : rooted cuttings, 3s. per dozen ;
on and after April let, 2s. Got. per dozen.

VERSCHAFFELTII SPLENDENS ROBUSTA—Similar in character to above, but more

robust. Gd. each
;

5s. doz.
;
after April, 4s.

SPECIES.
25 AROMATICUS—Very fragrant. I

2G. FRUTICOSUS—The old Nettle Gera-

1

nium. Best for grafting on.

27.

2S.

2‘l.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35
3G.

37.

OTHER REALLY
ARIEL.
BRIXTON GEM.
CRIMSON GEM.
DUCHESS OF EDINBURGH.
DUKE OF YORK.
EMPEROR OF MOROCCO.
HARRY VEITCH.
LADY BROUGHAM.
LORD ROTHSCHILD.
MR. BOLAS.
MDLLE. J. BELLEFOND.

GOOD KINDS.
38. MRS. BAXTER.
39. MRS. F. SANDER.
40. MRS. SHARMAN.
41. PLEASANT.
42. POMPADOUR.
43 POINSETTIA.
44. PRINCESS BEATRICE.
45. PRINCESS MAY.
4G. PRINCESS OF WALES.
47. MULTICOLOR.
48. VT T.T.F. DE DIJON.

Gd. each; cuttings, 3d. each; after April, 2d. each.

49. PINEAPPLE BEAUTY—The most remarkable variegation ever raised; strong grower

and producing every leaf as the plant gains size, one half becoming a bright yellow, and the other

red
;
strong and oval. Is.

Exhibition Dm'lias.
have been awarded Medals for many years past. Although we do not grow for

competition, we have exhibited the largest and most complete collections, many of the

finest flowers, and made the greatest display.

It should be distinctly understood that we grow above 1,000 plants of the Show and Fancy

class alone to the greatest perfection; in fact, they form quite a grand feature in our Nursery,

and the following list is unquestionably most complete.

When these are well grown they are one of the noblest and most beautifully made flowers in

cultivation but to grow them well they must have an anxious and industrious master, for

their want’s arc continual from June to September. They require a good deep soil, well
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f.
trenched, and full of manure. Obtain, about the end of April, wiry smail-stcmmcd plants,
shift them at once into O-inch pots, keep them in a frame with the lights only kept on at night

; ^
plant them out when the first warm nights in June arrive, well stake them as they grow, and
cover the ground with four inches of stable manure, watering them overhead every day, or
oftener if the weather be very dry, and thinning the lateral shoots out in the case of medium
growers, but those with large flowers less, supplying the plants when making their flower buds
with a soaking of liquid manure, besides washing them overhead every night to keep thrip
from the flowers. The above directions are for show purposes, and the following varieties are
most constant, finest for exhibition, and also make a grand display in shrubbery borders where
allowed to grow as they like.

For ten successive years wc were awarded by the Royal Horticultural Society, South Kensington,
Gold and Silver Gilt Medals for the best and most complete collections.

BEST SHOW VARIETIES.
Spring Prices, 5s. per dozen, except those priced; our Selection, 4s. per dozen.

i.L Flowers -with groundcolours lighter than that ot the

i with the self-colours in this class.

tij)S are show kinds, and are included

1. AGNES—Pure yellow, good petal and 1

out lino; constant. '

;l. ALICE EMILY— Nankeen yellow;
1

c.Niiiiisite form, fine habit; 3 ft.

4. BENDIGO—Purplish crimson, of per-
fect form

;
good habit.

8. BURGUNDY—Rich dark puce, suffused

])iir|)lc-maroon.

COLONIST—Chocolate and fawn, new
colour; fine form.

U). CORONET—Dark red
;
large, well up;

a useful flower. 4 ft.

11. CRIMSON GLOBE—Crimson ; large
deep flower, fine centre and outline; constant
and free

;
4 ft.

12. CRIMSON KING—Deep crimson-
scarlet, good early flower

; dwarf.
14. CHAMPION ROLLO—Dark orange, i

lighter shade on the edge of the petals
;
bold

flower.

15. CHIEFTAIN—Purplish lilac; large;

f|deudid form. 4 ft.

19. CLARA— Itosy peach, large constant
flower.

23. DIADEM— Deep rich crimson; good
petal

;
constant.

24. DUKE OP FIFE—Rich cardinal;
large, great depth of petal. 3 ft.

25. DUCHESS OP YORK—Lemon
veined, and edged salmon-pink

;
good. F.C.C.

4 ft.

2tf. ECLIPSE— Bright orange-scarlet, the
finest of this colour.

29. ETHELBRITTON—Blush white.edgcd
reddish purple, pleasing colour, fine form.

31. FLAG OP TRUCE—White, tipped lilac.

34. GEORGE RAWLINGS—Dark maroon,
full sized flower.

35. GOLDPINDER—Yellow, tipped red ;

large and fine.

3(1. GLOW-WORM—Bright orange-scarlet,

high centre, good petal and outline; dwarf.

37. HARRISON WEIR—Rich clear yel-

low.

38. HENRI DEPRESLE— ( Irange-scarlet

;

good build, very constant
;
free flowering, sturdy

erect habit. 4 ft. l.v.

39. HENRY WALTON—Yellow ground,
heavily edged vermilion

;
fine.

40. HERBERT TURNER—French white,

with soft tinge of lilac.

42. HON. MRS. P. WYNDHAM—Yellow
ground, deeply edged rosy purple.

43. IMPERIAL—Rich deep purple, shaded
lilac.

44. J. T. WEST—Yellow', heavily tipped
purple

;
fine form, constant.

47. JOHN HICKLING—Clear yellow;
grand form, constant

; the finest yellow. 3 ft.

48. JOHN WALKER—Pure white, large,

and of the finest form
;

very constant, every
flower coming good. Awarded cigtit First-Class
Certificates. 24 ft.

49. HARRY KEITH—Rosy purple
;
a large

fine flower, constant.

53. JOSEPH ASHBY—Shaded orange
;

fine form ; constant.

55. JULIA WYATT—Creamy white, large.

6G. JOHN N. KEYNES—Light yellow;
useful.

67. JAMES COCKER—Purple
;
constant.

58. JOHN BENNETT— Yellow, deeply
edged scarlet.

59. KING OP PURPLES—A fine, pnrple
beautifnlly formed.

CO. MABEL STANTON—Clear yellow,
deeper at base; large, fine petal and outline;

dwarf habit. Received F’.C.C. at National Dahlia
Society’s Show at Crystal Palace. 3 ft. Is.

Gl. LADY G. HERBERT—White, deeply
edged crimson.

62. LUSTROUS — Deep scarlet, almost
crimson

;
fine outline.

)
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G3. MAJESTIC—^Yhite ground, edged and

shaded purple
;
large : 4 ft.

G4. MAXED FELLOWES—French white,

tinted and shaded purple
;
constant.

65. MISS CANNELL—White, tipped rose-

pink: depth and build of flower very fine.

G8. MRS. W. SLACK—Blush white, edged

purple ;
fine.

70. MRS. LANGTRY — Cream colour,

edged crimson ;
full size.

71. MRS. DOUGLAS—Vivid scarlet, pleas-

ing shade
;
good form.

73. MRS. KENDAL— XVhite ground,

edged and tipped purple.

76. MRS. W. E. GLADSTONE—A deli-

cate and beautiful shade of silver}^ pink, constant,

and in form grand.

77. MRS. CHAS. NOYES—Light fawn,

quite a new tint; very large
;

perfect in shape
;

a first-rate flower. 3 ft.

79. MISS BARBER — XVhite ground,

deeply edged purple : effective. 3 to 4 ft. Is.

80. MISS HENSHAW—White, large, full,

constant.

81. MRS. S. HIBBERD— White, tipped

pink; beautiful.

82. MRS. THEOBALD—Rose;

form ;
good habit and constant.

84. MRS. MORGAN— Bale ground, tinted

rosv-purple :
good petal, large flower. 4 ft. 1.'.

85. MONT BLANC, sijn. GLOIRE DE
LYON—Bure white, very large

;
a fine back-row

flower; most useful for church decoration; dwarf.

^*87. NELLIE CRAMOND—Burple-cerise

shade.
, ~ ,NORMA—Bright orange-buff ;

fine large

flower. F.C.C. 4 ft.

88. NUBIAN — Very deep crimson, ex-

cellent form
;
constant. 4 ft.

90. OCTAVIA—Yellow shaded orange, and

tinged rosy-purple. F.C.C. 3 ft.

91. PERFECTION—Orange-buff, good

open petal; dissimilar.

92. PENELOPE—Fawn-shaded amber and

tinted yellow ;
good petal

;
large

;
a tine flower.

4 ft. l.s.
,

93. PRINCEBISMARCK—Pleasing colour,

puce, shot with purple ; full size.

beautiful

95. PRINCE OP DENMARK — Dark
maroon, shaded crimson

;
fine.

9G. QUEEN OP THE BELGIANS—
Delicate cream, inside of petals soft pink

;
large,

constant, and extra fine.

97. REGINALD—Purple, high centre
;

good petal and outline. 4 ft.

98. ROBINA—Deep rose, shaded and
veined, bright in colour.

99. ROSAMOND—Light ground, heavily

shaded rosy-purple
;
dwarf and distinct. 2 ft. l.s.

100. RELIANCE — Fawn colour, prettily

shaded rose
;
fine form. 3 ft.

101. RICHARD DEAN—Deep purple, fine

form.
102. R. T. RAWLINGS— Clear yellow,

beautiful show flower
;
extra fine.

101. SENATOR—Fine purple; distinct.

10.i. SHOTESHAM HERO — White
ground, tipped and shaded rose; distinct and
useful. F.C.C., R.II.S. 3 ft. Is.

106. SHIRLEY HIBBERD—Dark shaded

crimson
;
constant.

107. SIR CHAS. MILLS—Clear yellow
;

good form.

108. SPITFIRE—Bright scarlet
;
profuse.

110. THE AMEER—Very dark maroon,

shaded rosy purple.

111. T. S.WARE—Wine-crimson, beautiful

petal and outline
;
good.

112. T. SALTMARSH—Yellow, edged
red, stout cupped petal

;
fine.

11 1. THOS. HOBBS — Purplish rose or

magenta
;

fine.

115.

fine.

118.

scarlet

119.

uteful.

120.

VICE PRESIDENT—Bright orange
;

WALTER H. WILLIAMS— Bright

high centre.

WARRIOR—Intense scarlet, tine form

;

4 ft. <.)</.

WILLIE GARRATT—Bright cardinal;

fine form end habit.

121. WM. JACKSON—Rosy-purple; large.

122. WM. KEITH—Dark plum
;

large and
fine.

123. WM. RAWLINGS — Rich crimson-

purple
;
perfect outline.

Spring Prices, 5s. per doz., except those priced; H. C. & Sons’ seiection, 4s. per doz.

Pot Roots, 5s. to 18s. per doz.

We have the reputation of sending out the finest roots for
immediate propagation.

FANCY VARIETIES.
ERHE fancy class are those striped or flaked with a variety of colours or markings, and also those

*/[ with dark coloured grounds with a light tip
;
so it will be seen that if a flower has a yellow or

s^rlet ground with white tipped petals, it is a fancy
;

if the reverse in colours, it is a show flower.

’96 BUFFALO BILL—Buff, striped ver- 129. COMEDIAN— Orange ground, flaked

miiron- large and constant. 3 tt. and speckled c.imson and tipped white; fine

127.
' CHORISTER—Fawn, stri, ed crimson form. 4 ft.

and rose.
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131. DANDY — Orange, striped crimson
;

handsome flower. 3 ft.

132. DAZZLER—I’ure yellow, flaked and
striped bright scarlet

; very constant. 3 ft.

133. DUCHESSOPALBANY—Pale orange
ground colour, rich crimson stripes ; constant.EMIN PASHA—Yellow ; heavily
striped and splashed crimson

;
grand flower. 4 ft.

9</.

134. ERIC PISHER—Buff, striped scarlet;
fine.

135. PREDERICK SMITH—Deep lilac,

striped purple
;

fine.

137. GAIETY — Yellow, striped red and
distinctly tipped white.

138. GENERAL GRANT—Orange, bold
chocolate stripe

;
full.

139. GOLDSMITH—Yellow, striped and
edged bright glowing crimson

;
distinct. 3 ft. l.s.

140. GEORGE BARNES — Rich lilac,

striped crimson ; noble flower.

141. GRAND SULTAN—Buff, bright red
stripes; large.

143. HENRY ECKPORD—Yellow or light

buff, striped scarlet
;

distinct.

144. HERCULES—Yellow ground, striped
and speckled rich crimson

;
large.

140. HENRY GLASSCOCK—Buff, striped
and spotted crimson.

148. PANNY STURT—Rod, tipped white

;

exquisite form.
150. JAMES O’BRIEN—Yellow, crimson

and reddish rose stripes.

151. JOHN PORBES—Fawn colour, striped
maroon

;
one of the finest.

152. LOTTY ECKPORD—White, striped
purple.

153. MAJOR BARTTELOT—Orange,
heavily striped maroon

;
large.

154. MISS BROWNING— Clear yellow,
tipped white

;
grand.

155.

MADAME SOUBEYRE—Rosy lilac,

striped carmine.
150. MANDARIN—Yellow, striped and

mottled purplish crimson.
167. MATTHEW CAMPBELL—Bright

buff or apricot ; a grand addition. Is.

158. MRS. J. DOWNIE— Orange, striped
scarlet

;
fine form.

160. MRS. N. HALLS — Bright scarlet,

tipped white
;

fine form.
101. MRS. MORTIMER—Yellow ground,

tipped fawn. 3 ft.

102. MRS. SAUNDERS—Yellow, tipped
white

;
fine form.

163. NEPTUNE— Bright orange, striped
crimson; useful.

104. NOVELTY—Distinct
;

delicate rose
ground, flaked purple and pink

;
fine form.

4 ft. Is.

165. PEACOCK—Deep purple, tipped pure
white.

100. PELICAN—Pure white,striped purple

;

back row flower.

107. PORTIA— Lilac, striped purple
;
good

size, splendid form. 4 ft. l.s.

169. PRINCE HENRY—Lilac, bright
purple stripes

;
large and distinct.

170. PROFESSOR FAWCETT — Dark
lilac, striped chocolate.

172. REBECCA—Lilac, striped crimson .

large.

173. REV. J. B. M. CAMM—Yellow, flaked
crimson

;
large.

176. S. MORTIMER—Deep rose, striped

crimson
;
large. 3 ft.

177. STANLEY—Yellow, finely striped with
scarlet

;
effective. 3 ft.

178. SUNSET—Yellow, flaked and striped

scarlet
;
a telling flower. 3 ft.

179. T. W. GIRDLESTONE—Lilac, heavily
flaked and splashed dark maroon

;
a grand

flower. 4 ft.

181. W. G. HEAD—Very dark, slightly

striped crimson.

Spring Prices, 5s. per doz,,

except those priced;

H. C. & Sons’ selection, 4s. per doz.

Our stock of roots for propa-

gating (as per engraving) numbers

from 10,000 to 20,000 every year;

these are sent by parcel post aU

over the world. Prices from 6s. to

18s. per doz., our selection.
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NEW SHOW AND FANCY VARIETIES OF 1896.
200. DE. KEYNES—A pretty rich bn£E,

having a reddish tint at the back of the petals
;

a good flower, and quite distinct. 3 ft.

201. FLORENCE TRANTER — Blush-
white, distinctly edged rosy-purple

;
a good

flower
;
very constant. 3 ft.

202. GOLDEN FLEECE—Fancy
;

rich
yellow ground, very regularly and elegantly
speckled over the whole flower with very fine

splaehings of richest crimson ; in colour and
form it is unique. It should be well thinned.
4 ft.

203. MR. CHAMBERLAIN-Deep rich

2s.

maroon
;
a distinct exhibition flower

;
good si

°

and form. 3 ft.

204. MRS. EVERT — White ground,
heavily edged with lilac or palest purple

;

quite a gem for exhibition t very constant and
of good form

;
habit also is good. 3 ft.

205. MRS. FISHER — White except
towards the centre, where it passes to a pleasing

tint of lavender
;

petals evenly and beautifully

arranged, high centre, good outline, and not

too large
;
will become a great favourite. 3 ft.

206. ZEPHYR—Pale ground, with a picotee

edge, and a slight pencilling of purple
;

a fine

flower in every way. 4 ft.

each.

NEW POMPON VARIETIES OF 1896.
207. ANNIE HOLTON — Rich crimson,

tipped silver; good petal and outline; spleudid
habit

;
one of the best for cutting or exhibition.

208. DOUGLAS — Deep maroon, shaded
crim.son ; fine variety ; of splendid habit.

201). FABIO—Yellow, heavily edged and
shaded scarlet : exquisite.

210. JESSICA — Yellow or amber, edged
red

;
very jjrctty.

211. LOCKET — Pure white regularly
clouded with crimson, the base of the petals

being amber
;

a beautiful little flower
;
distinct,

4 ft.

212. NERISSA—Soft rose, tinted silver;

good habit.

213. PURITY — Very pure white
;

good
petal and centre.

214. EUY BLAS -Crimson and purple,

tipped white, no eel and distinct.

215. ROSEBUD — AVhile ground, edged
bright rosy pink

;
very neat, small and free,

and a splendid exhibition variety. First-Class

Certificates, 3J ft.

2s. each.

BEDDING DOUBLE DAHLIAS.
216. LE COLOSSE—The sr/.e (7 to 8 in. across) the flowers attain is astonishing, and yet of good

shape. Mont Blanc as a white variety comes large, but this is much larger, very freely produced,

of a reddish colour, long wiry flower stalks, vigorous habit, and attains the height of 3| ft. All

those who wish to have a surprise in their gardens should grow it. A gigantic show variety.

Is. each.

217. GRAND DUC ALEXIS—Very large bold flowers, tubular shaped petals, almost closed at

opening
;
pearly-white tinged blush, deeper towards the tips of florets

;
distinct and unique. The

engraving conveys a correct idea of the wonderful formation of this flower. Is. each.

223. CARL MENDEL—Deej) crimtoii-red,

good shape and habit. 3 ft.

224. FLORA ItfACDONALD — Primrose-
yellow. 3 ft.

226. GEORGE THOMPSON— Pure yel-

low, profuse bloomer, well above foliage
;
best of

its class.

227. KING OF DWARFS—Dark purple.
228. PLUTON—Pureyellow,free and dwarf.
229. RISING SUN—Rich scarlet, at times

tipped white.

POMPON VARIETIES,
234. ALWINE — Pretty shade of pink,

slightly shaded lilac.

BERTHA—Creamy-blush, orange and
red

I
distinct.

SAMBO—Rich maroon, shaded black.

230. SCARLET GLOBE—Bright orange-
scarlet, producing in abundance small perfect

flowers.

231. WHITE BEDDER—White; free and
dwarf.

232. YELLOW GLOBE—Similar to the
above in growth.

233. YELLOW PET—Pure yellow
;
free,

dwarf and compact.

QUILLED FLOWERS.
BRUNETTE—Red, often blotched and

tipped white.

235. DEEGEN—Deep clear yellow; distinct.
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THEfILARGEST DOUBLE SHOW DAHLIA IN CULTIVATION

S. dkr\r\ell &: S^lofkl G^uide.

LE COLOS3E. (See page GP ,
")
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NOVEL AND CURIOUS SHAPED DOUBLE DAHLIA.

OBAKD Dcc A ExiP. (Seepage 6G.)
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236. DR. RAUCH—Orange-red, email and
pretty.

237. OOLDEN CANARY—Rich golden
yellow, tipped red.

238. HERCULES—Dark lilac-roae, beauti-
fully quilled.

239. JOHN LUCAKS — Deep orange-red,
tipped white

; distinct.

240. LITTLE DEAR—Blush white, flashed

and tipped rosy lilac.

241. LA PETITE BARBIER—Pure white,
well-formed and regularly quilled

;
free and

dwarf. F.C.C.

249. ZELAMIRA—Clear

242. LADY BLANCHE—Pure white; most
desirable for cutting.

243. MINNIE—Buff-salmon, tipped rosy
purple.

244. PAULINE—Rosy lilac, deeper centre
;

distinct.

246.

ROYALTY—Lightorange, edgcdbright
crimson, prettily quilled.

246. RAPHAEL—Maroon-crimson.

247. SENSATION—Primrose-yellow, free

and pretty.

248. SURPRISE—Bronze-yellow; distinct,

reddish terra-cotta
;
distinct.

QUILLED FLOWERS. SCOLLOPED EDGES.

261.

WHITE ASTER, syii. GUIDING STAR—White; a gem for cutting purposes. 2 ft. 6 in.

BEST POMPONS.

All this class produce an abundance of flowers, which are most valuable all through the later

months of summer, and often far into the autumn.

262.

ACHILLES—Pale lilac
;
well formed.

4 ft.

263. ADMIRATION—Crimson, tipped

white
;
free and pretty.

256. ARTHUR WEST— Deep crimson,

perfect form ;
very free. A.M., R.H.S.

257. BACCHUS—Bright crimson-scarlet
;
a

small neat compact flower.

258. BELLE OP SPRINGFIELD, syn.

RYECROFT GLORY— Blight carmine-red,

free and pretty
;
a gem.

259. BOULE D’OR—Yellow, small, good
shape petal; very free. F.C.C.

260. CAMELL^EFLORA-Pure white, flat

open petals ;
pretty and distinct.

261. CAPT. BOYTON — Dark maroon,
shaded crimson

;
good. F.C.C.

262. CECIL — Beautifully formed; red,

tipped white
;
distinct. Awarded Certificate.

264. CRYSTABELLE—Pale yellow, edged
red

;
attractive.

269. CRIMSON BEAUTY — Of a rich

crimson ; free.

270. CRIMSON KING — Deep crimson,

good habit, medium size
;
very free. 3 ft. Is.

272. DARKNESS—Very dark; useful.

273. DOLLY KEITH—Nice, neat, medium-
sized

;
pure white, occasionally marked clear

yellow
;
free and effective. Awarded Certificate.

274. DON JUAN—Maroon, small and per-

fect in shape
;
free.

276. DORA— Pale primrose and white;

pretty and attractive.

277. DOTIOINE—Light red, small, well-

formed flowers.

278. DOVE—White, soft delicate tip of

rosy lilac.

282.

E. P. JUNGKER—Of a light salmon-

amber shade
;

distinct.

283. ELI MILLARD—Full size flmbriated,

white, softly shaded blush
;

distinct.

ERIC — Scarlet tipped, aud striped

white; small, distinct. F.C.C.

284. ERNEST — Dark maroon, at time

shaded
;

distinct.

285. EURYDICE—Blush, tipped purple

very pleasing.

286. EVA—Rosy carmine, neat (lower
;
very

distinct. F.C.C.

287. FAIRY TALES—Delicate primrose ;

fine shape
;

free.

288. FASHION—Light orange; free and

distinct.

289. FAVOURITE—Dark maroon, crimson

edges; free.

290. FLORENCE WOODLAND—Yellow,

edged crimson
;
good form, free. F.C.C.

291. FLORRIE BURROUGHS—Silvery-

purple, and edged deep maroon ;
fine form

;
dwarf

and free. 2 ft. Is.

293. GEM—Intense rich scarlet, fine form.

294. GEO. BRINCKMANN—Pure white
;

good form
;
free.

295. GLADYS VALENTINE — Delicate

blush, medium size, good form
;
free. 2| ft. Is

296. GLOW-WORM—Rich yellow^ tipped

bright scarlet.

297. GOLDEN GEM—Yellow
;
neat

;
free.

299. GRACE—Distinct, cerise-shaded lilac

;

free.

301. GRUSS AN WIEN—Crushed straw-

berry
;
moderate sized, well formed.

302. HECTOR—Bright clear scarlet, showy,

good habit.

305. HEDWIG (Ranunculus) — Reddish

golden brown
;
distinct, pretty shape.
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34?. MODEL—Fawn, shaded with soft pink;

prettv. 3 ft. l.s.

34(’:. NELLIE MACHRAY—Deep reddish

306. HILDA—Deep r.ise, slmded crimson,
tipped and striped wiiite

;
very free and pretty.

F.C.O.
308. lOLANTHE—Deep orange, shaded

buff
;
at times tipped white.

309. ISEULT—Small, clear yellow
;
free.

310. IRENE—Ro.sy-purple, tipped white;
distinct. F.C.C.

31 1 . JANET—Rich salmon colour
;
effective.

313. JOHN SPITTLE—I’uro white, very
small

;
fine.

318. LEILA— Reddish-buff, tipped white;
attractive.

310. LIIiIAN — Primrose, deeply edged
peach

;
perfect flower

;
good habit

;
one of the

tin St.

•321. LITTLE BOBBY— Maroon-crimson;
free and dwarf.

322. LITTLE D AR KIE—Dark-shaded
maroon

;
neat.

323. LITTLE DUCHESS—White, crimson
edges

;
good form.

,
325. LITTLE FRANK — Light amber,

gradually deepening to a rich salmon : free.

327. LITTLE JACK—Deep rich crimson-
maroon

; a fine addition ; very free.

334. LORNA DOONE—Rosy-purple, dark
purple tip ; small flowers, pretty

;
good habit.

Awarded Certificates.

335. LOUIE MATTES—Primrose centre,
outer petals canary yellow, 2 ft. 1.'.

.336. MADGE—Soft crimson, tipped white
;

verv pretty.

337. MARY DRURY — Rich purple lake
;

good liabit
;

free. 2| ft. l.«.

338. MARTIAL — Crimson-scarlet
;

very
free :

good habit. 3 to 4 ft.

S3!) MDLLE. VALENTINE PAGONET
—White, splashed and striped rosy lake.

34 (1 . MIDGET—Soft rose, small
;
very free

;

fine habit. Awarded Certificates.

341. MIDNIGHT—Very deep rich crimson,
erect habit; free.

salmon
;

very free, medium size, good form,

distinct; dwarf. Award of Merit.

347. NEMESIS—Rich maroon-crimson, at

times tipped white.

349. OTHELLO— Bright crimson; perfect

shape. 4 ft.

350. PHCEBE—Deep golden-orange; fine

form
;
free. 4 ft.

351. POMPONEI—Creamy-pink, primrose

towards centre; neat. F.C.C.
354. RED INDIAN— Deep coral red

;
a

charming variety.

355. REVENGE—Rich mauve, deepening to

purpio-lake; distinct.

357. RINGDOVE—Terra-cotta
;

very free

and effective.

358. ROSALIE—Primrose, sometimes edged
pink

;
prettv.

360. ROSE PERRY — Snlphnr, tipped

rose-lake; very dwarf; free.

361. ROWENA—Yellow, edged bright scar-

let: very free, good. F.C.C
. 362, SALMON QUEEN—Medium size

;

silvery salmon, shading to a rich reddish salmon
at tips.

365. SOVEREIGN—Bright yellow, com-
pact flower; good form.

366. SUNNY DAYBREAK -Pale apricot,

prettily edged rosy-red
;
very profuse. 4 ft. Is.

367. THE MIKADO—Purplish crimson,
tipped white; good. 3 ft.

368. TOBY—Crimson-scarlet, compact habit.

309. TOMMY KEITH — Cardinal-red,

tipped white; constant. Three Certificates.

371. VIVID—Bright orange-scarlet; very
free.

372. VOLTAIRE—Yellow and white.

373. WHISPER—Clear yellow, edged gold
;

attr.aetive.

374. ZOAR—Very free
;
yellow, beautifully

edged salmon and pink
;
a little gem. 2 ft. Is.

Spring prices, 5s. per dozen, except those priced
;
H. C. & Sons’ selection, 4s. per dozen.

Pot roots, ~>n. to 18s. per dozen.

We are the Headquarters for the finest Roots.

DAHLIAS (Species).

380. DAHLIA IMPERIALIS—It requires to be grown in a large pot or tub all the summer,
and treated like the others until about October, when it ought to be removed into a large conserva-
tory, and when in perfection it will attain the height of 10 to 14 ft., and produce an abundance of
single papery-looking kind of flowers of a rosy white, and when in full bloom it has an unusually
grand appearance. 2s.

381. ARBOREA—Attains a height of about 6 ft.
;

mauve-coloured flowers. Can only be
compared to a gigantic Anemone. 2s.

382 ARGENTEIS POL. MARGINATA — Si Ivor -margined foliage, with rosy-purple
flowers

;
ornamental. 9</.
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SiNGi/E Dahlias.
^HE beauty of our collection, covering just upon an acre, last autumn was a sight never to be

forgotten by the hundreds that saw them. For show purposes the flowers must be medium-
size, with broad rounded petals, so that they form a perfectly circular flower, with small disc

;

and these, when individually wired and made to stand out in a symmetrical bunch, present a grand

sensational appearance when ranged in a Rose Box with moss.

SINGLE CACTUS-SHAPED DAHLIAS.
Special favourites with ladies, because of their remarkably graceful appearance. They have

none of the formality and stiffness so characteristic of all the other sections.

ALICE LEE—Beautiful pink, shading off to white
;
one of the best. 3 ft.

383. ALTHEA—Deep glowing crimson
;

petals twisted and recurved. 3 ft.

ANNE OP GEIERSTEIN—Peach, fl ushed salmon
;

distinct. 3J ft.

384. ARGYLE—Rich deep crimson, blooms slightly incurved. 3 feet.

SIXULB CACTUS-SHAPED DAHLIA, MARGUERITE.

BRUCE—Pale lemon colour of a beautiful shade. 3 feet.

BURNS—Buff ground, splashed with glowing crimson, florets curved and rofle.xed. 3 ft.
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387. EABL OF RAVENSWOOD—Bright reddish terra-cotta
;
bushy habit

;
free.

888. GUT MANNERING—Creamy-white, sulphur shading
;

long, twisted petals . 4 ft.

389. ISABELLA WARDOUR—Bright red
;
blooms rather flat. 4 ft.

390. IVANHOE—Bright rose colour, with crimson band round centre, petals beautifully twisted
at the points, and slightly incnrved. 3 ft.

KENILWORTH—Beautiful rose, streaked white
;
good form. 3^ ft.

391. LADY ROWENA—Sulphur, tipped salmon-rose. 3 ft.

392. MARGUERITE— Certainly the best variety. Pure white, very light in shape and
character, long stalks. In the formation of wreaths and crosses it will be found of great use.

MARMION—Glowing crimson-scarlet
;
showy. 3 ft.

393. MEG MERRILEES—Clear yellow petals, large and twisted. 3J ft.

394. NOVAR—Crimson purple, shading to magenta at the points of the florets. 3 feet.

PEVERIL—Deep terra-cotta
;
very free. 3 ft.

395. QUEEN MARY—Purest white, with pale yellow disc twisted florets. 3 ft.

.898. ROB ROY—Purple, with violet shading
;
medium size. 3 ft.

6d. each.

TOM THUMB DAHLIAS.
397. BANTAM—Dark scarlet. 1 1 in.

398. BOOTLES— Rich velvety red. 1 ft. 4 in.

400. CANARY—Bright yellow. 1 ft.

401. DAISY—Velvety crimson. 1 ft. 6 in.

402. FAIRY—White, shading to pale mauve. 1 ft. 6 in.

403. GEM—Clear bright yellow. 1 ft. 6 in.

GOLDEN FAIRY—Rich golden yellow
;
the best. ft. Is.

404. HOOP-LA—Rich velvety maroon
;

self. 1 ft. 2 in.

405. LILLIPUT—Light scarlet-tinted orange. 1 ft. 2 in.

408.

LITTLE NBLB—Orange
;
good size. 1 ft. 6 in.

407. MIDGET—Bright scarlet. 1 ft. 2 in.

MIDNIGHT—Deep velvety maroon
;
distinct. 1 ft. Is.

408. MISS GRACE—Light orange. 1 ft. 2 in.

409. PEARL—Deep mauve
;

self. I ft. 3 in.

410. TOM TIT—Orange-scarlet, light yellow ring round disc. 1 ft. G in
411. VENUS—Rich crimson, edged maroon purple. 1 ft. 6 in.

A 11 those not priced, 9<f. each.

ROUND OR INVERTED SAUCER-SHAPED FLOWERS
FOR EXHIBITION.

If these are well selected and each reflexed, neatly wired and arranged in nice well-faced bunches,
and placed in zinc tubes, eight in a Rose box, a few stands produce a gorgeous eifect at an exhibition,
but great care is necessary in transit. Seed from all the best kinds, Scl. per pkt.

414. ACQUISITION — Crimson, scarlet

bars at edge of petals.

415. ALBA, si/n. WHITE QUEEN—Large
flowers, dwarf and free.

416. ANNIE HUGHES—Distinct; clear
yellow ring round disc, shading to peach colour
on margin of petals; good habit, very free.

F.C.C.
420. AVALANCHE—Pure white, changing

to soft pink
;
free and effective.

421. BEAUTY’S EYE—Rich satiny lilac,

with deep erimson ring at the base of petals,

medium size, and perfect shaped flowers, quite
distinct; fine for exhibition. First-Class Certi-
ficate. 4 ft. Is. 6d.

422. BERTHA CLARK — Rich crimson
maroon, margined with rosy lake

;
perfect

shape
;
small and very free. 4 ft. Is. 6m

425. CADET—Pure white, well-defined
margin of bright orange-scarlet; medium size;
bushy habit

;
free and constant.

426. CETEWAYO—Rich blackish maroon,
one of the best.

428. CHILWELL BEAUTY — Bright
chestnut, distinctly belted, much deeper

; attrac-
tive F.C.C.

429. CLAUDIA— Reddish salmon, tipped
mauve, dark crimson ring round disc

;
good

shape
;

free.

430. CLEOPATRA—Deep velvety crimson,
rich

;
good substance

;
medium size

;
very free.

432. CONSPICUA—Habit good, very free,

pure white, magenta, and maroon.

433. DAISY—Pale ground, with an edging
of mottled rosy pink; very pretty and distinct.
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We have been Awarded many Silver-

gilt and Silver Medals for our Cactus

Dahlias during the past years.

Seed saved from finest varieties only

is. per pkt.

434. DEAREST—Pure white, well-defined

margin of clear sulphur-yellow; bushy, compact
habit.

435. DISTINCTION—Bright reddish buff,

distinct shade
;
good.

437. DUCHESS OP ANHALT—Beauti-

ful creamy-white centre, broad margin of deep
rose

;
medium size, good form. 3^ ft.

438. DUCHESS OP PIPE—Amber, edged
reddish orange. F.C.C.

439. DUCHESS OP WESTMINSTER—
Medium-size, of the purest white.

440. DUKE OP YORK— Orange-scarlet,

distinct yellow ring round the disc ;
medium size

;

fine shape, good habit, very free.

441. ECLIPSE — liich scarlet-crimson,

orange base of petals; free. F.C.C.
444. EVELYN—Clear white ring round

disc, outer margin of flower shaded pinkish

mauve.
446. EYNSPORD GEM — Rich crimson-

magenta and maroon, narrow ring of orange and

red round centre
;
medium size

;
distinct.

447. PAUST—Rich reddish crimson, large

round flowers. F.C.C.
448. FLAVIUS—Clear yellow, deep orange

centre
;

distinct.

450. FRED. LESLIE—Red, tipped with

white
;
very attractive and free ;

distinct.

451. GERTIE BYWATER—Pure white,

with distinct .side edgings of pale yellow.

453. GULIELMA—Pure white, margins

golden buff ; distinct; medium size
;

fine shape.

454 HARRY BRATEN—Deep rose,lighter

towards margin of petals, splashed and striped

dark velvety maroon
;
medium size. 3^ ft. l.s.6<f.

455. IVANHOE—Deep lilac
;

fine reflexed

flower of great substance
;
free and dwarf.

456. JACK—Dark maroon, smooth petals,

fine shape, ring round the disc ;
an improve-

ment on Cetewayo.

457. JAMES SCOBIE—Yellow, beautifully

siriped and spotted red
;
dwarf habit.

458. KITTY—White, suffused rosy-mauve;

charming. F.C.C., N.D.S.
459. LADY HELEN—Medium size

;
clear

bright yellow, pure white tip
;
good habit

460.

LADY WHITEHEAD —Rich dazzling

rose-purple, yellow ring round disc
;
much

admired. 4 ft.

462. LITTLE SNOW-WHITE --Circular

medium-sized flowers of the purest white.

463. LIZZIE HALL—Pale sulphur, edged

white; distinct.

464. LORRAINE—Distinct and beautiful,

rich magenta, deeper shade in centre.

466.

MARION HOOD—White, shading to

deep rosy pink
;
distinct.

466. MAUDE—Pure white, with deep

edgings of maroon ;
very showy and constant.

467. MISS GLASSCOCK — Soft clear

lavender, margined with pale mauve.

468. MISS HENSHAW—Intense dazzling

crimson-scarlet
;
medium size, good substance ;

verv free. 3 ft.

469. MISS MORLAND — Lovely rich

crimson scarlet
;
medium size, good habit, and

very profuse. 4 ft. Is. 6tf.

470. MISS LINAKER — Rich cherry-red

and magenta, orange at base of petals.

471. MISS SPERATI—Rich golden-yellow,

striped and flaked crimson ;
constant. 3J ft.

472. MIDGET IMPROVED—Rich orange-

scarlet
;
free, distinct, useful.

473. MISS ZULEMA—Deep rich orange

ground, beautifully striped and splashed crimson-

scarlet
;
splendid shape, constant and free. 3 ft.

Is. 6(7.

474. MR. KENNETT — Bright golden

ground, distinctly striped crimson
;
showy flower.

476. MR. ROSE — Bright rose, regularly

striped pure white
;
dwarf.

476. MRS. PARROTT—Pure white, with

side margins of beautiful pale rose
;
novel and

pleasing.

478. MAGPIE—Cerise, tipped white, deep

maroon towards centre.

481. NELLIE WARE—Purplish crimson

rich and distinct.

482. NORTHERN STAR— Bright red,

margined deep golden yellow
;

small, well-

formed flowers ;
distinct. F.C.C.

483. PARAGON—Most distinct.
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485. BOSE QUEEN — Soft rose, suffused
lilac, yellow base of florets; dwarf and free.

486. BUSY—llich ruby-red, tipped lighter.
487. SATUBN—Rich crushed strawberry,

deeper at base of florets ; distinct.

488. SCABLET DEFIANCE—Most effec-

tive.

489. STEPHEN AMEY—Ruby-red, deep
bronze at base of petals, well formed, great
substance

;
free and dwarf.

490. TEBBA COTTA—Rich terrarcotta

red
;
distinct and good.

491. T. S. WABE—Bright orange-scarlet

;

distinct.

492. TWEEDSIDE — Very dark maroon,
fine flower

;
profuse bloomer

;
dwarf habit.

494. YELLOW SATIN—Pale yellow of
splendid form; fine for exhibition. P.C.C.,
N.D.S.

All those not priced, Grf. each.

NEW CACTUS DAHLIAS FOR 1896.
Raised and Sent Out uy H. Cannbll & Sons.

496.

CANNELLS’ BIVAL—Of a rosy-self cochineal colour; medium-sized, prettily-shaped
flowers, narrow pointed petals

;
splendid compact habit, very free and effective. ft. high.

496. CANNELLS' SCARLET—We have much pleasure in introducing this variety as the finest
amongst the scarlet.coloured kinds

;
real cactus-shaped medium-sized well-formed flowers

; dwarf
and compact ; a splendid novelty. ft. high.

497. MR. HEWETT—An improvement on Heduty of Arundel^ colour being much richer and
more of a self shade

;
rich magenta-crimson ; well-pointed petals, fine bold flowers. 4 ft.

498. OPORTO TAIT—Distinct dark foliage, true Cactus-shaped floivers of a scarlet lake shade
;

good bushy habit. 34 ft. high.

2s. each.

NEW SEMI-SINGLE CACTUS-SHAPED DAHLIA.
409. W. B. WRIGHT—So many of the repntcd Single Cavtus varieties possess such a wiry and

weedy looking appearance, and this having been so much admired in preference to them, we have
much pleasure in offering it as a decided novelty. Of a pleasing shade of salmon, tinted yellow

;

well-pointed petals; very free, attractive.

l5. 6c/. each.

NEW CACTUS DOUBLE DAHLIAS OF 1896.
Various Raisers.

500. ARTHUR CHEAL—Deep rich purplish-crimson
;
flowers well above foliage

;
fine shape,

and wonderfully free. Award of Merit, R.H.S. 4 fr.

501. ATALANTA—’White, veined and flushed purple
;
constant and useful.

502. BEATRICE —Vale rose, lighter shade at point of petals; a fine Cactus variety, quite
distinct. First -Claes Certificate.

503. BEATRICE MARTIN—White, with a faint tinge of palest flesh
;
petals not long, but

twisted in a very irregular and elegant manner
;
will prove a great favourite for cutting. 5 ft.

504. BENNETT GOLDNEY—Soft terra-cotta, much the shape of 67w/o.sYr ; distinct. 3 ft.

605. C.iESAR—Soft reddish scarlet, clear, without shading
;
petals very pointed, with an inclin-

ation to curl inwards
;
sturdy habit, and altogether a good variety

;
much admired last season. 4 ft.

50G. CHAS. WOODBRIDGE—Bright crimson, shaded purple; true Cactus shape; large,
grand, and good. 3 ft.

507. ENDYMION—Bright cerise
;
good twisted petals, true Cactus shape. F.C.C.

508. EMILY FRENCH— Good Cactus shape, narrow pointed petals; light lake, red shade;
free.

609. FRANCES HUMPHRIES—l*etals long and beautifully twisted; bright orange; a
magnificent variety.

510. FUSILIER—Very deep salmon or coral-pink, will prove a gem, either for exhibition or
for decoration

;
the flowers are perfect in shape, the ontside petals, which are quite pointed, have

a tendency to curl inwards, giving the flower a very attractive, graceful appearance
; a great

favourite. 4 ft.
» o > b

511. GEO. MARLOW—Primrose yellow, shaded amber, medium size
;
an improvement. 3 ft.
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512. JAMES HUDSON—R ch deep orange buff
;
flowers well above the foliage

;
an improve-

ment on Camiell's Favovrilr, 4 ft.

513. J. E. FBEWER—One of the best
;
vermilion, having quite a velvety gloss

;
in form it is

perfect, petals being very long and narrow, twisted, and jioiiited
;
blooms arc of good medium size,

and stand on long stiff stents well out of tlie folisge.

514. JOHN WELCH- Rich glowing crimson; long and beautifully twisted petals; free-

flowering, good.

515. LEONORA—Bright pink, shaded rose; very fine flower, long twisted petals. Award of

Merit, R.H.S.
51(j. MABEL KEITH— Clear light yellow, tinted outer petals ;

free.

517. MINNIE—Large bold flowers
;
soft mauve pink, white centre

;
distinct.

518. MISS ANNIE ' JONES—Crimson, shaded scarlet; petals much twisted
;
g.'od size and

early and free. Awarded Certificates. 4 ft.

MISS A. NIO-HTINGALE-Clear yellow ground, flaked and heavily edged scarlet
;
very

attractive. 4 ft.

520. MISS JANE BASHAM—A soft tint of brick red, passing at the base of the petals to

salmon pink, a very pleasing colour
;
the petals are not long, but beautifully twisted and pointed.

3 ft.
. , ,

521. MRS. BROUGHTON STIRLING—Bright glossy cerise; very narrow pointe 1 petals;

similar habit and shape to liohert Cciwte/l
;
very profuse ; flowers well above the foliage. 34 ft.

.tinted lilac-nink. changing to pure white; free

shape
;

610.

MRS. FRANCIS FELL—White, tinted lilac-pink, changing to pure \ free branching

habit; free flowering.
, ,

523. MRS. GORDON SLOANE—Lovely pinki.Oi terra cotia
;

true Cactus
;
splendid erect

habit
;
flow'ers on stiff w'iry stems well above the foliage; very free and distinct; one of the best

for cutting. 4 ft.
.

MRS. HILL—Deep salmon-rose shading to yellow at base of flower
;
pleasing.

52 k MRS. LEOPOLD SEYMOUR—Rich golden yellow, shading off to a lovely pale-rose

towards the tips of petals
;
flowers on stiff stems well above the foliage. 4 ft.

525. MRS. MONTEFIORE— Splendid rich glowing crimson-scarlet
;
true Cactus: splendid

habit, throwing the flowers well above the foliage
;

fine for e.vhihition or cutting. Certificate

N.D.S. 4 ft.
,

MRS. THONGER— Bright purple : very long pointed petals ;
free. 3 ft.

52G. MRS. WILSON NOBLE—The colour is a lovely pinkish-salmon, splendid shaped flowers

borne in great profusion ; a gem for exhibition or for cutting. 34 ft.

527. ROYAL GEORGE—Soft carmine pink, with a faint suspicion of purple, would tiest convey

its colour, which towards the end of llic season v-arics, often it is a much paler tint; every flower

is quite a model
;
of true Cactus form, with long petals beautifully twisted, so mu<-li so that tiiey

seem to be quite pointed at tlie tips
;
medium size flower, blooms very' freely, splendid habit. 4 ft.

VALKYRIE— Rich cardinal, shaded rose
;
early

;
free. 5 ft. •

2s. each.

GENERAL LIST OF CACTUS-SHAPED DOUBLE DAHLIAS.

528. BEAUTY OP ARUNDEL—Glowing crimson, tips shaded rose-purple; full flowers.

529. BERTHA MAWLEY—Cochineal colour ;
the bloom stands well above the foliage. 4 ft.

530. BLANCHE KEITH—Pure yellow, true Cactus form ; large flowers
;

good habit, very

free. Two F.C.C.
i o ;

531. CHANCELLOR SWAYNE — Bluish plum co’onr, medium size
;
free and early, .tri.

532. COUNTESS OP GOSFORD—Long, curling florets, cinnamon, suffused towards the

centre with gold. 3 ft.

533. COUNTESS OP RADNOR—Fine combination of delicate hues.

534. CRAWLEY GEM—Rich crimson-scarlet
;
small flowers, pointed petals; grand for cutting.

34 ft.
, ,,

'536. DELICATA—Of a lovely shade of pink, shading towaros the centre to a pale yellow;

medium size
;
pretty. 3 ft.

,, , , j • i i *

637. DUKE OP CLARENCE—Rich deep maroon-crimson, occasionally shaded with scarlet

;

very dwarf and free flowering
;
good. u i

538. EARL OP PEMBROKE — Florets very long, porcupme-like
;

largo bright plum,

deeper and more veh'ety towards the. centre. 3 ft. l.v.

539. EDWARD MAWLEY— Reddish crimson.

540. EMILY GIRDLESTONE—Orange-scarlet
;
teal Cactus shaped, and of the best form.
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oil. ERNEST CANNELL—Real Cactus shape; fine large well-shaped flowers of a distinct
» shade of soft red, deeper centre

;
bushy habit

;
distinct. 3 ft. G in. F.C.C

642. ERNEST CHEAL—Award of Merit. Bright rosy-scarlet
;

fine shape flowers, with long
pointed and twisted petals well above the foliage. ft.

543. ERNEST GLASSE—Purplish magenta, true Cactus form, medium-sized flowers, petals
pointed

;
very free. 4 ft. Two P.C.C.

644. F. BLAKE— Small pointed petals, medium-size bright magenta-crimsou shade, green
centre

;
splendid habit. Is.

545. GLORIOSA—A splendid variety
; deep red, shaded scarlet, yellow at base of florets, large

fine- formed flowers; distinct and grand. Urf.

. HARMONY—Reddish-bronze, rather more yellow towards (he centre
;
florets long, curled,

and very pointed
;
very free. 3 ft. Is.

646. JUAREZn—Most valuable and useful, its blossoms are of a rich scarlet-crimson. 4 ft.

Must be thinned out to get fine flowers.
647. JOHN H. ROACH— Soft yellow, edged sulphur yellow, petals long and twisted, medium

size
; dwarf, free liabit. 3 ft. Is.

548. KENTISH INVICTA—Well-pointed florets
;
light chestnut, shaded red at base of petals

;

dwarf and free
;
good.

549. LADY H. GROSVENOR—Clear yellow, outer and older petals shaded buff.
650. LADY PENZANCE—Clear sulphur yellow, perfect in shape

; the finest yellow. 9t/.

561.

MARQUIS — Deep rich velvety maroon or crimson, lighted up with a tinge of fiery
crimson

; the long-pointed petals. 4 ft. Is.

552. MAYOR HASKINS—The brightest-glowing crimson
;

the back of the petals are of a
very pale red, and as the petals twist, they show this pale tint, and give the flower quite a tipped
appearance. 34 ft. Is.

553. MARY HILLIER—Buff-salmon, similar in form to Juarezif
;

very^ free, good habit, throws
its flowers well above the foliage. 3 ft.

654. MATCHLESS—Rich deep velvety maroon
;

true Cactus type
; the blooms are thrown

well above the foliage. Awarded many Certificates. An acquisition. 9rf.

655. MAY PICTOR—Colour pale y'cllow; true Cactus, with long petals beautifully twisted
;

very- dwarf and free flowering. Awarded F.C.C. 3 ft.

556. MISS IRENE CANNELI,—A lovely soft and pleasing shade of light peach-pink colour,
shaded primrose towards base of florets; dwarf and free

;
charming. Is.

657. MISS VIOLET MORGAN—Base of florets fawn or orange, shaded towards the edge
with a delicate tone of pink. 4 ft.

558. MRS. A. PEART—Creamy-white, true cactus shape
; distinct. Four F.C.C.

559. MRS. A. BECK—Rich reddish salmon, petals very long and beautifully twisted
;
dwarf

in habit, with flowers of medium size, &c. ; wonderfully free. 3 ft. l.s.

560. MRS. BARNES—Pale primrose, gradually shading towards the outside of the flower
and towards the tip of each petal with the palest tint of rosy-pink; of exquisite shape, with long,
twisted, pointed petals. 34 ft. Is.

561. MRS. BENNETT— Soft crimson; a large, well-built flower; petals are broad but well
curled, and show a very fine vein-like marking of a deeper tint. 3 ft. Is.

562. MRS. GLOVER—Large fine flowers of a soft rosy-red, shaded orange ; dwarf and free
;

distinct. Is.

563. MRS. H. CANNELL—The most effeciive in its class, bright amber-shade
;
well-pointed

medium-sized perfect-formed flowers; dwarf and compact
;
free. Is.

564. MRS. HORNIMAN—Yellow ground suffused delicate pink, side margins of deep rosy-pink,
medium size

;
very free ; distinct. 4 ft. l.s.

565. MRS. C. TURNER— Bright yellow ; large and distinct flowers, thrown well above the
foliage on long stems. F.C.C., R.H.S. 3 ft. Is.

666. MRS. LARKIN—An improvement on Beauty of Eynaford^ bright amber-chestnut; free
and effective

;
long flower stems ; dwarf, bushy habit. 9rf.

667. MRS. PORTMAN DALTON—Splendid dwarf bushy habit, vivid vermilion colour,
shading off to tips of petals to a rosy red, and occasionally tinted mageuta. Is.

508. PROFESSOR BALDWIN—This is a fac-simile of the old Juareziiy but much freer in
bloom and lighter iu colour, being of a bright orange-scarlet. 4 ft.

569. PURPLE PRINCE—Rich deep purple, shaded bluish maroon
;
habit dwarf and compact

;

one of the best. Awarded Certificates. 9rf.

670. ROBERT CANNELL — Full-sized flowers; magenta, with a decided bluish tinge
towards tips of petals free and vigorous. 4 ft. F.C.C.
671. ST. CATHERINE—A cadmium.-yellow colour, or soft reddish amber

;
very free. 4 ft.
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ROUEET CANNELL.

One of the most distinct real Cactus-shaped Dahlias yet introduced.

672. THE BISHOP—Bright coral red
;

florets long claw shaped, very pointed and curled,

perhaps narrower and more curled than any variety
;

splendid. 3 ft. Is.

POMPON CACTUS-SHAPED DOUBLE DAHLIA.

CANNHI.LS' GEM—An Award of Merit. The flowers are freely produced, small and
neat, of a soft red shaded with orange

;
bushy habit.
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The following nre most useful and lovely for general garden decoration, and should he generally
cultivated :

—
573. APOLLO—Crimson-lake. 3 ft.

674. APHRODITE—Clear straw-yellow
;
very free; large.

675. BEAUTY OP EYNSFORD—Of a distinct shade of colour—soft buff, shaded^ velvety
chestnut in centre

;
very free. 3 ft. 6 in. F.C. C.

576. BEAUTY OP WILTS—Soft terra cotta, shaded red, with long-twi-ted petals; very free.

Awarded Four F.O.C.

577. BLUSHING BRIDE—Blush white, fine flower, well above the foliage.

578. BRILLIANT—Bright ficrv crimson, the back of each petal showing a purple tint- a fine

bold fiower. 3i ft.

679. CANNELLS’ BRILLIANT—Awarded F.C. C. wherever shown. Of the highest maroon-
crimson shade ; medium size.

680. CANNELLS’ FAVOURITE—Yellow-bronze or old gold kind of colour; free’ habit of
growth: fine flower. F.C. C.

581. CHARMING BRIDE—Rose colonred tipped petals and pearly-white ground
;
attractive ;

fine free habit.

582. CONSTANCE, OR ARIEL— Pure white, valuable for wreaths, crosses, church
decoration, &c. A good grower and very free bloomer. F.C.C. ChI. each

;
4.s. 6e/. doz.

683. COUNTESS OP PEMBROKE— Attractive; of a delicate lilae colour. 4 ft.

684. DEAN HOLE—A glowing vermilion-scarlet
;
good, vigorou!:, upright habit; very free

flowering and effective.

685. GERMANIA—Said to be the imettiest-coloured of the whole family
;
colour white, shaded

and tinged flesh, reminding all of that shade seen in La Fram e Rose.
586. GLARE OP THE GARDEN (or FIRE KING)—Producing double the (]uantity of

flowers of any other variety; small, dense, and brill’ant are its flowers, with a lovely green foliage.

587. GLORY OF BRENTWOOD—Large dark purple flowers; verv free.

688. H. CANNELL—Rich maroon velvety crimson, tinted puride at the points.

539. HARRY FREEMAN— Of the purest white
;
useful.

590. HENRY PATRICK

—

Petals slightly recurved and twisted, pure white.
591. HONORIA— Pule amber; very distinct. 4 ft.

692. KAISERIN— Sulphur-yellow, outer florets tinged with lemon
;
very const,mt. 4 ft.

693. KYNERITH—A deep rich vermilion, lighter at base of florets. 4 ft.

594. LADY PRIMROSE—Pale yellow, tinged white
;
very distinct. F.C.C.

695. LANCEOLOT—Similar in colour to PanMea ; fine for cutting. 6 ft.

696. LORD NELSON

—

Bright crimson-lake
;
a pretty formed flower, good .size.

597. MAHALA SHERIFF—Pure white, large flower, broad petals : wonderfully free. 3 ft.

598. MAID OF KENT—Everyone admires it. Colour intense rich cherry-red, crimson ground,
with pure white tips; very free. I'.C.C.

699. MARCHIONESS OP BUTE—A fine improvement on Charming Bride; ground colour
white, with rosy tips to petals; a charming combination of colours.

600. MILLIE SCUPHAM— The sw'eetest colour in Dahlias; light golden-bronze with a
richer hue near the centre of the flower; habit and freeness perfect.

601. MR. A. W. TAIT—Most peculiar and pretty. It is different to Constance in its serrated
nn-Dahlia like form and appearance.

602. MRS. G. REID (Lizzie Abbott)—Double flow'er, white, edged with rosy-lake, having the
edge of the petals beautifully fimbriated. 3^ ft.

603. MRS. GORDON SHAW—Beantiful rich crimson
;

free and effective. An Award of
Merit. 4 ft.

604. MRS. HAWKINS—Free, close neat habit
;
rich sulphur colour, tips of petals a lighter

shade, and slightly tinted soft red
;
distinct.

605. MRS. H. CARTER—Large, open, broad flower, outside petals showing a slight tendency
to cactus shape ; colour lilac and white, with the most exquisite blush.

606. MRS. THORNTON—Fine large bold flowers
;
deep pink

;
soft magenta in centre

;
broad

flat petals
;
bushy habit. 4 ft. F.C.C.

607. WTRS. VINCE—Pleasing and effective, lovely silvery-rose, flushed magenta
; large. 3 ft.

608. PRINCESS CHRISTIAN—Of a beautiful shade of magenta, maroon at base of petals;
broad flat florets

;
dwarf, bushy, and free. 3 ft. 6 in. F.C.C.

609. RED DRAGON — Glowing scarlet, bold, flowers, a bright and effective golden-green
centre ;

attractive
;
good habit.
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^ CIO. REV. LOVELACE—Of a rosy-salmon shade, tinted pink and orange, bright chestnut
* base of florets

;
free.

611. SALISBURY WHITE—Of the purest snow white, invaluable for wreaths, bouquets, and
decorations of all kinds. 5 ft.

612. VULCAN—Bright reddish crimson, large and open
;
very free.

613. W. H. CULLINGPORD—Light chestnut, shaded red
;
dwarf and bushy; fine.

614. WILTSHIRE LASS—Prench-white, tinted blush
;
a most beautiful variety for cutting

purposes, with long stiff flower sterna 4 ft.

YELLOW A. W. TAIT—Colour lovely
;
free bloomer, every flower standing up bold.

616.

FLORET DAHLIA—A curious variety ; may bo called the Triple Dahlia
;
every petal or

quill is filled with another petal. i)d.

616. THE BLACK AND WHITE DAHLIA, MR. MILLER—Showy ;
small flowers,

intensely dark, with a pure white blotch on each petal
;
most attractive and beautiful. Is.

617. VIRIDIPLORA

—

Pure self yreen-flotcered Dahlia. The flowers are Bompon size, double
and full pctalled.

,

618. PERLE DE LA TETE D’OR—Very early, pure white, large fine flowers
;
very free,

vigorous
; most useful for borders, &c. ; valuable for cutting purposes.

All those not priced, 6;f. each.

Show Box and Board.

Show Box, painted and varnished, with 2 stands for 24 blooms (24 Cups and 24 Tubes)... £2 each

Show Box, painted and varnished, with 1 stand for 12 blooms (12 Cups and 12 Tubes)... 30s. each.

Show Box, painted and varnished, with 1 stand for 6 blooms (6 Caps and 6 Tubes) ... 15s. each.

We hope all exhibiting the produce, either from our Seeds, Plants, and Manure will kindly

drop us a note os to quantity, &c. ,
and sufficient specially printed cards will beimmediately sent so

as to affix to each exhibit.
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f
^|EW persons—gardeners in partienlar—have the slightest idea of the effect these have (when

itL planted in lines like other plants) and their easy management, or they would fill their beds

^ every autumn, and so have a grand display, equally as satisfactory, and with half the

trouble, as the ordinary summer plants. With these and a few Violas and Primroses,

every lawn can be made gay and beautiful all the early spring and summer months.

Per doz. Per 100

s. d. 8. d.

RED—Quilled, ordinary bedding 16 7 0

WHITE—Ordinary Bedding 10 7 0

MOTTLED RED AND WHITE, VICTORIA, syn. MAGPIE—Very large

;

fine bedder 10 7 0

ROB ROY— Quilled ;
intense red 16 7 0

HEN AND CHICKENS—Another of the old curiosities, and seldom seen, though highly

interesting. 9(f. each
;

7s. per dozen.

VARIETIES WITH VARIEGATED FOLIAGE.
AUCUBzEPOLIA—Crimson. 4.s. per doz.

;
6<f. each.

ADCUBzEPOLIA—White. Is. each.

Delphi' niums.
DOUBLE AND SINGLE-FLOWERED.

T
his family is perhaps the noblest of all the hardy plants. Few have seen the named kinds,

those who have not cannot form the slightest conception of their splendour. We have often

been amazed at the intensity of their colours, and spikes of flowers averaging from one to two

feet long. They should he in every garden, for if once planted beautiful flowers of all shades of

blue may be cut four months in the year.

The undermentioned can be highly recommended as fine improvements :

—

ALFRED HENDERSON—Violet, white centre
;
large. 6s.

JAS. KELWAY—Deep velvety violet-blue, large white centre. 2.--.

JOHN THORPE—Deep brilliant blue, pure white centre : semi-double. 2s. 6rf.

lady ESTHER GORE—Azure blue, white eye
;
semi-double. 6s.

MRS. CREIGHTON—Cobalt blue, shaded idnm, black eye
;
semi-double. 5s.

ORPHEUS—Light blue and pink, white eye
;
semi-double. 2s.

PRINCESS MAY—Semi-double
;
lavender-mauve, dark centre. 2s.

SAILOR PRINCE—Deep blue and purple
;
very large

;
single. 2s.

SARA—Sky-blue, whits centre, handsome spike. 6s.

UNIONIST—Deep violet blue and pinkish-lavender, white eye
;
semi-double. 2s.

DTA—Large, semi-double ; deep purple, black centre. 2s.

All the above have been Awarded Certificates.

6. ATTRACTION — Violet-blue, blotched

dark reddish lilac, white centre, large; fine.

Is. 6<f.

9 JBEN DAVIES—Grand spike, dark pur-

ple and violet, black eye. Is. 6n.

12. CANTAB— Pale blue, white centre,

large
;
the best single light blue. Is. 6rf.

13. tCETO—Sky blue. F.C.C. Is. Gd.

16.

CHARMER—Deep blue, edged and suf-

fused crimson, yellow and white centre
; free. Is.

16. tCHAMELEON—Rosy-lilac, deep brown
centre, vigorous ;

fine. Is. Gd.

17. CONSPICUA—Light blue, orange and
black centre, large

;
distinct. Is.

18. tDIOMEDES—Violet. F.C.C. Is. 6rf.

19. fDR. MORGAN—I’urple, white eye;
very large and distinct. Is. Gd.

tPINALE—Violet, white eye. Is. Gd.

20. DISTINCTION — Deep blue, white
centre. Is.
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21. ELATXJM (Bee Larkspur)—Bright blue,

centre having the resemblance of a bee. Is. 6<f.

23. tEXQTJISITE — Brilliant cobalt-blue,

tinted rosy-lilac, vigorous; extra. Is. Grf.

24. FELIX—Deep blue, veined purple,

largo white eye. Is. (!</.

26. PORMOSUM BELLADONNA—
Bright azure-blue, white centre, large, habit

neat; desirable for clumps, l.s.

26. tGENi^EAL GRAHAM—Rosy centre,

outer petals tipped lilac. Is. 6d.

28. tGEORGE WILSON—Outerpetalslight

blue, inner rosy lilac, orange and white centre
;

pretty. Is. fid.

31. GLOIRE DE ST. MANDE—Brilliant

blue, edge of petals suffused crimson, velvety

brown centre, extra large; effective. Is. Gd.

33. tHAMLET— Outer petals bright deep

blue, inner deep violet, suffused pink, light

centre
;
large and fine. Is.

35. fHORUS — Cobalt blue, white eye.

F.C.C. Is. 6rf.

37. flMPERIALIS—Rosy-lilac, tipped blue,

centre white
;
large. I.s. Gd.

38. rVANHOE— Light blue, white eye.

F.C.C. Is. Gd.

42. tLORD BALFOUR—Violet, light blue,

round white eye. Is. Gd.

46. tLUCIPER—Light blue, inner petals

rose, black centre. Is Gd.

49. MADAME RICHALET—Cobalt-blue,

tipped rosy violet, light centre. Is. Gd.

60. fMOZART—Light mauve, tipped light

blue and rose. Is.
,

61. MADAME CHATE — Sky-blue, white

centre, large; free; one of the prettiest. Is. Gd.

62. MENTO—Violet, inner petals plum,

white eye. F.C.C. Is. 6<f.

63. MADAME GtHCHARD-Dark blue,

shaded bronzy purple, white centre; large.

Is. Gd.

Selections in 12 fine varieties, 8s. per dozen

;

60s. pi

Those marked t double

ECH®Y®'flIAS
1. ATROPURPUREA (sangulnea)— Is.

each
;

9s. per dozen.

9. CLAVIFOLIA-6c/.

6.

CCERULESCENS—Is. Gd. to 2s. Gd.

6. METALLICA—Is. to 2s.

7. GLAUCA—6d. each
;

4s. per dozen.

8. GIBBIFLORA- 6(/.

11.

PTTMTT.A—Gd. each
;

3s. per dozen.

54. fMIDAS—Bright blue, veined rose,

l.s. 6(7.

55. tMISS MACINTYRE — Very large;

heliotrope, edged blue. Is. Gd.

59. MISS CLARA BURTON — Metallic

blue
;
fine. Is. Gd.

60. tMISS PINNEY—Gentian blue, shaded

rose, white eye. Is. Gd.

61. fMR. EDGAR WILD—Deep blue and
violet. Is. Gd.

66. tNOBLISSIMA — Outer petals bright

blue, inner rosy lilac, orange centre, extra

fine. l.s. Gd.

67. tNUPHAR — Large; deep bine, inner

petals plum, white eye. Is. Gd.

68. tPRINCE OF NAPLES— Dark blue,

inner petals plum, white centre. F.C.C. Is. 6(7.

72. tPHCENIX—Centre petals purplish red,

outer bright violet-blue, brown centre, large;

fine. Is.

74. tVRINCE OF WALES—Azure-blue,

white centre, and effective. Is. Gd.

75. fPUCK—Bronzy-purple, l.s. 6(7.

76. tROBIN ADAIR — Dark blue, tinted

purple, dark centre. Is. Gd
77. fREVE D’OR—Light bine, inner petals

light pink. Is. 6(7.

78. tSALAMANDER—Light blue and rose,

white eye. 2s.

79. fSEAMAN — Sky-blue, iuner petals

mauve-pink ;
fine shape. 2s.

60. tSEA SPRAY—Sky-blue, inner petals

lavender, white centre. 2s.

81. fSUSAN—Deep blue and plum, white

eye, good -spike. Is. 6(7.

85. tTHIERS — Clear azure-blue, suffused

rose, centre white, striped purple. Is.

86. fUSTANE — Light blue, inner petals

rosy mauve, dark eye. F.C.C. Is. 6(7.

in 25 fine varieties, equal quantities of each,

!r 100.

and semi-double flowers.

(COTYLBDON).
12. ROSEA—6(7. each

;
6s. per dozen.

13. SECUNDA— 6(7. each
;

4s. per dozen

14. SCAPHYLLA—9(7.

15. RETUSA—Is.

17. PEACOCKII (Desmetlana)—Is. each
;

6s. to 9s. per dozen.

18. AGAVOIDES. Is. to 2s. 6(7. each.
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Fuch'sias.
NEW FUCHSIAS (BANKS).

DUKE OF CONNAUGHT—Well formed
flowers

;
sepals scarlet, well reflexed

;
corolla

long and of good shape
;

purple, veined red

;

free.

DUKE OF EDINBURGH—Medium-sized
flowers

;
sepals very bright red

;
purple corolla

;

very free flowering.

JAS. HOOD—Large coi'olla
; rosy mauve.

MISS MAY CAMERON—Corolla a pleasing

shade of lilac-rose
;

delicate and distinct. 2s.

PANMURE GORDON—Dark violet-purple

corolla.

W. B. LEAF—Wide corolla; deep mauve,
shaded rose.

W. H. ROWE—Good shape, rosy mauve,
corolla large.

DUKE OF FIFE—Purple corolla, striped

most distinctly with rose.

DUKE OF YORK—Medium-sized W’ell-

formed flowers
;

sepals bright rosy red
;
corolla

rosy violet, occasionally striped.

MARQUIS OF LORNE — Large open
flowers

;
sepals rosy red, well reflexed

;
corolla

violet, changing to lilac-red.

PRINCESS MAY—Tube and sepals white,

slightly tinted blush
;
corolla of a pleasing shade

of rosy-coral colour, deeper towards edges of

petals; very free, graceful, and effective. Award
of Merit, Temple Show.

9(f. each.

NEW FUCHSIAS OF 1896.
BELLONA—Short tube and completely re-

flexed sepals of a rosy-carmine colour
;

large

white double corolla, suffused and veined rose-

pink.

CALLIOPE—Large double flower ; corolla

rich violet-purple, short tube and broad crimson

sepals.

CERES—Very short crimson tube and sepals,

well reflexed
;
very full spreading double corolla,

pale blush thickly marmorated and veined with

deep pink
;
very distinct.

DORIS—Short tube, and large broad coral-

red sepals horizontally extended
;

immense
double corolla, petals reddish-purple, margins

shaded with metallic blue.

FORTUNA—Short tube, and broad reflexed

crimson-red sepals ; large double white corolla,

heavily shaded rose, and marked crimson at the

base.

IRENE — Short red tubes and sepals, well

reflexed single-reddish violet corolla marked

Is.

with crimson at base and well extended.

IRIS—Short tube, and broad carmine-crimson

sepals ;
large double white corolla, shaded with

rose and flaked rose-pink.

LEDA—Short tube and very broad reddish-

crimson sepals, irregularly reflexed ;
corolla

bluish-violet, veined with crimson and much
expanded.
METIS—Short dark rose tube and sepals,

the latter well reflexed
;
double white corolla,

marked deep at base.

ROSALIE—Short bright crimson tube and
sepals, horizontally extended ;

large double

white corolla, veined at the base with cerise-pink.

SERENA—Very short rosy-pink tube, sepals

completely reflexed
;
immense double spreading

corolla, blush rose veined with deep pink.

THALIA—Short tube, and broad coral crimson

sepals w'ell refle.xed ; semi-double white corolla,

the petals well expanded, suffused with rose, and
veined crimson at the base.

6d.

THE BEST DARK VARIETIES.
WT is surprising what beautiful kinds, when well grown, there are in this list, which embraces all

A the beet in cultivation ;
and the descriptions will be found correct. Our 100-feet house, filled

with the entire family from their first introduction, is a grand sight all through the summer and

autumn at Swanley.

AN OLD FAVOURITE RE-INTRODUCED.
DUNROBIN CASTLE—A very distinct bedding variety, small dark foliage, producing an

innumerable quantity of small coral-red flowers
;
when trained into standards it makes a lovely

feature in all floral displays. Grf. each, os. doz.

1. ABUNDANCE—Bright red tube and
sepals, rich dark purple corolla, shaded maroon

;

bright and effective
;
free.

2. AMIE—Sepals crimson, exceedingly long

(2^ ins.), very rich dark purple corolla. Is.

3. SALOPIA—Sepals crimson, corolla light

purple, handsomely expanded corolla, inches

across. Is.

4. ELEGANCE—Sepals crimson, singularly

contorted or twisted, corolla deep purple,

broadly striped with pale red. Is.
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G. WALTER LONG—Bright pale coral-

red tube and sepals, clear violet corolla, deeper
in colour towards the edges

;
a very fine exhibi-

tion Fuchsia.

8. DELIG-HT (Sankey)—Beautiful dark
corolla, sepals well reflexed.

9. EUREKA—Distinct; useful for decora-
tion and market work

;
bright rosy-red tube and

sepals, deep purple corolla, flushed magenta.
10. GtAIETY (Sankey) — Veiy richly

coloured, tube and sepals rich red, corolla

blackish satiny-purple
;
effective.

11. HERALD (Sankey)—Sepals long and
well reflexed, corolla plum purple

;
a grand

variety.

12. MR. KING—Rich crimson-scarlet tube,

and sepals soft coral-red, corolla rich deep
purple

;
fine habit j very free, medium size,

well formed.
13. GENERAL ROBERTS — Beautiful

variety, of drooping habit, and will make a
splendid (dark) companion to the well-known
Mrs. Marshall, 9(f.

16. PRESIDENT—Free habit, good form,
flowers remarkable for their splendid substance,

sepals well recurved, and tube of bright ver-

milion, corolla finely formed, and of a very rich

violet.

18. RESPLENDENT—One of^ the most
perfect Fuchsias in the way of Lord Elcho ; habit

strong and vigorous.

22. EMPEROR — Red tube and sepals,

maroon corolla shaded purple; useful for

pillars.

24. SCARCITY—One of the most useful

dark varieties
;
a splendid weeping habit.

25. LORD ELCHO—Fine bold flower, and
if well grown very fine.

28. SPITFIRE—Sepals bright scarlet-red,

corolla well-formed, deep magenta; showy.
29. GAZELLE—One of the best habited

dark varieties for exhibition.

30. LYE S RIVAL—Red tube and sepals,

rich violet-purple corolla
;

effective.

31. LORD LYONS—Corolla very large,

deep violet.

32. SIR BARTLE FRERE—Tube and

sepals carmine, the latter reflexed; corolla large.

34. CHARMING—A very showy and effect-

ive variety
;
free and dwarf.

— Golden coloured

and sepals, bright
36. WAVE OF LIFE

leaves; rich scarlet tube
violet-blue corolla

;
dwarf.

37. IMPROVEMENT—Brilliant vermilion

sepals, tube glossy carmine, sepals recurved.

MR. KINO.

38. LORD BYRON— Tube and sepajs

bright crimson, with large, open,bell-shaped, black

corolla ;
fine habit, with sepals finely recurved.

39. ABD-EL-KADER—Flowers large and
well produced

;
a very showy variety.

Young plants of all those not priced, 6rf. each
;
larger, Is. each.

Fuchsias with white tubes and sepals, and scarlet or pink corollas.

40. EYNSFORD GEM (Weston)—
White tube and sepals, corolla fiery rosy-lake

colour
;

without doubt the loveliest reflexed

Fuchsia in cultivation ;
strong and free. 9rf.

41. GEM OF LAVENGTON—White tube

and sepals, delicately tinted pale pink, very stout

carmine corolla, flushed with soft violet; fine

form, robust.

42. LADY DOREEN LONG — Creamy
white tube and sepals

;
deep pink corolla, suf-

fused with pale violet.

43. LOVELINESS—Flowers largeand stout,

creamy tube and pale blush sepals, very long

;

pale violet-pink corolla, margined with carmine
;

can be highly recommended.
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47. ANTIGONE—Tnbo and sepals white,

sepals long ;
corolla soft orange-red Is.

49. LYES EXCELSIOR— Creamy tube

and sepals, stout and well reflexed, rich deep
rosy magenta

;
corolla shaded carmine

;
a fine

exhibition variety.

60. LUSTRE IMPROVED—Corolla large,

bold, and colour intense; habit all that can be

desired
;
a lovely Fuchsia.

64. BEAUTY OP TROWBRIDGE—Light

variety, and probably the best in cultivation.

66. WHITE SOUVENIR DE CHISWICK
—Pure white tube and sepals, the latter long

and boldly reflexed
;

corolla bright rose-pink

and cup-shaped ;
habit of growth strong.

60. BEAUTY OF SWANLEY—One of the

prettiest light Fuchsias.

68. COVENT GARDEN WHITE-
Superseding the well-known Arabella and Mrs.
Lye.; the best for market and decoration.

69. MRS. BRIGHT—A very useful and
distinct light variety.

00.

MRS. F. GLASS—White tube and
sepals, deep pink corolla, tinted violet.

01. GRAND DUCHESSE MARIE—
Strong grower and a fine decorative variety.

02. DUCHESS OF ALBANY—Extra free

flowering
;
good for any purpose.

03. ROYAL OSBORN—Tubeandsepalswell
formed and pearly white, corolla deep rose.

04. MINNIE BANKS—Distinct; fine habit,

free, and one of the best for any purpose. Is.

05. GUIDING STAR—Said to be the most
perfect variety in cultivation.

GO. PRINCESS BEATRICE—Exceedingly

pretty, tube and sepals waxy white, with a very

pleasing, delicate, but bright pink corolla.

07. ROSE OP DENMARK—Corolla light

pink, margined rose; habit rather strong, blooms

freely at the points.

08. ROSA BONHEUR—Blush-white tube,

sepals well recurved, corolla rich rose, shaded

carmine ;
free, erect habit.

09. ANNIE—Large, good grower
;
one of

the bestfor drooping or hanging purposes. Is.

70.

ENGLAND'S GLORY—Fine bloom ;

gre.at substance, strong grower; oneof the best. Is.

Young plants of all those not priced, Gd. each
;
larger. Is. each.

Fuchsias with scarlet tubes and sepals, and rose and mauve-lavender coloured corollas.

71.

SWANLEY GEM—Frilled shape, free

blooming, splendid habit. Tube and sepals

coral-scarlet, the latter very prettily reflexed

;

beautiful rose coloured corolla.

73.

RHODERICK DHU— Corolla blue.

large, opening out d /a crinoline; habit beau-

tiful
;
free.

74. DISPLAY— Corolla deep rose, sepals

bright red ; free and showy.
75. GRACIEUX— Medium-size flowers,

clear mauve-lavender corolla; free.

Young plants of all those not priced, 6d. each
;
larger, Is. each.

Fuchsias with white tubes and sepals, and purple corollas.

76.

ROSE OP CASTILE (Improved)—
Vey large corolla

;
perfect in shape

;
growth and

habit strong
;
as highly coloured purple as Lord

Elcho.

IMPROVED VENUS VICTRIX—See

Fancy E'uchsias.

Fuchsias with scarlet tube and .sepals, and satiny-coloured corollas.

77. LADY HEYTESBURY IMPROVED
—A very distinct and effective variety.

78. PRINCE ALFRED-Splendid, a most
profuse bloomer, a strong grower (must be well

stopped when young), and one of the very best.

79. LADY HEYTESBURY — First-class

Fuchsia
;
one of the best.

80. MR. RICHARD PEXTON—Pyramidal

growth, and is in every way very fine.

81. THE LORD WARDEN—A first-rate

variety ; corolla very distinct colour. Orf.

82.

TULIP—Crimson tube and sepals, large

and expanded, tulip-shaped corolla, rich purple.

Self-Coloured Section.

The last few years the following large and otherwise very interesting Fuchsias have been raised,

and although their sepals and corollas arc similar in colour, they are of a robust habit, free growing,

and exceedingly showy.
MARINKA — Nearly a self-coloured

variety; for forming into standards, vases, &o.,

one of the finest varieties known
;
very free

and drooping.
,

83. ABEL CARRIERE—Fine and distinct

;

grown largely for the Paris markets.

AMIRAL GERVAIS—Almost a self-

coloured flower
;
bright carmine-red. Is.

84. DR. SANKEY (Sankej’)—Splendid
;

robust grower, dark-glossy foliage, large and

long pendulous blooms of the richest ruby-
red and crimson shades. Is.

85. FIREWORKS—Of astriking dark ruby,

red
;
a free blooming and attractive variety.

86. SEDAN—Nearly self-coloured. It is a

short, thick-set variety, blooming very freely,

and possessing a beautiful habit. Quite a favour-

ite for market purposes.

87. MONARCH—Immense flowers; tube

and sepals bright red, and of great length.

Young plants of all those not priced, 6d. each
;
larger, Is. each.
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FUCHSIAS, YELLOW.
Varieties possessing coloured flowers of orange-yellow.

88. MR. H. ROBERTS—Corolla very broad

graceful growth
;
sepals well reflexed

;
tube and

sepals rose colour, deepening in the corolla into

crimson of a dark distinct shade.

8h. AURORA SUPERBA—Tube and sepals

rich salmon, corolla large, spreading; orange-
scarlet, suffused vcllow

;
fine habit, free

;
distinct.

UO. EARL OP BBACONSPIELD—One of

the best for decoration
;
very large clusters, and

blooms nearly all the year if allowed plenty of

root room.
91. MR. RUNDELL — Similar to Aortf

Beaconsfleld. Beautifully shaped flower, the hold

quick growth of its parent, with even more free-

dom of flowering
;
for general decoration a capital

variety.

92. MRS. RUNDELL— A seedling from
Earl of Beaconsfleld. Very graceful. F.C.C

Striped

96. LORD WOLSELEY—IVell expanded
corolla, soft rosy crimson, veined red and margined
bluish purple, hroa<l reflexod sepals of a deep red

;

fine flowers; good habit, constant. Is.

97. BEAUTY (Sankey)—Tube rosy-red,

sepals same colour but broad, corolla plum- purple,

distinctly striped
;

distinct.

Section.

98. BLAND'S NEW STRIPED—Tube and
sepals dark scarlet

;
corolla, rich plum-coloured

purple, distinctly striped red and rose; pyramidal
shape.

99. KING OF THE STRIPES—Distinctly
striped with red

;
violet-blue corolla

;
very free

;

vigorous.

Wh te Striped variety.

100.

STRIATA PERPECTA—Corolia dis- I corolla bright carmine-scarlet, each petal distinctly

tinct
;
very free

;
tube and sepals waxy white

; [

striped.

Single white corollas and

102. PLOCON DE NEIGE—Corolla large

and well formed, white, sepals clear carmine.

10.8. TOURNEPORT— White corolla,

striped red, brilliant red sepals.

The twelve best varieties

scarlet tubes and sepals.

10+. CANNELLS' GEM—Habit very dwarf

;

foliage small and green; free.

100. DELIGHT— Pure white; tube and
sepals bright crimson

;
corolla large and bell-

shaped.

out for exhibition for 9.«.

Double white corollas and scarlet tubes and sepals.

BALLET GIRL— One of the finest

varieties vet introduced.

107. MOLESWORTH— Corolla pure white

and very full
;
dwarf habit.

108. MADAME JULES CHRETIEN—One
of the finest wdiite varieties.

109. BUFFON—Corolla white, tinted rose,

good habit; a decided acquisition. l.<.

110. PATRIE— Large open flowers.

111. GUSTAVE DORE—Medium size,

very free; sepals well roflexed; effective.

112. COL. DOMINE—Tube and sepals

rosy lake, corolla very large and double
;

fine.

113. EDMOND ABOUT— Large blush

white; very free, and double.

115.

BERLINER KIND— As free and as

1 16. FRAU EMMA TOPPER — Distinct

and novel, tube and sepals rosy coral, corolla clear

rosy blush, large and double.

117. DUCHESS OP EDINBURGH—One
of the finest double whites yet raised, its dwarf

habit and large blooms make it very desirable.

Is.

118. MRS. A. HUGGETT—A fine double

corolla, half the petals white and half carmine.

119. MISS LUCY PINNIS—Pure white;

very double
;
tube and sepals coral red

;
very

free.

120. MRS. E. G. HILL — Large fine

flowers, sepals very broad.

121. MEYERBEER—A very free flowering

double variety
;
white, marbled carmine. Is.

122. ELIZABETH MARSHALL—One of

the freest bloomers
;
grand for market.

beautiful as AJiss L. Finms, but possessinga better

and much stronger habit.

Young plants of all those not priced, Od. each
;

larger, l.s. each.

Doubles, light rosy-red sepals and beautiful soft mauve corollas.

123.

AUG. FLAMENG—Dwarf and free; I BEAUTY OF EXETER—It is a comiilcte

corolla large jinrplish violet. cross, or half-aud-half between the light tube and

DE MONTALIVET—Small but very I sepal kinds and the dark varieties,

double
;
light blue corolla, marked with carmine,

j
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Doubles, with scarlet tube and sepals,

AUGXTSTE HARDY—Very large flowers,

enormous corolla, rosy-violet,

124. BOREATTON—Sepals crimson, corolla

deep purple, full smooth regular petals. Is.

126. PHENOMENAL—Producing fine large

flowers; distinct.

126. CHAMPION OP THE WORLD—
Colour of the most intense bright dark purple

;

one of the most remarkable for size. Is.

EUGENE VERCONSIN—Very dwarf and
free

;
short petals, rosy-white base of petals,

remainder of a sl.atv-blne colour.

and dark purple and blue corollas.

127. A. DE NEUVILLE—Reddish violet :

large corolla.

LOUIS FAUCON—Producing equally

as fine flowers as Phenomenal.

128. COMTE LEON TOLSTOI — Very
double, corolla large and well formed

;
blue

black. Is.

129. SIR GARNETWOLSELEY—A large

and magnificent flower.

131. D'ORBIGNY—Reflexed sepals, bright

carmine, violet-amaranth.

WHITE PHENOMENAL.
9fA each.

ROSE PHENOMENAL.
C</. each.



All lovers of these speak of Phenomenal as the King of the Doubles, by its strong growth, fine

habit,' and the gigantic flowers it produces, claiming everyone's admiration on account of the rich

colouring of the corolla. It has been our good fortune to come into possession of two sports

from this wonderful variety, and which we now offer to the public, viz.. Rose Phenomenal

and White Phenomenal, the corolla of the former, instead of as in the original, being of a bright

bluish-mauve, comes a light rose colour of quite a new tint ;
the second and last sport has pure

white corollas, and in both cases they retain the same growth, habit, foliage, and also same freeness

in flowering, as the parent.

132. M. ALPHAND—Large flowers, violet

amaranth
;
a si>lendid variety for bedding out.

M. CH. POTIGNY — Short sepals,

double corolla
;
blue, shading to violet.

M. DYBOWSKI—Well reflexod sepals,

double flowers of a clear rosy-lilac
;

quite a
novelty.

M. E. VAUCHEE—Enormous double
corollas

;
deep violet, shaded blue, and marked

carmine.
133. CREPtrSCULE — Corolla distinctly

striped with red; fine grower
;
one of the best.

136. ALPHONSE DATJDET — Beautiful

deep violet
;
flowers full and double.

137. AVALANCHE—One of the best habited

double Fuchsias
;
very fine for any purpose.

UO. MARVELLOUS—Full, double, bright

blue corolla, rosette-like form, tube and sepals red.

U2. M. BERAUD MASSARD—Purplish

lilac
;
good flowers and habit.

144.

LA PRANCE—Very double and of a

beautiful shade of dark blue
;
sepals recurved and

large, bright red.

Young plants of all those not priced, 6d. each
;

larger. Is. each.

FANCY FUCHSIAS.
145. M. DUFAURE—Beautiful rosy lake,

sepals white and red, large; pretty and dis-

tinct.

146. ALBA COCCINEA — Tube cherry-

crimson, white sepals; corolla violet, mottled

rose.

147. THE PERFECT CURE—Scarlet tube,

and sepals perfectly reflexed; a most extra-

ordinary shaped corolla. Is.

143. VENUS VTCTRIX— The first true

variety with white tube and sepals ever raised.

Sent out about thirty-six years ago. This

variety must have come by a freak of nature.

149. IMPROVED VENUS VICTRIX—
White tube and sepals, dark-purple corolla

;
very

distinct aud effective.

150. ERECTA VAR. NOVELTY— Tube
and sepals stained white, corolla light pink

;

flowers erect and well above the foliage.

151. PRESIDENT ORi^VY— Tube and

sepals coral-red, corolla soft mauve-pink.

WHITE FUCHSIA.

152.

COUNTESS OP ABERDEEN—A alteration; it has pure white tube, sepals and

self white, the most distinct since the pure white corolla. 9<f. each,

corolla was introduced. In this we get a decided

All those not priced, 6d. each.

HYBRID VARIEGATED FUCHSIAS.
CLOTH OP GOLD— Leaves gold,

edged silver
;
an old favourite. Is.

153.

AUCUB-ffiPOLIA — Large foliage,

variegated and blotched yellow.

164. METEOR— The lower leaves buff-

yellow, the upper ones rich crimson
;

first-class

for a climber or small pots. Much used in the

parks for bedding. 6ef. each
;

5s. doz.

155. SUNRAY—A fine and distinct decora-

tive Fuchsia, being by far the best with red

variegated leaves
;
quite ornamental and beautiful.

156. RUBENS — Greenish yellow in the

centre and bordered golden-yellow, flowers

doable, very dark violet corolla, clear red re-

curved sepals.

Those not priced, 6rf. each
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VARIOUS SPECIES AND HYBRIDS OF FUCHSIAS. 1
167.

TRIPHYIiLA—Very distinct, of the
Fulgens type; neat, dark, bronze-green foliage,

and benches of medium-size flowers of the love-
liest brilliant orange-scarlet. Is. each. Seed,
per pkt., l.s. G(l.

161. SPLENDENS—Orange-scarlet flowers,
tips of sepals light green. Is.

162. FULGENS—The fine old variety.
163. PROCUMBENS—A good basket plant

,

has small round leaves, and singularly unique
blooms, suceeeded by bright magenta-coloured
berries; very attractive during the winter.

164. BOLEVIANA GRANDIPLORA —

165.

TOM THUMB sgn. PUMILA—A very
neat small-growing plant, with an abundance of
small flowers

;
beautiful for either pots or

gardens.

167. PENDUL.<®PLORA — Flowers are
produced in clusters from the axils of the leaves
and the terminal shoots

;
rich crimson, shaded

with maroon. Is.

168. DOMINIANA—Large crimson tube
;

good winter bloomer. Is.

169. MICROPHYLLA ALBA ROSA

—

Is. 6rf.

170. CORYMBIPLORA VIRGINATA —
Very pretty and distinct. Is. A light stem and flowered variety. Is.

Young plants of all those not priced, 6d. each
;
larger, l.s. each.

HARDY FUCHSIAS.
171. CORALLINA, sgn. EXONIENSIS—Pine hardy variety for covering walls, and

best for open gardens, richly covered in foliage
and flower.

GLOBOSA—The good old variety raised
many }'ears ago

;
one of the best hardy kinds.

172. GLOBOSA VARIEGATA.
174. HARDY HYBRID, No. 3—A most

abundant bloomer. For a mild climate and fine

autumn months in England, it is a most valuable
outdoor variety.

176. INTEGRIPOLIA—Useful for covering
walls, &c.

178. MACROSTEMA GRACILIS.
181. RICCARTONI—A beautiful variety,

the hardiest of all the outdoor Fuchsias.

Young plants of all varieties, (Sd. each
;
larger Is. each.

Glaw'oll
31HE Gladiolus constitutes one of the finest features of the Flower Garden during the summer

^
J autumn months for diversity of colour and general effect, either in masses or planted in

clumps for border decoration, backed by evergreens. It is also of easy culture, and will
thrive in any ordinary deeply dug garden soil, with a liberal supply of manure. Early and deep
planting is the secret of success.

CDliTGRAL DIRECTIONS.
FOR EXHIBITION PURPOSES.—Select an open situation. In October, trench the soil 2 feet deep; use a

liberal supply of old hot-hed or_ cow.manure, well mixed with the soil. Commence planting the first week in
Marob, and at intervals. Plant in beds of three rows, placing the bulbs one foot apart and 4 inches deep. Stake
as soon as the plants are sufficiently high, and muloh over the ground with half>rotted manure. As soon as the
plants show bloom, stimulants are beneficial for the full development of the flowers ; for this purpose, use our
Real Manure once a week.

FOR FLOWBE GARDEN DECORATION.—Plant during March and April in borders, in clumps of three or
five, at intervals of 4 or 6 feet, between Standard Roses, Dahlias, &c., or in masses in the centre of large beds or
between Rhododendrons, Azaleas, &c.

'

The bulbs should be taken up as soon as the leaves begin to fade
; gradually dry them, clean them, put them

into a paper bag, and place out of the reach of the frost.

HYBRIDUS LEMOiNEI VARIETIES.
•ANDR:^1 CHENIER—A great improvement

on Marie Lemoine. Gd.

BOUSSINGAULT— Rose, lower petals
marked purple-red

; well-formed. 6d.
CASTELAR—Deep salmon and pale }'ellow,

blotches large purple-maroon, edged deep
yellow. 9rf.

CHEVREUL—Quite a novel colour, magenta
shade, large bluish-violet blotch. Gd.

DARWIN—Large, deep rose, bright purple
blotches, edged bronzy yellow. Gd.

DE CHERVTLLB—Reddish cerise, shaded
bufl inside, reddish salmon, shaded green, blotches
yellow and purple. Gd.

DE HUMBOLDT— Grand spike, reddish
rose, blotched maroon, shaded pale yellow.
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DTJGXJESCLIN—Deep salmon, red blotches

on lower petals
;
fine flowers. Gd,

^MILE n- AT.T.lh

—

Large, rosy violet, Bishop’s

purple blotch, lined yellow towards centre. 9rf.

ETOUjE POLAIRE—Deep yellow, blotches

brown ;
large. Is.

EUGENE LEQUIN—Naples yellow, lower

petals deep purple and yellow. Is.

*E. V. HALLOCK—Large and well-formed,

sulphur, large reddish crimson blotch, edged

yellow. Is.

LAFAYETTE—Large, salmon, shaded yel-

low, large crimson blotch in lower petals. Gd.

•LA PRANCE—Chamois, shaded salmon, two

lower petals blotched purple, pointed yellow. 6d.

LAMARCK—Rich salmon, slightly marked
red, blotches crimson-yellow and red

;
fine. Gd.

LEMOINEI—Colour creamy white, slightly

tinted green, dashed with rich crimson-maroon
;

perfectly hardy. Gd. each; 4s. per dozen.

•LOUIS THLBAUT — Quite a new and

attractive colour of a violet shade, blotches

maroon- purple, dotted yellow. Is.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE — Flowers large,

yellow, shaded .salmon, dark purple blotches. Gd.

MARIE LEMOINE—A useful variety. Gd.

each
;
4s. per dozen.

•MASQUE DE PER—Bronzy red, lower

petals maroon, with a yellow stripe in centre

;

flowers well opened. Gd. each.

MIRABEAU—Indian saffron, large velvety

crimson blotches. Gd.

M. Ll^lVEQUE—Rich velvety crimson, lower

petals marked deep yellow. Is.

MLLE. THilRESE LAMBERT—Clear

lilac rose, lower petals velvety purple and violet,

blotched pale yellow. Gd.

MME.LEMOINIER—Early flowering,white,

lightly shaded salmon, large blotch, violet and

maroon. Gd.

ORIFLAMME—Long spikes, flowers bright

lake, blotches velvety red. Gd.

PACTOLE—Soft yellow, blotches velvety

maroon. Gd.

V^INUS DE MILO—White, passing as flower

gets older to a blush shade, feathered blotches,

clear maroon ; one of the best. Is.

VfiSUVE—Very rich colours, velvety purple,

lower petals shaded deeper, centre of each petal

marked yellow
;
early. Gd.

VICTOR MASSE—Rose, shaded carmine,

very dark blotches, edged yellow. Gd,

•VOLTAIRE — Violet carmine, maroon

blotches, edged clear yellow. Gd.

Many other varieties can be supplied.

• Awarded First-Class Certificates.

LIST OF GLADIOLI.
ABABA — Cerise, shaded maroon

;
white

centre. Is.

ABALUS—White with violet stripe. Gd.

ABATOS—White, tinted lilac. Gd.

ACTEUR—White, tinted purple. Gd.

A. P. B A R R O N—Scarlet, lower petals

streaked white. Gd.

AGNES MARY—White marbled slate, violet

stripe on lower petal
;

fine. Gd.

AGRIUS—Salmon-pink, flaked at edges ver-

milion, creamy-yellow eye
;
flue. Gd.

ala—

R

ose, base of petals white. Is.

ANTHONY WATERER—Scarlet, streaks

down centre of lower divisions. fl</.

APOLLON—Lilac rose, carmine spot. 4<7.

APPIANUS—White, large rose blotch on

lower petals. 3s.

BEAUTY OP ENGLAND—White, yellow

blotch, violet stripe ;
fine. Is. Crf.

B E L G I C A—Flesh, veined lilac; grand.

Is. Gd.

BERON—Crimson, flakedcarmiue-rose. Is.Gd.

BUTEO—Rose, pure white centre. Gd.

CALLIPHON—Rose, streaked bright rose,

light centre. 2s.

CAPTAIN BOYNTON—Red, bluish centre,

white spots on lower petals
;

fine. Gd.

CilfcLEMENE—Orange red, blazed red. Gd.

CHAMONT—Lilac, shaded purple. Gd.

CHAS. NOBLE—Orange scarlet, flaked and

feathered rose. Gd.

CLARENCE—Maroon, streaked purple and

slifliOcd red l*v

COUNTESS CRAVEN—Rose flaked car-

mine. Is.

CROWN PRINCE—Carmine, shaded and

flaked crimson. Gd.

DEMOCEDES—Cerise, flakedcaruiine. Is.

DR. BENSON—Crimson, violet stripe. Gd.

DR. HOGG— Mauve, suffused rose, centre

pure white. Gd.

DR. WOODFORD-Salmon, flaked carmine,

yellow spot on lower petal
;
splendid. Gd.

DR. WOODMAN—Salmon, flaked pink and

lake, large blotch of carmine on lower petal.

Is. Gd.

DUO DE MONTEBELLO—Rose, orange

tinted, white spots. Gd.

DUCHESS OP EDINBURGH—Purplish

rose, carmine stripe on lower division; tine

form
;
grand, l.v. litf.

DUKE OP CONNAUGHT— Salmon-pink,

mottled and flaked dark crimson, scarlet pencilled

throat. Is.

DUKE OP EDINBURGH-Salmon rose,

flaked purple, white throat. 3s.

EARL STRATHMORE — Scarlet, veined

and shaded crimson. Is.
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ELECTRA—Pink, shaded rosy cnmson, flaked
carmine on tlie edges, l.s. Gd.

ELGIRA—Red, marble edge, Avliite centre.
9rf.

EPICTETUS—Purple, veined crimson. M.
EUGENE SCRIBE— Rose, blazed carmine

red. 6rf.

GALATEA—Blush, tinted rose. l.s. G</.GLOW—Orange scarlet, slightly flaked.
Is.

GORGO—Salmon-rose on white ground. M.
HORACE VERNET—Reddish purple, large

white stain, striped red. Crf.

JAS. KELWAY—Crimson, edged maroon,
white line on each petal. Is. G</.

JAS. WOOD—Cherry, yellow throat. Is.

LADY BRIDPORT—Blush, flaked carmine.
9(/.

LADY CARRINGTON—Pale lilac, streaked
carmine, white centre. Is. Oi/.

LADY NEWPORT—Flesh colour, bright
carmine stripe on lower petal. 6rf.

LADY PERCY—Crimson, shaded on edges
maroon. Is. Grf.

LORD BURLEIGH—Salmon, veined crim-
son. G(/.

LORD CARNARVON— Scarlet, white
throat. It/.

LORD LEIGH—Crimson, flaked maroon,
white spot on lower lip. 9t/.

LORD ROTHSCHILD — Scarlet crimson,
shaded purple. Is. (it/.

LORD W. BERESFORD — Amaranth,
shaded purple lake. Is. (it/.

LYNCEUS—Peach, flaked carmine, purple
stripe, id.

MME .MONNERET—Rose, striped whi te. 3t/.

MAID OP ORLEANS—White, tinted
madder. Is.

MAORI CHIEF—Mulberry, shaded maroon,
crimson blotch on lower petal. 9t/.

’

MISS SALWAY— Crimson, white spots.
Is. Ct/.

MR. A. JACKSON—Rosy carmine, claret
blotch on lower petal. 9</.

MR. BRYMER—Mauve, flaked and shaded.
9t/.

MR. BURLEY—Cherry rose, yellow centre.
9t/.

MR. DERRY—Amaranth, flaked purple,
white lines, fine spike. 6t/.

MR. DRUMMOND — Amaranth, shaded,
white centre. 9t/.

MR. GLADSTONE—Scarlet crimson, light
centre. Is. Gt/.

MR. STRIEDINGER—Flesh veined car-
mine. Is. (it/.

MR. THORNTON—Purple-crimson, veined
red. Is. Of/.

MRS. DOBREE— White, lower pet.als tinged
sulphur. 3s.

MRS. POSTER—White, tinged flesh, flaked
rose. 3s.

MR. J. EYTON—AVliite, shaded lilac-rose,

rose stripe on lower petal. 9</.

MRS. KYNARTIN MAINWAREY—Red,
flaked maroon. 9rf.

MRS. LANGTRY—White, tinted purple.
Is. Gd.

MRS. LAXTON—Rosy red, veined lake, pure
ivory-white centre : unicpie. Gt/.

NERONIA—Violet. Gt/.

ORCUS—Light red, shaded, whitecentre. Gt/.

ORMONDE—Flesh shaded. Is. Gt/,

PICTUM—Salmon-scarlet, flaked carmine
;

grand. Is.

PRESIDENT—Cerise, veined carmine. Gt/.

PRINCE GEORGE—Scarlet, crimson base,
white stripe. Is. Gt/.

PRINCE HENRY—Purple, white throat. 2s.

ROBT. TAIT — Scarlet, veined crimson,
white throat. 9t/.

SAM. JENNINGS—Scarlet, white blotches
on lower divisions. Is.

SATELLITE—Crimson-flaked maroon, white
centre

;
attractive. 9t/.

SHAKESPEARE — White, carmine-rosy
stains. Gt/.

SHIRLEY HIBBERD — Purplish crimson.
2s.

SILENUS—Crimson, violet stripe. Is. Gt/.

SIR MASSEY LOPES—Orange rose, iight
centre, iower petals white, purple stripe

;
grand

flower. Is.

SIR T. LAWRENCE—Mulberry, flaked
maroon, throat flamed purple. 2s.

SOTION—Lilac flaked, yellow centre. Is.

SPORTSMAN—Red, white centre. Gt/.

TELETHUSA — Salmon-rose, flaked dark
rose, carmine stripe. Is.

THOS. MOORE — Scarlet crimson, violet
blotch. Is. Gt/.

THYREUS — Rosy-salmon, carmine stripe.

Is.

UNA—Scarlet, white centre, white line. Gt/.

VICOMTESSE GLENTWORTH — Rose,
flaked purple. Is.

WM. DODD—Flesh, flaked salmon. Is.

WONDER—Maroon. Is. Gt/.

ZAMA—Crimson, large white centre. 9t/.

nr-.L T.
Kino, Esq., Stoke Courcy, Bridgwater, De.cemhe.r 24(/t, 189G.

With your Primula seed and “ Directions how to Grow” 1 have a batch of plants I almost
worship. ‘

.. ^ „ The Hollies, Boreham, Ah7»s( 31.s(, 1896.
Mis. Miller thanks Messrs. Cannell & Sons for their kind attention. Ail the seeds have

given great satisfaction, are the finest and most beautiful (both vegetables and flowers), and
have been much admired.
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1° UNRLOOMED SEEDLINGS, saved from our choicest named sorts SO 0 per 100

BLOOMED SEEDLINGS, 1st choice 30 0 ,,

,, ,, 2nd 25 0 ,,

LIGHT COLOURED SEEDLINGS, mixed 4 0 per doz.

MIXED FOR BORDERS 4 0 „

We highly recommend our Seedlings, winch will befound often to produce finer blooms than many of
the named sorts in this Catalogue quoted at double the price.

BEENCHLETENSIS, extra large. Is. Gd. per dozen
;

8s. per 100.

GANDAVENSIS, 2s. per dozen
;

16s. per 100.

Our bulbs of these well-known and magnificent varieties are extra fine and sound. Grand varieties

for the garden.

OUAUIOI-I.

Seeds, Is. per packet.

GESNBfiA'CBOUS ‘PlMTS.
For furnishing and ornamenting the greenhouse during the summer months. Tubers and

rhizomes in a dry state may be had from November up to March
;
plants can, however, bo had

in pots at proportionately increased prices.

ACHIMENES—See Collection.

DYCIRTA CANDIDA—Flowers white, id.

each tuber.

EUCODONIA N.®aELIOIDES LILACI-
NELLA — Light lilac, throat white, spotted

lemon-yellow and lilac. 6<f.

EUCODONIA NABGELIOIDES — Tube
violet, shading off to red, lobes violet-red, reticu-

lated crimson, throat yellow, spotted crimson-

amaranth. Gd.

EUCODONIA N^EGELIOIDES ARMIDE
—Soft flesh colour, slightly shaded lilac, yel-

lowish throat. Gd.

GESNERA ROSEA LILACINA— A very

free and compact variety, lilac. 2s. Gd.

GESNERA (DIRC-fflA) REGALIS

—

vermilion flowers. 2s.

If only grown for the foliage Gesneras are very

attractive, and produce beautiful spikes of very

pretty blossoms. Many of them have rich velvet-

like foliage, varying from green to crimson. As
a decorative plant in a warm dry house they can

scarcely be over estimated.

GESNERA DONKELAARI — Flowers

large, of a bright carmine, throat yellow
;
a most

beautiful variety. 6s.

GESNERA LEOPOLDI—Dwarf, vermilion

flowers. 2s. Gd.

GLOXINIAS— Collection.

N.iEGELIA COLOMBINE—Lemon-yellow,

large velvety brown leaves. Gd.
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N^GELIA COMTESSE DE FLANDRE—Tube and lobes rich vermilion, interior of
throat spotted red, shiny purple foliage. 6cf. each.

TYD^EA A. DELAAGE — Light carmine
tube, lower lobes dotted carmine, upper spotted
blood-rod. Is. Grf.

PLECTOPOMA CANDEDUM — Flowers
large, snow-white, broad lemon-yellow blotch.
lOrf.

PLECTOPOMA GIBSONI—Fine dark blue.
6d, each.

PLECTOPOMA GLOXINI-ffiPLORUM—
A fine species, large white flowers, golden yellow
throat, dotted purple. GJ.

TYDABA A. BAGUET—Scarlet tube, flesh-

coloured lobes, spotted and netted blood-red.

Is. Gel.

TYD-iEA BELZBBXJTH—Crimson, spotted
black, like a leopard. Is.

TYD^A COMMANDEUR J. B. SELLA
—Violet-carmine tube, lower lobes spotted vio-

let, upper carmine, dotted blood-red. Is. Grf. each.

PLECTOPOMA ROLLISSONI—Pale blue

;

fine. Gel. each.

SCHEERIA MEXICANA CQERULES-
CENS—Violet, with a sky blue reflex. Gel. each.

TYD.fflA CH. DE GERLACHE—Lilac-car-

mine tube, lobes rosy white, striped deep carmine,
mouth deep carmine. Is. Gel.

TYD^A DOCTEUR ORPHANIDES —
SCHEERIA PRESIDENT MALET —

Purplish violet; fine. 3d. each tuber.

SOUVENIR DE MDME. JOIGNET—
Handsome, bronze-green leaves ; Achimene-like
flowers, abundantly produced, of a rich carmine-
purple colour. 2s. Gel.

Tube lilac-carmine, yellow lobes, spotted blood-
red. Is. Gd,

TYDAEA GIGANTEA—Golden yellow,
striped dark vermilion. Is. Gel.

TYDzEA LEONIDAS—Tube clear coral-red,

lobes cherry-red, yellow, and vermilion. Is. Gel.

Gloxi'nias.
Ours is the finest and choicest collection in England.

J

N our opinion these rank second to no other flowers for noble form and beauty. Our three
100-feet houses in June, July, and August are really a magnificent sight, and many have said
“Well, this is alone worth our journey.” Pot them into any ordinary good soil, and if kept
close in a temperature of 55“ to 70“, well shaded from all sunlight, and treated in the same

way as warm greenhouse plants—free from cold draughts, and liquid manure once a week—the
result will bo a grand sight. A 2s. Gd. packet of our seed sown in January to May will give a
splendid display.

Selections left to H. C. & Sons will be supplied at 15s., 18s., 24s., and 30s. per doz.
;
choice

new varieties, 42s. doz.
;
unbloomed Seedlings, 5s. and 9s. per doz.

Our Exhibit at the Great Temple Show was aoknowledged to be the fines'

ever seen in London.

ERECT FLOWERS (recurV/€FOLIA).

AGAR. l.v. Od.

AMI HOSTE. 2s.

AMI SIVAUX. Is. fid.

BEACON. 2s.

CAP. MURRELL. Is. Gd.

COLONEL HALL. 2s.

DESIRE ROBERT. 2s.

EVATINA. Is. Gd.

FEU ETNA. 2.S.

LIEUT.-COL. FISHWICK.
Is. Gd.

MAID OF KENT. 2s.

MARABILE. Is. Gd.

MR. CHAS. MILLER. 2.s.

MRS. R. ALLEN. Is. Gd.

MISS CANNELL, F.C.C. 2s,

REGULARITY. 2s.

R. R. SMELLIB. Is, Gd.

RIDER HAGGARD. 2s.

ROI DBS ROUGES. Is. Gd.

VICEROY. Is. Gd.

W. MARSHALL. Is. Gd.

above varieties, 4d. each in May.Seeds, 2s. Gd. per packet. Seedlings, 5s. per doz. Leaves of the
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Tubers of the above varieties ready to post to any part of the world from September to March.

Started Tubers in pots ready all the summer, our selection, from 12s. per dozen and upwards.

Splendid seedling bulbs, nearly as good as named varieties, 5s. per doz.

GLOXINIA MACTTLATA SCEPTRUM—A magnificent species; clear lilac well-formed

blooms. A very attractive variety, blooming during the whole of the winter; and for decoration

and similar purposes it is extremely useful and handsome.

l.s. each. Tubers in winter, Gtf. each.

CANNELLS’ GLOXINIAS.

It should be remembered that for years we have been large exhibitors, receiving the

highest awards at the great Temple Show. We hold
.

probably the largest and most perfect

kinds in existence. The highest and most brilliant scarlet is Bea-.on, no collection is complete

without it
;
flowering bulbs of it, 2s. Seed, 2s. 6</. per pkt.

Hmby 'P»r®nnial Gailla^dias.

A lovely coloured flower,

perfectly distinct to any other,
and for all decoration quite a
charming feature

;
perfectly

hardy, producing abundance of
flowers all the summer. For
cut flowers one of the most
useful ])lants of the garden.
Strong seedlings, to flower at

once, 4s. per doz.

NEW VARIETIES.

GLORIOSA.
*LADAS.

LANGPORT WONDER.
LORD ROSEBERY
MONAS.
NEOCLES.
SARAH BERNHARDT.
VERMONT.
WM. ROLFE.

Is, each
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BARNUM,
BERTHA—Crimson, gold edge.

CATHERINE WHEEL.
DARKNESS.
DONOVAN— Bronze, gold edge.

DUKE OF PORTLAND—Yellow, shaded
bronze; large.

‘GEORGE KELWAY—Large crimson, gold
edge.

OLENAVON—Deep maroon-crimson, yellow
edge.

GOLD DUST.
•JAMES KELWAY—Very large, dazzling

scarlet, gold edge
;
the brightest. Is. Gel.

LEONARD KELWAY.
* Awarded First-'

MAGENTA KING—A novelty in colour,
magenta, edged pale yellow. Is.

MOLTEN SEA.
•MR. PITCHER.
OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES—Effec-

tive, full size, coloured crimson and gold. Is.

ORANGEMAN.
PORCUPINE.
PRINCE OP NAPLES — Red, shaded

purple, yellow edge.

•SOMERSET—Quilled, pure yellow. Is.

•VIVIAN GREY—Yellow, fringed with a
yellow disc

;
grand.

*WM. KELWAY— Very large, brilliant

crimson, gold edge.

Class Certificates.

A very free flowering and free growing class of garden plant. Is. each
;
9s. doz.

Seedlings from the best varieties, 4s. per dozen.

Heliotro'wums.
THE BEST VARIETIES.

|p|3inE ordinary treatment of a Verbena. But very few persons have any idea that they are one
of the best plants we possess, and will live for many years, producing an immense quantity

(fjjK of flowers all the year, yielding a most delicious perfume if planted out like a Grape Vine

1. ALBERT DELAUX—A vigorous

and distinct variety, being distinctly

marbled with yellow
;
constant.

2. COMTESSE DE MORTE-
MART—Deep violet colour, large white
centre.

3. JEANNE D’AMOUR- An ad-

vance on Miss Niffluitiffale

;

for general

purposes one of the best.

4. MINA—Colour not very dark or

light—medium
;

its value is its habit and
freeness of flowering either in a pot or bed.

6.

PATRIOT—Large pip
;

a very
useful variety.

6. PAUL PPITZER—Light variety,

fine large truss
;
good shape.

7. PRESIDENT GARFIELD-An
improvement on Jersey Beauty

;

bright

mauve purple
;
distinct and useful.

8. PRIAPO — Bishop’s blue, with
white eye.

9. PRINCESS DE SAGAN—Of a
clear blue shade, white centre.

10. ROI DES NOIRS—Deep black-

ish purple, white eye
;
very distinct.

11. SWANLEY GIANT — A fine

variety, for bedding or pots
;
massive heads

of flowers
;
colour bright blue, and deli-

ciously fragrant. HELIOTKOPIUM QUEEN MAROUEBITE.
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12. THE QUEEN—Flowers nearly white,

and very highly perfumed ; a fine variety.

13. 'WHITE LADY—Nearly pure white,

free-flowering, large heads of bloom
;
fine habit.

1-1. FREIFEAU "VON KONIG—A pretty

variety, light silvery-mauve flowers arranged in

graceful arching sprays
;
sweet-scented ;

attrac-

tive. 9<f.

15.

QUEEN MA'RGUERITE—The habit

is dwarf compact. Suitable for pot or border

culture, and of high value for cut-flower

purposes. Is.

Gd. each
;

4s. per dozen.

H®ua'nth»mums (Sun 'Aosbs).
No Plants are better adapted for dry rockeries or sunny banks than these ; they are Ever-

greens, and always have a charming and attractive appearance
;
quite hardy, and, like shrubs, when

established, live for many years without trouble. 6<f. each: 4s. per dozen.

SEEDLINO HOLLYHOCKS.

Hollyhocks.
Splendid seedlings of various colours, that will bloom

during the season, Gs. and 12s. per dozen.

Named varieties, our selection, 24s. to 36s. per dozen.

Isis.

S
HE value of this large and important group of

hardy plants is now more generally recognised,

and if their accommodating disposition with re-

gard to soil and situation, the rich and varied

colours of their flowers, rivalling in this respect

the choicest of Orchids, their value as cut- flowers for

decoration and the extended season of their blooming,

viz., from Christmas to August, &c., be taken into con-

sideration, it must be admitted that no collection of hardy

plants can have any claim to bo considered a represent-

ative one which does not include a judicious selection

of these plants. 4s. to 10s. per doz.en.

For full description of all sections of this family, see our Autumn
and Bulb Catalogue.

Lanta'nas.
THE BEST VARIETIES.

liHIS family is exceedingly pretty and of easy cultivation, only requiring the ordinary care of
' a Pelargonium

;
they bloom most abundantly eight months in the year

;
a fine substitute for

the Verbena.

. LA NEIGE—Pure white. 9d.

. PLUIE D’OR—Light canary yellow.

7. RUTILANT— Deep yellow
;
dws.rf.

9. NE PLUS ULTRA— Rose-pink
;

fine

ibedder.

10. FAVORITA—Yellow to brown-scarlet.

11. DISTINCTION—Orange-scarlet.

12. DON CALMET—Pink centres, peach.

16. ECLAT — Rich reddish crimson and

orange.

17. PERLE POITEVINE—White.
19. MAGENTA KING — Bright purple-

scarlet.

23. RAYON DE SOLEIL—Deep yellow.

27. DIADEME—Rose, centre yellow.

All those not priced, Gd. each
;

4s. per dozen.
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Lims (IN POTS).
The best and most useful varieties in cultivation

;
can be supplied in dry roots in autumn at lower

prices.

AUKATXJM (The Golden-rayed Lily of

Japan)—One of the grandest of Lilies. Is. 6d.

and 2s. 6rf.

BTJLBIFERUM UMBELLATTJM— Crim-
son-scarlet, shading to yellow, thickly spotted,

2i ft. Is.

CANADENSE RTJBRUM—Deep red
;
dis-

tinct and pretty, 3 ft. 2s.

CANDEDUM (The Old White Garden LUy,
or St. Joseph's Lily)—Still one of the best for

forcing or borders, snow white, 4 ft. 6d. ; 6s. doz.

CANDromi ATJREO-MARGINATTJM—
Valuable for the foliage in winter when forced.

3s. Gd.

OHALCEDONICUM (The Scarlet Turk’s
Cap of Cottage Gardens). Is. Gd.

CONCOLOR CORIDION—Bright yellow,
1 ft. Is. Gd.

CROCEXJM (Old Orange Lily)— Orange,
freely spotted black, 3 ft. Is.

DAVXJRIOUM INCOIIPARABILE — In-
tense rich crimson, freely spotted, 2 ft. Is.

ELEGANS ALUTACETJM, syn. THUN-
BERGIANXJM AUREUM NIGRO-MACTJ-
I.ATTTM—Very dwarf, apricot-coloured flowers,

spotted black, 1 ft. Gd.

ELEGANS BATEMANs® — Soft, rich,

glowing orange-red; handsome. Is. Gd.

JAPONICTJM KJEtAMERI—White, shading
to rose-pink, 2 ft. Is. Gd.

LONGIPLORUM—Pure white, IJ ft. Gd.

LONGIPLORUM HARRISH (The Ber-
muda Easter Lily), syn. LONGEPLORUM
EXIMIUM—Flower pure white, long and hand-
some

;
very free. Is.

MARTAGON—Purple, 4 ft. Is.

MARTAGON ALBUM—Pure white, very
handsome, 4 ft. 6s.

MARTAGON DALMATICUM—Rich glossy

crimson-purple
;
very fine, 4 ft. Is. Gd.

OCHROLEUCUM—Flowers 8 to 9 inches in

diameter, stems 4 to 6 ft. high, beautifully

scented
;
colour at base clear ochroous yellow,

shading off to milky white. 6s.

PARDALINUM—Scarlet, shading to rich

yellow, freely spotted purple-brown, 6 to 6 ft.

Is.

PARRVI—Rich golden yellow, very fragrant.

3s. Gd.

POMPONIUM (verum) — Bright crimson-
scarlet, flowers early. Is.

SPECIOSUM ALBUM—Pure white, 3 ft.

Is.

SPECIOSUM PUNCTATUM—White, spot-

ted delicate pink, anthers yellow; distinct, 3 ft.

Is. Gd.

SPECIOSUM ROSEUM—White, suffused

and spotted rose, 3 ft. Is.

SPECIOSUM MELPOMENE. 2s. Gd.

SPECIOSUM RUBRUM—White, suffused
and spotted crimson, 3 ft. Is.

SUPERBUM—Varying in shade from orange
to crimson, spotted rich brown, 4 to 7 ft. Is.

TESTACEUM, syn. EXCELSUM—Delicate
apricot; delightfully fragrant, 4 ft. Is. Gd.

TIGRINUM PORTUNEI — Rich orange-
scarlet, spotted crimson, 4 ft. Gd.

WALLIOHIANUM—Large white flowers,

4 ft.
;
very beautiful. 6s.

Other varieties can be supplied at advertised pricea

1. PICOTEE—Pure white, with a bright and regularly defined blue edging all round every
flower

;
distinct, growth compact

; very free. Gd.

2. ERINUS COMPACTA AUREA GOLDELSE—Golden-yellow foliage, and bright blue
flowers

;
very distinct and effective.

3. MNG OF THE BLUES, or ATTRACTION—White eye, set in the densest dark blue
flower; dwarf, free, and a perfect gem for bedding and borders. First-Class Certificate. Gd. each,

4s. per doz.
; rooted cuttings, 10s. per 100.

4. SWANLEY BLUE—A most useful, light, bright blue bedding variety. Habit rather strong,

therefore does splendidly in poor soil and dry seasons, and it is admitted a gem. In pots it flowers

all the winter. Two First-Class Certificates. Gd. each
;

4s. per doz. Cuttings, 6s. per 100.

6. BRIGHTON—One of the best dwarf bright blue varieties introduced. 4d. each, 16s. per 100;

cuttings, 6s. per 100.
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C. BARNARD’S PERPETUAL—Brilliant ultramarine blue, with pure white markings at the
base of each of the two lower petals

;
useful alike for bediiing or growing in pots. Plants, G(f. ; 3s. doz.

7. BEAUTY OP DARMSTADT—Very dark both in flower and foliage; distinct.

PURE WHITE BEDDING LOBELIAS.
10. GRANITE CITY—Flow'ers freely produced, and of the purest white.
11. MISS HOPE—A strong growing kind

;
useful for baskets.

All those not priced, Gd. each
;
3sJ per doz. Stock plants, 6s. per doz.

After April, 2s. 6d. per doz.

PERENNIAL HERBACEOUS SECTION OF LOBELIAS (TALL).
13. CARDINATiTS—Dark green foliage, in-

tense red flowers. Is. each
;

9s. per doz.

14. CARDINALIS MULBERRY— Rich
claret colour, very distinct, free grower, and
quite hardy. Is.

16.

PIREPLY— An improvement on the
well-known variety Cardinalis. Is.

;
9s. per

dozen.

16. PULGENS, syn. RAMOSA— Intense
scarlet. Is.

17. PULGENS PRINCE ARTHUR—Ro-
bust form, vcpr large light scarlet flowers; a
decided acquisition. Is. Gd.

18. PULGENS VICTORIA—Rich scarlet,
producing many spikes, very attractive, with
large petals; a fine hed or border plant. Is.

.each
;

9s. per dozen.

The above Lobelias are the finest of the vari
hardy rank amongst the best of our hardy plants.

19. SYPHILITICA—An old and well-
known border jdant, with spikes of blue flowers
3 feet high. 9d.

20. SYPHILITICA ALBA—A fine white
form of the preceding. Is.

21. APOLLO—Medium size, rose-purple. Is.
22. ARGUS — Blue-purple, distinct eye.

Is. Gd.

23. CERES— Crimson-scarlet
;
strong. Is.

24. CHALLENGER—Rosy purple
;

large.
Is.

25. DON JUAN — Mauve-pnrple
; fine.

Is. Gd.
v i ,

2G. MAGENTA SUPERBA — Magenta,
white centre. Is. Grf.

27. NIEZA—Rich, dark. Is. Gd.
28. ORION—Crimson-scarlet

;
fine. Is.

29. VESTA—Magenta, cleat white eye. Is.

s hybrids of L. syphilitica, and being perfectly

Mimu' lus.
BEAUTY OP SUTTON—In every way resembles the single kinds both in habit and growth, and

also with the blooms, except it being a fine double flower. It has the merit of being more
persistent, consequently makes a longer show, and in a border it is one of the best and most
distinct. Gd.

PENCOMBE RECTORY—Very pretty, and for garden decoration both these are gems, and
should be planted everywhere. Gd.

SINGLE MIMULUS.
MAGNUM BONUM—Clear golden yellow,

heavily blotched and spotted crimson.
MABEL — White ground, lobes heavily

blotched crimson-maroon.

CLARA— Canary-yellow ground, crimson-
scarlet blotch on each petal.

GOLDEN PHEASANT—A fine and attrac-
tive variety.

Seed, Gd. and Is. per packet.

HYBRID MUSK-
HARRISON'S MUSK—A grand variety

;
a great improvement on the old variety ; delightfully

fragrant,
'

Those not priced, Gd. each
;

6s. per doz. Unnamed Seedlings, 4s. per doz.
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.iSSrK^HO does not lijce a Pansy ? No one! It comes so quickly after the dull, dreMy winter,

and its colour and markings are so beautiful, that everyone exclaims, “ I do like a

Heartsease !
” As to their eulture, give them a good deep rich soil and open situation,

and they will grow and thrive anywhere, and beyond replanting, will bloom eight months without

attention. If the splendid colours and roundness of these could he seen, they would be grown in

every garden.
Our selection, 4s. per doz.

All those not priced, Grf. each
;

5s. ]>er doz.

Seeds from the choicest varieties. Is. and 2s. Gd. per packet.

Seedlings, Is. per doz.
;

7s. per 100.

Seedlings, selected. Is. 6</, per doz. ; 10s. per 100.

Cuttings can be supplied during August and September at half the price quoted for plants.

SHOW PANSIES.
SELFS.

ALEX. BL&CE—Black purple
;
extra fine.

ALLAN STEWART — Large glossy dark

self
;
good eye.

ALEXANDER WATT—Violet-purple self

;

large and line. Is.

ANDREW MILLER—Plum self.

ANNIE DOWEY—Large pure white
;

per-

fect form.
BLACK KNiaHT—Glossy black self; fine

form; distinct.

BOBBIE HARPER—Fine dark blotches
;

large.

CAPTAIN CROMBIE—Dark maroon;
extra.

COUNT BISMARCK—Black self.

CROSSHILL GEM—Dark self, fine form.

DAVID MALCOLM—Blackwithout shading,
fine form

;
extra, l.s.

DIMPLE—Dark plumselfof finest form. Is.

DR. INCH—Glossy-black; extra fine.

GEO. ROBERTS—Glossy-dark
;

solid eye.

GOLDEN CIRCLE—Yellow, dense black

blotch
;
a very fine flower.

GOLDEN QUEEN—Light yellow self, solid

blotch.

GRAHAM MURRAY— Rich glossy dark

self; fine form.

HARRY PAUL—Plum-purple.

HELEN DOUGLAS — White self, large

blotch
;
fine form. Is.

JAMES DREY—Beautiful plum self
;

fine

form,

YELLOW
A. JOHNSTONE — Rich golden yellow,

belted bronzy-purple
;

large.

BELLA WILSON—Primrose, solid blotches;

great substance.

CHARLES TURNER—Yellow, broad dark

belting ;
distinct.

CHAUCER—Deep golden yellow, chocolate

blotches; extra.

JENNY BROWN—Bright golden yellow
;

constant.

MAGGIE THOMSON—Bright yellow, solid

black blotches; fine.

MAJOR-GENERAL STEWART— Blue
self, solid black blotches

;
the best.

MARY M'KAY STEWART—Large white,

perfect form, black blotches
;
grand form.

MISS CAMPBELL—Golden yellow, perfect

form
;
one of the finest.

MISS HELEN DOUGLAS—Pure white,

solid blotches
;

grand.

MRS. A. IRVINE—Pure white, solid

blotches; large and fine.

MRS. GLADSTONE — Pure white, solid

blotches
;
large and smooth.

MRS. KERRIGAN—Primrose self, well-

formed blotches.

PINNANCE — Dark self, of finest form;
extra. Is.

ROYALIST—Rich primrose, dense blotches

;

large. '

SIR WM. ARROL—Large glossy dark self,

i

amber eye; grand.

i WINNIE IRVINE—Lovely primrose self
;

perfect. Is.

I WM. FORBES—Plum-purple self, round

j

and smooth.
WM. FULTON — Black, great substance;

I
smooth and fine.

GROUNDS.
DR. D. P. STEWART — Bronzy purple

bolting
;
large.

ED. J. MARTIN—Bronzy-purple belting;

one of the finest.

FASCINATOR—Bright maroon
G. C. GORDON—Purple belting; extra.

JAMES BLACK—Deep golden yellow ; fine

form and quality.
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JAMES BUCHANAN—Deep plum-purple;
fine.

JANETTE—Yellow, solid blotch, fine c}e,
dark maroon belting. 1.'.

JA3. CHRISTIE—Yellow ground, fine cut
blotches

;
grand.

J. BORROWMAN—Yellow ground, purple
belting

; large and fine.

J. D. STEWART — Lemon-yellow, deep
maroon top petals ; splendid.

JEANIE C. HOLMES—Golden yellow,
solid black blotches; an acquisition.

J. M’LEISH—Clear yellow ground, p’.um-
purple belting

; large.

MAGGIE BENSON—Kicb golden primrose,
black blotch

;
very fine.

MAGGIE MILNE—Large yellow self, solid
blotches

;
grand.

MATTHEW POLLOCK - Bronzy purule.
MISS JANE MoLAINE — Large orange

self, of finest form
;
extra fine.

MRS. D. BAXTER—Immense golden yellow
self, large blotches

;
good.

NORMAND—Golden yellow, belted crimson-
purple

; fine.

P. C. D. BOSWELL—Yellow ground
;
one

of the largest in cultivation. Is.
' '

PERFECTION—Golden yellow, belted dark
purple; as its name denotes, one cf tne finest

ever offered.

ROBERT BURNS- -Lemon ground, choco-
late belt, solid blotcb.

TRY-ME-O—Bronzy purple; fine.

WM. BEATSON — Yellow ground, rich

bronzy.purple belting. Ls.

WM. ROBIN—Golden yellow, bronze belt.

AUGUSTA—I’urc white, bluish-purple belt-
ing

; extra.

BELLA WATT—Dark purple belting; fine.

BENACHIE — Deep violet belting
; fine

form.

BLUE BEARD—White, dense fine eye, plum
belting. Is.

G. C. GORDON—Purple belting; extra.

GRACE DARLING — White ground,
splendid blotches

;
fine.

JOHN BRAND — Yellow ground, belted
maroon; fine.

LADY BUTE—Rich purple belt; large and
fine.

MARY CAMPBELL—Large solid blotches;
grand. Is.

MISS GIBSON — White and primrose,
heavily belted wdth purple and violet ; very
attractive. Is.

FINLAYSON — Purple betting;

useful.

MRS. J. G. PAUL—Light plum
;

go;d
substance.

MRS. SHARP—Large solid blotches
;

con-
stant. Is.

PORTIA—Blotches ; very solid and well-

formed.

ROBT. M. WENLEY—Large yellow ground,
bright amber field

;
good.

ROYAL VISIT—Belted dark purple; fine.

THOS. AIRD—Pure white, purple belting;
extra fine.

VICTORIA GEM— Light purple belt; goed.

W. E. GLADSTONE — Blotches deepest
purple ; large and smooth.

WHITE GROUNDS.
MRS.

Seed selected from the choicest. Is. and 2s. Gd. per packet.

FANCY PANSIES.
TgjOVELY as are the show varieties, the fancy kinds have been brought to such a wonderful
' perfection that no one can look upon a tray of blooms without uttering an exclamation
of surprise at their size and splendid shades of colour, particularly if they can remember the poor
weedy-looking Viola flowers of thirty and forty years ago.

AGNES MABEL—Large purple blotches,
laced white with rosy tinge, upper petal white
and rose

;
immense size, one of the best.

A H. MURRAY—Dense black blotches,
laced rose and white, upper petals crimson
pencilled with white

;
a splendid flower. l.s.

ALEX. SMITH—Dark, well-formed blotches,
edged crimson, with a circle of bright yellow
belted crimson

;
distinct

;
of great merit.

ALLAN ASHCROFT — Large chocolate
blotches, upper petals mulberry.
ANNE JOHNSTONE — Upper petals

white, blotched and edged purply-crimson,
blotches on lower petals dense, solid, and perfect
in form; smooth, extra fine. Is.

ANNIE KNOWLES—Dark blotches, edged
orange

;
top petals orange, with a broad band of

crimson
;
very effective.

ANNIE ROSS—Large bright yellow self,

dense dark blotches
;
good form.

ARCHIE BUCHANAN—Solid violet

blotches, edged white ; large and fine.

ARTHUR EATON—Upper petals rosy-

crimson, wire edging of French white, dense cir-

cular blotches laced French white
;

a great
favourite Is.

ARTHUR STEWART — Violet blotches,

upper petals yellow and manve.
AUNT SUSAN—Large white self with dark

blotches.
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BETSY KELLY—WcH-formcd, rosy-puiple

blotches, margins rose and white.

CAPT. BECKET—Seal-brown blotclies, top

petals yellow, briglit crinisou peucillings
;
extra

fine.

C. B. RENSHAW—Immense violet blotches,

’toj) petals primrose
;
large model flower.

DR. BOSTOCE—Dark purple blotches, top

petals white streaked purple
;
very large.

DAVID RENNIE—Large maroon blotches,

margins bright chrome, top petals pale yellow

pencilledwithrosy-pnrple; largeandextrafine. I.'.

DONALD MORRISON—Large dark purple

blotches, laced yellow, upper petals purple and
jellow

;
immense size, and always to be had.

DUCHESS OP PIPE — Large crimson

blotches, edging white, suffused with rose ; fine

form. Is.

EARL OP BEACONSPIELD—Yellow self,

'dense black blotches; extra.

EDITH ALICE BROWN—Dark purple

blotch
;
extra.

EDWARD POLLAND — Deep maroon
blotches, edged lemon and ruby

;
very fine.

EMMELINE—Top petals deep rich maroon
on golden-yellow ground, immense solid clear

•cut blotches of deep maroon, almost black on the

lower petals, belted with yellow, slightly tinted

rosy-carmine.
EVELYN BRUCE — Dense mulberry

blotches, upper petals yellow
;
extra fine.

GARRIE M'ROBERTS — A splendid

variety
;
large rich ruby blotches.

GEORGE ANDERSON — Dark maroon
blotches edged golden-yellow, top petals violet

edged yellow
;
one of the best.

GEORGE COUBROUGH—Large circular

glossy-black blotches, edged straw colour,

suffused with carmine, upper petals dark violet

laced with straw colour
;
quite a novel flower

;

very fine for exhibition.

GEO. CROMBE—Dark claret blotches
;
large

and smooth.
HARRY BROOBIE—Kosy-pjurplc self, dark

blue blotches; very large.

HENRY ECKPORD—Light prune blotches,

top petals dark ruby, margins yellow shaded

rose ; very handsome.
JAMES ALEXANDER—Top petals yellow,

with broad belt of deep purple, dark chocolaie

blotches, yellow belting
;
large and extra fine.

JAMES SIMKINS—Dark blotches edged

with bronzy'-yellow, top petals yellow and rose
;

large and fine.

JAMES SKINNER—Mulberry, lake, and

white.

JANET M. WOOD—Dark violet-blotches,

margins white.

JANE A. MARTIN—Mauve blotches, edged
white.

JOHN ALLAN—Dense plum blotches, belted

white, upper petals plum laced with white
;
very

large
;
one of the best. 9(/.

JOHN J. ASHTON — Large crimson self,

dense dark blotches
;
one of the best.

JOHN POPE— Dark solid blotches, edged
bright yellow, upper petals yellow, shaded purple

;

good constitution
;

probably the finest yellow
Pansy ever offered. Two Pirst-Class Certificates.

JOHN TAYLOR — Immense lemon self,

large dense circular blotches
;

unsurpassed in

form and substance. Is. each.

LADY WATERLOW—Top petals white,

lower petals deep violet evenly edged white

;

a grand flower, attractive. Is.

LIEUT. M'ISAAC — Dark maroon blotches,

top petals claret colour edged white
;

distinct

and good.

LIZZIE MePARLANE—Brownish-purple
blotches; very smooth

;
large.

LORD HAMILTON — Dense circular

blotches edged pale mauve, suffused lavender,

top petals pale bronze
;
large.

LORD ROSEBERY (Pattlson) — Dense
plum blotches; very large.

MAGGIE A. SCOTT—Dark purple blotches,

edged bright crimson and belted clear yellow,

upper petals purple and yellow
;
first-class.

MAGGIE M'PHAIL—Dark purple blotches,

margins white, upper petals white flamed rosy-

purple; constant.

MASTER AUSTIN—A most lovely yellow,

lower petals a very rich maroon, evenly edged
abeantiful yellow

;
good and large. iW.

MAY HYND—Dense violet blotches, laced

with cream, upper petals bluish mauve
;
splendid

substance. Five First-Class Certificates.

MINA SCOTT—Dark violet blotches, margins

pure white, upper petals white with violet pencil-

lings; extra fine, one of the very best. Is.

MISS ABERCROMBIE — Massive mul-

berry blotches
;
largo and perfect form.

MISS BEVERIDGE—Solid purple blotches

;

good flower.

MISS FAULDS—Top petals pink, marked
white, deep wine colour blotches, laced white

;

extra.

MISS F. HARRISON—Dense circular

blotches
;
a grand variety.

MISS GORDON—Light violet, edged white,

yellow centre; good.

MISS HENDERSON—Large dark blotches,

broad crimson edge; top petals crimson, veined

violet; extra fine.

MISS M. T. BLACK—Blue blotches, upper

petals white and purple.

MR. BARCLAY FIELD—Top petals rich

orange-yellow, heavily and evenly edged rich

red-brown maroon, lower petals thinly edged

orange and deep rich brown
;
distinct

MR. FOSTER—Top petals white, heavily

edged with a most beautiful lilac-purple, thinly

edged white
;
lower petals a deep rich violet,

edged yellow; good and large. 9(t.
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MR. O. P. FRAME — Solid
black blotches, shaded crimson and
edged white, upper petals rich
crimson, laced white.

MR. GIBSON — Top petals
very high colour—a plum-purple,
edged white

;
lower petals almost

a black, evenly edged a bright yel-
low and pink; good form and
shape. 9rf.

MRS. ATKINSON — Dense
maroon blotches, yellow ground-
ing; with all the petals broadly
pencilled and shaded deep puce

;

extra fine.

MRS. BOSANQUET — Top
petals a light Vandyke-hronm,
edged white

; lower petals a rich

maroon, heavily edged clear
low; attractive and fine.

MRS. BROWELL — Large
crimson self

;
dense purple blotches

;

fine.

MRS. BURNS — Top petals
striped rosy peach, edged primrose,
centre yellow

;
lower petals a rich

maroon, broadly margined yellow;
good.

MRS. CHADWICK— Top petals a bright
rose-carmine, thinly edged bright yellow

;
lower

petals nearly black maroon, heavily edged clear
yellow

;
very striking, good, and attractive. M.

MRS. CHAS. KAY—Immense white self,

large black blotches.

MRS. EDWARD J. MARTIN—Rich dark
violet blotches, margins white, upper petals
white with bright rosy pencillings; perfect
flower.

MRS. O. P. FRAME — Mulberry blotches
;

one of the best.

MRS. H. CANNELL — Amber self, dark
blotches.

MRS. LISTER — Blotches dark purple,
.
top petals rich crimson

; very large
;
grand'. Is.

Mrs. MELDRUM—French white, dense
violet blotches, good grower

;
extra fine.

Mrs. R. NIVEN—Large circular velvety-
black blotches edged creamy-white, upper fietals
Prussian blue, with black markings in the centre
of Cach petal; one of the finest ever raised.
MRS. SMITH—Rosy-purple blotches

;
fine

flowers.

MRS. TRAIN—Large and extra
;

fine dense
black blotches.

.
WM. BROWNLIE—Large purple

circular blotches.

MY L4DY — Large purple blotches
;
very

Urge.
NEIL OILLtES — Dark purple blotches,

margins bright efimsOn and yellow, upper petals
purple and yellow

;
fine.

NEIL McKAY — Black blotches, edged
yellow and crimson

;
extra.

OLMAR—Dense purple blotches
;

large bold
flowers.

PECULIAR — Top petals lilac-purple,

striped with maroon, edged white
;
lower petals

a rich plum-purple, edged rosy-pink and white
;

quite distinct and good. 9cl.

PERCY CLARK — Immense dark crimson
self ; form and substance excellent.

PERFECTION—Mulberry, edged yfellow.

PILRIG—Dark blotches
;

a large and extra
fine flower.

PRINCESS BEATRICE—White, dark
violet blotch

;
grand smooth flower; fine.

R. L. HINSHELWOOD — Dark purple
blotches; large and fine.

ROBERT JAMIESON—Large dark circular
blotches, upper petals yellow streaked dark
purple, margins j’ellow ; one of the very best.

ROBERT MITCHELL—Rich velvety-black
blotches edged bright yellow, upper petals
chocolate and yellow; brilliant coloured

;
attrac-

tive.

SENATOR— Dense dark blotches', edged
crimson and white, upper petals crimson

;
very

fine. Is. each.

TAMWORTH YELLOW Pale yellow
self, dark black blotches ; much admired.
THOMAS HA'STIE—Dark prune' blotches,

top petals yellow edged bright ruby, niargins
creamy-yellow

;
ode of the finest.
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TOM TRAVIS—Large dense glossy blotches,

margined creamy white, upper petals purple

shaded white
;
grand flower.

WEIR'S HUGH— Black blotches la, , _

yellow and rose, top petals rich rose-purple
;
a

large flower of good substance.

Our selection, 4s. per doz.

All those not priced, Sd. each
;

5s. per doz.

Seeds from the choicest varieties. Is. and 2s. 6rf. per packet.

Seedlings, Is. per doz.
;

7s. per 100.

Seedlings, selected. Is. Gd. per doz.
;

10s. pec 100.

Cuttings can be supplied during August and September at half the price quoted for plants.

GRAND OLD DOUBLE PANSY.

An extraordinary hardy plant; flowers nearly blank, yery large and.fuU, and. as

double as a rose
;
for a button-hole a gem

;
A grand old-fashioned variety, ^d seems to;

have been lost foy nearly a hundred years. Received First-Class Certlfloates wherever

shown. A real good old plant. Is. 6d.. each; 12s. per dozen.
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All these make grand beds.

CHIEFTAIN—Clear blue.
CLIVEDEN PURPLE—Purple.
CLIVEDEN BLUE—Blue.
CLOTH OP GOLD—Beautiful golden yellow.DAWN OP DAY—Lilac and white

;
a large,

fine, and distinct variety.
DISTINCTION—A light lavender: very fine

and large flower.

DUCHESS OF ALBANY— Pale lilac-
purple, greyish blotches

;
distinct.

DUCHESS OP SUTHERLAND—Bluish.
EYNSPORD SWEEP—The blackest of the

dark varieties; very free and effective.

EYNSPORD YELLOW— The best of all
yellows, and a most splendid colour

;
is a general

favourite.
4rf. each

;
3s. 6rf. per doz.

; 14s. per 100. Our selection, 2s. 6d per doz.
;

12s. 6rf. per 100.

Seed, Is. per packet.

Prices of Show Bo.xes—8 holes...

12

18 „ ...

Each—s. d.

9 0
... 12 0
... 16 0

Prices of Show Boxes—24 holes

it „ 36 ,,

Each - s. (/.

... 20 0

... 24 0

'P^mgo'niums, Zonal®.
FOff GERANIUMS PROPER, SEE LIST AT END OF PELARGONIUMS.

TRICOLOR AND VARIEGATED FOLIAGE VARIETIES
WITH DOUBLE FLOWERS.

1. PRINCESS HENRY OP BATTEhBERG— Snow-white variegated foliage an
flowers. Is.

2. LADY ROSEBERY — A lovel
variegated leaf; fine shaped light crimso
flowers. Is.

3. MISS ELLEN TERRY—Broad whil
imargin, deep green centre

;
habit dwarf; flowei

Jiure white, deep salmon centre. Is. Grf.
4. MRS. PARKER—Producing a quantit

of beautiful double pink flowers
;

foliage gree
with white margin

;
distinct and attractive.

6.

CHELSEA GEM — Profuse bloomer,
foliage green, margin of white

;
large trusses,

of a charming lilac-pink colour.
6. BRONZE CORINNE—Large flowers of

a bright scarlet, chestnut zone on golden ground.
7. MRS. STRANG—Golden Tricolor with

double flowers, cerise-scarlet
; vigorous habit.

8. SOLETT I LEVANT—Bright silver varie-
gated foliage, rich scarlet flowers.

9. MARY ANDERSON—Dwarf and free .

purple-pink flowers, silver variegated
;

pretty;

list of pelargoniums with coloured leaves
GOLDEN TRICOLORS.

10. MR. HENRY COX—Intensely bright
markings, with a well-defined zone of rich crim-
son, and bright yellow margin. 9rf. each,
6s. doz.

11. MASTERPIECE — Fine broad zone,
very black; good habit; first-class. 6rf. each,
4s. doz.

12. MRS. WALTERS — A very highly-
coloured zone, contrasting with a broad golden
margin, deep green centre

; distinct 9<f.

13. ADAM BASS—Dark zone, very broad
and eren

;
perfectly flat leaf

; dwarf sturdy
habit

;
robust grower. 6«f. each, 5s. doz.

14.

PETER GRIEVE—Bound leaf, high
colour, good grower. f)d.

16.

PRINCE OP WALES—Grand variety
;

colours exceedingly bright
;
one of the best. 9d.

16. SIR R. NAPIER—Fine grower, the
streak of red is very bright

; distinct.

17. MRS. TURNER — Bather a coarser
variety

;
vivid colours

;
one of the best.

18. MACBETH—A beautiful variety, habit
dwarf and bushy, dark zone, bright scarlet ring,
attractive. 9rf. each, 6s. per doz.
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19. WILLIAM SANDY—Dwarf; narrow
inflamed scarlet zone.

20. ENCHANTEESS — Highly coloured,
Vandyke zone, deep golden margin

;
a fine ad-

vance on Mrs. PoUork. Gd. each; 6.s. doz.

21. SOPHIE DUMAEESQUE—Effective.

22. LADYCULLUM—A well-known variety.

23. MRS. POLLOCK—A well-known kind.

4s. to 6s. per doz.
;

26s. per 100.

24. GOLDEN BRILLIANTISSIMUM —
Similar to the old BrtUiant

;

distinctly blotched
yellow and white round margin, the remaining
part light pea green, vivid scarlet flowers.

For edging of beds a gem.

All those not priced, Gd, each
;

4s. per doz.

SILVER TRICOLORS.
25. MRS. MILLER — A grand improve-

ment, crimson and black zone, very even and
conspicuous. Is.

26. EMPRESS OP INDIA — Effective;
colour very brilliant. 9<f.

27. MRS. LATNO — Fine habit, large
foliage, broad silver margin, inner zone of
brilliant carmine

;
vigorous

;
a grand variety.

Gd.

28. DOLLY VARDEN — Foliage smooth
and quite circular, the red bright and glaring.

29. PORTEUS—Attractive; bright carmine
zone, broad white margin. Gd.

30. LADY DOROTHY NEVILLE—Small,
but highly coloured with fiery carmine. 9rf.

31. MISS PARREN—An improvement on
Mabel Morris ; vigorous.

32. LASS O’ GOWRIE — Margin white,
broad zone of brilliant carmine-rose. 9d. each.

33. EVA PISH—Rich lake-rose zone, large
leaves, round and flat, margined with a broad
band of creamy white

;
vigorous

;
distinct. Od.

34. MRS. GLUTTON—A stronger grower,
one of the best for bedding

;
very effective.

35. CHARMING BRIDE—Large reflexed

foliage
;
strong grower.

36. PRINCE SHiVERWINGS— Distinct
and beautiful, silver and gold tricolor leaf.

ORNAMENTAL FOLIAGE VARIETIES.

37.

A HAPPY THOUGHT—White centre,

and green round the outside
;

habit dwarf and
spreading

;
attractive.

38.

PREAK OF NATURE—An improve-
ment on Happy Thought, and very dwarf; its

white variegation is most beautiful.

GOLDEN BRONZE.
E shall merely give the most distinct features of these, for it will be useless repeating their

colours. They all have golden yellow discs, and are edged with the same colour, with

more or less brown bronze, in the shape of a horse-shoe.

39. JUBILEE — Fine bold leaf with
broad band of deep chestnut, salmon-coloured
flowers.

40. HER MAJESTY— Very fine; large

leathery foliage, with deep zone, and bright

scarlet flowers.

41. ZULU—A great improvement on Black
Douglas

;

one of the finest bedders.

42. SWANLEYBRONZE—Splendid broad
band of chestnut on bright golden yellow.

43. BRONZE QUEEN—Good bold leaf;

fine broad zone, the yellow very attractive;

a splendid bedder.

44. MARECHALMACMAHON—Bold leaf,

broad zone, and colours bright.

45. GOLDEN HARRY HIEOVER —
Habit of the green variety of that name, thick

and bushy
;

for smalt beds and front row a
gem.

46. DISTINCTION—A novel variety, the

rich green leaf disc being circumscribed by a

narrow zone, and the margin similarly crimped
with a sharply notched outline.

47. WHITE DISTINCTION— Beautiful

foliage, dwarf dense habit, and bearing white
flowers like Madame Vaucher.

43 . BLACK VESUVIUS—A sport from the

old scarlet variety. The foliage is dark, the

stem and flower stalks are coloured
;
flowers of

a darker shade than the parent. Its chief at-

traction is its dark foliage.

All those not priced, 6<i each
;

4s. per do®
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YELLOW-LEAVED SECTION
49. VERONA — Beantiful deep yellpw

foliage and dwarf habit.

50. CRYSTAL PALACE GEM — Well-

known,

51.

CREED’S SEEDLING — Dwarf,
ahnndant bloomer; bright scarlet, small truss,

and very profuse.

62.

ROBERT PISH—Dwarf habit^ never
exceeding 6 inches

;
for small beds and front

rows the best; ^

All those not priced, 6d. each
;

4s. per doz.

WHITE-EDGED YARIETIES.
53. BOULE DE NEIGE—A great improve-

ment inthis section; bushy habit, broadwhitemar-
gined leaf, deep green centre

;
good in all seasons.

54. VARIEGATED PRINCE OP
ORANGE—Dwarf habit, small foliage, orange
scented. 9rf.

65. LITTLE TROT—Scarcely attaining 6
inches, branching habit, leaves margined with
broad band of white ; a gem for bedding.

5G. VISCOUNTESS CRANBROOK—Com-
pact habit, broad creamy white edge, flowers

CGnsc*
57. MISS KINGSBURY — A first-class

Ijedder.

58. PLOWER OP SPRING—One of the

hest
;
cream-coloured variegation

;
splendid, thick,

dwarf habit.

All those not priced.

59. BRILLIANTISSIMUM— Great im-

provement on the good old Brilliant. For
bedding a grand variety, and makes a, solid line

of scarlet.

60. DANDY—Very small-leaved variegated

variety, exceedingly pretty ;
fine for edging.

61. MANGLE'S VARIEGATED—A fine

old variety
;

its pure white margin makes it very
conspicuous

;
a most useful kind for edging.

62. LADY PLYMOUTH (Graveolens fol.

var.)—A useful scented variety for bedding.

63. MME. SALLEROI—Very dwarf and

compact; of regular growth and forming into

well-formed tufts
;
never been know to flower.

64. MRS. J. C. MAPPIN—White bloom
and pink eye ;

habit and appearance is the same

as Flower of Spring.

(id. each
;

4s. per doz.

VARIEGATED FOLIAGE WITH WHITE, PINK, X CRIMSON
FLOWERS, Xc.

65. PRINCESS ALICE—Very bright pink
;
attractive. 9d.

66. MISS GERTRUDE—Blush pink flowers
;
very striking.

67. LORD CARLINGPORD—iVee growing, fine truss, colour crimson. Is.

68. SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE—Trasses of good size, magenta flowers
;

fine shape j

attractive.

69. ROSAMOND WRIGHT—Bright rose-pink, round flowers, large trass.

70. WHITE CLIPPER—Largo round white flowers.

VARIEGA.TED IVY-LEAVED SECTION.
71. DUKE OP EDINBURGH—Growth free as the green varieties

;
broad white margin.

72. L’ELEGANTE—Leaves neatly margined white
;

blooms white. An acquisition as a

decorative plant, for hanging-baskets, pots, &c.
7‘3. AUREUM MARGINATUM—Distinctly variegated with pale yellow

;
good grower.

6(f. each ;
4s. per doz.

T. Wells, Esq., Cambridge, New Zealand, September 14th, 1896.

1 received the Chrysanthemuln plants, they are strong and in prime condition, and I think
every one will grow, and as far as I know are all new to Auckland.

Mr. Thos. Caksoij, Waipawa, Hawke’s Bay, New Zealand, September 1st, 1896.

1 received the seeds in perfect order.

Mr. John Willia.ms, The Gardens. Aiinestown, Tramore, February lijh, 18961 t

Chrysanthemums to hand are by far the best I have ever seen from a nursery—healthy,

sturdy, and short jointed. I am greatly pleased with them.
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SELECT LIST OE DOUBLE-FLOWERING

PELARGONIUMS.
|HE various raisers have improved this class wonderfully the last few years—in fact, the strong

growth is now .superseded by splendid dwarf varieties, and freeness of flower equal to the
single

;
these, with liberal cultivation, are sure to take a far more prominent place for

decoration than hitherto, and for cut flowers we have nothing to equal them. The following in their

respective colours are the best in cultivation. For novelties in doubles, see front of Guide,

DOUBLE NEW LIFE,

74. DOUBLE NEW LIFE—The flowers are double, with the centre florets white, thus
forming a most conspicuous contrast. For cut flowers all the winter it will prove one of the greatest

sensations. 9d. each.

SEMI-DOUBLE GIGANTEA SECTION.

»AVING several splendid varieties in this attractive section, we have placed them Jtogethef fOr
better reference. No doubt in a year or so we shall have sufllcient new kinds to still further
divide them according to colour

;
they all produce enormous semi-double' flowers,' in the way

1 of the well-known Single Gigantea, d«rore £o)e(tfe.

76. COUSIN BilL^—Pips very fine colour, deep salmon, shading off to a pure white margin

:

effective. Is.
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76. BEAUT^: POITEVINE, si/n KING- OP DENMARK—Producing its trusses justTabove

the foliage on very strong foot stalks ; large semi-double pips of elear .salmon. 1.?.

77. ETERANTHE—Semi-double enormous flowers and trusses
;
fine bold variety.

78. GUSTAV EMICH—Producing g’gantic semi-double flowers
;
rich elcar scarlet

;
a gem for

winter flowering
; dwarf habit. 9rf.

79. M. ALPHONSE RICARD—Rosy-scarlet
;
immense sized flowers; free blooming; good

habit. Is.

80. M. BRUANT—Clear scarlet, semi-double, enormous sized trusses ; for pot work or cut
flowers one of the most useful.

81. M. D. REYDELLET—Distinct shade of soft cerise-scarlet
;
semi-double. 9rf.

82. MME. CHAROTTE — A splendid acquisition; good dwarf spreading habit, producing
enormous sized trasses, 6 to 8 inches across, of a mottled salmon shade

;
one of the most attractive

in this class. Is.

83. VILLE DE POITIERS—Light clear scarlet, semi-double, enormous pips and trusses
;
a

splendid pot plant. Is.

SCARLET AND ORANGE-SCARLET.
The Prices attached are for Plants in 60’s, our selection, from all Classes ot

Doubles, 7s. doz.
;
do. in 5-inch pots, blooi

Cuttings, half the

85. GOLDEN GATE—Another addition to
the much admired and sought after section
of orange-scarlet shaded varieties

;
extra

quality. 1.'.

86. RASPAIL IMPROVED — The most
valuable Double Zonal in existence. Raapail
has been for many years almost the only one
grown for the market. This is a sport from it, ;

and it is remarkable it should retain its

characteristics exactly in every respect, excepting
size of pips and trusses

;
these are huge and

monstrous. Colour deep scarlet
;

for house
and general decoration it is a beauty, and will
certainly replace its parent. 9rf. each, 6s. doz.

87. TURTLE’S SURPRISE (Sport from
F.V. Raapail). — Resembling West Brighton Gem
in the variegation of its stems; scarlet, like its

i

ning plants, 12s. and 16s. per doz.
price of Plants.

parent
;
habit dwarf and spreading

;
exceedingly

free. 9</. each.

88. GOLDEN RAIN—An advance in this

seetion, beautiful well-formed flowers of very
large size, elear orange-scarlet. Is.

89. GOLDPINDER—Dwarf sturdy habit;
free blooming, beautiful orange-yellow. 9d.

90. CALIFORNIE — Large semi-double
flowers of bright orange

;
very striking. Is.

91. M. DE LATOUR— Reddish scarlet,

fine large trusses ; effeetive.

92. LUDWIG PERCHL — Rich scarlet,

large
;
a fine variety.

93. P. V. RASPAIL— Deep scarlet, large

pips, good form
;

compact habit
;
one of the

best.

All those not priced, 6rf. each.

For varieties with variegated foliage and double flowers, vide Collection

CERISE-SCARLET.
9-t. MATHIAS SANDORP — Light

cerise, very distinct, grand trusses
;
free. 9t/.

95. AUSTRATiTAN GOLD— Soft cerise-

scarlet, tinted orange
;
distinct shade of colour.

9rf.

97. ERL KING — Light orange-scarlet;

dwarf and free.

98. ALTHAEA—Rich cerise-scarlet flowers,

large and beautifully formed
;

effective.

96. MRS. CORDEN— Soft rosy cerise,

good form
;
free and effective

;
first class. 9cf.

99. M. GELEIN
pips

;
very free.

LOWAGIE — Large

All those not priced, 6d. each
;

4s. per doz.

REDDISH SALMON AND PINK.
A NEW CLASS AND QUITE DISTINCT IN COLOUR.

100. RENOMM^lE NANC^lIENNE—Pro-
ducing bold trusses of scmi-donble flowers of a
rosy-red shade, large white blotch covering one-
half of upper petals

;
habit vigorous, and

making fine plants in small pots. Is.

101. DR. MERGANT—Large white centre
covering one-third of flower, with deep salmon-

pink margin. Is.

102. ILLUSTRATION—Fine formed pips
and bold trusses, of a mottled salmon colour

;
a

cross with Mme. de Boudevitle; very distinct. Is.

103. SURPRISE—Very distinct shade of

pink, with a large white centre
;

a cross with
Mme. J. Chretien. 9</,
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DEEP PINK AND
lot. JEANNE D’ARC — Most distiBCt;

beautiful shade of light lavender-pink, distinctly
spotted with deep pink

;
fine large flowers

;

good habit
;
quite a novelty. Is. Gd.

105. MME. VANDREY—Producing fine
bold trusses, of a beautiful soft lavender-pink
shade

;
very ^tinct. Is.

106. AIME HENRIOT—An unusual and
difficult colour to describe, being of a pretty
shade of old-fashioned peach-pink; flowers of
beautiful form; trusses large; habit good. Is.

lOr. H. M. STANLEY—Deep red pink;
full pips and enormous heads of bloom

;
dwarf

branching habit
;
a grand acquisition. Is.

All varieties not price

( :

ROSE-COLOURED.
108. L. CONTABLE—Of a very deep shade

;

fine form
;
very free, dwarf habit. 9d.

109. LORD DERBY—Both pips and trusses
large and fine, rich pink.

110. M. CARO—Of a beautiful and pleasing

shade of soft lilac pink
;

fine bold truss and pips;
distinct and pretty.

111. TENDRESSE— Soft satiny pink,
flowers and trusses fine

;
habit good.

112. MME. BARNY—Beautiful rosy -pink,
flowers and trusses very large

;
dwarf.

113. ROSA BONHEDR — Beautiful soft
rose-pink, flowers very targe

;
habit dwarf.

1
, Gd. each

;
4s. per doz.
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PINK SUFFUSED WITH PURPLE
lU. MME. DE LA RUE—A very rich

coloured purple-pink, very intense, large trusses
;

attractive. Is.

11.5. SIR HAMILTON—Producing enor-'

mous trusses of bloom, rich purple-pink.

9rf.

116. OIROME—Colour highly suffused rvith

purple ;
very large flowers and trusses.

117. DUO DE MORTEMART—Large, bold

round flowers, of- a nearly self brilliant purple-

pink
;
very dwarf and free. Is.

DEEP CRIMSON.
118. DOUBLE JACOBY—As regards col-

our of flower and habit, this variety very much

resembles the w'ell-known single Henry Jacoby ;

beautiful well-formed flowers of the deepest

crimson ;
habit first-class ;

a most useful variety

for winter flowering. 1 s.

119. COLOSSUS—As name denotes, this

variety is the largest and finest in all respects
;

rich reddish crimson. Is.

120. RAFAEL GARRETA—Splendid large

bold fiowers and trusses, beautiful rich colour

;

an acquisition. 9rf.

121. LE CONGO—Deep sha<le, dwarf and

free
;

large trusses
;

growth and foliage very

much resembles the bedding variety. West

Brighton Gem ; distinct. 9<A

122. SOMBRE HORIZON—Colour most

intense, producing trusses of great size; habit

very dwarf and bushy.

123. ORIMSONVELVET—Very dwarf and
free.

121. CHAS. LALANDE — Intense

crimson ;
flowers and trusses medium size

;
habit

good.

126.

GRAND CHAN FAIDEHERBE—
Well formed, intense colour.

PURPLE-COLOURED.
126. G. CAILLEBOTTE — Splendid rich

magenta, fine large trusses
;
dwarf habit. Is.

127. A. ROUILLARD—Rich magenta
;
fine

large trusses
;
very effective. l.«:

128. CARDINAL LAVIGERIE — Of a

distinct shade of magenta, part of upper petals

orange
;
dwarf and free. Is.

129. EDISON—Large bold flowers of a

beautiful magenta shade.

130. ALSACE-LORRAINE — Very deep

purple shade, bold trusses, and extra^size pips.

131. BOULE NOIR— Of a most intense

shade of purple, trusses large and round.

132. GEN^IRAL BILLOT — Dwarf and

branching, flowers large, fine shape, bright

magenta, shaded orange in upper petals.

133. AGLAIA— Large well-formed pips;

dwarf and free.

All those not priced, 6<f. each.

SALMON.
134. JOYFUL—Deep salmon centre, broad

white margin, fine well-formed flowers; good

branching habit
;

an advance on Ghire de

France. Is.

135. RAINBOW—A cross between a purple

and a salmon-coloured variety, the two inter-

mixed shades being produced in the one flower,

and the colour varying according to the season.

s.

13G. LADY CANDAHAR — Intense deep

self salmon, large full flowers and trusses
;
habit

dwarf and branching ;
very floriferous. Is.

137. DlilGO PODDA—Large well-shaped

flowers; intense clear salmon; dwarf habit; very

fine. Is.

138. MME. WETTSTEIN — Mottled

salmon, with a distinct pieotee edge
;

very

attractive; good habit. Is.

139. LORD TENNYSON—A glowing ficry-

Imon shade ; very distinct and effective. 9N.

140. MME. JOUIS—Deep salmon centre,

white edges, dwarf habit and free
;
distinct and

attractive. ‘Jd.

141. NYDIA—Flowers white, tinted cream,

with a lovely high-coloured pinky-red centre,

very striking
;
capital habit

;
very free. 9d.

142. RXJY BLAS — Mottled salmon, very

deep centre
;
fine large trusses

;
dwarf branching

habit
;
good. Od.

143. MME. J. CAUSE—Salmon, mottled

white, of a iiretty shade.

144. VIOLET DANIELS—A bright self-

coloured variety
;
enormous flowers and trusses.

Is.

145. MISS FLOSS—A clear rosy Mlmon,
changing to pink in dull seasons

;
habit very

dwarf, free flow'cring.

146. M. PRESSE—Mottled salmon, at times

almost white, with a margin of rose.

147. MAGGIE HALLOCK—Clear soft sal-

mon, large and open, dwarf
;
fine.

,(
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DOUBLE WHITE.
148. THS PEARL—Fine trnSBCs of pure

white flowers; fine habit, very free, Is.

149. LE DONON—Fine large trusses and
well-formed flowers, slightly tinted. Is.

160. BOULE DE NEIGE — Enormous
trusses, pure white, vigorous; for exhibition
purposes one of the best. Od.

161. WHITE Abbey—

D

warf spreatling
habit

;
fine open flowers, good form, and of the

purest white. 9d.

152. SNOWDROP — Pure white
;

liabit,

g
'owth, and foliage the counterpart of IVest
righton Gem. 9d.

163. HERMINE—Large semi-double, very
open flowers of the purest white

;
free anil

euectivc
; the grandest of all double whites for

winter flowering, fid. each, 6s. doz.
;

larger,
10s. doz.

154. MRS. GLADSTONE — Pure white
shaded flesh-pink towards the centre, a pleasing
and delicate combination of colours

; fine bold
trusses

;
splendid habit

;
gi*and for winter

blooming. 9rf.

165. LEON XANDROF — Fine, large
trasses, blush-white, suffused pink ; distinct.
9d.

16G. HEROINE—-The largest pip of any
in this class, pure white; very fine.

157. MADAME LEON DALLOY—Fimj;
beautiful blush white; very free.

158. ROSEE — White, occasionally very
prettily tinted with rose on the edges of petals;
attractive. 9rf.

THE BEST
ROUND-FLOWERING ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.

SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR POT CULTURE.

T
he Zonal Pelargonium is hecom-,

ing more and more popular every
day; vide reports in and around
London of the stands of magnificent

blooms that we have shown throughout
the year, the autumn and winter in

partieular. Several 100-fcet houses
are filled with Pelargoniums always in

flower, and many are so grand in the

winter that they are unrecognisable

even by the raiser; in fact, no other

flower—not even the Rose—can for a
moment be compared with our stand of

trusses, many of the pips measuring
2 to 3 inches over, and as round as

the engraving, and in some instances

better. This may appear incredible,

but whoever questions this are respect-

fully invited to Swanley, no matter
the season. To keep plants in good
blooming condition throughout the

year, all that is necessary is to keep
two or three sets potted, say in March,
July, and September, in good rich soil,

with a plentiful supply of water, taking

out the points of all strong-growing
shoots, thus throwing the whole
strength into the truss.

We are glad to say that immense-
strides continue to be made in this

class. ZONAL PBLAKOONlnM.
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f DWARF DOUBLE ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.
169.

WISHING GATE—A pleasing rosy-

pink shade, large pips of fine form.

IGO. GONE COON—Deep pink; dwarf,

bushy habit
;
a little gem.

161. MISS BRIGHT — Lovely bright

purple scarlet, blooms large
;
fine shape. Is.

162. LADY EMILY PEEL—Pink colour,

lovely
;

fine dwarf habit
;
free bloomer.

163. DR. BUTLER—Bright salmon.

164. LE CAM^iL^ION— Striped flowers,

habit dwarf, very rarely higher than six inches

from the pot, abundant bloomer, dd.

166. JEANNE CANOOT— Of a beautiful

shade of blush
;
very dwarf and free.

SINGLE CRIMSON AND SCARLET, &c.

The prices attached are for Plants in BO’s, our selection, for all classes of

Singles 8s. doz.; ditto, large Plants in 5-inch pots, 16s. and 18s. per doz.

Many of them can be supplied in 6 and 8-inch pots. 2s. 6d. to 6s. each.

Cuttings half the price of Plants.

For Novelties in Singles, see front of Guide.

KING OF CRIMSONS—) See

SIR HENRY IRVING—)’ Novelties.

170. SOUV. DE W. B. MILLER—
Brilliant crimson of the most intense shade we
have yet seen, large and distinct white eye

;
fine

bold truss
;
good habit. 2s.

171. LORD ABERlDEEN — Brilliant

scarlet
;
perfect-shaped flowers standing erect on

long foot-stalks ;
a model variety. Is. 6(7.

172. GERERAL WOLSELEY — Clear

rosy-red
;
a grand flower in the way of Enid.

Is. 6(7.

173. IRIS — A brilliant shade of purple

crimson ;
very fine trusses

;
effective. l.v. 6(7.

174. ZENOBIA—Clear bright rose, one of

the prettiest shades
;
good form and substance.

Is. 6(7.

175. TRILBY— Cerise, shaded to scarlet

and over-laid with rich plum
;
pips and trusses

very large. Is. 6(7.

176. PHYLLIS — Pale salmon-rose, large

and faultless in form ;
beautiful, dwarf. Is.

177. LORD FARRER— Quite distinct

bold flowers of a clear rosy-scarlet, shaded

deeper in centre, white eye; flowers and trusses

very large ;
splendid. Is.

178. VOLCANIC — Very richly coloured,

fiery shaded crimson and magenta, bright white

eye, immense trusses ;
very useful during the

autumn and winter. Is.

179. KITTY—Soft cherry-red with white

eye, paler blotch in upper petals
;

very large

and circular in form
;
colour charming. Is.

180. RED EAGLE—Soft scarlet, good form,

large trusses. Is.

181. LORD NEWTON — Splendid bold

flowers of the finest form, of a bright madder

shade. Is. 6(7.

182. PRINCESS ALLS-Clear pale rose,

very beautiful and distinct shade
;

large and

fine. Is.

183. GEORGE GORDON— Bright rosy-

scarlet; perfectly circular; good habit. Is.

184. MR. OWEN THOMAS—Rich scarlet,

tinted crimson, large white centre; fine over-

lapping petals, circular flowers, splendid habit. Is.

185. JOHN RUSKIN— Soft orange-red

flowers of large dimensions and great substance
;

sturdy habit. Is.

186. DUKE OF YORK—Reddish magenta,

deeper in upper petals, enormons-sised flowers

and trusses
;
vigorous habit

;
one of the finest for

winter decoration. 9(7.

187. LORD ELGIN—Of a pleasing shade

of soft rosy-scarlet, fine bold flowers and trusses
;

of good constitution
;
a nice addition. Is.

188. SHERLOCK HOLMES — Splendid

large flowers and trusses
;
clear rosy-magenta of

a distinct shade, deeper towards centre
;
pretty

and effective. Is.

189. METALLIC—Circular flowers
;
rich

crimson, tinted magenta towards base of petals
;

dwarf and free. Is.

190. DUKE OF DEVONSHIRE—A rich

crimson self in the way of Lord Rosebery, with

broad overlapping petals of great substance and

size ;
vigorous, l.s.

191. SOLDIER’S TUNIC—Of a most

i
intense scarlet colour, medium sized, well

formed
;
very striking. 9(7.

192. ENID — Of a rosy-red shade
;

large

and very effective
;
free. Is.

193. OLIVIA—A grand improvement on

Edith Pearson; of a rosy -red, tinted salmon;

flowers and trusses of great merit. Is.

194. J. BIDWELL—A splendid rich scarlet,

distinct white eye; very erect; dwarf habit;

effective. Is.

196. WINTIE — Rosy-red of a pleasing

shade
;
bold flowers, large white eye. 9(7.

196. M. CALVAT— Crimson, white eye,

medium-sized flowers, but forming into large

bold trusses. l.s.

197. W. P. WRIGHT—It produces splendid

bold scarlet flowers, and trusses of immense size

and substance. Is. 6(7.
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198. REV. BARTRAM — Splenaid large

flowers of the finest form and leathery snbstance

;

of a bright orange starlet Is.

199. LORD IDDE3LEIGH — Bright
scarlet; fine bold flowers anil trasses; a splendid
addition. 9</.

200. MDLLE. TRINE—Soft rosy magenta
;

fine bold flowers and trusses
;

good vigorous
habit, free flowering

; a noble variety. ].«.

201. LORD ROSEBERY— Brilliant crim-
son-shaded; large, well-formed flowers, enormous
trusses; good vigorous habit. l.«.

202. LORD SALISBURY—Flowersofenor-
mous size and substance, of a rich madder shade,
tinted magenta, l.v.

203. W. H. SMITH—Soft magenta, of a

pleasing shade
;
large white eye

;
good habit. l.«.

204. COMET—Soft crimson, richer shade
in upper petals

;
large fine trusses

;
a very bold

flow^
;
strong habit, 1 *.

205. BRIGHT EYE—Bright scarlet, shaded
crimson

;
large distinct white eye

;
splendid

shape. 9(f.

206. MRS. E. RAWSON—Shaded orange-
scarlet flowers, nice hold trusses; good habit,

free flowering, and very showy. Is.

207. GALATEA— Being a pleasing tint of
soft rosy-salmon

;
large, well-formed flowers,

lighter in base of upper petals
;

conspicuous
white eye ; distinct. 9</.

208. BRILLIANTISSIMA—Enormous size

and substance; brilliant scarlet, with a clear
white centre. Is.

•209. HECIiA—Brilliant scarlet; fine bold
flowers, enormous trusses

;
fine. 9</.

210. CONDi:—Of a soft crimson shade : very
•large flowers and trusses

; a bold variety. 9rf.

211. CANNELLS' FAVOURITE — Fine
pip and truss, very dwarf and free

;
colour rose

shaded magenta, fine white eye. Is.

212. PARKER'S FAVOURITE — Of a
bright scarlet shade of colour; enormous flowers
and trusses. 9i/. b

213.

' MILLER'S FAVOURITE—A huge ^

flower, brilliant scarlet, flee habit; large truss.

Lv.

214. REV. F. H. BRETT—Bright scarlet,

very large fine flowers of great substance
;
good

form. Is.

215. V7INKFIELD GEM—Of a pleasing
shade of soft ceris-j, flue circular shaped flower

;

a very telling variety. 9rf.

216. H. CANNELL, JUNR. — Perfect
form and size, fine broad petals

;
colour crimson,

suffused purple, white eye. Is.

217. BRILLIANT—A ^nd scarlet, with
very fine pips and trusses of the finest shape. 9(f.

218. REV. DR. MORRIS—A splendid
formed flower, of great substance, bright scarlet
with white eye

;
good habit. l.s.

219. HYACINTH — Bright scarlet; large
white eye, of fine form and substance

;
large bold

trusses, ‘.kl.

220. CHAS. MASON—Also a grand addition
in the scarlet class

;
fine sturdy habit, free

bloomer
;
trusses immense. 1 .9 .

221. REV. H. HARRIES—Of a soft rosy red,
producing pips and trusses of gigantic size, freely
produced. 9d.

222. JOHN L BALD'WIN—A fine deep
scarlet, with a large white eye ; bold trusses,

dwarf habit
;
free. 9rf.

223. MR. V7. BEALBY—Splendid habit,

with its beautiful, soft, rosy-red flowers.

224. S'WANLEY GEM—Bright rosy salmon,
distinct, pleasing, and attractive shade, very large
white centre.

225. MRS. BARKER—^Light rosy magenta,
flowers of fine form and trusses very large;
dwarf habit. Od.

226. LYNETTE—Magenta, shaded orange
outside of petals, white eye

;
very effective. 9rf

227. ROSY MORN—Rosy-pink, delicately
shaded lilac, d^varf and very free.

ORANGE ANB YELLOW SHADES.
230. J. H. ARDERNE—The largest and

best orange-yellow shaded variety yet seen
;

finfe

formed pips and bold trusse.s-. l.s. 6</.

231. GEO. REID— Bright
, orange, very

effective ; large and well-formed flowers
;
sturdy

habit. Is. 6rf.''

232. DONALD BEATON-^-Produej^g the
largest and finest flowers in this claS; ^Qlear

-orange. Is. ;
• -

2^3. GOLDEN HORN—Flowers of 'flab

form; vigoroiie h'abit. Is.

234.

ELEANOR—Of very dwarf habit and
free blooming ; the most coa'.pact in this class

;

soft,orange-scarlet, tinted yellow. Is.

235. SUNBEAM—Quite a distinct shade of
colour

;
free flowering

; effective. 9(/.

236. SUNRAY— in the way of Wedding
Ring and Loi\ Ggl<f^ hnt larger flowers; -fine

bold trusses. 9f7.
^

237. LOVE GOLD— A fine improvement
on Neiu, Guinea, fine pips and truss. 1^.

338; AUREA PERFECTA — Brings us
near to a yellow shade; fine*Jjold 4russ, sturdy
grower. Is.

239. JEALOUSY IMPROVED — Larger
flowers than the old Jealouey, but of same,ccdoaE

;

habit vigorous, fine trusses.
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PURPLE AND MAGENTA-SCARLET.

T
his is also a new class, and will eventually bring us a bright purple, from which we may expect

a blue.

SIR JAS. KITSON—See Novelties.

241.

ROTfAL PURPLE—Was much
admired when exhibited at the Autumn shows

;

colour very rich an I deep; splendid trusses;

f
ood habit

;
a decided advance on Kinq of the

'urples. Is. 6</.

242.

BRITANNIA—A very fine variety,
fine overlapping petals, for.ning into splendid
shaped flowers

;
bold trus es

;
good dwarf habit.

Is. hd.

243.

MAJESTIC—A very distinct variety in
the purple-crimson shade; finecircularflowers,with
the largest white eye of any in this class. Is. Grf.

244. BLUE BEARD—Producing large

and fine shaped flowers
;
good dwarf spreading

habit
;
striking. l.s.

245. BLUE PETER—The most pronounced
bluish tint yet seen

;
meidium-siv.ed, well-formed

circular flowers, distinct whi'e eye. l.s;,

246. MARQUIS OP DUPFERIN —
Splendid dwarf branching habit

;
large trusses

of rich crimson-magenta shaded flowers. 9<A.

2/f!. KINO- OP THE PURPLES—Good
dwarf growth

;
as a bedder, and in the house,

it is a charming kind. 9rf.
;

Cs. dor.

BLUSH SELFS AND OCULATED.
MISS E WILSON— Novelties.

249. DUCHESS OP MARLBOROUGH—
One of the most pleasing varieties, greatly
admired wherever exhibited

;
colour a soft

salmon, mottled white and pink, somewhat
deeper in colour than Ladtj Brooke; fine bold
flowers of perfect form

;
large trusses

;
good

habit. 2s.

250. DUCHESS OP DEVONSHIRE —
A very deep blush pink of a most pleasing shade,
the deepest of its class, a large white blotch in

base pf upper petals
;

well-formed flowers

;

splendid habit. Is.

251. DELICATA— Quite a distinct shade,
being of a delicate and pleasing tint of lavender-
pink

;
well-formed circular flutters

;
dwarf habit,

and very free flowering. Is. '

252 BIRTHDAY — Well-formed flowers ;

large pink centre
;

fine massive trasses

;

effective/ 9rf.

SAL
MRS. POLE ROUTH. I .See
MRS. W. PARTRIDGE, j Novelties.

269. CAS SI OPE—Beautiful shade of
salmon-pink; much admired. Is. 6rf.

270. T. W. LAWTON—Deep salmon
;
fine

broad overlapping petals, forming into very
large, open, and circular flowers; dwarf habit;
free. Is. 6rf.

271. MRS. D’OMBRAIN — Pale blush,
deepening to rich salmon In the centre

;
Immense

flowers
;
good habit

;
very free. Is.

272. MAGNIFICENT—In this we have the
deepest orange-salmon coloured kind yet ihtro-
duced

;
a very striking variety, l.s.

273. ST. CECILIA—A beautiful bright shade
of salmon, well formed flowers

;
a splendid habit.

Is.
•

<e

( I'l

25,3. H. DE PERCEVAL -Soft blush, fine

large round flowers
;
dwarf spreading habit ; a

fine improvement on Norah. dd

254. PURITAN—Large fine flower--, white
ground, netted soft salmon

;
large and distinct

white eye
;
good vigorous habit

;
free- 9</.

255. LADY BROOKE — Large trusses

;

clear white, with delicate pink mark in centre

of flowers
;
a very striking variety. 9</.

236. DUCHESS OP FIFE—A most lovely

colour, delicate bl-ush pink, fine pip and truss; a

gem in any flower arrangement. Is.

257. STELLA MASSEY—Deep hlush pipk,

flowers large, habit dwarf, free bloomer
;
an

acquisition^ ^9</.

258. LADY REED — Pure white, large

scarlet centre
;
free and effective. 9«f.

. -I 'i

MON.
'274. WILHELMINA—Rich salmon, scarlet

centre, a most captivating shade of colour
;
fine

bold trasses. Is.

275. HILDA --- Clear salmon, much deeper
towards the centre, good habit

;
very dwarf and

free. Ls.

276. MRS. HALL—Of a very deep salmon
colour

;
splendid large flowers of the finest form

and substance, large trusses
;

habit vigorous

;

• much admired wherever exhibited, -l.t.

,277. MRS. PRANK ROTHERA—A pretty

shade of salmon, tinted rose ; very large fine

flowers, bold trusses
;
a nice addition. Is.

278. A. P. WOOTTEN—Enormous sized

flowers and trusses of a clear salmon shade,

distinct white eye, and fine overlapping petals.

Is.
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279. VALKYRIE — Attractive, fine large

bold flowers of soft mottled silvery-salmon, with

a most distinct and well-defined broad ring of

clear fiery-salmon round a white eye
;

free

bloomer. Is.

280. LADY TENNYSON— A charming

variety
;
large well-formed flowers of a pleasing

shade, mottled towards outside of petals, deeper

colour towards the centre, enormous trusses

;

distinct and effective, l.s.

281. O. W. HOLMES — Of the deepest

orange-salmon colour
;

fine large flowers
;
an

acquisition. Is.

282. CBNONE — Mottled salmon of the

richest shade
;
fine bold flowers and trusses. Is.

283. FLORENCE PARMER— White
ground, veined and tinted rosy-salmon; flowers

of fine form and size. Is.

284.

MRS. ROBT. CANNELL—Habit very

dwarf, flowers are large, well formed, and of

great substance; large trusses and extremely

free flowering, and one of the finest varieties for

bedding in commerce. 6s. per doz. ;
larger

plants, in 5-iuch pots, 8.s. per doz.

28.5. GOOD FRIDAY — Pinky-salmon,

stained magenta round a conspicuous white

eye. 9i.

286. NEW STAR—A pretty shade of rosy-

salmon, very large star-like white centre. 9<f.

287. PROSORPINA—Producing large, bold

flowers
;
clear salmon ;

fine habit. 9rf.

288. MIDSUMMER — A mottled variety,

producing enormous flowers and tru.sses; good

habit
;

fine. 9d.

289. COUNTESS OP DERBY—Mottled

salmon, fiery centre, shading off to a white

margin. 9(7.

All varieties not priced, 6d. each.

RETICULATED, SALMON, AND ORANGE-COLOURED.

A New Class, of which Souv. de Mirande is the parent.

DR. MARMOTECK.
MME. CORALIE BAZAC
LA VIENNE.
MME. CADEAU.

294. MME. BRUANT—White ground, mar-

bled and netted with purple, broad band of purple

round each petal
;
immense trusses, vigorous

habit ; one of ihe most distinct. Is.

295. LADY NEWTON—The colouring is

more intensified than Mine, de Boude.ville, white

ground, marbled bright reddish salmon, the edges

bright chestnuc-seariet. l.«.

296. FLEUR POITEVINE—Also very dis-

tinct; flowers reticulated rosy-red, with deeper

centre and margin ; very beautiful. Is.

297. EXPOSITION DE LYON—A very

pretty variety, edges of petals rosy carmine,

shading off to white, with distinct ring in centre
;

very attractive. Is.

298. LE RHONE—Bright cerise, tinted car- i

mine, blotched at base of upper petals; wmll formed
]

flowers, dwarf habit. Is.

299. MME. HOSTE— Mottled crimson and

lake, deeper towards edges of petal, white centre.

Is.

300. COMMANDANT BARR6 — Deep
roBy-red tinted magenta, white ^in upper petals;

gigantic trusses, vigorous habit. _ Is.

301 . CAMILLE BERNARDIN — A most

beautiful shade of salmon-pink, very difficult to

correctly describe
;
very large truss. Is.

302. MME. JULES CHRETIEN—A great

stride in this section. Clear rosy-scarlet with

a tinge of magenta, distinct white centre peculiar

to this class ; a real acquisition. 9cf.

303. MME. DE BOUDEVILLE—Very
pretty and effective; large bold trusses, and

well-shaped flowers of white, marbled a soft

shade of pink. 9cf.

304. JACQUES CALLOT—Of a pleasing^

shade of shrimp-pink ;
fine broad petals

;
good-

habit j also distinct.

I See

[
Novelties.

SPOTTED VARIETIES, VARIOUS COLOURS.

306. BELLE ALLIANCE — White, dis-

tinctly spotted with deep pink, more thickly

towards the centre of flowers
;
habit dwarf

;
free

flowering. Is. 6(7.

807. MME. BEUVRON—Rosy pink, white

blotch on base of upper petals, and as distinctly

spotted like the above variety. Is. 6(7.

308. SPOTTED GEM—Colour purple pink,,

with distinct spots on the„ three lower petals

towards the centre. 9(7.
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PINK, SHADED PURPLE.
309. LILAOINA—Dwarf habit

;
of a pleasing

shade of soft lilac-pink
;
immense dowers. Is.

310. MAUD OF WALES—Flowers of the

most perfect form and immense size, equal to

any of the scarlet section, dd.

311. MRS. DAVID SAUNDERS —
Habit dwarf and very free, grand trusses standing

well up above the foliage. 9e/.

312. NEILA—Lilac pink; very dwarf and

free ;
will make a splendid bedder.

313. EURYDICE—Deep purple-pink, white

in upper petals ;
flowers and trusses large,

dwarf.

314. MRS. STRUTT — Large and well

formed, a pleasing colour ;
dwarf and free.

All varieties not priced, 6d. each.

DEEP PINK AND
817. COUNTESS OP BUCKINOHAM—

Prodncing flowers of a deep rose pink
;
of extra

size and bold trassses
;

beautiful and refined

shape; vigorous but spreading babit. Is.

318. T.AT)Y CAELISLE — Vivid pink
;

dwarf spreading habit, wonderfully free flower-

ing; most useful for decoration during the

Winter season, is.

819, PINK DOMINO — A most charming

addition to the pink class, and possessing a

splendid dwarf bushy habit
;

broad circular

flowers, bold trusses
;
attractive. Is.

820. GERTRUDE PEARSON — Of
vigorous habit and very free

;
large trusses of

a pretty shade. Is.

321.

MRS. FRENCH—Produces the largest

sized trusses
;
a beautiful and pleasing shade of

deep pink
;
very attractive. Is.

WH
328. NIAGARA—A great stride in the white

varieties, producing flowers of the finest form

and size yet seen in thisclass, of the purest white

;

a bold, vigorous grower. Is. Gd.

829. VIRaiNIA—Pure snow white, large

. and perfectly regular
;
dwarf spreading habit.

l.s. Gd.

330. DUCHESS OF YORK—Large pure

white
;
good vigorous habit, large trasses. Is.

831. SNOWDROP—Snow white, of perfect

form and size; very pure; dwarf and free. Is.

332. SEAGULL—White, with a faint blush

shade
;
grand in size and substance. Is.

333. ALBION—A decided improvement on

SwanUy iiinylt White

;

very dwarf habit.

334. WHITE LADY — Producing large

well-shaped flowers of the purest white
;
very

dwarf and branching. Gd.

ROSE-COLOURED.
322. LUCRECE—Clear bright rosy-pink,

large white blotch, well-formed flowers and

trusses
;
dwarf habit, and very free. Is.

323. AMPHION—Fine large flowers ;
clear

pink, distinct white blotch in upper petals. 9<f.

324. MRS. WILDSMITH— Soft rose-

coloured pink ;
colour lovely

;
large truss and

immense size pips. Is.

325. ETHEL LEWIS—Rose-pink, distinct

white blotch on upper petals, flowers and trusses

large ; fine form, habit dwarf. Gd.

326. DUCHESS OF PORTLAND—Bright
rosy-pink, colour clear and distinct; of good

form, immense trusses. Is.

327. LADY PRANCES RUSSELL— Of

a soft rose shade, large white blotch in upper

petals; tine formed flowers. Gd.

TE.
335. EUCHARIS — Also producing large

fine flowers and trusses of a pure white. Is.

336. SWANLEY SINGLE WHITE —
Dwarf branching habit, and producing pearly-

white reflexed flowers in abundance.

337. AGNES—Pure white, large flowers and

trusses
;
dwarf habit. Gd.

338. SIR PERCrVALE—White, large, and

well - shaped
;

a useful winter flowering

variety.
. , .

33a. AMY AMPHLETT—A beautiful white

variety
;
flowers of good size and substance.

340. DR. NANSEN—Also a pure white,

even in the hottest of weather ;
fine flowers

;

dwarf habit.

341. RAMSGATE WHITE BEDDER
The finest white Zonal for bedding purposes yet

introduced
;
good constitution, spreading babit,

bold trusses, and freely produced; withstands

the rain. Is
;

9s. per doz.

HYBRID NOSEGAY, GIGANTEA SECTION.
.

H
ere we have a great move onward in the size of pips and trusses, for they produce immense

flowers, measuring 2| in. over, and although they are of the Nosegay section their petals are

very broad, strong growers, individual pips far beyond any hitherto seen in England, and are

- evidently the beginning of again enlarging the size of our Zonal Pelargoniums.

342. VULCAN-Large massive flowers, ot a rich scarlet shade ;
vigorous, but spreading 9'^-

343. GENERAL DODDS—Equal in size of flowers to any in this class, and of a brignt scarlet

-colour, is therefore an acquisition. Is.

(
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84-i. MBS. MAYES—Flower nearly three inches across, and strikes everyone with surprise,
light salmon, shaded with cream. Is.

845. MRS, E. Q-. HILL*—Soft salmon, deeper centre
;
in every other respect resembling the

undermentioned varieties. 9(L •

346. ATJRORE BOREALE — Light scarlet, tinged with salmon; strong grower, splendid
round leathery foliage; size of flowers immense. Od.

347. GLOIRE LYONNAISE—In every way similar, but different shade of colour; cherry-rose-
scarlet with immense pips and trusses. 1^.

A
SEMI. OR HYBRID NOSEGAYS.

LL the«e carry immense heads of bloom, like the Hydrangea, measuring, with good cultivation
8 to 10 inches over, and are grand for decoration, either in the conservatory, for bedding, or

for large pots in the open air.

.848. SUVARNA—Enormous trusses, good
habit

;
intense bright scarlet. Is.

349. DR. MAODONALD — Rich glowing
crimson scarlet ‘ very large trusses, l.t.

360. DR. E. RAWSON—Dwarf spreading
habit, large bold trusses, deep crimson-tinted
flowers. 9d.

351. JOHN FORBES—An improvement on
John GMons, flowers much broader and trusses
more mnssive

; fine. 9rf.

362. CANDACE—A beautiful colour, red-
dish-crimson

;
effective. 9</.

353. DR. ROTHERA—Rich dark glowing
scarlet, flowers of immense size, both in pips
and trusses. 9c/.

354. DR. S. GREY—Deep rich crimson

;

a fine advance in this favourite colour. 9</

All those not priced 6rf. each.

355. OCTAVE MIRBEAD—Light lilac ma-
genta, deeper in centre and edges, a most d'stinct

shade, t normous trusses
;
quite a novelty. 9</.

856. FLAMINGO—Soft rosy lake, suffused
orange, a deeper orange in centre; enormous
trusses, and produced in profusion. 9rf.

367. LIVY — Globular-shaped trusses of
immense size

;
orange-red flower^, suffused a

rosy shade; dwarf habit, aud very free. 9c/.
.

358. KAISER FREDERICK—Very dwarf
and floriferons, deep rosy-magenta. 9</.

359. FIERY CROSS—A most intense colour,
trusses of flowers of immense size

;
a valuable

scarlet-crimson variety.

360. REV. JOHNSON — Crimson - scarlet,

trusses and flowers fine
;
free, habit dwarf.

BEDDING ZONAL PELARGONIUMS.
BEDDER3—Re-
in every way far

361. KING OF THE
sembles John Gibbons, but
better. 6.v. per doz.

362. M. MYRIEL—Crimson
;

is one of our
finest bedders.

363. HER MAJESTY — Same habit as
Vesuvius, with brighter scarlet flowers.
364. HENRY JACOBY — Crimson

;
has

stood pre - eminent amongst other bedding
varieties. Gd. each

;
3s. Gd. per doz.

;
24s. per 100 ;

in May, 3s. doz.

All those not priced, Gd.

365. WEST BRIGHTON GEM—An ex-
ceedingly free variety of a bright scarlet colour
For bedding purposes one of the finest. 4s.

per doz.

366. JOHN GIBBONS—Pips and trusses
gigantic, colour bright orange-scarlet; a grand
bedding variety. 3.s. per doz.

367. VESUVIUS—One of the finest bedders.
3s. per doz.

368. TRIOMPHE DE STELLA—Ono_of
the finest

;
colour brilliant orange-scarlet.

each
;

4s. to 6s. per doz.

369. _OMPHALE—Soft satiny-salmon, white
eye. 9(/.'each; 6s. doz.

370. LUCY MASON—Colour deep reddish
salmon, deeper centre

;
large trusses, freely pro-

duced
;
habit dwarf.

SALMON-COLOURED.

4s. doz.

371. SURPRISE (Salmon Vesuvius)—
Salmon-coloured flowcfsj and in every other way
identical with its parent.'

372. MRS. HOLFORD—Deep salmon, rosy
margin, white eye

;
very dwarf.

PINK
873. MRS. W.BROWNE—Thempst intense

in the pink and purple section
;
most distinct.

374. BECKWITH’S PINK—Without doubt
will supersede all other pink varieties of the
Master CAnstinetype. Gd. each, 4s. doz., 24s. 100.

'6(f. ealcK
;

4s.' per d6z.

( 118 )
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376. LADY BAILEY—Very degp'^piiik;
very' Wfective. .•i.t.

,

• . - ,1 .1T.‘ .

3l*6. MRS. TURNER — Bright 'rays of
purple predominating

;
a first-class variety.
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double-flowered ivy-leaf pelargoniums.

S
T seems but tlie other day that there were no double-flowering Ivy-leaf Geraniums, yet now we have

many and more double than a rose, all distinct, and many of them most valuable for cut flowers.

Tew people have an idea, and very few cun form the slightest conception, what grand kinds we

have in this family, and what splendid specimen plants they make trained on trellises
;
and what is

more surprising, all have been introduced within the last few years; and, in fact, no class of plants

has made such rapid progress in so short a time. The stands of cut blooms exhibited by us at

numerous shows were a marvel for the acquisitions they contained, including many of the following

varieties. Our selection in fiO-si/.ed pots, 6s. per doz.

377. QUEEN OP ROSES—Ho.sy-magenta,

of a very pleasing shade; large, rose-like formed

flowers
;
good habit', l.s.

378. BEAUTY OP CASTLE HILL—Very
pretty ;

enormous flowers of a soft rose shade,

darkblotchinupperpetals; free and effective. 9</.

379. RYECROPT SURPRISE — Bold,

vigorous, upright habit, producing trusses of a

lovely and distinet shade of salmon-pink.

380. BEAUTY OP JERSEY—Colour

lovely scarlet, shaded purple, fine large truss

;

very free, splendid habit.

381. CORDEN'S GLORY—Bright scarlet

;

bold full flower, free grower and bloomer.

382. LIBERTY — Sn.ooth petals, light

magenta
;
good habit.

383. EDITH OWEN—Of. a rosy-magenta

shade
;
fine bold flower; stiff habit.

384. SURCOUP—Deep pink; large flowers

and bold truss
;
good habit.

385. GIROPLEE—Fine large double flowers

of a rosebud shape, of a magenta-purple shade.

386. M. MARQUIS— Soft scarlet
;

very

large semi-donble floweis.

387. DISTINCTION— Of a nice rosy-pink

shade
;
fine open flowers ;

dwarf and free.

338. ERNEST BERGMAN — Crimson-

scarlet
;
enormous-sized pijts. l.v.

BBAtiTY OS' CASTLE HILL.

(
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:^y. iiiAMBEAU— Very large, and
k ducing flowers of a scarlet colour

;
strong.

pro-

very

3!K>. LE PROPHETE—Rosy red
;

dwarf
habit, veiy free flowering.

391. RAPHAEL— Of a light rose colour,
very floriferous

;
habit dwarf.

392. JACQUES CALLOT—Violet-purple
shade

;
free and quite di-stinct.

.998. ROBERT OWEN—Rosy red;
double, perfect shape.

394. LA PRANCE—A beautiful shade of
lilac, distinct colour; fine large flower; dwarf
habit and very free. I.s.

395. PRINCE OPWALES—Purple shaded,
semi-double, bold trusses

;
very free and erect.

390. MDME. MOUGEOT — Deep red
;

fine form
; dwarf and short jointed, but erect.

397. LAMARTINE — Orange-scarlet, the
brightest in this colour

;
very fine.

398. H. CANNELL

—

Bold flower, good form
and substance

;
deep rosy scarlet, slightly shaded

magenta; dwarf; sturdy habit.

399. SOUV. DE CHAS. TURNER-
Producing gigantic trusses and pips; flowers of a
deep pink shade, feathered maroon in upjjer
petals.

400. GALILEE— Soft rosy-pink, very large
and well formed

;
grand round trusses, good habit,

free bloomer.
401. CUV IE R—Light magenta ; nothing

approaching it for colour in this class.

402. BERTHELOT—Of a magenta shade,
beautiful round pips, and very double.

403. MURILLO—Dark crimson
;
habit short

jointed
;
very free flowering.

404. MADAME THIBAUT — Splendid
habit, producing flowers at every joint; deep
pink.

405. LE PRINTEMPS—Rosy pink
;
a very

beautiful and effective variety.

406. MIGNON—Salmon, very double, good
shape.

407. JEANNE D’ARO—One of the finest

white, suffused tight lavender; an acquisition.
408. CONGO — Light lilac, shot deeper,

centre rose, edges silvery white.

T/ie undermentioned varieties are more adaptedfor trailing, ^c.

409. LA PLORIPERE

—

Soft rose-pink, very
free

;
a useful variety fer baskets, vases, &c.

410. ISADORE PERAL—Pleasing shade of
rose, large and very double ; most beautiful

;

distinct.

411. COMTESSE HORACE DE CHOI-
SEUL—Beautiful satiny rose

;
most charming.

412. CANDEUR—Flowers very double, pure
white, vigorous habit; very free.

413. A. P. BARRON—Lilae-rose, flower.-
large and very full

;
short-jointed and free.

414. SARAH BERNHARDT—Fine large
flowers, pure white upper petals, feathered ma-
roon

;
very free.

415. MADAME CROUSSE— Silvery-pink;
most uselul for window boxes, &c.

All varieties not priced, Gd. each.

SINGLE-FLOWERED IVY-LEAF SECTION.
416. VICTORIA—Fine round flowers, large

trusses of a beautiful rose-pink shade
;

short
jointed and very free.

417. COLONEL ROUDAIRE— Soft
scarlet

;
large, fine trusses.

418. MASTERPIECE—Trusses of immense
size, of a beautiful rich magenta - crimsftu.

419. MULTIPLORE—Bright pink, flowers
and trusses very large, and freely produced.

420. M. DE BORINGE — Magenta-
crimson, very large and fine

;
vigorous habit.

421. LA PRANCE (Hybrid) - Light rose,
flowers and trusses large; habit free, short
jointed.

422. MRS. H. CANNELL—Deep mauve-
purple, peifectly round.

423. BRIDAL WREATH— Ground colour
pure white, small and delicate pink centre.

424. DOLLY VARDEN— In the summer
months it assumes a rich golden tint, and marked
near the disc with a dark bronze zone.

All varieties not priced, 6rf. each
;
4s. per doz.

SCENTED-LEAF PELARGONIUM SECTION.
IWHESE beautifully scented-leaved Pelargoniums axe now very extensively grown for their highly

fragrant foliage, and for mixing with cut flowers, to which they add a most pleasant odour.
431. MHS* DOTTGIjAS

—

liich mauve,
slightly shaded rose, blotched maroou in upper
petals.

432. LOTHARIO—Rich violet, rosy crim-
son flowers, with conspicuous black spots on
each petal. 9d.
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433. CAPITATUM— Rose-scented foliage,

large
;
a nice variety.

434. LITTLE OEM—Bright rose flowers,

very fragrant, dwarf and spre^ing habit.

435. PRETTY POLLY—Fine dwarf bushy
habit, large leaves, almond-scented.

436. QUERCIEOLIUM— Fine ornamental
oak-leaved foliage, leaf black centre, with

beautiful margin of pea-green ;
very attractive.

487. QUERCIPOLIUM MINOR — Much
finer cut foliage than the preceding variety, but

identical in every other way.
438. DUCHESS OP DEVONSHIRE —

Miniature growth, fine formed flowers, blush

white, upper petals blotched maroon and crim-

son ; very fragrant, dd.

439. FAIR ELLEN—Has large oak-leaved

foliage ; very fragrant and beautiful.

440. TOMENTOSUM—Large, flat, woolh

foliage, highly scented with peppermint.

441. PRINCE OP ORANOE—Of dwarf

habit, small foliage, highly scented with orange.

VARIEGATED PRINCE OP
ORANGE—See variegated varieties. 9d.

442. DALE PARK BEAUTY — Highly

fragrant.

443. LADY MARY—Nutmeg scented.

444. SHOTTESHAM PET—Filbert scented.

445. LADY PLYMOUTH—See variegated

varieties. No. 62.

446. CRISPUM—Citron scented.

447. LADY SCARBOROUGH — Leaves

much resembling Parsley, and very attractive

;

highly fragrant.

All those not priced, 6rf. each.

The following varieties are well adapted for Bouquets and

Buttonholes, owing to their beautiful Fern-like appearance, in

addition to fragrance, and are for their lasting qualities pre-

ferable to Ferns :

—

448. DENTICULATUM MAJUS — Bushy habit and

finely cut foliage ; when well grown assumes the appearance

of a beautiful Fern ; the best of this section.

449. PILICIFOLIUM ODORATUM, syn- Pemsefollum

—A valuable variety ; it not only has a Fem-like appearance,

but yields a pleasant odour.

450. RADULA—Foliage large and graceful, good vigorous

habit
;
grand for bouquets.

451. RADULA MAJOR— Citron scented, foliage of a

Fern -like anpearance.
452. PHEASANT'S P O OT—Large foliage

;
fine for

bouquets.

HYBRIDS FROM THE OLD “UNIQUE."
463. CONSPICUA— Large flowers, bright

magenta, pencilled in the upper petals.

454. SCARLET UNIQUE— Flowers dull

scarlet, blotched with maroon
;
good habit.

466. ROLLISSON'S UNIQUE—Rich vio-

let-crimson.

456. liIRS. KINGSBURY— Nice addition

to this section
;
magenta-crimson.

467. OLD UNIQUE — Deep lilac; very

distinct.

We will send 100 distinct varieties, of all classes, our selection, package free, for 32s,

NEW DECORATIVE PELARGONIUMS.
We have much pleasure in recommending the following new kinds as a distinct advance in this

useful and favourite class of flowers :

—

460. LADAS— Of a most beautiful shade of blush pink, deeper in upper petals, which are

heavily blotched maroon
;
large bold flowers

;
free. 2s. 6d.

- , • i, i,-.

461. DUCHESS OP PORTLAND—A sport from Empress of India, in habit and size ot

flower identical with that variety
;
blush salmon, deeper in upper petals

;
very striking and eltectu e.

f 462. ROYAL ROSE—As name denotes, of a pretty rose shade
;
very dwarf and free

;
most

463. EUCLID—Beautifully fringed flowers of a blush white, feathered with maroon in upper

petals
;
dwarf and free. Is. 6rf.

( 121 )
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4G4. VIVID—A very.large scarlet coloured variety in the way of Ed. Perkins

;

showy. 2s.

4G5. MULTIFLORA—Very free flowering, lower petals light salmon, upper petals_almo8t

entirely covered with maroon
;
dwarf, spreading habit. 2s.

' '

4GG. LORD ROBERTS—Rosy red, tinted cerise, richly blotched on upper petals, tinted in the

throat; splendid habit, and very free flowering. Is. Grf. ’

467. LADY HELEN—Light lavender, dark blotches in upper petals
;
a decided improvement on

J)r. Andre, is. tid.

468. FANNY EDEN—Bright orange-scarlet in the way of Go/d Mine; very showy and free

flowering. 2s.

469. SIR VISTO—Bright scarlet, white throat, large bold flowers ;
very floriferous. 2s.

The set for 18s.

FRENCH SPOTTED AND EARLY-FLOWERING
VARIETIES POSSESSING BRILLIANT MARKINGS.
Flowering Plants in 6-incli pots of most of these varieties, 12s., 16s., and 18s.

per doz.
;
in 60’s, 8s. per doz., our selection.

470. MRS. W. WRIGHT— Delicate blush-

white, rich crimson-maroon feather on upper

petals. 2s.

471. EMMA HAYES—An improvement on

Hose (luccn, slightly deeper in the pleasing shade

of flesh colour, bold flowers and largo trusses;

pretty. Is. Gd.

472. H. J. JONES— Clear rosy red, distinct

maroon blotch in upper petals, white centre, very

profuse bloomer, dwarf habit ;
effective. Is.

473. LINDA—Fine variety, bold flowers of

a clear salmon shade of a pleasing tint, feathered

and blotched maroon in upper petals
;
grand. Is.

474. PRINCESS MAY—In the way of

Jubilee, both in flower and habit, but the colour

is deeper in shade, of a beautiful China pink,

feathered maroon in upper petals, crimped mar-
gins. Is, Gd.

475. QDEEN ELEANOR—Enormous
flowers and trusses, very attractive

;
lower petals

white, tinted blush, upper petals almost covered

with maroon, light crimson blotch. 2s.

476. ROSE BARD—A most pi ofuse flower-

ing and efl'ective .variety ;
a soft ro.sy-lake shade,

deeper in upper petals, and blotched maroon
;

a sport from The Bard. Is.

477. EDITH— Bright rosy -crimson, edged
lighter, two upper petals hiavily blotched dark
velvety-maroon

;
a good niarket and decorative

variety, 2s.

478. EVENTIDE— I’ale rosy-cerise, dark
maroon blotch on upper petals, white throat

;
a

beautiful flower. 2*-

479. JOSEPH LEIGH- Clear rosy -pink,

large dark maroon blotch on upper petals
;
dwarf

and free. Is. Gd.

480. GLORY OF THE WEST—Clear

salmon, blotched Chocolate; dwarf habit, very

free, distinct. Is. Gd.

481- ALIOE M. LOVE—A lovely shade qf

salmon-jyosg ; free, perfect habit. 2.s-.

482. CRIMSON EMPRESS— very .dark

crimson
;
a grand variety. 3s. Gd.

4e3 INDIAN PRINCE—Dark crimson,

dark blotch on upper petals; fine. 2s. Gd.

484. COUNTESS— Immense size flowers of

a clear attractive shade of salmon
;
large pure

white centre, nanow distinct white edge, feathered

maroon in upper petals. Is.

485. EMPRESS OP INDIA—A magnifi-

cent variety
;
rich shade of salmon-scarlet, upper

petals blotched dark crimson, light centre, of

excellent habit
;
fine large flowers. Is.

486. H. M. STANLEY — Dwarf habit

;

flowers of a soft lake shade
;
upper petals deeper,

with a maroon blotch ;
useful for general decor-

ation. Is.

487. MRS. H. M. STANLEY—Attractive

and distinct; fine large flowers and trusses of a

pleasing shade of soft mauve tinted pink, upper
petals heavily blotched and netted maroon and

crimson lake ;
dwarf. Is. Gd.

488. PRINCE GEORGE—Attractive;

crimped flowers of soft salmon-pink, lower petals

marked with a small blotch of orange-maroon

upper petals blotched blackish maroon
;
enor

mous trusses. l.s.

489. PURPLE EMPEROR — Fine bold

open flowers, and forming into largo trusses, upper

petals feathered and blotched maroon ;
distinct.

Is.

490. SULTANA—Rich red, enlivened with

chestnpt, upper petals of a much richer shade

and featlycred maroon, pure white centrej the

whole flower margined pure white. Is.

491. JUBILEE—Very pretty and attractive

;

beautifully crimped margin, delicate soft China-

pink coloured flowers, reddish-maroon blotch;

wnite centre
;
very free. Is.

492. ROSE QUEEN—Bold well -formed

flowers of a pleasing shade of blush pink, upper
blotched maroon and red. Is.

493. MRS. JOHN STONE—Quite a distinct

shade of . colour, deep puce, large pure white

centre, feathered maroon. Gd.

,
494 ; MDME. ALBERT DECARIS—Car-

mine, white eentre and edges
;
striking. Is.

495. PURITY—A seedling from Kenws, quite

as early, but much larger in truss and pip, and a
better constitution. Is.

(
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496. SPOTTED BEAUTY—Soft rose, dark
spots on top petals ; attractive, free. 9d.

497. LEDEBOTTR—Attractive; ground
colour lilac, large magenta blotches, feathered
in upper petals maroon

;
fine large open flowers,

evenly edged silvery white. 9rf.

498. EDMOND ABOUT — Large fine

flowers; white centre, soft orange-lake in lower
petals, upper shaded maroon, distinct blotch. 9d.

499. TOMMY DODD— Lower petals soft

blush, upper maroon and crimson, edged blush
;

showy
;
large trusses. 9rf.

600. MDME. BUCK—A very early variety

;

pure white, pink blotch in upper petals, fringed,
habit very dwarf and branching. l.».

601. MDME. C. KONIQ—Pure white, good
form and substance. Is.

602. VENUS— The earliest of all white-
flowering varieties. 9rf.

;
6s. doz.

603. BLACK DIAMOND—Dark maroon,
margin of lilac round each petal

;
free and dis-

tinct. Is.

616. J. B. SAY—Rich mauve, feathered in

upper petals, white throat, slightly crimped. 9rf.

617. r.ADY S. IBBETSON— Very deep
lake, feathered in upper petals deep maroon,
white throat and margin. 9<f.

618. MOZART— Deep lilac-purple, large

deep blotch in upper petals, white throat and
margin, flowers very large. 9rf.

619. EVENINO- STAR — Deep crimson,

small blotch, white throat. 9cf.

620. DECORATOR (Braid)—Crimson and
maroon blotch, in the way of Dighy Grand. 9<f.

621. MISS TELL — Rosy salmon, white

throat and margin, feathered in upper petals. 9<f.

622. EMPEROR OP RUSSIA — Dark
maroon-crimson, elegantly marked with a white

belt
;
very distinct. Is.

623. MARIE LEMOINE—White, slightly

blotched in upper petals; large, beautifully

fringed, gold substance. Is.

624. MONSIEUR O. D^IMOULIN—Rosy
crimson, white throat and margin, maroon blotch,

flowers of immense size; an acquisition. Is.

604.

IMPROVED PRINCE CHARLIE—
Soft salmon, dark blotch in centre of each petal,
large truss, floriferons, pleasing. Is.

606.

IMPROVED TRIOMPHE DE ST.
MANDE—Reddish maroon,very intense coloured
blotch in upper petals; most attractive. Is.

606. GOLDMINE—Brightorange, feathered
in upper petals

;
habit good. Is.

607. ROSETTA—Deep rosy lilac, flowers
large

;
exceedingly free and effective. Is.

608. MADAME L. HARMANT — Large,
fine form, crimped margin, pure white, slightly
feathered at base of each petal

;
fine. Is.

609. WILHELMVONDRACKE—Crimson
and purple, blotch in upper petal, flowers and
trusses very large

;
free and dwarf. 9cf.

610. LADY ISABEL—Soft rosy liltic, deep
maroon blotch in upper petals; free ; distinct. 9d.

611. DEFIANCE— Beautiful rich orange-
scarlet, feathered deep maroon in upper petals,

flowers and trusses large, very floriferons. 9</.

612. DECORATOR (Hayes) — Red, dark
blotch,very large and full ; a fine variety. 9rf.

613. HAMLET ET OPHELIE—Light
satiny mauve, of a deeper colour in upper petals,

and blotched deep crimson-maroon
; flowers very

large and of good shape. Is.

614. NELLIE HAYES— Blush white,
feathered on each petal, crimped margin. 9rf.

616. MARIE MALLET — Silvery white,
carmine spot on lower petals, red and maroon on
upper ; habit very dwarf

;
quite distinct. Is.

626.

LA BHiLARDlilRE — Rosy purple,

large blotch on each petal, white centre; a

beautiful variety
;
extra large; good habit. Is.

626. CHARLES OUTRAM—White, with

deep purple hlotch in centre of each petal. 9d,

627. CLAUDE BERNARD— Good sub-

stance, and beautifully crimped; bright rose,

edged white
;
fine habit. 9d.

628. DUCHESS OP BEDFORD-Flowers

pure white, slight pink spot on top petal
;
sport

from Dighy Grand. 9d.

629. STRIATUM— Deep crimson, shaded

with purple, white centre and margin
;
a very

distinct and telling variety. 9d.

630. TRIUMPHANS — Claret-scarlet,

shaded purple; very floriferons, dwarf habit. 9d.

631. DIGBY GRAND—Blush-white, with
veined blotch on upper petals, fringed edges. Is.

632. PERLE BLANCHE — Pure white,

large, upper petals feathered with maroon. 9d.

633. PRINCE CHARLIE—White ground,
elegantly tipped with rose, violet blotches, dwarf
grower, and almost a perpetual. 9d.

634. KINGSTON BEAUTY—Ground
colour pure pearly white, with a dark purple
spot on each petal. 9d.

636. MEMORANDUM — Ground colour
white, reticulated with rich plum lines. 9d.

636. RIGOLETTO — Mottled and striped

soft rosy salmon
;
pretty

;
fine flower. 9d.

637. STRIATUM—Beautifully striped and
spotted, pure white. 9d.

Flowering plants, in 6-inch pots, of most of these varieties, 12s., 16s., and 18s. per doz.
;

in 60’s

8s. per doz., our selection.
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SMALL-FLOWERING FANCY PELARGONIUMS.
PROFUSE

594. DELICATUM—White, with light rose

blotch
;
free bloomer.

696. SIMS REEVES—Lower petals shaded

purple, maroon top, with purple edges.

LANGTRY—White, rosy-lilac

spots on top petals
;
very free.

698. PENELOPE—Soft rose, large white

eye and edges
;
excellent form and good habit.

BLOOMERS.
697. MRS.
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Onr.selection in 60’s Os. doz.

699, ATLANTIC— Rich crimson, suffused

purple
;
smooth and excellent habit.

601. CHERRY RIPE—Brightrosy crimson,

white centre
;
pleasing variety.

602. MISS EMILY LITTLE—Rosy purple,

suffused white, pure margin, large flowers.

9d.

603. PHYLLIS—Crimson,with whitecentre,

narrow lilac edges, smooth and fine.

.

604. NELLi" PORDHAM— White, with
delicate lilac shade; free and distifict.

605. ROI DE FANTASIES—Rosy crim-

son, white centre.

606. PRINCESS TECK—White, carmine
spots

;
most profuse bloomer.

607. MRS.MENDAL—White, with delicate

spots of rosy lilac.

608. BRIDESMAID — Delicate pale
lavender, edged with white.

609. LORD OP THE ISLES—Deep rosy
purple, white centre and edges.

610. MRS. ALFRED WIGAN—Pink, with
clear white centre and edges.

611. PRINCESS HELENA—Purplish rose
upper petals, under petals veined.

612. C. WITHAM-^^Puride, white throat
and margin.

9<f. each. Dur selection, 6s. doz.
. 1 .

'

HYBRID DOUBLES (REGAL) OF THE SHOW
PELARGONIUMS.

11 THESE are comparatively a new, wonderfully rich, and effective type, and, having more scalloped
petals, nearly approaching a double, retain their petals instead of shedding them as the
singles do—this, together with their ndost brilliant colours, makes them quite an acquisition

for cut flowers.

The prices affixed are for plants in 60’s
;
our selection, in 60-size pots, 9s. per doz.

;

our selection in flowering plants of most of these varieties, 16s. and 18s. per doz.

PERSIMMON, sec Novelties.
,

i 615. CHILWELL WHITE — Pure snow
614. LADY DUFF-I’roilucing flowers of

j

white, rich crimson lake blotch on each of the
a deeper shade of colour than Duke of Fife,

j

two upper petals
;
large and beautifully formed,

being of a rich rosy red, distinct white margin ' 2s.
, ,

and centre
;
seven and eight petals, and much

I
GIG. G,^N. LASSALLE—Very large fine

crimped, more so than any other variety
i
good ^ flowers, unclulated petals; white, lightly blotched

constitution. 2s. and marbled rose
;
very fine. 2s.

'

(
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1617. DUKE OF COBURG—Crimson,
shaded purple

;
good dwarf habit

;
di.stinct. 2.s-.

618. PINK CHAMPION—A sport from

Champion, and having all its good qualities. 2s.

6iy. MRS. INNES ROGERS—Flowers
large and of good shape, often producing

from six to eight petals
;
heantifiilly crimped,

rosy-carmine shade, hlottdicd maroon, splendid

bold trusses
;
habit one of the fine.st. l.v.

620 DUKE OP PIPE — Well-developed
flowers of seven and eight petals of a clear lake

shade, pure white margins and centre
;

splendid

habit, and producing large heads of bloom in

abundance; sport from d/;«e. Thihaut. Is.

621. W. C. BOYES — Of a pleasing shade of

salmon; very large and bold, beautilully

crimped. Is.

622. PIMBRIATA ALBA— Semi -double;
very free, dwarf habit. Of great use for cut
flowers. Is. 6rf.

623. DEUIL DE LORRAINE — Rich
maroon-crimson, intense black blotch ; the richest

coloured variety in this class. Is. 6rf.

624. M. BALMONT—Bright scarlet, occa-

sionally white edges, heautiful crimped edges;

sturdy habit, l.s. Hd.

625. CANNELLS’ DOUBLE — A sport

from Volonte Nationale Alba, for cut bloom is

a great acquisition ;
flowers large. Is.

626. PRESIDENT HARRISON— Sport
from Madame Thihaut, deeper in colour than the

parent plant, with deep reddish-pink flowers,

blotched in upper petals. Is.

627. MRS. HARRISON—The flowers are

very large, of pink ground colour reticulated

with white, with white centre and margin.

Nothing like it in commerce. Is.

628. PRINCESS OP TEOK — Pure white
flowers of immense size, with nice crimped
edges

;
strong grower and free. 9<f.

629. DUCHESS OP PIPE—Of a heautiful

blush-white shade, deep maroon blotch on upper
petals; large fine flowers; vigorous habit. 9rf.

630. BUSH HILL BEAUTY— Enormous
size, of a mottled-rose shade, much deeper than

the parent, Madame. Thihaut

;

an acquisition. I.v.

631. CHAMPION— Gigantic flowers; white,

delicately shaded blush, small lake blotch in

lower petals, upper feathered maroon and red
;

immense trusses ; vigorous. Is,

632. PRINCESS MAUD—A sport from
Volonte Nationale, but with a deeper coloured

blotch in each petal : a deckled advance. Is.

633. SPRINGFIELD BEAUTY — Enor-
mous flowers, much crimped, of a rosy-red shade,

large blotch in upper petals : distinct. Is.

636.

PRINCESS BEATRICE—Of a blush

-

white shade, deep crimson blotch on each petal

occasionally; semi-double
;
a sport from Madame

Thihaut. Is.

636. PRINCE HENRY—Soft rosy-red and
chocolate, b.road white margin, bold flpwers tine
fT*iiccpfl olsn'o.anArf fmm 'I'Lihnuf letrusses falsp.asp.qrt from Madcyifl^ 'fVii/tgiut, Is.

637. PRINCESS OP WALES—Of a rosy-

lake colour, marbled and netted white
;

white
centre

;
all the petals margined white, upper

petals blotched maroon. Is. 6</.

638. MISS LILY CANNELL—Maroon and
crimson, with a well defined white margin and
centre. 9d.

639. VOLONTi: NATIONALE ALBA—
Pure white mas.sive fiowers

;
a grand addition

to this much admired section. Is.

640. DENISE — Beautiful, large, double,
pure white flowsrs; for button-holes, &c., a
gem. 9(f.

641. MADAME PAPE-CARPENTIER—
Double white, slightly tinged in top petals in

the way of Jeanne d’Arc
;
large trusses

;
free. 9(7.

642. DUCHESS OP ALBANY (Lewis)—
A smooth and glossy scarlet, dark blotch in

upper petals; good full flowers. Is.

643. DUCHESS OF ALBANY (Bull)-
Soft purplish violet, margined rose, upper petals
feathered maroon. Is. 6d.

644. DUKE OF ALBANY— Deep rich
crimson-maroon, margined rosy lake, light centre,
all the petals beautifully undulated and fringed
fine full flower, showy and attractive. Is.

645. JEANNE D'ARC — Blush, small
maroon blotch on upper petals, semi-double

:

very dwarf and free. 9</.

647. MADAME THIBAUT—White, richly

blotched and marbled with rose
; the upper

petals marked with crimson-maroon
;

large
white centre ; immense trusses of very large fine

flowers, with undulated petals, ts.

648. MRS. C. H. WELLS—Pure white,
deep carmine blotch on each petal, beautifully
fringed. Is.

649. VOLONTE NATIONALE—Flowers
large, good shape, each petal blotched rosy
carmine, margined with a broad band of pure
white

;
white throat, beautifully crimped. l.v.

650. GLOIRE DE TOURS —Bright scarlet,

dark blotch in upper petals; good habit. Is.
’

661. CARL KLEIN—Deep orange-scarlet,
black blotch in each petal, beautifully fimbriated

;

very free. Is.

652. EDWARD PERKINS—Grand bright
orange-scarlet, maroon blotch in upper pethls

;

beautifully fringed and undulated. Is.

663. MADAME EVRARD—Most attrac-

tiv'e and distinct
;
bright purplish crimson, richly

spotted with dark maroon. Is.

654. M; PH. ZELLER—Deep red, blotched
on each petal with maroon

; attractive. Is.

655. BOUGAINVILLE—Salmon, bordered
pure white, deep chocolate blotch in each petal

;

thickly netted, l.s.

656. TRIOMPHE DE ST..MANDE—Rich
magenta, suffused crimson, with trusses resem-
bling a Hydrangea.; dwarf, stursly habit, exceed-
ingly showy and. free, slighfly .undulated. Is.
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658. PBINCE TECK — Flowers large,

colour scarlet, suffused with purple, upper half
of petals rich maroou

;
large truss. Is.

66a. PRINCE OP WALES — Excellent
habit, very free, and produces good trusses of
large effective flowers, not really double, colour
bright vermilion light centre and edges. Is.

660. DR. MASTERS—Large black blotches

in the centre, margin rich crimson, lower petals

small blotch, broader margin than upper. Is.

661. BEAUTY OP OXTON — Very rich,

maroon colour, darkly blotched; light centre

tinted with rose; all the petals are regularly

margined with white, and beantifnlly fringed^ Is,.
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662. QtTEEN VICTORIA— Crispy petals,

colour rich vermilion, broadly margined pure
white, upper petals blotched maroon. Is.

663. CAPTAIN RAIKES— Upper petals

deep fiery crimson, flaked with purplish black,

and bordered with carmine
;
lower petals clear,

bright, fiery crimson. Is.

664. GEOROE SAND—A beautiful blush
tint on white ground, quite distinct, flowers

double, habit dwarf
;
very pretty. Is.

665. MATD OP KENT— Dwarf habit;

flowers white, feathered on each petal, most
beautifully fringed

;
very free. 2s.

THE GERANIUM PROPER. -W
GERANIUM ARMENIUM — Purplish,

rose-coloured flowers; neat habit, 18 inches

in height, useful for the border or rockery.

Is. ed.

GERANIUM CINEREUM—A showy rock
or border plant, silvery foliage, 6 inches in

height
;
white flowers, veined purple. 9<f.

GERANIUM IBERICUM—Strong-growing,
2 feet in height

;
rich purplish blue. Sd.

GERANIUM SANGUINEUM. Gd.

GERANIUMPRATENSE ALBUM—A fine

shrubbery plant, bold foliage, white flowers. Gd.

GERANIUM LANCASTRIENSE. 9d.

GERANIUM SYLVATICUM PLORE
PLENO—2 feet high

;
pretty and neat double

rosy-purple flowers, desirable for masses or

clumps. Is. each
;

9s. per doz.

GERANIUM ENDRESSI—Bright rose

colour
;
a fine variety. Gd.

GERANIUMMACRORHIZUM—A curious

plant, with a half shrubby stem. Gd.

GERANIUM PLATYPETALUM—The best

of the strong growing varieties, somew’hat similar

to G. Ibericum, but more ornamental. 9d.

P®ntst»'mons.
?NE of the best hardy plants for mixed borders, which will grow in almost any soil, but the
" richer and more open it is the better. They will bloom abundantly from June until

October, and are very valuable for cut flowers, and have been so much improved that they

are now a very ornamental class of plants, and ought to be in every garden.

T7ie best Varieties out.

1. A. C. MAXWELL.
2. AGNES LAING.
3. ALEX. DUMAS.
4. ALEXANDER PPLAUM.
5. ALFRED PELLIER.
6. ALPHONSE DAUDET.
7. ATLANTIDE.
8. B. L. FREEMAN.
9. BERTHA KOCH. Is.

10. CANDIDATE.
11. CARTHAGE.
12. CH. ROBIN.
13. CLAUDE GELLlfcE. Is.

14. DIANE.
15. D. NEUBRONNER.
16. DR. TUKE.
17. EMILE PALADILHE. Is.

18. GARLIES MITCHELL.
19. GEO. FISHER. Is.

20. GENERAL NANSOUTY. Is.

21. GIL BLAS. Is.

22. H, CANNELL. Is.

23' HER MAJESTY. Is,

24 J. B. DUMAS. Is.

25. JOHN COWE.
26. JOHN PEARSON.
27. J. T. DOWNIE.
28. LADY WARRENDEN.
29. LES JARDIES.
30. LITTLE PRANK.
31. L. KUNTZE.
32. LORD CHELMSFORD
33. MARION TERRY. Is.

34. M. BOULEY.
35. MISS ARNOT.
36. MISS P. HOPE. Is.

37. MISS SALTEAU.
38. MRS. J. ALLEN.
39. OLIVIER PAIN.
40. ONESIME RECLUS. Is.

41. PAUL BERT
42. PHILIPP PAULIG.
43. P. KLEIN.
44. PRINCESS. Is.

45. R. DEAN.
46. TARTARHSr.
47. THE FAVOURITE.
48. THE LADY.

All those not priced, 6<i. each; 5s. per doz. H. C. & Sous’ selection, 4s. per doz,

Seeds, Is. per packet.

Seedlings from best named varieties, 3s. per doz.

New varieties can be supplied at advertised prices.
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P^on'i®s, Sinensis Ymieties,
<&c.

Abbreviations

—

g. p., guard or outer petals
;

c. p., centre or inner petals.

AT.TirFT.0-RA CHINENSIS PLENA—Pure
white ; very large and fine. 3s. G</.

AT.RTFT.OR.A EDXJLIS PRAaRANS —
-Violet-rose ; very fine. 2s. Gd,

ALBIPLORA EDXJLIS PLENA — Rich

dark rose ; late bloomer. 2s.

ALBIPLORA EDXJLIS SXJPERBA—Bright
rose, very large, rose scented. 2s.

AT.

T

OP. DE JXJLVECODRT—g. p. pink,

c. p. blush-white. 3s. 6rf.

AMABILIS—g. p. deep pink, c. p. lilac-pink,

shaded salmon ;
tall habit. 2s. Gd.

AMABILIS ORANDIPLORA—g. p. white,

c. p. creamy white. 3s.

AMBROISE -VERSCHAPPELT—Brilliant

reddish purple, very double. 3s.
|

ARTEMISE—g. p. rosy pink, c. p. delicate i

rose and blush-white. 3s. Gd.
[

ARETHUSA—g. p. rosy pink, c. p. lilac and >

creamy white. 2s. Gd.
\

ATROSANGXJINEA — Brilliant crimson,
j

suffused purple, very double
;

fine. 3s. Gd.
j

AUO-XJSTIN DHOXJR—Purplish rose. 3s.
j

BEAXJTi: DE VILLECANTE — g. p.
[

purplish-rose, c. p. delicate pink. 3s. i

belle DODAISIENNE—g. p. blush, c. p.
j

sulphur, tipped white, margined. 2s. Gd.

BOSSUET—Glowing purplish rose. 2s. Gd.

BXJYCKII—Silvery rose, salmon centre. 2s.

CANDIDISSIMA— g. p. pure white, c. p.
|

primrose at base. 2s. Gd. 1

CARNEA ELEGANS— Delicate pink, :

changing to white. 2s.
jCAROLINE ALLAIN—g.p. blush, c.p. ’

sulphur, tipped white. 2s. Gd.

CHARLES BINDER—Lilac-purple. 2s. Gd.

CLARISSE—g. p. rosy pink, c. p. pink and

white. 2.S. Gd.

COMTE DE eXJSSY—A very beautiful rose,

rose scented. 2s.

COMTE DE NEIPPERT—Amaranth-car-

mine. 3s.

CRAMOISIE SXJPERIEUR — Rich deep

rose. Is. Gd.

DAXJRICA PLENA—Rosy crimson. Is. Gd.

DE CANDOLLE—Purplish rose, rose ^

scented. 2s. 6</.
|DE JUSSIEU—Rosy purple ; very fine. 2s.
|DESDEMONA—Rosy self

;
very large. 2.s.firf.

j

DR. BOISDXJVAL—Rosy yellow and white
;

very fragrant. 3s.

DR. BRETTONEAU—Satin rose. 2s.

DUC DECAZES—Bright rose. 2s.

DUCHESSE DE THEBA—g. p. pure white,

c. p. creamy white, margined crimson. 3s.

ilOLATANTE—Fine rose. Is. Gd.

EDMOND LEBON—Bright rose. 2s.

ilTENDARD DU GRAND HOMME —
Magenta-rose, rose scented. 2s. Gd.

EUGENE -VERDIER—Rosy pink, blush

centre ; very large. 2s. Gd.

FAUST—Blush-white ; very large. 2s. Gd.

PESTIVA MAXIMA— Pure white, c. p.

edged carmine. 3s. Gd.

FRANCOIS ORTEGAT—Crimson- purple.

Is. Gd.

FULGIDA—Deep carmine. 2s.

GLOBOSA—Deep pink ;
fine. 2s. Gd.

GLOIRE DE DOUAI—Deep crimson, semi-

double, showing golden anthers. 2s. Gd.

GLORIA PATRIA—Pink. 2s. Gd.

GRANDIFLORA NTVEA PLENA—g. p.

blush, c. p. white ; very large and full. 2s.

HELENE—Deep rose ; very fragrant. 2s.

HENRI DE -MAY—Rich cerise-purple. 2s.

HUMILIS PLENA—Rosy carmine. Is. 6rf.

ISABELLA KARLITZKY— Glowing

purplish rose. 2s. Gd.

JEANNE D’ARC— g. p. rosy pink, c. p.

white ; very fine. 2s. Gd.

LEMOINEI—g. p. peach, c. p. light yellow,

centre high, white, tinted peach. 3s. Gd.

LEONIE—Delicate peach. 3s. Gd.

LILACINA PLENISSIMA—Beautiful rose,

centre lighter. 2s. Gd.

LOUIS VANHOUTTE—Carmine-violet. 3s.

LOUISE D’ESTREES — Pink, anemone-

formed centre. 2s.

LUCRECE—g.p. rosy peach, c.p. white. 3s. Gd.

LUTEA PLENISSIMA—Sulphur, changing

to yellow. 3s.

MADAME CALOT—Pure white, tinted rose

on guard petals. 3s.

IVLADAME CHAUMY — Satiny rose, with

lighter edges. Is. Gd.

MADAME FURTADO — g. p. deep rosy

purple, c. p. rose tinted lilac. 2s.

MADAME LEBON—Purplish rose. 3s.

MADAME LEMOINE—g. p. delicate pink,

c. p. creamy white, yellow centre. 2s.

MADAME SERRET—Creamy white. 3s.

MDME. VILMORIN—Blush white, flaked

crimson-purple, base sulphur. 3s.

MADONNA—Flesh white, tinted yellow. 3s.

MAGNIFICA—Satiny rose. 3s.

MARIE HOXJILLON— Light satiny rose,

edged delicate blush. 3s.

MARIE LEMOINE—g. p. rosy blush, c. p.

creamy white, conspicuous anthers. 3s. Gd.
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QUEEN PERFECTION—Pare white, yel-

lowish centre. 2s. Sd.

HEINE DES ROSES—g. p. soft rose. 2s.

ROSAMOND — Deep pink self; distinct.

MARQUISE DE LORY—Pure white, base

delicate primrose, slightly flaked carmine. 3s. 6d.

MODESTE—Rich rosy-purple. Is. 6d.

M. DE VILLENEUVE—Purplish rose. 2s.

M. D’OPPOY—Dark purplish rose. 3s.

M. ROUSSELON—Rose-pink. 3s.

NIVEA PLENISSIMA—Pure white. 3s. 6d.

NIVALIS—g. p. rosy pink, margined blush,

c. p. creamy white and rose; fine. 3s. Gd.

NOEMI—g. p. pink, c. p. blush white. 3s.

OBERLIN—Rich rosy-lilac. 2s.

OFFICINALIS ALBA PLENA — Blush
white, very large and early. 2s. Gd.

OFFICINALIS ROSEA PLENA—Enor-
mous rose flowers ; very early. Gd.

OFFICINALIS RUBRA PLENA— Rich
crimson ; very early and large. Gd.

PAPAVERIFLORA PLENA—White, base

of petals primrose. 2s. Gd.

PIO NONO—Purplish crimson. 3s.

PLENISSIMA ROSEA SUPERBA—Bright

rose, edged blush-white. 2s.

PLENISSIMA SUPERBA—Rose. 2s.

POTTSII PLENA—Purple; distinct. 2s.

PRINCE DE SALM DYCK — Rosy pink,

light centre. 2s. Gd.

PRINCE TROUBETZKOY—Purplish lilac,

edged pale lilac, based crimson. 3s.

PROLIFERA TRICOLOR—g.p. pure white,

c. p. pale yellow. 2s.

PULCHERRIMA— g. p. light satiny rose,

c. p. blush-white. 3s.

PULCHERRIMA MODESTA—g. p. lilac-

rose, c. p. light yellow. 2s.

PURPUREA (DELACHE)— Purple-crim-

son . 2s.

PURPUREA SUPERBA — Rosy purple,

edged rosy lilac. 2s.

2s. 6d.

ROSEA ELEGANS—Pink. 2s. Gd.

ROSEA PLENISSIMA—Rose-carmine, suf-

fused nankeen. 2s. Gd.

ROSEA SUPERBA—Fine blush rose. Is. Gd.

SIDONIE—Lilac rose, centre darker. 3s.

SINENSIS ORANDIFLORA- g. p. rose,

c. p. creamy white ; very large. 2s. Gd.

SOUVENIR D’AUOUSTE MIELLEZ—
Bright purple

;
very large. 3s.

SOUVENIR DE GASPAR CALOT—Bright
rose, shaded purple, margined with pink. 2s. Gd.

SOUVENIR DE LEXPOSITION UNI-
VERSELLE—Rosy pink edges, tinted white. 3s.

SULPHUREA—White, tinged sulphur. 3s.

SURPASSE POTTSII—Rich purplish crim-

son, conspicuous anthers. 2s.

TENUIFOLIA PLENA—Deep blood-red;

distinct and beautiful. 2s. Gd.

TRIOMPHE DE L’EXPOSITION DE
LHjLE—

B

right flesh, tinted white. 3s.

TRIUMPHANS

—

g. p. violet rose. 2s.

TRICOLOR GRANDIFLORA- Rose and

salmon ; very fine. 2s.

TRICOLOR PLENA—Rose. 2s. 6<f.

TRIOMPHE DE PARIS—Blush white and
primrose, tipped white. 2s.

VERSICOLOR—Rich rose. 2s. Gd.

VICOMTE DE FORCEVILLE — Bright

rosy pink, edged delicate rose. 2s. 6<f.

VICTOIRE D’ALMA—Purplish crimson. 2s.

VIRGINIE—Blush, suffused rosy pink. 2s. Gd.

VICTOIRE TRICOLOR—g. p. dark rose,

c. p. yellowish pink. 2s. Gd.

H. C. & Sons’ selection, 9s., 12s., and 16s. per doz.

P/EONIES, TREE VARIETIES (P/EONIA ARBOREA).
Price 3s. to 10s. each.

BELLE DE MONZA—Light salmon.

BLANCHE NOISETTE — White, lightly

tinted with salmon-rose
;
beautiful.

CAROLINA—Deep crimson; large, fine form.

CAROLINA HISS—Large.

CLARA—Enormous spreading flower, deep

rose, lightly wine-stained, tufted in the centre.

CORNELIA—Bright flower, violet.

DEBUGNY—White spreading flower, tufted

petals, carmine in the centre
;
pretty.

FAREZZH—Flat flower, rose-lilac veins.

GEORGE PAUL—Large, deep lilac-violet.

GEORGE ROLLISSON—Beautiful wine-

coloured rose; large.

GRAND DUC DE BADE—Deep rose-lilac.

JAVH—Light lilac, deep violet guard petals.

IMPERATRICE JOSEPHINE—Flat flower,

anemone-shaped bright rose.

JOSEPHINE SENECLAUZE—Spreading

;

white, centre rose-salmon.

LACTEA—Pure white,

LOUISE MOUCHELET—Enormous bright

flower ; fine form
;
one of the most beautiful.

MADAME DE VATRY — Round flower,

bright rose
;
enormous.

MOUTAN—Single white.

MOUTAN FL. PL.—Double white.

MADONNA—Large, rose-coloured flower.

MADAME STUART LOW—Enormous red

flowers, ti]>s of petals white.

MANETTO—White, tinted flesh colour.

M. JULES ORBAN—Large white flowers,

petals deep brown centre.

ORGUEIL OF HONG-KONG—Very large,

bright clear purple.

PRINCE TROUBETSKOY—Medium size,

salmon, pretty.

PROFESSOR MORREN—Fine form, flat,

flesh-coloured, salmon-rose.
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PURPUREA VIOLACEA— Carmine, base

violet, very bright.

REINE EIAZABETH—Large, deep reddish

salmon ; one of the best.

SIR JOHN STAWTON—Bright rose and
rieh salmon.

VAN HOUTTEI—Deep purple, blaek guard j
petals, tips white. 1

VILLE DE ST. DENIS—White, lightly

tinted violet, carmine in centre
;
very large.

WEISSE—White, tufted.

‘Pbtu'nias.

S
T is surprising this family is not more largely grown, considering how easy they are to cultivate

;

and if well grown what grand things they are, both for decoration and exhibition ! Treat them
similarly to a Verbena. Choose nice young plants about March, or any time up to July, give

them good shifts and rieh soil, well stake out, and you will be highly gratified, for some are certainly

surprisingly large, and their colours not equalled by any other flower. The finest varieties ever

offered. Seed saved from this collection. Is. Grf. and 2s. Grf. per packet.

NEW DOUBLE PINK VARIETY.
MRS. CHAS. WILSON—Among the many double fringed pink varieties this stands pre-

eminent, Very large flowers, and like a ball of fringe
;
colour deep rose-pink

;
dwarf habit and

free flowering. I.s. 6(f. each.

DOUBLE VARIETIES.

1. ADONIS—White, suffused and blotched

purple
;
fringed.

2. A. KEERS— Lilac, shaded deeper,

marked white.

3. ALBATRE—A beautiful pure white.

6. BASTIBN LEPAGE—Deep magenta,

netted darker, medium size; dwarf and free.

12. CHARLOTTE BOOH—Dark purple,

fimbriated.

13. COSMOPOLIS — Velvety crimson,

marked white
;
fimbriated.

11. DIAMANTIN — Large and flue; rose

and mauve shades, fimbriated.

15 DELICIES —White, edged mauve, large,

fringed.

16. DERVICHE—Deepred,bordered white;

fine fringe.

17. DIPLOMATE —Large fimbriated flowers,

purple-crimson shade and white.

18. DUKE OF ROXBURGHE—Purple,

striped white
;
fringed,

20. E. DE CYON—Rosy carmine, shaded

cerise, heavily blotched white ; notched edges.

21 E. BIERBACH—Deep carmine amar-

anth, marked white.

24. FRAU. J. WIDERKEHR—Pink and

white; pretty.

25. FRAU.L PETERSEN—Creamy-white,

marked rose.

26. FRAU. N. HOLTZMANN—A pretty

and distinct variety.

27. FRAU. STADT. SCHRODER—Deep
rose and white.

All those not priced,

35. J. HULKS — Purple, tipped white,

fimbriated.

36. KARL BODMER— Silvery -lilac shade,

finely fimbriated.

38. KATE TIDY—Pure white
;
a splendid

variety.
^

43. LEON GAUTIER — Clear rosy car-

mine, blotched silvery white ;
fine.

45. MADAME SAUZER — Fringed, light

rose, shaded lilac, slightly veined purple; free.

48. MARC A I .BAN—Grand
;
white, some-

times marked cerise.

49 M.BEAUVALET— Rieh rosy carmine,

marked white
;
fine.

50. M. BESSAND—Crimson-magenta and
white; fine flowers, fringed.

61. M. BUCHNER—White, medium flower.

52. MED - RATH DR. KOCH— Bright

carmine, lilac and white blotches.

56. RUBENS—Purple-crimson
;
large, fine.

57. SERGINES — Very large, ground
silvery-rose, marked deeper

;
fimbriated.

GO. SNOWDRIFT—A beautiful pure white

variety
;
extra fine.

61. SPHERE—Fimbriated crimson, shaded.

62. TERETZ—Milky white; edges of petals

tinted mauve, base of petals violet
;
large, and

much fimbriated.

6G. TOM TIT—Crimson, edged pure white ;

effective.

67. WM. BROWN— White and deep rosy

pink, very double and free ; a useful and
effective variety.

Is. each
;

9s. per doz.
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SHESE are a splendid hardy class of plants. Some of them are lovely colonrs and perfectly

distinct to any other flower, and for mixed borders or in shrahberies they are not equalled

by any other plant. Some of their blooms are almost a perfect circle. Their roots can be

divided in February, and are quite hardy. Plant them in good, deep, rich soil in an open situation.

To get fine exhibition blooms, strong cuttings must be taken and struck early in March. For cut

blooms they are valuable, also very ornamental, and continue in bloom for a long time.

JPi

1. Linnet.

2. Mdme. Crousse.

3. Pionnier,

4. Princess of Wales.

5. Liervalli.

6. Alex, von Humholdt.

7. ileUore.

8. Mrs. Hardie.

9. Maynnm Bonuin.

EARLY-FLOWERING VARIETIES.
1. AT.T.A TJ MoLEAN—Rosy purple.

2. ANNE LOCKHART—White, pink eye.

3. BURNS—Deep rosy purple.

4. CLIPPER—White, shaded lilac. Is.

6. EDINA—White, bluish eye.

6. HAMLET—Light rosy pink.

7. HERCULES—Rosy purple.

8. HISTORIA—White, shaded with rose.

9.

IDA—White, small rose eye. Is.

10. LINNET—White, mottled rosy lilac.

11. MAO-NUM BONUM—Rosy crimson, l.t.

12. MAX KOLB—Bright rosy lilac-crimson.

14. MRS. AUSTIN. Is.

16. MRS. HARDIE—White and rose. Od.

IG. MRS. HUNTER—Pure white.

17. MRS. MILLER—Reddish purple.
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FAKIS.—Kosy purple ; fine spike. 26.

PAULINE—White, rosy eye. Ij. 26.

PRIMA DONNA—Pure white. Is. 27.

THE SHAH—Rosy purple. 28.

Those not priced, Gel. each

;

THOMAS EASTON—Pure white.

VAN HOUTTE—Rose, striped white.

VENUS—Mauve
;
fine form. Is.

WM. KIRKPATRICK—Rosy purple.

4s. per doz.

LATE-FLOWERING VARIETIES.
29. ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT—

Pure white, rosy purple eye; very dwarf. Is.

30. ANDREW KEDDIE—Kosy purple.
AQUILON. Is.

31. ARAOO—Salmon-rose. l.«.

32. ATLAS—Rosy salmon, dark centre.

33. AUG-USTE RIVIERE—Salmon-red.
35. BACILLE—Violet-mauve.
36. BARON DE LASSUS-Salmon-crimson.
37. BARON BERKHOLZ. l.s.

38. BASTIAN LEPAGE- White, shaded
lilac.

39. BECKY—Rosy pink.
BONNETAIN. Is.

40. CAMERON—Light rose, deeper centre.

41. CAROT—Pare white. Is.

42. C. DARWIN—Salmon, centre violet.

43. CHARLEMAGNE—Deep magenta.
45. CLARA—White, tinted deep rose.

46. CLAUDE DE JOUEPROY- Reddish
violet.

47. COLIBRI— Light rose.

48. COM^IDIE—Lilae, edged white. Is.
i

49. COMTE LAMBERTYE—Rieh crimson.
60. COMTESSE DE BROW—Orange-red.
51. CCEUR-DE-LION—Rosy-purple. Is.

62. CONGRES—Clear violet, l.s.

66.

CROZY FILS—Rosy crimson.

66. CUTRASSi^—Rosy violet. Is.

68. DEFIANCE-White. Is.

69. DE FONVTELLE—Pure white. Is.

61. DE LESSEES—Rosy mauve.

64. DR. CR^IVAUX—Bright carmine.
66. DR. THUILLIER—Bright red. Is.

67. EARLOFROSSLYN-Rosy crimson. Is.

ECLAIREUR. Is. Gel.

68. ERATO—Rosy pink, deep crimson eye.
70. EUGENE VERDIER—Deep lilac.

71. PILLE DE L’AIR—Pure white.

72. FLORE—Rosy mauve. Is.

74. PRAULEIN STEINER—White. Is.

75. FRAU. HOHEISON—Rosy salmon. Is.

76. FRAU.W.SPEMANN- Salmon-red. Is.

77. FR. MENNET. l.s.

G^INERAL BRICE—Deep red. l.s.

78. G^INERALMARGUERITE Lilac. Is.

79. GEORGE SAND—Waxy white. 9d.

80. GLORIA VICTIS—Rosy violet. Is.

81. INAUDI-Violet. Is.

83. HARMONIC—Carmine. Is.

84. HORACE VERNET—Rosy mauve.

86.

HYPHINISON—Light pink.

86. JAMES ALLAN—Salmon-scarlet.

87. JAMES DICKSON—Rosy lilac,

88. JAVANAISE—Silvery-lilac. Is.

89. J. PRUB—Rosy violet. Is.

90. JOHN ALEXANDER— Salmon-scar-
let. Is.

91. JOSEPHBARA-Reddish amaranth. Is.

92. J. STEWART—Rosy crimson. Is.

93. JOCELYN—Fiery salmon. Is.

94. LECARD—White, shaded violet.

96. LE JEUNE VT AT.

A

—Pearly white.

97. LE PATRIOTE—Blush white.

98. LE POLE NORD—Pure white.

99. LIERVALLI—Rose, striped white. 9rf.

100.

LUCIE BALTET-Lilac, edged white. Is.

103. MADAME DE MASSONCURE—
Pure white, bright crimson centre.

104. MADAME DE ST. PULGENT—
Bright rose-pink.

105. MADAME H. JACOTOT— Pure
white; light crimson eye.

107. MADAME LA DUCHESSE DE
BAUPREMENT—White, shaded bluish centre.

109. MARS—Rosy salmon, carmine eye.

110. M^IANDRE—Violet-rose. Is.

111. M^lTilORE—Rose, shaded violet. Is.

112. MICHEL CERVANTES — Creamy
white. Is.

113. MRS. JAMES ANDERSON— Kosy
salmon; splendid spike. Is.

114. MRS. LAING—Soft rosy lilac. Is.

116. MRS, WHITEHEAD—Rich rosy

lilac, with rich carmine centre. Is.

117. M. BULS—Light rose, dark rose eye.

119. M.GRAHAM—Rose, carmine centre. Is.

120. M. GUILBERT—Lilac-mauve.
121. M. OUDIN—Deep pink. ].«.

122. M. PASTEUR—Clear violet.

124. NAUTILUS—Orange-salmon, l.s.

125. OPHIR—Cartnine-rose. Is.

126. OTTO PROBEL—Rosy crimson. Is.

127. OURAGAN—Large, bluish-violet. Is.

128. PELLETON—Pnro white.

129. PPARRER PRONMULLER. Is.

130. PIONNIER—Violet. Is.

131. piiCHEUR D'ISLANDE— Salmon. l.s.

132. PRINCESS GHYKZE—Red.
133. PRINCESS LOUISE—Pure white.

134. PRINCESS OP WALES—White. Is.

SCHONE STUTTGARTERIN. Is.

SCHLIEMANN—Deep red. Is.

136. silLECTTON-Mauve. Is.
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SOUVENIR DB NANCY—Lilac.

ST. BEAU VE—Pare white, rose eye.

SUEPRAO-E—White.
TiiL:6PHONE—Light crimson.

THE DEACON—Deep rosy purple.

142. TOURBILLON—Red. 1*.

143. THE QUEEN—Beautiful white.

144. TOMBOUCTOU—Silvery rose. l.«.

146. VICTOR HUGO—Brilliant scarlet

;

fine and distinct.

All those not priced, 6rf. each ;
4s. per dozen.

PlC0T®®S.
GENERAL COLLECTION.

Abbreviations—hi light edged

i

si, medium edged

;

n, heavy edged.

ALLIANCE, H.

AMELIA, H.

AMY ROBSART. Is. Hd.

ANN LORD, h.

ANNOT LYLE, M.

BARONESS B. COUTTS, h.

BOADICEA, II.

CALYPSO, n.

CATHERINE, M.

ROSE

PURPLE EDGED.
CLARA PENSON, L.

ESTHER, h.

EVELYN, L.

ISABEL LAKIN, h. l.s. id.

JESSICA, I..

JULIETTE, h.

LADY CURZON, r..

LILIAN, SI.

MARY, L.

SALMON AND SCARLET

MASTER NICHOLS., L.

MIRIAM. Is. 6rf.

MRS. HARLAND.
MRS. LATHAM, ii.

I MURIEL, H.
' NYMPH, L.

PERDITA. II. Is. 3(?.

SYLVIA,
ZERLINA.

EDGED.

RED EDGED.

ALICE, h.

bertha, l.

CAMPANINI.
CLARETTA STARKEY.
DAISY, n.

DESDEMONA, si.

EDITH D’OMBRAIN, il. Is.

ELISE.
ETHEL, h.

FAVOURITE, L

JULIANA.
LADY LOUISA, ii.

LITTLE PHIL, ii.

MADELEINE, ii.

MAIMIE, H.

MRS. BURNETT, n.

MRS. COLDRIDGE, ii

MRS. F. RICARDO, n.

MRS. HARFORD. Is.

MRS. PAYNE, n.

MRS. RUDD, H.

MRS. SAM BEALE, L. l.s.

MRS. SHARP, II.

NELLIE, h.

NORMAN CARR, ii.

ROYAL VISIT, H.

BRUNETTE, ii.

DR. EPPS, u.

EMILY, II.

GANYMEDE, n. Is. Gd.

J. B. BRYANT,, u.

JOHN SMITH, n. Is.

LENA, M. Is.

MORNA, n.

MRS. BOWER, h.

MRS. DODWELL, ii.

SIRS. GORTON, h.

Those not priced 9rf. each, 8s^

MRS. LOVATT, ii. Is.

MRS. SHARPE, ii.

MRS. WILSON, II. Is. Grf.

THOS. WILLIAMS, L.

VIOLET DOUGLAS, h.

per doz.
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PICOTEESYELLOW GROUND
ALMTRA—Very large,

flaked rose.

bright yellow, slightly

ANNIE DOUGLAS—Heavy rose edge; very
distinct. Is. 6d.

AGNES CHAMBERS—Yellow, broad, well-
formed petals; distinct rosy-red edges.

AURORA—Yellow ground, rosy edge. l.t.

BOADICEA—Rose edge; flowers large and full.

Is.

CHRYSOLORA—Bright yellow, slightly flaked
pink

; extra fine. Is. 6<f.

COUNTESS OP JERSEY—Large flowers,
heavy rose edge ; fine.

DIOMEDES—Pull clear yellow, deep red edge.
Is. 6tf.

EURYDICE—Deep yellow, distinctred edge. Is

Those not priced Is. each.

Seed of the above, l.s., 2s. G(f., and 5s. per packet.

Dodwell’s Yellow Grounds, sent out under numbers, our selection

HORATIO—Primrose-yellow, bright rose flake

on margin. Is. 6rf.

LILIAN—Good yellow, distinct scarlet edge.
Is.

MRS. WALFORD— Clear yellow, slightly

barred rose. 2s. Gcf.

MRS. WHITBOURN—Deep yellow flowers,

large, rosy-red edge; fine. 2s.

MRS. ROBERT SYDENHAM— The best
yellow ground yet raised. Is.

PRIMROSE DAME—Primrose-yellow, rosy-
red edge. Is. Grf.

SCHLOSSER—Yellow and crimson.
STADRATH BAIL—Canary yellow, scarlet

markings.
UNDINE — Primrose -yellow, narrow red
margin

;
full and fine. Is. Gd.

Gs. per dos.

For History, Properties, and Management of Carnation and
Book, Is. 7d., post free.

Picotee, see Dodwell’s

pINKS.
C RO N K ' S

PERPETUAL-FLOWERING

PINK.

It carries a large flower, exactly like
the old show Pink, on the top of evi iy
flower stalk (as seen in the engraving),
similar to the Tree Carnation

;
a strong

grower, and is the most useful.

Gd. each.

rEKl’BTUAL-FLOWEUlNU PIN It.

N K.
ERNEST LADHAMS—A most beautiful blush-white colour, wonderfully free and effective.

F.C.C. A real gem always flowering. Grf. each
;

5s. doz.

GENERAL COLLECTION.

W E have often thought, wlien we have stopped to admire their beauty, that if all were as fond of
flowers as we are, these most beautiful plants would be grown everywhere. It must be

remembered that their lovely little flowers are very different to the common rough-edged Pink ;
im

fact, they are about the nicest hnrdy flowers of the whole garden.
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ADA LOUISE—Rosy-parple lace.

ALBA MAXIMA—Large.
ALBINO—Very free; larger and of finer

form than any other white yet known, may be

described as a white carnation-pink. Is

ANNE BOLEYN—A useful variety. 9rf.

ASCOT—Pink, dark centre.

BERTRAM—Red lace.

BERTHA—Dark red lace; very fine.

BOIARD—Bright red
;
extra large.

CLARA—Deep red.

DERBY DAY—Deep pink, heavily laced

bright red
;
free habit.

DEVICE—Bright purple.

EMERALD—Red
;
large and full.

ERNEST—Rieh ruby, large
;

one of the

finest.

EORYDICE—Rosy red.

GEO. WHITE—Purple
;
large and fine.

GODFREY—Bright reddish colour.

HARRY HOOPER—Bright reddish purple.

All those not priced, G</. each

HEBE—Very dark red.

HER MAJESTY—Has a strong perfume, is

of the purest white ;
a decided acquisition.

HOMER—Deep rose.

HYBRIDUS PLORIB0NDUS—Rose self.

JESSICA—Red lace.

JOHN BALL—Dark plum-purple.

LANCER—Free, dark.

MASTER HARRY—White ground, htavy

and regular plum lacing
;

distinct.

MODESTY—Rosy-purple;oneof the best. Is.

MR. HOBBS.
MRS. T, A KIN—White.

MRS. PETTIFER—Dark laced.

MRS. SINEINS—Pure white, large and full,

sweet-scented ;
a useful variety.

MRS. WAITE—Rosy-red.

MRS. J. M. WELSH—A charming variety,

both in size and freedom of bloom ;
pure white.

THE RECTOR—Bright reddish purple.

TOTTIE—Bright red lace.

;
our selection, 05. per dozen.

ROCK PINKS.
Very pretty for rockwork and herbaceous border

;
will grow in any ordinary soil.

CICERO—Pure white, beautiful and double

JULES PERRY—Soft rosy blush, bright

crimson centre
;
free and early.

STANISLAS — Deep pink, rich crimson

centre
;
useful for cutting.

Is. each.

DIANTHUS MULTIFLORUS.
(MULE PINKS.)

Perpetual-Jlowering Hybrids, very ornamental.

ABBOTSPORDIANA—Intense pink, finely

notched, very double. 9(f.

LADY CAMPBELL—A beautiful shade of

pale pink
;
dwarf, free and compact. Is.

MARIE PARE—Pure white. Is.

MOSCATUS, MILLE HUIT CENT
QUATRE-VINGT-UN (1881)— The flowers

have a powerful fragrance, are of medium size,

with fimbriated petals of a rosy-lilac, deeper in

shade in summer than iu winter. 9rf. each,

Gs. per doz.

NAPOLEON in.—Rich crimson
;

fine. Is.

ROSE PERPETUAL—Rich rosy-pink. Is.

PERPETUAL FLOWERING DWARF DOUBLE
MARGARET CARNATIONS.

TOM THUMB—These are most valuable for pot culture, bedding, groups, borders, &c., and will

be highly appreciated by all lovers of the Carnation. The cultivation is quite simple, as they can

be sown at almost any time of the year, but must be tr^insplauted at once to the spot '''here

intended to flower. If sown in March they requirebnt very little more attention than many oI the

common summer flowers. Per pkt.. Is., Is. Cd.

PICOTEES AND CARNATIONS, mixed. Is. and 2s. Crf. per pkt.

PICOTEES, mixed. U ft. Is. and 2s. Gd. per pkt.

TREE, OR WINTER FLOWERING CARNATIONS, saved from the best varieties. 2 it.

2s. per pkt.

rOLYM'THUS.
Really first-class seedling gold-laced Polyanthus for garden decoration, nearly as good as named

varieties. 6rf. each
;

6s. per doz. Ordinary bedding kinds, 2s. Gd per doz.

The difference between Oxlips and Cowslips is, the former hold their bloom more erect, the

latter drooping.
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‘POTBNTILLAS.
DOUBLE-HYBRID VARIETIES.

jN exceedingly free-flowering and ornamental gronp of Hardy Perennials, producing in great
' profusion for many weeks full double flowers, with petals of a rich velvetytextnre, varying

from crimson and maroon to rich orange and yellow, many being striped, spotted, or

margined. They will thrive in almost any soil or situation.

ALFRED SALTER. Is.

BELZEBTJTH. Is.

CHAMELEON Is.

CHINOIS. Is. Gd.

ETNA. Is.

GLOIRE DE NANCY. 2s.

HAMLET. Is.

JANE SALTER. Is.

LE VEStrVE. 6rf.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE. Is.

M. ROUILLARD Is.

POLICHINELLE. Is.

PURPUREA LUTEA Is.

VARIABILIS. Is.

VERSICOLOR. Is.

VERVIANUM. Is. Gd.

VICTOR LEMOINE. Is.

WM. ROLLINSON. Is

PfilMSOSBS.
OUR HYBRID PRIMROSES, OR FANCY POLYANTHUS.

LORD BEACONSPIELD VARIETIES.

jnilERE is no greater charm to the eye all through the spring than these. Although they are
Primroses, they are totally different to what we are accustomed to see, being stronger growers,

and their blossoms of an immense size and of great variety of colours. Many are of a lovely deep
purple-coloured violet, and others approach a distinct shade of red, whilst the yellows and whites
are most striking. Equally as good in their various colours as Harbinger, introduced by the
Marquis of Exeter, and which has given such great satisfaction. Large flowering plants, 3.s. to 4.«.

doz.
;
seed, l.s. per i>kt.

DOUBLE PRIMROSES.
(Primula Acaolis.!

PURPLE — A fine variety : very rich and
fine. Gd. each

;
6s. per doz.

CRIMSON-VELVET—Very scarce; splen-
did variety. 2s.

CLOTH OP GOLD— A splendid variety,
with flowers rich lemon, large and full

;
per-

fectly distinct. 2s. each.

LILAC—Pate lilac, large, fine; early. Gd.
each ; 6s. per doz.

CROUSSEI PLORE PLENA— 'Jrf.

PLATYPETALAPLENA(ArthurDumollin)
—Deep violet ; distinct and very fine. 9</.

ROSE—Rosy salmon ; distinct and very fine
;

scarce. Is.

SULPHUR—Pale sulphur; very early and
free. Gd. each ; is. per doz.

WHITE—Pure white; early, large, very fine.

.Gd. each
;
3s. per doz.

MUCH THE BEST PRIMROSE IN CULTIVATION.
HARBINGER—Although numbers of i’rimroses have been sent out, and justly admired, they

can bear no comparison with this one. Uarbinger leaves all white ones far in the rear
;
in fact, it is

one of those marches past that seldom occurs—consequently, one of the good permanent plants,
welcomed by all with delight and pleasure every year as the hopeful spring comes round.
Awarded a F.C. C. Is. each; 8s. doz. Seed, Gd. and Is. per pkt.
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'Pm'mula Sirbolbi.
(CORTUSOIDES AMCENA.)

^niS class of Primula are hardy, and in winter they die down to their Beshy roots, and

S beyond keeping them moderately dry they are no trouble until they are required to

^ be pushed on for flowering, when they merely want the protection of a cold greenhouse, ana

potting in ordinary soil. Afterwards they can be kept out of doors.

Good plants in various varieties, 6c/., Is., 2s. 6rf., and 3s. Gr/. each.

List on application.

‘Pbim'ula, Sb®ci®s.
12 distinct varieties for Border, 8s., 12s., 18s., and 24s. per doz.

1 2 distinct varieties for Pots, 12s. 18s., and 24s. per doz.

12 distinct varieties for Rockeries, 9s., 12s,, and 18s. per doz.

CLTJSIANA. Is.

DECORA. 2s.

DENTICXJLATA. 6(f. each
;

6s. per doz.

CASHMERIANA. 6rf. each
;

5s. per doz.

PARINOSA (Bird’s-eye Primrose). 6d.

INTERMEDIA. Is. 6rf.

INTERMEDIA HEROINE. Is.

INVOLUORATA (Munroi). 9</.

JAPONICA. Grf.

MARGINATA. Is.

MARGINATA GRANDIFLORA. 2s. Ci/.

OBCONICA (Poculiformis) 6rf..

ROSEA. 9d. each; 7s. 6d. per doz.

SIKKIMENSIS. !)«/.

SPECTABHilS. Is. 6cf.

VILLOSA. Is.

VISCOSA NIVEA (Arctotis) (Nivalis) (The

Snowy Primrose). 2s.

WTJIiPENIANA. Is. Grf.

‘Primula Sinrn'sis.
(CHINESE PRIMROSE.)

IhE double-flowered varieties of this family rank amongst the most desirable of plants for

^ the decoration of the conservatory or greenhouse during the autumn, winter, and spring

Z)I» months
;

and where cut flowers are in general request are specially valuable, as they

retain their beauty for a long time when in a cut state, the flowers never dropping off as with the

single- flowering varieties. The white kinds are very fine, and much used for bouquets.

AliBA PLENA—White, much used for cut ;
MARCHIONESS OP EXETER—The best

flowers. Is. and Is. &d. of all Gilbert’s seedlings
;
a great acquisition

ALBA PLENA PIMBRIATA— Fringed i
Is. Grf.

white
;
a beautiful variety. Is. 6(f. and 2s. 6rf.

t

Special prices for small plants during the autumn
;
for specimen plants, price on application.

See our Seed Guide for list of the finest Single varieties, post free.

flower,

We have a large stock of the first-named variety—splendid plants in 6-inch pots, full of I

ver. For cut flowers more beautiful plants never existed.
|

POUBL® PyRBTH'RUMS.
Purchaser’s selection, 9s. per doz.', our selection, 6s. per doz.

•--^ERHAPS for cut flowers no out-door plants are more useful, for at the commencement of

IQ# the Bummer they begin to bloom, and continue as long as the weather keeps open; like all

— other flowers, they delight in having plenty of room, deep rich soil, plenty of manure,

and a good soaking in dry weather
;
treat them thus, and the quantities of aster-shaped blooms will

be immense all the summer and autumn.

2. ANDROMEDA—Lilac-rose, vellow centre. I APHRODITE—Purewhite. F.C.C. Is. Grf.

8. ANEMONIPLORTJM SANGTHNEUM 4. ARGENTINE—Pnrewhite,jflowers small.

—Rosy carmine, dull white centre; dwarf. 6. BEAUTE DE LALKEN—Deep crimson.
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18.

BONAMY—White,yellow centre; qnilled.

BOUUEDENEIGE-White, tinted rose. Is.

OAPT. NABES—Deep purplish crimson.
CLEOPATRA—White and yellow.
COMTE DE MONTBRON—Rose-pink.
DEIiICATISSIMUM Brightrosy lilac. Is.

DIANA — Deep rose, tipped yellow.
DR.LIYINGSTONE-Verypalo lilac. Is.

EMTTiE LEMOINE-Purplishcrimson. Is.

EMPRESS QUEEN— Blush. Is.

FULGENS PLENISSIMUM — Car-

—

i

urplish crimson, ^
; hne. Is. t

44. MISS PLINKIE— Purplish
greyish and lilac-orange centre ; fine.

45. MONS. BARR AT.—Rosy red. Is.

46. MONS. DtrVIVIER— Pink -rose.

47. MONT BLANC—Pure white
;

large.

48. MRS. DIX—Deep pink,shaded pnrple. Is.

49. MTJLTIPLORtJM—Deep crimson. Is.

60. NANCY—Blush, shaded salmon. Is.

62. NIVEUM PLENUM—Pure white. Is.

mine. Is.

19. GAIETY—Rosy pink, large ; dwarf. Is
20. GARIBALDI—Deep crimson. Is.

21. GLOIRE D'lTALIE—Deep crimson.
22. GRANDE— Deep purplish crimson.
23. HAAGE ET SCHMIDT—Carmine. Is.

24. HERMANN STENGER-Rosy lilac. 9rf.

26. IMBRICATUM PLENUM—Deep car-
mine, tipped white.
27. ITURBIDE—Purplish carmine.
28. IVERIANUM — Rosy carmine. Is.

29. J. N. TWARDY—Purple-carmine.
30. KING OSCAR—Crimson-scarlet, l.s. Gd,
32. LADY DERBY—Blush white.
33. LA VESTALE—Blush white.
34. LE DANTE—Rose, orange centre. l.s.

LEONARD KELWAY—Rose. Is.

36. LISCHEN—Lilac-rose Is. 6rf.

37. MADAME JULES ALDEBERT —
Delicate pink, lighter centre

;
fine form.

38. MADAME MUNIER—Rosy blush.
39. MDLLE. BENARY—Blush white.
40. MDLLE. PATTI—Carmine-rose.
41. MARQUIS OP BUTE- Deep rose-

pink, slightly tipped yellow, centre very double.
42. MAXIMUM PLENUM—Deep purple-

rose, anemone-formed centre
;
good habit.

MELTON—Crimson-magenta. Is. Gd.
43. MICHAEL BUCHNER — Rich rosy

crimson, orange centre
;
large; extra. Is.

63. PANORAMA— Beautiful blush-white.
54. PERICLES--Peach, golden centre. Is. 6rf.

66. PINNACLE — Delicate rose
;

very
double.

67. PLACIDA—White, tinted flesh colour.
68. PRINCE OP WALES—Rich purplish

crimson, orange centre ; fine. Is.

69. PRINCE TECK—Brilliant crimson.
61. PRINCESS DE METTERNICH —

White, orange centre; large.

62. REMBRANDT—Rosy-lilac.

63. REV. J. DIX—Rosy carmine, l.s.

66.

ROSEUM ALBUM—Light rosy purple.
66. ROSY MORN—Delicate blush-white,

slightly tipped yellow
;
beautifully quilled. Is.

67. ROYAL STANDARD— Bright rosy
crimson, large double flowers, l.s.

68. RUBRUM PLENUM—Rosy lilac.

69. SAMBANBURGH-Fine white. Is.

70. SPECTABILE— Light rose-iiliic.

71. SULPHUREUM PLENUM — Blush
white, yellow anemone-formed centre.

72. SYLPHIDE—Pure white.
73. TTTIENS—Rosy pink, orange-centre. Is.

74. UZZIEL—Rosy crimson
;

free. Is.

76.

VIRGINAL—White, quilled. Is.

76. VOIE LACT^E—Pure white, suffused
delicate pink, centre orange.

WEGA—Yellowish pink. Is.

77. WILHELM KRAMPER—Deep rose.

SINGLE VARIETIES.
78. AYRSHIRE—Crimson.
79. BEATRICE KELWAY— Cherry rose.

First-Class Certificate.

80. BELLONA—Rich carmine.
81. CAPRIUS—Rich purple.
82. CAPTAIN STRACHAN—Clear pink of

great substance
;
fine foim, very large.

83. CHROMIS—Crimson- purple ; fine.

84. DUKE OP CONNAUGHT—Carmine.
First-Class Certificate.

86. ETHEL—White, tinted rose.
06. QOLCONDE— Crimson

;
large, fine. 2.'..

87. HAMTjET—Rich pink ; fine form.
88. LETUS—White. ; large and fine.

89. LORNA DOONE—Crimson maroon.
90. MARY ANDERSON—Flesh.
91. MATHILDA, sy«. PRINCESS IRENE—Pure white.

92. MAUD—Soft rose. 2s.

93. MR. SANTLEY—Carmine. F.C.C.
94. MRS. BATEMAN BROWN — Rich

carmine-crimson
;
one of the finest.

96.

NESTOR—Pink.
96. PRINCE FERDINAND — Cerise,

white disc. Is. Gd.

97. PRINCESS CHARLOTTE— Rose.
98. PRINCESS MARIE — Pure white,

e.xtra si/.e. 2.s.

99. ROSEUM—Delicate pink
;
distinct.

100. SHERLOCK—Vivid crimson-scarlet.
101. SIR HUGO-Carmine. Is. Gd.
102. TASSO—Bright vermilion, very free

;

good habit.

103. VALENTIA—Very pale pink.
104. VISTULA—Flesh.

Is. each ; 9s. per doz.

Although these cannot be supplied as cuttings, plants transmitted by post to tmy part.
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O © E © .

TEN ACRES-THOUSANDS IN POTS.

For full Descriptive List, see Autumn Catalogue containing all the

Best Varieties in Cultivation.

Pf^ICE$ OF I^05E$

WHEN THE SELECTION IS LEFT TO US:-

Standards and Half Standards,
best sorts, and well varied,

18s. to 24s. per dozen.

Dwarfs on the Brier,

extra strong good varieties,

9s. per dozen ; £3 lOs. per 100.

Dwarf Teas,
varieties, from open ground,

15s. per dozen.

Extra fine Plants in pots,
18s., 24s., and 30s. per dozen.

Hybrid Perpetuals, in pots,

good strong plants,

18s. per dozen.

Amateurs selecting their own are respectfully

requested to add to their orders a few supple-

mentary sorts, If St by previous orders the stock

of any particular variety should be exhausted,

this being especially necessary late in the season.

Another secret in getting Koses to grow after removal, particularly Standards, is to

prune well back and plant early in October, or as soon in November tis possible. February and

March are the best Spring months. By so doing young fibres arc made at once before the cold

weather sets in
;
whereas, if planted later in the nsual way, they must stand without nourishment

until the return of warm weather, and are often past recovery before it arrives.

ROSES FOR FORCING.
A large quantity of all the best kinds kept In pots, 12s., 18s., 24s., and 32s. per doz.

Our selection.

Also a quantity of Standards in pots for removing at any season. A list of kinds sent on application.

A great quantity of weii-rooted Dwarf Roses on their own Roots, in pots. A list of sorts on appiioation.

Seedling Briers and Cuttings, 6s. per 100.
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RKW ROSKS.
HYBRID PERPETUALS.

BACCHUS (1895)—Crimson; shaded bright violet-maroon. A distinct improvement on the old

dark u.r. iJ/rs Geo. Paul; a good medium-sized, finely-shaped flower
;
perfectly autumnal. Dwarfs,

2s. fit/.; Standards, 3s. fit/.

BiiADUD (l.sou;—A very distinct and beautiful light coloured variety, flowers large, very full

i.nd globular in shape, outside petals silvery white, centre pale blush-pink. Will take a high place

amongst exhibition kinds, and most useful for bedding purposes. Plants in pots, 5s.

CLIMBING QUEEN OF QUEENS—A pink autumnal of merit; a climbing form of Queen

'*^<^
10—Flesh-coloured, shaded iosy-pink towards the centre

;
large and globular. Dwarfs, Is. fit/

ELLA DREW (189« —A sport from Duchesse de Morny. Light silvery-pink, peach shading;

very distinct. As an exhibition variety it will take a prominent position. Dwarfs, 3s. fit/.

HAILEYBURY (1896)—Beautifully refined round shape, colour of cerise crimson; has been

much admired. Award of Merit. Dwarfs, 3s. fit/.
;
Standards, 5s.

HELEN KELLER (1895)—A magnificent exhibition variety, perfect form
;
colour brilliant

rosy cerise; petals large, shell shaped, of great substance, full and fragrant; a lovely and distinct

rose ;
vigorous. Dwarfs, 2s. fit/.

LAURENCE ALLEN (1896)—I'lowers are of large size, full, well built, high centre, colour

clear soft pink with lighter shading, sweetly perfumed, growth strong and erect; very early and

free in flowering ;
very promising as an exhibition and garden variety. Plants in pots, 5s.

MARCHIONESS OF DOWNSHIRE (1894) - It is a perfect exhibition rose, always opening

freelv, and from its fulness continues a long time in good condition; colour beautiful satin-

pink’ shaded with rose
;

flowers large and full, aud excellent form, petals of great substance.

Dwarfs, Is. fid.
, . . . ^ .

MARCHIONESS OF LONDONDERRY—Flowers very large, ivory white, of great substance,

high centred. Gold Medal, N.U.S. Dwarfs, Is. fid.

MAVOURNEEN (1895)—Delicate silvery-white flesh, shaded rose
;

large and fnll
;
of great

vigour; free. Dwarfs, 3s. .... . , ^
MERRIE ENGLAND (1897)—Rosy-crimson, very distinctly striped silvery-bmsh

;
flowers

large, equal in size to others. As a garden rose this is beyond praise. Award of Merit, R.H.S.

w'fvrf8 5^

MRS. FRANK CANT (1897)—Beautiful clear pink, the edge and back of petals silvery-white
;

flowers large, very full; perfectly formed and produced abundantly. Not only is it a valuable

exhibition variety, but also one of the finest i>ot roses in cultivation. Dwarfs, 10s. (id. in November.

MRS R. G. SHARMAN CRAWFORD—Colour deep rosy pink, the outer petals shaded with

pale flesh • quite a new and unique shade, white at base of petal, and so distinct from all other ii.i-.

roses Awarded the N.R.S.’s Gold Medal. Dwarfs, Is. fid.
;
Standards, 2s. fid.

REV. ALAM CHEALES (1897)—An entirely new very large pteony-shaped rose of extra-

ordinary novelty and beauty of colour. A pure lake, with reflexed silvery-white shaded back petals.

An early aud late bloomer ;
very vigorous ; free. A show rose in a cool season. Plants in May.

T B HAYWOOD (1895)—May bo described as a crimson-scarlet with black shading
;
large.

colour is cherry-red, j)etnls large, shell shaped, immense substance
;

flowers very large, full free

branching habit, free flowering. Dwarfs, 3s. fid.
, . , ^ ,

VJ^^LXHAM standard (1897)—Brilliant carmine, shaded scarlet and violet. A grand

exhibition rose, and also one of the best for garden decoration. Plants in May.

TEA-SCENTED.
CLIMBING RUBENS (1897)—A valuable and welcome addition. The flowers are identical

with the old bush variety, and from which Cliiiihiny Ilubens has sported. It equals in every way the

strong growing and free flowering properties of the well-known Climbiny Niidielos, and will be even

more valuable, being much more hardy. Plants in November, 10s. fid. each.

EMPRESS ALEXANDRA OF RUSSIA (1897)—Rich lake-red, shaded with orange and fiery

crimson ;
very large, full, and globular; vigorous growth

;
quite distinct both in colour and habit

from any rose hitherto introduced. Plants in May.
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ENCHANTRESS (189G)—Creamy white, slightly tinted with buff in eentre
; large, full, and

globular; vigorous growth; a most distinct and effective Tea Rose, valuable for exhibition,
decorative purposes, and pot culture. 7s, (id.

FRANCIS DTJBREUIIi—Vigorous, large, beautiful in the bud, velvety crimson, of much merit.
Dwarfs, 2s. 6d.

MME. WAGRAM COMTESSE DE TURENNE—Vigorous, quite distinct in form, large;
colour satiny rose, shaded flesh-pink

; beautiful. Dwarfs, 2s.

MURIEL QRAHAME (1890)—A sport from Catherine Mermet; perfectly distinct; pale cream,
faintly flushed with rose, very constant in colour

;
one of the very best. Dwarfs, 5s.

SOUVENIR DE LAURENT GUILLOT (vig.)—Large and full
;

beautiful China rose,
centre petals tinted yellow

;
beautiful. Dwarfs, 2s.

SYLPH (1895)—Ivory-white, tinted peach. A magnificent exhibition flower, and also for
garden decoration and cutting purposes. Dwarfs, 3s. 6d.

WHITE MARECHAL NIEL (1895)—A sport from M. Ni<d, producing fine creamy white
flowers, the plant in all other respects resembling the parent variety. Dwarfs, 5s. to 7s. Gd.
ZEPHYR (1895)—Sulphur yellow, changing to nearly white; largo and full; very free and

elegant. A most effective light coloured kind. Dwarfs, 3s. Gd.

HYBRID TEA-SCENTED.
BELLE SIEBRECHT (1895)—Bright rosy-pink

;
large, full, and beautifully formed, sweetly

perfumed and very floriferous, originally exhibited under the name of Mrs. if'. J. Grant. Gold
Medal, N.11.S. Dwarfs, 3s. 6<f.

KAISERIN AUGUSTA VICTORIA—Pure white, creamy centre; a very free and effective
variety, good for exhibition

;
like a large Devoniensis. Dwarfs, Is. Gd.

LADY HENRY GROSVENOR—Flesh colour; large, full, and globular; a free and
effective garden rose. Dwarfs, Is. Gd.

MARJORIE (rob.)—White, suffused with salmon-pink; useful for garden decoration and
exhibition

;
valuable for pot culture and forcing purposes. Dwarfs, 3s. Gd.

PRINCESS MAY—Soft clear opaque pink; dwarf, full, and globular
;
good foliage, vigorous

habit. Dwirrfs, Is. Gd.

BOURBON.
LORNA DOONE—Magenta-carmine, shaded scarlet

;
large, full, and globular

;
very handsome

;

a desirable addition to the late flowering kinds. Dwarfs, 2s.
;
Standards, 3s. Gd.

NOISETTE.
ALISTER STELLA GRAY—A variety which, whilst growing to a height of 18 feet in one

season, will produce large clusters of small brilliantly-coloured and perfectly formed floivers, and
will meet a long-felt want. A really useful yellow cluster rose, and a worthy companion to Turner’s
Crimson Rambler. It flowers in the autumn as well as summer. Award of Merit, R.Il.S. 2s. Gd.

;

standards, 3s. Gd.

GRAND POLYANTHA ROSE.
TURNER'S CRIMSON RAMBLER.—The plant is of very vigorous growth, making shoots

from 8 to 10 feet long, with green grassy foliage, and marvellous heads or trusses, of pyramidal
form of the brightest crimson colour, the blooms remaining on the plant for a great , length of
time without falling or losing their brightness. The N.K.S. Gold Medal, as well as numerous
First-Class Certificates, have been awarded to this rose. Dwarfs, Is. Gd.

;
extra strong, 2s. 6<f.,

3s. Gd., and 5s.

CHINA ROSE.
DUKE OF YORK—Award of Merit. Flowers variable between rosy piuk and white, at times

white, edged and tipped deep carmine
;
always beautiful and quite distinct, vigorous growth, good

habit. Dwarfs, 2s.

QUEEN MAB (1896)—Soft rosy apricot, centre of the flower shaded orange, and the outside
tinted rose and violet. It blooms with e.xtraordinary freedom

;
most excellent for garden decoration

and cutting pm-poses. 7s 6rf.

SWEET BRIAR.
JANET'S PRIDE—Beautiful semi-double flower, richly shaded with crimson-lake, and with

broad stripes of light crimson, most beautiful in its colouring. F.C.C. Dtvarfs, Is. Gd.
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RUGOSA VARIETIES.

AMSRICA—The flowers are large, open, and of a lovely crimson-lake, large ovate fruit, and

often covered VI iih long spines. Dwarfs, Is 6<f.
,

ROSE-APPLES—Strong vigorous grower, flowers semi-double, large bold petals, pale carmine-

rose blooming during the whole summer and autumn
;
most remarkable for its berries, of a vivid

black-crimson
;
a fine garden rose. Dwarfs, 3s. Gd. each. Award of Merit.

COOLING’S SINGLE CRIMSON BEDDER (1896)—A charming addition, quite distinct.

A real perpetual, semi-dwarf in growth, beautiful glowing crimson, flowers very large, and produced

in clusters : a decided acquisition. Dwarfs, 3.s. Gd.
, r

PAUL’S CARMINE PILLAR (1895)~This is a splendid new single rcse, with flowers 4 or u

inches across, of the brightest rosy-carmine, and produced so abundantly that the last years shoots,

some 10 to 12 ft. in length of growth, were covered from base to top with bunches of flowers from

each eye or bud, the flowers on the bunches opening in succession, the display being kept up for

nearly six weeks. Award of Merit. Strong plants from ground, 3s. Gd.
;
standards, 7s. Gd.

CATHERINE SEYTON—Soft rosy pink, free; perpetual.

EDITH BELLENDEN—Pale rose, flowering inofusely.

JEANIE deans—Scarlet-crimson, semi-double; vigorous.

GREEN MANTLE—Pink, white centre
;
very pretty.

JULIA MANNERING—Pearly pink
;
very sweet.

LUCY BERTRAM—Deep crimson, white centre; free.

MINNA—Pure white, tinted blush
;
bushy habit.

LORD PENZANCE’S HYBRID SWEET BRIARS (1894),

AMY ROBSART—Lovely deep rose
;
robust and free. 2'.

ANNE OF GIERSTEIN— Dark crimson, followed by i\u abuudauce of pretty bundles

' os 25.

BRENDA—Maiden's blush or peach, dainty in colour and shade. 2s.

FLORA MoIVOR—I’ure white, blushed with rose, perfect for cutting. 2s.

T.ADY PENZANCE—Beautiful s .ft tint of copper, with a peculiar metallic lustre. 2.». Gd.

LORD PENZANCE—Soft shade of fawn or iScru passing to a lovely lemon-yellow. 2s. Gd.

LUCY ASHTON—Pretty white blooms with pink edges. 2s.

MEG MERRILEES—Gorgeous crimson, free in flowering, seeds abundantly. 2s.

BOSE BRAD'WAEDINE—Beautiful clear rcse, perfect in shape. 2s.

NEW SINGLE ROSES.

HYBRIDS OF ROSA RUGOSA.

NEW HYBRID SWEET BRIARS OF 1895.

25. 6(/. oacb.

12 SPLENDID DISTINCTBEST ROSES

POST FREZ:,

FARCEI. POST.

POST FREE,

PARCEL POST.

GOLDJV[€D^-Itqf)lUOfl-]^IS-GHe}rP
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We have one of the largest

and finest collections of

Roses in England

—

10 acres, 6,000 in pots.

MARECHAL NIEL,

8 ft. to 12 ft. high, 3s. 6d., 5s., and 8s. each.

ESTABLISHED PLANTS in 6-ineh pots, of all the

finest Tea-seented varieties, grown especially for

Conservatories. 30s. to 42s. per doz.

Extra strong Plants of NIPHETOS, full of buds,

3s. 6d. and 5s. each. Special Prices for Large

Quantities to the Trade.

Climbing Roses, specially grown in pots for training

on walls and rafters, for Conservatory and Out-door

Planting, 3s. 6d. to 5s. each.

For full descriptive list, see Autumn Catalogue,

containing all the best varieties in

cultivation.
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Box, with Lid, and 24 Tubes
Do do. 18 ,,

iDo. do. 12 ,,

Do. do. 6 ,,

Book about Roses. By Rev. Canon Hole. 2s. 6d. ; post free, 2s. 9d.

Rose Growing. By D. Gilmour. Is. ; post free. Is. 2d.

£ .1. d.

...16 0

...10 0

... 0 15 0

... 0 10 9

Sal vias.
tvERHAPS at no time of the year do gardeners find it more diffieult to keep up a display of

flowers than about the commencement of October, but if the following Salvias were once

seen, and persons were determined to grow them, there would be no more scarcity of either

the most intense blue, scarlet, purple, rose, striped, and several other intermediate colours, than

there is of having in November the conservatory full of Chrysanthemums, and with not nearly so

much trouble, for Salvias are much more easily propagated and grown.

GREENHOUSE VARIETIES.
1. SPLENDENS BRUANTI — Dwarfer,

and flowers much brighter than the old variety,

and produced in greater abundance.

2. PITCHERI, syn. AZUREA Q-RANDI-
PLORA—Branching stems, 2 to 3 ft. in height

;

colour a beautiful aeurc-blue.

ANGDSTtFOLIA—Lighter and larger

than Piicheri

;

flowers and spike not so compaet.

3. BETHELI—Rose, shaded white
;

both

the flowers and foliage are most lovely.

4.

RTJTILANS (^Pineapple scented) —
Growth neat and graceful

;
foliage is delightfully

fragrant; pretty neat spikes of flowers of a

lovely magenta colour.

6. SPLENDENS—The old variety.

7. SPLEITDENS INGENIETJR CLA-
VENAD—Dwarf and very free flowering. Is.

8. LEUCANTHA (barbata)—Woolly ap-

pearance
;
base of tubes rosy mauve, upper part

of tubes pure white.
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9. COCCINEA &RANDIFLORA— Deep
reddish salmon

; dwarf and branching habit.
10. AIiBO-CCERULEA — Dwarfish habit;

long slender leaves of a deep green.
11. OESNER^FLORA — Somewhat re-

sembling the Gesnera
; bright scarlet.

12. ELE&ANS.

13. DULCIS—Scarlet; very fine.

14. HEERI—Bed, shaded orange.

16. GONDOTII.

GARDEN
16. PTJLQ-ENS—Glowingscarlet flowers. 6rf.

PULOENS VARIEGATA — Distinct
and pretty.

17. PARINAOEA—A most charming and
pleasing blue; grand for cut flowers. Sow seed
in March. Is. per pkt.

18. PATENS — Bright bine flower, for

VARIETIES.
borders or centres of beds a very handsome and
nsefnl variety. 6d. to Is. each

; 8s. per doz.
19. PATENS AXjBA—

P

ure white, in all

other respects identical with Patens. Is.

20. TRICOLOR—A white tnbe and mouth,
with its lower segment scarlet and upper lip

' purple-rose; colours beautifully defined.

Those not priced, 6rf. each.

OTHER BEAUTIFUL VARIETIES.
26. CONPERTIPLORA—Broad foliage.

27. INTERRtrPTA.

29. SCHIMPERI, syn. COLEUS BARBA-
TUS—Free flowering.

12 varieties, in strong bushy plants, for 9s

OBTUSA—Of a pleasing shade of rosy
pink.

36. NIORESCENS—Flowers are produced
in very long drooping branches of a dark purple
colour, with deep lavender-blue calyx. Is.

Small plants of those not priced, 6d. each.

SilXl'MAGAS.
INCRUSTED SECTION.

/HE following are some of the choicest and most useful of this group
;
many of them, from

^ their quaint appearance and rarity, may be classed amongst the gems of the rock-garden,
others are especially valuable for making a groundwork or edging to fine foliaeed

plants in the summer flower-garden. °

SAXIPBAOX LONOIFOLIA.

1. AIZOON, syn. INTACTA— Greyish-
green.

2. AIZOON MINOR—Greyish.
3. AMBIOUA—Yellow. Is. 6cf.

4. BURSERIANA—Silvery. Is. 6rf.

6. BURSERIANA MAJOR—2,s. 6rf.

8. CARINTHIACA—Is.

9. OIRCUENTA—Leaves frosted. 9rf

10. COCHLEARIS— Is.

11. CRUSTATA—Grey leaves. Is.

12. DIAPENSOrOES—Is. 6rf.

13. HAUSMANNIANA—Very rare. 2s 6<f
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14. HOSTH.

16.

INTERMEDIA.
16. LANTOSCANA—Is.

17. LINGIULATA.
18. LONOIFOLIA VERA (Queen of the

Saxlftragas)—Is. to 2s. 6rf.

20. MACNABIANA—Of great merit. Is

22. PECTINATA—M.

23. PYRAMIDALIS — For neatness and

beauty it stands before any other. Oof. to 2s.

each.

24. ROCHEIilANA—Is.

26. ROStTLARIS—Gd.

26. STURMIANA—Is. Gd.

27. VAIiDENSIS—Is.

28. VANDELLI—3s. 6d.

All those not priced 6d. each ; 4s. per doz.

HYPNOIDES OR MOSSY SECTION.

The plants contained in this section are especially useful for forming a groundwork of green

beneath fine foliaged plants or covering bare places on roekwork.

29. ASPERA.
30. CCESPITOSA.
31. CCESPITOSA HIRS0TA.
32. CERATOPHYLLA,.syn TRIFURCATA

—Latest in flower. 9d.

33. DEOrPIENS.
34. DENSA.

36.

GIBRALTARIOA.
36. HTRTA.
37. HTPNOIDES.
38. MOSCHATA ATROPDRPUREA —

Fine.

39. NERVOSA

.

40. OBSCTJRA.
41. OBSCURA VERNA.
42. PALMATA.
43. PEDATTPIDA.
44. PROPENDENS.
46. STERNBERGII.
46. STANSFIELDI.
47. TRIFIDA.
48. CAMPOSn (WAIiliACEI)—One of the

best for the rockeries or borders
;
a

gem. 9d.

49. WEBBIANA.

60.

WHITLAVI.

All those not priced, Gd. each.

MISCELLANEOUS VARIETIES.

61 . ANDREWSn—Pretty. 6d.

63. GEUM—Dark green tufts, producing

abundance of pink and white flowers
;
distinct.

64. GEUM COMPACTA.
65. GEUM DENSA.
56. GEUM ELEGANS.
67. GEUM OVALIPOLIA.
68. GEUM POIilTA.
59. GRANULATA PL. PL.—Double pure

white blooms, hardy
;
a nice pot plant

;
tuberous

rooted.

60. JUNIPERINA— Is.

61. OPPOSITIPOLIA— Rosy purple

flowers. 9d.

62. OPPOSITIPOLIA ALBA— Pure

white. 9d.

63. OPPOSITIPOLIA SPLENDENS—
—Forms sheets of rosy crimscn. Is.

All those not

64.

PELTATA (Umbrella plant)— Large

peltate leaves, 10 to 12 inches in diameter, on

stalks 2 feet in height, bearing a cyme of rose-

coloured flowers. Is. Gd.

66.

RETUSA, syn.WULPENIANA—Simi-

I

lartoOppos!(f/ofta,butwithpinkflowers. Is. 6d.

j

66. RUDOLPHIANA—Purple; scarce.

Is. Gd.

i
67. SANCTA—Very dense and rigid, bright

yellow
;
fine rock plant. Is.

68. SARMENTOSA (Strawberry Begonia)

—One of the prettiest margin plants that we
possess, if grown on damp surfaces.

69. UMBROSA (London Pride).

70. UMBROSA HIRSUTA—Distinct.

71. UMBROSA SERRATIPOLIA MAJOR
I —Large leaves, deeply toothed

;
fine.

priced, Gd. eaeh.

Sbb'ums.
The first six Sedums are first-class for covering

plunged, according to size and taste :

—

1. ACRE—Lively green
;
thrives anywhere.

4d. each ; 3s. per doz.

2. ACRE AUREUM—Green, with golden

ground, where large ornamental plants are

points : very pretty. Gd. each
;

6s. per doz.

3. ACRE ELEGANS—Distinct, variegated

;

constant. Gd. each
;

6s. per doz.
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4. CORSICUM— Very pretty light green,

exceedingly handsome. 6</. each
;

6s. per doz.

6. aLATJCUM— See Green Carpet Bedding

Plante.

6. LYDIITM— See Green Carpet Bedding
Plants.

7. ALBUM—Sheets of white flowers.

8. ANACAMPSEROS-Curionsand distinct.

9. BREVIFOLIUM—Curious. Is.

•10. CARNEUM FOL. VAR.
11. DENTICULATUM.

•12. EWERSII—Rosy purple flowers
;
pretty.

13. ORANDIFLORUM.
•14. JAPONICUM.
•16. JAPONICUM FOL. VAR
16. OPPOSITIFOLIUM.
17. ORIGANUM—Quite distinct.

18. REFLEXUM.
19. SEXANGULARE.

*20. SIEBOLDI.
•21 SIEBOLDI POL. VAR.
•22. SPECTABILE — Enormous heads of

rose-coloured flowers.

Varieties marked thus

*23. TELEPHIUM PURPUREUM.
24. VIRENS.

Viren’s cockscomb.

COCKSCOMB — A very

Those not priced, 6rf. each.

^5. VIREN’S
I enrions variety.

* fine for pots, others for rock garden.

Succulents eoe Bedding, &c.,
Fop choice and beautiful Cacti, see collection.

ALOE ARBOREA— Is. G</. to 6s. each.

„ CERRA— Is.

„ PROLIPERA—Is.

AMERICAN ALOE (AGAVE AMERI-
OANA)— An ornamental plant for vases, the

lawn, or terrace. 2s. to 10s.

ROOHBA FAI.OATA.

AGAVEAMERICANAVARIEGATA
—Highly ornamental. 2s. to 10s.

AGAVE AMERICANA MEDIO
PICTA— Distinct from Americana Variegata

the centre of the leaf being a bright golden

colour, margined green. 10s. M.
AGAVES in variety for Bedding—Our

selection. 18s. per doz.

CACALIA ARTICULATA (Candle

Plant). 6d.

HAWORTHIA CYMBIPOLIA—Short

thick leaves, slightly streaked. Is.

KLEINIA METALLICA—Is.

„ TOMENTOSA—Is.

„ SPINULOSA— 9(/.

„ REPENS—Makes a beautiful

edging. Gfi. each ; 4s. per doz.

MESEMBRYANTHEMUMS—
ABBREVIATUM. 9rf.

AURANTIACUM. 9</.

AUREUM 9(/.

BARBATUM. Is.

BLANDUM. 9rf.

CANDENS ALBA. 9rf.

CANDENS ROSEA. 9r/.

CAULESCENS. 9f/.

COOPERI. 9rf.

DENTICULATUM. 9</.

ECHLONIS. 9(7.

EDULIS. M.
PALCATUM. Is.

PELINUM. 9rf.

INCLADENS. 9rf.

INTONSUM. Is.

LIPIDIUM. Grf.

MUCRONATUM. Is.
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MESEMBRYANTHEMXJMS—conf/nuerf.

MXJTABILE, syn. aLAECINUM —
Flowers reddish colour

;
a most useful and effec-

tive variety for window boxes and vases. Is.

POLYANTHA. Gd.

PRODtJCTUM. Is.

RETROELEXUM. 9d.

RXTBROTINCTUM. 9rf.

SANGDINEUM. dd.

SPECTABHiE. 9d.

TIGRINTJM—Has the appearance of a
bunch of tiger’s claws. Is. Gd.

UNCINATITM. Is.

YIOI^CEA.

-A beau-OPUNTIA RAEINESQUIANA-
tiful hardy variety. Is. Gd.

PACHYPHYTXJM HOOKERn— Short,
thick, succulent foliage

; round. Is.

67. PAOHYPHYTUM BRACTEOSUM

—

A curious and interesting plant. Is.

69. ROCHEA (ORASSTJLA) FALOATA—Easy to cultivate
;
blooms orange-scarlet, very

bright, and continues a long time in flower. Is.

and 2s.

60. YUCCA GLORIOSA. 6s.

YUCCA ALCEFOLIA. lOs. 6cf.

61. COTYLEDON PULVERULENTUM.
Is.

All those not priced 6d. each.

Sbmi>®iiyi'yums.
GREENHOUSE VARIETIES.

B.TABDL.®POnME.

6. Montandm
6. Arvensb
7. Webbi.

1. ARBOREUM ATROPURPUREUM
—Turns nearly black when planted out of

doors ; splendid for the centre of beds, &c. Is.

2. ARBOREUM VARIEGATUM —
One of the finest variegated plants for the

greenhouse. Is. Gd.

4. BARBULATUM—Is.

1. Tabul.®fobmb.
2. Tectobom.
8. Californicom.
4. Spinosum.

6.

DONCKELAARI—After the same style

as Tabuloeforme in growth, with larger leaves,

and taller in the stem. 2s. to 6s.

6. PHIALOIDE3—Is also very fine. Is.

each
;

9s. per doz.

7. REPENS— When grown in a pan or
broad-mouthed pot it is very interesting. Is.

8. TORTUOSUM—Large plants of this are
very pretty. Is.

9. TABULiEPORME—Curious and beauti-
ful, a fine plant for edging beds. Is. each

;
8s.

per doz.
;
seed. Is. Gd. per pkt.

11. AIZOIDEUM VARIEGATUM. Gd.

HARDY VARIETIES.
13. ANOMALUM. 9rf.

14. ARACHNOLDEUM (Cobweb House-
leek) — A very dwarf and striking plant,

requires plastin close together
;

it has the

appearance of a silvery bud of cobwebs above the
leaves; strong plants. Gd. each; 9s. per doz.

;

single crowns. Is. Gd. per doz.
;

8s. per 100.

16. AUVERGNENSE.
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16. ATLANTICUM — Very rare and

distinct. Is.

17. BOXJTIGNIANUM—A bold and hand-

some species.

18. BRAUNI—Very small, turning red in

tnmmer. Gd.

CORDIRAT0M—A great improvement

on Californicum, the green being of a more

glancons hue, thus rendering the black tips more
distinct. Gd. each ; is, doz.

19. CALOAREUM, syn. CAIiIFORNICBM
Green and black pointed leaves. Gd. each;

2s. to 6s. per doz.
;
10s. to 30s. per 100.

20. PIMBRIATUM— Edges of leaves

curiously fringed.

All those not priced, 6cf. each. A collection

21. GLOBIPER1JM, syn.ARENARroM^
Might be called the “Family Plant," as the

mother plant is in the centre and the little ones

all round ;
one of the best for small beds. id.

each; 2s. Gd. per doz.

22. MONTANTJM—A pretty variety for

edgings of small beds, grows very close and thick.

id. each; 2s. Gd. per doz.

23. PETTONI—Neat and very pretty. 9d.

24. REGIN.iE-AMALlffl—Rare; very dis-

tinct. Is.

26. TRISTE—Dark metallic bronze ; one of

the finest. Is. Gd.

26. WTJLPENI—Cnrious and pretty. Is.

of six fine hardy varieties, our selection. 2s.

TfiOP^'OLUMS.
NEW GOLDEN-YELLOW TROP>EOLUM.

COOLGARDIE—Flowers pure golden-yellow ;
of free growth, and will keep up a succ^ion

of bloom throughout the season. It is equally useful as a pot plant or for window boxes. First-

Class Awards. 9<f. each
;

6s. doz.

LOBBIANUM (BEDDING SECTION).
2. MAYES’ SEEDLING—Flowers large and prodnced very freely ;

splendid trailing plant

;

rich yellow.
. . . . _

BEDDING TROP/EOLUMS,
4, BEDPONT RTVAL—A variety of dwarf habit,very free in bloom, and continuous andvigorous

in growth; colour wanh scarlet. 6</.each. After April, 4(f. each; 3s. per doz.

5. MRS. CLIBRAN—Dwarf and compact, blooms most profusely throughout the season, pure

golden yellow flowers; produces a brilliant display. 6d each; 4s. per doz.

7. VESUVIUS—Very fine; one of the hesl dwarf bedders ever sent out; a gem.

8. THE MOOR—Deep dark maroon
;
a free and continuous bloomer.

All those not priced, 6d, each. After April, id, each
;
35. per dozen.

WINTER-FLOWERING TROP/EOLUMS, TRAILING.
Few, without seeing the following Tropieolums trailing up thereof of a warm greenhouse, can

form any idea of the beauty and the quantity of flowers they produce, which gives a floral charm

throughout the dark dreary winter months with little or no attention.

9. 14. CLAPHAM PARK—Clear orange-

scarlet ;
flowers very large, and produced in abun-

dance
;
foliage very bold and fine.

All those not priced, Gd. each. Cheaper in

May.

BOWDON BEAUTY-Deep searlet.

10. BALL OF FIRE—Scarlet
;
very free.

13. CLIBRAN'S GEM—A splendid climb

ing variety.

VARIEGATED TROP/EOLUMS.
LOBBn VARIEGATUM—Vigorous habit

;
deep green, distinctly marked soft yello

MINNIE WARREN—An old variety ;
quite distinct ;

efiective. 9d.

DOUBLE-FLOWERING TROPvCOLUMS, TRAILING.
DOUBLE YELLOW—Beautiful deep rich beautiful orange-scarlet, and the flowera from

;
useful. 9d.

yellow flowers
;
very free and effective. 9d

18. HERMINE GRASSHOFF—Colour a

JARRATTI. Is. Gd.

POLYPHYLLUM. l.s

PENTAPHYLLUM

.

2 to 2i inches in diameter; invaluable for cut

flowers and other purposes; a fine acquisition. Is.

BULBOUS TROP/EOLUMS.
SPECIOSUM—The grandest of all climbers

for north or shady damp walls or situations. Is.

TUBEROSUM—Flowers yellow and scarlet.

Gd.

AZUREUM. 3s. Gd.
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For the Decoration of Conservatory and Exhibition.
Gd. each

;
6.v. per doz.; after May, 3s. per doz.

;
Cuttings, Is. Crf. per doz.

A collection of the best 24, in rootetl cuttings, 8s.
;
cuttings, 4s.

;
our selection.

BEDDING VERBENAS.
71. BEETHOVEN—Deep rosy lake, deeper

centre.

72. BASILISK—Bright scarlet.

73. BLUE BEAUTY— Deep blue, white
centre.

74. CRIMSON KINO-— Bright crimson
;

fine habit. Rooted cuttings, 8s. per 100.

77. PRE-EMINENT — Pure pink, white
eye. Rooted cuttings, 8s. per 100.

78. MELINDRIS SPLENDENS — Bril-
liant scarlet in colour, and for covering the
ground this is still one of the best bedding
varieties, and a great favourite with many per-
sons. Gd. each

; 4s. per doz.

79. PURPLE KING — Purple, a well-
known variety. Rooted cuttings, 8s. per 100.

80. SUNNY THOUGHTS—Rosy crimson
centre.

81. STADTGARTNER SCHWARZ—
Deep rosy pink, deep lake, round creamy centre,
trusses medium.

82. VENOSA— Hardy kind, and for long
ribbon borders for back rows is one of the best

colours, mauve-purple. 6rf. each
;

6s. per doz.

84. ZULU—Deep rich claret
;

free. Gd.

Rooted cuttings. Is. per doz.
;
post free, ls.4rf.;

established in pots, 2s. Gd. per doz.
Special price per 100 and 1,000 on application.

Messrs. H. C. & Sons carried off the only Medal for Verbenas ever given by the Royal
Horticultural Society.

Vbroni'cas.
SHRUBBY VARIETIES.—General Collection.

VERY useful and ornamental group of small half-hardy evergreen shrubs, but in many
places perfectly hardy, especially in the south of England and near the coast, forming into

* luxuriant bushes, and ornamental both in foliage and flower. As'pot plants they are useful
the whole year, and in the autumn are amongst the prettiest of flowering shrubs

;
planted out during

the summer and lifted in the approach of frost they will produce flowers for a long time.
1 ANDERSONI—Largeample foliage, dark

green, with spikes of blue and white flowers. Is.

2. ADOLAR HERLL—Fine variety.
3. BLUE GEM—Very dwarf,free-blooming;

light blue, small foliage.

BOLIDE—Fine
;
red

;
good habit.

4. CLAUDINE.

6.

CELESTIAL—A pleasing variety, sky-
blue, white centres ; free, good habit.

6. CREhlE ET VIOLET—Bushy
;

flesh-

pink, clear mauve at the base
;
splendid

7. DECUSSATA— Small box-like leaves,
and spikes of blue flowers.

DIAMANT—Flowers deep red, darker
centre

;
effective.

8. DIOGENE.
EVELINE—Of a pretty shade of rosy

lilac
;
good habit, fine spike.

9. FAUST—Dark foliage, dark blue flowers

;

habit dwarf. Is.

10. GIRDWOODIANA—Flowers in summer,
colour light blue

;
perfectly hardy.

11. HULKEANA—Is more of a greenhouse
variety, producing spikes fully 18 inches in length;
flowers of a creamy pink colour. Is.

12. IMPilRATRICE— Flowers rich blue
;

prettry. Is.

14. LYALLI—Foi-ming neat bushes, about
9 inches high, light blue flowers in summer.

15. LA GLOIRE DE LORRAINE—A very
fine variety

;
dwarf.

IG. MADAME H. JACOTOT.
17. MARIE ANTOINETTE—A free-

flowering pink.
18. MADAME M. BOUOHARLAT.
19. MINIATURE—Also resembles V. decus-

sata in foliage, bright reddish-violet flowers.
20. MADAME TREZEL.
21. MURILLO.

REINE DES BLANCHES — Pure
white

; a very pretty variety.

22. ROTUNDIFOLIA — Very neat and
bushy habit

; flowers blue. Is.

23. RUBRA SPLENDIDA.
24. SOCRATE.
25. SALICIFOLIA—Willow-leaved foliage

;

long and narrow, light blue
;
distinct. Is.

26. TRAVERSI—Leaves resemble those of
the Box, flowers white in long spikes

;
quite

hardy. Gd. and Is.

27. ANDERSONI VARIEGATA — A
beautiful plant for centre of beds

;
the white is

exceedingly effective, and, being half-hardy, it

has a fine appearance in the autumn.
All those not priced, Gd. each

;
our selection, 4s. per doz.
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Yi'olas,
AND PANSIES WITH HABIT OF THE VIOLA.

JPANY of these continue in bloom (even beneath the snow) all the winter
;
and at the first

few days of sunshine they arc a brilliant mass, and if planted in bands of colours like other

ordinary bedding plants, in well-manured, deeply-dug soil, they give a glare of colour from
February to July. We grow acres

;
in the spring they are a grand eight.

ACCXJSHLA—Pure white, delicate purple
pencillings and broad margin of rich purple

;
free.

ADA ADAIR— Clear shining rose, centre

dark
;
pleasing

;
one of the best. id. each.

ABERCOBN GEM—A fine primrose colour.

ANNIE KING — Kosy-lilac self; good
grower

;
very free.

ARCHD. GRANT—Dark rosy purple, flowers

large and finely formed.

ARDWELL GEM—The best light yellow.

A R I E L—Soft mauve, beautifully shaded

white.

BEAUTY OP NORTON— Light purple,

large flowers ; one of the most profuse bloomers,

good for bedding purposes.

BLACK DOUGLAS — Very dark purple,

good constitution, free and continuous bloomer

;

extra. Grf.

BLUE BELL—Violet, shaded blue
;
dwarf

and compact, for summer bedding. May.
BLUE CLOUD—An improved Skylark, the

beautiful blue border being more intense in

colour.

BLUE STONE—Rich Prussian blue
;
very

effective.

BRIDESMAID—Pale straw colour
;
distinct.

BRILLIANT—Rich yellow; a most striking

variety.

BULLION—Deep yellow, slightly rayed in

centre
;
an extra fine bedder.

CHAMPION—One of the best of the older

whites, and for bedding. Awarded a F.C.C.
CHELSEA BELLE—Very similar to Blue

Bell, and wherever a blue bedding plant is re-

quired it should be grown. An improvement
on Blue Bell.

CLIVEDON PURPLE COMPACTA — Of
closer and more robust habit than CUvedon Pur-
ple, richer colour.

COLLEEN BAWN—Large; white, purple
lacing ;

grand for exhibition.

CONTINUITY, or the Ever-blooming
Pansy—Colour purple, habit strong and wiry.

CRIMSON KING—Rich crimson, primrose

eye, white brows
;
the best of this shade.

COUNTESS OF HOPETOUN—White

;

dwarf.
COUNTESS OP KINTORE—Deep bluish-

purple, edged white
;
very free

;
extra fine. lux.

per 100.

CROFTHOUSE—Very fine white
;
distinct

and free.

DALDOWIE YELLOW— Clear yellow;

dwarf.

DAWN OP DAY—Prettily marked with
peach

;
large and distinct.

DOROTHY TENNANT—Purple, slightly

streaked
;
very effective.

DUCHESS OP PIPE — Light primrose,

edged blue
;
fine habit

;
good.

ETHEL HANCOCK—Beautifully tufted,

vigorous. The flower is of much substance, and
the purest white, with a rich golden eye, free

from rays. First-Class Certificate, (id.

EVELYN—Dark blue, shaded white
;
fine.

GIPSY QUEEN — Light lilac, heavily

streaked violet
;
a pretty flower.

GOLDEN QUEEN OP SPRING—Light
yellow, slightly rayed in centre

;
very showy.

GOLDFINCH—Yellow edged, pale purple,

sweet scented.

GOLDPINDER — Yellow, margined with

pale purplish lilac
;
a distinct and pretty variety

;

free.

HOLYROOD—Deep indigo-blue, dark blotch.

H. W. STUART—The best dark striped

variety in cultivation, id. each.

IDA'S CHOICE—Lovely-pink, marked white

on each petal.

IONA—Upper petals lavender, lower blue-

black; each of the lower petals has a white

blotch at the edge. Gd.

JBFPREYANUM—White, slightly rayed in

the centre.

LADY AMORY—Violet and purple lower

petals, blue lilac shade in upper petals
;
a beau-

tiful variety.

LEMON QUEEN—Large lemon self.

LORD ELOHO—Deeporangeyellow; dwarf;

fine.

LUTEA GRANDIFLORA MAJOR
—Bright yellow, almost self; riv^.! to the

Calceolaria. March.
MAGPIE — Purple, blotched white ; very

distinct.

MARVEL—A dark purple
;
fine and free.

MARY GILBERT—Rich golden yellow;

good habit.

MAX KOLB—Bright ultramarine blue; good.

MISS CANNELL—Pure white, good in all

ways. id.

MRS. BAXTER—Rosy purple, light top

petals
;
a first-rate variety.

MRS. C. TURNER—Purple self
;

very

effective.

MRS. H. BELLAMY—Upper petals pale

lavender, lower rich deep purple
;

fine clear eye.
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MRS. R. K. MITCHELL—Creamy-white,
ebading to heliotrope ; free. Cif.

NEPTUNE—Purple shaded white, very free

bloomer
;
extra.

PARAOON—Rich dark blue.

PILRIQ- PARK— Pure white, yellow eye.

PRINCESS BEATRICE — Bright lilac,

shaded rosy-purple, dark blotch
;

fine.

PURITY—One of the best. March.
PURPLE KINQ—Very fine and free.

PURPUREA—A most striking variety.

PYTHO—Rich shaded violet and purple lower

petals, rich blue-violet top petals
;

fine.

QUAKER MAID — Pale rosy-lavender,

marked yellow centre.

QUEEN OP PURPLES — Sure to give

satisftiction.

QUEEN OP SCOTS—Deep blue shading to

a bright white border
;
large.

ROSINE—Upper petals blush white, lower

pink suffused rose
;
very free.

ROTHES—Deep yellow
;

large, smooth
;

sweet perfume. 4a. each.

ROYALTY—Bright yellow
;
good form.

SNOW PLAKE — Of the purest white,

smooth, yellow eye ;
very fine.

SKYiIaRK White, blue edges; showy.

One of the most attractive.

SOUVENIR—The largest and noblest of all

bright mauve ;
very free.

SPRING BEAUTY—Dark blue ; very free.

March.
SWEETNESS—White, margined rose, top

petals light rose
;
extra fine. 6d.

SYLVIA—Pale primrose, good form; very

free ;
early.

THE MEARNS—Rich plum, upper petals

edged white
;
effective.

TORY—Pale indigo-blue, dark blotch.

TRUE BLUE—Purplish blue self, the best

blue
;
very free.

VESTAL—White
;
good bedder. April.

WARRIOR—Similar to the Tory, with better

habit.

WAVERLEY—Bright violet, shaded purple.

WM. HAIO—Rich purple, blue self
;
extra.

Gd.

WM. NEIL— Pale rose; a pleasing and
effective variety ;

distinct.

WONDER—Soft pleasing shade of yellow

;

good form ; very free.

YELLOW BOY—Fine yellow; very free.

March.
YORK AND LANCASTER— White,

distinctly striped with rich rosy purple
;
extra

fine.

£3 10s. per 1,000 ;
Clumps for immediateAll those not priced, 3d. each ; 2s. Gd. per do/.. ; 10s. per 100 ;

effect, price on application, per doz. or 100.

For others, .sse Bedding Pansies. Many other varieties can be supplied.

A VIEW OF OtIR TWO ACRES.
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Yi'0I/»TS.
there is one flower more than another that can lay claim to the honour of being everybody s

Kik favourite, it is the Violet
;

it cheers the most saddened spirits, and gladdens the most robust.

jll We are pleased to say the hybridisers and the most anxious and hopeful seedling raisers are at

work, and to those who present flowers double the size of our present kinds with a perfume,

the whole universe owe at least their thanks. Violets, like all other flowers, have their wants, ^d
if these wants are not supplied at the right time they become weak and unsatisfactory. Old

plants must be divided early in April, and replanted in good, deeply-dug, and well-manured soil,

sixteen inches from plant to plant for large grotvers; the double and smaller leaf kinds, twelve

inches, with their roots well down so as not to suffer in dry weather, and at all seasons their

runners must be kept cut off
;
they will then produce flowers such as are seldom seen.

DOUBLE WHITE VIOLETS.
belle DE CHATENAY — Pure white;

large and fragrant, tid. each ; 6s. doz.

QUEEN—White, slightly fluted violet rose;

highly fragrant; large flowers. Is.

SWANLEY WHITE, syn. COMTE
BRAZZA—A beautiful and useful white form

of Neapolitan, fragrant, hardy, and free, much,

grown in America, to where we have exported it

largely. 9<f. each, 6s. doz.

Cuttings, 9(f. per doz.
;

5s. per 100.Rooted little plants, 2s. 6rf. per doz.
;

16s. per 100.

DOUBLE VARIETIES.
DE PARME—Pale lavender-purple, which

is produced in great abundance; earlier than

Neapolitan. The finest variety for growing in

frames; very free.

DOUBLE RED—An old and well-known
kind.

DUCHESS OP EDINBURGH—Very light

ground, shaded; each petal tinted mauve, bor-

dered with azure-blue. Is.

KING OP VIOLETS—Dark indigo-blue
;

very large double flowers
;
best out-doors.

LADY H. CAMPBELL—Only wants to be

once seen and it will be universally grown as a

late kind.

MADAME MILLOT— Colour a pleasing

violet-purple, shaded carmine ; very free. Is.

MARGUERITE DE SAVOIE—Large
double deep blue flowers

;
very free. Is.

MARIE LOUISE — Fine variety; rich

mauve-lavender blue, with a white eye; flowers

large, and one of the best; a universal favourite.

9(L each
;

6s. per doz.

All those not priced, 6<f. each
;

4s. per dozen.

MDLLE. BERTHA BARRON, syn

VICTORIA—A fine, vigorous, compact grower ;

flowers freely produced, strongly scented, and of

a beautiful indigo-blue. Sd,

NEAPOLITAN — Lavender, with a white

eye; flowers produced in great abundance; very

fragrant
;

in a cold frame a gem all the winter.

Is.

NEW YORK—Mauve-coloured
;
for size and

length of foot-stalks similar to Marie Louise;

very fragrant and free. 9<f. each
;

6s. per doz.

ODORATA RUBRA—Red coloured, short

habit, very hardy ; a great improvement on
Biandyana.
PARMCBNSIS PLORE PLENO— WWte,

striped with rose
;
large and double

;
a distinct

and pleasing kind.

PATRIE—Fine for winter; very deep purple-

violet, slightly streaked red in centre.

QUEEN OP VIOLETS—White, tinted

violet-rose
;
highly fragrant

;
large flowers.

VENICE—ResemblesNew York; a fine variety,

producing pretty rosette-shaped flowers.

Special prices for large quantities.

GRAND NEW VIOLETS, SINGLE.
CALIPORNIA.—Plant vigorous and absolutely free from disease; flowers single, immense in

size, covering a silver dollar; colour violet-purple (docs not fade); fragrance intense; flowers

borne on strong stems 10 to 14 inches in length. We last season picked quantities of flowers from

a single plant. The Culifornia Violet has been tested for two years, and found to thrive equally as

well in England as in California, and fully bears out the above description. Qd. each ;
6s. per doz.

;

30s. per 100.

C. W. MACKINNON, Esq
,
Mussoorie, N.W.P., India,

13<A .January, 1897.

I received the 43 Roses in the most perfect condition, apparently as fresh as 1 used to get

them from you when at Norwood, and 1 wish to thank you. 1 am looking out for the other

plants you are sending me.
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Representing Marie Louise, Neapolitan, Db Paeme, and Victoria, when well grown
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PIUNCES8 OF -WALES.

S>. C^i\i\e]l & 60110’ E'loi^al G[niele.

PRINCESS OP WALES—This, in our opinion, is the largest

and finest variety in cultivation. We had a quantity of plants

growing and flowering all last winter and spring. Its blooms are

more like a Viola than a Violet. We are aecustomed to see the

colour similar to Victoria Retjina^ but this is more of a decided bright

blue
;
flower stalks 6 to 8 inches long, and standing almost erect

;

habit vigorous. We confidently recommend all growers and lovers of

this family to obtain this variety at once. Award of Merit, R.II.S.

9</. each
;

Gs. per do/.. ; 36s. per 100.

PRINCESS BEATRICE — Somewhat similar to the above

;

flowers large, and equally as vigorous in habit of growth. 9(f. each
;

6s. per doz.

AMIRAL AVELLAN—A grand improvement on Odoraia rubra,

being brighter in|colour and stronger in scent. 9d. each; Gs.|per doz.

KKW SINGLE VIOLET, CALIFORNIA.
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SINGLE VARIETIES.
ARCJENTjBFLORA—

C

olour white, tinged with pink, long footstalks, flowers small, strong

grower, and should be in every garden. 6<f. each ; 6s. per doz.

DEVONIENSIS—Deep purple, and very sweet.

GLOIRE DE-BOURQ-LA-REINE—A vigorous-growing variety, fine large flowers on long

footstalks. 9d.

ODORATISSIMA—Its size and ronndness of flower more resembles a Pansy, accompanied with

a powerful odour. 6<f. each ;
4s. per doz.

RAWSON’S WHITE—White, tinged with pink; very dwarf and free.

SINGLE RED or PINK—Distinct.

THE RUSSIAN AND LONDON—Are of a much dwarfer growth, with small leaves, their

runners become quickly interwoven, and in the early spring produce their flowers so thick as to give

quite the appearance of a bedding plant. 3s. per doz.

VICTORIA REGINA—Is very similar, possessing a tine flower, long footstalks, and when well-

grown can be readily distinguished from all older varieties. 6rf. each
;

4s. doz.

WELLSIANA—P.C.C., K.H.S. An improvement on Victoria Regina and Odoratissima—larger

flowers, longer footstalk, and blooms much more continuous.

WHITE CZAR—This variety occasionally changes, and for a time produces purple coloured

flowers, but when it comes true, it is a useful single white
;
strong grower, free bloomer in the

spring. 6d. each
;

5s. per doz.

All those not priced, 6rf. each.

VIOLETS IN POTS,
We have always a large quantity of fine plants in 5-inch pots, 8s. and 10s. per doz., £Z 3s. per

100, of Swanley White, Marie Louise, and Neapolitan, Blooms all the winter when grown under

glass. Fine clumps from ground now ready to be planted out in cold frames, 26s.
;

smaller, 18s.

per 100.

GREEN CARPET BEDDING PLANTS.
Where the splendour of Carpet Bedding is desired to he in perfection these must be used.

HERNIARIA GLABRA—The darkest green

of all the carpet bedding plants; very neat, close

growth, one of the best for this purpose. 6d.

each ;
4s. per doz. ; 20s. per 100. Cuttings, by

post, 6s. per 100.

IIENTHA PULEGIUM GIBRALTARI-
CUM—Dwarf, dense, green growing plant;

effective when surrounded with brighter colours.

2s. fli per doz. : 12s. per 100 ;
rooted cuttings, by

post, 6s. per 100.

SEDUM LYDIUM—A different tint of green,

never exceeding more than 3 in. high. 2s. 6d.

per doz. Rooted little plants, 6s. per 100.

SEDUM GLAUCUM— Light blue-green;
for covering mounds of earth and margins of
beds it is most useful, particularly in dry situa-

tions. Can be supplied cheap, 6d. each ; 6s. per
100 from ground.
PTRETHRUM TCHIHATCHEVri—

Dwarf moss-like growing plant for standing
very dry weather. 6d. each

; 4s. per doz. Cut-
tings, by post, 6s. per 100.

VERONICA REPENS (Alplna)—Another
tint of pea-green, and in every way similar in

growth. Never more than an inch high, and very
effective. 2s. Sd. per doz. ; 14s. per 100.

EVERGREEN SHRUBS WITH VARIEGATED FOLIAGE.

euonymus japonicus aurea
MARGINATUS—Leaves green, broadly and

distinctly margined with gold; very sho-ivy ; a

very beautiful little shrub. Is.

euonymus japonicus aurea
VARIEGATUS—Leaves dark green, with

bright green-yellow blotch in centre. 6d. and

Is. each ;
8s. per doz.

EUONYMUS JAPONICUS LATIFOLIUS
VARIEGATUS—Leaves dark green, regularly
margined with white. Is.

EUONYMUS RADICANS VARIEGATUS
—Leaves green, broadly and beautifully mar-
gined bright silver; exquisite plant for edging to

flower beds. 6d. to Is. each
; 7s. per doz.
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*"hardy evergreen, deciduous, and flowering^

TREES AND SHRUBS.

For full List of the above, and also Fruit Trees, see Autumn
Catalogue, post free on application.

A SELECT LIST OF HERBACEOUS

HARDY PERENNIALS & FLOWERING PLANTS.
<=!-BT^7-Tr!-F?, AT.

OUR COLLECTION IS ONE OF THE LARGEST AND THE MOST COMPLETE IN ENGLAND.

For New and Rare Hardy Herbaceous Plants, see front of Guide.

«
N the wide range of hardy plants, consisting of several thousand species and varieties, some

mere weeds, the following will be found all choice and most telling useful kinds, and such as

should be in every garden. They are selected with the greatest care, and we think none

choicer can be recommended. iVe have well-established plants, such as will travel with safety to all

parts of the world, and give satisfaction.

THE SWANLEY COLLECTION OF HARDY PLANTS.
100 Plants in 100 varieties for 25s.

Collections of 100 useful Border Plants, flowering at various seasons, 30s. and 60s.

Spring flowering plants, 12 varieties, 9s.

„ >. 25 „ 16s.

.. 60 .. 30«-.

,, Autumn Flowering Perennials, 12 varieties, 6s. to 16s.

,, ,, ,, 26 ,, 12s. to 30s.

„ ,, ,, 60 „ 40s. to 80s.

The Bijou collection for the rock garden carefully selected. . 60 plants in 60 varieties, 20s.

Older and commoner sorts :—25 varieties for 7s. 6rf.
;
50 varieties, 14s.
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Having had frequent proofs of the great difficulty experienced by many of our patrons and
others, in making an effective and satisfactory selection of the above plants, we venture to
think that we shall meet a general requirement of the present day, by offering at the above
exceedingly low price our Swanley Collection of Hardy Herbaceous Plants, Florists’ Flowers and
Bulbs, carefully selected for the purpose of giving more or less bloom in the open garden during at
least nine months of the year. The plants are all such as will live and increase in effectiveness
from year to year in an ordinary border, and all are sufficiently hardy to thrive in any part of the
United Kingdom.

We shall be happy to advise intending purchasers as to quantity of plants, &c., for any given beds
or borders, if particulars are sent as to dimensions, aspect, and soil.

AC.i®NA NOViffi-ZEALANDI^, .syn. MI-syn.

CBOPHYT.TiA—Dwarf spreading Alpine plant,
brownish foliage, and rosy crimson heads of flower.

i ft. 6rf.

ACANTHOLIMON aLTJMACEUM .vyn.

STATICE ARABATI — Dark green spiny
foliage, rosy-pink flowers

;
a useful rock plant,

i ft. 9(/.

ACANTHOLIMON VEN0STUM— Bright
pink

;
very pretty. J ft. Is. 6<f.

ACANTHUS CANDELABRUM—A very
strong grower. 2 to 3 ft. 9ci

ACANTHUS MOLLIS—A handsome foliage

plant, with singular flowers. 3 to 4 ft. 6d.

ACANTHUS LATIPOLIUS— Tall flower

spikes, bold handsome foliage. 2 to 3 ft. 9rf.

ACHILLEA ARGENTEA—Flowers snow-
white, leaves narrow, pinnatifid, clothed with a
white tomentum. Is.

ACHILLEA CLAVENN.^®—Hoary-jagged
foliage

;
flowers white, compact tufts. J to 1 ft. (id.

ACHILLEA EUPATORIUM, syn. PILI-
PENDULA—Broad heads of yellow bloom

;

effective. 4 to 6 ft. 9rf.

ACHILLEA MILLEFOLIUM ROSEUM—
Very useful, producing large heads of a deep lake

colour
;
very free. 1 to 3 ft. 6</.each; 6s. perdoz.

ACHILLEA MONGOLICA—Asa decorative

plant one of the best; snow white flowers,

li ft. 9<f.

ACHILLEA PTARMICA, FL. PL.—One of

the most useful
;
pure white double flowers

;
for

cutting invaluable. 1 to 2 ft. 6d. each ;
4s. doz.

ADONIS VBRNALIB.

ACHILLEA PTARMICA, var. “ THE
PEARL” (Snowball)—Large pure white flowers
very double

;
fine for cutting. 2 ft. 9rf.

ACHILLEA RUPESTRIS—Capital for the
rock garden or borders, growing well in poor
sandy soil. Is.

ACHILLEA SERRATA, FL. PL.—Double
white flowers

;
fine for cutting. Grf.

ACHILLEA TOMENTOSA—A neat creep-
ing evergreen, large heads of bright yellow
flowers. ^ ft. 6d. each

; 6s. per dozen.
ACHILLEAUMBELLATA—Whitefoliaged

edging or rock plant, neat
;
flowers white. A ft.

9<f.

ACONITUM AUTUMNALE—Valuable as
an autumnal blue-flowered plant. 3 ft. 9d.
ACONITUM NAPELLUS—Long spikes of

blue flowers ; very effective. 3 ft. 6d.
ACONITUM NAPELLUS ALBUM—Hand-

some white-flowered variety. 4 ft. Is.

ACONITUM NAPELLUS BICOLOR—
Spikes, 3 to 4 feet high, blue and white flowers;
effective. 4 ft. 6d. each

;
6s. per doz.

ACORUS ORAMINEUS POL. VAR.—
Useful foliage plant for damp situations. Is.

ADONIS PYRENAICA — Flowers large;
bright yellow. 1 to 1^ ft. Is. Od.
ADONIS VERNALIS—Bright yellow

;

fine spring flowering plants. ^ to 1 ft. 6(/.

AOROSTEMMA FLOS JOVIS—Downy
foliage, bright rose flowers. 1 ft. 6rf. each

;
4s.

per doz.

AOROSTEMMA CORONARIA
ALBA—Flowers large, white. 1 to 2 ft.

6rf.

AGROSTEMMA CORONARIA
ATRO-PURPUREA— Crimson-purple

;

distinct and showy. ft. Sd.

AJUGA BROCKBANKII — Dwarf
plant, flowers deep blue. ^ ft. 9d.

ALSINE ROSANI— A pretty rock
plant, with pretty white flowers, ft. 6d.

ALSTRCEMERIA AURANTIACA
—Golden orange, streaked with red

;

fine for cutting. 2 ft. 6d. (See Bulb
Catalogue.)
ALYSSUM PYRENAICUM—Dwarf

dense habit ; white flowers ; choice. Is.

ALYSSUM SAXATILE COM-
PACTUM—One of the most valuable
yellow flowering spring plants. J ft. id.
each

;
3s. per doz.
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ALYSSUM SAXATILE POL. VAR.—

A

beautiful old variegated plant. ^ ft. 9d. each

;

6s. doz.

AN OH US A ITALICA—Deep sky-blue
flowers ; useful for bees. 3 ft. 6cf.

ANEMONE RANUNCULOrOES — Very
early

; flowers golden yellow. ^ ft. 6</.

ANEMONE RIVULARIS—Strong grower,
having white flowers with purple anthers,
li ft. !)rf.

ANDROSACE CARNEA—Dense cushions,
rosy flowers. ft. l.s-. 6t/.

ANDROSACE SARMENTOSA—Compact
rosettes of downy foliage, flowers rose, with white
centre

;
one of the finest. 6cl. each

;
4,s. doz.

ANDROSACE VILLOSA—mite flowers,

Ted eyes, soft silky foliage. J ft. Is. Grf.

ANDROSACE VITALIANA — Golden
yellow

;
distinct

;
dwarf, l.s. (id.

ANEMONE ALPINA—Large white flowers;

•one of the finest hardy border plants. IJ ft. Is.

ANEMONE APENNINA— Brilliant blue
flowers in early spring

;
fine for massing. ^ ft.

Grf. each
;

5s. doz.

ANEMONE APENNINA ALBA— Pure
white; fine. | ft. Is.

ANEMONE BLANDA—Very deep blue;
the earliest flowering

; beautiful, i ft. Is.

ANEMONE HUDSONIANA—A pale rose-
coloured American species. 1 ft. Is.

ANEMONE JAPONICA— Handsome
large red flowers; amongst the best of our
autumnal flowers. 2 ft. 6rf.

ANEMONE JAPONICA ALBA (Honorlne
Joubert)—Large pure white flowers, produced in
great abundance until quite late in the autumn.
2 ft. Grf. each ; 4s. per doz.

ANEMONE JAPONICA ELEGANS
(Rosea)—Rose. 2 ft. 9rf.

ANEMONE JAPONICA, ‘‘LADY
ARDILAUN "—An improved and fine variety
of this plant; pure waxy white. Is.

ANEMONE JAPONICA RUBRA—Deep
Ted flowers. Is.

ANEMONE JAPONICA, “ WHIRL-
WIND "—Semi-double form of the old kind

;

compact habit
;
good. l.s.

ANEMONE NARCISSIFLORA— One of
the most distinct

;
flowers white. ^ ft. 9rf.

ANEMONE NEMOROSA CCERULEA
•(Robinsoniana)—Most beantiful sky-blue form
of the IVood Anemone. ^ ft. Is.

ANEMONE NEMOROSA ROSEA PL. PL.—A double rose-coloured form of the IVood
Anemone. Grf.

ANEMONE NEMOROSA PL. PL.—Very
pretty, j ft. Grf. each

;
6s. doz.

ANEMONE PALMATA (Lobata)
(Cyclamen Windflower) — Bright golden
yellow. Grf.

ANEMONE PALMATA ALBA — Pure
white

;
very early. 1 ft. 9rf

ANEMONE PENNSYLVANICA—Strong
.growing variety

;
white flowers. 1^ ft. Grf.

ANEMONE PULSATILLA (Pasque-flower)
—Deep purple flowers, covered with long silky
hairs j a general favourite, j ft 9rf.

ANEMONE SYLVESTRIS (The Snow-
drop Windflower) — Desirable for spring
decoration

; large pure white flowers. 2 ft. 9rf.

ANEMONE VERNALIS (Sht^gy Pasque
Flower)—Large white flowers, externally of a
bluish purple. ^ ft. Is.

ANTENNARIA TOMENTOSA (Snow
Plant)—Silvery-leaved edging plant

;
very use-

ful. Grf. each ; 3s. per doz.

ANTHEMIS AIZOON—Deeply out silvery
foliage ; a fine rock plant. 9rf.

ANTHEMIS KELWAYI—Rich yellow
flowers; compact growth. IJ ft. Grf.

ANTHERICUM LILIAGO (St. Bernard’s
Lily)—Large tufts of grassy foliage, and spikes
of delicate white flowers. 2 ft. Grf.

ANTHERICUM LILIASTRUM (St.

Bruno's Lily)—Spikes of large pure white flowers
issuing from tufts of long narrow gra.ss-like

foliage ; very fragrant. 2 ft. 9rf.

ANTHERICUM LILIASTRUM MAJOR
—A fac-simile of St. Bruno's Lily, but double
the size, both in foliage and flower ; one of the
very best hardy plants. 2 to 3 ft. Is.

ANTHYLLIS M O N TANA—Dwarf
ornamental rock plant

;
pink flowers. J ft. Is.

AQUILEGIA—Hybrids, from best varieties.

Grf. each ;
3s. per doz.

AQUILEGIA CAUFORNICA—Handsome,
flowers scarlet and green. ft. 9rf.

AQUILEGIA CANADENSIS — A pretty
and useful variety. Is. each; Gs. per doz.

AQUILBOIA,
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AQUILEQIA CHRYSANTHA—Long-
epurred flowers of a clear yellow, the petals being
of a deeper tint than the sepals. 2J ft. 6<f.

AQUILEOIA CCERTJLEA—Blue ajid white,

lovely; from the Kockj mountains, lift. Is.

AQUILEOIA GLANDULOSA—One of the

most beautiful ; flowers large, of a rich deep
blue, pure white corolla. J ft. 0(/.

AQUILEGIA QRANDIFLORA ALBA—
Large pure white flowers

;
one of the best. Is.

AQUILEGIA SKINNERI — Dwarf and
compact, flowers red and green. 9rf.

AQUILEGIA VULGARIS ALBA PL. PL.
—A double white form, and deserving of a place

in every collection. 9rf.

ARABIS ALBIDA. 6d. each
;
4s. per dos.

ARABIS ALBIDA POL. VAR.— Very
prettv. ^ ft. 6rf. each; 4.s. per doz.

ARABIS LUCIDA POL. VAR.—For a per-

manent edging or spring bedding one of the
besi plants in cultivation. 6d. each

;
4s. per doz.

ARABIS ANDROSACEA—A choice Alpine,
flower white, on stems 2 in. high. (id.

ARENARIA BALEARICA— One of the

ASCLEPIAS TUBER03A—Rich orange;
flowers in autumn. 1 to 2 ft 9d.

ASPERULA ODORATA (Sweet-scented-

Woodroff;—A plant that will thrive best under
the shade of trees in moist soil. 1 ft. 6<f.

ASPHODELUS LUTEUS, syn. ASPHO-
DELINE LUTEA—Spikes of yellow flowers,

3 feet in height
;
narrow grass-like foliage. 6cf.

ASPHODELUS RAMOSUS (King’s Spear)
—A bold and striking plant, spikes of white
flowers ; distinct. 3 ft. 9d.

ASTERS—See Collection.

ASTILBE RIVULARIS— Elegant plant,

bearing long racemes of white flowers. 3 ft. 9<f.

ASTRAGALUS HYPOGLOTTIS ALBUS
—A fine free-growing prostrate plant. ^ ft. 9rf.

ASTRAGALUS MONSPESSULANUS—
Purple flowers, of a shrubby nature. A ft. 9rf.

ASTRANTIA MAJOR Black Masterwort)
—Showy ;

compact heads of pink and white
flowers. 2 ft. 9c/.

ASTRANTIA MINOR—Prettyand useful.ficf.

AUBRIETIA DELTOIDEA— For edging
and rockwork

;
violet-blue flowers. 6d. each

;

dwarfest of plants, forming a dense green carpet

ni.on stones ;
white flowers. 6d.

ARMERIA LAUCHEANA—Fine heads of

crin.son flower.s. J ft. 6d.

ARENARIA MONTANA—A most useful

rock plant
;
White. A ft. Od.

ARENARIA PURPURASCENS-Purple
flowers; dwarf. 9c/.

/ (Thrift), Charming
ARMERIA ALBA. I little Alpine plants,

6c/. each ;
4s. per doz.

J
forming dense tufts

ARMERIA RUBRA. 'i of minute foliage;

6c/ each; 4s. per doz. I very useful and
( pretty.

ARMERIA CEPHALOTES RUBRA —
This and the two following form a group of

O'wnt Thrifts; splendid border plants, flowers

rosy red. 9c/.

ARMERIA PLANTAGINEA, syn. SCOR-
ZONEc®FOLIA— Delicate rose. 6c/.

ARMERIA PLANTAGINEA RUBRA—
Dark rose; distinct foliage. 9c/.

ARNEBIA ECHIOIDES {The Prophet

Fluiocr)—A showy Burageivort

;

flowers bright

golden yellow with conspicuous black blotches
;

quite hardy and showy. 1^ ft. Is. 6c/.

ARNICA MONTANA — Orange-yellow
flowers; a tufted plant f ft. 9c/.

ARTEMISIA ARGENTEA — Ornamental
fc liage, finely divided silver leaves. ft. Is.

ARUM ITALICUM—Producing handsome
foliage in winter and spring. 6c/. each; 6s. per doz.

ARUNDO CONSPICUA—Strong growing
grass, fine companion plant to the Pampas Grass;

will suited for isolating on a lawn. Is. (id.

ASCLEPIAS INCARNATA—Umbels of

pink flowers; sweet scented; useful for bees.

3 ft. 6d.

5s. doz.

AUBRIETIA DELTOIDEA CROATICA—
Habit compact flowers large and fine. Is.

AUBRIETIA GRzBCA, IMPROVED—One
of the finest; compact habit

;
flowers large and

fine. 9c/. each
;

6.<t. per doz.

AUBRIETIA HENDERSONI—Of a deep
violet- purple colour ; very free

;
most effective,

i ft. Gd. each
;

4s. per doz.

AUBRIETIA LEICHTLINI—Dwarf habit

;

of a carmine rose shade; distinct. 4 ft. Is.

AUBRIETIA PURPUREA VARIEGATA
—An elegant rock or edging plant. 6e/.

AUBRIETIA ROSEA—Soft rose-pink
,
neat

and compact, j ft. 9c/.

AUBRIETIA VIOLACEA—The best of its

class
;
dark violet, compact habit. 9c/. each ;

O.s. doz.

BAPTISIA AUSTRALIS—Blue pea-shaped
flowers, fiue border plant. 2J ft. 9c/.

BETONICA GRANDIFLORA. 1ft. 6e/.

BETONICA ROSEA NANA—Neat growing
plant, bearing spikes of pink flowers. 6c/.

BOCCONIA CORDATA (Plume Poppy)—
One of the finest hardy plants. 6 ft. 9c/.

BUPHTHALMUM CORDIFOLIUM-
Foliage large

;
golden orange flowers. 3 ft. 9c/.

BUPHTHALMUM SALICIFOLIUM —
Flowers golden yellow, onstems 2ft. Inheight. 6c/.

CALAMINTHA GRANDIFLORA FOL.
VAR.— One of the very old-fashioned bedding
and border plants, known as Variegated Mint.

6c/. each
;
4s. per doz.

CALTHA PALUSTRIS FL. PL. (Double
Marsh Marigold)—Fine fora moist spot

;
golden

yellow flowers ;
showy and attractive. 1 ft. 9c/.

CALLIRHOE INVOLUCRATA — Showy

,

trailing habit
;
large crimson flowers. 6c/.
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CAMPANULA ABIETINA—Deep purplish
blue

;
dwarf and neat. I ft. Is.

CAMPANTTT.A CAEPATIOA—Large erect

blue flowers. 1 ft. 6rf. ,

CAMPANULA CARPATICA ALBA -Pro-
ducing pure white flowers. 1 ft. Gd.

CAMPANULA CARPATICA PALLIDA—
Pale bine

;
pretty. 1 ft. Gd.

CAMPANULA a-ARQANICA—Sheets of

purplish flowers, fine for rockwork. ^ ft. 9rf.

CAMPANULA G. P. WILSON — Hybrid
between C. jnilln and hirhinata , da k blue;
dwarf and compact, i ft Is. Gd.

CAMPANULA GLOMERATACCBRULEA
AND ALBA. 6c/. each.

CAMPANULA GRANDIPLORA (Platy-
oodon)—Large bine flowers in early autumn

;

effective. 2 ft. 9c/.

CAMPANULA GRANDIPLORA ALBA—
Large white flowers. 2 ft. Is.

CAMPANULA GRANDIPLORA PL. PL.
—Large blue semi-double flowers. Is.

CAMPANULA GRANDIS—Large blue
salver-shaped flowers. 2 ft. 9c/.; 6s. doz.

CAMPANULA GRANDIS ALBA—Very
free growing; useful for cutting. 2ft. 6</. each;
6s. per doz.

CAMPANULA HAYLODGENSIS—

A

charming rock plant of great merit, fine blue
flowers. ^ ft. Is.

CAMPANULA LATIPOLIA—Stout stems

;

large blue flowers in great abundance. 3 ft. Gd.

CAMPANULA LATIPOLIA MAO- OAilPANtTLA PBR8IOIPOLIA AC.BA FI,. PL.
RANTHA—An extra fine form of the preceding.
9d.

CAMPANULA HENDERSONI—A hybrid
of great merit

; flowers large, of a pretty mauve
shade. 1 ft. Gd.

CAMPANULA HOSTli—A native of the
Alps; fine rock plant. 1ft Js.

CAMPANULA ISOPHYLLA ALBA—

A

dwarf species, pure white flowers. ^ ft. Od.

CAMPANULA MACRANTHA ALBA—
Long white spikes; a noble border plant. Is.

CAMPANULA NOBILIS ALBA— I ft.

Gd. each
;

6s. per doz.

CAMPANULA PULLA—Charming when
seen in a mass: deep purple flowers. ft. 9d.

CAMPANULA PERSICIPOLIA—Flowers
blue. 2 ft. 6c/.

CAMPANULA PERSICIPOLIA ALBA
PLORE PLENO—Flowers pure tvhite; valu-

able for cut flowers. 2 ft. 6rf. each
;
4s. per doz.

CAMPANULA PERSICIPOLIA ALBA
GRANDIPLORA (Backhouse’s Var.)—Fine
pure white flowers, fully half as large again as

those of the old type, and lasting very long when
cut; a grand variety . 2 ft. l.s.

CAMPANULA PERSICIPOLIA CORO-
NATA AT.ba — A beautiful free-flowering
variety. Gd. each

;
6s. per doz.

CAMPANULA PORTENSCHLAGIANA,
st/n. MURALIS—Distinct and pretty. ^ ft. Gd. wallflower (dooble).
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CHEIRANTHUS MARSHALLI—Oraiiffe %
colour; frairrant; useful for cutting. 1ft. 9rf.

‘^ CAMPANULA PUMILA, syn. PUSILLA—
r :i ft. 6(/. each

;
6s. per do*.

CAMPANULA PUMILA ALBA—Very
neat and distinct. ^ ft G</.

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDAXIS (Chimney
Campanula)—A fine plant for the back of the

lierhaceous border, or for pot culture, forming

a pyramid composed of numerous stems 4 to 6

feet in height, each stem crowded with large blue

salver-like flowers. Gd.

CAMPANULA PYRAMIDALIS ALBA—
Pretty. 4 to 5 ft. Gd.

CAMPANULA RHOMBOIDEA —Flowers
deep blue, on slender stems. 1 ft. 9d.

CAMPANULA TURBINATA— Large

bell-shaped bluish purple flowers. J ft 9d.

CAMPANULA URTICiEFOLIAEL.PL.-
A very old and useful form. Is.

CAMPANULA VAN HOUTTEI—A charm-

ing hybrid, immense dark blue flowers 3 in. in

length. 2 ft. Gd.

CARDAMINE PRATENSIS PLENA—
Growing freely in any damp situation on the

rockery and border
;
purplish colour, changing

to snowy-whiteness. 1 ft. Gd.

CARDAMINE TRIFOLIATA—Very pretty

white-flowering spring jilant. f ft. Gd.

CARDUUS HETEROPHYLLUS — Very

large purple flowers
;
ornamental. 3 ft. Gd.

CATANANCHE BICOLOR—Free-growing

effective border perennial
;

flowers blue and

white. 2ft. Gd. each; 6.s. doz.

CATANANCHE CCERULEA — Easily

grown, free blooming, useful ; blue. 2 ft. Gd.

CENTAUREA OLASTIFOLIA—Graceful

habit ;
flowers golden yellow. l.s.

CENTAUREA MACROCEPHALA — A
strong growing form, large bright yellow flowers.

3* ft. Gd.

CENTAUREA MONTANA (The Peren-

nial Cornflower)—Blue, very useful for cutting

purposes. Ij ft. Gd.

CENTAUREA MONTANA ALBA—Very
useful. H ft. Gd.

CENTAUREA MONTANA LADY FLOR-
ENCE HASTINGS—A new creamy white

form, very useful for cutting. 1 J ft. Is.

CENTAUREA MONTANA RUBRA—Red
flowers, quite distinct from the form usually sold

under this name. Gd.

CENTAUREA RUTHENICA—Useful bor-

der plant; flowers pale yellow. 3 ft. Is.

CEPHALARIA ALPINA—A sulphur-

flowered Scabious
;
fine border plant. 4 ft. Gd.

CERASTIUM TOMENTOSUM— A well-

known rock or carpeting plant. Gd. each;

3s. per doz.

CHEIRANTHUS ALPINUS — Forming

dense cushions covered with sulphur coloured

flowers. 1 ft. Gd.

CHEIRANTHUS CHEIRI LUTEUS
PLENUS (Double Yellow WaUfloww)—

A

free-flowering old favourite. l:f ft. Gd.

CHELONE OBLIQUA ALBA— A white

flowered variety. 3 to 4 ft. Gd.

CHELONE OBLIQUA, syn. PURPUREA
(Snake'a-head). 3 to 4 ft. Gd.

CIMICIFUGA RACEMOSA— Handsome

foliage, long feathery spikes of white flowers.

3 to 5 ft. Is.

CLEMATIS INTEGRIFOLIA--A herba-

ceous species, with elegant hell-like purple

flowers. Gd.

COREOPSIS GRANDIFLORA—Yellow; a

largo free-flowering variety. 3 to 4 ft 9</.

COREOPSIS LANCEOLATA — A hand-

some kind, flowering nearly all the summer;
bright yellow. 2 ft. Gd.

CORYDALIS NOBILIS—The handsomest

of this family; flowers rich golden yellow.

A to 1 ft. Is.

CRUCIANELLA STYLOSA—A neat trail-

ing plant
;
globular heads of rose flowers. Gd.

CHRYSANTHEMUM—For summer-flower-

ing varieties, see Catalogue.

CHRYSANTHEMUM LATIFOLIUM

—

Pure white yellow centre. One of the best late

hardy Marguerites. 3 ft. Gd.

CHRYSANTHEMUM LEUCANTHE-
MUM—Semi-duplex; a distinct and useful

plant for cutting; flowers pure white, double.

1 to 2 ft. 9rf.

CHRYSANTHEMUM MAXIMUM (True)

— One of the most useful Perennials in com-

merce; large, well formed, pure white flowers.

2 ft. Gd.

CHRYSANTHEMUM ULIGINOSUM—
See Pi rethrum Uliginosum.

CISTUS

—

See Flowering Shrub-like I'lants.

CORONILLA IBERICA—A cajiital rock or

border plant
;
large yellow pea-shaped flowers

;

trailing habit. 9<i.

CORONILLA ROSEA—Strong growing, for

banks and stony places. 1 ft. Gd.

CYCLAMEN—The greenhouse varieties are

familiar to everyone, but how few have any idea

of the modest beauty of the hardy species; they

only require planting in light loamy soil, in a

shady position. ^ 1 1 ^ ft. high.

CYCLAMEN AFRICANUM (Maorophyl-

lum)—Large red flowers in autumn. Is.

CYCLAMEN ATKINSI ALBUM—White;

winter flowering. Is.

CYCLAMEN ATKINSI PURPUREUM—
Bright purple. Gd.

CYCLAMEN COUM—Red; flowers m Feb-

ruary. Is.

CYCLAMEN EUROPyEUM — Summer
flowering, rosy pink

;
very free. Gd.

CYCLAMEN HEDER/BFOLIUM—Rose,

foliage marbled ;
autumnal ; one of the best. Gd.

CYCLAMEN HEDERIFOLIUM ALBUM
—Pure white. Is.
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3P'

r CYCLAMEN IBERICUM—White flowers,

bright iturple spot at the base. 9</.

CYCLAMEN REPANDUM VERNUM—
Deep reddish erimson. Marcli. 9</.

CYPRIPEDIUM ACAULE (vStemless Lady’s

Slipper)—flowers rose colour, varying in shade

to almost white, but invariably tinted with rose.

J ft. I.?, (id. to S.v. Gt/.

CYPRIPEDIUM CALCEOLUS (English

Lady's Slipper)— Sepals and petals of a brownish

purple, and the Up of a clear bright yellow.

1 ft. l.t. and Is. (id,

CYPRIPEDIUM MACRANTHUM (Sibe-

rian Lady’s Slipper)— Elouers of a rich purplish

crimson colour. 1 ft. fl.s. Gd. and S.s. Grf.

CYPRIPEDIUM PARVIFLORUM—Frag-

rant flowers, with a bright yellow labellura;

sepals and petals of a brownish purple. ft.

2s.

CYPRIPEDIUM SPECTABILE- -Labellum

i.s much inflated; delicate rose colour, sepals and

petals white. One of the best species for all

purposes. 1.1 ft. Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd.

DAISIES—See Collection.

DELPHINIUMS—5«e Collection.

DIANTHUS ANNULATUS—A very beau-

tiful rock plant. 1 ft. Is.

DIANTHUS ALPINUS (Alpine Pink)—
Rose flowers, spotted crimson. | ft. Is. Gd.

DIANTHUS BARBATUS MAGNIFICUS
— Large headsof deep crimson ;

double flowers. Gd.

DIANTHUS CCESIUS (Cheddar Pink).—

Ross coloured
;
very fragrant.

.J
ft. Gd.

DIANTHUS CRUENTUS—Deep crimson-

(carlet. 1 ft. 9</.

DIANTHUS PRAGRANS. 1 ft. Gd.

DIANTHUS NEGLECTUS— One of the

best; bright rosy pink; compact tufts, i ft

Is. G(/.

DICTAMNUS PRAXINELLA — Curious

red flowers
;
fine border plant. 3 ft. Gd.

DICTAMNUS PRAXINELLA ALBA
(liiirning B«.s//)— White, fragrant. Gd.

DIELYTRA (DICENTRA) EXIMIA—

A

charming spring-flowering plant, racemes of

drooping reddish -purple flowers
;
fine for spring

decoration. I A ft. Gd.

DIELYTRA FORMOSA— Also a very useful

and pretty variety. 1.1 tt. Gt/.

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS—One of the

finest spring-flowering plants, eithei for border or

greenhouse, that we possess; well known. 2 ft. Gd.

DIELYTRA SPECTABILIS ALBA—
White, faintly flushed pink; beautiful. 1^ ft.

2s. Grf.

DIGITALIS GRANDIPLORA, .\t/n. AM-
BIGUA—Yellow-flowered perennial Foxglove.

3 to •! ft. Gd.

DODECATHEON JEFPREYANUM, syn.

LANCIPOLIUM—The largest of this group
;

drooping rose-coloured flowers, with yellow

centres. 1 ft. Gd. and I.S.

DODECATHEON MEADIA ELEGANS- -

Purple flowers, suitable for the rockery or shady

position. I ft. Is.

DODECATHEON MEADIA (The Ameri-
can Cowslip) — Bearing umbels of purple

flowers; form of flower somewhat like the

Cyclamen; qnite hardy. 1 ft. Gd.

DODECATHEON SPLENDIDUM (Shoot-

ing Star)—Deep crimson colour
;
a little gem

for a cool, shady spot. 1 ft. Is.

DONDIA EPIPACTIS, syn. HACQUETIA
— Umbels of yellow flowers; in spring likes a

damp position. A ft. Gd.

DORONICUM AUSTRIACUM — Bright

golden yellow
;
very effective, lift. Gd. eaci.

;

5s. per doz.

DORONICUM CLUSII—Rich yellow

flowers, very free and effective. 1) ft. Gd.

DORONICUM PLANTAGINEUM EX-
CELSUM, .syn. HARPUR CREWE— .V

grand variety, ])roducing freely large, bright

yellow flowers
;
the finest for cutting ])nrposes

2 to 3 ft. Gd.

DRABA AIZOON -Afoss-like growth ;
small

yellow flowers. A ft. Dd.

DRABA AIZOIDES— A pretty yellow

spring-flowering rock plant. A f'-

DRABA BRUNIAEPOLIA-Dark foliage,

yellow flowers; a useful rock plant. Aft. Is.

DRACOCEPHALUM RUPRECHTI—
Lilac-blue. 1 ft. Gd.

DRACOCEPHALUM ATIRGINICUM —
Pink flowers al uig the two-thirds the height of

stems. 2A ft. 9d.

DRYAS OCTOPETALA—A creeping ever-

green plant; white flowers and yellow stamens;

pretty. Is.

ECHINACEA PURPUREA (Rudhcckia) -

Very stately autumn flowering perennial, with

large reddish purple flowers on stems 3 feet iu

height. Gd.

ECHINOPS RITRO (Globe-Thistle)— A
handsome foliage plant, having also globular

heads of rich blue flowers. 2 ft. 9d.

ECHINOPS RUTHENICUS — Blue
;

a

showy' border plant. 2 to 3 ft. Gd.

ECHINOPS SPHCEROCEPHALUS —
Flower heads white. Gd.

EPILOBIUM ANGUSTIPOLIUM

—

Adapted for shrubberies, borders, &c. 3 to 4 ft.

EPILOBIUM DODONAEI, .syn. HALLERI.
Pretty rose coloured, narrow leaves. 1 ft. l.v.

EPILOBIUM PLEISCHERI— Rosy purple

flowers; useful lor rockery. 1ft. Is.

EPIMEDIUM ALPINUM (Barren Wort)—
Yellow and crimson ;

elegant group of rock or

border plants. 1 ft. Gd.

EPIMEDIUM MACRANTHUM— White,

tinged violet. Gd.

EPIMEDIUM RUBRUM—Reddish brown,

9d.
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EPIMEDITTM NIVEUM— Capital plant for

forcing
;
white. 1 ft. 9f/.

EPIMEDIUMPINNATOM—Bright yellow

.

1 ft. 9(1.

EPIMEDIUM SULPHUREUM—Pale yel-

low. 9(1.

EREMURUS BUNGEI— Long spikes of

straw-colouretl flowers, with conspicuous anthers;

very rare and beautiful. 7s. H</.

EREMURUS HIMALAICUS — Spikes of

pure white flowers
;
hardy and free flowering.

5 ft. .Is. and 10s. Crf.

EREMURUS OLOCE— Dense .spikes of rosy

flesh-coloured flowers. 3 ft. fi.s.

EREMURUS ROBUSTOS—Of a lovely

pink, sweet scented, massive spikes, 7 to 8 feet

high, native of Turkestan. Small plants, 3s. Gd.

ERIOERON AURANTIACUS — Large
bright orange flowers, on stems 9 inches high. 9o!.

ERIOERON OLABELLUS — Blue and
yellow flowers ;

dwarf. J ft. Gd.

ERIOERON PHILADELPHICUM—Free
flowering rose coloured variety. Gd.

ERIOERON SPECIOSUS SUPERBUS—
Large blue flowers, yellow centres

;
fine for the

autumn. 2 ft. 9</.

ERINUS ALPINUS—Rose colour, suitable

for old walls, &c. ft. 6rf. each; 4s. per doz.

ERINUS ALPINUS ALBUS—White.

i ft. 9d.

ERODIUM MACRADENIUM, syn.

GLANDULOSUM— Fern-like foliage rose-

coloured flowers, blorched black. ft. 9d.

ERODIUM MANESCAVI—A showy hand-
some species, purplish red flowers. 1 ft. 9d.

ERYNOIUM OLIVERIANUM, .syn.

AMETHYSTINUM — Should be in every
collection

;
stem and flowers a fine amethystine

blue. 2J ft. Is.

ERYNOIUM GIGANTEUM — Effective.

1 J ft. Gd. each
;

5s. per doz.

ERYNOIUM MARITIMUM (Sea Holly)—
Pale blue; glaucous foliage. 1^ ft. Is.

EUPATORIUM PURPUREUM-Branch-
ing heads of purple flowers. 6-7 ft. Is.

EURYBIA GUNNIANANA- Erect much-
branched shrub, aster-like flowers of snowy
whiteness. 2 ft. 2s.

ERYNOIUM ALPINUM — Of a lovely

metallic blue, stem us well as the bracts b;ing

of the same lovely shade. 1^ ft. Is.

ERYNOIUM PLANUM — Good border
plant ; distinct. 2 ft. 9r/.

ERODIUM REICHARDI—White flowers
;

a pretty little Alpine. | ft. Is.

FERULA COMMUNIS—Attractive during
the early Spring. When it has arrived at

maturity, it is one of the grandest hardy foliage

plants. 5 ft. Is.

PRANCOA APPENDICULATA—Spikes of

pink flowers. 2 ft. l.s.

PRANCOA RAMOSA— Fine raeemes of

white flowers, li-2 ft. Is.

FUNKIA PORTONEI—Blue-green fo iage;

distinct. 1 ft. Is. Gd.

THE HAKDY FLOWEE GAEDEN.
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FUNKIA LANCEOLATA MARGHNATA
—Belonging to a beautiful genus of handsome
foliage plants. I ft. 9</.

FUNKIA OVATA, syn. HEMEROCAL-
LIS CCERULEA—Large green foliage, flowers

purple. Grf.

FUNKIA SIEBOLDI—Ornamental, lift
9<f.

FUNKIA SUBCORDATA QRANDI-
FLORA— Broad green leaves and noble spikes

of pure white flowers. 1^ ft. 9c/.

FUNKIA UNDULATA FOL. VAR.—1 ft.

9d.

OAn.LARDIA ORANDIFLORA — See
Collection.

OALEGA OFFICINALIS—Of free growth.
6rf.

OALEGA OFFICINALIS ALBA—Strong
growing white, pea-shaped flowers; very useful

for cutting. 3-4 ft. 6rf.

GENISTA HUMIFUSA— Deep Yellow
flowers, prostrate habit. I.?. 6<f.

GENISTA TINCTORIA FL. PL.—Suitable
for the rockery. 9d.

GENISTA TRIQUETRA CTrlangularls)—
Curious trigonal prostrate stems, and yellow
pea- shaped flowers. Is.

OENTIANA ASCLEPIADEA— Spikes of

dark purplish blue. 2 ft. 9cf.

OENTIANA ACAULIS—The Gentianella

;

charming cushions of leathery glossy foliage,

erect bell-shaped flowers of intense blue. ^ ft.

6rf. each
;
5s. per d^z.

OENTIANA ACAULIS.

OENTIANA ANDREWSI—Rich purplisii

blue : one of the handsomest. 1-2 ft. Is.

OENTIANA CRUCIATA—A vigorous gro"
ing species, flowers deep blue. 1-lJ ft. <Sd.

OENTIANA GELIDA—Tufts a foot higii.
|

with large light blue heads. Is.

OENTIANA LUTEA (T.'ie Grmf Telhir
\

Gentian') — Rich yellow flowers, bold^'babit.
|

3-4 ft. Is.

OENTIANA PNEUMONANTHE (Heath
Gentian)—Light blue flowers; fine. ft.' 9d,

OENTIANA VERNA—It forms dense tnfts

of deep green glossy foliage, and in early spring

is covered with brilliant blue flowers, with a
white or yellow eye

;
succeeds best in a rich

loamy soil. { ft. Is.

GERANIUM—See Collection.

OEUM COCCINEUM PLENUM—One of

the finest of our hardy perennials, large double

flowers of a dazzling scarlet. ft. 9d.

OEUM MINIATUM—Distinct; rich orange
coloured flowers. IJ ft. 9<f.

OEUM MONTANCM—Useful for rock vork
or border; compact tufts; clear bright yellow,

i ft. 9d.

OILLENIA TRIFOLIATA—Large panicles

of pink and white flowers. 2-3 ft. Is.

OLAUCIUM LUTEUM, syn. FLAVUM—
Useful for winter decorative bedding, (icf.

OLOBULARIA CORDIFOLIA—Fine rock

plant
;
evergreen foliage, blue flowers {ft. I.'.-.

OLOBULARIA TRIGHO SANTHA

—

Flowers dark blue, in globular heads. {
ft. 9d.

ONAPHALIUM LEONTOPODIUM (The
Edelweiss)— Acurions Alpine speciesprodiicing

heads of flowers enveloped in a soft silkv sub-

stance like cotton-wool. Easily grown on a

raised border or piece of rockwork, in very

sandy soil mingled with stones. { ft. 9.A

OUNNERA MANICATA—Large, han isome

foliage. 4-5 ft. 2<. Gd.

ONAPH.VLIOM LEONTOPODIUM.
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r GTJNNERA SCABBA—A native of the
Andes. A fine plant for open spaces, on lawns,
or the margin of lakes. 3 5 ft. Is. and Is. Of/,

GYNERIUM ARGENTEITM (Pampas
Grass). Is. to 2s. Of/.

GYPSOPHILACERASTIOIDES—A jirt tty
trailing plant ; flpweis white, streaked violet.

i foot. 1.S-.

GYPSOPHILA PROSTRATA — Compact
trailing habit, white flowers; a charming lock
plant, i ft. Of/, each

;
5s. per doz.

GYPSOPHILA PANICULATA—Forming a
symmetrical bush about 2 feet high, and covered
with miniature white flowers. 6d.
HARDY PERNS—5ee Collection.
HARDY HEATHS—In variety. 12s.tol8.>.

doz.

HARPALIUM RIGIDUM (Helianthus)-
One of the best of our autumn plants; floweis
large, of a bright golden yellow, black disc

;

free and showv. 3 f t. Of/, each ; 4s. per doz.
HARPAliUM RIGIDHM (Miss Mellish’s

Variety)—The best of all the family. Is.

HEDYSARDM OBSCURUM—A brilliant
and compact perennial ; I ft. 9(/.

HELENIXJM AUTUMNALE — Flowers
large, bright yellow, and produced in abundance

;

very useful for cutting purposes. 5-0 ft. Of/.

HELENIUM BOLANDERI—Dwarf habit,
with large yellow flowers, centre black. 5-0 ft.

9f/.

HELENIUM GRANDICEPHALUM—Yel-
low

;
very vigori>us. 1-Hft 9r/.

HELIANTHEMUMS—See Collection.
HELIANTHUS DECAPETALUS. 4-5 ft.

Of/, each
;
5s. per doz.

UELENIDM BOLANDEEt.

OVNEKIOM ARGENTEOM.

HELIANTHUS OCCI-
DENTALIS — Rich yellow,
dark centre. 2^ ft. Is.

I

HELIANTHUS LAETIPLORUS — Rich
1

golden yellow
;
free. 3 ft. 9f/.

HELIANTHUS MULTIPLORUS (The
Great Perennial Single Sunflower)— Grows-
from 3 to 4 feet high, and has a brilliant effect
planted in masses, in shrubby borders, and other-
places. 4-6 ft. 6d. each

;
5s. per doz.

HELIANTHUS MULTIPLORUS
PLENUS (The Double Perennial Sunflower)

I

—A vigorous growing perennial, large donble-

I

deep yellow flowers
;

very useful for cutting.

;
4 ft. Of/, each

;
6s. per doz.

]

HELIANTHUS STRUMOSUS — Small
flowers, useful for cutting. 3-4 ft. 9d.

HELIANTHUS MUL-
TIPLORUS GRANDI-
PLENUS (Soleil d’Or)—Large
double yellow flowers; the finest
of this class. 9i/.

HELENIUM PUMILUM-Of a dwarfer
habit than the above; free. ^ ft. 9t/.

HELIOPSIS SCABRA— Suitable for mixed;
border; flowers bright orange. 3 ft. 6d.
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HELLEBORUS ATRORUBENS (Lenten
Rose)—Bright rosy pnrple. I ft. Is.

HELLEBORUS CAUCASICUS PUNCTA-
TUS—Very free, rosy crimson flowens, spolted

deeper. 1 ft. l.s.

HELLEBORUS COLCHICUS “ COCCI-
NEUS”—Widely e.xpanded bell-sliaped Howers
of aclearpurplish carmine colour

;
very floriferous

and robust in habit. 1 ft. d.s. (i<f.

HELLEBORUS COLCHICUS ROSEUS—
A rosy purple coloured hybrid of fine vigorous

growth, flowers widely expanded. 1 ft. 2s. fid.

HELLEBORUS FCETIDUS-Greeii flowers;

a prettv winter foliage plant. 1 ft. !)d.

HELLEBORUS GUTTATUS — White,

freely spotted purple. 1 ft. 2s. fid.

HELLEBORUS NIGER (Christmas Rose)
—Perfectly hardy, and if planted in the garden

aud taken up and potted when it become'

large clumps, and placed in a cold frame, it will

continue to give a profusion of flowers for two
months, with no other trouble than the ordinary

watering. Is. fid. each
;

16s. per doz.
;
smaller,

12.S. per doz.

HELLEBORUS NIGER ALTIEOLIUS
(MSiXimus)—Very large and fine, far surpassing

the type for cutting purposes. 1-2 ft. Is. fid. and

2s. fid.

HELLEBORUS GUTTATUS LEICHT-
LINI—One of the finest yet raised

;
very large

;

pure white, covered with small rosy-purple spois.

2s. fid.

HELLEBORUS NIGER ANGUSTI-
FOLIUS (St. Brldgld’s Christmas Rose)—
Very large, free blooming, of the purest white.

1 ft. Is. fid. and 2s. fid.

HELLEBORUS NIGER MAJOR—Won-
derfully free-flowering; large white flowers.

Is. fid. and 2s. fid.

HELLEBORUS OLYMPICUS — White,

slightly tinged green. Is.

HELLEBORUS ORIENTALIS — Deep
purplo-red ;

one of the most effective. Is. each
;

9s. per doz.

HELLEBORUS PALLIDUS — Creamy
white, tinged green ; free. Is. C /.

HELLEBORUS PURPURASCENS

—

Flowers large, dove-coloured inside and out;

one of the earliest in bloom.
;[

ft. 2.'-. fid.

HELLEBORUS VIRIDIS — Sea green,

handsome foliage. 1 ft. Is.

HELLEBORUS WILLIE SCHMIDT—
Pure white ;

one of the best. 1 ft. 2.s. fid.

HEMEROCALLIS DISTICHA FL. PL.—
Bronzy yellow ;

flowers large and double. 3 ft. 9d.

HEMEROCALLIS DUMORTIERI —
Flowers soft rich yellow; a gem for the border

or rockery
;
useful for cutting. 1 ft. 9d.

HEMEROCALLIS FLAVA (Day Lily)—

Golden yellow, very fragrant
;

fine for cutting

and forcing. 3 ft. 9d. each ; 7s. fid. per doz.

HEMEROCALLIS FULVA—Large tawny

-

orange flowers and handsome foliage. 3 ft. fid.

HEMEROCALLIS KWANSO FL.
FOL. VAR.—Ornamental foliage; fine.

Is. fid.

HEMEROCALLIS MIDDENDORFIANA
— Terra-cotta coloured flowers

;
very useful for

cutting
;
distinct. 2J ft. l.s.

HElvIEROCALLIS THUNBERGI-Deep

sulphury-yellow; fragrant; very useful for

cuiting. 2J ft. Is.

HEPATICA TRILOBA—
Single blue

Single white
Single red

Double red

Double blue.

i ft.

9d.

each.

Is. fid.

HEPATICA ANGULOSA — Largest and

earliest : sky-blue, i ft. (id.

HESPERIS MATRONALIS—See Rockets.

HEUCHERA SANGUINEA (A/iim Uuot)—

One of the best garden pluuts; exipiisite flowers

for cutting; light coral-scarlet ,
dwarf, compact,

branching growth. 1^-2 It. 9d.

HIERACEUM AURANTIACUM—
Flowers bright orange

;
fine fur cutting. 1 ft.

fid.

HIERACEUM VILLOSUM—Large golden-

yellow flowers, suitable for rockwork or border,

i ft. 9d.

HIPPOCREPIS COMOSA—Growing freely

in any exposed part of the rockwork
;
yellow,

i ft. fid.

HUTCHINSIAALPINA—A neat little plant

,

with shining leaves and pure white flowers, fid.

HYPERICUM CALYCINUM (/fose of

Sh<iron,St.Jolm's (Km/ )—Bright yellow flowers.

1 ft. fid.

HYPERICUMMOSERIANUM—Very fine

;

bright yellow flowers. 2-3 ft. Is.

HYPERICUM PATULUM—Forming neat

and well-shaped bushes. 3 ft. Is.

HYPERICUM REPTANS—A pretty trail-

ing species, useful for rockwork
;

large flowers.

4 ft. U.
IBERIS CORRCEFOLIA-One of the finest

ofthe evergreen Candytufts
;
pure white, flowers

early in spring
;
very useful for cutting. ft.

fid. each
;

6s. per doz.

IBERIS GIBRALTARICA HYBRIDA—
Colour silvery white, tinged pink, plants com-

pletely covering themselves solid with bloom.

ft. 9d.

IBERIS LINIFOLIA—Very compact grow-

ing variety. Is.

IBERIS SEMPERFLORENS. fid. each
;

5s. per doz.

IBERIS SEMPERVIRENS FLORE
PLENO (Double White Perennial Candytuft)

—For edgings, beds, borders, rockwork, &c. It

is a dwarf, compact and beautifully-rounded bush,

fid.
;

4s. doz.

INULA GLANDULOSA— Large yellow

flowers ;
fine border plant. 2 ft. 9d.
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INULA HELENIUM — Large heads of
bright yellow flowers. 1-1^ ft. !)(/.

iroiS—See Collection.

ISOPYEUM THALICTEOIDES— White
flowers, Maidenhair-like foliage. Is.

LATHYRUS ORANDIPLORUS (Biflorus)
—The finest of the Perennial Peas, flowers very
large, of a bright crimson-scarlet, produced in

sbnndance. 4 ft. Is.

LATHYRUS LATIFOLIUS (The Perennial
Pea)—Having red flowers in bunches. 4 ft.

LATHYRUS LATIEOLIUS ALBUS—One
of the finest white flowers in cultivation for
cutting purposes. 4 ft. Is. 6rf.

LATHYRUS LATIEOLIUS SPLEN-
DENS—A fine dark variety. 4 ft. Is. 6rf.

LAVENDULA SPICATA (Lavender). «//.

each
;

4s. per doz.

LIATRIS PYCNOSTACHYA—Long spikes
of purple flowers. .S ft. Is.

LIATRIS SPICATA—Purple. Ij ft. Gd.

LILIES—See Collection.

LINARIA ALPINA—Purple and orange
flowers : neat trailing habit

;
effective. Gd.

LINARIA OYMBALARIA (Ivy-leaved
Toad Flax)—Pretty for dry sunnv spots. Gd.

LINARIA DALMATICA— Hich .golden-
yellow; very s'riking and free. Gd.

LINARIA PILOSA—A dwarf, free-flowering
perennial, well adapted for covering walls and
rockwork; flowers lilac colour. Gd.

LINUM ARBOREUM — Free flowering,
requiring a sunny position on borders or rock-
work, in sandy, well-drained soil. 1 ft. Is.

LINUM PLAVUM (Luteum)—An invalu-
able border or rock plant. 1-14 ft. Gd.
LINUM MONOGYNUM

(he New Zeahind
White Flax.)—Largs ptire white flowers, 1 ft.

Gd.

LITHOSPERMUM PROSTRATUM—
Rich blue; one of the best rock plants. 4 ft Gd.
LOBELIAS—See Collection.

LOTUS CORNICULATUS PL. PL. —
Pretty. Gd. each

;
4s. per doz.

LUPINUS ARBOREUS (Tree Lupin)—
Fine yellow. 2—4 ft. Gd.

LUPINUS POXn—Dark purple and white

;

fine for cutting. Is.

LUPINUS NOOTKATENSIS— 'Hue and
white: dwarf variety. 14 ft. Gd.

LUPINUS POLYPHYLLUS — A grand
border plant. 4 ft. fid.
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LTJPINTJS POLYPHYLLUS ALBUS—

A

showy plant for borders. 4 ft. Grf.

LYCHNIS ALPINA—Kose coloured ;
dwarf

and pretty. ^ ft. 6rf.

LYCHNIS CHALCEDONICA PL. PL.—

MONTBRETIA “ PIERY STAR "—Habit
robust, most floriferous, producing in long-

succession brilliant vermilion widely-expanded
flowers. 3 ft. 1*.

MONTBRETIA “ GOLDEN SHEAF A
Immense heads of double scarlet flowers

;
fine

for cutting. 3 ft. 9r/.

LYCHNIS CHALCEDONICA ALBA PL.
PL.—White

;
very fine. 3 ft. Is. 6<f.

LYCHNIS DIOICA RUBRA PL. PL.—

A

very handsome neat border plant
;
large double

crimson flowers, fine for massing and cutting

purposes, lift. 6rf each; 4s. per doz.

LYCHNIS FLOS CUCULI ALBA
PLENA — Snow-white flowers, beautifully

fringed
;

useful for the border, exhibition, or

cutting purposes. IJ ft. t)</.

LYCHNIS FLOS - CUCULI ROSEUS
PLENUS—A free flowering showy variety,

with bright rose-coloured flowers
;
most useful

for cutting purposes. 1 i ft. 9rf.

LYCHNIS HAAGEANA—In variety. 1 ft.

6rf. each
;

6s. per doz.

LYCHNIS VESPERTINA PLENA—Pine,

double white; very free bloomer; useful for

cutting. 2^ ft. Is.

LYCHNIS VISCARIA SPLENDENS
PLENA—Spikes of very double red flowers.

1 to lift. 6rf.

LYSIMACHIA CLETHROIDES — Pure

white
;
very effective. 2 ft. 6<f.

LYSIMACHIA NUMMULARIA AUREA
(Goldrm- Leaved Cree.jiiiiii Jenny)— G(/.

LYTHRUM ROSEUM SUPERBUM—
Fine. 3 to 4 ft. Gtf. each

;
."ns. per doz.

LYTHRUM SALICARIUM ROSEUM—
Long branched i-iiikes of rosy-pink flowers; a

useful border plant. 3 to 4 ft. iW.

MALVA MOSCHATA ALBA—Flowers

pure white and very fragrant. 2 ft. Grf.

MEGASEA CORDIFOLIA—Foliage large,

spikes of bright rose flowers. 1 ft. Crf.

MEGASEA CORDIFOLIA PURPUREA
—Rich purple flowers; the finest of this genus.

lA ft. 9rf. and 2s. G</.

MEGASEA PURPURASCENS — I.igbt

purple flowers, fall stems
;
scarce. 1ft. Is. (ii/.

MEGASEA LIGULATA—Early flowering;

pinkishlilac. 1 ft. 9</.

MEGASEA STRACHElfl— Pretty blush-

pink flowers
,
a select frame plant. 1ft. l.e. (a/.

MERTENSIA S IBE RICA - Drooping

clusters of light blue flowers. 1ft. l.s.

MERTENSIA VIRGINICA (Pulmonarla)

—Flowers purplish blue colour. 1^ ft. ilt/.

MIMULUS CARDINALIS— Very showy

and effective ;
flowers scarlet 1 ft. l«

MONARDA DIDYMA, syn. FISTULOSA
AND KALMIANA (Bee Balm)— Scarlet

;

fragrant. 2 ft Gif.

MONARDA DIDYMA ALBA — A white

flowering form of the above, showy at'd

attractive. G</.

vast improvement on Crocosmcejlora aurea, having

larger, more expanded, golden-yellow flowers,

and a dwarf compact habit
;
excellent for cutting.

3 ft. Is.

E'er other varieties of Montbretia see Bulb
Catalogue.

MORINA LONGIFOLIA — Highly orna-

mental, both in foliage and flowers. 2^ ft. ‘Jd.

MYOSOTIS, in variety—See Summer flower-

ing plants.

MYOSOTIS IMPERATRICE ELIZA-
BETH—Colour very rich. J ft. Sd. each

;
G.s.

per doz.

NIEREMBERGIA RIVULARIS — Large

pure white flowers; dwarf, slender, ereep:ng

stems. 2 in. high. 9rf.

(ENOTHERA FRASERI and YOUNGI—
Both very showy. 1^ ft. 9if. each.

CENOTHERA FRUTICOSA MAJOR —
Large deep 3 ellow flowers

;
fine. Itol.Jft. 9i/.

CENOTHERA MACROCARPA (Ereiim/

/h-iiH/ c.-ic)— Deep golden yellow flowers. ) ft. Grf.

CENOTHERA PILGRIMI — By far the

finest of the yellow Evening Primroses. 1ft. Gd.

CENOTHERA RIPARIA. 1 ft. Grf. each

;

5s. doz.

CENOTHERA SPECIOSA— E>ee-growing

large white fragrant flowers, and for borders few

can be found to equal it. 1 toll ft. 9i/. each

;

G.s. per doz.

CENOTHERA TARAXACIFOLIA—One of

the prettiest of the dwarf Evening Primroses

;

large white flowers changing to red when fading,

i ft. Gd.

OMPHALODES LUCILLE—Delicate blue

flowers; a beautiful Alpine. ^ ft. l.s. Gi/. and

2s. Gd
OMPHALODES VERNA— Charming little

plant ; blue, i ft. Gd. each
;

6.s. ))er doz.

OMPHALODES VERNA ALBA- J
ft.

Gd. each
;

6s. per doz.
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PAPAVER NUDICAULE (ICELAKD POPPY).

ONONIS ROTTJNDIFOLIA (Rest Harrow)—A free-flowering and effective border plant

;

will thrive in sandy soils, lift. 9rf.

ONOSMA TAURICA—6right yellow; very
fragrant.

“J
to 1 ft. Is. (Ut.

OPHIOPOGON SPICATTJM—A neat ever-

green, with grassy leaves and spikes of white
flowers. 9<f.

OPXTNTIA RAPINESQUEI (Prickly Fig)
—A truly hardy Cactus, with yellow flowers;
indispensable for the rockwork. Is. Ctd.

OROBUS AURANTIACUS {Luteus) —
Bright orange flowers

;
veiy distinct. 1^10 2 ft.

Is. ()(/.

OROBUS CANESCENS—One of the most
showy; blue purple. 1 ft. Is.

OROBUS LATHYKOIDES — Numerous
spikes of small blue flowers, elosely arranged

;
a

showy plant. 2J ft. fid.

OROBUS VERNUS— Purple pea-shaped
flowers

;
one of the prettiest spring flowering

plants. 1 ft. 9(f.

OSTROWSKIA MAGNIFICA—The giant
bull-flower from Central Asia; flowers bell-

shaped
;
mauve-lilac and white. 3 to 4 ft. 2s 6</.

OURISIA COCCINEA— Spikes of droojting
scarlet flowers ; a gem for a moist shady spot.
3 ft- 9</.

P^ONIA MOUTAN (Tree Pseonies)—5ec
Collection.

P^ONIAS, HERBACEOUS—ii'ce Collec-
tion.

PANSIES—In great variety—See Collection.

PAPAVER BRACTEATUM—I.arge biil-

liant crimson-scarlet flowers, black blotch at bjse
of each petal

;
flue for borders. 3 ft. 9rf.

PAPAVER NUDICAULE— Showy form-
ing tufts of bright yellow flowers. 1 ft. 6t/.

PAPAVER NUDICAULE ALBUM— A
pretty white variety of the preceding; fine for

cutting. 1 ft. 6c/.

PAPAVER NUDICAULE COCCINEUM
FL. PL. — New double flowering form of the
bright orange-scarlet variety of ihn /cetandPopjjy.
1 ft. Is.

PAPAVER NUDICAULE MINIATUM—
Brilliant orange- scarlet flowers; one of the
most showy of the Iceland Poppies. 1 ft. (id.

PAPAVER ORIENTALE — Immense
deep crimson flowers, black blotch. 3 ft. 6c/.

PAPAVER ORIENTALE “BLUSH
QUEEN”— Beautiful suit rosy-pink flowers;
more erect in growth than Orientate. F.C.C.
3i ft. 1.S-.

PAPAVER ORIENTALE “PRINCE OF
ORANGE ” — Dwarf, compact habit ; clear

orange-scarlet flowers
;

exceedingly handsome.
1 ft. 9(/.
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PAPAVER ORIENTALS “ SALMON
QUEEN ”—Of a charming soft salmon-scarlet

shade. 2 ft 9</.

PAPAVER ORIENTALS "SEMI-
PLENA "—Rich crimson flowers. I*.

PENTSTEMONS (Florist's varieties)

—

See

Collection.

PENTSTEMON BARBATUS COC-
CINEUS—A desirable plant, o ft. Gd.

PENTSTEMON HETEROPHYLLUS—
Lovely sky-blue flowers, at times tinted rose

;

dwarf. Is.
. , , ,

PENTSTEMON OVATUS—A good border

plant quite hardy, and a fine blue. 3 ft. Orf.

PENTSTEMON PUBESCENS — Lilac,

with white mouth
;
a good border kind. 1 ft 9</.

PENTSTEMON SCOULERI — Flowers

large and inflated, of a lovely bluish-lilac ;
per-

fectly hardy, easily grown. 2 ft. l.'j fiL

PHALARIS ARUNDINACEA FOL. VAR.
(Lady Orass)—Pretty. Gd.

PHLOX AMCENA. Is.

PHLOX CANADENSIS — Pale bine;

slender-growing species. 1 ft. Gd.

PHLOX DOUQLASI, var. DIFFUSUS

—

Dense-spreading tufts, delicate pink flowers; from

the Cascades of Northern United States (gritty

and very sandy well-drained soil). 2». 6d.

PHLOX NELSONI — Snow white flowers.

Gd.

PHLOX OVATA—Rosy pnrple flowers, late

in spring: one of the best hardy plants. 1 fL 9<f.

PHLOX SETACEA sy/i. FRONDOSA—
Bright rose-coloured flowers, i ft. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA “ALDBOROUGH -

ENSIS ”—Pale lilac
;
very distinct. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA ATROPURPUREA—
Purplish rose-coloured flowers, crimson eye;

Gd. each
;

4s. per doz.

PHLOX SETACEA “BRIDE”—Pure
white, red centres

;
very conspicuous, Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA “COMPACTA"—
Lovely rose; effective. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA “FAIRY”—Pure white,

with a red eye ;
free. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA “aRANDIFLORA”

—

Rich mauve; distinct. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA “MODEL” — Bright

rosy carmine, neat habit; effective. 9cf.

PHLOX SETACEA “ PALLIDA” — Rose,

shaded lilac; flowers large. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA “PERFECTION”—
White, purple centre. Gd.

PHLOX SETACEA “VIVID”—Fiery rose

colour, rich carmine centre; the brightest of

the group. Is.

PHLOX VERNA—Deep red. i ft. 6s. per

doz. Gd. each.

PHLOXES (Florist’s varieties). Early and

Late Flowering—See Collection.

PHORMIUM TENAX (New Zealand Flax)

—Perfectly hardy; a splendid green foliage

plant. Is. Gd. and 2s. 6rf.

PHORMIUM TENAX VARIEGATUM-
Alternate bands of green and golden yellow,

running the entire length of the leaf
;
one of the

finest foliage plants; hardy in warm, sheltered

positions. 2s. Gd and 5s. each.

PHORMIUM TENAX ATROPURPUREA
—Leaves narrower and more erect; purple

foliage. 3s. Gd.

PHYGELIUS CAPENSIS—Very effective

spikes of long tubular flowers of a rich vermilion;

yellow throat. 3 to 4 ft Gd.

PHYSALIS ALKEKENOI(Winter Cherry)

—White flowers, succeeded by numerous trans

parent red berries. 1 ft. 6ci.

PHYSOSTEGIA VIRGINIANA—A hand-

some plant; rosy- lilac. 2 ft. Gd.

PITYROSPERMA ACERINUM—Spikes of

white flowers, 3 ft. in height, late in autumn. Gd.

PLUMBAGO LARPENTsB—A pretty

ornament for rockwork, banks, &c. I ft.

Gd. each; 7s. Gd. per doz.

PODOPHYLLUM EMODI— Large green

foliage, flowers creamy white, succeeded by

bright scarlet fruit; thrives best in shade. 1 ft.

2s.

PODOPHYLLUM PELTATUM—Beautiful

wrinkled leaves, small white flowers ; shady

position, j ft. Is.

POLEMONIUM CCERULEUM (Jacob’s

Ladder)—Elegant fern-like foliage. Gd.

POLEMONIUM CCERULEUM ALBUM.
Gd.

POLEMONIUM HIMALAIOUM—A noble

plant for the mixed border, strong grower

;

should be in every collection. 2 ft. Is.

POLEMONIUM REPTANS— Valuable

blue spring flowering plant. 1 ft. Gd.

POLEMONIUM RICHARDSONI, syn.

HUMILE—A beautiful hardy perennial; lovely

sky-blue flowers. ft. Gd.

POLYGONUM BRUNONIS — Useful for

its pink flowers and coloured foliage
;

dwarf.

1 ft. 6rf.

POLYGONUM COMPACTDM — White
flowers, much branched stems. 2 ft. Gd.

POLYGONUM SACHALIENSE — Tall

stout stems and very large foliage
;
a plant of

sub-tropical appearance, very useful for the

margins of waters, shrubbery, borders, &c. Is.

POLYGONUM VACCINIFOLIUM-Pink
flowers, late in autumn ;

dwarf and pretty. ^ ft.

Gd.

POTENTILLAS (Double)—See Collection.

POTENTILLA FORMOSA—Bright cherry-

red flowers in profusion. 1 ft. Gd.

PRIMULA—See Collection.

PYRETHRUMS, DOUBLE AND SINGLE
—See Collection.

PYRETHRUM ULIGINOSUM, syn.

SEROTINUM — Producing large pure wmte
flowers; a fine plant for autumn decoration;
useful for cutting. 5 ft 6<f.
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PULMONAEIA AZXTREA—Early flower-
iug; fine clear blu«. X ft. 9</,

PULMONAEIA SACHARATA— Prettily
marbled leaves, red and violet tubular flowers.

j|
ft. 9<f.

RANUNCULUS ACONITIFOLIUS PLE-
NUS (Fair Maids of France)—Flowers pure
while, very double; grows freely in any situa-

tion. 1 ft. 9</.

RANUNCULUS ACRIS FL. PL. (The Old
Bachelor's Button) — Double golden yellow
flowers; will grow in any damp shady corner.
3 ft. 6<f. .

RANUNCULUS AMPLEXICAULIS—
Large white flowers; very distinct. 1ft. 9i/.

RANUNCULUS MONTANUS—A pretty
Alpiie plant; flowers yellow, dd.

RANUNCULUS RUTjEFOLIUS—

W

hite
flowers, dark yellow centre. J ft. Is.

RANUNCULUS SPECIOSUS FL. PL.—
Immense double golden yellow flowers, produced
in abundance. ^ ft. Is.

RAMONDIA PTEENAICA—Flowers of a
prett) violft-,.urple, with a bright orange eye;
easily grown, perfectly hardy, shady-damp spot.

j f>. Is.

RHEUM EMODI—A gigantic leaved plant.

4 ft. Is.

RHEUM PALMATUM—Large and hand-
some foliage, fine for isolating on lawns. 6 ft. Is.

rockets — Hesperis matronalls alba
plena and purpurea plena—They are as showy
and as beantiful as any Stock, quite hardy, and
bloom twice the length of time, and for cut
flowers are amongst some of the best hardy plants.
•J ft. 6cf. each; 4s. doz.

RUDBECKIA CALIFORNICA—Light yel-
low flowers in autumn

;
very distinct. 6 ft. 9<f.

RUDBECKIA LACINIATA—Yellow Mar-
gnerite-like flowers. 3i ft. 6rf.

RUDBECKIA NEUMANII— Showy
golden yellow and black flowers; very useful for
cutting purposes. 2 ft. C>d. each ; 4s. per doz.

RUDBECKIA SUB-TOMENTOSA—Com-
pact heads of clear yellow flowers, with a distinct

dark centre
;
very free, useful for cutting. 3 to

4 ft. 9d.

SALVIA OFFICINALIS AUREA. Gd.

SALVIAS

—

See Collection.

SANTOLINA INCANA—Neat, dwarf, and
compact. 1 ft. Gd. each

;
4s. per doz.

SAPONARIA OCYMOIDES— Trailing
perennial; bright rose-coloured flowers; invalu-
able for covering large stones. ^ ft. 6<f.

SAPONARIA OCYMOIDES, var. SPLEN-
DIDISSIMA—Flowers large, circular, and deep
r( sy crimson in colour

;
fine for rockwork. Is.

SAXIFRAGAS—In variety. (See Collection.)
SCHIZOSTYLIS COCCINEA — A hand-

some semi-bulbous plant, the flowers, which are
produced late in the autumn, are of a bright
crimson

;
good for cutting purposes. IJ to 2 ft.

Gd. each
;
4s. per doz.

;
30s. per 100.
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-Beautiful heads

-A showy

SCABIOSA CAUOASICA-
of lilac-blue flowers. Sd.

SCUTELLARIA MACRANTHA-
dwarf border plant, flowers blue. 9d.

SEDUMS

—

See Collection.

SEMPERVIV UMS

—

See Collection.

SENECIO DORONICUM— Large golden
yellow flowers

;
fine for cntting. IJ to 2}- ft. Gd.

SENECIO FULCHER — An exceedingly
vigorous habit, and perfectly hardy; brilliant
purplish crimson flowers, with a golden yellow
disc, of a good form and substance, 2 to 3 ft. 9d.

^^SHAMROCK—The true variety fromireland.

SIDALCEA CANDIDA— Long spikes of
white flowers. 2J ft. Gd.

SmALCEA MALV-fflFLORA—Useful for
cutting. 2 ft. Gd. each; 6s. per doz.

SILENE ACAULIS—A dwarf Alpine herb

;

pink flowers. 9d.

SILENE ACAULIS ALBA—A prdtty rock
plant; pure white flowers. 9d.

SILENE ALPESTRIS—A charming ever-
green rock or border plant, glossy white flowers;
fine for massing. 6<f. each

; 6s. per doz.
SILENE MARITIMA FL. PL.—Prostrate

tufts of glaucous foliage, scarcely an inch in
height, bearing double flowers as large as the old
“ Double White Pink.” | ft. 9d.
SILENE SCHAFT./E—A neat trailing

autumn species, rosy purple flowers; fine for
massing. ^ ft. 9d.

SISYRINCHIUM GRANDIFLORUM —
Rich purple bells in February. | ft. 9d.
SISYRINCHIUM GRANDIFLORUM

ALBUM—Pure white flowers. Both of these are
amongst the ^lite of spring flowering plants. | ft.

Is.

SMILACINA BIFOLIA—Purewhite, flowers
like a miniature Lily of the Valley. ^ ft. 9d.
SOLDANELLA ALPINA-—Forms a mass of

dark green leathery foliage
; bell-shaped flowers

on slender stems of a bluish purple, beautifully
fringed, j ft. 9d. and Is.

SOLDANELLA MINIMA — Forming a
dense tuft, pretty fringed bluish flowers. Is. Gd.
SOLDANELLA MONTANA— Larger than

A /pt'na, but much finer flowers.

SOLIDAGO VTRGAUREA (Golden Rod)
—A very useful autumn blooming plant. Gd.
SOLIDAGO VIRGAUREA NANA—Neat

and effective, bright golden-yellow flowers,

4 ft. 9d.

SPIGELIA MARILANDICA—Crimson and
yellow flowers, of much interest and beauty. A
(lamp shady position in peaty soils suits it well.
1 ft. Is.

SPIRiSA ARUNCUS—A useful border or
pot plant, feathery panicles, composed of in-
numerable small white flowers. 3-4 ft. 9d.
and Is.
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SPIR/BA ASTILBOIDES—A fine species

;

elegant dense plumes of pore white
;

well

adapted for the border or for forcing. 2-2j ft.

Is. and Is. fief.

SPIRASA CRISPIPOLIA (Bullata) — A
charming rock or border plant, crisp leaved, and

carmine budded. 1 ft. Is.

SPiR.eEA O-IGANTEA {Kamtschiitica)—

Feathery creamy-white plumes, large palmate

leaves. 8-T.O ft. Is. fief.

SPIRsEA JAPONICA—As useful for the

border as it is for pots. 2 ft. fief.

SPIR/EA JAPONICA ATTREA RECTI-
CITLATA — Handsome variegated foliage

;
a

useful pot or border plant. Is.

SPIRAEA JAPONICA COMPACTA—Dense
pinnies, double the size of the ordinary variety,

fief.

SPIRzEA PALMATA—Distinct and beau-

tiful, palmate leaves, and strong bright red

flower stems, surrounded by numerous broad

corymbs of beautiful deep crimson flowers.

2i-3 ft. fief, and 9ef.

SPIR.<EA PALMATA ALBA — A most

charming plant
;
flowers pure white. 2 ft. fief,

and Is.

SPIRAEA PALMATA ELEQANS—A very

distinct and pretty plant
;

soft rose. 2^-3 ft.

9ef.

SPIRzEA VENDSTA—Lovely deep rosy

carmine flowers
;
very useful for cutting. 3- 3J ft.

9ef.

SPIR^A ULMARIA FOLIA VARIE-
GATA—Very pretty. 2 ft. fief.

SPIRzEA ULMARIA FL. PL. 2| ft. fief.

SPIR-fflA FILIPENDULA FLORE
PLENO—Corymbs of double white flowers,

with a slight creamy tinge. The pretty fern-like

foliage is exceedingly attractive during the whole

year, and is very useful for cutting. ft.

Strong clumps. Is. ;
small plants, fief.

STATICE INCANA—Enormous heads of

flower, blue, white, crimson, and purple. 1 ft.

fief.

STATICE LATIFOLIA (The Great Sea
Lavender)—Forming an immense branching
panicle 2 ft. across, composed of small blue

flowers
i
useful for cutting. 2i ft. 9ef.

STATICE LIMONIUM—IJwarf, free flower-

ing, deep blue. 1 ft. 9ef.

STATICE GMELINI— Small dark blue

flowers ;
one of the best. 1 ft. 9ef.

STENACTIS SPECIOSA— Large, showy,

pale purple flowers with a yeilow centre. 2 ft.

6d.

STIPA PENNATA—Very elegant grass, fiif.

STOKESIA CYANEA—Light blue Cen-
taurea-like flowers. 1 ft. 9tf. and Is.

SYMPHYTUM BOHEMICUM—Reddish-

purple flowers ; handsome. 1-lA ft. 9<f.

SYMPHYTUM OFFICINALE ARGEN-
TEUM VARIEGATUM— Large handsome
foliage, highly ornamental. 2 ft. 9<f.

(

SYMPHYTUM OFFICINALE AUREUM >
VARIEGATUM—Gold variegation. 2 ft. 9d. I

THALICTRUM ADIANTIFOLIUM -y
Perfectly hardy ;

in delicaCT of structure it is

equal to the Adiantumt or Maidenhair Fern. 1 ft.

9«f.

THALICTRUM ANEMONOIDES—Pure
white flowers, nearly an inch across, neat and
dwarf ; sandy peat. ^ ft. 9<f.

THALICTRUM AQUILEGIFOLIUM—
(!ream coloured flowers. 3 ft. fid.

THALICTRUM AQUILEGIFOLIUM
RUBRUM—Flowers and foliage alike orna-

mental ! fine for cutting. 3 ft. Is.

THALICTRUM GLAUCUM—Deep green,

iniilute foliage. 2 ft. fid.

THERMOPSIS MONTANA—Yellow pea-

shaped flowers. 2^ ft. fid.

THYMUS LANUGINOSUS—Greyish col-

onred foliage, fid. each
;
4s. per doz.

THYMUS MARGINATUS ELEGAN-
TISSIMUS—A compact and effective plant, the

best of all the garden variegated Thymes, fid.

each
;

4s. per dOz.

THYMUS ROTUNDIFOLIUS — Useful,

fid.
;

4s. per doz.

THYMUS SERPYLLUM ALBUM—
Snowy white

;
one of the prettiest rock plants,

i ft. fid.

THYMUS SERPYLLUM, var. COC-
CINEUS—A variety of the Mountain Thyme,
but with deeper and more brilliaut flowers,

forming sheets of rich crimson. J ft. 9d.

THYMUS VARIEGATUS—Each leaf is

variegated with silver, and for spring gardening

;

a very beautiful plant, fid.

TIARELLA OORDIFOLIA ( Fo««i F/oieer)

—White, flowers like a small Spirea
;
very beau-

tiful in pots, perfectly hardy. J ft. fid.

TRADESOANTIA. VIRGINICA ALBA
MAJOR—The best wliite variety t a fine border

plant, li ft. 9d.

TRADESCANTIA VIRGINICA RUBRA
PLENA—A showy and highly decorative group

of border plants ; free. ft. fid. to 9d.

TRILLIUM ERECTUM—Brownish purple.

J ft. Is.

TRILLIUM GRANDIFLORUM — Pure
white, the largest of this group

;
one of the best

of our spring flowers.
-J

ft. Is.

TRILLIUM GRANDIFLORUM MAJOR
—A splendid giant variety of an already beau-

tiful plant. 3 ft. 2s.

TRITOMA (Kniphojia)— To7-ch Lily, Red
Hot Poker.

TRITOMA BURCHELLI—Early flowering,

dark red passing to orange, large spikes. 2i-3 ft.

Is fid.

TRITOMA CAULESCENS — Yucca-like

leaves and growth, reddish orange flowers

;

effective. 4 ft. 2s. fid.

TRITOMA CORALLINA—Dwarf; coral-

red, shading into orange-red. 2 ft. Is.

5 )
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TRITOMA H. CANNELL—Immense long
spikes, of a bright coral- red. 4 ft. iks. <id.

TRITOMA MACOWANII—A dwarf species,

rich golden orange, passing to a bright orange-

red. ft. Is.

TRITOMA NOBILIS—Fine spikes of scarlet

and yellow. 5-6 fl. 2s. 6rf.

TRITOMA PPITZERI—A splendid rich

crimson
;

a really first-class variety. 2-3 ft.

. G(/.

TRITOMA ROOPERI— Large spikes of

bright scarlet-orange ;
robust and free flowering.

2^-3 ft. Is.

TRITOMA SAUNDERSI—Deep red, tipped

yellow
;

beautiful foliage, and noble spikes.

4-5 ft. Is. 6ef.

TRITOMA TTVARIA GLAUCESCENS—
Large spikes of flowers of a bright orange and

scarlet colour. 2^-3 ft. Is.

TRITOMA UVARIA GRANDIFLORA—
Deep crimson and orange flowers, the last in

bloom. 4 ft. Is.

TROLIilUS ASIATICUS—Orange. 2 ft. 9</.

TROLLItrS EUROP/B0S— Well known.

1 ft. 6rf. each
;

5s. per doz.

TROLLIES GIBSONI—Superior to

Japonicus. Is. Gd.

TROLLIES GIGANTEES—Lemon
coloured. 2 ft. Gd,

TROLLIES LODDIGESIANES—A fine

form of Eiirnpreus
;
pale yellow. 2^ ft. Gd.

TROLLIES NAPELLIPOLIES — Yellow

flowers. 2 ft. Is.

TROPABOLEMS

—

See Collection.

TESSILAGO PRAGRANS (Winter Helio-

trope)—Resembles in appearance and odonr the

Heliotrope, and will continue blooming as long

as the frost holds off. 1 ft. Gd.

TESSILAGO PARPARA VARIEGATA

—

Pretty variegated foliage. ^ ft Gd.

VALERIANA PHE AEREA — A strong

growing border plant. Gd. each ; 4s. per doz.

VANCOEVERIA HEXANDRA— Plumes

of pretty, erect, snow-white flowers
;
useful for

rockwork. 1 ft. Is.

VERATREM ALBEM— One of the finest

hardy foliage plants. 2 ft. Gd
VERATREM NIGREM—A noble plant ;very

distinct
;
blackish-purple flowers. 3-4 ft. Is.

VERBASCEM CHAIXI (Orientals) — A
bold stately perennial

;
yellow flowers, with a

purple centre; very effective as single specimens

in the shrubbery or mixed borders. 3 ft. Gd.

VERONICA AMETHYSTINA—One of the
very best of the taller growing species

;
clear

blue.
1 J ft. Strong clumps, Gd. each

;
4s. per doz.

VERONICA INCANA—Grey or silvery foli-

age. 1 j ft. Gd. each
;

4s. per doz.

VERONICA GENTIANOIDES — Slaty
bine; very distinct. 1 ft. Gd.

VERONICA GENTIANOIDES
ELEGANTISSIMA—6rf. each

;
4s. per doz.

VERONICA GETHREANA— Deep blue;
very dwarf. Is.

VERONICA LONGIPOLIA VAR. SEB-
SESSILIS—Dense erect spikes, of a deep rich

blue H ft. Gd. each
;

4s. per doz.

VERONICA MARITIMA ALBA— Avery
distinct and free- flowering white variety. Gd.

VERONICA PECTINATA—A pretty trail-

ing kind. Gd.

VERONICA PROSTRATA — Dark green
foliage, in compact tufts, and numerous spikes of

deep blue flowers. Gd.

VERONICA REPENS—Dense close grow-
ing creeper. Gd.

VERONICA REPESTRIS — One of the
finest of rock plants. Gd.

VERONICA SPICATA — Long elegant
spikes of the richest blue. Gd.

VERONICA SPICATA ROSEA—A neatand
useful i)lant for mixed border, bearing pyramidal
spikes of light rose coloured flowers. Gd.

VERONICA PELCHELLA POL. VAR.—
Gd.

VERBASCEM OLYMPICEM — Flower
spikes from 0 to 8 feet in height, clear yellow
flowers

;
large woolly leaves. Is.

VERBASCEM PHCENICEEM-Very effec-

tive and free growing
;
purple flowers. 2 ft. Gd.

VICIA PYRENAICA—Dense dwarf tangled
stem, large crimson pea-shaped flowers. ^ ft. l.s.

VINCA MINOR AEREA MARGINATA
—A pretty variegated Periwinkle. Gd.

VINCA—Single blue. Gd.

VINCA—Double. Gd.

VINCA MAJOR ELEGANTISSIMA —
Useful for large rockwork. Gd. each

; 4s. per doz.

VIOLAS, TRICOLOR and ODORATA—
For full list, see Collection.

WALDSTEINIA TRIPOLIA — A pretty
rock plant

;
golden yellow flowers. ^ ft. Gd.

ZAESCHNERIA CALIPORNIOA—One of

the best autumn plants. 1 ft. Is.

ZAESCHNERIA CALIPORNICA
SPLENDENS — Flowers intense vermilion.
1 ft. «(/.

Collections of 100 useful Border Plants, flowering at various seasons, 30s. and 50s.

„ Spring flowering plants, 12 varieties, Gs.

„ ,, ,, 25 ,, 16s.

„ „ „ 50 „ 30s.

„ Autumn Flowering Perennials, 12 varieties, 6s. to 15s.

„ „ „ 25 „ 12s. to 30s.

„ „ „ 50 „ 20s. to 60s.

The Bijou collection for the rock garden carefully selected. 50 plants in 50 varieties, 20s.

Older and commoner varieties;—25 varieties for 7s. Gd.
;
50 varieties, 14s.
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ASTERS

CMICnAELMAS DAISIES).

ASTERS

(MICHAELMAS DAISIES).

A beautiful genus of hardy Herbaceous plants,
consisting of a great number of varieties, many
of which are amongst the best of our autumn-
flowering plants; they are of easy culture, and
will thrive in any ordinary soil, and produce in
profusion during several months their beautiful
star-shaped flowers. Many kinds continue a
long time in bloom, and are elegant and well
adapted for cut flowers, and also worthy of a
place in shrubberies and mixed borders. The
following will be found all first-class, and
suitable for general decoration.

ACKIS—Flowers satiny mauve, heads of bloom of great width •

plant neat and compact. 2-3 ft 9rf.

ALPINUS-l’ale blue, large. ft. <W.

AMFILLXJS BFISSAHASXCXTS *— Flou'crs large, rich deep
purplish blue

;
one of the best. 2 ft. l)rf.

C.ffiRULESCENS—Large bright blue flowers. 4 ft. Is.

CHAPMANNI—Pale azure-blue, medium size," but borne in
great profusion; a most effective species. 3-4 ft.j J)d.

CORDIPOLItJS—Mauve, blooms abundantly an 1 early, foliage
mas-ive. 4 ft. l.s.

CORYMBOSA—Stellate white flowers with yellow centre,
borne in large clusters. 3-4 ft. Is.

DISCOLOR—White, changing to rose with age, forms a neat
dense bush. 1-1^ ft. tW.

ERICOIDES—Flowers small, but borne in abundance; white
with yellow eye; very neat. 2-3 ft. 9<f.

FORMOSISSIMIJS—Rosy purple flowers

;

very distinct. 3-4 ft. Is.

GRANDIPLORUS — Large, deep lilac-
i

coloured flowers. 3-3^ ft. l.s. 6rf.

HORIZONTALIS—Reddish flowers
;
neat

stiff habit. 2 ft. 9</.

LzBVIS — Clear blue, yellow centre. (

effective and distinct
; one of the best and

;

most showy. 4-4J ft. 9rf.

LINDLEYANTJS — Flowers pale lilac,

head dense, li ft. 9tf.

LTNARzEPOLIUS—Lavender-blue, very
fl iriferous. 2-3 ft. Is.

LONGIPOLIUS VAR. PORMOSUS—
A dense bu.sh with rose-coloured flowers,

habit neat and dwarf ; very distinct.

2 ft. 9(f.

NOV.ffi-ANQLIz5E—Large purplish blue
flowers. 3-4 ft. 9rf.

NOVzE-ANGLI/B ROSEA — Flowers
purplish red

;
very fine. 4-5 ft. 9rf.

NOVI BELGI—In variety. 9tf. and Is. 6d.
"

POLYPHYLLIJS—White flowers, very
pure, flowers in August. 4 ft. 9rf.

PTARMICOIDES—Dense heads of milk-
white blossoms. l-l..j ft. Od.

PULGHERRIMUS —Much branched pan-
icles of whitish fringed flowers. 6 ft.

9rf.

SALSTJGINOSA — Bluish white. 14 ft.

9d.

SHORTII — Small azure blue flowers,
leaves cordate. 1^-2 ft. 9t/.

SPECTABILIS—Very pretty,'_bright violet
flowers ; neat habit. J ft. 9d.

STELLATXTS—Flowers blue, yellow eye
;

plant very dwarf and compact; useful] for
front row of the border. ^-5 ft.*' 9rf.

TRINERVIS—White, with purplish"and
yellow disc. 3 ft. Is.

TITRBINELLTTS—Mauve, very free. 3 ft.

Is. 6rf.

VERSICOLOR—White, changing 'to pur-
ple, very floriferous. 5-(i ft. 9rf.'
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A FEW SELECT HARDY AQUATICS.
Those marked * may be grown in the greenhouse.

ACORtrS CALAMUS—Long green foliage,

somewhat resembling an Iris. Gd.

ACORTJS GRAMINEUS FOL. VAR.—
Variegated foliage, useful for margins of lakes

or streams. 9d.

AT.THMA PLANTAOO (Water Plantain)—
Perfectly hardy, producing rosy white blooms
from June to September. 6rf.

•APONOGETON DISTACHTON (Water
Hawthorn)—A beautiful plant

;
white flowers

having the scent of May blossom. Is.

BUTOMTUS UMBELLATtrS (Flowering
Rush)—Large umbels of pink flowers. l.s.

HOTTONIA PALHSTRIS (WaterViolet)—
Pale blue flowers

;
beautiful. Gd.

HYEROCHARIS MORSUS RAN.ffl—

A

pretty and scarce native plant
;
will succeed best

in stagnant pools. 9d.

•LIMNOCHARIS HUMBOLDTI—Yellow,

deep orange centre
;
most charming, is.

MENYANTHES TRIFOLIATA— ^^hite,

sweet scented flowers. 9d.

MYOSOTIS PALUSTRIS (The Water
Forget-me-Not)—Flowers blue, and continues in

bloom throughout the summer. Gd
NUPHAR ADVENA (Striped Water LUy)

—Very beautiful. 2.s. Gd. to ns.

NUPHAR LUTEUM (Yellow Water Lily)

—A well-known native plant. Is. to 3s. Gd.

NUPHAR PUMILUM. .syn. N. KAL-
MIANA (The Small Water Lily)—Yellow

;
a

pretty little plant for small ba.sina. l.s. Gd.

NYMPHASA ALBA (White Water Lily)—
Is. Gd.

NYMPHyEA MARLIACEA CHROMA-
TELLA—Canary yellow, very double, foliage

large, spotted reddish brown. 6s.

NYMPHAEA ODORATA ( Sweet-soented
Water Lily)—White, very fragrant and beauti-

ful. l.s. Gd.

NYMPH,®A ROSEA — Splendid rose-

coloured ; a most lovely hardy aquatic. 5s.

PONTEDERIA CORDATA (PlokreU) —
Perfectly hardy, producing fine tufts of blue

flowers from Juno to August. Is. Gd.

SAGITTARIA JAPONICA, FL. PL.—

A

large flowering form, pure white, and very

double. 2s. Gd.

SAGITTARIA SAGITTIFOLIA (Arrow-
head)—A bold plant; rosv white flowers (Id.

STRATIOTES ALOIDES (Water Soldier)

—A singular and very handsome plant, with

white flowers
;
does not require any soil, but floats

perfectly detached. (Id. and Is.

TYPHA ANGUSTIFOLIA—Narrow-leaved
Cat’s Tail. Is.

TYPHA MINIMA—A neat little plant for

small lakes. 2s.

•VILLARSIA NYMPH.fflOIDES, sy«.

LIMNANTHEMUM NYMPH.<EOIDES —
Another floating plant, with golden yellow

flowers. 9d.

VILLARSIA RENIFORMIS, syn. MENY-
ANTHES EXALTATA — Strong growing;
flowers yellow: distinct nnd pretty. 2.«.
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Coloured-leaved Plants for Effective Bedding.

These small-growing pretty little plants are rather tender, and require to be treated the same

as the Coleus, well hardened off, and planted in a warm sheltered situation. They are

admired by every one, and no carpet beds are complete without them.

AliTERNANTHERA GOLDEN (ADREA
NANA).

1. AMCENA SPEOTABILIS.
2. PARONYCHIOIDES MAJOR
3. PARONYCHIOIDES MAGNIPICA.
4. PARONYCHIOIDES MAJOR

AUREA.
5. AMABILIS LATIFOUA.
6. PARONYCHIOIDES.
7. SCHMIDTH.
8. VERSICOLOR GRANDIS.

AMARANTHUS MELANCHOLICUS
RUBER. See Seed List.

IRESINE FORMOSA.
VERSCHAPPELTII AUREO-
RETICULATA.

10. BRILLIANTISSIMA. 6d. each
;
is.

per doz.
;

rooted cuttings, 10s. per

100.

11. WALLSI. Gd. each : 4s. per doz.

12. LINDENH. 6rf. each
;

3s. per doz.

KCENIGA MARITIMA VARIEGATA.
Gd. ;

4s. per doz.

13. AJUGA REPTANS PURPUREA (Dark
Foliage Plant). Gd.

14. REPTANS VARIEGATA. Gd.

16. OXALIS CORNICULATA RUBRA. Gd.

All those not priced Gd. each
;

4s. per doz.
;
rooted cuttings. Is. Gd.

Special price per 100 or 1,000.

BEDDIP FLeWERip Pli^ipg.
AGATHsEA CCELESTIS VAR. Is. Gd.

CONVOLVULUS MAURITANICUS. Gd.

CUPHEA PLATYCENTRA—(Cigar Plant).

4s. per doz.

STRIGULOSA. 6s. doz
GAZANIA SPLENDENS AUREA. 6rf.

SPLENDENS VARIEGATA. Gd.

LITHOSPERMUM FRUTICOSUM. Is.

IdYOSOTIS AZORICA ALBA. Is.

DISSITTFLORA. Gd. each ;
4s. per doz.

IMPERATRICE ELIZABETH. Gd.

NIEREMBERGIA FILICAULIS GRA-
CILIS. Gd. each

;
4s. per doz.

CENOTHERA MACROCARPA. 6(/. each;

5s. per doz.

PLUMBAGO CAPENSIS. Is.

CAPENSIS ALBA. Is.

LARPENTs® (CERATOSTIGMA
PLUMBAGINOIDES). Gd.

SEDUM SPECTABILE. Gd. each
;

4s. per

doz.

VERONICA PULCHELLA POL. VAR.
Gd. each.

ZAUSCHNERIA CALIPORNICA. Is.

A OF

PLANTS for the SJOYE and CPEENHOUSE.
Those marked thus (*) for the Stove.

ACACIA ALBIZZIALOPHANTHA— I s. Gd.

•ACALYPHA MACAPEEANA—2s. Gd.

• „ MARGINATA— 1.S-. 6<i.

• „ MUSAICA— l.f Gd.

These are very useful for room decoration

during the summer.
ACHIMENES

—

Se.e Collection.

ADIANTUM CUNEATUM VARIEGA-
TUM— 2.'!. Gd.

AGAPANTHUS UMBELLATUS FLORE
ALBO—2s. Gd.
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ALLAMANDA—See Stove Climbers.

*ALOCASIAS—In variety. 3s. Gd., os., and
7s. Gd.

ALONSOA INCISIPOLIA— Is.

ALOYSIA CITRIODORA (Lemon-aoented
Verbena), sun. LIPPIA CITRIODORA—6if.

and Is.

AMARYLLIS—See Bulb Catalogue.

•ANTHURIUM CRYSTALLINUM—3s. 6d.

• „ MAGNIPICUM—3s. Gd.

* ,, REGALE --3s. 6rf.
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ANTHURIUM WAROOQUEANUM—6.?.

FLORIBUNDXJM—3.«. 6d.

ACAULE—5s.

ANDREANUM—6s.

,, ROSETJM—10s.

ORNATXJM—7s. 6rf.

SCHERZERIANXJM—3s. fit/.

ALBUM, syn. WILLIAMSn
—3s. Gd.

• ,, REYNOLDIANUM

-

lO.s. Gd. and 15s.

ANANASSA SATIVA VARIEGATA—
Variegated Pineapple. 7s. Gd.

ARAIiIAS—See Index.

ARAUCARIA EXCELSA— 3s. Gd. and 5s.

ARISTOLOCHIA—See Stove Climbers.

*ELEOANS—2s.

GRANDIPLORA.—5s.

•ASPARAGUS PLUMOSUS — Is. Gd. and

2s. Gd.

•PLUMOSUSNANUS—2.s.6rf. and 3s.6(/.

ASPIDISTRA LURIDA—2s. firf.

LURIDA VARIEGATA— 2s. Gd.

AZALEAS—See separate list.

BEGONIAS—See Collection.

BERTOLONIAS—Ornamental foliage.

•COMTE DE KERCHOVE, 6s.

•MDME. VAN GEERT. 6s.

•SOUVENIR DE GAND. 5s.

BIGNONIA—See Stove Climbers.

blue marguerite (AgathaeaCcBlestls),

syn. CHARIEIS HETEROPHYLLA — Gd.

and Is.

BOUGAINVILLEAS—See Stove Climbers.

BRUGMANSIA (DATURA) SANGUINEA
—3s. Gd.

CHLORANTHA—Bright yellow
;

the

SUAVEOLENS (ARBOREA)—2s. Gd.

KNIGHTn—2s. fid.

BOUVARDIAS—See Collection.

CALADIUMS—In variety, 18s. to 30s. per doz.

ARGYRITES— l.s. and l.s. fid.

ADOLPHE ADAMS— Is. fid.

AGRIPPINE DIMITRY—2s. fid.

AIDA— 2s. fid.

ALFRED BLEU—Is.

AMCENUM— Is. fid.

PERMINGI—Is.

AUGUSTE LEMOINIER— Is. fid.

BARON DE ROTHSCHILD—2s. fid.

BEETHOVEN—Is. fid.

BICOLOR—Is.

BICOLOR SPLENDENS— Is. fid.

BOSPHORE—2s. fid.

CANDIDUM— 2s. fid.

CARDINALE— 3s. fid.

CHANTTNI- Is.

CHELSONI—Is. fid.

COMTESSE DE CONDEIXA—2s. fid.

COMTESSE DE MAILLE— 2s. fid.

COYPEL—2s.

DR. LINDLEY—2s.

CALADIUMS—continued.

DUC DE RATTBOR— l.s. fid.

EMILIE VERDIER—2s.

PELICIEN DAVID—2s. fid.

GAZE DE PARIS—2s. Gd.

GERARD DOW—3s. Gd.

HEROLD—2s. fid.

HOULETTI—Is. fid.

ISADORE LEROY—2s.

LINDENI—Is. Gd.

LAINGH-2S. Gd.

LOUIS POIRIER— l.s. Gd.

LEOPOLD ROBERT- Is. fid.

LEPESCHKINEI— 2.S.

LOUISE DUPLESSIS— 1 s. fid.

LUDDEMANNI—2s.

LULLI—2.S.

MDME. ALFRED BLEU— Is. fid.

MDME. ALFRED MAME— 1.'. Gd.

MDME. DE LA DEVANSAYE— 2s. fid.

MDME. HEINE—2s.

MDME. JULES PICOT—3.s. Gd.

MDME. MARJOLIN SCHEFFER- 2s.

MARS—2s.

MERCADANTE —Is. fid.

MEYERBEER—Is. Gd.

NEWMANNI— l.s. Gd.

MRS. LAING—2s. Gd.

ORNATUM—2s.

PRINCE ALBERT EDWARD—Is. Gd.

PRINCESS ALEXANDRA—2s. Gd.

RAOUL PUGNO—2.S.

RELNE VICTORIA—Is. fid. )

SALVATOR ROSA—2s.

CST'RTTTGl 9« fi/V

SOUVENIR DE MME. ED. ANDREI
—Is. Gd.

TRICOLOR—?s. Gd.

TRIOMPHE DE LA EXPOSITION—
Is. Gd.

VAN DYCK—Is.

VICOMTE3SE DE LA ROQUE-
ORDON— Is. fid.

WIGHTH— Is. Gd.

VERDI—2s. fid.

Many other varieties can be supplied.

CALLA AURATA— 10s. fid.

CALLA (RICHARDIA) ELLIOTTIANA—
21s.

CAMELLIAS—See Collection.

CAREX EUROPABA VARIEGATA—Is.

•CENTROPOGON LUCIANUS— Is. and

Is. Gd.

CHOISYA (JULIANA) TERNATA— Is.

and Is. Gd.

OHOROZEMA CORDATUM—2s. Gd.

„ SPLENDENS—2s. Gd.

HENCHMANNH-3s. fid.

ILICIFOLIUM—2s. fid.

LAWRENCIANA—2s. fid.

„ VARIUM NANA—2s. fid.

CHRYSANTHEMUMS—See Collection.

CISSUS—See Climbers.
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•OliERODENDRON FAliLAX—3s. 6c?.

„ PRAQRANS, PL. PL.—3s. 6<?

,, See also Stove Climbers.

CLLANTHUS MAONIPICUM—3s. 6rf.

„ PUNICEUS—2s. Sd.

COLEUS—See Collection.

CORREA, BRTTiTiTANT—2s. 6d.

„ lAAGNIPICA—2s. 6c?.

„ SPECIOSA MAJOR—2s. 6c?.

„ VENTRICOSA—2s. 6c?.

ORASSULA ORACILIS (ELEGANS)— Is.

•CROTONS—
^ . ANEITUMENSIS—Pale green, nicely

veined yellow. 2s. 6c?.

BARONNE JAS. DE ROTHSCHILD
— Desirable; large, bold foliage. 2s. 6c?.

BARON PRANK SELLIERE—Large
vate leaves, margined and blotched creamy

white. 2s. 6ci.

CHEL30NI — Small narrow twisted

foliage
;
very distinct. 2s. 6c?.

COUNTESS—Long narrow leaves, beau-

tifully spotted yellow. 3s.

COMTE DE GERMINY—Large ovate

leaves, marbled with red and bronzy-yellow.

2s. 6c?.

DISRAELI — Leaves three-lobed,

blotched yellow. 2s. 6c?.

DUKE OP BUCCLEUCH—A well-

known variety. 2s. 6c?.

EARL OP DERBY—Leaves three-

•CROTONS

—

continued.

VOLUTUS—Leaves curled in shape of

a ram’s horn, green and yellow, variegated;

very distinct. 2s. 6c?.

WEISMANNI—Narrow leaves, veined

and blotched golden-yellow
;
very distinct.

2s.

If selection is left to us we can send 1 doz.

nicely varied for 18s.

CUMERIA WALLISn—3s. 6c?.

•CYANOPHYLLUM MAGNIPICUM-
3s. 6c?.

CYCLAMEN—In variety. 6s. to 21s. per doz.

'CYPERUS ALTERNIPOLIUS—1.S.& ls.6c?.

„ „ VARIEGATUS—
Is. 6c?. and 2s. 6c?.

„ GRACILIS—Is. 6c?.

CYTISUS ATLEEANA—Is. 6c?.

,,
RACEMOSUS—Is. 6c?.

DAPHNE INDICA RUBRA—2s. 6c?. and
3s. 6c?.

,, ,, alba—3s. 6c?.

•DIEPPENBACHIA BARAQUINIANA,
san. VERSCHAPPELTII—3s. 6c?.

*BAUSEI—2s. 6c?.

BOWMANNI—2s. 6c?.

EBURNEA—3s. 6c?.

LEOPOLDI—2s. 6c?.

PICTA—3s. 6c?.

•DIONCE’a MUSCIPULA (Venus Ply Trap)

lobed, bright green, broadly marked golden

yellow. 2s. 6c?.

EVANSIANUS—Large bold foliage.

2s. 6c?.

HAWKERI—Leaves medium size, nicely

variegated, creamy white. 2s. 6c?.

ILLUSTRIS — Leaves three-lobed,

blotched with yellow. 2s. 6c?.

lady ZETLAND — Short narrow

leaves, veined and margined yellow. 2s. 6c/.

LYNCHIANA. 2s. Gc?.

LANGH. 2s. 6c?.

MASSANGEANA—Effective, marbled

with pale yellow and bronzy-red. 2s. Gc?.

MAJESTICUS — Long arching leaves,

nicely variegated. 2s. 6c/.

MORTEPONTAINENSIS—Leaves

three-lobed, nicely marbled red and yellow,

changing to crimson. 2s. 6c?.

MRS. SWAN— Long recurved leaves,

heavily blotched golden-yellow ;
desirable.

2s. 6c?.

MUSIAICUS — Medium-sized leaves,

veined and blotched yellow and red. 3s. Gc?.

PRINCE OP WALES—Long undula-

ting twisted leaves, beautifully blotched

deep golden-yellow ;
desirable. 3s. 6c?.

QUEEN VICTORIA— Long broad

leaves, blotched with deep yellow changing

to bright red. 2s.

UNDULATUS — Medium-sized leaves,

blotched with bronzy-yellow. 2s. 6c?.

—6s.

DIPLACUS, or SHRUBBY MIMULUS
— GLUTINOSUS PUNICEUS, syn.

AURANTIACUS— Is.

SUNBEAM—Is.

DRACAENAS (CORDYLINE)
,, A. LAING—2s. 6(?. & 3s. 6c?.

,,
ALBERTTI—2.S. 6c?. & 3s. Gc?.

,, AMABILIS—2s. 6c/. & 3s. 6c?.

„ ANERLEYENSIS—2s. 6c/.

„ ANGUSTTFOLIA — 2s. 6c?.

and 3s. 6c?.

„ BARRONH-2s. Gc?.

,,
*BAPTISTn—3s. 6c?.

„ BAUSEI—5s.

„ BORONTH-2s. 6c?.

„ COMTE H. DE ROTTER-
MUND— 2s. 6c?.

•COOPERII—2s. 6cf.

ELEGANTISSIMA—3s. 6c?.

,, PERREA—2s. 6<?.

„ PERREA GRANDIS—3s. 6c?.

„ PRAU MARIE METZSCH
2s. Gc?.

,, GLADSTONEI—2s. 6c/.

„ »GOLDIEANA—5s.

,, *GUILPOYLEI—2s. 6c?.

„ IMPERIALIS—2s. 6c?.

„ KWANSII—2s. 6c?

„ LORD WOLSELEY— 3s. 6c?.

„ LINDENH—3s. 6c?.

1 „ MARGINATA—3s. 6c?.
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DRAC-fflNAS (CORDYLINE)— continued.

„ MDME. BEROMANN—
3s. c^d.

, , MRS . LAING—3s. G(J.

MRS. WILLS—3.S. 6rf.

, , NORWOODIENSIS— 3s. Gd.

„ PENDDLA—3.S. 6e(.

„ PODBELLI—2s. Grf.

,, PRINCE MANOUK BEY—
3i firf.

„ 'REGINA—3s. ed.

,, RENARDIOE-3.s.6rf.

,, ROSSII-3S. 6rf.

, , RUBRA—2s. Gd.

„ SPINKSn— 3s. ed.

SUPERBA-2S. ed.

„ TERmNALIS—2s. 6rf.

, , TERMINALIS ALBA-2s. firf.

,, TERMINALIS ROSEA —
2s. ed.

„ TERMINALIS RUBRA—
2s. ed.

„ TERMINALIS STRICTA—
2s. ed.

„ TRIOMPHE DE ANGIERS.
3.S. ed

„ VICOMTESSE DE BELLA-
VILLE—2s. ed.

And many others, our selection, 24.s.and 30s d( z.

EPACRIS—Varions, Is. ed., 2s., and 2s. 6rf.

•EPIPHYLLUMS— All the beet varieties.
2s. 6d. to 3s. ed. each.

ERICAS—In variety. Is. Gd. and 2s.

ERYTHRINA CRISTA GALLI—Attractive
bunches of orange coral-like blossoms. Is. 6rf.

EUCHARIS—<.Vee Bulbous Plants.
EULALIA JAPONICA VARIEGATA—

A beautiful variegated grass. Is. 6<f.

EUPATORIUM GRANDIPLORUM— Is.

,, RIPARUM—l.s. 6rf.

•EUPHORBIA JACQUINIsEFLORA
(PULGENS)—Useful and pretty, spravs
of small flowers of a rich orange-scarlet.
Is. 6ef. and 2s. Gd.

•SPLENDENS—2s. Gd.

*EURYA LATIPOLIA VARIEGATA—
2s. ed,

PESTUCA GLAUCA (Fescue Grass) —
Useful for the same purposes as Isolepis
Gracilis; quite hardy. Gd.

PICUS ELASTICA (India-rubber Plant)

—

1 s. Gd. to 2s. ed.

ELASTICA VARIEGATA — Golden
marbled foliage; very ornamental. 2s. 6d.
PARCELLI—Silver variegation. Is. 6d.

•PITTONIA VERSCHAPPELTn ARGY-
RONEURA. 2s. Gd.

•VERSCHAPPELTII PEARCEI.
2s. ed.

FUCHSIAS-See Collection.

•GARDENIA INTERMEDIA—Is. Gd. and
2s. 6rf.

1

GENISTAS—See Cytisns.

•GLOXINIAS—See Collection.

•GLOXINIA MACULATA SCEPTRUM
I —Clear lilac. Is.

I

GREVILLEAROBUSTA—Graceful foliage;

greatly prized for table decoration. Is. Gd.
HABRANTHUS—5ee Bulbous Plants.

HERECLINIUM ATRORUBENS— Is.

HYDRANGEAS—^S’ee Collection.

•HIBISCUS COOPERI—Variegated, Is.

•RUBRA PL. PL.—Is.

•ROSA SINENSIS PULGIDUS—Is.

•ROSA SINENSIS KERMESINUS—
Is. ed.

•ROSA SINENSIS MAGNIPICUS— 2s.

•ROSA SINENSIS VTVICANS-Is. Gd.

•ROSA SINENSIS ZEBRINUS—Is. 6t/.

IMANTOPHYLLUM (Cllvea)—
MINLATUM—2s. Gd. each.

SPLENDENS—2s. Gd.

IMPATIENS AURICOMA (The Yellow
Balsam) Flowers of a beautiful clear yellow
colour. Is. each.

PLACCIDA ALBA—Pure white. Is.

•HAWKERI—Flowers rich deep carmine,
clear bluish tint round a small white eye.

Is. Gd.

•PLATYPETALA—Pink or rose coloured.

Is.

•THE SULTAN’S BALSAM (ImpatleUB
Sultani)—Colour bright rosy red

;
pretty

little objects for the conservatory. Gd.

IPOMCEA, HORSPALLLB— 2s. 6rf.

ISOLEPIS GRACILIS

—

Gd. each
;
4s. per doz.

ISOLOMA V. LEMOINE— 7yrf®a-shaped
flowers of a rich red shade, spotted deeper;
velvety green foliage. Is.

HIRSUTA— Similar to above
;
bright

scarlet tube. Is.

•IXORA ACUMINATA. 3s. 6<f.

,, ALBA. 3s. Gd.

„ PILGRIMH. 3s. 6rf.

„ PRINCEPS. 3s. Gd.

„ REGINA. 3s. 6(f.

„ WILLIAMSI. 3s. Gd.

•JACARANDA (ICARANDA) MIMOSl-
POLIA 2s. Gd.

•JASMINUM GRACILLIMUM— Pure white
fragrant flowers. 2s. Gd.

•SAMBAC—Is. erf.

„ PL. PL.—3s. 6rf.

KALOSANTHES—See Crassula.

LACHENALIA NELSONH-One of the-

finest varieties. Is.each
;
flowering plants, 2s. each'

LEONOTIS LEONURUS (Lion's TaU), sun.

PHLOMIS LEONURUS— Is.

LIBONIA PENRHOSIENSIS—Is. 6rf

PLORIBUNDA—Orange- red and yellow"
tube-like flowers. 9rf.

LILIES

—

See Collection.
LINUM TRIGYNUM, syn. REINWARD-

TIA TETRAGYNE— Golden -yellow flowers.

9rf. and Is.
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LOTUS PELIORHYNCUS (Coral Gem)—
Silvery foliage

;
usefnl for banging baskets, &c.

Is.

LUCULIA GRATISSIMA— Flowers rose

coloured, deliciously sweet, .'l.t.

MAGNOLIA CONSPICUA, syn. YULAN—
3s. 6d.

MAGNOLIA GLAUCA—3s. 6ii.

„ GRANDIPLORA—3s. 6rf.

„ LENNE—7s. 6rf.

„ FUSCATA—3s. 6(7.

,, PUMILA—3s. firf.

MARANTA (CALATHEA) ALBO LIN
NEATA. 3s. 6rf.

MARANTA KERCHOVIANA. 3s. 6rf.

• ,,
MAKOYANA. 3s. 6rf.

• „ VEITCHH. 3s. 6rf.

• ,, ZEBRINA—Splendid foliage,

variegated, two shades of green. 2s. 6d.

•lAARANTA WARSCEWICZII— Very

dwarf, and nicely variegated. 2s. 6d.

MIKANIA VIOLACEA—A useful trailing

plant for baskets and vases. Is.

NERIUM ATROPURPUREUM PLE
NUM—2s. 6(7.

„ DE BRUN—2s. 6(7.

,, GLORIOSUM — Double pink.

2s. 6(7.

MADONI GRANDIFLORA—
2s. 6(7

NERIUM OLEANDER ALBUM— 2s. 6(7.

,, „ LUTEUM—3s. 6(7.

NEPENTHES AMPULLARIA VITTATA.
7s. 6(7.

,,
CHELSONI. 15s

• ,, COCCINEA. 10s. 6(7

* ,, COURTII. 1 6s.

• „ DISTILLATORIA. 7s. 6-7

» ,, DOMINII 7s. 6(7.

» „ GRACILIS MAJOR. Bs.

* „ HENRYANA lO.s. 6(7. and 15s.

* „ HOOKERI. 16s.

* ,, HOOKER.(E. 21s.

» ,, HYBRIDA MACULATA.7.s.6(7>
• ,,

INTERMEDIA. 10s. 6(7.

» „ KENNEDYANA. 10s. 6(7.

» ,,
LAWRENCEANA. 10s. 6(7.

* ,,
MASTERSIANA. 15.s.

,, MORGAN.®. 10.9.6(7.

» ,,
OUTRAMIANA. 7.s. 6(7.

• „ RAFFLESIANA. 10s. 6(7.

• ,, RATOLIPPIANA. 10s. 6(7.-

*
., SEDENI. 5s.

*
., STEWARTII. 10s. 6(7.

» „ SUPEBBA. 10s. 6(7.

„ ZEYLANICARUBRA. ..7s 6(7.

NERTERA DEPRESSA—An accjuisition in

any greenhouse or rockwork in summer. Is. ^

OPHIOPOGON SPICATUM FOL. AR-
GENTIA VARIEGATIS. Is. 6(7.
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ORANQE TREES (Citrus Aurantlum")

—

Plants in fruit, 6s. to 10s. 6rf.

OTHONNA CARNOSA, syn. CRASSI-
FOLIA—Splendid plant for basketwork. 6cf.

PILEA MUSCOSA (ArtUlery Plant), syn
MICROPHYLLA—Highly interesting. 9c?.

‘PANDANTJS UTTLIS— Is. U.
•VEITCHII—2s. 6d. and 3s. Gd.

•RONDELETIA ( ROOIERA) BRIL-
LIANTISSIMA. 2s. Gd.

RUBXTS ROS^FOLIUS, VAR. CORONA-
NUS, or BRIDAL ROSE. Is.

•RUELLIA DEVOSIANA—Dark marbled
foliage. Is. each.

MACRANTHA — Splendid winter-
flowering stove plant. Is. 6<f.

*RUSSELIA JUNCEA. 2s. Gd.

•PANICUM VARIEGATUM—For baskets,
or hanging over brickwork, in greenhouse, con-
servatory, &c. Gd.

•PELLIONIA DAVEANANA. Is.

•PULCHRA—Useful. Is.

•PHRTNIUM VARIEGATUM — Very
pretty. 3s. Gd. each.

•PLUMBAGO ROSEA—Is. Gd.
POA TRIVALIS (varieyata)—A very elegant

hardy grass. Is. each
;

6s. per doz.

•POINSETTIAS (Euphorbia) — Is. Gd. to
2s. Gd. each.

PRIMULAS—See Collection.

i'REIDIA GLAUCESCENS — An elegant
plant. 2s. Gd. each.
REINECKIA CARNEA FOLUS VARIE-

GATA, syn. SANSIEVERA CARNEA VA-
RIEGATA—Half the leaf is white, and half
green. Gd.

SALVIAS—See Collection.

•SANCH^IZIA NOBILIS VARIEGATA,
1

<yn. GLAUCOPHYLLA. 2s. Gd.

SARRACENIA DRUMMONDH—One of
the best of its genus. 3s. Gd. each.

FLAVA—A very useful plant for shady
rock gardens or cool greenhouse; yellow,
veined purple. 2s. Gd.

FLAVA MAXIMA—Very distinct, with
large pitchers and hroad lids of a bright green
colour. Is. Gd.

PURPUREA— Well-known variety.

3s. Gd.

SAXIFRAGA SARMENTOSA SUPERBA
TRICOLOR. 2s. Gd.

•SCHISMATOGLOTTIS CRISPATA. 3s.6(f.

SPARMANNIA AFRICANA—Is.

STREPTOSOLEN (BROWALLIA)
JAMESONI—Is.

;
fine plants, in 6-inch pots, 2s.

SAINTeAULIA lONANTUA.

‘SAINTPAULIAv lONANTHA—One of the most charming stove plants introduced of late
years. It belongs to the fantily of the Gesneriaceas, and was found on the Usambara Mountains
in East Africa. The^tiny plants form a flat rosette of deep green hairy leaves, which are similar
in form to those of the Gloxinia, hut smaller in all parts, and moat reddish brown underneath. The
flower stems, 2 to 4 inches in length, are crowned by beantiful deep blue flowers, bearing a close
resemblance in form as well as in colour to those of the sweet-scented violet

;
stamens deep golden-

yellow. Will bloom continually throughout the year. The seed is extremely fine, and requires
similar treatment to that of the Streptccarpns. Per pkt.. Is. Gd

.
;
plants. Is. Gd. each. T —
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SEDXJM AZOIDEUM VABIEGATTJM—
Ornamental plant.

JAPONIC CM, VAR.OP “PABArvIUM, "

POL. VAR.—Each leaf marked with white.

Is.

SIEBOLDI—Of a thick suhstancei with
wax-like blotch in thecentreof each leaf. 9d,

SIBTHORPIA EUROPjBA (Comlah
Moneywort)— A aplendid little trailing

plant for the rockery in conservatories;

foliage small. 6rf.

ODORATUM — Foliage beautifully

scented. 6rf. each.

EUROP^A ARGENTEA MARGIN-
ATA—Very elegant. Is. each.

STATICE HALPORDII— A superb blue

variety, useful for the decoration of the

greenhouse. 2s. 6rf. and 3s. Gd. each.

IMBRICATA—2s. Gd. and 3s. Gd. each.

STREPTOCARPUS REXII. Is. Gd. each.

HYBRIDS_We have a fine stock of seed-

lings of various shades, plants that will be sure

to bloom this season. Is. Gd. each
;

15s. per

doz.

*STROBILANTHES DYERIANUS
—Briliiant and exquisite colouring. It is of

easy growth, and most useful as a decorative

plant. 1<. each.

•TILLANDSIA (VRIESIA) SPLENDEN3.
3s. Gd.

•TABERN^MONTANACORONARIAPL.
PL.—Resembling the Gardenia in growth and

fragrance, pure white double flowers. 2s. Gd.

TRADESCANTIA ZEBRINA—Easy

growth, dark foliage, and makes a very

effective contrast with brighter colours.

Gd. each ;
4s. per doz.

ALBO VITTATA—Prettily marked, of

a silvery white
;
very clear. Is.

•MULTICOLOR—Most beautifully varie-

gated with pnrple, lake, and white. Gd.

STOVE AND GREENHOUSE CLIMBERS.
Those marked thus • are for the Stove.

ABTJTILONS—See Collection.

ACACIA DEALBATA. 2s. 6<f.

LONGIPOLIA MAGNIFICA. 3s. Gd.

VERTICILLATA. 2s.

•ALLAMANDA NOBILIS. 3s. Gd. .

•GRANDIFLORA. 6s.

HENDERSONII. 2s. Gd.

•SCHOTTU. 2s. erf.

•WARDLEANA. 2s. 6rf.

WILLIAMSII. 3s. 6rf. each.

•ARISTOLOCHIA GIGAS. 2s. 6rf.

GIGAS VAR. STURTEVANTn--A
most extraordinary plant. It blooms with

wonderful freedom and always proves a

sensational object of the greatest interest.

Awarded a First-Class Certificate. 6s.

•ORNITHOCEPHALA 6s.

ASPARAGUS DECUMBENS. 2s. 6rf.

PLUMOSUS. Is. 6rf. to 2s.

•PLUMOSUS NANUS. Is. 6rf. and
2s. erf.

•TENXnSSIMUS. 2s. erf.

•BIGNONIA VENUSTA. 3s. erf.

•CAPENSIS.
•CAPREOLATA.
•GRANDIPLORA.
•SPECIOSA.

BOUGAINVILLEA GLABRA (Sanders’

variety). 2s. erf.

•GLABRA. 2s. 6rf.

•SPECIOSA. 2s. erf.

SPLENDENS. 2s. erf.

•CAMPSrOIUM FILICIPOLIUM. 2s. erf.

•CISSUS AMAZONICA. 3s. 6rf.

•DISCOLOR. Is. erf.

CLEMATIS COCCINEA.l See Hardy
CRISPA. j Climbers.

INDIVISA LOBATA. 2s. 6rf.

•CLERODENDRON BALPOURH. 2s. Gd.

•SPLENDENS SPECIOSISSIMA.
3s. erf.

COB.®A SCANDENS—Violet ivy. Is. Gd.

SCANDENS VARIEGATA. Is. 6rf.

and 2s. erf.

CONVOLVULUS MAURITANICUS. Gd.

•CORYNOSTYLIS HYBANTHUS ALBI
PLORUS. 6s.

•DIPLADENIA AMABILIS. 6s.

•BOLIVTENSIS. 3s. 6rf.

•BREARLEYANA. 3s. Gd.

•INSIGNIS. 3s. erf.

•ORNATA. 6s.

•PROPUSA. 5s.

•SPLENDENS. 6s.

•FICUS BARBATUS. 2s. 6rf.

MINIMUM. Is. and Is. erf.

•REPENS. Is. and Is. 6rf.

HABROTHAMNUS (Cestrum)—
AURANTIACUS. Is. erf.

ELEGANS. Is. 6rf.

PASCICULATUS. Is. erf.

•HOYA EELLA. Is. 6rf.

•CAR140SA. Is. erf.

GLOBULOSA. Is. 6rf.

•IMPERIALIS. 2s. erf.

•JASMINUM GRACILLIMUM. Is. 6rf.

GRANDIPLORUM, Is. 6rf.

KENNEDYA—Of sorts, 2s. erf., 3s. 6rf., & 6s.

LAPAGERIA ALBA 7s. 6rf. to 21s. each.

ROSEA. 3s. erf. and 5s.

•MANETTIA BICOLOR. Is. 6rf.

MYRSIPHYLLUM ASPARAGOIDES
(SmllEtx). Is.

•PASSIPLORA CARDINALIS. 2s. erf.

CONSTANCE ELLIOTT. Is. and

Is. erf.

. 2s. Gd. each.
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t' PASSIFLORA—continued.
^ HYBRIDA FLORIBUNDA. 2s. 6d.

•PRINCEPS. 2s. 6rf.

COMTE DE NESSELRODE. Is. 6d.

IMP^IRATRICE EUGENIE, l.s. 6d.
ETNSFORD GEM. 2s. 6d. each.
MUNROII. Is. 6d.
NEWMANNI. Is 6rf.

ALATA. 2s. Gd.

VITIPOLIA. 2s.

•PLUMBAGO CAPENSIS. Is.

RHTNCHOSPERMUM (TRACHELOS-
PERMUM) JASMINOIDES. Is. Gd.

•SMILAX MACROPHYLLA VARIEGATA.
2s. Gd.

SOLANUM JASMINOIDES. Is. Gd. and
2s. Gd.

STEPHANOTTS PLORLBUNDA, “EL-
VASTON ” VAR. 2.s. Gd.

TACSONIA EXONIENSIS. Is. Gd.
VAN VOLXEMII. Is. Gd.

•TECOMA JASMINOIDES. Is. Gd.

JASMINOIDES GRANDJPLORA.
2s. 6rf.

•THUNBERGIA LAURIFOLIA. 2s. Gd.

TROP^OLUMS. See Collection.

The following three are most beautiful little trailing plants
;
for a warm greenhouse or stove nothing

exceeds their beauty. The two latter varieties ready in March.

•TORENIA ASIATICA— The strongest
grower, producing innumerable small Pansy-like
flowers of a striking purple and white. Is.

•TORENIA FOURNIERI-Very similar, but

with a more upright closer growth, and is one
of our most useful flowering plants. Is.

•TORENIA BAILLONI—Same in growth as
preceding, differing only in flower, being of a bright
yellow. Is. 6d.

PLANTS FOR THE DECORATION OF THE CONSERVATORY
OR SUB-TROPICAL GARDENING.

Eithbb in Groups or as Single Specimens.

ARALIA (PATSIA) JAPONICA (Sleboldl).
Is. Gd. and 2s. Gd.

(PATSIA) JAPONICA (Sleboldl)
varlegata. 2s. Gd.

GRACILLIMUM. 5s.

CHABRIERI, syn. ELVEODENDRON
CHABRIERI—A most elegant table plant.
2.S. Gd. each.

VEITCHH. 6s.

DRAC^NA AUSTRALIS. 2s. Gd. to

7s. Gd. ;
fine plants, 10s. Gd. to 15s.

areca lutescens.
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PERNS.
(Maidenhair

Each-

Fern)—ADIANTUM
Amabile
Bausei
Braziliense

Capillus-Veneris

cornu bienee
grande ...

Caudatum
Ciliatum. Should be grown in

suspended pots or baskets

Concinnum
latum

Cuneatum
grandiceps, fronds tasselled at

tbe extremities

Curvatum, a very choice and beautiful

species

Decorum
Dolabriforme, a good companion for

A. ciliatum...

Edgeworthii. See A. ciliatum.

Farleyense, the most beautiful of all

the Maidenhair Ferns
Formosum
Glaucophyllum
Gracillimum ..

Hispidulum
Lathomii, a beautiful variety, with

spreading recurved fronds
Legrandii, a dense-growing form of

A. gracillimum
Lnnulatum
Macrophyllum, a beautiful species,

young fronds brightly tinted red

Mundulura, very pretty compact-
growing Fern

Pacottii

Pedatum,a beautiful hardy deciduous
species

Pubescens
Reniforme
Rhodophyllum
Rubellum
Scutum
Tiuctnm
Trapeziforme
Victorise

Weigandii
Williamsii

ALSOPHILA—
Australis

Excelsa ..

ASProruM—
Rigidum
Trifoliatum

ASPLENITJM—
Alatum...
Bifidum
Bulbiferum

1—s. d.

1 fi

1 0

1 0

1 0

1 6

1 C

1 r,

1 0
1 0

2 6

2 6

1 fi

1 0

2 6

1 6

1 0

Each

—

8. d.

ASPLENITJM

—

continued.

Caudatum ... ... ... ... 3 0
Cicutarium ... 2 0
Colensoi ... .. 1 0
Cultriforme 2 6

Decussatum .. 1 6

Dimorphum (hifonne) ... ... 1 0
Divarieatnm 10
Fiabellifolium .. ... ... 1 6

Flaccidum 1 6

Foeniculaceum 16
Formosum ... ... 1 6

Hemionites (pohnatuKi) ... ... 2 0
Laxum pumilum 16
Nobilis 2 6

Viviparum ... 1 6

BLECHNTJM—
Braziliense ... 1 0
Occidentale 1 0

CHEILANTHES -

Elegans (Lace Fern) 2 0
Hirta Ellisiana ... ... ... 1 6

Tomentosa 1 6
Viscosa 'If 6

CYRTOMIUM—Remarkable for the thick

leathery substance of the fronds.

Falcatum 1 0
Fortune! 1 0

DAVALLIA—
Bullata (Squirrel’s Foot) 1 6

Canariensis (Hare’s Foot Fern) ... 1 6

Decora... 1 6

Fijiensis, a very handsome species ... 2 6
major 2 6

plumosa, large spreading fronds

very finely divided 3 0
Foeniculacea 3 0
Griflithiana 2 0
Kunzii 2 6

Pentaphylla 1 6

Polyantha ... 2 0

DICKSONIA—
Antarctica ... 2 0
Squarrosa 3 6

DICTYOGRAMMA—
Japonica 1 6

variegata 1 6

DIDYMOCHL^NA—
Truncatula ... 3 6

DOODIA—
Aspera 1 0

multifida 1 0

Caudata 1 0

DORYOPTERIS—
Palmata ... ... ... ... 1 0
Pedata .. 2 0-
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Each— d.

aONIOPHLEBIUM—
Appendiculatum, a pretty species,

with dark purple tinted fronds ... 2 6

Glaucophyllum 2 0
Subanriculatum 2 0

OYMNOaRAMMA—
Alston! 1 G

Chrysophylla ... 1 6
grandiceps . 2 0

Laucheana ... 2 0
Martensii ... 1 0
Parsonsii, a densely creste .. variety of

the Gold Fern 2 6

Peruviana argj'rophylla (Silver Fern) 1 0
Schizophylla gloriosa 2 6
Trifoliata 2 6

Wettenhalliana (Crested Silver Fern) 2 0

HEMIONITIS—
Cordata 16
Palmata 1 6

LASTREA—
Aristata ... 1 0

variegata 1 0
Cuspidate 1 6
Hispida... 2 6
Meinbransefolia ... 1 0
Patens 1 6

LETJCOSTEGIA—
Immersa ... ..16

LOMARIA—
Gibba ... . ... 10
Nuda 2 6

LONGCHITES—
Pubescens 3 6

LYGODIIJM (Climbing Fern)—
Scandens 1 0

MICROLEPIA—
Hirta Cristata 2 6

NEPHRODIUM—
Decurrens 1 0
Molle 1 0

corymbiferum 1 0

NEPHROLEPIS—
Bausei,pale green feather-like fronds;

very distinct 1 6
Davallioides, true 2 0

furcans 3 6
multiceps ...6 0

Du£Si ... ... ... ... ..16
Exaltata 1 6

Pectinate 1 6
Phillipinense 1 6
Rufescens Tripinnatihda 2 6
Tuberose 1 0

OSM0NDA (Flowering Fern)

—

Javanica ... 6 0

2 0

I 6

Each—s. d.

OSMUNDA (Flowering^Fern)

—

continued.

Palustris ... 1 0

PELL/tEA

—

Ternifolia, a very distinct fern, having
long slender fronds of a pale
glaucous green

PHLEBODItJM—
Anrenm, remarkable for the peculiar

bluish- grey tint in the fronds

;

of great value for decoration . .

.

Glaucum, of more slender growth than
the better known P. aureum; the
peculiar bluish tint is also more
conspicuous 1 6

Sporodocarpum 2 0

PLATYCERIUM-
Alcicorne (Stag’s Horn Fern) ... 2 6

majus 3 6

Grande ... ... 7 6
Stemmaria (aMio/u’ea) .. ... 3 6

Willinkii 7 6

PLATYLOMA—
Falcata, long harrow pinnate fronds,

with a bright deep green surface
Flexuosa, pale green, long spreading

fronds

Eotundifolia, long fronds, with small
rouird pinnoe

POLYPODIUM—
Venosum
Argyrea

PTERIS—
Cretica ...

albo-lineata

cristata

Mayii, the best crested form of

C. albolineaia. This variety has
gained several F. C. C

Leptophylla
Serrulate cristata compacta
Straminea
Tremula

elegans

Smithiana
Tricolor, the most beautiful of all

variegated Ferns
Victori®

STENOCHLiENA—
Scandens

STRUTHIOPTERIS—
Germanics (Ostrich-feather Fern) ...

TODEA—
Arborea

WOOD-WARDIA—
Orientalis

Kadicans ... ... ... ...

2 6

2 6

2 6

2 6

1 0

1 0
1 0
1 0

1 0

2 6

2 0
2 6

2 6

1 0

2 0

1 0
1 6

The prices quoted are for young plants, larger specimens can also be supplied at special quotations.
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COLLECTIONS OF FERNS.
Collection of 12 dlstinot stove varieties

„ „ 12 „ greenhouse sorts

„ „ 12 „ Adiantums

„ „ 12 „ Pteris

The above Collections can bo turned out of pots and forwarded by Parcel Post, or packed

(in pots) and put on Rail. The selection of sorts must be left entirely to us.

Collections in Larger-sized Plants from 12.5. to 30s. per dozen.

SELAGINELLAS.
Each—-s. d.

Amoena ••• ... 1 0 Kraufsianu

Apoda 0 6 aurea ...

Atro-viridis 1 0 variegata

Brownii 0 6 Lobbii var. cognata... ...

Cffisia 1 0 Lyallii

arborea 1 6 Marteusii

Caulescens argentea 1 6 variegata

Circinalis I 0 Patula •••

Elegans 1 6 Plumosa flagellifera

Emiliana ' 1 0 Rubricaulis ...

Erythropus
Galeottii

1

1

6
0

Serpens

Grandis
Griffithii

3
1

0

6
Umbrosa

Hsematodes 1 6 Vogel ii

Ineequalifolia 1 0 Wildenovi ...

Each—s. d.

... 0 6

... 0 6

... 0 6

... 1 6

... 2 6

... 0 6

... 1 0

... 1 0

... 1 6

... 1 0

... 0 6

... I 0

... 1 6

... 1 6

... 1 6

PALMS.
T
hese plants are particularly adapted for the decoration of the Dinner-Table, large Conserva-

tories, &c.
;
many of them produce a fine effect in the Flower Garden during the summer season.

20s., 30s., 36s., 42s., and 60s. per doz.

s. d.

ARECA BATJERI 3 6

„ LtTTESCENS 2 6

„ RXTBEA 2 6

„ VERSCHAPPELTII 3 6

CHAI/LBROPS EXCELSA 2 6

„ PORTUNEI 2 6

„ HUMILIS 2 6

COCOS PLEX0OSA 8 6

„ PLXTMOSA 3 6

,,
WEDDELIANA 2 6

EUTERPE EDULIS 2 6

OEONOMA GRACILIS 2 6

KENTIA BELMOREANA 2 6

The above i

s. d.

KENTIA FOSTERIANA 2 6
LATANIA BORBONICA 2 6
LIVISTONI (CORTPHA) AUSTRALIS 2 6

„ CHINENSIS, OR SINENSIS 2 6

PHCENIX DACTYLIFERA 2 6

,, RECLINATA 2 6

„ RUPICOLA 3 6
PRITCHARDIA PACIEIA 6 0

„ PILAMENTOSA ... 2 6
PTYCHOSPERWCA ALEXANDRzE... 3 6

SEAPORTHIA ELEGANS 2 0
THRINAX ARGENTEUS 5 0

„ ELEGANS 3 6

5-inch pots.

A. F. Angus, Esq., Bank of Montreal, Winnipeg, Canada,
17M January, 1897.

I was charmed with the plants you sent me last year. They came as a perfect revelation

to all the good people here. They were truly gorgeous, and I was exceedingly well satisfied

with them.

(
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? PLOWBfilNG SHm-UK® PLANTS.
CISTDS—

The members of this useful genus of

dwarf shrub-like plants have been so far

too much neglected, when their beauty and
general value for the decoration of hot dry ,

positions where not many things will thrive i

are taken into consideration. The only
wonder is that they are not grown by ^

everybody. I

AFRICANTJS. Is. 6d.

ALBIDTJS 2s.

ALGARVENSIS Is.

ALYSSOIDES. 3s 6rf.

CORBARIENSIS. 2s. 6rt.

CRISP0S. Is. 6<f.

CYPRIUS. 2s.

FLORENTINXJS Is.

LAtTRIFOLrUS. Is.

LUSITANICUS. Is. 6rf.

MONSPEUENSIS. Is. 6d.

OBTUSIFOLIUS. 2s. 6d.

PLATYSEPALTJS. 2s. 6<f.

PtTRPTJRETIS. 2s. 6d.

HYDRANGEA—
STELLATA FIMBRIATA—The braets

are of the purest white and fringed, having
a crimson spot in the centre. Is.

HORTENSIS CYANOCIiADA—The
best of all this family, is.

HORTENSIA NIGRA—Best colour of
all the Hydrangeas. Is.

SPECIOSA VARIEGATA. Is. Gd.

OTAKSA— l.s. and Is. Gd.

THOMAS HOGG — Of the purest
white. Is.

(The Old Variety)—Well known
;
often

tinted with blue. Gd.

PANICULATA GRANDIFLORA —
Is. and 2s.

SCHIZOPHRAGMA HYD RAN-
GE OIDE 3 (Climbing Hydrangea).
2s. 6rf.

WHITE AND YELLOW FOLIAGED PLANTS.
FOR EDGING OF BEDS AND BORDERS.

ACHILLEA TOMENTOSA. Gd.

UMBELLATA. l.s.

ACORITS JAPONICUS VARIEGATUS. 9d.

ALYSSUM VARIEGATXJM. Gd.

ANTENNARIA TOMENTOSA (Snow
Plant). Gd. each : 3s. per do/.. ; 12s. per 100
ANTHERICUM—

LATIFOLIA MEDIO PICTA— Is.

VARIEGATXTM. l.s.

ARABIS ALPINA VARIEGATA. Gd
each

;
4.S. per doz.

LUCIDA POL. VAR. 6s. per doz.

ARUNDO DONAX VARIEGATA. 3.s. Gd.

AUBRIETIA PURPUREA VARIEGATA
Gd. each; 6s. per doz.

BAMBUSAFORTUNEI VARIEGATA. l.s.

MAXIMOWICZII VITTATA. Is. Gd.

CENTAUREA
PRINCE OP WALES. 2.s.

PRINCESS OP WALES. 2s. 6</.

RAGUSINA COMPACT ft. 6.s-. per doz.

CERASTIUM TOMENTOSUM (Snow in

Summer)—2.s. per doz. ;
large clumps, l.s. each.

COPROSMA BAUERIANA VARIEGATA
Is. each ; 9s. per doz.

DACTYLIS ELEGANTISSIMA— 4s. per
doz.

ELEGANTISSIMA AU R E A — Ctf.

each : 6s. per doz.

GLOMERATA LONGISSIMA
AUREA—6rf.

FUCHSIA GOLDEN FLEECE-Gs. per
doz.

GN.APHALIUM LANATUM FOL. ELEG.
VAR.—6rf. each; 4s. per doz.

LEUCOPHYTON BROWNH- Srf. each;
4.5. ])cr doz.

LONICERA AUREA RETICULATA —
6.5. per doz.

LY3IMACHIA NUMMULARIA AUREA
—9./.

MESEMBRYANTHEMUM CORDIPO-
LIUM VARIEGATUM—Gd. each; 4.?. per doz.
MYRTUS VARIEGATA— l.s.

POLEMONIUM CCERULEUM VARIE-
GATUM—9rf. each

;
8s. per doz.

PYRETHRUM AUREUM LACINIATUM—Gd. each ; 6s. per doz.

SALVIA OFFICINALIS AUREA— Gd.

SANTOLINA INCANA—6d. each; 6s. per
doz.

SPERGULA PILIPERA AUREA — Gd.

each ; 4s. per doz.

STACHYS LANATA—Gd.

STELLARIA GRAMINEA AUREA —
3s. per dozen plants: cuttings. 2s. per 100.

THYMUS MARGINATUS ELEGAN-
TISSIMU3—Gd. each ; 4s. per doz.

VARIEGATUS— Gd.

LANUGINOSUS—Gd.

VALERIANA PHU AUREA — Gs. per
doz. ; 30 s. [)er 100.

VERONICA ANDERSONI VARIEGATA
— is, each.

INCANA—Gd. each
;

5s. per doz.

VINCA ELEGANTISSIMA—Gd.

MINOR POL. AUREIS VARIEGATA
—Gd.

VITIS LABRUSCA POLIIS ARGENTEIS
— Is. each; 10s. per doz.
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BULBOUS PLANTS
(IN POTS.)

AMARYLLIS AULIOA— Very pretty.

Useful for the greenhouse. 3s. 6J. to 6s.

AMARYLLIS FORMOSISSIMXJS
(Jacobsea Lily)—Crimson. 9d. each; 7s. 6rf.

per doz.

ARUM SANCTUM (The Black Calla,

Annn Palestinum, or Solomon’s Lily)— These
magnificent flowers often measure more than a
foot in length, by 6 to 8 inches in width

;
the

inside colour is of the richest velvety purplish-

black imaginable, while the outside is of a
pleasing green. 2s. 6d.

BABIANAS—A collection of 16 of the finest

varieties. Per pot of 3 bulbs, !)cl.

BEGONIAS—The finest collection in cultiva-

tion
;
also a great quantity of seedlings bloomed

and nnbloomed. See Collection.

CALOCHORTI (Butterfly and Star Tulips)
—A fine collection Is. to Is. 6o(.

OHIONODOXA LUCIL^ — Pretty blue

flowers. 6s. per doz.

CROCOSMA AUREA — Bright orange in

autumn ;
extra fine. Per pot, several bulbs, !)</.

EUCHARIS AMAEONICA—One of the

best white-flowering stove plants. Is. to

2s. per bulb
;
flowering plants, 10s. (id.,

15s., and 21s. each.

CANDIDA — Is., Is. 6d., and 2s. Gd.

MASTERII—2s. 6rf.

FREESIA REFRACTA ALBA—The fra-

grance of these charming flowers is

most agreeable
;
pure white; a gem for

forcing. Per pot of 3 bulbs, 2s.

LEITCHLINI—Per pot of 3 bulbs, t s. Gd.

HABRANTHUS ADVENUS COCCIN BUS
—Large umbels of deep purplisli red

flowers. Is.

FULGENS — Deep blood-crimson;
very large flowers. 2s. Gd.

PRATENSIS— Brilliant scarlet. 2«. Gd.

HYACINTHUS (GALTONIA) CANDI-
CANS—Hardy. 6rf. each

;
4s. per doz.

IRIS

—

See Collection.

ISMENE CALATHINA (Sea Dafl'ocUl)—
White trumpet-shaped flowers

;
very

fragrant. 9d.

UNDULATA—Pure white, beatit fully

fringed. 9d.

TXTA—A collection of 30 of the finest. Per
pot of 3 bulbs. Gd.

LACHENALIA TRICOLOR. Per ).ot, 6
bulbs in each, 2s.

LILIES

—

See Collection.

MONTBRETIA POTTSI— Orange-scarlet

;

tubular flowers, borne on one-sided
spikes ; three bulbs in each pot. 9d.

CROCOSMI/EFLORA — Orange-red

;

exceedingly free and hardy. Is.

OROCOSML5EFLORA ELEGANS—
Bright yellow flowers, exterior ver-
milion and yellow. Is. 6rf. pot.

For other varieties, see Bulb List.

NARCISSUS—A fine collection of border
varieties, in pots; price on application.

CORBULARIA MONOPHYLLU3 —
Silver white

; early bloomer. Per pot
of 3 bnlbs. Is.

JUNCIFOLIUS—Dwarf species
;

rich
yellow flowers; neat. Gd.

TRIANDRUS (Cyclamen Daffodil)

—

Very rare and beautiful. Per pot, 3
bnlbs in each, 2s. Gd.

ORNITHOGALUM ARABICUM — Large
heads of white flowers, with deep black
centre. Gd.

AUREUM—A miniatnre species, with
golden-yellow flowers

; rare. Per pot
containing several bulbs, 2s. Gd.

OXALIS—A collection of the most useful
and effective varieties. Per pot of 5 roots. Is.

PANCRATIUM CARRIBEUM—The best
of all the section. Is. Gd.

ILLYRICUM — Large white flowers
;

fragrant. 1 .s.

MARITIMUM—White
; fragrant

;
fine

pot plant. Gd. each.

PARVIFLORUM—Large white flowers

;

fragrant and showy. 9d.

RICHARDIA ^THIOPICA (Calla), the
weU-kuown Arum Lily. 9d., Is., and
Is. Gd.

ALBO-MACULATA—Leaves beautifully
spotted. 9d.

HASTATA—Yellow, with dark centre.
2s. Gd.

SPARAXIS—A collection of 12 of the finest

varieties. Per pot of 3 bulbs, Gd.

TIGRIDIA

—

See Collection.

TRICHONEMA SPECIOSUM—Large car-
mine flowers, of a satiuy texture, issuing
from tufts of slender grassy foliage. Per
pot of 3 bnlbs. Is.

SPECIOSUM ALBUM — Pure white
effective. 9d. each.

TRITONIA—A collection of 10 of the finest

varieties. Per pot of 3 bnlbs, 9rf.

TROP.fflOLUMS—.See Collection.

Kev. F. J. PiiiuEAOX, Lensden Vic.-irage, Ashburton,

11 (A November, 1896.

I am more than pleased with everything I have had from your establishment.

( Idl )
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TUBEROSE (POLIANTHES).
CuLTDBAL Directions.—Pot into 4’s, place in 66 degrees temperature, bottom heat; keep

moist until roots have made a growth, then increase temperature from 70 degrees to 80 degrees.

When full of roots, re-pot into 6-iuch pots, and place near the glass ;
after bloom spike appears,

place them in a cooler house
;
train up under the glass. They must be well syringed, and amply

supplied with liquid manure.

AMERICAK (Double)—For ehoice button-
hole bouquets, &c., no other flowers are of more
value at all seasons than the Tuberose, and should
be used in succession in every forcing-house
during the winter. 2s. per dos.

AFRICAN (Double)—Direct from the Cape
;

have bloomed beautifully with ns all the
summer, and can highly recommend them

Started in pots, 4s. per dozen.

Fine dry Bulbs, 2s. 6d. dozen

VALLOTA PDRPUREA (Great Soarboro'
Lily)—Splendid Amaryllis-like flower

;
beau-

tiful summer flowering plant. Is. to Is. 6d.

WATSONIA—Long spikes of flowers, resem-
bling Gladioli. A collection of 7 very fine

varieties, 6cf. each.

ZEPHTRANTHES CANDIDA (Lily Daf-
fod.il)—Large, silver-white flowers. Is.

each.

CARINATA—The finest of the genus,
deep rose colour. Is.

TREATI—White slightly tinged with
rose Is.

HARDY FERNS.

FOR SHADY CORNERS.

Athyrium Filix Fcemina (Lady Fern)—9<f.

and Is.

„ „ „ ApplebyANUM

—

2s. 6d.

„ „ „ Aubiculare

—

2s. 6d.

„ „ Coincides

—

2s. 6d.

„ „ CoRYMBIPERDM—ls.6(f.

„ „ Crispatom

—

3s. 6d.

„ „ „ CcRTOM—2s. 6rf.

„ „ „ CuRTUM MdLTIFIDUM
—2s. 6d.

„ „ „ Depauperatum (mon-
Btrosum)—2s. 6d.

„ „ „ FlELDIAi—^2s. 6d.

„ „ „ Formoscm Cristathm
—3s. 6d.

„ „ „ Gi-omeratom

—

2s. 6cf.

„ „ „ Mdlticeps

—

2s. 6d.

„ „ „ Moltipidom

—

2s. 6d.

„ „ „ POLYDACTYLON

—

2s.6d.

„ „ „ POLCHELLUM 2s. 6d.

„ „ „ Tortile

—

2s. 6ef.

Bleohudm Spicant Crispom—

I

s.

Labtrea Dilitata (Prickly-toothed Buckler
Fern)—Is.

,,
FiLix-MAS (Male Fern)

—

6d.

„ „ „ Barnesii

—

2s. 6d.

„ „ „ Caudata—

I

s.

Cristata—

I

s.

Lastrea Filix-m as Cristata Iveryana

—

2s.6tf.

„ „ „ Depaoperata

—

2s. 6rf.

„ „ „ Grandiceps

—

2s. 6rf.

» „ ,1 SiMSii—2s. 6<f.

OsMDNDA Reoalis (Royal Fern)—Is. 6<f.

PoLYPODioM Dryopteris (Oak Fern)—Is.

„ Trichomanoides—

A

beautiful
variety. 3s. 6rf. and 6s. each.

„ VetoARE Acutum—

I

s. 6rf.

„ „ Bipodo-lobatom

—

Is.Sd.

„ „ Cambricum

—

2s.

„ „ Cornubtensb Whyteii—2s. 6d.

„ „ ' Elwoethii—

I

s. 6d.

„ „ Maroinatum—

I

s. 6d.

„ „ Moltiporme—

I

s. 6(f.

„ ,, Semilacerum or Hiber-
NicuM—2s. 6d.

Polystichum Angularb (Soft Shield Fern)—Is.

,, „ Attenoata—

I

s. 6d.

„ „ Cristatom

—

2s. 6d.

„ „ CoNSPICtHLOBUM

—

2s. 6(f.

„ „ Grandidens

—

2s. 6d.

„ „ Incisom

—

2s. 6d.

„ „ Lineare

—

3s. 6d.

,, „ Prolipebum—.Is. Gd.

SOOLOPENDRUM VULGARE CbISPUM

—

2s.

12s., 18s., to 30s. per dozen. H, Cannell & Sons’ Selection.

FERNS AND FERN CULTURE. By J. Birkenhead. Is.
; post free. Is. Sd.
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For (u'l Descrlpllve List see Butuniii Gataiope.

Many of onr specimens are now getting large and
give a noble appearance. Our house of them alone is

worth the journey to Swanley.
£ s. d.

A collection of 50 distinct varieties 2 0 0

.. 25 „ 10 0

.. 12 „ 0 9 0

Silver Medal awarded for our collections at the
International Horticultural Exhibition.

CACTI.

They

do

not

require

much

attention,

and

thus

providing

ample

time

for

admiration.
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OR WALL PLANTS. 1HARDY CLIMBING
AKEBIA QUINATA. Is. 6rf.

AMPELOPSIS HEDERACEA (Virginian
Creeper). Is. firf to 2s. M.

HOGGI. l.s. ami Is. firf. each.

SEMPERVIRENS (VITIS STRIATA).
Is. Gil.

VEITCHn (TRICXJSPIDATA), also

known as BOSTON and JAPAN
IVY. Is. erf. to 2s. erf.

APIOS TUBEROSA, syn. GLYCINE
APIOS (or Tuberous Rooted Wistaria). Is.

ARISTOLOCHIA SIPHO. Is. erf. and 2s. 6rf.

SEMPERVIRENS. 2s.

CEANOTHtrS (Evergreen)—Of sorts, ls.6rf.
i

and 2s, 6rf.

CHIMONANTHUS (Allspice).

„ PRAGRANS. 2s. erf.
,

„ GRANDIPLORA. 3s erf.

CALYSTEGIA PUBESCENS, PL. PL
(Double Convolvulus), erf. I

CLEMATIS—In variety. See Collection.

COCCINEA. l.s.
jCRISPA (American Blue Bells). Is.

COTONEASTER (Evergreen)— '

BUXIPOLIA. Is. erf.

MICROPHYLLA. Is. erf.
'

COTONEASTER (Evergreen)—coat/micrf.

ROTUNDIPOLIA. Is. 6rf.

UNIPLORA. Is. 6rf.

HEDERA—See Collection.

HONEVSUCKLE (Dutch)—Early, 9rf. & Is.

Late, 9rf. & l.s.

(Scarlet Trumpet). Is. erf.

JASMINUM NUDIPLORUM. Is. 6rf.

OPPICINALE. Is. erf.

REVOLUTUM. Is. 6rf.

LONICERA AUREA RETICULATA
(Variegated Japanese Honeysuckle).
9rf. and Is.

JAPONICA, or PLEXUOSA. Is. and
Is. erf.

PASSIPLORA CCBRULEA (Passion
Plower). Is. to 2s. erf.

CONSTANCE ELLIOTT—5ee Green-
house Climbers.

PPORDII. 2s. erf.

ROSES—For pillars, &c., in great variety.

9s. to 18s. per doz.

VIRGINIAN CREEPER—See Ampelopsis.

WISTARIA SINENSIS. 2s. to 3s. 6rf.

SINENSIS ALBA. 3s. Grf.

HEDERA (IVY).
GREEN-LEAVED VARIETIES.

Hbdera baccifera—

I

s. 6rf.

,, Caenwoodiana — Beantifnl small-

leaved variety
;

quick grower
;

neat

and distinct. Is. erf. to 2s. Crf.

CENTiKOLiA—Peculiar shade of green.

Is.

,, OONGLOMERATA — Curious distorted

foliage
;
fine for rockwork. Is.

CORDATA—Large green leaves; strong

grower. Is. firf.

„ DENTATA— l arge dark green fo’iage. 2s.

Hedera Glymii—Handsome foliage. Is. 6rf.

,, GRACILIS—Very pretty; quickgrower.
9rf. eaeh

;
6s. per doz.

„ Helix (Common Ivy). 6rf. each
;

6s.

per doz.

,, Rcegneriana— Large broad foliage;

strong; one of the best. Is. 6rf.

, ,
SAGiTTffiFOLi

A

—Medium growl h,foliage

dark giecn. Is. erf.

,, TRILOBA— Cnrionsly cut foliage. Is.

VARIEGATED
Hedera angclaris aurea—Foliage curiously

marked yellow, l.s. 6rf.

,, ALBO-LUTESCENS—Foliage white and
yellow; margined. Is. 6rf.

AKOuNTEA nuliitA — Green, edged white

and red. 2s. 6rf.

., ACREA DENSA— Clouded and blotched

yellow. l.«. erf.

Canariensis aurea .maculata

—

Blotched and streaked yellow. 2.s. 6rf.

Cavendimii— Distinct silver foliage;

quick grower. Is. erf.

Cbii’psii—Green, margined "bite. 2.s.

,, Heli-v aurea—Green, n ottled yellow.

Is Crf.

LATiFOi.iA MACULATA—Large foliage,

marbled wlnte. Is 6rf.

We have them in pots ready for

VARIETIES.
Hedera maculata aurea—Foliage pale golden

yellow, edged and veined dark green,

shaded red. Is. 6rf.

,, MACULATA ARGENTEA — Three lobed,

dark green foliage, streaked and
blotched ifhite, edged red. Is. 6rf.

,, MADEIRIEN8IS VARIEOATA—The finest

of all the variegated forms. 2s. 6rf.

„ pALjiATA AUREA—Foliage brigh tyellow,
edged green

;
a fine cut-leaved variety.

2s. erf.

„ 8PECTRAL1S AUREA—Foliage curiously

marked brown, green, and yellow,

Is. erf.

„ viTiFOLiA AUREA— Ilaudsome viue-Uke
foliage, l.s. 6rf.

removal at any time of the year.
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HARDY PLANTS. 1
FOR EARLY SPRING BEDDING AND DECORATION OF

FLOWER GARDEN.
ADONIS VERNADIS.
ANEMONE FULGENS.
ANEMONE PULSATILLA.
ALYSSUM SAXATILE,
ARABIS ALBIDA.
ARABIS VARIEGATA.
AUBRIETIAS.

DAISIES, of varioas coloors.

GENTIANAS.
HEPATICAS.
IBERIS (Candytuft).
MYOSOTIS, of sorts.

PANSIES, of sorts.

PHLOXES.
WALLFLOWERS.

POLYANTHUS.
PRIMROSES, DOUBLE.
PRIMROSES, SINGLE. , .

PYRETHRUM, GOLDEN.
SILENE PENDULA.
SILENE COMPAOTA
VIOLAS, in vnrs.

Prices for large quantities on application. <See description of the above in their respective classes.

COLLECTION OF BEDDING PLANTS FOR THE DECORATION
OF THE FLOWER GARDEN ON AND AFTER 20th MAY.
For the convenience of persons who have not the time to make their own selections, we beg to

say, in the first place, onr whole attention is devoted to this branch of Horticulture
;
and as we have

all kinds of new and best bedding plants as soon as they are out, and propagate them in large

quantities, and only the very best older varieties are allowed to remain in our nursery, we have good
reason for saying they will include plants that cannot be equalled by other florists.

Best Collection, comprising 260 Plants, left to our selection, for 60s. ; half the quantity for 25s ;

quarter the quantityfor 14s.

They will consist of Plants embodied in this Catalogue. Packing, 4s., 2s., and Is. 6d., according to

Collection.

N.B.—All kinds of bedding plants will be considerAbly lowered in price after the 1st of

May. A List, and special arrangements for large quantities, on application.

COLLECTION OF PLANTS FOR THE DECORATION OF THE
CONSERVATORY.

100 Shoioy Plants of our selection from this Catalogue for 35s.

If this Collection is shifted into larger pots as soon as received, and with the ordinary amount of

attention, they will make a grand display tlirongh the season. They will be packed as closely as

possible, so the cost of the carriage will be but trifling. At this cheap rate all orders must be
accompanied with the amount. The Collections will be sure to give satisfaction.

FOR GREENHOUSE DECORATION AND FOR CUT FLOWERS.
We have an almost unlimited supply of the

seasons, in pots full of flower, or coming on.

BOUVARDIAS—In great variety. 8s. to

15s. per doz.

BULBS—Dutch, in great variety. See

Catalogue.
CALCEOLARIAS. 12s. to 18s. pqr doz.

CARNATIONS, TREE—In variety. 12s.

to 18s. per doz.

CINERARIAS. 6s. to 18s. per doz.

CYCLAMEN PERSICUM— In variety. Gs.

to 18s. per doz.

DEUTZIAS. 9s. to 18s. per doz.

DIELYTRA. 12s. to 18s. per doz.

GLOXINIAS. 12s. to 24s. per do/..

LILY OF THE VALLEY (ConvaUaria)—
Strong; imported. 6.s. to 18s. per doz.

PELARGONIUMS— Forcing. 12s to 24s.

per doz.

(

following Flowering Plants to offer at the proper

I

PINKS—Forcing, in variety. 6s. per doz.

I

PRIMULA—Double white. 12s. to 24s, per
, doz.

PRIMULAS—Single varieties. 6s. to 12s.

per doz.

ROSES—6 and 7-inch pots. 18s. to 30s.

i
per doz.

I

ROSES, TEAS—6 and 7-inch pots. 18s.,

36s., and 42s. per doz.

SOLANUMS—Full of berries. 12s. to I8s.

• per doz.

SOLOMON'S SEAL (Polygonatum)— Good
strong crowns

;
useful for forcing. 4s. and 6s.

per doz.

SPIRsEA JAPONICA. 9s. to I8s. per doz.

ZONAL PELARGONIUMS — Full of

flower. 12s., 18s., to 24s. per doz.

<i5
)
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BY POSTAU TRANSIT.
SEEDLINGS, WHEN READY,

Prinmla sinensis, in variety, from July
Primula Fern-leaved, ditto, ditto

Calceolarias, ditto, from September
Cinerarias, ditto, from July...

Pansy, finest show, ditto, always
Antirrhinums, ditto, always

Small size. Large size.

Is. 6(/. per dozen. 2s. Qd. per d

... 3s. Ocf. ,, 3s. 6cf.
1 ,

Is. 6cf. ,, 2s. Od. ,

,

• •• Is. 6cf. ,, 2s. Od. ,,

... Is. Ot/. „ 2s. Od. „

... Is. Orf. ,, Is. 6d. ,,

Our Cyclamen are quite equal to the engraving.

Come and see them in February and March.

HOW TO MANAGE PLANTS, ROOTED CUTTINGS, AND
SEEDLINGS SENT BY POST.

WHKKK penons have the convenience and sufficient experience for nursing small plants, and
enjoy seeing them grow, we strongly recommend their having them sent by post, as every care

is taken to grow them in such a temperature, &c., that there is no risk about their doing well with a
small amount of ordinary care, if the appended instructions are carefully followed.

It must be remembered that plants are like young children
;
they must be carefully looked after, fed,

clothed, and trained in the way they should go, and a little common sense exercised to ascertain their
requirements, and to guard against enemies. And should they be forgotten, and get with others of
bad character, it is surprising how quickly they will partake of the same habits and disease, and will
soon die in sorrow and disgrace. A sweet-smelling hot-bed rather on the decline is preferable, with
the heat at about 65 degrees. When you receive a box of rooted cuttings or plants, immerse them in
water at the same temperature from one to two hours. When they are all refreshed, proceed to pot
them into small pots, using nice, ^ya^m, sandy soil. See that the roots are separated and spread
naturally out in the soil without injuring them, pressing the soil firmly. Place them in the frame,
keep them shut close for a few days, be careful of damp, and admit air as they get established. Let
them be slightly dried each day, but do not allow them to flag from too much air or sun. And if a
person possesses a stove, or even a warm greenhouse, there is no more difficulty in getting them to
grow under an air-tight hand-glass or wooden box with the top covered with glass, than those of
their own striking or raising.
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AZALEAS. 2.1. Gtf. aad 3s. 6f/. eaih.

HARDY GHENT AZALEAS. 24s. and 30s. per doz.

AZALEA MOLLIS—In variety. 18s., 24s., and 30s. per doz.

RHODODENDRONS—Best whites, scarlets, &c., unusually well set with bloom buds.
24s., 30s., 40s., and 50s. per doz.

CAMELLIAS.
Price, 14 inches high, 2s. Gd.

;
18 inches, 3s. Gd.

;

24 inches, 5s. each.

We have some to offer, 2 Jeet 6 inches to 3 feet high, 7s. Gd and upwards.

We have a few extra fine plants of ALBA PLENA, In 8-inoh pots, weU set with buds,
5s. and 7s. 6d. each.

NEW YEAR’S PRESENTS OF SPLENDID PLANTS
C-©M1P© rErOWBR.

We have some thousands of winter early-blooming plants.

HYACINTHS, strong, in 6-inch pots. 10s. per doz.

TULIPS, strong, 3 and 4 in a pot. 9s. per doz.

CROCUS, full of roots. 8s. per doz.

NARCISSUS, double. 8s. per doz.

LILY OF THE VALLEY, very strong. 9s. per doz.

CINERARIAS, showing flower. 9s. per doz.

PRIMULAS, showing flower. 9s. per doz.

CYCLAMEN, beautifully coming into flower. 12s. to 18s. per

doz.

CALCEOLARIA. 9s. and 18s. per doz.

DUTCH AND OTHER BULBS.

The finest and cheapest, and we hope our patrons will favour

ns with their orders—we are sure the Bulbs will give every
satisfaction.

Our Autumn Catalogue of all the most useful Bulbs and
Winter-flowering Plants, with reduced prices of New and other

Plants, ready and posted to all customers in September. Should
any fail to receive it, please send us a post-card.

All through the autumn, winter, and spring, a large quantity of

Flowering Plants, &c., always kept ready for immediate effect

for all purposes.

H. CAISTNELL Sc SONS’

{Those marked with an asterisk require cool treatment.')

SfAx>\ anrautiaca
s.

5/0, 7/6 10
d.

6 •Anguloa Clowesii
s.

7/6 10
d.

6
AflRiDES crassifolia ... 6/0, 7/6 10 6 Aspasia lunata 6/0 7 0
mitiatum 21 0 *Barkeria elegans 10/6 16 6
odoratum 7/6 10 6 • melanocaulon 10/6 16 0

ANasCTOOHinus Lowii 21 0 *Bletia hyacinthina 7 6

Anor.£CUM citratum 7/6 10 6 • japonica 10 6

Sandenannm 10/6, 16/0 21 0 Bbassavola cnspidata 16 0
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s. d. 8. d.

Brassavola Digbyana ... 15 0 Cypripbdiom longifoliura 10 6
* glauca 10 6 niveum 6/0 7 6

Brocgutonia sanguinea 7 6 Parishl 7/6 10 6
Bcblingtonia Candida ... 7 6 Roezlii 10/6 16 0

fragrans 10 6 Rothschildianum 15/0 21 0
veuusta 15/0 21 0 Sauderianum ... 10/6 to 40 0

Calanthe Regnieri.. 10 6 • Sedeni 10/6 16 0
Veitchii 3/6 6 0 Spicerianum 10/6, 15/0 21 0
veratrifolia 21 0 Stonei ... 10 6
vestita oculata gigantea 15/0 21 0 • venustum 6 0

rubra 5/0 7 6 * villosnm 10/6 16 0
Catasetdm buccinata 6/0 7 6 DBNDROniCMaggregaturamajns7'6, 10/6 16 0

fimbriatum 15 0 Ainsworthl ... 16/0 21 0
Cattlbya amethystiiia ... 16 0 Bensonise 7/6 to 6
amethystoglossa 10 6 bigibbum 10 6
Bowringiaua ... 15/0 to 40 0 Brymerianum 10/6 16 0

* citrina 3/6 6 0 chrysanthum 7/6 10 6
crispa 15/0 25 0 chrysotis 10 6

dclosa 10/6 16 0 chrysotoxum 7/6 10 6
Dowiana 16/0 25 0 crassinode 6 0
Eldorado 10 6 crepidatum 7/6 10 6

Gaskelliana 6/0 10 6 cretaceum 7/6 10 6
gigas 7/6 10 6 crystallinnm 10 6

guttata 20 0 DalhonsieanuDi 10/6 16 0
Harrisonice 10 6 Dearei 15,0 21 0
lobata 16 0 densiflorum 7/6 10 6

Mendelii .. 5/0, 10/6 21 0 Devonianum 7/6 10 6

Mossiiu ... 3/6, 5/0 10 6 Dixanthum ... 10 6

Percivaliana 10 6 ebumenin ... 7/6 10 6
Skinneri 16 0 Falconer! 10/6 21 0
speciosissima 10 6 Farmer! 10/6 15 0
superba 10 6 fimbriatum 7/6 10 6

Trianse 6/0 10 6 Findleyanum 6/0 10 6

•Chysis aurea 10 6 formosum giganteum ... 7/6 10 6

bractescens 10 6 heterocarpum 7/6 16 6

*C(ELOOY’NB barbata 7/6 10 6 Hookeriauum 10 6
* cristata 6 0 * infundibulum 10/6 16 0

occellata 6/0 10 6 * Jamesianum 7/6 10 6
* epeciosa 7/6 10 6 Lowii 7/6 10 6

COLAX jugosus 5/0 10 6 nobile 7/6 10 6

*Cymbidiom eburneum ... 16/0 21 0 Parishi 7/6 10 6
Lowii 10/6 21 0 Pierardii 7 6

tigriuum 15/0 21 0 primulinum giganteum 10 6

Cypripedium Argus 7/6 10 6 pulcbellum 7 6

barbatum ... 3/6, 6/0 7 6 suavissimum ... 7/6 to 21 0
bellatnlum ... 5/0, 7/6 10 6 thyroiflorum ... 6/0, 7/6 10 6

callosum ... 10/6 15 0 Veitchianum 7/6 10 6

caudatum 10 6 Wardiannm ... 6,0, 7/6 10 6
concolor 16/0 21 0 *Disa grandifloriiin ... 10/6 16 0
Curtisii 10/6 21 0 Epidendrum ciliare 7 6

Dayauum 10/6 16 0 Tovarense 10 6

Domiuiauum 15/0 21 0 * vitellinum majus 7/6 10 6

Elliotianum ... 16/0 to 63 0 *La£lia albida 6/0 7 6
Godefroyse 10/6 21 0 * anccps 6/0 10 6

• Harrisianum 16/0 21 0 * autumnalis 10 6
* hirsutissimum ... : 7/6 10 6 ciunabrina 10/6 16 0

Bookerse 5/0 7 6 crispa 16 0
* insigue . ... 3/6 6 0 » Dayana 6/0 7 6

Javanicum 10 6 grandis 21 0

Isevigatum 7/6 10 6 barpophylla 7/6 10 6

Lawrenceanum 6/0 7 6 majalis 10 6

Leeanum 10/6„ 16/0 21 0 Perrini ,,,, 10/6 16 0
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LiELIA

—

purpurata 7/C to 21 0
* prsestans 7/6 10 6

xanthina 10 6

Leptotbs bicolor 7 6

Limatodes rosea 6 0
*LrCASTE aromatica .. 10 6
• cruenta 10 6
• Deppei 10 6
* Harrisonii 10 6
* Skinneri 5/0 10 6

•Masdevai.ua amabilis 3/6 5 0
• bella 15 0
* Chelsoni 7/6 10 6

Chimoera 7/6 10 6
• Davisii 7 6
• Harryana 3 6, 6/0 7 6
* ignea 6 0
• infracta 7/6 10 6
* Linden i 3/6 to 10 6
• rosea 7 6
• Schlimii 15 0
• tovarensis 6/0, 7/6 10 6

Maxillaria graudiflora... 7/6 10 6
* venusta 7/6 15 0
Miltonia Clowesii ... 7/6 16 0

cuneata 10 6

spcctabilis 7 6

•Odonioolossdsi Alexandrse cCrispum)
6/0 10 6

* Arnoldianum 21 0
* blandum 10 6
* Cervantesii 6 0
* cirrhoeum 10 6
* citrosmum 10 6
• constrictum 6 0
• cordatum 10 6
* gloriosum 3/6 6 0
• grande 5,0 10 6
• Harryanum ... 5/0, 7/6 10 6

hast! labium 10/6 21 0
• Lindleyanum 5 0
* maculatum 7/6 10 6
* odoratum 5/0 10 6
* CErstedii ... .. 5/0 7 6
* Pescatorei 3/6, 6/0 10 6

phaloenopsis 10/6 16 0
• pulchellum 6/0 7 6

12 distinct varieties for wan
12 „ „ cool

H. C. & SoK

Best selected Fibrous Peat for Orchids

Freeh Sphagnum Moss

Charcoal, lump

Orchid Baskets, Rafts, and

ORCHIDS. By H. A. Burberry (Gardi

Latest edition, 5s.

( 11

s. d.

Odontoqlossum Roezlii... 10/6 16 0

album 10/6 16 0
* Rossi i majus 3/6 6 0
* Sanderiannm 10 6

* triumpbans 10 6

vexillarium 7/6 10 6

•Oncididm crispum 7/6 15 0
* cucullatum ... .5/0, 7/6 10 6

flexuosum ... 5/0, 7/6 10 6

• Forbesii 7 6

Jonesianum 7 6

Kramerianum 10/6 15 0

Lanceanum 15 0

• leucoebilum 21 6

Limminghii 7 0
* macranthum ... 15/0 to 105 0

* ornithorhynchuin 3/6 6 0

papilio ... 5/0, 7/6 10 6

phaloenopsis 10/6, 16/0 21 0

splendidum 10/6 21 0

undulatum 16/0 21 0

OrnituocephalliS graudiflorus 10 6

Peristeria elata 16 0

Pbajds grandiflorus 10 6

Phaloenopsis amabilis ... 10/6 15 0

graudiflora 10/6 15 0

Sanderiana ... 15/0 to 105 0

Schilleriana ... 15/0 to 106 0

•PiLUMNA nobilis 7/6 10 6

*Pl,eionb lagenaria 6 0

* maculata ... 6 0

Saccolabidm Blumei 7 6

guttatum 7/6 10 6

violaceum ... 10/6 16 0

SoDiiCABiA Steelii 10 6

•SoPHRONiTis grandiflora ... ... 5/0, 7/6 16 0

violacea 7 6

Thunia alba 7 6

Marshalli 7 6

•Tricopuilia cocciuea ... 7 6

* suavis 7 6

Vanda Amesiana ... 10/6 to 105 0

Beusonli ... 15 0

ccerulea ... 10/6 15 0

gigantea 16/0 21 0

Kimballiana ...
' 10/6 15 6

Zyoopetalhm crinituiii ... 16/0 21 0

Mackayi ...
•“ 10/6 15 0

house 42/0 & 63/0

„ 42/0 & 63,0

s’ Selectiok.

10/6 per sack.

3/- per bushel, 12/- ,,

... ... ...3/6 „

Cylinders made to order,

mer to Rt. lion. Joseph Chamberlain, M.P.)

;
post free, 5s. 6<i.
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SELECT GRAPE VINES
Grape Vines we grow very extensively

;
four of our 100-ft. houses are

mled with them early in the spring, and afterwards (the houses) used for
drying seeds during August and September. Each year w'e have some unsold
from the preceding year’s sale

;
these are shifted from the 9 and 10-in. pots

into bMkets filled with well-prepared soil, and make strong growth from 12
to 18 ft. long, carrying bunches of Grapes. These are of great importance
when a house is required to be filled at once. At all seasons these Vines, if
planted intact and laid sideways, together with 2 ft. of stem, 6 inches below
the surface, will at once put forth young fresh roots. By having these a
season s planting will be saved. 10s. to 12.s. each.

/LOWERS—A better flavour and more easily coloured than
(rrostomar.

LADY HUTT—An excellent late winter kind
;
white.

ALICANTE—Black, bunches large
; a fine late variety.

SEEDLING—Black, large oval berries
;
rich flavour.—Black, produces enormous bunches and hangs late.BI^CK HAMBRO'—A delicious Grape, best for general use.BOWOOD MUSCAT—A first-class variety

SWEETWATER-White
;
an excellent early Grape.CALABRIAN RAISIN. r P •

CHASSELAS IVtUSQUE.
DUKE OF BUCCLEUCH—Amber

;
largest white-berried Grape in

cultivation
;
good companion to Black Hamburgh,

FOSTER’S SEEDLING—White; early and good.GOLDEN QUEEN—Amber; bunches large, flesh firm.GHOS COLMAR—Black, late : very large berries
GROS MAROO—Black.

'

® SEEDLING—Black; late hanging, firm flesh,MADRESFIELD COURT—Black
;
well suited for cool vinery,

MRS, PINCE’S BLACK MUSCAT—Fine colour
;

late.MUSCAT OF ALEXANDRIA—White, requires heat, late.MUSCAT HAMBRO'—Black, Muscat flavour.
ROY.^ MUSCADINE—White, early, and one of the best for a wall

outside.

SWEET^wATER Old white
;
a sweet and refreshing white Grane

succeeds in the open air.
^

TREBBIANO—White
;
large, good, late.

Fine Grown Canes, 5s., 7s. 6rf., and 10s. 6d each.

BOOK ON VINES. By A. Barron. 5s.
;
by post, 5s. Qd.
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CUT FLOWER UEFARTMENT
(PBIFATS TBADE ONLY).

Have your Cut Flowers direct from us, the ACTUAL PBODUCERS, you
thus eflFect a great saving. We have erected a large and spacious building for
the reception and making up of Flowers. All kinds, large or small quantities,
even to a 9d. (post free) button-hole flower, are regularly sent by post to aU
parts of Europe.

The advantage, in both price and freshness, in having them direct from the actual growers is

something considerable, particularly as a Post Office official meets five trains per day from

Swauley at Holborn, and immediately conveys postal matter to the Chief Office.

Wedding and other Bouquets from 7s. Qd. upwards; Wreaths from 10s. 6<f. upwards; and Funeral

Crosses from 10s. 6<f. upwards. Loose Flowers, also Foliage and Ferns for Table and other decoration.

Orders for Cut Flowers from 2s. 6<f. upwards can be sent by Letter or Parcel Post.

Boxes of mixed Cut Flowers, with Ferns, sent daily to all parts of the United
Kingdom, 2s. 6d., 6s., 7s., and 10s.

PERFECT MUSHROOM SPAWN.

Having every facility, and to be quite sure that

nothing but the best shall come from us, we collect

samples from all sources where manufactured, imme-

diately test which is the best, and purchase largely;

consequently, all our customers succeed, most of them

far above their expectations. At this moment we

have a large stock, and beyond all question the finest

ever offered.

Per brick, 6d., postage 4id. ;
per peck, 1s. 6d.,

postage Is.
;
per bushel, 5s.

“A Practical Treatise on the Cultivation of

Mushrooms,” by J. Wright, F.R.H.S.

Price Is. ; post free, Is. 2d.

“XL” ALL VAPORISING FUMIGATOR.
s. d.

No. 4 bottle, sufficient for 6,000 cubic feet of space 3 3

„ 3 „ „ 10,000 „ „ 6 6

„ 2 „ „ 20,000 „ „ 13 0

Fumigators, complete for above each Is. 9rf. and 2 0

We can confldently recommend the above as a most safe and
eSectual remedy.
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STRAWBERRIES.
^\hat a lovely refreehing fruit! And when we hear it is the 6rm belief of the highest

in the medic^ profession that if we were to eat more we should hear less of gout, rheumatism,
and other pains; and seeing how easy Strawberries are to grow, it should be the set deter-
mination of all to cultivate their own, and have them with all their beautiful freshness,
morning and evening, as long as possible, and when so, they are one of the greatest charms that
mankind can possess.

New Stsawbersy.
“ROYAL SOVEREIGN.”

CERTAINLY THE BEST IN CULTIVATION.

This variety has now been grown and

tested and subjected to all kinds of conditions

and seasons, and has fully confirmed every-

tliing previously said of it
;

so that it is now

universally admitted on all sides to be the

best introduction since Sir J. Paxton, and

should be e.vtensively planted in every

garden.

Small Runners, 3s. per 100

Fine Selected Runners, 4s. per 100;

24s. per 1,000.

Fine Plants in small pots, 15s. per

LEADER.
Ptrst-Class Certificate from the Royal HorticuUural^Society, May 14/4, 1895.

An enormous handsome mid- season Strawberry of rich Pine- like flavour.

This is undoubtedly the finest mid-season Strawberry yet introduced. The fruit is of enormous
size, wedge-shaped or bluntly conical in shape, of a bright crimson or carmine shade of colour, flesh
and skin firm, and of a dark scarlet tint throughout, the seeds set in shallow basins projecting
beyond the surface, the fruit travelling well—flavour very riih and Pine-like, with a pleasant
aroma—plant very compact in habit, and a robust grower, foliage smooth with very downy
footstalks. The variety w'as raised from Ratest of A// crossed by Noble, and inherits the good
qualities of both its parents— combining the rich flavour and enormous size of Latest ofAll \i\ih
the prolific habit and vigour of Noble—and will undoubtedly make its mark as a handsome main
crop variety. Por forcing purposes Leader is likely to be in great request, for which purpose we
recommend it to follow Royal Soveieign, It forces very freely, the tiusses setting well, with little
if any artificial fertilisation, and its compact lahit is a great point in its favour.
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MONARCH.
First-Class Certijicates from the Eoynl Horticultural SocietVi June IH/, 1895; Royal Botanic

Sociefyj June llM, 1895; York Gala^ Jtme 19^/i, 1895.

A most distinct richlj-coloured second early variety of enormous size, wedge*shaped, and of

a rich Qwpen-Uke flavour; a worthy companion to Leader

^

ripening before that variety, and

following closely on Royal Sovereign.

Strong Plants in Pots, £3 15s. per 100; 12s. per dozen.

Strong Open Ground Runners, £3 per 100; 9s. per dozen,

William Carmichael’s Royal Seedling Strawberries,

PRINCE OP WALES. PRINCESS OF WALES.
6th July, 1896.

Dear Mr. Carmichael.-The Princess desires me to thank you very much for the delicious

Strawberries you were so kind as to send her, and the Princess is very proud that they should

be called by her name.—Yours very truly, Chaklotte Knoll ys.

23rd July, 1896.

Dear Mr, Oarmichael,-The Strawberries (Prince of Wales) arrived in capital order, and were

much liked
.
and I am desired by the Princess to thank you for -

12, Fettes Row, Edinburgh, 25th July, 1896.

Having recently resided in Edinburgh, I have had many opportunities of seeing these

Strawberries grown, aud of testing them in Mr. Carmichael s private prden at Warriston 1 ark,

and have much pleasure in bearing the following testimony to their merit:

Prince of Wales— H^a(ei7oo crossed with British Queen. Larger size, nch flavour,

foliage, dwarf habit, very prolific, not so dark as Waterloo, vigorous constitution j one of the

very best late Strawberries.

Princess of Wales—Latest of All crossed with Frorjmore Late Pine. Full size, dwarf habit,

fine Queen flavour, excellent constitution.—D. T. Fisn, F.R. H.S., Editor of Cassell s Popular

Gardening, ^ c.

these RUNNERS (very early) were all hand laid, and are now bedd^ out. They will

be sent out In strict rotation as the orders arrive. As the Stock is

limited, early orders are solicited.

Price 12s. per dozen
;
50s. for 50 ; £5 per 100.

EMPEROR WILLIAM.
We had this with very beautiful fruit, shape and colour very similar to Sir J. Paxton, on

May 25th, 1896. It has every appearance of being the very earliest large-fruiting kind grown-

For many years Noble has held sway as the earliest Strawberry, and with all its faults has well

repaid the growers by the very high price made owing to its early ripening
;
but the flavour never

was satisfactory, and being rather soft- fleshed, did not travel well. The variety we now offer is

much earlier than this old favourite, ripening quite ten days in advance of it, flesh much firmer and

of a delicious flavour
;

it is also very hardy and most robust in constitution. So hardy is it that the

blooms seem to stand several degrees of frost without harm
;

it is also of a very dwarf habit, so may

be planted rather closer than some varieties : fruit of good size and highly coloured. Every one

requiring early fruit cannot dispense with this grand improvement on all early varieties up-to-date

2s. per dozen ;
16s. per 100. In pots, 6s. per dozen.

STEVEN S WONDER.
The earliest variety in cultivation, and very prolific solid frnit, good flavour, high perfume, ^and

forcer Awarded First-Class Certificates, Royal Horticultural Society and Royal Botanic Society, 189u.

We' are pleased to be able to state that everyone who has grown this grand early variety

pronounces it to be the best for earliest forcing.

Strong Plants in Pots, 25s. per 100 ;
4s. per dozen. Strong Runners, 10s. per 100 ;

Is. 6d. per dozen.
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GENERAL COLLECTION OF STRAWBERRIES.
ATJOTTSTE NICAISE—Fruit of this variety has been repeatedly shown in fine condition.
BICTON PINE—Conical shape, white fruit; distinct; large. 3s. 6rf. per 100.
BIDWELL—Early

;
good flavour

;
very free.

queen—

T

he best-flavoured fruit in cultivation, should be grown in every garden.

CARDINAIi—Good, distinct
;
second early.

COMPETITOR—Very large; splendid Strawberry.

“"d flavour, of handsome cocks-comb shape. First-Class Certificate from the Royal Hortieultural Society.
COUNTS—A really good old variety; does splendidly in our fields, and produces enormous crops.
DR. HOaO—Similar to British Queen; fine variety

;
should he tried everywhere.DUKE OP EDINBURGH—Large, handsome

;
deep crimson

;
juicy.

EDOUARD LEFORT—A very pleasing one and highly recommended.
This produces enormous crops in our fields, and is one of the best

varieties in cultivation, except perhaps Latest of All

EMPRESS OP INDIA—(New) good flavour
; bright scarlet

;
requires good culture.

filbert pine—

R

ich
;
hardy

;
prolific.

GEORGE RUNDLE—As good flavour as British Queen, with a strong robust growth • a verv
important variety in every garden.

e > /

GROVE END SCARLET—Small, but it certainly makes the most delicious jam of any variety
in cultivation

;
where home-made jam is a consideration, this is of great importance. 2s. 6rf. per 100.GUNTON PARK—(New) very prolifie

;
maroon-crimson.

JAMES VEITCH—Very large fruit.

KEEN’S SEEDLING—One of the best for forcing and small gardens.
LA PRANCE—(New) rich flavour

; one of the best foreigners ever sent out.
LA GROSSE SUCREE—Siveet flavour

;
one of the best for forcing.

LATEST OP ALL—As its name denotes, it is several days later than any other variety : free

:

fruit large
;
good cropper.

J > )

LAXTON’S No. 1—Very early, an improvement on Nolle.
LENNING’S WHITE—White; juiey flavour

;
fine; distinct.

LORD SUPPIELD—(New) rich flavour; free and large.

MADAME STRULENS—Splendid colour.
NOBLE Very early and free

;
fine, bold fruit

;
should be grown in every garden to give the two

first pickings. 3s. 6rf. per 100.
e » ‘"w

OXONIAN syn. ELEANOR—Which see.
PRESIDENT—One of the best; a general favourite for all purposes.SCARLET QUEEN—Very attractive

;
Queen flavour

;
a favourite with many.SENSATION—Very large. 2s. per 100.

SIR CHAS. NAPIER—One of the very best for forcing.
SIR J. PAXTON—This is the variety so popular throughout Kent for field and market.

Special prices for large quantities.

BOSSUET—Fine colour, large fruit, agreeably acid
;

late. 6s. per 100.THE ALBERT—Very attractive, useful kind
;
well worth a place.VARIEGATED—Beautifully white variegated.

yiCOMTESSE H. DE THURY (syn. Garibaldi)— Although small, it is one of the beet in
cultivation to answer all general purposes, soil, and climate. 3s. 6d. per 100.WATERLOO The darkest coloured fruit of any, and for dessert indispensable.

^^'^UI^E KNIGHT—Flesh very white and pretty, strong grower.
WHITE MNEAPPLE—Blush coloured

;
flavour very rich and sweet

;
fair eropper, habit good.

Rooted Runners from fruiting plants, all best rooted and picked, 4s. per 100; selected, 6s.per 100, except those priced. In small pots, to fruit the first season, 12s. to 14s. per 100 • in 5 and
6-inch pots, for forcing, 25s. to 40s. per luO.

Special Prices per 1,000, 50,000, and 100,000.
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HAUTBOIS AND ALPINE STRAWBERRIES.
AIiPINE WHITE.
COMTESSE DE FjRETIAKOFP—A good

cropper.

CBIMSON OALLANDE.

HOLLOND'S O-LORY.
ROYAL HAUTBOIS—An immense cropper;

good of its kind.

TRIOMPHE D'ORLEANS—Large
Hautbois.

3s. 6(f. per 100
;

6rf. per dozen.

Other named varieties supplied at current prices.

RASPBERRIES.
SUMMER-FRUITING KINDS.

CARTERS’ PROLIFIC—Large; red; a splendid kind, requires the gronnd well prepared and
manured, otherwise it soon dies out. 2s. per dozen, 10s. per 100, 40s. per 1,000.

FALSTAFP—Large; red; well flavoured
;
vigorous; very prolific. 2s. per dozen.

HORNET—Large
;
red ; first class. 2s. 6d. per dozen.

NORTHUMBERLANU FILLBASEET—Large; red; strong grower and abundant bearer.
2s. per dozen, I6s. per 100.

NORWICH WONDER—Of strong growth, fine frnit
;

a capital variety. Is. fid. per dozen,
8s. per 100, 30s. per 1,000.

r j r >

WHITE ANTWERP—Very sweet; useful for dessert. Is. per dozen, 8s. per 100.

Prices and sample for large quantities on application.

NEW KINDS,
BAUMFORTH’S SEEDLING—An improved Northumberland Pillbas^cet; one of the best

Planting canes, 2s. fid. per doz., 15s. per 100. Fruiting canes, 4s. per doz., 21s. per 100.

LORD BEACONSFIELD. KEIGHLEY QUEEN. LORD BERESFORD.
PRINCE OF WALES. SUPERLATIVE (3s. per doz.).

Prices on application.

AUTUMN FRUITING AND YELLOW VARIETIES.
BAGLEY'S PERPETUAL—Red

;
prolific

;
very good Autumn bearer.

BELLE DE FONTENAY—Red
;
late fruiting. Is. fid. per doz.

GOLIATH—Dark red ; fine fruit
;
prolific.

GREGG—A black variety of excellent quality
;
a great bearer; very hardy. Is. fid. each.

MERVEILLE DES QUATRE SAISONS (Yellow, October) — Freely producing fruit up to
November

;
large and fine.

MERVEILLE DES QUATRE SAISONS ROUGE (Red, October)—Large bunches of fruit
till November. Is. fid. per doz.

NOIR D’AUTOMNE—Large, almost black
;
juicy, good flavour. Is. fid. per doz.

PERPETUAL DE BELLARD—Red
;
as large as Hornet

; a good perpetual sort.

QUEEN OF THE MARKET—Red
;
vigorous grower; very prolific.

ROUGE D'ANVERS—Very large, conical
;
dark red

;
rich and juicy

;
early.

SURPRISE D’AUTOMNE—Much larger than the old Yellow October ; good ;
free

THE VICTOR—Red
;
vigorous

;
perpetual bearer

;
very prolific.

VICTORIA—Yellow
;
prolific.

YELLOW THORNLESS—Is. fid. each.

4s. to fis. per dozen, 30s. per 100.
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CTT-L'EAVED (Rubu3 laclniatis)—Strong grower; bears fine elusters of large and rich'

flavoured fruit; makes a very ornamental climber
;
one of the best.

WILSON JUNIOR—A fine large-fruited variety.

CHILD'S EVERBEARING.
CRYSTAL WHITE.
ELDORADO.
ERIE.
KITTATINNY.

LOVETT.
MAMMOTH.
MAXWELL.
NEWMAN’S THORNLESS.
OHMER.

Is. (id. to 2s. 6d. each.

RATHBONE.
SNYDER.
TAYLOR’S PROLIFIC.
THE LAWTON.
WILSON’S EARLY.

FOR ALL SEEDS .SEND FOR A CATALOGUE.

CANNELLS’ REAL MANURE.
Double production o'f everything: is obtained by

using it. Nothing is so important in every part o'f

the garden as two or three applications during
the season. It gives more than satis'faction to

whatever it is applied to, and in most cases
trebles the size, making the whole garden the
treasure of one’s life.

1-lb. tins, Is., perpost, ls.4^d.; 3-/b. tin, 2s. 6d., per post,

8s. I^d. ; 6-ib. tin, 4s. 6d., per post, 5s. 6d.

in bags— 14-lbs., 7s.; 28-lbs., 12s. 6d. ; 56 lbs., 28s.;

7 cult., 42s.

l>XRE:ca^IOl^]^s for use.
For Land in Good Cultivation and Growing Crops.

—

^Three-quarters of an ounce to the square
yard, one and-a-half hundredweight to the acre. Mi.x with treble its quantity of fine, slightly damp
soil, and scatter it regularly

;
you can see to a line how far it has been put.

Foe poor Land and Potatoes.—Three to four hundredweight to the acre.

For Potting.

—

One ounce to the bushel of good compost, and thoroughly mix.

Top Dressing.—Two ounces to a bushel of good soil.

Liquid Manure.—Half ounce to a gallon of water, and increase it a little twice a week until the

plants are well in flower. On each occasion pot or water two or three without the Real Manure,
and watch the difference

;
it will .‘how one way to get money, and the other to lose it.

TO LADIES AND GENTLEMEN IN REQUEST OF GARDENERS.

Our Mr. H. Caanell, Senr., gives personal daily attention to all applications

for Gardeners (good all-round men). His wide connection, being a large

employer, makes him intimately acquainted with most of the best practical

and2 deserving men in the country, and he would feel a real pleasure in

assisting and fitting in the right man to fill the situation for which any lady

or gentleman may require him.
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BOUQUET WIRE (Silver White).
This Wire is of the finest quality, does not rust, consequently smooth and easy to work, no matter
how long kept.

Stalk Wire in J lb. packets (about 500 wires), two different thicknesses of wire in each. Price 6d.

Fine i lb. reels for binding, price 9rf. Extra fine, Is. per reel. Sent by post, i lb., 2^d. extra;
under 1 lb., Zd. extra; 3 lbs., 6</. extra.

WE DON’T SAY THEY OWE US ANYTHING

;

NOTWITHSTANDING, THEY HAVE APPARENTLY REMOVED FROM
THEIR FORMER RESIDENCES.

H. CANNELL & SONS would feel greatly obliged if any

readers, who may happen to know their present addresses (they

used to reside at addresses given below), will kindly forvvard the

same to them. They will gladly

G. Gough, Esq.,

27, Clyde Road, Redland, Bristol.

G. A. Fakini, Esq.,

Dartmouth Lodge, Perry Rise, Forest Hill.

C. Kitciiin, Esq.,

Law Library, Town Hall, Cardiff.

Mr. J. Cooke,
Littlebourne, Dover.

pay postage, &c.

H. T. LAMBERr Lynch, Esq.,

Beamore, Drogheda.

Mr. F. B. Matthews,
Westbrook Nursery, Eltbam.

Mr. Jas. Wild,
52, Moss Row, Nordeu, Rochdale.

Mr. M. Maddison,
Holystone, Shiremoor, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

TOBACCO PAPER AND CLOTH FOR FUMIGATION.
Of our own manufacture, free from injurious properties to plants. For full particulars how to

use it, and to exterminate the Green Fly, see Cannell’s Art op Gardening, sent post free to

customers. Is. p r lb.
; 5 lbs., 4s. 6d,

;
10 lbs., 8s. 6d.

;

28 lbs., 25«. Postage extra.

MISCELLANEOUS ARTICLES, MANURES, GARDEN REQUISITES, &c.

TOBACCO POWDER— In tins. Is. and 2f. Gd. each.

HXJOHES' FIR TREE OIL—Is. Gd. and 2s. 6(7. per bottle.

STANDEN’S MANURE—In tins. Is. and 2s. Gd. each.

aiSHURST S COMPOUND—In boxes. Is. iind 3.«. each.

FOWLER'S GARDENER'S INSECTICIDE—In jars. Is. 6r/. and 3s. each.

FOWLER'S LAWN SAND—For eradicating weeds, daisies, dandelions, &c., from lawns; very
effectual. Tins, Is. and 2s. Gd. each.

RAFFIA GRASS—For tying. Is. 6r7. per lb.

SHAW'S TIFFANY—In pieces, 20 yards long by 38 inches wide, per piece, Gs.

GLOVES, PRUNING—Best, per pair,’ 2s. 6(7., 2s., and Is. 6(7.

FUMIGATORS, APPLEBY'S—5s each.

WOLFF’S SOLID INK PENCILS—For writing on wood. Zd, each.

WOOD LABELS—For flower pots (painted), in bundles of 100; per bundle, 4-inch, 8(7.
;
6-inch,

10(7.
;
6-inch, Is.
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GAHDSN NETTING-, TANNED—2 yards and 4 yards wide, per yard run, 3c?. and
thermometers—

B

oxwood. Is. 6c?. and 2s. each.

VERBENA PEGS—Per box, Is., containing one gross.

CLAY'S FERTILIZER, or PLANT FOOD—Packets, Is.

HUGHES’ APHICIDE—For applying insecticides on small plants, &c. The Aphicide is made
so as to fit an ordinary bottle. Price Is. 6J.

APRONS, GARDENERS’, SHALLOON.—First quality, 4s. 6cl. each.
GARDEN TROWELS—6-inch. Is. each.

GISHURSTTNE—For preserving gardeners’ boots. In tins, 6d and Is.

SYRINGES—Patent Ball Valve, two roses and one jet, 17s. 6d and 22s.

CAMPBELL’S FUMIGATING INSECTICIDE— 8rf., Is., Is. 3rf., and 2s. 3d each.
LETHORION CONES— 6d., Is., and Is. 6d each.

TWEEZERS—Ivory, 3s. 6d
;
steel. Is. 9d

INSTRUMENTS—Complete set for dressing Chrysanthemums. 1 7s. 6d and 21s.
CUCUMBER GLASSES --12-in. to 24-in. Is. Gd to 3s. each.

INDELIBLE INK—For writing on zinc labels. Gd and Is.

SILVER SAND—2s. per bushel.

SULPHUR—6rf. per lb.

THOMSON'S VINE MANURE-20s. per cwt.
;
in tins. Is.

FISON’S EXTRA CONCENTRATED FERTILIZER—23s. per cwt.
;

in tins. Is.

GARDENING WORKS.
Amateur's Handbook on Gardening. Cloth, 2s. f'd ; post free, 2s. 9</,

Book about Rosea. By Rev. Canon Hole. 2s. Gd
. ;

post free, 2s. 9d
Book on Vines. By A. Barron. 6.s.

;
by post, 6s. Gd

Cactus Culture for Amateurs. By W. Watson. 6s.
;
post free, 6s. 4rf.

Carnations and Piootees. By E. S. Dodwell. Is. Gd. \ post free. Is. Id.
Chrysanthemums and their Culture. By E. Molynenx. Is.

;
post free. Is. 3d.

Ferns. By J. Birkenhead. Is.
;
post free. Is. 3d.

How to Grow Fruit and Vegetables. By G. Garner. Is.
;
post free. Is. 3d.

Mushrooms. By J. Wright. Is.
;
post free. Is. 3d.

Orchids. By H. A. Burberry. 6s.
;
post free, 6s. Gd.

Profitable Fruit Growing. By J. Wright. Is.
;

post free. Is. 3d.

Rose Growing. By D. Gilmour. Is.
;
post free. Is. 3d.

Sweet Scented Flowers and Fragrant Leaves. By Donald McDonald. 6s. Gd. poet free.

Table Decorations. By Wm. Low. 3s. Gd. ;
post free, 3s, 9rf.

Tomato Gro'Wing. By Iggulden. Is.
;
post free. Is. 3d.

Tuberous Begonias. By B. Ravenscroft. Is.
;
post free. Is. 3d.

Vegetable Culture. By A. Dean. Is.
;
post free. Is. 3d.

WORKS BY THE LATE SHIRLEY HIBBERD.
Amateur Rose Book, 3s. Gd.

;
post free, 3s. lOJrf.

„ Flower Garden, 3s. Gd.
;
post free, 3s. lOJrf.

„ Greenhouse and Conservatory, 3s. Gd.
;
post free, 3.s lOirf.

„ Kitchen Garden, 3s. Gd.
;

post free, 3s. 10 d.

Profitable Gardening, 3s. Gd.
;

post free, 3.v. l0|rf.
'

The Fern Garden, 3s. Gd.
;

post free, 3s. 9rf.

Field Flowers, 3s. 6rf.
;

post free, 3s. 9rf.

Rustic Adornments, lOs. Gd.
;

post free, ll.s.

The Ivy, 6s.
;
post free, 6s. 4Jrf.

Encyclopsedia of Gardening, 3s. Gd.
;

post free, 3s. lOW.
Special Manures for Garden Crops, 2s.

;
post free, 3s. 3d.

’
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PRUNING AND BUDDING KNIVES, SCISSORS, &c.

Warranted by the Makers, and specially made for Horticultural Purposes.

No. Price.i No. Price. No.
907 3/-1 20 ... 3/6 110 .

6 .. 19 ... 4/- 26
3 2/0 3791 ... 4/- 2
1 2/6 9 ... 4/- 16

13 1/6 2f) ... 2/- 17
14 4/6 100 ... 6/- to 3/- 329
4 17/6 11 ... 1/6 316

650 4/6 8792 ... 2/6 BL
104 6/- to 8/- 4 ... 1/6 to 2/6 3N B
794 3/- 107 ... 4/- 207
120 3/- 23 ... 1/6 to 2/6 ;.204

Price. No. No. Price.

•323 ... ... r, ... '3/- 194 ... 3/-

324 ... 3/- i05 ;.. 3/6

3/- and 4/-
1

3251.. 4/- - i9r)i'... 3/3

5/- 1

126'..- 3/3 196 .. 4/-

1S6J... 3/- 197 ... 3/0

2/6
^ 187 ... 3/- 200- ... 2/-

3/- 188 ... 3/3 312 ..V 3/6

3/- 1

189'... ... 3/8 312 SB 3/-

3/- 191 ... 3/- 313 ... 2/9

2/9 19U... 3/- 230 ... 8/6

8/- ' 193".. 3/- 3794 ... 3/6
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HIGHEST AWARD, INDIA AND CEYLON EXHIBITION, LONDON, 1896.

HIGHEST AND ONLY AWARD AT THE FORESTRY EXHIBITION, 1893.

Only GoW Medal for Lawn Mowers, International

Horticultural Exhibition, 1892.

At the Windsor Show of the K.A.S.E., 18*9,

Her Majesty the (|uccn & H.R.H. Princess Victoria of Prussia

each purchased eue of Bansomes’ Lawn Mowers.

RANSOMES’

‘ HORSE
AND

PONY ”

LAWN MOWERS
Suitable for larKc Lawns,

Pleasure Grounds, and Cricket

Grounds, and believed to be
the very best machines yet intro-

duced. New Designs, New Pat-
terns, New Adjustments, and
New Patent Spring Handles.

PKICES.

Pony- 26 in., £14; 30 in., £18.

Horse-Power— 30 in., £20; 38 in., £24;

42 in., £28 ; 48 in., £32.

RANSOMES’
WORLD” LAWN MOWERS,

For Cutting Long Grass and doing Rough Work

Made in 9 sizes, 8 to 24 inches wide.

Prices from 45s.

RANSOMES’ “PATENT AUTOMATON” LAWN MOWER
WITH CUAIN OR WHEEL GEARIEQ

THE BEST LAWN MOWER IN THE WORLD.
Sent Carriage Paid, with a Month’s Free Trial.

Graceful in design, easy to work, quiet in action, cuts with-
out ribbing, producing a flue velvety surface. Rolls the
whole of the lawn

;
no further rolling required. Colleots

the cut grass or scatters it to muloh the lawn.

IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1897.

New Patent Double Angle Cutting Barrel.

New Patent Ribbed Driving Rollers.

New Patent Adjustment of Front Rollers.

Made in 9 sizes, 8 to 24 inches wide.

Prices £2 15s. to £9.

RANSOMES’ PATENT

LAWN EDGE CUTTER.
Silver Medal at the Inventions

Exhibitiony 1885.

Pronounced by The Field to be

" The ONLY ONE of real

service.”

A hjfht, simple, strongs
and useful substitute for
Hand Shears. After .

little practice with this

Machine, a man can
trim the edges as
fast as he can walk,

RANSOMES’
ANGLO-PARIS” LAWN

MOWERS.
The Best Light Machines.

They are suitable for Small Gardens,
and for Ladies and Amateurs’ use

;

have perfect adjustment, and can be
used with or without a Grass Box.

Made in 8 sizes, 6 to 20 in. wide.

Prices from 30s.

Price 30s.
All

Machines
sent Carriage

Paid,

and a Month’s
Free

Trial allowed

THOUSANDS IN

USE, GIVING
PERFECT

SATISFACTION.

RANSOMES’ “LION” LAWN MOWER.
The Best Cheap Machine, of best materials and workmanship.

9 in., 25s.
;
11 in., 27s. 6d.

;
13 in., 30s.

;
15 in., 32s, 6d. dross Boxes, 3s. 6d., 4s,, 4s. 6d., and 5s.-

Price Lists and fuii particuiars free by post on application to

H. CANNELL & SONS, SWANLEY AND EYNSFORD,

(
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PAGE PAGE
ABUTILON Areca 189
Acacia 179, 185 Arenaria 162
Acffina 160 Aristolochia 180, 186, 194
Acalypha ... 179 Armeria 162

_ Acantholimon 160 Arnebia 162
Acanthus ... 160

1
Arnica 162

Achillea ... 160, 190 Artillery Plant... 184

Achimenes... 5 Artimisia 162
Aconitum ... 160 Arum .. 162, 191
Acorus ...160, 178, 190 Arundo ... 162, 190
Actinella ... xxvi Asclepias 162
Addresses Wanted 207 Asparagus .. 180, 186
Adiantum ... ... XXV, 179, 187 Asperula 162
Adonis xxvi, 160 Asphodelus 162
Agapantlms 179 Aspidistra 180
Agathssa ... 179, 180 Aspidium . ... 187

Agave 149 Asplenium ...XXV, 187

Ageratum ... 5 Asters xxvi, 177
Agrostemma 160 Astilbe xxvi, 162
Ajuga 160, 179 Astragalus 162
Akehia 194 Astrantia 162
Allamanda 185 Athyrium 192
Alocasia 179 Aubrietia ... 162, 190
Alisma 178 Auricula 6, 7
Allspice 194 Azalea 197
Aloes ... 149

Alonsoa 179
Aloysia 179 BABIANAS ... 191
Alsine 160 Bamboo 190
Alsophila ... 187 Bambusa 190
Alstrcemeria 160 Barren Wort ... 166
Alternanthera 179 Baptisia 162
Alyssum . .

.

... 160, 161,190 Batchelor’s Button 174
Amaryllis (.see Bulb List) 191 Bedding Plants... 196
Ampelopsis 194 Summer Flowering ... 179
Ananassa ... 180 White&yellow Foliage 190
Anchusa . .

.

161 Begonia vii, 7 to 21

Androsace ... 161 Beilis 80
Anemone . .

.

xxvi, 161 Bertolonias 180
Anemonopsis xxvi Betonica 162

Antennaria 161, 190 Bignonia 186

Anthemis ... 161 Blackberries 206
Anthericum .. ... 161, 190 Blechnum ... 187, 192
Anthurium 179, 180 Blue Marguerite ... 179, 180
Anthyllis ... 161 Bocconia 162
Antirrhinum 6, 196 ' Books

—

Apios 194 Gardening 146,192,199,208
Aponogeton 178 Bougainvillea ... 185

Aquatics ... 178 Bouquets 201

Aquilegia ... xxvi, 162, 190 Bouquet Wire ... 207
Arabia ... . 162, 190 Bouvardia 21, 22, 195
Aralia 186 Bridal Rose 184
Araucarin ... . 180 Browallia 184
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PAGE
Brugniansia 180
Bulbous Plants... 191, 196, 197
Buphthalmum 162
Butomus 178

CACALIA 149
Cacti 149, 193
Caladium 180
Calamintha 162
Calntliea 183
Calceolaria 22, 195, 196, 197
Calla 180, 191

Callirhoe 162
Calochorti 191

Caltha 162

Calystegia 194

Camellia 197

Campanula 163, 164

Campsidium 186
Candle Plant 149
Candytuft 169

Canna 22 to 26
Cardamine 164
Carduus 164
Carex 180
Carnation ...26 to 31, 137, 196

Catananehe 164
Ceanothus 194
Centaurea 164, 190

Centropogon 180
Cephalaria 164
Cerastium 164, 190
Ceratostigma 179
Cestrum 185
Chamserops 189
Charcoal 199
Charieis 179, 180

Cheilanthes 187
Cheiranthus 164
Chelone 164
Chimonanthus 194
Cbionodoxa 191

Choisya 180
Chorozema 180
Christmas Rose 169

Chrysanthemum iv, v, viii to

xviii, xxvi, 32 to 58, 164

Cimicifuga xxvi, 164

Cineraria ... 69, 195, 196, 197
Cissus 185

Cistus 190

Citrus 184
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Clematis, 60, 61, 164, 185, 194
ClerodendroM 181, 185
Cigar Plant 179
ClianthuB 181

Climbers

—

Greenhouse 185, 186
Hardy 194

Stove ... 185, 186
Cliveas 182
Cobsca 185

Cocos 189

Coleus 61, 62
Collections for Gardens ... 195

,, ,, Greenhouse 195
and Conservatory ... 196

Coloured-leavedPlants ... 179

Columbine... ... 161, 162

Conditions of Sale—See New
Things.

Conservatory Decoration
Plants, or Sub-Tropical
Gardening 186

Convallaria 196

Convolvulus ... 179, 186, 194
Coprosma ... 190
Cordyline ... 181, 186
Corema xxvi
Coreopsis . .

.

164
Cornflower 164

Correa 181

Corydalis ... 164

Corynostylis 185
Corypha ... 189
Cotoueaster 194
Cotyledon ... 81, 160

Cowslip 165
Crassnia ... 181, 160
Crocosma ... 191

Crocus 197

Croton xxv, 181

Crncianella 164

Cumeria ... 181

Cuphea 179

Cut-flowers, Bouquets, &c. 201

Cuttings, Price of ... xxviii

Cyanophyllum 181

Cyclamen 164, 165, 181, 196, 197

Cyperus ... 181

Cypripedinm 165, 198

Cyrtomium 187

Cytisus 181

DACTYLIS 190
Dahlias ... xix, xx, 62 to 79
Daisies xx, xxi, 80. 177, 180
Daphne 181

Dasylirion ... 186
Datura 180

Davallia

PAGE
... 187

Day Lily ... 169

Deciduous Trees . ... 169

Delphinium 80, 81

Dendromecon ... ...xxvi

Dianthns 137, 165
Deutzias ... 196

Dicentra ... 166

Dicksouia ... 187

Dictamnns ... 165

Dictyogramma ... ... 187

Dicyrta ... 91

Didymochloena .. ... 187
Dieffenbachia ... ... 181

Dielytra 166, 195

Digitalis ... 166

Dionoca ... 181

Diplacus ... 181

Dipladenia ... 185

Dircoaa ... 91
Dodecatheou ... 165
Dondia ... 166
Doodia ... 187

Doronicum ... 166

Doryopteris ... 187

Draba ... 165

Dracsena ... 181, 182, 186
Dracocephalnm... ... 166

Dryas ... 166

ECHEVEBIA... ... 81

Echinacea ... 165

Ecbinops ... 166

Edelweiss ... 167

Elveodendron . .

.

... 186

Epacris ... 182

Epilobinm ... 166

Epimedium ... 165

Epiphyllum .... 182

Eremurus .. 166

Ericas ... 182

Erigeron ... 166

Erinns ... 166

Erodium ... 166

Eryngium ... 166

Erythrina ... 182

Encharis ... 191

Eucodonia ... 91

Eulalia ... 182
Enonymus ... 158

Enpatorium 166, 182

Euphorbia 182, 184

Eurya ... 182
Eurybia ... 166

Euterpe ... 189

Evergreen Shrubs 158, 169
Everlasting Pea ... 170

FATSIA ... 186

PAGE
Perns ... xxv, 187 to 189, 192

Ferula 166

Fescue Grass 182
Festuca 182

Ficus 182, 185

Fittonia 182

Flax 170, 173

Flowering Shrub-like
Plants 190

Foreign and Colonial

Notices 3, 4

Francoa . ... 166

Freesia , ... 191

Fuchsias 82 to 88, 190

Funkia . 166, 167

GAILLAKDIA . 94, 167

Galega . ... 167

Galtonia . ... 191
Gardenia . ... 182

Garden Kequisitcs .. . 207,208
Gazania . .. 179

Genista ... 182
Gentiana . ... 167

Geonoma . ... 189

Geranium Proper xxvi, 129

Gerbera . ...xxvi

Gesneracsous Plants 91, 92
Geum xxvi, 167

Gillenia . ... 167

Gladioli . 88 to 91

Glanciuin . ... 167

Globularia .

.

. ... 167

Gloxinia xxii, 92 to 95, 182, 195

Glycine . ... 194

Gnaphalinm xxvi
,
167, 190

Goniophlebium . ... 188

Grape Vines . ... 200
Green Carpet Bedding

Plants 158

Greenhouse Plants and
Ferns ... 187, 189

Grevillea 182

Gunnera ... 167, 168

Gymnograuima... 188

Gynerium 168

Gypsophila 163

HABRANTHUS 191

Habrothamnus ... 185

Hardy Ferns ... 192

Hardy Herbaceous Plants

16y to 176

Hardy Shrubs ... 169

Harpalium 168

Haworthia 149

Heaths, Hardy ... 168

(
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VAQB nxoB
Ilebeclinium ... 182 Keunedya 185
Hedera ••• 194 Kentia 189
Hedyearum ...xxvi 1C8 King’s Spear ... 162
Heleninm 168 Kleinia 149
Helianthemnm ... 96 Kniphofia . 175, 176
Helianthus ... ... 168 Knives 209
Heliopsis 168 Kceniga 179
Heliotropium !!! i)6

,
96

HelleboruB 169
Hemerocallis ... xxvi. 169 LACHENALIA ... 182, 191
IIcmioDitis 188 Lantanas ... ... 96
llepaticaa 169 Lapageria 185
Herniaria 158 Lastrea ... 188, 193
Hesperia 174, 169 Latania 189
Heuchera 169 Lathyrus 170
Hibiscus 182 Lavendula ... .. 170
Hieracenm 169 Lavender ... 170, 175
Hippocrepis 169 Lawn Mowers ... 211
Hollyhock 96 Leonotis 182
Honeysuckle 194 Leucophyton ... 190
Hottonia 178 Leucostegia 188
Hoya 185 Liatris 170
Hutchinsia 169 Libonia 182
Hyacinths 197 Lilies 97, 191, 192
Hyacinthus 191 Lily of the Valley .. 196, 197
Hydrangea 190 Limnanthemum 178
Hydrocharis 178 Limnocharis ... 178
Hypericum ...xxvi 169 Linaria 170

Linum ... 170, 182
Lion’s Tail 182

IBERIS xxvi, 169 Lippia ... ... ... ... 179
Icaranda 182 Lithospermum ... .. *70, 179
Iraantophyllum (Clivea) . .

.

182 Livistoni 189
Impatiens 182 Lobelias xxvi, 97, 98
Improved Plants 4 Longchites ... ... 188
Incarvillea xxvi Loniccra ... 190, 194
India Rubber ... « »• ... 182 Lotus ... a. 183
Instruments »»« ... 208 Lomaria 188
Inula ... 169 170 Luenlia ... ... 183
Ipomoea ... . 1 . 182 Lupinus ... 170, 171
Iresine 179 Lychnis 171
Iris 96 Lycopods 189
Ismene 191 Lygodium ... .a 188
Isolepii 182 Lysimachia ... 171j 190
Isoloma 182 Lythrnm ... ... 171
Isopyrum 170
Ivy 194 MAGNOLIA ... 183
Ixia 191 Malva 171
Ixora 182 Manettia ... ... 185

Manures 20, 37, 208, 207, 2t)8

Maranta 183
JACARANHA 182 Marguerite... 54, 56, 179, 180
Jacoboea Lily ... 191 Marsh Marigold 162
Jacob’s Ladder ... ,,, ,,, 173 Masterwort ... ... 162
Jasminum 182, 185, 194 Megasea 171
Juliana 180 Mentha 158

Mertensia 171
Mesembryanthemums 149,

KALOSANTHES 182 150, 190

Menyauthes
PA.OE

.. 178
Michaelmas Daisies... ... 177
Microlepia ... 188
Mikania ... 183
Mimulus 98,

Miscellaneous Articles

171,181

201 to 211
Monarda ... 171
Money Wort ... 185

Montbretia 171,191
Morina ... 171

Mushroom Spawn ... ... 201

Musk ... 98
Myosotis 171, 173, 179
Myrsiphyllnm ... 185
Myrtus ... 190

NARCISSUS 191, 197
Nepenthes ... 183
Nephrodium ... 188
Nephrolepis ... 188
Nerium ... 183
Nertera ... 183
New Plants, fore part of

Catalogue
New Year’s Presents ... 197
Nierembergia ... . 179
Naigolia . 91, 92
Nuphar 178
Nymphiea .. ... 178

OENOTHERA... 171, 179
Omphalodes ... . 171

Ononis 172
Onosma 172
Ophiopogon ... . .. 172, 183
Opuntia .. 160, 172
Orange ’Tree ... . 184
Orchids 197 to 199
Ornamental Trees . . ... 169
Omithogalnm .;. . 191

Orobus ... .;. . 172
Osmunda .. 188, 192
Ostrowskla 172
Othonna 184
Ourisia 172
Oxalis . .. 191, 179

PACHYPHYTUM ... 150
Pseonies ... 130 to 132, 172
Palms ... 189
Pampas Grass ... ... 168
Pancratium ... 191
Pandanus ... 184
Panicum ... 184
Pansies xxiv, 99 to 104, 195
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PAGE
Papaver 162, 172, 173
Paaaiflora 186, 18G, 194
Paaque Flower 161
Peat 199
Pelargonium

xxii, xxiii, 104 to 129, 195
Pellionia 184
Pellaja 188
Pentstemon 129, 173
Petunia 132
Phalaris 173
Phlebodium 188
Phlomis 182
Phlox 133 to 186, 178
Phoenix 189
Phormium 173
Phrynium 184
Phygelius 173
Physalis 173
Physostegia 173
Picotee 136, 136
Pilea 184
Pinks 136, 137, 165, 196
Pityrosperma 173
Platycerlum 188
Platyloma ... 188
Plectopoma 92
Plumbago ...173, 179, 184, 186
Poa 184
Podophyllum 173
Poinsettia 184
Poleraonium 173, 190
Polianthes 192
Polyanthus ... 137
Polygonatum 195
Polygonum 173
Polypodium 188, 192
Polystichum 192
Pontederia 178
Potentilla 138, 173
Prickly Fig 172
Primrose 138
Primula ... 139, 195, 196, 197
Pritchardia 189
Prophet’s Flower 162
Pteris XXV, 188
Ptychosperma 189
Pulmonaria 174
Pyrethrum

139, 140, 158, 173, 190

RAMONDIA 174
Ranunculus 174
Raspberries 205
Reidia 184
Rciueckla 184
Reinwardtia 182
Rheum 174
Rhododendron 197

PAOB
Rhynchospermum 186
Richardia 180, 191
Rochea 160
Rockets 174
Rock Pinks 137
Rogiera 184
Rondeletia 184
Rooted Cuttings: How to

Manage vi

Rooted Cuttings,Price of xxviii
Roses XXV, 141 to 146, 194, 196
Rubus 184
Rndbeckia ... 174
Ruellia 184
Russelia ... 184

SAGITTARIA 178
Saintpaulia xxv, 184
Salvia 146, 147, 174, 190
Sanchezia ..

Sansievera...

Santolina ...

Saponaria ...

Sarracenia . .

.

Saxifraga .

.

Scabiosa

Scarboro’ Lily .,

Scheeria
Schisinatoglottis

Schizophragma.,
Schizostylis

Scolopendrum ..

Scutellaria

Seaforthia

184
184

174, 190

174
184

.. 147, 148, 184
... xxvii, 174

192
92
184
190
174
192
174
189

Sedums 148, 149, 158, 179, 186
Seedlings W Post 196
Seeds, see Seed Catalogue
Selaginella 189
Sempervivum 1,50, 161
Senecio 174
Shamrock 174
Show Boxes ... 67, 79, 146
Shrub-like FloweringPlants 190
Sibthorpia

Sidalcea

Silehe

Sisyrinchum
Smilacina
Smllax
Snapdragon
Snow in Summer
Snow Plant
Solanum
Soldanella
Solidago
Solomon’s Seal...

Sparaxis ... ...

Sparmannia
Spergnla

( 215 )

185
xxvii, 174

174, 196

... 174

... 174
186, 186

6, 196
... 190

161, 190
186, 195

... 174

... 174

... 196

... 191

... 184

... 190

PAGE
Sphagnum 199
Spigelia 174
Spirseas ... 174, 175, 195
Spring Bedding Plants ... 195
Stachys
Starworts
Statice

St. Bernard’s Lily
St. Bruno’s Lily
Stellaria

Stenactis

Stenochlcena
Stephanotis
Stipa

Stove and
Climbers..

Stove and
Plants

190
... 177

175, 185
... 161
... 161
... 190
... 176
... 188

... 186
.. ... 175

Greenhouse
185, 186

Greenhouse
179 to 186

Stove Plants and Ferns
187 to 189

Stokesia 175
Stratiotes 178
Strawberries ... 202 to 205
Streptocarpus 135
Streptosolen 184
Strobilauthes 186
Struthiopteris I88
Subtropical Plants 186
Succulents for Bedding ... 149
Sultan’s Balsam 182
Summer-bedding Flower-

ing Plants 179, 195
Sundries 65 to 58, 146, 209
Sunflower I68
Sun Roses 99
Symphytum 175

TABERN^MONTANA 185
Tacsonia I86
Tecoma 186
Thalictrum 175
Thermopsis 175
Thistle 165
Thrift 162
Thrinax 139
Thanbergia 186
Thymus 176, 190
Tiarella 175
Tigridia. See Bulb List.
Tillandsia 186
Tobacco Paper and Cloth 207
Todea 138
Torenia I80
Trachelospermum 186
Tradescantia 175, 186
Triehonema 191
Trillium 175
'Tritoma ... 175, 176
Tritonia 191
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PAGE
176

Tropoeolums 151

Tulips 197

Tuberoses ... 192

Tussilago ... 176

Tweezers ... 56, 208

Tyda'a 92

Typha 178

VALERIANA 176, 190

Vallota 192

Vancouveria 176

Veratrum ... 176

Verbascum 176

Verbena ... ... .... 152,179

Veronica ... 152,158,176,190

Vicia

PAGE
176

Villarsia 178

Vinca ... 176, 190

Vines 200
Viola ... 15.3, 154

Violet 155 to 158

Virginian Creeper 194

Vitis ... 190, 194

Vriesia 185

WALDSTEINIA 176

Wallflower ... 164,195
Wall Plants 194
Water Lily ... 178
Water Soldier ... 178

Water Violet ... 178

rA.QK

Watsonia 192

White and Yellow Foliage

Plants 190

Wind Flower 161

Winter Cherry 173

Winter Heliotrope 176

Wistaria 194

Woodroff 162

Woodwardia 188

YUCCA 150, 186

ZAUSCHNERIA ... 176, 179

Zephyranthes 192

Zonale xxii to xxiii, 104 to 195

SUCCESSFUL EXHIBITOR.

One Year’s Winnings.

C. J. Whittington, Esq.,

Elmhmst,Bickley,whose gardener

the photo represents with his

highly creditable honours won

at various shows, and whose

garden we have had the pleasure

of supplying for years with all

that is required from the Seeds-

man and Nurseryman. Both

Mr. and Mrs. Whittington are

devotedly fond of their garden

and all its productions, and

everything is earried on by

mutual consent, agreeably to all

concerned
;

and, so far as the

garden, it can be safely said it

is at all seasons a model of beauty,

and certainly reflects much upon

the care and thought of the

principals. The engraving proves

the skill and moral character of

Mr. Payne, which our rising

generation of gardeners would do

well to take as a pattern.

( 2J6 )
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